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GUIDE TO TABLES

This report contains 15 basic tables. The major classification is industrial activity. This guide provides a
reference for the major selected items and subjects
available in the report. See page 21 to determine the
appropriate page number(s) for specific tables.

INCOME AND DEDUCTION ITEMS
Total receipts (figures A,C, tables 1,2,3A5,6,7,8,9,
10,11,12)
Business receipts (tables 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11,12)
Interest (tables 2,3,4,5,11,12)
Interest on Government obligations (tables 2,3,4,5,
10,13)
Rents and royalties received (tables 2,3,4,5,10,11,
12)
Net short-term and long-term capital gain (tables
2,3,4,5,9,10,11)
Net gain, (loss) noncapital assets (tables 2,3,4,5,9,
10,11,12)
Dividends received (tables 2,3,4,5,11,12,13)
Total deductions (tables 2,3,4,5,9,10,11,12)
Cost of sales and operations (tables 1,2,3,4,5,6,
7,9,10,11,12,13)
Compensation of officers (tables 2,3,4,5,9,10,11,
12,13)
Repairs and bad debt expense (tables 2,3,4,5,9,
10,11,12,13)
Rent paid on business property (tables 2,3,4,5,9,10)
Taxes and interest paid (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,
11,12)
Advertising, contributions or gifts (tables 2,3,4,5,9,
10,11,12)
Amortization and depletion deduction (tables 2,3,4,
5,9,10,11)
Depreciation deduction (tables 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,
11,12)
Pension and employee benefit plans (tables 2,3,4,
5,6,7,9,11,12)
Constructive taxable income from related foreign
corporations (tables 3,4,5,11,13)
Net income (less deficit), total (figures A,B,C, tables
2,4,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13)
Net income (1,3,5,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15)
Statutory special deductions, total (tables 8,13)

BALANCE SHEET ITEMS
Total assets (figures A,C, tables 1,2,~,4,5,6,7,9,1 0,11)
Cash (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,111)
Notes and accounts receivable (tables 2,3,4,5,6,
7,9,10,11)
Allowance for bad debts (tables 2,'3,4,5,9,1 0,11)
Inventories (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11)
Investments in Government obligations (tables 2,3,
4,5,6,7,9,10,11)
Loans to stockholders (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,9, 10,111)
Mortgage and real estate loans (tables 2,3,4,5,6,
7,9,10,11)
Other investments (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,11)
Depreciable assets (tables 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11)
Accumulated depreciation (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,
10,11)
Depletable assets (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,11)
Accumulated depletion (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,11)
Land (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11)
Intangible assets (amortizable) (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,
9,11)
Accumulated amortization (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,11)
Total liabilities (tables 2,3,4,5,9,1 0,111)
Accounts payable (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11)
Loans from stockholders (tables 2,3,4,5,9,1 0,11)
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable (tables 2,3,
4,5,6,7,9,11)
Capital stock (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11)
Paid-in or capital surplus (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,
10,11)
Retained earnings (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,11)
Shareholders undistributed taxable income (loss)
(table 9)
Cost of treasury stock (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,10,11)
TAX COMPUTATION ITEMS
Income subject to tax, (figures A,C, tables 1,2,3,4,5,
6,7,8,11,12,13,14,15)
Income tax (figures A,C, tables 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,11,12,
13,14,15)
Foreign tax credit (tables 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,
14,15)

H

U.S. possessions tax credit (tables 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,
13,14,1.5)
Alternative minimum tax (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,13)
Nonconventional source fuel credit (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,
11,12,13,14,15)
General business credit (tables 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,
13,14,15)
Tax payments (tables 8,13)
Orphan drug credit (tables 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,15)

liv

SELECTED SUBJECTS
Sampling selection ranges, and variability (figures D,
El, E2, F)
Accounting periods (figures B,C, table 8)
S corporations (table 9,13)
Form 1120-A corporations (table 10)
Consolidated returns (table 11)
Form 11 20F corporations (table 12)
General business credit (table 14)

INTRODUCTION

Section 1

This report presents statistical estimates derived from a
stratified sample of approximately 83,700 returns selected
from the approximately 3.6 million active corporate returns
filed for the 1987 Income Year. *
The report is divided into 6 sections. The first section
provides statistics summarizing overall corporate activity for
Income Year 1987. Section 2 discusses changes in law and
regulations between this report and that for Income Year
1986. Section 3 describes in detail the sample of income
tax returns upon which the statistics were based, as well as
the method of estimation used, the sampling variability of
the data, and other limitations.
Section 4 presents the basic tables that contain detailed
statistics on 1987 income tax liability, tax credits, net
income, and other financial data. Section 5 contains detailed explanations of the terms used in the report. In most
instances, the explanations include definitions of terms
used as well as adjustments made in preparing the statistics
and any limitations inherent in the data.
Section 6 consists of the return forms and instructions.
Following Section 6 is a user survey designed to help the
Statistics of Income Division better determine the needs of
users of this report. The user's cooperation in completing
this form would be much appreciated.

percent from 1986 to 1987, slightly greater than the 4.6
percent increase between 1985 and 1986.
Total assets increased by 8.1 percent to $15.3 trillion for
1987, the lowest percentage increase for over 10 years. The
data indicate an upward trend for total receipts, net income
(less deficit), income subject to tax, total income tax and
total income tax after credits. Total receipts rose 10.5
percent, a much greater increase than the 3.2 percent
increase from 1985 to 1986. Net income (less deficit)
continued to rise with an increase of 22.2 percent from the
previous year. Income subject to tax rose 12.9 percent in
comparison to the 3.8 percent increase from 1985 to 1986.
Total income tax increased by 6.6 percent and total tax
credits continued to decrease resulting in total income tax
after credits increasing from $73.9 billion in 1986 to $87.0
billion in 1987, an increase of 17.7 percent.
Returns with total assets of $250 million or more represented less than one percent of the total returns; nonetheless, for 1987, these 4,794 returns accounted for 51.9
percent of the total receipts and 65.2 percent of the total
income tax after credits. In contrast for 1986 there were 4,471
such returns and they accounted for 50.5 percent of total
receipts and 53.9 percent of total income tax after credits.

ACTIVITIES COVERED
The statistics in this report provide additional detail on the
data contained in the Statistics of Income Bulletin, Volume
10, Number 1, Summer 1990. [1]
OVERALL CORPORATE SUMMARY
Figure A presents corporation summary statistics for
Income Years 1986 and 1987. Shown are the number of
returns, total assets, total receipts, net income (less deficit),
income subject to tax, and total income tax before and after
credits. The total number of returns increased by 5.4
.

Vergie Mose and Janice Washington were responsible for the overall
production and the text for sections 1, 2, and 5 of this report and the staff
of Corporations Returns Analysis Section prepared the tables for
section 4. The report was prepared under the direction of Ken Szeflinski,
Chief, Corporation Returns Analysis Section.

The estimates in this report encompass corporate business
activities in the United States as well as certain foreign
activities as reported on returns of "domestic" corporations,
and foreign corporations with U.S. business activities. The
term "domestic corporations" refers to companies incorporated in the United States, but does not necessarily imply that
all their activities are domestic. For instance, data for a U.S.
corporation conducting business abroad through foreign subsidiaries may include dividends remitted from those subsidiaries and, to a certain extent, their undistributed earnings. [21
For foreign corporations (defined as those organized
abroad) engaged in trade or business in the United States,
only income that was considered "effectively connected"
[3] with the conduct of a trade or business in the United
1
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Figure A.-Returns of Active Corporations: Number of Returns, Total Assets, Total Receipts, Net Income (Less
Deficit), Income Subject to Tax, Total Income Tax, and Total Income Tax After Credits by Size of Total Assets, Income
Years 1986 and 1987
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of total assets are in whole dollars]
Yew and size of total assets
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retunts I
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to tax
subiel

Total
inoome
3
tax

i Total
ricome tax
after credits 4

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Total

1986
Total .........................................

3,428,515

14,163,209,894

8.669,378,501

269,530.240

276.172.502

111,140,137

73,876,301

Zero assets .....................................
$1 under $100,000 ............................. .
$1 00,000 under $250,000 ..........................
$250.000 under $500,000 ..........................

210.160
1.736,486
606,676
348.276

57.950,198
97,775,053
123,669,775

172.977,785
286,794,530
291.763,668
304.406,534

1,344.130
-211.922
2,574,407
3,298.1135

7,929,858
4,435,338
6,198,295
6,395,000

3.299,818
773,215
1,173,863
1.405.970

2,775,612
669,452
1,033.114
1,228.978

$SW.000 under $1,000,000 ........................
$1.000,000 under $5,000.000 .......................
S5.000.000 under $10,000,000 ......................
$10.000.000 under $25,000,000 .....................

225,453
223,619
30,994
21,094

158,061,127
458,542,021
214,879,695
328,002,609

352.466,111
985,805.877
395,189,8a3
436,225,299

3,983,044
13,461,925
5.797.751
8,957,186

6,946.352
18.384,542
8,185,398
11.347.440

1.804,376
6,588,400
3,456,218
4,948,765

1,592,147
5,963.489
3,159,020
4,323.991

$25,000.000 under $50,000,000 .....................
$50,000,000 under $100,000,000 ....................
.
$100.000,000 under $250,000,000 . . ~ ..... .......
$250,000,000 or more .............................

9,879
6,592
4,815
4,471

349,687,829
464,711,768
769,995,239
11,139.934,581

300,744,306
313,271.054
452,585,941
4,377,147,511

7,114,002
9,192,843
16,519,207
197,498,831

9,494,016
10,989,143
15,798,193
170,068,927

4,171,060
4,844,299
7,013,531
71.660,623

3.583,150
3,964,356
5,754,023
39,828,969

1987
Total .........................................

3,612,133

15,310.615,602

9,580,720,701

328,223.710

311,840,615

118,4B4,975

86,988,756

Zero assets .................
,
...................
................ .....
$1 under $100 000 ...
$100.000 under $250,000 ................... ......
$250.000 under $500,000 .......... ..............

280,022
1,809,278
620.593
353,031

60,422.391
99,974,588
124,777,375

185,727,143
305,081.024
312,429,485
306,062.084

2,551,151
-306,735
2,648,011
3,639,574

4,829,468
3.647,320
5,577,765
5,864,504

1,780,734
600,667
1,005,710
1,215,439

1,491,165
552,049
932,413
1,124.052

S500.000 under $1,000,000 ........................
$1,000,000 under $5,000,000 .......................
$5,000,000 under $10,000,000 ......................
$10,000,000 under $25,000.000 ... .................

233,352
231,945
33,929
23,532

164,135,875
480,177,708
234,362,652
368,288,492

373,088,504
1,034,506,681
449,526,357
- 503,481,914

4,496,858
15.197,324
7,545.022
9,899,285~

6,295,490
16,077,038
7,595,905
10,848,793

1,527,662
5,300,206
2,901,048
4,260,983

1,433,335
5,035,050
2,744,105
3,923,048

10,234
6,498
4,926
4,794

363,874,824
458.310,051
788,733,117
12,167,558,530

321,464,157
320.294,069
492,645,294
4,976,413,989

8,209,952
10,686,216
16.080,938
247,576,114

9,399,396
11,122.216
17,311,652
213,271,066

3,692,679
4,398,503
6,930,193
84,871,153

3,273,674
3,765,461
6,017,702
56,696,706

i25,000,000 under $50,000,000 ..................
$50,000.000 under $100,000.000 ....................
$100,000,000 under $250,000,000 ...................
S250,000.000 or more .......................... ~ . 1

1

1

1

1

' Includes taxable income before net operating low deduction and special deductions.
2 Includes long-term gain taxed at alternative
rates. taxable income few net operating low deduction and special deductions.
3 Includes regular and alternative tax. personal holding company tax. tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit, alternative minimum tax, environmental tax, excessive net passive income tax (Form I 120S), branch tax (Form
,11 20F), tax from Part 11 (Form 112G-REIT), tax from Part III (Form 11 20-REIT), tax from Part IV (Form 11 20-RElT), and tax from Line 4, Part 11 (Form 11 20-RIC).
Credits include foreign tax, U.S. Possessions tax, nonconventional source fuel. orphan drug, general business and minimum tax credits.
NOTE Detail may not add to total because of rounding and the deletion of data. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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Figure B
Corporation Income Tax Returns and Net Income (less Deficit), by
Accounting Periods, Income Year 1987

Percentage of returns
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0
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I Includes pan-year returns

1987
Calendar Year

Figure C.-Returns of Active Corporations: Number of Returns, Total Assets, Total Receipts, Net Income (Less
Deficit), Income Subject to Tax, Total Income Tax, and Total Income Tax After Credits, by Accounting Periods for
Income Year 1987
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Number
returnsof

Accounting period ended

Total
assets

Income
I. tax
subioc~l

Net(less
income

Total
receipts

Total
income
tax,

deficit)

Total
income tax
after credits 5

(1)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Total ........................................

3,612,133

15,310,615,602

9,580,720,701

328,223,710

311,840,615

118,484,975

86,988,756

December 1987. . ~ ...............................

1,981,357

11,983,091,871

5,971,954,241

218,309,532

221,089,258

86,533,301

59,749,634

Noncalenclar year, total ..................

.....

1,630,776

3,327,523,731

3,608,766,460

109,914,178

90,751,357

31,951,674

27,239,122

July 1987 ................................
August 1987 ....................... ...........
September 1987 . . . . . . . ................
October 1987 ..................................
November 1987 ..... .................. .. . .
January 1988 ..................................
February 1988 .................................
March 1988 ...................................
April 1988 ....................................
May 1988 .... ............... ................
June 1988 ....................................

111,221
121,040
296,702
155,618
97,125
86,794
77,577
193,574
93,763
98,457
298,905

185,310.555
194,707,606
678,250,893
304.104,472
219,783,851
251,229,262
153,344,822
397,636,861
207,203,400
162,767,101
573,184,907

198,907.743
209,960,074
575,371,189
299,917,885

7,533.835
8,381,532
6,570,848
1
14,754,547
10,481,047

4,440,828
4,830,846
13.567,908
7,366,481
6,882,439
11,072,565
4,256,893
9,576,090
5.413,726
5,213,953
18.129,628

1,618,652
1,795,751
4,985,231
2,638,993
2,535,965
4.183,250
1,509,185
3,241,663
1,867,990
1,746,034

1,464,503
1,562,375
4,252,139
2,218,142
1,571,030
4,003.434
1,274,977
2,980,422
1,605,948
1,491,176
4,814,977

1

1

182,735,250
390,138,8G8
182,929,345
512,652,728
193,228,729
230,603,405
632,321,304

. (4)

11,939,509
5,059,454

1

9.863,482
5,866,364
5.165,429
14.298,130

1

1

5,828,961

1

:ncl.des part year returns,
Udes taxable income before net operating lose deduction and special deductions.
31 nC~udes net long-term gain taxed at alternative rates, taxable income less net operating loss deduction and special deductions,
4 1M
branch tax (Form
ncludes regular and alternative tax, personal holding company tax. tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit, alternative minimum tax, environmental tax, excessive net passive income tax (Form 1 120S).
,11 20F), tax from Part 11 (Form 11 20-REIT, tax from Part III (Form 11 20-REM, tax from Part IV (Form 11 20-REIT, and tax from Line 4. Part 11 (Form 11 20-HIC).
Credits include foreign tax, U.S. possessions tax. nonconventional source fuel, orphan drug, general business and minimum tax credits
NOTE: Detail may not add to total because of rounding. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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States was included in the statistics and any investment
income from U.S. sources was excluded from the data.
Other foreign corporations, organized abroad and not
engaged in trade or business in the United States, were
liable for tax only on investment income from U.S. sources
and these returns were excluded from this report. [4]
The effect of foreign activity on the statistics varies by
type of industry and by size of assets. Foreign income is
reflected to a greater extent in Finance, insurance, and real
estate since it has a higher incidence of foreign activity than
the other industries. Also, foreign activity is almost totally
concentrated on returns with assets $250 million or more.
Section 6012 of the Internal Revenue Code required that
all corporations in existence at any time during the income
year file returns, regardless of whether they had income or
not. This applied to active and inactive domestic corporations unless they were expressly exempt from filing, as well
as to active foreign corporations with insufficient taxes
withheld at the source to satisfy their U. S. tax liability on
income earned in the United States. (It should be noted
however that inactive corporations have been excluded
from the statistics. See section 3.)
In addition to legally defined corporations, the Internal
Revenue Code recognized many types of businesses as
corporations, including joint stock companies, and unincorporated associations, such as business trusts, savings and
loan associations, certain partnerships, mutual savings
banks, and cooperative banks. These organizations possess characteristics typical of the corporate form, such as
continuity of life, centralization of management apart from
ownership, limited liability of owners, and transferability of
shares of capital ownership.
Included in the statistics are financial data estimated from
the following number of active corporation tax returns:
Form 1 1 20 (U.S. Corporations) ..................... 2,224,778
Form 1120-A (U.S. Short-Form Corporations) . 238,730
Form 11 20S (U.S. S Corporations) ................ 1,127,905
Form 1120L (U.S. Life Insurance Companies) ..... 2,273
Form 1120-PC (U.S. Property and Casualty
Insurance Companies) ....................................... 2,046
Form 1120-REIT (U.S. Real Estate Investment
Trust) ....................................................................... 145
Form 1120-RIC (U.S. Regulated Investment
Companies) ........................................................ 1,980
Form 1120F (U.S. Returns of Foreign
Corporations) .................................................... 10,478
Form 1120-IC-DISC (Domestic International
Sales Corporations) [5] ....................................... 1,185
Form 11 20-FSC (Foreign Sales Corporations) ..... 2,613
Total * ............................ 3,612,133
Detail may not add to total due to rounding.

In addition to inactive corporations, the statistics specifically exclude foreign corporations with no income "effectively connected" with a U.S. trade or business; information
returns of certain joint undertakings; returns filed by political
organizations under Code section 527; returns filed by
General Stock Ownership Corporations (corporations established by a state for the benefit of the residents of a
state); information returns reporting no tax because of a tax
treaty or convention under Code section 894; nonprofit
corporations (educational, charitable, and similar organizations) exempt from income tax under Code section 501;
and insurance companies except life (including interinsurers and reciprocal underwriters), if the net written premiums
for the taxable year do not exceed $350,000, which were
exempt from income tax under Code section 501.
TIME PERIOD EMPLOYED
The estimates in this report are based on data from
returns with accounting periods that coincided with the
calendar year and returns with accounting periods that
were for noncalendar years -ended during the span of
months July 1987 through June 1988. This span, in effect,
defines the income year in such a way that the noncalendar
year accounting periods are centered at the calendar year
ended December.
The 12 accounting periods covered by the report are
presented in figure B. Code section 441 specified that, in
general, a taxpayer's accounting period end on the last day
of the month. Thus, figure B shows a span of 23 months
between the first-included accounting period, which began
on August 1, 1986, and closed on July 31, 1987, and the
start of the last-included accounting period, which began
on July 1, 1987, and closed on June 30, 1988. This report,
therefore, shows income received or expenses incurred
during any or all of the months in the 23-month span. For
balance sheet items, such as total assets and inventories,
the report shows a corporation's position only at a given
time, namely, at the end of its accounting period. Corporations were required by Code section 441 to file returns for
the accounting period customarily used in keeping their
books. Figure B also-presents the percentage of the total
that each accounting period represents for the number of
returns and the net income (less deficit).
Figure C shows that 54.9 percent of the 1987 returns
were filed for the calendar year; and, since they included
most of the larger corporations, these returns had approximately 78.6 percent of total assets, 62.3 percent of total
receipts, 66.5 percent of net income (less deficit), 70.9
percent of income subject to tax, 73.3 percent of total
income tax and 68.7 percent of total income tax after
credits.
Corporation returns were usually required to be filed
within two-and-one-half months after the close of the cor-
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porate accounting period. However, in accordance with
Code section 6081, most corporations could receive filing
extensions of 6 months.
In addition to returns with accounting periods that
spanned 12 months, the total number of active corporations
includes returns with accounting periods of shorter duration. Such returns are referred to as part-year returns and
were filed, for the most part, by continuing corporations
changing their accounting periods, new corporations in
existence less than 12 months, merging corporations, and
liquidating corporations.
NOTES AND REFERENCES
[1] Frequencies and amounts will not differ between this
report and the Statistics of Income Bulletin because no
additional returns and corrections are included in this
report.

[2] See Statistics of Income, "A Compendium of Studies of
International Income and Taxes, 1979-1983", September 1985, for information on, among other things, the
foreign activities of U.S. Corporations.
[3] "Effectively connected" income is defined in Code
Section 864(c). See also the reference in above.
[4] See Skelly, Daniel F and Hobbs, James R., "Statistics of
Income Studies of International Income and Taxes",
Statistics of Income Bulletin, Fall 1986, pp. 01-17.
[51 The pre-1985 system for Domestic International Sales
Corporations (DISC's) has been largely replaced by a
system of Foreign Sales Corporations (FSC's). DISC's
were not entirely abolished, however, since DISC's, as
well as non-DISC's, could elect to become an Interest
Charge DISC (IC-DISC). See specific definitions in
Section 5, Explanation of Terms.

5

CHANGES IN LAW AND REGULATIONS

The statistics in this report reflect, in general, changes in
law and regulations that became effective during the accounting periods covered. Depending on the accounting
period used and the effective date of the change in law, the
changes may have been fully applicable for some corporations, only partially applicable for others, and not applicable at all for still others.

gross receipts from farming activities were required to use
the accrual method of accounting.

The information that follows highlights the major changes
(listed alphabetically) that affected substantially the comparability of the statistics in this report with those for prior
years. These changes resulted from the Tax Reform Act of
1986 which represents one of the most comprehensive
revisions of the Federal income tax system since its inception.

Alternative Minimum Tax

More detail on changes in law and regulations are
contained in the Explanation of Terms section of this report.
The facsimiles of the tax forms and instructions, included as
Section 6, may also prove helpful.
Accounting Periods
Effective for Tax Year 1987, S corporations and qualified
personal service corporations were generally required to
conform their taxable year to the calendar taxable year of
their owners. However, corporations affected by this provision could elect an accounting period other than the
required calendar year by proving a business purpose for
having a different tax year.
Previously, no special provisions applied to S corporations or personal service corporations which maintained a
noncalenclar taxable year
Accrual Method of Accounting
Most corporations were required to use the accrual
method of accounting under section 448 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986. Exceptions to the new provision
included: certain corporations engaged in farming activities, personal service corporations, and certain other corporations having $5 million or less as an average for gross
receipts based on prior year accounting periods. However,
family corporations which had more than $25 million in

Under previous law, most corporations were allowed to
compute taxable income using the cash receipts and
disbursement method (cash method) or other acceptable
methods of accounting.

The alternative minimum tax replaced the former minimum tax. The alternative minimum tax was imposed on a
broader income tax base and at a higher rate of tax (20
percent), compared to the minimum tax (which was imposed at a 15 percent rate). Effective for tax years beginning in 1987 and thereafter, corporations paid an alternative
income tax when it exceeded the regular income tax. The
total tax liabilitV became the tax computed under the
regular tax system plus the alternative minimum tax.
The alternative minimum tax (AMT) system was designed
to reflect tax consequences that could be achieved through
timing a tax calculation more closely with the actual timing
of the economic event. Whereas, the regular tax system
reflects a timing difference in the two events that is achieved
through the use of accelerated expense items or tax
deferral benefits.
Alternative Tax on Capital Gains
Generally, for tax years beginning after December 31,
1986, the 28 percent alternative tax on capital gains was
repealed. However, an alternative tax at 34 percent was
allowed until July 1, 1987, the effective date of the new
lower corporate income tax rates. Capital losses continued
to be deducted only against capital gains.
Branch Tax of Foreign Corporations
The U.S. earnings and profits of a foreign corporation
became subject to a branch profits tax without consideration for the ratio of U.S. income to the total income of the
foreign corporation, for tax years beginning after December
7
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31, 1986,. A 30 percent rate of tax was imposed on the
earnings and profits and interest paid by or to a foreign
corporation from its trade or business activities conducted
in the United States. The Internal Revenue Code of 1986
introduced the new provisions under section 884 to reduce
the disparity of U.S. taxation between U.S. corporations
owned by foreign persons and foreign corporations doing
business through their own branches in the United States.
The new U.S. tax laws also required coordination With
income tax treaties between the United States and foreign
countries.

Under prior law, corporate taxable income was subject to
tax under a five step graduated rate structure. The maximum rate was 46 percent on taxable income over
$100,000. The corporate taxable income brackets and tax
rates prior to Tax Year 1987 are presented below.

Previously, a foreign corporation conducting business in
the United States was conditionally obligated to a 30
percent withholding tax rate on portions of its dividend and
interest payments which were attributable to U.S. operations. (U.S. corporations were obligated to a 30 percent
withholding tax rate on their dividend and interest payments, as well.) However, a foreign payor corporation only
became liable for the withholding tax if more than 50
percent of its gross income over a 3-year period was
effectively connected to a U.S. trade or-business (the ratio of
U.S. income to total income influenced the U.S. tax withholding obligation of the foreign corporation). The disparity
under prior law between taxation of U.S. corporations and
foreign corporations with U.S. branches was evidenced at
the shareholder level.

A corporation's taxable income in excess of $1 million was
subject to the additional 5 percent tax. The maximum additional tax was $20,250. The additional tax was an adjustment
which phased out the benefits of graduated corporate tax
rates for corporations with taxable income in excess of
$1,405,000. Corporate taxable income in excess of that
amount was subject to a flat tax rate of 46 percent. The
additional tax was added by the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984.

Changes in Corporate Tax Rates
Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the maximum corporate tax rate was reduced to 34 percent. The benefit of a
graduated tax rate was phased out for income over
$100,000. The number of tax brackets was reduced to
three.
Because of the effective date (July 1, 1987) of the lower
tax rates, corporations were required to compute their
income tax liability for Tax Year 1987, using two tax rate
schedules or a blended tax rate. For the period before July
1, 1987, the income tax was computed using the previous
tax rates (46 percent) and for the period after July 1, 1987
using the new tax rates (34 percent). The tax liability was the
sum of the tax computed under the old and new rates.
The corporate taxable income brackets and tax rates
effective for tax years beginning on or after July 1, 1987
were as follows:
Taxable Income

Tax Rate

Not over $50,000 ..........................................................
Over $50,000 but not over $75,000 .............................
Over $75,000 ................................................................

15
25
34

An additional 5 percent tax was imposed on income in
excess of $100,000. The maximum additional tax was
$11,750. Corporate taxable income in excess of $335,000
was in effect subject to a flat tax rate of 34 percent.
8

Taxable Income

Tax Rate

Not over $25,000 ..........................................................
Over $25,000 but not over $50,000 .............................
Over $50.000 but not over $75,000 .............................
Over $75,000 but not over $100,000 ...........................
Over $100,000 ..............................................................

15
18
30
40
46

Completed Contract Method of Accounting for Sales
from Long-Term Contracts
Corporations entering into long-term contracts after February 28, 1986 were required to account for the income and
expense items, related to the contract, using either: the
percentage of completion-capitalized cost method of accounting or the percentage of completion method, as
defined under Code section 460. Corporations could no
longer use the completed contract method of accounting
for the income and expense items related to their sales from
long-term contracts.
Corporations which previously used the completed contract method were required to change their method of
accounting. The change in methods required that corporations report a portion of the income and expense items,
related to the long-term contract, in each of its taxable
years; whereas, previously such items were not included in
the computation of taxable income until completion of the
contract. The change specified that 40 percent of the items
were to be accounted for within a current taxable year using
the percentage of completion method. (This percentage
was revised by the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1987 to
70 percent.) The remaining 60 percent was to be accounted for using the corporation's normal method of
accounting (revised to 30 percent by the 1987 'Act). The
revised percentages were effective for contracts entered
into after October 13, 1987.
Deduction for Bad Debt Reserves
Provisions of the 1986 Act changed the method of
computing the deduction for bad debts allowed to mutual
savings banks, domestic building and loans associations,
and cooperative banks. For those businesses, the deduction was reduced from 40 percent to 8 percent of a
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modified taxable income, effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1986. For small business investment companies and large banks, the deduction for
additions to the bad debt reserve account was repealed .
Previously, the reserve method or the specific charge-off
method were the two methods allowed to all commercial
banks for computing a deduction for bad debts, for federal
income tax purposes. Under the reserve method, a deduction was computed for a reasonable addition to the bad
debt reserve account at the close of the taxable year.
Generally, the reasonable addition to the reserve account
was the amount needed to increase the account to a
computed maximum allowed ending balance. See "Bad
Debts:' in the Explanation of Terms section, for a discussion
of the bad debt deduction under prior law.
Dividends Received Deduction
Beginning for Tax Year 1987, a corporation could deduct
an amount equal to 80 percent of the dividends that it
received from other domestic corporations as a special
deduction against its taxable income. Prior to the Tax
Reform Act, the allowable percentage was 85 percent. The
new percentage was effective for dividends received or
accrued after 1986.
Environmental Tax
As a result of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986, corporations were required to pay a
new income tax-the environmental tax. The requirements
for this tax were provided under the new section 59A of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986. The tax was based on a
modified alternative minimum taxable income of the corporation in excess of $2,000,000. (Members of a controlled
group of corporations were entitled to one $2,000,000
exemption.) The amount of the excess income was subject
to a .12 percent rate of tax. The modified alternative
minimum taxable income was alternative minimum taxable
income without consideration for the alternative tax net
operating loss deduction and the allowable deduction from
income for the environmental tax. For an explanation of
alternative minimum taxable income, see "Alternative Minimum Tax:' in the Explanation of Terms. For purposes of
determining the regular tax, the amount of the current year
environmental tax was allowed as a deduction from the
current year gross income under section 164 (a) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986. In general, the environmental tax was effective for taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1986 and before January 1, 1992.
Minimum Tax Credit
Beginning in 1988, corporations could reduce their
regular income tax liability with a new tax credit-the
minimum tax credit, if an alternative minimum tax had been

paid for any year after 1986. The credit was designed to
prevent a dual tax from being imposed on the same
income. The dual tax could result from the imposition of tax
under the alternative and regular tax systems. Under the
alternative tax system, a corporation would be required to
pay a portion of tax that would otherwise be deferred under
the regular system. Therefore the minimum tax credit could
act as a mechanism to coordinate the two tax systems.
The credit was allowed for a recomputed alternative
minimum tax from a prior year The alternative minimum tax
was recomputed to disregard the carryover of investment
tax credits and three tax preference items: percentage
depletion, charitable contributions of appreciated property,
and tax exempt interest on bonds. The credit was limited to
the excess of regular tax after credits over the current year
tentative minimum tax. Any unused portion of the minimum
tax credit could be carried forward indefinitely. There were
no carryback provisions for the minimum tax credit.
Since some of the returns included in this report had
accounting periods ending in 1988, a small amount of this
credit was included in the 1987 statistics.
New Forms 1120-REIT, 1120-RIC, 1120-PC
As a result of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, certain new
U.S. corporate income tax forms were developed:
a. Form 1120-REIT, U.S. Income Tax Return for Real
Estate Investment Trusts
b. Form 1120-RIC, U.S. Income Tax Return for Regulated Investment Companies
c. Form 1120-PC, U.S. Property and Casualty Insurance Company Income Tax Return
The new forms were filed for tax years beginning after
December 31, 1986. Tax Year 1987 was the first tax year for
which the new tax forms were used to collect the data
contained in the Statistics of Income reports. Data from the
new forms were combined with data abstracted from other
corporate tax forms for producing the tables in this report.
An election to be treated as a REIT or RIC, after
December 31, 1986, was made by filing and computing
taxable income and tax on the respective new form. Those
entities created under previous elections, were required to
file and compute their taxable income and tax on the new
forms for tax years beginning after 1986, as well. Previously,
those companies were required to file Form 1120, U.S.
Corporation Income Tax Return or Form 1120-A, U.S. Corporation Short-Form Income Tax Return. See the Explanation
of Terms section for a description of a Real Estate Investment
Trust (REII) and a Regulated Investment Company (RIC).
Nonlife mutual and stock insurance companies were
required to compute taxable income on the new Form
9
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11 20-PC for tax years beginning after 1986. Previously, nonlife
mutual insurance companies were required to file Form
11 20M, U.S. Mutual Insurance Company Income Tax Return.
The Form 1120M was made obsolete with the new Form
11 20-PC. Nonlife stock insurance companies previously filed
Form 1 1 20 or Form 11 20-A.
In the statistics, nonlife stock insurance companies were
combined with other nonlife insurance companies. The other

10

nonlife insurance companies (such as title insurance companies) continued to file Forms 1120,1120A, 1120S, and 1120F
as they have in the past. With the new Form 1120-PC, balance
sheet data for a mutual insurance company were compiled
from the income tax return, whereas, data were previously
compiled from the annual statement attached to the return or
from reference books.

SECTION 3

DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE.
AND LIMITATIONS OF THE DATA

This section describes the 1987 Corporate Sample design, including the methods used in the selection of returns,
data capture, data cleaning, and data completion. Also
discussed are the techniques used to produce estimates
and an assessment of the data limitations, including measures of sampling variability.

were subjected to sampling for 1987, see Section 1. The
following chart gives the estimated number of active corporations by form type that filed during Tax Years 1983
through 1987.
YEAR**
FORM TYPE

BACKGROUND
The 1916 Revenue Act requires the annual publication of
"facts deemed pertinent and valuable" with respect to the
operation of the income tax law. The Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) has been publishing statistics on corporate
income tax returns since 1918 beginning with data from
1916. Prior to 1918, limited information on corporate taxes
appeared in the Commissioner's Annual Report [1,2,3].
From 1916 through 1950 data were extracted for the
Statistics of Income (SOI) program from each corporate
return filed. Stratified probability sampling was introduced
in 1951. Since then, the size of the samples has generally
decreased while the population has increased. For example, for Tax Year 1951 the sample comprised 41.5 percent
of the population, or 285,000 of the 687,000 returns filed.
For 1987, the sample proportion had decreased to 2.3
percent, or 83,656 returns selected from a population of
over 3.6 million.
In 1951, stratification was by size of total assets and
industry. From 1952 through 1967, the stratification was by
size only, either volume of business (1953-1958) or total
assets (1952 and 1959-1967). Then from 1968 to the
present, both total assets and a measure of income have
been the major stratifiers [4].
POPULATION
This annual SOI corporation study includes corporations
of all types that are organized for profit. For a list of the
federal income tax returns and the estimated numbers that
.

Homer Jones and Richard Collins designed the sample for this report.
Jeri Mulrow prepared the text ard Richard Collins prepared the tables in
this section under the direction of Yahia Ahmed, Chief, Mathematical
Statistics Section, Coordination and Publication Staff.

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

2,331,809
251,012
826,216
2,335
1,466

2,224,778
238,730
1,127,905
2,273

20 ..................... .... 2,329,650 2,277,675 2,294,081
239,255
11 20-A .......................
164,816
724,749
1120S ...................... 648,267
701,339
1120L ........................
1,798
2,042
2,269
1,490
1,464
1120M .......................
1,463
2,046
1120PC .....................
1,980
1120RIC ....................
145
120REIT ...................
11,678
11,336
10,478
1
1120F
11
........................
7,996
10,900
1,383
1,443
1,185
20-IC-DISC ..............
9,898
12,480
2,341
2,900
2,613
1120-FSC ...................
TOTAL ..................... 12-999071 1 3,170,743 13,277,219 1 3,428,515 1 3,612,133
:Form not in existence at that time.
Tigures exclude out-of-scope returns (inactives, duplicates, etc.)

SAMPLE DESIGN
The current sample design is a stratified probability
sample based on form type with one or both of the
stratifiers: size of total assets and a measure of income.
Forms 11 20,1120-A, 11 20RIC, 11 20REIT 11 20-FSC, and
1120-IC-DISC were stratified according to size of total
assets and size of proceeds where proceeds is the measure of income and is defined to be the larger of the absolute
value of net income (or deficit) or absolute value of "Cash
Flow" (depreciation + depletion + net income). Forms
11 20F, 1 1 20L, and 1120 PC were stratified by size of total
assets only, and Form 1120S was stratified according to
size of total assets and size of taxable income as the
measure of income.
The design differs from a typical stratified sample in that
sample rates, not sample sizes, are set initially. This approach is taken since stratum population totals are known
only after all tax returns have been filed for a particular year
The design process begins with projected population totals
derived from those used to estimate administrative workloads [5]. Using projected population totals by sampling
strata, a constrained optimization, is carried out to assign
sample sizes such that the overall projected sample size is
85,000 [6]. Figures D, El, and E2 give stratum boundary
11
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limits, population and sample sizes, and sample rates for all
form types. The final sample size for Tax Year 1987 was
83,656 returns for all form types.
Since 1981, th6 population has increased in size from 2.8
million to over 3.6 million in 1987. The sample size, on the
other hand, has remained fixed at around 85,000. As a
consequence, sampling rates have gone down considerably in recent years. The overall sampling percentage for all
returns was 3.04% in 1981 and decreased to 2.32% in
1987. Issues raised by keeping the sample size relatively
fixed over the years include the effects on cross-sectional
estimates, the effects on short year-to-year changes and
longitudinal sample composition. Research is currently
being conducted on these issues and the findings will be
used as a basis for future sample designs [7].
SAMPLE SELECTION
Corporation income tax returns are filed at the ten IRS
Service Centers located throughout the country. All corporate -returns are processed initially to determine tax liability
and are then available to other parts of IRS, including the
SOI Division. Except for Form 1120-IC-DISC, all tax data
are transmitted and updated on a weekly basis to the IRS's
Business Master File (BMF) System located in Martinsburg,
West Virginia. Form 1120-IC-DISC returns are processed
on a separate system maintained in Detroit, Michigan.
Together, these two systems serve as the point of selection
for the sample for the corporation study. The sample was
selected on a weekly basis from each system.
Sample selections for the 1987 corporation study took
place during the period from July 1987 through June 1989.
A twenty-four month sampling period is needed for two
reasons. First, over 45% of all corporations have noncalendar year accounting periods (See figure B.) To allow
for this, the 1987 SOI file represents all corporations filing
returns with accounting periods ending during the period
from July 1987 to June 1988. Second, many corporations,
including some of the largest, request six-month filing
extensions. The combination of non-calendar year filing
and filing extensions means that returns that might first be
due to be received by IRS in September of 1988 (1987
accounting period ending June 1988), could be timely filed
as late as March 1989. Normal administrative processing
time lags require that the sampling process remain open for
the 1987 study until June 30, 1989. However, a few very
large returns for Tax Year 1987 were added to the sample as
late as December 1989.
Each corporation is assigned a permanent and unique
Employer Identification Number (EIN) similar to a Social
Security Number for an individual. The EIN is used as the
basis for random selection. A pseudo-random number
(PRN) is generated using the EIN as the seed. The last four
identifidigits of the PRN called the transformed taxpayer
I
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cation number (TTIN) are compared to the sampling rates;
a corporation with a value of its TTI N below 1000 times the
sampling rate is selected to be in the sample, all others are
not selected. Since a corporation generally uses the same
EIN from year-to-year, use of this identifier to select the
sample over the years facilitates the selection of many of the
same corporations over time. This results in a reduction of
the sample variance for estimates of year-to-year change.
EIN's were used as the basis for random selection from
1968-1978. TTIN's have been in use as the basis for
random selection from 1979 through the present [8,9].
DATA CAPTURE
Data processing for SOI begins with information already
abstracted for administrative purposes; approximately 80
items are available from the BMF system. An additional 600
to 700 items are abstracted from the tax return. At this time,
the administrative data are checked and corrected as
necessary.
The SOI data capture process can take as little time as
one-half hour for a small single entity corporation filing on
Form 11 20-A or as long as a week for a large consolidated
corporation filing several hundred attachments and schedules with the return. The process is further complicated by
several factors:
• First, as already noted, over 800 separate data items
may be abstracted from any tax return. These items
may require totals to be constructed from various other
parts of the forms and schedules.
• Second, each different form type has a different layout
with different types of schedules and attachments.
• Third, there is no legal requirement for a corporation to
meet its tax return filing requirements by filling in, line
for line, the U.S. tax return form. Therefore, many
corporate taxpayers report much of their financial
details in their own format.
• Fourth, there is no single accepted method of corporate accounting used throughout the country, but
rather several accepted accounting "guidelines",
many of which are unique to geographic locations.
• Finally, different companies may report the same data
item, such as other current liabilities, on different lines
of the tax form.
In order to help overcome these complexities and standardize reporting, SOI prepares extremely detailed instructions for each tax year For Tax Year 1987, these instructions
consisted of over 500 pages covering normal and straightforward procedures and instructions for exceptions and
non-standard situations that might be encountered [10].
DATA CLEANING
After the data are entered into a computer system at the
service centers, they are sent to the Detroit Computing
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Figure D.-Corporation Returns: Number Filed, Number in Sample, Prescribed and Achieved Sampling Rates, by Sample
Selection Class, Income Year 1987
Description
Selection of Samoa
Classes
(See Notes)

Sample
Class
Number

Size of
-P,Meeds*

Size of
Total Assets
(2)

(1)

l3)
...................................

All Returns, Total ..........

Industry
Class

Yea,
Sampled

Estimated
Populat'n

Sample
Size

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

3,612,133

83,656

505
422

497
414

1GO.00
100.00

98.42
98.10

83

83

100.00

100.00

3,593,023
1,307,212
575,766
697,536
414,334
256,931
183,572
68,489
36,336
25,062
8,557

77,393
3,979
2,514
4,769
5,961
6,634
10,210
5,386
5,540
9,857
3,413

0.30
0.40
0.65
1.40
2.50
5.50
8.00
15.00
42.00
42.00

2.16
0.30
0.44
0.68
1.44
2.58
5.56
7.86
14.96
39.33
39.88

8,027

8,027

100.00

100.00

6,522

6,522

100.00

100.00

4,681

4,681

100.00

100.00

2,294
1,960
161
173

1,319
985
161
174

50.00
100.00
100.00

57.50
50.25
100.00
100.00

10,438
10,110

2,330
2,002

25.00

22.32
19.80

....................

................................
Forms 1120,1120A and 11 20S with Form 5735 attached, Total .......
Under $50,000,000 .............................................. ...................... .........
............................. ....
Under $100,000,000 ... .................................
$50,000,000 or more .............................................................................
.....................
...........
$100,000,000 or more ..........................

A
B
A

All
All
All
All
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Forms 1120,1120A and 1120S (no Form 5735 attached), Total ......................... ...............
........ Under $25,000 .................................
Under $50,000 ...........................
.......
$50,000 under $100,000 ..... ....................... $25,000 under $50,000 ...............
$100,000 under $250,000 ......... .......
....$50,000 under $100,000 ..........................
$250,000 under $500,000 .......... .................$100,000 under $250,000 .........................
$500,000 under $1,000,000 ~ . ~ . ~ ...
.........$250,000 under $500,000 ...........................
$1.000.000 under $2,500,000 ~ ........................$500,000 under $1,000,000 ....... ................
.................
$2,500,000 under $5,000,000. ~ ....... ...............$1,000,000 under $1,500,000 ...
$5.000.000 under $10,000,000 ........................$1,500,000 under $2,500,000 .......................
$10,000.000 under $25,000,000 ....................... $2,500,000 under $5,000,000 .......................
$25,000,000 under $50,000,000 ...................
.$5,000,000 under $10,000,000 ................... . .
.$5,000.000 under $10,000.000 ......................
$25,000,000 under $50,000,000 ......... ..........
$25.000,000 under $50,000,000 ....................... $5,000.000 or more .............................
$50,000,000 under $100,000,000 ...................
.$10,000,000 or more ............................
$50,000,000 under $100,000,000 ...................
.$10,000,000 under $15.000,000 ........... ........
$100,000,000 under $250,000,000 ............ .....................................................
$50,000,000 under $250,000,000 .............
.
.....................................................
.... ..
.
$100,000,000 under $250,000,000. . ~ ~ ~ .
$15,000 000 or more ............................
$250,000,000 or more ........... ...................................................... .........

All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
B
A
All
A
B
All
All

All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
7.8
9
7.8
7,8
9
7.8
7,8
9
7,8

16
17
18

.....................
Forms 11 20L, Total .................... ............ ..............
Under $50,000.000 .................................................... .........................
$50,000,000 under $250,000,000 ~ .....
....................................... .................
$250,000,000 or more ............................................................. ..............

All
All
All

All
All

B
A
B
A
B
A

All
All
All
All

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

................
Forms 1120F (with effectively connected income In U.S.), Total .....................
....
Under $25,000,000 ....... ......................................................
Under $50,000.000 .... .................................................. ......................
............
$25,000,000 under $50,000.000 .....................................................
$50,000,000 under $100,000,000 .........................
.......
.................................
.................
$50,000,000 or more ......... .....................................
........ ..............................
$100,000,000 or more ................................
...............
Forms 1120PC, Total .. .............. ............................................
Under $50,000,000 .................... ....
. . .
................................... ........
Under $100,000 ~ .......
................... . ... ..............................
.............
$50,000,000 under $100,000,000 .............. .. ..
..............................................
$100,000 under $5,000,000 ......................
...........................
$100,000,000 or more ..........................
.. ...........................................
$100,000 under $5,000,000 ......................
.. .. ...................
......................
$5,000,000 under $50,000,000 ................... . . .. .... ......
...........................
$5,000,000 under $50,000,000 ....................
. .. .................. ...... .................
$50,000,000 under $250,000,000 ................
.......................
..............
$250,000,000 or more ..........................
. .. .................. ........................
U nder $100,000 ................................
...
..........................
$100,000 under $5,000,000 ................
- - - - ......
..........................
$5,000,000 under $50,000,000 ...............
............ .
.............. ......
$50,000,000 under $250,000,000 .............. ..
. .................................... ........
........
$250,000,000 or more . . . ~ . . ~ ..... .............. .. ..............................
Forms 1120-IC-DISC, (See Figure E-1)

..............

B

All

All
All

.
All
6359
All
6359
All

8
9
8
9
8

6359
6359
6359
6359
6359
6356
6356
6356
6356
6356

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

*

.

...............................................

Forms 1120-FSC, (See Figure E2) .............................................................
Notes:

Sampling Rales
(Percent)

Number of Returns

.....I

I

(8)
.

Achiev
(9)

%

2.32%

81

81

100.00

100.00

247

247

100.00

100.00

2,073
1,765

628
342

92

92

100.00

100.00

14

1

10.00

7.14

176
3
5
3
4
6
2
3
0

176
2
5
3
2
1
2
2
0

100.00
50.00
100.00
100.00
.35
10.00
50.00
100.00
100.00

100.00
60.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
16.67
100.00
66.67
100.00

1,185

702

2,613

1

Prescribed

1

787

30.31
19.39

59.29
30.13

1

Not Applicable
* Proceeds is defined as the larger of absolute value of net income (deficit) or absolute of cash flow (depreciation + depletion + net income)

Append ix-Corporation Industry Class by Principal Business Activity Code by Year Sampled
There are two classes of industries used in this design as indicated in Column (4). The following listing of PBA Codes was used to assign industries to the two classes, by calendar year:
Industry Code
1987 Class
1988 Class

0400
B
A

1150
B
A

1330
B
A

1380
B
A

1510
B
A

1600
6
A

1798
B
A

2010
B
A

2030
B
A

2096
B
A

2228
B
A

2298
B
A

2315
B
A

2345
B
A

2415
B
A

2430
B
A

2699
B
A

2799
B
A

3070
B
A

Industry Code
1987 Class
1988 Class

3370
B
A

3440
B
A

3490
6
A

3550
B
A

3670
B
A

3698
B
A

3998
B
A

4200
B
A

5008
a
A

5050
B
A

5060
B
A

5098
B
A

5140
B
A

5150
B
A

5170
B
A

5190
B
A

5300
B
A

5410
B
A

5515
B
A

Industry Code
1987 Class
1988 Class

5995
B
A

6030
A
A

6060
A
A

6090
A
A

6120
A
A

6140
A
A

6150
A
A

6199
A
A

6210
A
A

6359
A
A

6411
A
A

6511
A
A

6550
A
A

6599
A
A

6742
A
A

6749
A
A

7000
B
A

7389
B
A

7900
B
A

Other
B
B

Notes: Returns were classified according to either size ot total assets or size of proceeds, whichever sample class is higher. (This rule also applies to Figures El and E2 following).
The prescribed and achieved sampling rates for sample classes 3 through 11, are composite figures of possibly different sampling rates used during the three calendar years of sampling. All other sample
classes had the same prescribed sampling rates for the sampling period indicated,
EXAMPLE #1: A Form 11 20S return with total assets of $750,000 and having a cash flow of $75,000 is in sample class 7 (based on total assets) rather than in sample class 5 (based on cash flow).
EXAMPLE #2: A General Merchandise Store files a 1987 Form 1120 return and is sampled in 1987. The principal Business Activity (PBA) Code is listed as 5300. Reported total assets are $7,500,000
and reported Net Deficit is $3,000,000. The Industry Class is 6 and the year is 6. The sample class is 11 based on size of proceeds for Industry Class 6 and Sampled Year 6 rather than 10 based on size
of total assets for all years and Indi stry Classes.
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Figure El.-Interest Charge Domestic International Sales Corporation Returns: Number Filed, Number in Sample, Prescribed
and Achieved Sampling Rates, by Sample Selection Class, Income Year 1987
Description Sample
SelectionofClass

Sampling Rat a
(Percent) e

Number of Returns

Size of
Total Assets

Size of
Proceeds

Population

Sample

Prescribed

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

1,185

702

85

3

5.0

3.5

65

10

10.0

15.4

118

25

20.0

21.2

204

68

30.0

33.3

233

116

50.0

49.8

237

237

100.0

100.0

243

243

100.0

100.0

All Forms 1120-IC-DISC Returns
MCS under $10,000,000 &
IC-DISC under $25,000

Under $10,000

MCS under $10,000,000 &
IC-01SC $25,000 under $50,000

$10,000 under $25,000

MCS $10,000,000 under $25,000,000 &
IC-DISC under $50,000

Under $25,000

MCS under $25,000,000 &
IC-DISC $50,000 under $100,000

$25.000 under $50,000

MCS $25,000,000 under $50,000,000 &
IC-DISC under $100,000

Under $50,000

MCS under $50,000,000 &
IC-DISC $100,000 under $250,000

$50,000 under $100,000

MCS $50,000,000 under $100,000,000 &
IC-01SC under $250,000

Under $100,000

MCS under $100,000,000 &
IC-DISC $250,000 under $500,000

$100,000 under $200,000

MCS $100,000,000 under $250,000,000 &
IC-DISC under $500,000

Under $200,000

MCS under $250,000,000 &
IC-DISC $500,000 under $1,000,000

$200.000 under $500,000

MCS under $250,000,000 &
IC-DISC $1,000,000 or more

$500,000 or more

MCS $250,000,000 or more &
IC-DISC any amount

Achie~ed
(6)
54.0%

Any amount
I

I

ores: The abbreviations used in the table above are:
MCS-Majorily Corporate Stockholder
C-DISC-Interesl Charge Domestic International Sales Corporation

Figure E2.-Foreign Sales Corporation Returns: Number Filed, Number in Sample, Prescribed and Achieved Sampling Rates,
by Sample Selection Class, Income Year 1987
Description of Sample
Selection Clan
Size of
Total Assets

Size of
Proceeds
(2)

(1) All Forms 1120-FSC Returns
MCS under $10,000,000 &
FSC under $500,000

Under $200,000

MCS under $10,000,000 &
FSC $500,000 under $1,000,000

$200,000 under $500,000

MCS $10,000,000 under $25,000,000 &
FSC under $1,000,000

Under $500,000

MCS under $25,000,000 &
FSC $1,000,000 under $2,500,000

$500,000 under $1,000,000

MCS $25,000,000 under $50,000,000 &
FSC under $2,500,000

Under $1,000,000

MCS under $50,000,000 &
FSC $2,500,000 under $5.000,000

$1,000,000 under $1,500,000

MCS $50,000,000 under $100,000,000 &
FSC under $5,000,000

Under $1500,000

MCS under $100,000,000 &
FSC $5,000,000 under $10,000,000

$1,500,000 under $2,500,000

MCS $100,000,000 under $250,000.000 &
FSC under $10,000,000

Under $2,500,000

MCS under $100,000,000 &
FSC $10,000,000 under $25,000,000

$2,500,000 under $5,000,000

MCS under $250,000,000 &
FSC $25,000,000 or more

$5,000,000 or more

MCS $250,000,000 or more &
FSC any amount
Notes. The abbreviations used in the table above are:
MCS-Majority Corporate Stockholder
FSC-Foreign Sales Corporation
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Sampling Rates
(Percent)

Number of Returns
Population

Sample

Prescribed
(5)

Achieved

(3)

(4)

2,613

787

(6)

833

29

5.0

3.5

462

43

10.0

9.3

331

70

20.0

21.1

277

75

30.0

27.1

256

116

50.0

45.3

20

20

100.0

100.0

434

434

100.0

100.0

30.1%

Any amount
I

I

I

I
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Center (DCC) for further processing. At this stage, the data
are subjected to about 1100 consistency tests. These tests
look for:
• Impossible conditions, such as incorrect tax data for a
particular form type;
• Internal inconsistencies, such as items not adding to
shown totals;
• Questionable values, such as a bank with an extremely
large amount of cost of goods sold; and
• Improper sample class codes, such as in the case
where a return has $10,000 total assets but was
selected as if it had $1 million total assets.
In certain cases, test resolution is performed automatically by computer. In other cases, it is done manually. The
data are subjected to several cycles of testing until the
questionable items are corrected or verified as correct.
After completion of data testing and correction, the data are
written to a computer file which is the basis of the annual
corporate Statistics of I ncome report [111.
DATA COMPLETION
Several more steps are needed to complete the information in the file. Missing data must be addressed and returns
that are to be excluded from the tabulations must be
identified. The data completion process focuses on these
issues.
Missing data is handled in several different ways depending on the cause. For example, certain data items may not
be available from the tax return and are thus missing in the
file. If the missing data items are from Schedule L, the
Balance Sheet, then imputation procedures are used.
Imputation is a process of developing estimates for missing
data.
In other instances, data for a whole return is missing
because the return is unavailable to SOI during the data
capture process. These types of returns will be referred to
as 'unavailable returns.' Again, in certain cases, imputation
procedures are used.
Sometimes the data are available on the tax return but
SOI chooses not to capture it. This type of data is missing
by design. Since 1981, SOI has opted to leave some of the
attached schedules out of the data capture process,
whether data are available on these schedules or not. This
procedure has been used as a cost saving measure since
reviewing supplementary schedules adds significantly to
the cost of preparing the file. Once again, imputation is
employed to handle the missing data.
A ratio-based imputation procedure is used to fill in
missing balance sheet items from all 1120 form types
excluding Forms 1120-IC-DISC/FSC. Missing balance

sheet items are'mputed for returns with 12 month accounting periods. Imputation is not used on returns with less than
12 month accounting periods. The ratios are determined by
major industry group from the previous year's data. The
imputed amounts are calculated from these ratios and the
business or total receipts available from the return [12]. A
total of 361 returns in 1987 had balance sheet items
imputed.
Data for unavailable critical corporations, corporations
whose total assets are greater than or equal to two percent
of their minor industry's total assets or whose total assets
are over a specified limit (dependent on form type), are
imputed in two ways. For those corporations selected in the
sample but unavailable to SOI during the time needed, the
ratio-based imputation procedure, as described above, is
applied to the balance sheet data. Three corporations fell
into this category in 1987. For those corporations not
selected in the sample, data from the previous year's return
is used with adjustments for tax law changes. There were
eight of these cases in 1987.
The third imputation method is used to fill in data for one
or more of the following schedules: Other Income Schedule, Other Deductions Schedule, and Other Costs of Goods
Sold Schedule filed with Forms 1120 and 1120-A. Only
corporations with total assets and proceeds both under $50
million are candidates for this imputation procedure. During
sample selection, a random process is used to determine
which returns will not have one or more of these schedules
included in the data capture process. The imputation
procedure uses schedules with data as "donors" to impute
data for the designed missing schedules. For Tax Year
1987, 24,173 returns were subjected to this type of imputation. Of these, 15,081 had "other income" schedules
imputed, 17,684 had "other deduction" schedules imputed, and 10,476 had "other cost of goods sold" schedules imputed. It was estimated that SOI realized an annual
cost savings of over $300,000 using this technique [13, 14].
Another part of the data cleaning process includes
identifying sampled returns that will not be used in the
tabulations. The BMF and the IC-DISC systems, used for
sample selection, can include duplicate tax returns and
other out-of-scope returns, such as returns for non-profit
oriented corporations and prior-year tax returns. These
types of returns are identified and marked and during the
estimation process they are considered to have zero money
amounts. The following list identifies such returns:
• Inactive returns having neither income nor deductions;
• Duplicate returns;
• Amended returns not associated with the original
returns and which were not earlier removed by the
selection process;
• Tentative returns not associated with the revised returns and which were not earlier removed by the
selection process;
15
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• Returns exempt under Section 931 of the Internal
Revenue Code (IRC);
• Returns exempt under Section 1247 of the IRC;
• Returns exempt under Section 883 of the IRC;
• Cost corporation returns exempt under Revenue Ruling 52-542;
• Returns exempt under Section 501(c)(15) of the IRC;
• Returns of non-resident foreign corporations having no
income effectively connected with a trade or business
within the U.S.;
• U.S. Virgin Island returns exempt under Section 934 of
the IRC;
• Returns of political organizations filing under IRC
Section 527
• Returns filed by general stock ownership corporations
exempt from tax;
• Returns filed by homeowners associations under IRC
Section 528;
• Information returns reporting no tax due to tax treaty or
convention according to IRC Section 894; and finally
• Prior year returns, returns with total assets under
$250,000,000 which used basic tax forms prior to1986
.and havinguending accounting periods before July-1 987.
The chart below gives the estimated population of returns
excluded from the tabulations.
Year
Type of
Return

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

Inactive .......................
Duplicate .....................
Prior Year ....................
Other ...........................
Total . . .......................

120,104
43,999
32,305
1,784
198,192

155,778
59,106
46,234
1,576
262,694

152,945
64,110
67,848
2,587
287,490

186.524
72,090
90,637
767
350,018

237,631
68,045
59,248
1,940
366,864

ESTIMATION
The estimates produced in this report of the total number
of corporations and associated money amounts are based
on weighted sample results. A one-step process was used
to determine the weights for Forms 11 20L, 11 20PC, 1 1 20FSC, 1120-IC-DISC, and Form 1120 with Form 5735
attached. A two-step process was used to determine the
weights for Forms 1120, 1120-A, 1120RIC, 1120REIT
1 1 20F and 11 20S.
The one-step process determines weights as the reciprocal of the achieved sample rate. For example, the weight
associated with an 11 20L return having total assets under
$50 million would be 1/0.5025 = 1.99. (See Figure D)
These weights are used to produce the aggregated total
frequencies and money amounts published in this report for
Forms 1120L, 1120PC, 1120-FSC, 1120-IC-DISC, and
Form 1120 with Form 5735 attached.
The two-step process is needed because industry estimates are desired. The first stage is identical to the one-step
process as described above and provides an initial weight
16

for the record. The second stage involves post-stratification
by industry During post-stratification certain cells have
small sample sizes. To handle this problem, a raking ratio
estimation approach to post-stratification is employed to
determine the final weights [15, 161. These final weights are
used to produce the aggregated frequencies and money
amounts published in this report for Forms 1 1 20, 1120-A,
1120RIC, 1120REIT, 1120F and 1120S.
DATA LIMITATIONS AND MEASURES OF
VARIABILITY
Before any estimates were produced for this report,
several extensive quality review processes were implemented. The review processes began at the sample selection stage with weekly monitoring of the sample to insure
that the proper number of returns were being selected.
They continued through the data collection, data cleaning,
and data completion procedures with consistency testing.
Part of the review process included extensive comparisons
of the 1987 data with the 1986 data. A great amount of
effort was made at every stage to insure data integrity.
Since the SOI Corporation estimates were based on a
sample, they may differ from figures that would have been
obtained if a complete census of all income tax returns had
been taken using the same procedures employed in the
sample. The particular sample used to produce the results
in this report is one of a large number of possible samples
that could have been selected under the same sample
design. Estimates derived from one of the possible samples
could differ from any other and from the population aggregates. The deviation of a sample estimate from the average
of all possible similarly selected samples is called the
sampling error The standard error (SE) is a measure of the
average magnitude of the sampling errors over all possible
samples.
The standard error is the most commonly used measure
of the sampling error and can be estimated from the
sample. Sometimes, for convenience, the standard error is
expressed as a percent of the value being estimated. This
is called the coefficient of variation (CV) of the estimate. The
coefficient of variation can be used in assessing the reliability of an estimate.
The estimated coefficient of variation of an estimate is
calculated by dividing the estimated standard error by the
estimate. Estimated coefficients of variations for selected
money amount estimates are shown in Table 1. Estimated
coefficients of -variation for the estimated number of returns
are given in Figure F. Estimated coefficients of variation for
post-stratified variables are computed from conditional variances [ 16,17].
The coefficient of variation, CV(X), of the estimate, X, may
be used to construct interval estimates that have a pre-
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Figure F-Coefficient of Variation of Estimated Number of Returns, Income Year 1987
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...............
300 ...... ....... .
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(5)
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.....................
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(5)
(5)
(5)
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68.74
64.30
60.63
57.52
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17.75
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48.61
45.47
42.87
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36.38
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5.39
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3.02
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3.28
2.75
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3.37
2.61
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1.51
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1.51
1.27
(4)
(4)
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(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
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(4)
(4)
(4)
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(4)

.........
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.............................
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...................... ......
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4.70
3.64
2.57
2.17

3.22
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2.41
1.70
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2.21
2.14
1.66
1.17
(4)

1.64
1.59
1.23
(4)
(4)

1.10
1.06
(4)
(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

4.86
4.70
3.64
2.57
2.17

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

1,000,000 ................... ........
1,500,000 .......
........ I ..........
2,000,000 ..... .............. .......

1.82
1.49
1.29

(4)
(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)

1.82
1.49
1.29

(4)
(4)
(4)

100,000
150,000
250,000
500,000
700,000

(4)
(4)
(4)

1 Includes zero assets and assets not reported.
2 Coefficient of variation is zero for returns with total assets of $100.000,000 or more
3 This percentage should normally not be used for estimates designated by a single asterisk I') bec;ause the approximation shown here is inapplicable when the sar-ple is too small to yield reliable confidence interval estimates
,4 Not applicable because the estimated number of returns is greater than the population count.
Coefficient of variation is less than .005 but greater than zero
obtain new CV. For example, to find the CV for 60,000
NOTE* To determine the coefficient of variation (CV) for anbstimated number of returns not listed, divide desired number by 100, look up CV of divided number. then divide CV by 10 to
returns having total assets of $300,000, divide 60,000 by 100 - 600, look up CV for 600 in column (3). CV - 33.79%, divide CV by 10 - 3.38% for 60,000 returns.
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scribed confidence that the interval includes the average of
the estimates derived from all possible samples. To illustrate, if all possible samples were selected under essentially
the same general conditions and using the same sample
design, and if an estimate and its standard error were
calculated from each sample, then approximately 95 percent of the intervals from two standard errors below the
estimate to two standard errors above the estimate would
include the average estimate derived from all possible
samples. Thus, for a particular sample, one can say with
the appropriate level of confidence, that the average of all
possible samples is included in the constructed interval.
For example, assume a 95 percent confidence interval
for the number of returns having total assets $2.5 million
under $5 million is desired. The estimated population from
Figure D is
X = 68,489 returns.
A coefficient of variation (CV) of 1.55 percent for this
frequency is obtained by using column 5 of Figure F and
interpolating as indicated in the footnote found there.
The standard error of the estimate, needed to construct
the interval, is the product of the estimate and its coefficient
of variation:
SE(X) = X - CV(X)
= 68,489(.0155)
= 1,062 returns
The 95 percent confidence interval is constructed by
multiplying the value of the SE(X) by 2, then adding and
subtracting this value from the estimate. Based on the data
for this example, the 95 percent confidence interval is:
(X - 2 SE(X), X + 2 * SE(X))
(68,489 - 2 1,062, 68,489 + 2 * 1,062)
(68,489
2,124, 68,489 + 2,124)
Thus, the interval estimate is from 66,365 returns to 70,613
returns.
In addition to sampling error, another type of error called
nonsampling error can affect the estimates. Nonsampling
errors can be classified into two groups: random errors
whose effects may cancel out and systematic errors whose
effects tend to remain somewhat fixed and result in bias.
Nonsampling errors can be categorized into coverage
errors; nonresponse errors; processing errors; and response errors. These errors can be the result of the inability
to obtain information about all returns in the sample,
differing interpretations of tax terms and tax instructions,
inability of a corporation to provide accurate infofmation
(data are collected before auditing), inability to obtain all tax
schedules and attachments, errors in recording or coding
the data, errors in collecting or cleaning the data, errors
made in estimating values for missing data, and failure to
represent all population units.
18

Coverage errors in the SOI corporation study can result
from the difference between the time frame for sampling
and the actual time needed for filing and processing of
returns. Many of the largest returns receive extensions to
their filing periods and as a result end up filing after sample
selection has ended for that tax yeac The effect on the
estimates due to this type of coverage error is minimized by
the use of imputation procedures.
Coverage problems within industrial divisions in the SOI
corporation study result from the way consolidated returns
may be filed. The Internal Revenue Code permits a parent
corporation to file a single return which includes the combined financial data of the parent and all its subsidiaries.
These data are not separated into the different industries
but are entered into only one industry. Thus, there is an
undercoverage of financial data within certain industries
and overcoverage in others [18]. Coverage problems within
industrial divisions present a limitation on any analyses
done with the sample results.
Unit nonrespo nse for SOI occurs when a sampled return
is- unavailable for- SOI processing. For example, other areas
of the IRS such as Audit, or Collection, or a District Office
may have the return during the time SOI needs it. These
returns are termed unavailable returns. In 1987, there were
213 unavailable returns in the corporation study, which
constituted about two-tenths of one percent of the sample.
The following chart contains the number of unavailable
returns for years 1984-1987.
Year
Total

1984

1985

1986

1987

3.460

1,488

354

213

Errors in recording, coding or processing the data can
cause a return to be sampled in the wrong sampling class.
This is called a mis-stratification error. One example of the
way a return may be mis-stratified is the following: A
corporation files a return with total assets of $10,000.00 and
net income of $5,000.00; a processing error causes the
return to be classified according to $1,000,000 total assets
and $5,000 net income. The return would be mis-stratified
according to the incorrect value of total assets. The following chart contains the number of mis-stratified returns for
years 1985-1987.
Year
Total

1985

1986

1987

3,849

2,264

3,213

Mis-stratified returns in the sample were reclassified into
their proper sampling classes after complete data capture.
The population of returns that needed to be reclassified was
estimated from the sample and the stratum population sizes
were adjusted accordingly [19]. Population and sample
totals were minimally affected by the reclassification and an
analysis of the sample results tended to confirm that
mis-stratified returns were randomly distributed.
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Response errors are due to data being captured before
auditing. Some purely, arithmetical errors made by the
taxpayer are corrected during the data capture and cleaning
processes. Adjustments to a return during auditing are not
incorporated into the SOI file, because of time constraints.
TABLE NOTATION
All money amounts and frequencies in the following
tables are subject to rounding error. As a result, a row or
column of frequencies or amounts may fail to add exactly to
the corresponding total amount. Money amounts are
rounded to the nearest $1,000 at the table level. Amounts of
$500 or more were rounded up to the next thousand. Total
amounts under $500 are entered as zero and footnoted to
indicate that an amount was present and greater than zero
but less than $500.
Whenever a cell frequency was less than three, the
estimate was combined or deleted in order to avoid disclosure of information about specific corporations. Combinations or deletions are indicated by a double asterisk (* *) or
a triple asterisk (* * *) respectively. In all other cases, an
estimate based on fewer than ten returns, not all selected at
100 percent is indicated by an asterisk (*) and should be
considered statistically unreliable. These estimates should
typically be used in combination with other tabulated values
due to the small sample size.
The statistical reliability of each cell in the tables is
determined separately from all other cells. Thus, it is
possible to see a total figure with an asterisk (*) indicating
statistical unreliability and see a subset of that total not so
identified. For example, an industrial division amount could
be based on seven returns, three not sampled at 100
percent. This amount would received an asterisk. However,
a major group within the division may have all of the four
returns sampled at 100 percent and not receive an asterisk.
A dash (-) in place of a frequency or an amount can
indicate one of two things. If returns were sampled at 100
percent, then no returns had that particular characteristic. If
returns were sampled at less than 100 percent, then either
no returns in the population had that characteristic or the
characteristic was so rare that it did not appear in any of the
sampled returns.
INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
The industry classification used in this report generally
conforms to the Enterprise Standard Industrial Classification (ESIC) authorized by The Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs in The Office of Management and Budget (OMB). This classification was designed to classify
companies which are often engaged in more than one
industry activity into only one industry category. It follows
closely the detailed Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)

Manual which is authorized by OMB. Some departures
from the ESIC system were made by SOI for financial
industries in order to reflect particular provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code. For a comparison of the ESIC and
SIC industries with the SOI industries used in this report,
see the complete report, Statistics of Income-1977 Corporation Income Tax Returns [18,20].
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RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 1 -Number of Returns, Selected Receipts, Cost of Sales and Operations, Net Income, Deficit, Income Subject to
Tax, Total Income Tax, Selected Credits, Total Assets, Depreciable Assets, Depreciation Deduction, and Coefficients
of Variation, by Minor Industry .
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Numbbe,

returns

Minor industry

Total receipts

With net
income

Total

Cost of
sale and
operations
a

Business
receipts

Returns
.th net
income

All
returns

Net income

I nco a
sublect
to tax

Deficit

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

3,612,133

l,"5,452

9,580,720,701

7,246,439,617

8,414,537,647

6,596,218,574

465,234,737

137,011,027

311,840,615

116,6"
74.738

65,059
42.341

77,057.114

56,109,529

71,809,603

50,565,416

4,010,915

33.958.910

45.014.033

31.344,128

2,773,849

2,384,414
1,807,684

1,770,932

49,418,817

41.806

22,718

27,638,297

22,150,620

26.795,570

19,221,287

1,237.066

576,731

442.089

Mining .................................
Metal mining ...........................
Iron ores
Copper, lea~ and 'zinc,
, *go Id
*'a* nd
* silver
' ' ' * *ores
' - .
Other metal mining .... ...............

42,050

16,764

96,805,871

49,211,356

85,846,689

56,325,162

6,039.881

5,764,833

3,237,322

1,955
. -1
983
943

480
'24
R3
374

9,287,256
'1,452,421
3,314,063
4,520,772

4,096,0113
1,338,394
2,271,868
485.821

7,752,961
1,245,133
2,481,557
4.026.270

5,386,823
1,020,388
1,537,882
2.828,553

874.705
147.040
649.809
77,856

615.609
106.300
*479.076
30,233

Coal mining ...........................
Oil and gas extraction ....................
Crude petroleum, natural gas, and natural
gas liquids ................
Oil and gas field services ...............

4.513
31,694

1,629
12,085

18,539,395
56.892,529

13,382.197
20.921.1189

17,205.818
49,673.777

12.091,306
32,425,137

739.190
3,295,565

427,733
'10,891
315,563
101,280
407,278
4,766,541

301,190
1,488,232

16,521
15.173
3.888

6,360
5,725
2.571

38,167,678
18,724,851
12.086,690

14,304,988
6,616.901
10,811.187

32,707,651
16.966,127
11,214.132

22,081,991
10.343.146
6.421,896

2,714.780
580,786
1,130,421

2,539.234
2,227,307
163.281

1,263.680
224,552
932,292

2,987
901

2,043
528

8,168,967
3,917,723

7,427,723
3,383,463

4,709,223
1,712,672

680,547
449,873

95,568
67.713

451,964
380,327

...........................

371,169

222,498

454,831,094

343,388,108

7,775,377
3,438,755
"2,491,245

344,S05,785

15,360,778

6,660,136

7,843,763

General building contractors and operative
builders . ~ ...........................
General building contractors .............
Operative builders ...
................

155,676
152,281
3,395

115.203
83,510
1,693

218,480,158
207,710,782
10,769,376

159,812,463
150.823.981
8.9118,582

211,051,191
201,228,009
9,823,182

176,208,958
169,827,488
6,381,470

6,778,935
5,989,377
789,558

3,554.752
3,450,678
104,074

3,031,464
2,662,630
368,833

21,192
194,301
40,076
28,712

12.518
124,777
28,117
18,453

64,849,318
171,501,619
37,473,896
29.117,149

50.013.226
133,562,419
29,735,922
23,073.422

62,232,032
169,208,022
37,008,541
28,649.660

48,446,576
119,850,250
26,947,106
20,977,112

2,668,065
5,913,779
1,151,110
960,617

830,614
2,274,769
429,455
280,598

1,571,520
3.240,780
703.408
528,760

125,513
294,211

78,208
169,988

104,910,574
3,141,406,444

80.753,076
2,440,413,550

103,549,821
2,946,695,175

71,926,033
2,034,818,784

3,802,051
172,315,960

1,564,716
26,822,069

2,008,612
145,836,088

18,785
3,297
2.325
427
1,750
3,395
1,762
18

9.955
1,673
1,050
221
932
1,698
824
7

343.866.908
63,135,011
36,839,062
21.146.089
59.590,210
13,272,441
22,882.328
16,074,089

285,096,417
42,908,506
31,442,232
19.511,962
54.702,221
10,505,338
20.251,672
11,764,813

329,603.236
62,404,507
35,549,120
19,955,660
56,742,702
13,000,118
22.016,623
15,616,128

233.053,010
54,046,148
26,427,379
13,538,959
38,779,919
7,436,074
13,845,445
8,739,638

15.484,976
884,652
1,394.872
1,352,104
3,550,697
550,608
1,074,600
917,640

1,985,514
356,391
252,843
85,915
120,468
103,645
105,097
152,860

13,079,814
645.517
1,291,399
900,561
3,403,864
400,752
838,464
905,495

990
1,508
3,312

745
866
1,939

9,556,284
43,638,480
57.732.915

7,459,934
34,950,815
51,598,924

8,423,300
40,669,466
55.225,612

5,461,919
22,627,326
42,150,204

950.869
2,477,398
2,331,538

102,108
387,926
318,261

729,102
2,120,969
1,843,692

64
4,936
713
1
1.3 0
2,913

61
3,804
547
863
2,395

54.404.263
52,875,162
19064,060
7:409,191
26.401,911

51,403,883
43,518,604
16,204,634
5.937,470
21.376,500

50.879,271
52,087,009
18,782,343
7,354,682
25,949,984

26,323,881
39,139,225
13,791,548
5,447.179
19,900,498

4,357,018
2,413,653
904,894
389,323
1,119,436

4,191,280
1,740,804
740,670
226,382
773,753

17,515
2,237
5,429
4,392

9,883
2,005
2,570
2,259

64.492.571
15.761,872
27,824,063
8.731.681

50,030,312
12,104,084
21,720,829
6,297,943

63.076,570
15,298,472
27,199,475
8.614,266

45,525,256
10,966,574
19.846.602
6.109.994

2,512,998
513,303
1,309,175
239,860

*76,660
505,515
150.553
a3,230
271,732
947,019
164,520
546,896
123,399

Total returns of active corporations ........
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing ..........
Agricultural production ... ...............
Agricultural services (except veterinarians),
forestry, fishing. hunting. and trapping .....

Nonmetallic minerals, except fuels ..........
Dimension, crushed. and broken stone; sand
and gravel . . . ~ .....
............
Other nonmetallic minerals, except fuels . . . .
Construction

Heavy construction contractors ............
Special trade contractors . . . ...
.......
Plumbing, heating, and air conditioning . ~ . .
Electrical work ......................
Other special trade contractors and
contractors not allocable ..............
Manufacturing ..........................
Food and kindred products ...............
Meat products ......
.......... .
Dairy products .................. ....
Preserved fruits and vegetables . .
.....
Grain mill products
.................
Bakery products .
. ~ ...............
Sugar and confectionery products
.......
Malt liquors and malt ...
............
Alcoholic beverages, except malt liquors and
malt .....................
.
Bottled soft drinks, and flavorings
......
Other food and kindred products .........
Tobacco manufactures ...................
Textile mill products . ~ ............
...
Weaving mills and textile finishing . ........
Knitting mills .........................
Other textile mill products . . ~ ............
Apparel and other textile products ..........
Men's and boys' clothing . . ~ ............
Women's and children's clothing .....
.
Other apparel and accessories .... ......
Miscellaneous fabricated texlile products;
textile products, not elsewhere classifted
Lumber and wood products .............
Logging, sawmills, and planing mills . . ~ ....
Millwork, plywood, and related products ....
Other wood products. including wood
buildings and mobile homes ....
....
Furniture and fixtures ....
....
Paper and dilied products
........ ...
Pulp, paper, and board mills .............
Other paper products . . . ~ ~ ~ . . . .... ....
Printing and publishing ...................
Newspapers ....
...............
Periodicals ..........................
Books, greeting cards, and miscellaneous
publishing .... ....................
Commercial and other printing and printing
trade services .............
Chemicals and allied products ....
......
Industrial chemicals, plastics materials and
synthetics ........................
Drugs c
Soap, leaners, and toilet goods ..........
* *
Paints and allied products . . ~ ............
Agriculture and other chemical products
Petroleum (including integrated) and coal
products ...................
......
Petroleum refining (including integrated) . . ~ .
Petroleum and coal products, not elsewhere
classified ..... ....................
Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products . .
Rubber products:
.
plastics
. . . footwear. hose and
betting
...........
Miscellaneous plastics products . . ~ ....
Leather and leather products .... .........
Footwear, except rubber ...... .........
Leather and leather products. not elsewhere
classified ..........................

1,419,446
274,889
789,916
136,585

5,457

3,048

12,174,955

9,907,457

11,964,357

8,602,086

450,661

112,204

218,057

19,067
7,549
6,154

13,260
5,897
4.415

85,683,972
33.5a8.651
32,686,791

73,470,005
31,532,240
28,481,903

81,495,871
31,555,368
31.366.359

59,903,265
23,083,166
23,304,760

4,857,528
2,159,137
1,763,524

696,995
113,996
211,830

3,322,135
1,493,219
1,299,983

5.364
8,994
2,736
447
2,289

2,949
4,649
2.304
308
1,996

19,408,530

13,455,862

18,574,145

13,515,339

36,499,923
100,149,258
54.806,783
45,342,476

28,251,465
94,114,343
53,712,404
40,401,939

35,729,290
96,411,125
52,520.361
43,890,763

24,951,399
64.306,061
34,675,417
29,630,644

934,868
1,940,546
6,385,677
2.927,705
3,457,972

47,642
5,111
5,748

26,326
3,400
2,021

139.364.219
46,042,779
17,434,719

110,684.017
38,824,591
13,694,456

132,982,936
43,289,300
16,467,193

67,205,336
17,836,642
7,926,406

9,715,230
4,574,426
1,070.519

371,170
400,994
235,593
82,771
152,822
1,839,4153
474,208
347,264

528.932
1,610,888
5,693,871
2,672,537
3,021,334
8,186,614
4,207,902
832,155

7,722

3,474

23,560.402

20,744,148

22,025.556

8,629,957

1,953,613

258,356

29,062
10,545

17,431

52,326,319

37,420,821

51,200,887

2,116,671

759,655

1,501,342

5,687

306,409,318

276,971,642

282,921.980

32,812,332
170,591,337

29,490,192

1,601,169

27,026,208

4,843
1,030
1,569
840
2,263

2,414
722
623
579
1,348

147,277,975
65,474,G30
59,627,291
10,131,149
23,898,874

134,526,731
57,326.673
56.062,351
9,401,880
19,654,007

135,782,348
59,397,176
55,236,372
9,905,041
22,601,043

87,909,136
26,269,629
35,741,479
5,936,337
14,734,756

13,351,082
10,634,008
3,541,582
572,166
1,391,353

585,961
588,442
154,275
24,903
247,588

12,126,365
10,248,780
3,097,905
461,171
1,091,985

2,137
841

1,127
279

396,218,158
389,110,324

312,885,990
309,156,763

366,019,651
359.177,408

270,561,621
265.647,178

22,225,044
22,062.037

2,112,920
2.011,761

21,504,884
21,436,696

1,645,215

1,296

848

7,107,835

3.729,227

6,942,243

4,914,443

163,008

101,159

68,188

12,574

8,222

67,640,160

58,149,731

64,634,090

44,807,251

3,966,316

585,391

3.071.659

1,879
10,694

1,264
6,958

30.654.075
36,986.085

28,851,639
29,298.093

28,430.355
36,203.735

19,339,264
25,467,986

2,224,837
1,741,479

B4,626
500,765

1,978,524
1,093,135

1,729
352

1,380
186

14,912.443
10,597.466

13,333.263
9,843,937

14,335,022
10,095,381

10,053,746
6,883,098

623,063
448,380

107,729
75,807

420,268
307,483

1,377

1

1,193

1

4.314,977

1

3.489,325

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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1,328.843

1

4,239,642

1

3,170,648

1

174,683

1

31,922

1

112,785

Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 1 -Number of Returns, Selected Receipts, Cost of Sales and Operations, Net Income, Deficit, Income Subject to
Tax, Total Income Tax, Selected Credits, Total Assets, Depreciable Assets, Depreciation Deduction, and Coefficients
of Variation, by Minor Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Number of returns
Minor industry
Total

Total receipts

With net
income

All
returns

(2)

(3)

Retu

h a
net income
i' m
(4)

I

Business
receipts

Cost of
sales
!1nd
operations

Net income

Defi cit

Income
subject
to tax

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Manufacturing-Conflnued
59,041,313
19,983,833
6,149,913
20,230,624
12,676,943
112,087.231

39,410,185
12.934,550
4,105,066
13,906,102
8.464,467
88,127.078

4,089,053
1,586,127
299,554
1,338,606
864.766

603,104
108,881
68,304
234,519
191,400

3,323,534
1,407,014
188,068
1,035,972
692,481

4,066,573

857,075

2,226,536

45,962,716
42,164,362

2,339.B43
1,726,730

537,735
319,339

1,248,140
978,396

135,437,552
12,239,627

61,505,551
50,581,680
163,416,788
11,976,759

114,001,955
9,193,906

9,217,579
576,218

2,182,812
9,429

6,424.291
478,269

20,960,779

18,118,626

19,787,795

12,457,526

1,999,867

218,252

1,684,261

10,981,030
37,809,524

10,458,999
27,267,047

10,573,670
36,727,795

6,956,463
26,789,664

798,634
1,374,652

58.455
460.083

2,195
2,188

16,307,027
4,663,440

12,986,383
3,917,453

15,897,209
4,600,196

11,397,539
2,731,187

787,104
252,533

209,191
62,047

702,466
954,014
461,125
144,038

1,640,076
64.875,054

1,410,301
49,039,115

1,602,667
62,250,697
209,786,702
12,438,147
28,408,769
15,660,183
18,999,122
23,069,577

88,322
3,340,249
15,781,169
439,605
1,126,460
729,424
951,391
970,395

67,204
1,932,915

192,941,918
11,917,167
22,807,824
9,937,968
15,260,360
15,459,147

1,209,824
43,265,846
135,154,419
8,820,621
20,377,965
10,381,199
12,931,339
15,841,654

24,031
1,141,324

241,395,755
13,755,013
29,863,307
16,282,610
19,748,071
23,836,175

3,096,858
135,971
700,733
369,823
271,999
238,593

13,690,934
335,093
834,709
440,930
645,426
684,350

47,457,551
19,344,091

10,167.276
1,396,618

1,113,690
266,049

9,650,591
1,099,835

159,354,860
10,005,200

12,427,420
736,057

3,596,811
64,710

10,351,053
614,239

1,664.617
5,017,554
5,009,192
7,248,761

607,650
1,968,139
956,313

1,345,719
4,003,959
4,387,137

2,043,922

6,238,789

7,869,936
7,177,415
270,636

814,437
540,467
135,899

6,234,584
5,833,343
128,099

Stone, clay, and glass products ............
Glass products ......................
Cement, hydraulic ......... ...........
Concrete, gypsum, and plaster products ...
Other nonmetallic mineral products ........

8,532
866
634
4,293
2,740

5,759
510
467
3,071
1,710

63.135.676
21,895,752
6,636,255
21,253,776
13,349,894

50,843.162
18,103,992
3,932,793
17,947,702
10,858,676

Primary metal industries . .................
Ferrous metal industries; miscellaneous
primary mineral product ..............
Nonferrous metal industries ..............

4,590

3,369

117,289,829

85,932,108

2,666
1,924

1,798
1,571

64,040,520
53,249,310

48,052,005
37.880,103

Fabricated metal products . ~ . ~ . ...........
Metal rans and shipping containers .......
Cutlery, hand tools, and hardware; screw
machine products, bolts, and similar
products . ~ ...... .................
Plumbing and heating, except electric and
warm air ................ .........
Fabricated structural metal products .......

49,106
134

29,203
125

169.954,252
12,717,321

5.258

3,538

917
9,914

722
5,509

Metal forgings and stampings ............
Coating, engraving, and allied services .....
Ordnance and accessories, except vehicles
and guided missiles ...... ...........
Miscellaneous fabricated metal products ...

3,109
2,655
435
26,684

Machinery, except electrical ...............
Farm machinery . ..... ...............
Construction and related machinery .......
Metalworking machinery . ...............
Special industry machinery ..............
General industry machinery .............
Office, computing, and accounting
machines ..........................
Other machinery, except electrical ........

26,831
1,916
2,012
6,901
4,350
3,931

407
14,519
15.157
642
1,405
4,053
3,454
2,123

590
7,130

331
3,148

108,460.679
29.449,899

96,879,613
20,679,839

Electrical and electronic equipment .........
Household appliances .................
Radio, television, and communication
equipment . . . ~ ~ ....... ............
Electronic components and accessories ....
Other electrical equipment ........... I I 1

22,112
225

10.629
184

260,693,649
14,587,314

212,886,973
12,650,184

82,991,602
28,219,303
244,731,250
14,024,341

2,247
11,991
7,650
2,493

1,639
5,440
3,365
1,020

32,399,497
95,810,274
117,896,564

25,956,239
75,136,372
99,144,177

30,617,648
90,561,270
109,527,991

360,339,280

141,457,272

336,428.731

19,087,043
60,478,281
69,784,336
269,221,474

4,175
1,329
1,532

2,411
937
884

137,055,269
119,089,640
7,282,424

121.914,549
108,904,778
4,025,290

128,870,974
111,504,564
7,057,120

97,305,304
83,519,024
5,610,481

Motor vehicles and equipment .............
Transportation equipment, except motor
vehicles ...........................
Aircraft, guided missiles and parts . ~ ~ .....
Ship and boat building and repairing ....
Other transportation equipment, except
motor vehicles ......................

1,313

590

10,309,291

8,175,799

421,886

138,070

273,142

5,893

10,683,205
67,808,448

8,984.481

9,150

57,000,941

63,463,996

37,360,786

4,433,380

1,023,711

3,950.917

2.392
5,201
1,556

1,381
3,677
835

24,977,992
24,466,184
18,364,272

20,322,718
19,037,046
17,641,178

23,396.101
22,787.794
17,280,101

14,034.060
12,140,908
11,185,818

1,306,036
2,164,484
962,860

422,287
517,924
83,501

999,884
2,030,962
920,071

Miscellaneous manufacturing and
manufacturing not allocable . ............
Transportation and public utilities .........

20,507
147,893

9,891

61,217,930

44,089,402

58,692,138

1,508,356

2,127,579

786,179,466

117,817
602
11,482
56,316

63,170
311
6,625
31,946

297,405,135
49,827,749
10,732,333
94,050,019

736,633,389
277,451,752
44,540,299
9,524,426
91,160,313

50,070,763

Transportation ..............
........
Railroad transportation . ~ ...............
Local and interurban passenger transit .....
Trucking and warehousing ..............

633,499,893
226,878,587
47,618,164
8,695,809
67,182,694

38,461,335
339,840,645

3,209,847

80,304

126,727,406
20,559,686
3,801,263
35,950,789

11,615,920
2,543,805
311,475
2,546,425

12,604,037
5,087,620
761,706
160,648
1,305,970

Water transportation ..............
Transportation by air .......
...
Pipelines, except natural gas ............
Transportation services, not elsewhere
classified .......... ...............

6,353
8,759
81

2,426
3,279
61

16,520,845
77,197,339
4,523,125

10,648,025
57,804,944
4,466,709

15,281,541
70,408,800
4,356,285

9,222.684
26,855,430
2,398,053

692,016
3,405,611
770,193

43,818,326
8,189.361
1,945.728
154,135
1,523,529
486,624
2,622.151
734,656

34,225
16,109

18,523
8,466

44,553,727

30,462,242

42,180,088

202,870,146

178,762,566

189,056,196

27,939,502
67,016,457

1,346,396
17,376,959

9,169
6,940

177,156,472
25,713,673

159,636,481
19,126,085

166,550.190
22,506,006

58,080,115
8,936,342

13,967
983
1,545
244
11,196

4,636
3,B30
8,668
305
1,076
219
7,067

285,904,184
111,349,755
84,622,222
73,749,757
16,182,451

227,858,741
100,917,187
47,094.540
65,638,016
14,208,998

971,758

537,686

2,766,717,240

316,571
26,055
49,256

188,016
17,853
28,385

1,337,358,874
191,933,515
132,496,452

2,129,260,090
1,040,089,318
164.100,619
108,131.702

241,259
20,225
8,685
12,110

141,778
14,588
3,958
8,267

1,012,928,907
120,820,740
14,420,249
50,394,522

767,856,997
83,325,517
11,006,611
41,932,696

8.513

4,583

19,320,953

6,449
21,707

4,457
13,468

112,663,493
80,299,109

13,875
50,373
9,833

9,783
29.724
4,794

42,014,849
109,359,452
26,926,376

3,482
16,043

1,613
8,752

7,908
6,083
12,727
5,109

4,446
3,890
7,367
3,066

Instruments and related products ...........
Scientific instruments and measuring devices;
watches and clocks ..................
Optical, medical, and ophthalmic goods . . ~ .
Photographic equipment and supplies . ....

Communication ........................
Telephone, telegraph, and other
communication services ..............
Radio and television broadcasting
.......
Electric, gas, and sanitary sewices ..........
Electric services . .............. ......
Gas production and distribution ..........
Combination utility services ....... ......
Water supply and other sanitary services . . .
Wholesale and retail trade ................
Wholesale trade ........................
Groceries and related products ....... ...
Machinery. equipment, and supplies ......
Miscellaneous wholesale trade ...........
Motor vehicles and automotive equipment
Furniture and home furnishings .........
Lumber and construction materials ......
Sporting, recreational, photographic, and
hobby goods, toys, and supplies ......
Metals and minerals, except petroleum and
scrap ...........................
Electrical goods .....................
Hardware, plumbing, and heating
equipment and supplies .............
Other durable goods .................
Paper and paper products ............
Drugs, drug proprietaries, and druggists'
sundries .........
Apparel, piece goods, an
** d 'notions
'
* ......
* ' * * '
Farm-product raw materials ............
Chemicals and allied products ..........
Petroleum and petroleum products ......
Alcoholic beverages .................
Miscellaneous nondurable goods;
wholesale trade not allocable .........

38,139

1

19,021

1

909,039
1,174,447
768,080

722,538

3,772,469

16,395,762

2,017,115
1,755,353

14,608,806
1,786,956

3,743,949
1,738,198
1,228,141
449,610
328,000

19,233,203
9,987,150
2,302,762
5,793,209
1,150.083

270,125,441
104,123,464
78,843,509
71.655,890
15,502,578
2,691,275,402

146,096,783
46,589,172
58,045,353
34,350,543
7,111,715

15,071,434
2,305,525
21,077,884
10,685,810
2,753,129
6,226,834
1,412,111

2,076,485,794

60,276,175

22,236,117

41,908,201

1,304,663,738
188,922,826
127,906,909
987,834,004
118,536,829
14,169,472
49,528,425

1,084,747,907
163,991,929
96,685,566
824,070.412
99,783,106
9,884,082
40,822,737

27,778,742
2,313,050
3.654,522

10,022,305
588,311
1,435,455

21,811,170
2,763,562
404,330
1,184.613

7,998,539
1,323,644
161,535
212,389

18,358,449
1,679,813
2,450,808
14,227,827
2,338,081
262,312
762,144

15,441,802

19,068,455

14,367,363

581,500

507,744

346.481

75,203,190
63,676,837

104,886,239
78,607,674

98,100,284
59,243,264

1,181,861
2,388,661

633,058
887,697

604,757
1,763.791

34,073,626
92,670,231
20,756,719

41,239,600
107,070,827
26,573,289

31,280,358
84,683.822
20,900,103

1,157,936
2,987.753
564,804

159,651
1,004,715
170.125

751,706
1,695,442
355,993

30,222,069
51,398,062

26,142,756
44,196,468

24,941,641
40,755,603

550,660
1,557,971

190,801
608,796

78,252,219
24,312,875
132,005,909
39.517,436

60,896,511
21,641,189
83,271,940
34,168,703

29,847,508
50,517,114
76,298,692
23,906,455
129,244,608
38,899,719

69,042,231
18,539,190
118,844,849
29,583,901

991,467
753,006
1,699,662
1,081,737

241,172
126,107
723,648
112,120

446,367
900,230
534,065
513,938
1,310,558
396,421

79,439,096

63,297,879

1,961,645

935,337

81,000,595

1

59,452.204

1

,

.

1,245,539

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 1 -Number of Returns, Selected Receipts, Cost of Sales and Operations, Net Income, Deficit, Income Subject to
Tax, Total Income Tax, Selected Credits, Total Assets, Depreciable Assets, Depreciation Deduction and Coefficients
of Variation by Minor Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Number of returns
Al
returns

Returns
Mth not
income

Business
receipts

Cost of
sales d
operations
an

650,196

346.067

1,422.714,053

1,084,111,157

1.380.076,778

986,654.635

42,085
18 .839
12,551

25,012
11 ,314
8.370

79,337.464
57.191,904
11,549,969

63,814.200
46,705.034
9.298,815

77,188,918
55.871.226
11 ,348 ,416

55.708.018
40,737,513
7. 611 ,527
7.358.978
140.246,288
203,250,170
189,113,302
14 , 136 .868

3,967,624
2,868,299
428 ,337
670,988

Total

Wholesale arid retail trade-Continued
Retail trade ...........................
Building materials, garden supplies, and
mobilie home dealers ................ .
Build ng materials dealers ............ .
Hardware stores ................... .
Garden supplies and mobile home
dealers . ~ . . ..................... .
General merchandise stores ..... ...... .
Food stores ................. ........
Grocery stores ......................
Other food stores ......... ..........
Automotive dealers and service spations ...
Motor vehicle dealers .
Gasoline service stations .* ........
'
' ' I ....
Other automotive dealers. . ............
Apparel and accessory stores ......... I . .
Furniture and home furnishings stores .....
Eating and drinkin g places ... ..........
Miscellaneous retail stores ...............
Drug stores and proprietary stores ......
Liquor stores ...
..............
Other retail stores
..........
, . . . .
Wholesale and retail trade not allocable ......
Finance, Insurance, and real estate ........
Banking .................... ...... . .
Mutual savings banks ..................
Bank holding companies ...............
Banks, except mutual savings banks and
bank holding companies . . ~ ...........
Credit agencies other than banks .... ......
Savings and loan associations ...........
Personal credit institutions ............. ..
Business credit institutions ...............
Other credit agencies, finance not allocable .
Security, commodity brokers and services ....
Security brokers, dealers, and flotation
C com panies .........................
ommodity contracts brokers and dealers;
security and commodity exchanges: and
allied services ............
.....
Insurance ......
..................
Life insurance , ~ ..... ................
Mutual insurance, except life or marine and
0 certain fire or flood insurance companies
ther insurance companies .............
Insurance agents, brokers, and service ......
Real estate ....
........
Real estate operators and lessors of
buildings ..........................
Lessors of mining, oil, and similar property
Lessors of railroad property, and of real
property, not elsewhere classified ... ...
Condom inium management and cooperative
housing associations .....
..........
Subdividers and developers ...... ......
Other real estate ......................

Total receipts

Wi.th
income
net

Minor industry

Deficit

subject
to tax

32.374,772

12.150.322

23,47'9,a33

2.319,616
1,664,358
295 .815

838,179
565,098
101 ,816

1.404.487
965,229
188. 162

359.443
8,114,760

171,265
506,644

251,095
7,596,478

3,958,736
3,527,848
430, 888

1.278.522
926.603
351 ,919
1,997,273
1.378.561
230, 900
387.812
1,055,230
494,380
2,777,702
3,202 ,392
452,871
142,879
2,606,642
63,490

3,130,764
2,931.170
199,594

10,694
10.894

5,328
7,162

10,595.591
230,273.290

7,810,351
214,827.557

9,969,276
216,694.150

55.993
29,1 53
26,841

27,569
16.681
10,888

269,905.119
249.200.676
20,704,443

203,435.631
189,535,844
13.899 ,787

90,562
40.782
20.505
29,274
52,491
34,611
149 .443
214,128
25,968
16,035
172,125

53,074
24,099
12.024
16,951

384,130,039
309.134.107
41.161,234
33,834,698

267,701.504
214,132.690
28 ,472 ,028
25,096,786

265.191,576
244.917,852
20 ,273 ,724
375,740,924
301.834,635
40 .756, 993
33,149,297

27,428
22,550
65.345
117.926
17,080
8,751
92,095

51,106,535
40,805.243
84,472,761
157.947,726
43,999,122
7,099.585
106,849.019

66,904,188
47,855,695
116,747,101
213,754.227
60,082,392
11,796,874
141.874,961

4,992
521,136

3.603

68,605.864
49,165,584
122.837.008
218,459,685
61,181,999
11,969.828
145,307.857
6,644.312

6.534,885

275,637

1,589,218,435

5,059,615
1,137,746,058

320.881,984
263,587,698
33 ,651 , 525
23,642,761
39.959,119
30,293,465
52,016.049
144,299,542
43.845,320
9,063,087
91,391,134
5,083,252

818,286,70S

470,673,"0

122,660
129,179,849

41,776,631

69,920
51.171,986

12.243
396
5,008

8,309
357
3,417

394.678.345
24.357,427
290,674,398

326,565.448
21,356,271
246.210,835

45.951,562
1,899,016
36 ,218 ,499

767,541
291.106
401 ,935

20,377,186
2.660,965
13 ,507 , 178

6,152.617
149.056
3 ,697, 141

16.830,301
1,671,460
11 , 596,225

2,564,950
1,829,684
3.516,180
6.103 ,222
1,143,722
175,221
4,784,279

1,949,230
1,261.302
2 30,410
457,518
2 ,079 ,109
1,253,100
2.116.363
3 ,950 ,301
901,862
89,562
2.958,876

6.839

4,536

79,646,521

58,998.342

7,834,047

74,499

4,209,043

2.306,420

3,562,616

25,945
3,431
2 ,815
1,906
17,792

14,012
2,333
2 .485
1,384
7,810

209,340,253
116,061,995
5 ,743 ,559
4,257,244
83,277,455

171.123,036
86,119,776
5 ,321 , 718
3,568,471
76.113,071

74,190,917
11,190,850
3.193,936
1,048,174
58,757,957

48,925,973
1,924,192
282,363
365,608
46,353,810

11,387,276
7,534,007
656.088
261 .750
2,935.431

9,730,389
8,312,123
59.019
69 ,222
1,290,024

17,333

7,526

62,145,404

33.727,811

39.227,902

10,899,254

2,975,306

1.911,829

7~900 ,419
4,930,534
412,582
99 .354
2,457,949
2,320.540

9,248

3.994

49,828.829

25,684,535

28.480,791

5,037,063

2,260,749

1,557,475

1.860,840

8,085

3,533

12,316,575

8,043,276

10,747.110

5.862,191

714,557

354,355

459.700

8,293
2,342

5,294
1,630

614,122,747
332.790,723

387,775,401
175.868,690

466,471,543
228,110,088

315,518,190
148,725,999

22,781,023
5,B46,460

10,733,682
5,445,241

13,950,405
3,808,832

1,324
4,627

1,012
2,651

81,981,618
156,379.837
31,900,882'
84,771,958

1,198,561
4.089,881
612,893

3,811.010
6,330,564
1,877,189

113,436,448

27,173,693
71,683,363

61,071,513
105,720,678
5,776,402

5,945,039
10,989,525

44,393
174,267

95,789,742
185,542,282
34,518,863

69,B43,783
142,062,928

66,048
350,293
122.168
1 ,096

68,905
883

28,495,533
403, 596

18,064,046
270, 486

17,185,945
107 ,642

39.229,271

3,011,927
9,810,740

5,647,377
81,851

3,097,084
128,218

9.261,937

4,337,902

2,946,994
18,525

2,123.614
103,057

3,686

2,120

382.733

247,877

164,397

85,392

58,953

27,987

42.885

30,079
53,584
139,680

15.182
23,905
63,272

6.538,755
37,576 ,833
40,038,997

3.033,195
25,816 ,887

4,007,527
31 ,355 , 140

987,835
22,325 ,390

143.232
3 ,464, 290

24,250,871

31,951,307

10,101,425

2,918,963

585,390
2 ,699 .660
2,983,381

Holding and other investment companies,
except bank holding companies ... ......
Regulated investment companies .........
Real estate investment trusts .............
Small business investment companies .....
Other holding and investment companies,
except bank holding companies ........

72,906
812,913
1,182,528

40,982
3. 548
240
4,511

21,835
2 ,595
184
1,582

160,976.375
66,363,031
3,241,902
365,418

119,697.306
59,722,000
2 .786, 192
229.266

75,771,942
' 1,032

49,556,809
2 ,432
39

58,836,390
52,539,436
936 ,975
74 ,655

3,373,284
40,183
70,278
132 ,932

3,955,229
40.988

32.683

17,475

56,959,848

5,285,324

3,129,891

3,871.180

1,119,604
23,016
76,002

619,923

75,559,612
616,469,164

49,554,338

Services ...............................
Hotels and other lodging places ..... ......
Personal services ........ .......... ...

91,006.025
663,133,101

219,817,625
13,783,255
8,862,454

27,731,097

18,479,168

1,548,136
1,154,441

Business services .............. ........
Advertising ................... ......
Business services, except advertising ...
Auto repair; miscellaneous repair services ....
Auto repair and services . . . . ............
Miscellaneous repair services ..........
Amusement and recreation services .........
Motion picture production, distribution, and
M services ............... ...........
otion picture theaters .................
Amusement and recreation services, except
motion pictures . ... ...............

16,169,311
a85.826
743,246

355,130
31 ,134
323,997

101,206,079
19.027.366
82, 178 ,713

104,587
61,364
43,223

182,543
18,363
164,179
57,887
32.591
25 ,296

9,784,833
1,012,644
8 ,772, 188
1,869,537
1,250,545
6 18,992

1,569,280
589,894
7.456.497
821.596
6 ,634, 901
1 ,073, 216
831,869
241,348

78,099

3 ,0153 ,620

2, 879,325

1 ,699 ,535

15,239
2,536

975,482
173,839

908.615
164.334

757,612
119,018

Other services . . ~ ................ .....
Offices of physicians, including osteopathic
physicians .........................
Offices of dentists .....................
Offices of other health practitioners ........
Nursing and personal care facilities . . .....
Hospitals ............................
Medical laboratories ...................
Other medical services .................
Legal services ........................
Educational servic es ...................
Social services ................... ...
Membership organizations ..............
Architectural and engineerin g services .....
Accounting, auditing, and bookkeeping
M serv ces ........... I ........
iscel;aneous services (including
veterinarians), not elsewhere classified ...
Nature of business not allocable ............

8.318
36,974

189,780

453,188,593
21,693,471
18,474,889

33,501,040
25,009,548
232,488,567
34.682,428
197,806,138

29,783,809
24.049.610
217,277,136
33,687,554
183 ,589 ,581

34 ,349

31,167

54.714,443
39.429,771
15,284 .672
65.875,520

158,154,769
24,543,647
133,611 , 122
38,796,587
27,655,195
11 , 141 ,393
41,673,035

56,330,506

25,225,975
16,708.976
8 ,516 ,999
23,357,313

5,992
1 ,409

27,488,695
4 , 139 ,459

15,976,359
2 ,172,444

22,105,643
3, 870.913

12,135,967
1 ,174, 136

60,325

23,765

23,524,232

1,934,299

1,806,377

822,904

303,035

174,395,842

30,353,951
238,646,747

10.047.210

482,770

34,247,365
251,543,983

47,382,550

10,290,530

4,910,957

6,373,743

143,244
44,929
20,553
11,693
680
8.003
32,790

95,379
31,370
12.433
5,587
445
5 .989
16,515

4,297,176
1,808,571
824 ,548
2,813 .085
3,010,870
1 ,424 ,365
6,409,144

2,341,450
517,107
209,609
537,852
1,132,386
2 7 6 .491
869,852

740,136
133.534
109 ,9 46
525, 584
210,360
184,264
959,250

1,682,300
358,820
97,373
221 ,549
1,073.171
152,624
452,557

35,430
10,732
6,593
6,254
32,376

46,315,820
11,192,359
2,816 ,490
9,330,918
18,129,512
3,486 ,946
13,541,319
17,185,664
7,159,798
1,585,838
3,439,996
23,883,418

64,980.658
15,296,183
4 ,589 ,772
16,610,836
20,374,039
4 ,762 ,328
20.725,590

54,389
22,420
11,100
14,637
51 ,914

66,769,788
15,505,164
4, 707,814
17.311,372
22.457,609
4,988 ,273
23,858,939
23,483,433
9.601,539
1,975,301
5.119,638
33,691,798

21,820,934
9,264,789
1.808,003
4,269,438
32,689,201

1.410.831
2,574.786
244,194
1,783,291
12,894,744

1,259,702
417.007
104 ,166
155,936
1.380.916

276.748
251,621
79 ,856
153,133
700,017

670,853
212.003
42,520
113,442
782,296

31,020

24.147

7,828,840

6,257,537

7,624,321

939,787

460,353

111,390

220,739

35,399
27,767

19,786

14,244,475

10,070.226
3,622,440

13,830,655

6,947,159

627,703
249,319

475,117

1

7,592

1

5,371,937

1

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "D~ription of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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Net income

50,381,347
35,297,165
15 ,084 ,182

1

5,030,285

1

3,185,924

1

1

283,620

5,569,134
587,220
4 ,981 ,914
897 ,828
619.037
278,791

293,494
1

84,687

Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 1-Number of Returns, Selected Receipts, Cost of Sales and Operations, Net Income, Deficit, Income Subject to
Tax, Total Income Tax, Selected Credits, Total Assets, Depreciable Assets, Depreciation Deduction, and Coefficients
of Variation, by Minor Industry-Continued
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)
Foreign
ctax
redit

U.S..
possessions
I" credit

Nonconventional
source
fuel credit

General
business
credit

Total
incomedtax
after cr its I

Total
assets

Depreciable
assets

Depreciatio
deduction

Minor industry

Total
income tax
(10)

if 1)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

Total returns of active corporations ........

118,484,975

20,812,861

2,666,634

52,439

7,959,117

86,988,756

15,310,616,602

316,710,668

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing ..........

508,012

3,981

1,929

48,785

Agricultural production . ..................
Agricultural services (except veterinarians),
forestry, fishing, hunting, and trapping .....
Mining .................................

374,099

3,966

34

146
146

453,171
329.892

55,374,698
43,437,474

3,602,960,891
37,924,150

133,912
1,256,089

371,817

1,895
-

Metal mining ...
.................. _
Iron ores ...
........
Copper, lead and zinc, gold and silver ores
Other metal mining ... .............

193,600
'42,457
134,671
* 16,472

*41,238
28,382
10,352

Coal mining ........................
Oil and gas extraction . ..........
Crude petroleum, natural gas, and natural
gas liquids .........................
Oil and gas field services .... ..........

144,006
590,025

279
296,604

505,553
84,472

288,177
*8,427

-

Nonmetallic minerals, except fuels ..........
Dimension, crushed, and broken stone; sand
and gravel ......
......
Other nonmetallic minerals, except fuels ....

328,458

33,697

-

176,406
152,052

40
33,657

-

2,459,657

17,788

1,090

979.008
840,139
138,868
572,917
907,732
194,254
142,328

8,619
8,619
-

-

*9,102

1,090
-

Construction

...........................

General building contractors and operative
builders
General building contractors .
Operative builders .....................
Heavy construction contractors ............
Special trade contractors ........... .....
Plumbing, heating, and air conditioning ....
Electrical work . ~ . ~ ....................
Other special trade contractors and
contractors not allocable ..............

-

40,061

29,110,389

3,422,383
2,548,957

-

8,723

123,279

11,937,225

8,813,761

2,758
-

70,895
38,475
3940
34:529
7

810,619
113,887
'10,135
97,639
* 6,114

220,137,063
22,602,315
*2.517,075
9,679,586
10,405,654

94,166,629
8,937,469
1,891.742
3,530,077
3,515,650

34
2,581

16,193
11,605

127,500
279,235

22,001,436
159,869,982

12,768,150
59,692,079

968.824
3,727,833

3,465
8,141

212,204
67,031

123,899,773
35,970,209

4,621

289,997

15,663,330

35,396,889
24,295,190
12,768,932

2,053,871
1.673,963
830,316

1,985
2,637

174,374
115,624

9.364,714
6,298,616

102,690

2,337,107

222,064,937

6,758,198
6,010,734
76,500,730

573.655
256,661
8,140,267

-7
-7
-

29,997
27,910
2,087

940,384
803,603
136,781

128,106,554
115,991,098
12,115,456

24,505,278
23,141,702
1,363,576

2,389,905
2,300,839
89,066

-3
-

33,907
38,786
8,320
7,152

527,847
868,876
185,935
135,176

34,620,796
59,337,587
13,190,633
10,664,020

24,052,785
27,942.667
4,627,455
3,791,566

2,274,029
3,476.332
584,862
453,898

.9
134

873,426
S,955,759
428,786
*37.441
230,849
160,496

-

-3

Manufacturing ..........................
Food and kindred products ...............
Meat products ..... __ ...............
Dairy products .......................
Preserved fruits and vegetables ..........
Grain mill products ....................
Bakery products ......................

57,286,912
5.024,641
249,306
515,959
341,180
1,277,541
152,735

16,931,616
1,090,588
31,315
*43,169
80,993
295,584
37

2,564,058
230,357
9,715
95
3,589
466

28,576

23,314
3,709,348

547,765
34,048,160

35,482,934
3,111,708,665

19,523,646
1,339,121,025

121,174,522

54,387
-

10,150
-

(2)
-

253,979.672
14,439,518
17,731,148
16,753,593
35,880,039
7,642,601
17,581,865
15,826,674

9,037,108
682,592
1,029,364
605,834
1,684,246
414,903

331,960
364,079

3,489,468
193,394
460,391
242,779
947,623
144,948
262,936
347.172

97,156,175
8,342.426
9,118,359
6,621,102
16,447,464
4,636,642

Sugar and confectionery products . .......
......
Malt liquors and malt ........
Alcoholic beverages, except malt liquors and
malt . . ~ .... _ .....................
Bottled soft drinks, and flavorings .........
Other food and kindred products ... ... _

214,156
14,882
12,263
17.408
30,746
7,257
4,486
16,907

7,753.615
10,230.799

719,838
643,062

238,303
845,485
708,093

1,345
*334,977
248,783

22,535
143,378
40,430

1,038
76,131
33,038

213,386
290,998
385,B41

22,065,766
52,084,452
53,974.015

2,302,272
15,603.288
16,100,208

Tobacco manufactures ......... .........
Textile mill products ...
Weaving mills and textile linishing
* *
Knitting mills .............. __ .......
Other textile mill products ...............

1,631,756
683,534
294,993
87,476
301,065

176,888
27,450
18,920
8,530

23,843
243
110
133

105,268
18,564
8,215
1,624
8,726

1,325.757
637,276
267,858
85.742
283.676

70,557,788
37,597,576
12,272,962
4,024,598
21,300,017

14.882,114
21,538,607
8,469.726
2,097,068
10.971,812

164,003
1,697,384
1,395,882
2,575,755
1,758,893
674,815
225,225
858,854

Apparel and other textile products ..........
Men's and boys' clothing ...............
Women's and children's clothing ..... ...
Other apparel and accessories . .........
Miscellaneous fabricated textile products;
textile products, not elsewhere classified

530,887
104,760
305,758
47,359

18,172

34,188
5,845
17,121
8,336

7,843
1,660
3,928
520

470,684
96,356
269,120
37,473

36,911,512
10,967,653
15,857,032
4,663,732

9,041,475
2,621,534
3,071,740
1,279,879

1,004,793
284,352
337,259
181,158

73,010
1,233,036
541,023
490,593

656
48,906
*46,194
2,681

Lumber and wood products ...............
Logging, sawmills, and planing mills .......
Millwork, plywood, and related products ....
Other wood products, including wood
buildings and mobile homes ...........

571,150

15,588
1,030

2,885
-

2
-

-

1,735

67,734

5,423,095

2,068,321

202,024

3,967
-

102,230
89,973
7,711

1,077,934
404,855
480,201

62,391,537
27,843,311
23,052,226

36,384,844
17,191,207
14,353,361

2,781,933
1,114,172
1,188,464
479,297
890,794
5,483,312
3,625,942
1,857,370
5,829,380
2,254,965
486,994

201,420

30

-

Furniture and fixtures .................. I .
Paper and allied products .... ...........
Pulp, paper, and board mills .............
Other paper products ..................

607,125
2,269,652
1,069,654
1,199,998

18,487
354,827
96,735
258,092

367
1,881
1,881

146

Printing and publishing ...................
Newspapers .........................
Periodicals ..........................
Books, greeting cards, and miscellaneous
publishing ................... ... _
Commercial and other printing and printing
trade services ......................

3,183,059
1,674,479
305,843

119,564
25,498
37,037

5,320
1,433
-

1,619
1
-

657,568

56,014

2.055

545,169

*1,013

1,832

Chemicals and allied products .............
Industrial chemicals, plastics materials and
synthetics ..........................
Drugs .............. ...... ........
Soap, cleaners, and toilet goods ... ......
Paints and allied products .....
...
Agriculture and other chemical products ...

10,525.724

2,989,377

4,706.021
4,098,013
1,125,594
180,633
415,463

1,567,481
928,890
371,597
6,879
114,530

8,582,588
8,564,964

6,129,561
6,129,561

Petroleum (including integrated) and coal
products . ~ ..... _ .......
.....
Petroleum refining (including integrated) ....
Petroleum and coal products, not elsewhere
classified ...... _ ........... _ ...

2,437,572

3,967

4,546

192,878

11,496,000

4,840,276

10,062
187,002
135,303
51,699

577,870
1,725,651
837,471
888,180

18,951,486
90,214,143
60,594,638
29,619,505

105,895
50,223
15,234

2,950,661
1,597,324
253,571

123,806,832
55,607,729
12,800,032

9,520,597
64,357,590
43,794,198
20,563,392
53,998,023
21,588,893
4,273,938

1,618

7,334

590,547

24,516,852

7,156,860

809,474

-

33,103

509,220

30,882,220

2,277,947

1,454,644

3,614

510,571

5,562,407

338,157,003

20,978,333
152,861,800

11,484,149

24,172
1,399,322
15,131
1,256
14,762

3,598

-

339,624
86,347
45,900
4,628
34,072

2,771,146
1,678,772
692,966
167.871
251,652

178,064.116
81,916,484
52,561.554
5,086,974
20,527,875

99,059,734
26,542,594
14,996,169
2,272,496
9,990,807

6.923,627
1,996,087
1,401,331
218,978
944,126

32,293
32,293

16,401
16,401

171,790
170,463

2,232,542
2,216,245

570,375,621
564,818,338

275,088,895
271,575,095

17,708,757
17,450,363

17,624

-

-

-

1,327

Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products . .
Rubber products; plastics footwear, hose and
belting ... ........... .......... _
Miscellaneous plastics products ..........

1,156,683

239,956

17,745

55

36,452

16.298
862,474

5,557,283
44,553,316

3,513,800
27,375,116

258,394
2,316,124

754,345
402,338

160,185
79,771

5,388
12,357

55
-

17,725
18,727

570,992
291,482

22,715,304
21,838,012

160,575
121.243

2,425
2,20S

12,338,
10,058

5,211
2,534

140~602
106,447

9,233,735
7,189,802

14,637,211
12,737,906
2,462,846
1,8117,650

982,664
1,333,459

Leather and leather products ..............
Footwear, except rubber ................
Leather and leather products, not elsewhere
classified ..... ....................

391,332

220

2.280

2,677

34,155

2,043,933

575,196

481345

208,884
160,540

Footnotes at end of table. See text for " Explanation of Terms" and "Description of Me Sample and Limitabortsof the Data--
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Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 1 -Number of Returns, Selected Receipts, Cost of Sales and Operations, Net Income, Deficit, Income Subject to
Tax, Total Income Tax, Selected Credits, Total Assets, Depreciable Assets, Depreciation Deduction, and Coefficients
of Variation, by Minor Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)
Total
income tax

Minor industry

(10)

Foreign
tax
credit

U.S..
possessions
tax credit

Noncionventional
source
luel credit

General
business
credit

Total
income tax
after credits I

Total
assets

Depreciable
assets

Depreculaw
deduction

it 1)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

Manufacturing-Contlnued
Stone
Gia;,cfay
, C~uridIsglass products ............
..... ...... ..........
Cement, hydraulic . ~ . . . . . . .............
Concrete, gypsum, and plaster products . . .
Other nonmetallic mineral products ........
Primary metal ind ustries ..................
Ferrous metal industries; miscellaneous
primary mineral products ..... ........
Nonferrous metal industries . ........ ....
Fabricated metal products ................
Metal cans and shipping containers ......
Cutlery, hand tools. and hardware; screw
machine products, bolls, and similar
products ................
....
Plumbing and heating, except electric and
.arm air .......... .........
....
Fabricated structural metal products .......
Metal forgings and stampings ............
Coating, engraving. and allied services .....
Ordnance and accessories. except vehicles
M and guided missiles ..................
iscellaneous fabricated metal products ...

1.282.717
545.827
75,754
396,698
264,439
914,226

206.190
115,188
2.340
71,707
16.955
115.534

509,085
405,141

66,783
48,751

2,453,062
189.502

2.104
45
2,041
18
-

63
59
4

28.145
8.855
'5,362
10,628
3,299

1.046,215
421,738
67.993
312.321
244,163

36,556.291
12,771,394
5,788,366
11.141,239
6,855,292

2.917,419
1,035,140
401,501
924.780
555.998

675,204

72,794,833
39,054,135
8,370,452
15,660,624
9.709.623
96.548.304

48

123,440

-

48
-

21,164
102,276

66,696,765

3,623,619

421.090
254,113

48,987,871
47,560,434

67,958
4,569

1,881,019
116.696

132,045,568
14,847,619

38,587,698
28,109,068
60,473,316
4,567,475

490,396
58,440

2.186,352
1,437,267
5,617,420
441,780

13,192
9,797

-

663,634

330,002

1.166

275,984
356,007

11,694
53.513

108
-

450

11,228

320,788

19,702,766

8,238,151

767,152

1
-

5,079
9,877

259,103
292,616

11.607,816
24,208,231

3,437,101
12,707,040

4,141
4,182

166,011
44.619

10,427,104
2,250,357

6,434,285
1,914,095

313,767
1,059,108
579,126
204 .889

171,876
48,825

1,724

24,453
656,734
1,908,854
131,499
159,107
138,579
211,494
203,284

1,126.779
47,874,898
234,170,803
12,605,648
31,105,429
12,515,242
14,798,727
20.111,802

452,085
22,123,085
106,788,773
4.763,194
13.788,870
7,895,849
6,259,903
9,856,466

9,882,292
409.798
1,072,697
633,755
547,561
783,593

10
34,989

Machinery, except electrical .....
.....
Farm machinery ......................
Construction and related machinery
....
Metalworking machinery . . ~ .............
Special industry machinery . ~ . ~ . .........
General industry machinery .............
Office, computing, and accounting
machines . ~ ...... ....... .........
Other machinery, except electrical ........
Electrical and electronic equipment ..... ...
Household appliances ...........
....
Radio, television, and communication
equipment ....... ................
Electronic components and accessories ....
Other electrical equipment ....... ......

25,249
721,985
5,466,864
134,930
331.484
155,212
241.396
267,306

2,122

3,176,829
1,266
79,181
* 6.851
18,867
46,066

66,015
398
86
11,217

2
2

'786
28,096
315,164
2,165
93,196
9,385
10,950
6,736

3,907,772
428,764

2,967,257
57,341

54.315
-

-

179,243
13,488

706,957
357,934

117,928,568
25,105,387

54,406,495
9,817,996

4,087,443
245.395

605,545
11,224

442,544
-

1,601

562,391
2,846

2,475.361
231,325

316,672,722
11,987,108

103,847,684
-3,749,920

32,593
301,206
260,522

69,242
127,930
245,372

611
'990

91,219
92,284
376.041

Motor vehicles and equipment ..... .......
Transportation equipment, except motor
vehicles ........................ ....
Aircraft. guided missiles and parts ........
Ship and boat building and repairing ......
Other transportation equipment, except
motor vehicles ......................

515,390
1,558.873
1,767,785
2,598,909

430,095

1,060

9

196.439

322,335
1,036,841
884,860
1,971,305

28,413,574
79,132,264
197,139,776
380,143,878

11,187,716
32.087,228
56.822,820
111,343,723

17,622,804

2,515,911
2,356,656
51,699

122,277
115,632
15

6,735
1,541
54

-

843,245
837,049
2,712

1,543,653
1.402,434
48,917

109,593,513
98,326,309
4,584,355

40,843,510
36,279,662
2,128,145

4,053,216
3,653,667
169.881

3,484
76,541

92,303
836,742

6.682,849

2,435,703

229,668

64,131,570

30,236.934

2,225,543

19,420
40.425
16,696

240,709
326,300
269,733

21,556,540
25,184,971
17.390,059

9.157,505
7,776,006
13,303,423

752.106
760,975
712,461

Instruments and related products . . ~ ........
Scientific instruments and measuring devices;
0 watches and clocks . . ~ . ~ ... .........
ptical, medical, and ophthalmic goods ....
Photographic equipment and supplies .....
Miscellaneous manufacturing and
manufacturing not allocable . ~ ...

107,556

6,629

5,140

-

1,557,933

480,044

164,564

-

400,813
802.185
354,935

71,269
340,701
*68,074

69,415
94,717
431

-

.......

820,588

88.505

54,624

-

20,980

Transportation and public utilities .........
Transportation ..................... ...
Railroad transportation .................
Local and interurban passenger transit . . .
Trucking and warehousing ..............

17,696,185
3.104,189
794,736
54,149
537,954

332,278
187,381
25,738
3,523
6,704

53,171
-

14,953

2,526,632

656,479
14,769,150

140
114
26
-

561,790
118,102
7,021
59,917

Water transportation ............... ...
Transportation by air . ..................
Pipelines, except natural gas ...
.......
Transportation services, not elsewhere
classified ......... ................

187,721
982,422
297.396

18.869
45.231
7,147

-

249,811

*80,170

-

-

Communication
.. _ ............... _
Telephone, telegraph, and other
communication services ..............
Radio and television broadcasting ........
Electric, gas, and sanitary services ...
Electric services . ..................
Gas production and distribution . ~ . ~ ......
Combination utility services ..............
Water supply and other sanitary services ...

6,589,496

131.488

53,171

-

5,921,609
667,887

46,008
85,480

53,171
-

-

8,002,500
4,075,606
939,153
2,531,508
456.232
14,956,044

13,409
4,603
86
7,141
1,580
591,850

566,828
32,956
1,365,058
997,411
55,407
291,527
20,714

6,583,201
587.460
860,635
5,135,107
918,067
88,864
262,096

248,211
771
16,538
230,901
4,077

122,314

Wholesale and retail trade ................
Wholesale trade .................. .....
Groceries and related products .......
.
Machinery. equipment, and supplies ......
Miscellaneous wholesale trade ...........
Motor vehicles and automotive equipment
Furniture and home furnishings .........
Lumber and construction materials . .....
Sporting, recreational, photographic, and
hobby goods, toys, and supplies ......
Metals and minerals, except petroleum and
scrap .
...
..
Electrical goods ........ ............
Hardware, plumbing, and heating
equipment and supplies .............
Other durable goods .................
Paper and paper products . ...........
Drugs, drug proprietaries. and druggists'
sundries .............. ..........
Apparel, piece goods, and notions ......
Farm-product raw materials ............
Chemicals and allied products ..........
Petroleum and petroleum products ......
Alcoholic beverages .................
Miscellaneous nondurable goods:
wholesale trade not allocable .........

5,469,503
965,387
12.521,221
452,450
1,575,132
3,797.857
6,695,782

48,877,253

17,665,946

1,631,104

1,1153,4119,171
224,295,375
83,121,318
5,324,678
42,433,819

T7,051,204

2,354,878
650,783
43,579
471,333

1,352,512,937
280.684,862
98,291,630
10,297,540
50,439,117

54,990
294,850
4,528

113,862
642.341
285,722

18,035,212
75,946,289
2,847,617

14,610,903
57,305,714
4,443,516

882,652
5,469,071
297,095

22,383
599,784

147,258

24,827,457

17,055,426

1,524,977

5,805.053 .

419,165,393

316,665,814

27,773,083

5,255,602
549,451

375,150,006
44,015,387

303,037.894
13,627,920

652,662,682
336,992,680
118,859,113
177,904,968
18,905.921
1,177,668,920

612,447,982
320,859,274
92,795,964
183,473,664
15,319,080
369,468,490

26,132,284
1,640.800
30,768,106
16,614,652
4,392,365
8,521,694
1,239,394

130.362,240
15,314,933
19,659,946
95,387,362
11,460,615
1,347,911
5,249,264

18,510,015
4,011,541
721.107
5,603,573

-

14,813
242
12,561
321
1,690

8,946
4,146
125
230

632

359,849

6,609,219
3,073,351
871,100
2,232,519
432,249
13,994,767

'521
226

115,494
15,459
18,499

6,214,B30
571.104
825,142

536,419,206
38,891,560
67,306,493

3,791
93
180
109

296
3

81.535
5,849
'1,058
4,396

4,818,584
908.048
87,607
257,562

430,221,152
47,864,947
6,051,017
16,154.243

3,264

-

-

2,283

116,767

8,804,215

1,693,932

202.901

221,027
647,487

3,988
16.906

139
1,108

5,225
14,335

211.675
615,138

99,655,846
37,737,849

5,643,939
8,521,3D9

496,693
898,077

256,348
564,644
126,823

-2,698
8,517
4.242

360
-

2,429
15,701
1,329

251,222
540,066
121,252

16,029,907
43,524,008
9,248,383

3,749.325
9,825,249
2.226,769

370,254
1.106,417
230,563

168,778
328,178

1,781
*3,897

3,755
672

163,242
323,609

188,609
191,126
482,174
143,989

17,812
* 1,790
147,383
10

1,691

4,372
1,991
7,877
754

166,155
187,344
326,915
141,516

10,444,742
18,529,602
26,209,831
8,491,735
37,691,483
13,359,843

1,853,790
2,347,157
9,510,481
2.303,052
16,144,814
4,431,805

209.583
267,916
444,599
242,749
1,358,001
417,964

424,582

14,490

ill

1

4

Footnotesal end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data,"
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41,909
2,209,688

1

9,510

1

400,466

1

30,423,502 1

9,077,949 1

38,736,624
14,103,568
1,654,258
2,629,804
9.819,506
2,025,909
155,424
520,316

872,140

Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 1-Number of Returns, Selected Receipts, Cost of Sales and Operations, Net Income, Deficit, Income Subject to
Tax, Total Income Tax, Selected Credits, Total Assets, Depreciable Assets, Depreciation Deduction, and Coefficients
of Variation, by Minor Industry-Continued
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)
Total
income tax

Minor industry

Wholesale and retail trade-Continued
Retail trade ...........................
Building materials, garden supplies, and
mobile home dealers ................
Building materials dealers ......... _.
Hardware stores ....................
Garden supplies and mobile home
dealers ........ __ ... ...... .
General merchandise stores . . ~ ... ......

Foreign
tax
credit

U.S.
possessions
tax credit

Nonoonventional
source
creditfuel

General
business
credit

(12)

(13)

(14)

7,764,192

639,155,467

238,439,141

24,560,383

475,063
341,276
50,696

126
126

467,417
335,286
49 .735

40,016,535
29.232613
5 ,059:066

13,601,843
10,163,444
1 .668 .070

1,216,807
898,190
147 ,254

83 ,092
2,934.364

74,796

-

1

171,364
4,584,554

696
72,296

82,396
2,787,272

5,724,855
201,214,400

31,676
29273
2:403

940,428
878,864
61,564

71.OD9,438
65,381,195
5,628,243

1,770,329
50,545,106
41,854,413
37,821,721
4.032,692

32,886
26 ,317
2,051
4,518

563,913
385 ,011
55,953
122,948

101,024,703
78, 755 ,219
7,558,134
14,711,350

32,065,508
21,187,862
5,029,695
5,847,951

6534
4:785
62,952
25,009
4,430

730,281
398,419
664,643
1,211,820
289095
23i3O7
899,418

33,287,117
21 ,834 ,807
76,369,764
94,398,703
22,785,725
3 ,355, 6G4
68,257,374

12,355.687
6,306,896
49,436,586
32,273,103
7,813,732
1.461,656
22,997,715
667,109

1,314,484
608.173
4,914,943
3,541,647
773,478
130,049
2,638,120
31,992,916
14,097,939
358,933
12 ,494, 258

741,896
404,307
1 .762800
254:647
308,082
23,897
922,669

134
290
17
-

16,544

*4,948
1,103
34910
17:801
14,558
3,244
-

Finance, Insurance, and real estate ........

19,264,979

2,216,284

20
9,725

Banking ... _ ......... ......... _ ...
Mutual savings banks .............. ..
Bank holding companies ..... __ ......
Banks, except mutual savings banks and
bank holding companies ..............
Credit agencies other than banks ........ _
Savings and loan associations ...........
Personal credi t institutions ...............
Business credit institutions . .......... ...
Other credit agencies: finance not alloGable .

6,765,723
670,186
4,658,162

1,366,848
68
1,312,004

4
-

327

1,437,375

54,776

4

3,171,685
2,026,767
154 , 149
41,390
949,379

121,709
6,223
44 ,964
553
*69,968

8,238
6 ,798
868
573
-

63,738
26 ,823

Security, commodity brokers and services ....
Security brokers, dealers, and flotation
companies ............. _ ..........
Commodity contracts brokers and dealers;
security and commodity exchanges; and
allied services . ~ . . ~ ...........

883.986

32,916

37

709,410

32 ,837

37

Insurance . . ~ . ~ .......... ... .
Life insurance ....... ........ _ ...
Mutual insurance, except life or marine and
certain fire or flood insurance companies
Other insurance companies ..... .......

5 .059, 919
1,467,046

488,031
115,675

1,418,888
2,173,985

38,483
333,873

-

Insurance agents, brokers, and service ......

647,917

Real estate .... ........... .. .
Real estate operators and lessors of
buildings ....... ..........
Lessors of mining, oil, and similar property
Lessors of railroad property, and of real
property, not elsewhere classified .......
Condominium management and cooperative
h ousi ng assoc iations . .............. .
Subdividers and developers .............
Other real estate ............... . .
Holding and other investment companies,
except bank holding companies . ....... _
Regulated investment companies .........
Real estate investment trusts . ............
Small business investment companies .....
Other holding and investment companies,
.
except bank holding compani es .......

1,298.801

'49,507
1,203

2
367

896

7
-

Legal services .... . . ...........
Educational services ........ .
Social services ..........
......
Membership organ izations ....... .....
Architectural and engineering services ....
Accounting, auditing, and bookkeeping
services ........................ .
Miscellaneous services (including
veterinarians), not elsewhere classified ..

-

629 ,305
35,930

6
-

19,990

17

-

174.576

4,239,797
3,762,462
477,335
4,139,978
2,943,111
493,631
703,237

72,674

15,746

2,094,248

16,342,976
5,057,260
663,640
3 ,040 ,471

8,732,320,235
3,717,713,577
259,913,272
3, 049 ,723 ,343

287,080,902

327

691,803
341270
6:478
305 ,359

-

29,433

408,076,962
1,550,150,098
1 ,143,390 ,710
24,307,395
42,601,309
339,850,684

11,199

839.825

406,330.188

9,387,676
30,079,462
20,273,775
1,154,504
526,056
8,125,127
8,340,177

1,244,748

29,806

1,353,149
2,977,999
1 ,986 ,923
103,738
37,734
849,605

5,738

670,789

383,137,018

6,450,950

1,031,404

4,IT7

79,706,694
3.802.051
66,516 ,966

3,208,555
1,815,326
106,161
95.688
1,191,381
1,265,613

-

5,461

169,036

23,193,169

1,889,227

234,208

2,696
21

193,684
43.614

4,375,508
1,307,736

1,651,707,409
1.056,409,138

23,666,111
10,463,884

4,818.194
2,954,682

2.675
-

24,730
125,341

1,355,675
1,712,096
592,083

167,603,078
427,695,193

657,698
1,205,815

38,699,375

3,039,549
10.162,677
6,286,157

1,262,973

272,306,847

108,121.894

5,356,334

16,013

612,353
34,460

88,635,869
1,713,786

55,643,334
201,022

2,793,993
21,878

464

11,526

1,868,269

877,524

46.722

12,728
267,277
324,628

22,820,287
81,851,501
75,417,135

19,348,695
14,656,055
17,395,265

586.523
705,465
1,201,753

1,237329
5:676
'2 ,287
9 .579

1,095
8 :412: 743
51 756215
33 ,343, 371
2 ,457, 517

30,880407
26:268
8,356,081
195,250

2,457468
1 :747
249,742
15,459

6,325
33,249

973
-

11,990

788,813

.3

360
-

1,436,948
5,676
2,361
9,617

156,070
-

1,077
-

-

-

1,419,294

156,070

1,077

42,226

1.219,787

207,855,640

22,302,808

2,190,521

5,033,943
317,437
222,811

347,247

26,127

448,016

9,060
-

17711
8:188
120,975
6 ,247
114,728

435,561,919
38,486,393
14 ,501 ,260
143,468,719
22 ,212 ,226
121,256,493

244,001,367

46,294
6,638

4,212,339
244,371
207.9B4

28,026,487
10,824,275

30,068,715
1,927,969
1,100,638

65,867,786
5 ,727 ,495
60,140,290

9,688,115
725,709
8,962,406

32,859,417
29,405,576
3,453,840

5,373,673
4,981,738
391,935

12 ,802
277,433
331,341

1,842,306
197,284
1,645,022

.1

9,509
6,709
42,338
74

12,218
12,218
103
103
-

154,868
35,921
118,947

.1
108

1,554,136
155, 115
1,399,021

113,231

143

126,680

407,663

39,573.692
33 ,874,309
5,699.383
81,143,418

36,640,859

4,514,776

290, 113
45,821

82 ,699

(1)
36

-

97,063

110,352
41,066

39,477,174
5.020,517

6,870,273
3,135,681

1,719,595
308,582

26,634,905
69,782,544

2,486,600

270,199
206,016
64 , 182
647,718

.
.
.

(18)

7,437
5,906
93 5

-

Other services ...............
Offices of physicians, including osteopathic
physic ians ........ ...... .
Offices of dentists . . ~ .....
- Offices of other health practitioners .. ......
Nursing and personal care facilities ...... .
Hospitals ... . . . . .......
......
Medical laboratories . ............
Other medical services ............

(17)

243,575

58
53
(2)
4

Amusement and recreation services .........
Motion picture production. distribution. and
services ................ ...
Motion picture theaters .......... _- ...
Amusement and recreation services, except
motion pict ures ................

(16)

93
83
-

209,897
208.270
1,628

Business services ...... .........
Advertising . .................. . .
Business services, except advertising ...
Auto repair; miscellaneous repair services ....
Auto repair and services . . ~ .............
Miscellaneous repai r services ............

Depreciation
deduction

-

1 , 186 ,351
1,120,758
65,594
596,867
411,392
58 ,004
127,471

Semices ...............................
Hotels and other lodging places ............
Personal services

Depreciable
assets

4,781

4.341
4,341

Automotive dealers and service stations ....
Motor vehicle dealers . . ~ .............
Gasoline service stations ..............
Other automotive dealers .............
Apparel and accessory stores .... _ .....
Furniture and home furnishings stores .....
E ating and dri n ki ng places ..............
Miscellaneous retail stor s ...............
Drug stores and proprietary stores ......
Liquor stores .................... _
Other retail stores ..... _ ...........
Wholesale and retail trade not allocable ......

Total
assets

343,639

8,356,298

Food store ....... .......... . . ..
Grocery stores . ~ ....................
Other food stores . . ~ ~ ....... ... .. .

Total
income tax 1
after credits

28

311 , 784

30 .456

108

-

1,733,473

26,158

4,603

-

356, 908
65, 868
18,183
72,681
404,871
46,989
145,616
151,442
65,064
10,723
34 , 145
227,005

-

-

-

4,838
136
15,060

38,142
35 ,598
2,544

231,791
170 ,182
61.609

256,245

36,645,728

1,566,393

118,388,437

4,214
44,943
4,889
6 ,741

330,546
55,987
18,137
68,467
355,091
41,964
123,671

10,821,682
3,376,797
1,070,375
9,277,905
17,411,224
1,564,576
5,075.756

20

9,487
6,229
-2 ,624
912
12,340

141,946
55,974
8, 098
33,233
214,233

13,425,003
3,243,246
1,386,716
13 ,636,188
31,520,402
2,807,276
11 ,404 ,190
6,532,343
5,743,078
2 ,752,781
3,159,068
12,708,768

3,922,517
3,070,011
1,079,700
2.082.733
5.876,314

1,395,143
371,281
142,391
643,158
1,671,175
181.928
670.598
512,852
314,430
84,640
144,018
725,997

14 3
-

*2,861

24,975
136,319
26,362
9,882

7,463,543

47,354

-

22

3,639

43,693

2,700.416

1,723,506

231,228

.

86,622

2.841

4,418

4,011

75,352

7,368,963

3,429,447

374.705

Nature of business not allocable .......... .

23,155

1

1,588

1,099

3,266,227

1,288,428

168,277

1

1

20,467

,

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Dewription of the Semple and Limitations of the Data."
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RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table I -Number of Returns, Selected Receipts, Cost of Sales and Operations, Net Income, Deficit, Total Income Tax,
Selected Credits, Total Assets, Depreciable Assets, Depreciation Deduction, and Coefficients of Variation, by Minor
Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Coefficient of variation (Percent)
Number of returns

Total receipts

Itern
Total

With net
Mcome

All
returns

Returns
with net
income,

Cost Of
sales and
operations

Net income

Deficit

I ncome
subject
to tax

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

Total returns of active corporations ........

0.23

0.69

0.50

0.60

0.48

0.61

0.81

1.72

1.01

Agriculture, forest", and flithing

..........

3.30

4.58

6.87

9.18

7.32

10.03

3.31

4.89

4.02

Agricultural production ...................
Agricultural services (except veterinarians),
forestry, fishing, hunting, and trapping .....

3.41

4.95

6.19

8.60

6.69

9.20

3.97

5.77

4.56

6.92

9.39

15.64

19.18

16.11

21.70

5.99

10.11

8.47

Mining .................................

5.64

8.98

1.66

3.06

1.78

1.37

8.16

6.78

1.67

Metal mining ...........................
Iron ores ............................
Copper, lead and 7inc. gold and silver ores .
Other metal mining ....................

29.15
61.74
36.65
46.90

63.47
76.89
50.26
80.93

0.96
35.50
1.50
1 V

2.11
96.46
1.82
29.29

1.10
36.45
1.79
1.12

1.12
36.81
1.82
0.47

147
96.47
1.53
9.86

8.63
30.61
9.28
21.97

0.94
96.58
1.03
(4)

Coal mining ...........................
Oil and gas extraction ...................
Crude petroleum, natural gas. and natural
gas liquids .........................
Oil and gas field services . . . ............

18.84
6.51

29.48
10.96

3.66
2.26

4.70
5.66

3.89
2.42

3.14
1.60

4.99
14.50

10.07
1.92

5.66
2.62

8.71
9.74

15.44
15.58

2.63
4.29

6.93
9.81

2.77
4.67

1.43
3.97

17.53
7.59

2.76
2.64

2.50
10.16

Nonmetallic minerals, except fuels ..........
Dimension, crushed, and broken stone; sand
a d gravel .........................
Other nonmetallic minerals, except fuels ....

15.22

18.11

5.06

5.39

5.36

6.32

3.83

16.93

3.62

16.75
35.11

19.55
45.54

6.52
7.76

6.96
8.04

6.72
8.73

7.84
9.96

5.71
4.22

24.73
21.19

6.02
3.45

...........................

1.88

2.70

1.36

1.63

1.39

1.45

1.78

2.70

2.31

General building contractors and operative
builders
General buiidin' g
-contractors
' ' *
......
...... .
Operative builders .....................

2.43
2.43
23.15

4.12
4.16
29.75

1.96
2.04
5.98

2A0
2.52
6.31

2.01
2.08
6.46

2.09
2.15
7.55

2.52
2.76
5.27

3.55
3.61
19.38

3.47
3.87
5.85

Heavy construction contractors ............
Special trade contractors ........... I .....
Plumbing, heating, and air conditioning ....
Electrical work ........................
Other special trade contractors and
contractors not ailo-cable ..............

7.54
2.91
6.91
8.48

8.96
3aO
8.35
10.12

3.06
2.35
4.93
5.52

3.62
2.73
5.67
6.49

3.13
2.36
4.94
5.52

3.26
2.51
5.16
5.71

4.40
3.03
6.44
7.65

7.47
5.21
13.20
15.01

5.33
3.75
7.73
9.25

3.43

4.74

3.06

3.55

3.08
-

3.31

3.84

6.09

4.86

Manufacturing ..........................

1.47

2.19

0.19

0.23

0.20

0.25

0.19

1.03

0.17

Food and kindred products ...............
Meat products ..........
.............
Dairy products .......................
Preserved fruits and vegetables ..........
Grain mill products ...
................
Bakery products . .....................

8.18
18.37
20.65
24.70
31.95
22.72

9.31
21.31
28.76
19.32
24.75
30.97

1.32
5.86
3.88
2.97
1.32
6.12

1.26
6.36
3.84
2.55
1.29
6.93

1.37
5.92
3.95
3.11
1.36
6.10

1.73
6.44
4.30
3.64
1.66
6.44

0.81
5.84
2.47
2.45
0.98
7.56

4.06
11.36
12.02
20.24
10.07
20.65

0.63
5.40
2.19
2.19
0.71
5.50

Sugar and confectionery products ........
Malt liquors and malt ...................
Alcoholic beverages, except malt liquors and
malt ..............................
Bottled soft drinks. and flavorings .........
Other food and kindred products .........

29.55
14.89

26.69
(4)

2.34
0.93

2.49
(4)

2.38
0.94

2.64
0.92

3.48
(4)

18.07
0.46

2.21
(4)

39.38
26.63
16.66

50.45
17.44
18.19

5.70
2.08
2.32

8.42
2.43
2.36

5.69
2.20
2.40

6.09
2~78
2.58

&08
2.08
2.59

17.13
3.77
14.60

5~33
1.48
2.27

Tobacco manufactures .......
...........
Textile mill products .....................
Weaving mills and textile finishing .........
Knitting mills ..... ...................
Other textile mill products ...............

71.69
13.78
20.97
25.89
19.93

76.19
16.27
23.36
31.90
23.02

025
2.43
3.42
9.29
3.26

0.26
2.67
3.81
9.70
3.67

0.26
2.46
3.45
9.33
3.29

0.43
2.61
3.81
10.14
3.40

0.21
2.78
4.04
7.68
4.16

0o2
9.25
15.83
30.65
11.46

0.22
2.60
3.87
7.20
3.97

Apparel and other textile finishing ...........
Men's and boys' clothing ....
..........
Women's and children's clothing .........
Other apparel and accessories ...........
Miscellaneous fabricated textile products;
textile products, not elsewhere classified

9.15
28.27
15.70
19.07

10.82
30.77
16.68
26.97

3.07
4.20
5.03
8.67

3.58
5.34
5.71
10.82

3.10
4.29
5.10
8.73

3.26
4.45
5.35
9.32

3.22
6.41
3.93
10.58

6.74
3.10
9.66
18.72

3.18
5.76
3.20
12.92

16.38

16.64

8.03

9.06

8.06

8.43

10.42

2196

13.26

Lumber and wood products ...............
Logging, sawmills, and planing mills .......
Millwork, plywood, and related products ....
Other wood products, including wood
buildings and mobile homes ...........

8.75
13.81
16.78

10.37
15.81
20.15

2.19
3.39
3.21

2.33
3.38
3.26

2.28
3.56
3.31

2~37
3.63
3.46

2.23
3.12
3.53

8.49
19.41
18o4

2.00
3.06
2.68

15.34

17.97

5.44

7.11

5.62

6.03

6.17

10.61

6.24

Furniture and fixtures .......... .........
Paper and allied products ................
Pulp. paper, and board mills .............
Other paper products ..................

13.18
12.89
28.09
14.48

16.83
14.73
31.69
16.36

3.63
1.25
0.70
2.63

4.23
1.22
0.65
2.70

3.68
1.29
0.73
2.69

3.97
1.46
0.83
3.02

3.33
0.98
0.76
1.70

11.64
13.03
25.66
14Z1

3.30
OaO
0.69
1.38

Printing and publishing ..............
....
Newspapers .........................
Periodicals ..........................
Books, greeting cards, and miscellaneous
publishing ......
..................
Commercial and other printing and printing
trade services ......................

5.a3
18.38
18.46

7.90
23.80
26.59

1.41
1 A8
4.13

1.53
1.48
4.26

1.46
1.52
4.33

1.85
2.12
5.65

1.19
1.24
4.13

4.78
6.26
13.82

0.90
0.93
3.10

16.77

24.20

2.87

2.89

3.00

3.90

2.58

13.02

1.33

6.99

9.55

2.99

3.62

3.03

3.19

3.53

7.68

3.50

Chemicals and allied products .............
Industrial chemicals. plastics materials and
synthetics ........................
Drugs ..............................
Soap, cleaners, and toilet goods ..........
Paints and allied products ...............
Agriculture and other chemical products

10.52

11.42

0.41

0.42

0.44

0.51

0.29

3.66

0.23

15.40
31.68
29.03
17.80
25.92

17.18
43.65
22.01
19.32
25.93

0.54
0.55
0.70
4.76
2.73

0.54
0.48
0.71
4.66
3.10

0.58
0.60
0.74
4.78
2.84

0.62
0.96
0.79
5.28
3.11

0.42
0.25
1.07
4.20
2.66

6.20
6.48
10.43
41.64
6.99

0.37
0.23
0.74
4.03
1.52

24.52
45.30

30.75
52.76

0.27
0.13

0.34
0.08

0.29
0.13

0.31
0.16

0.32
0.19

1.77
1.72

0.17
0.09

28.60

38.44

9.22

16.99

9.48

10.47

17.78

14.03

21.88

9.86

11.19

2.24

2.42

2.32

2.46

2.39

9.81

2.28

23.84
10.85

20.21
12.77

2.05
3.73

2.10
4.33

2.19
3.76

2.32
3.96

1.98
4.83

19.25
10.99

1.76
5.54

22.95
28.90

27.76
28.46

4.29
2.91

4.09
2.47

4.43
3.03

5.02
3.51

4.60
3.82

21.80
25.15

4.27
2.25

Construction

Petroleum (including integrated) and coal
products ............................
Petroleum refining (including integrated) . . . .
Petroleum and coal products, not elsewhere
classfied . . . ~ ......................
Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products . .
Rubber products; plastics footwear, hose and
belting ............................
Miscellaneous plastics products ..........
Leather and leather products . .
Footwear, except rubber ....
Leather and leather products. not elsewhere
classified ....................
....

27.70

1

31.49 ~

1

13.08

1

14.09

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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Business
receipts

1

13.19

1

14.06

1

13.23

1

42.95

1

14.83

Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 1 -Number of Returns, Selected Receipts, Cost of Sales and Operations, Net Income, Deficit, Total Income Tax,
Selected Credits, Total Assets, Depreciable Assets, Depreciation Deduction, and Coefficients of Variation, by Minor
Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Coefficient of variation (Percent)
Number of returns

Total receipts
Business
receipts

Cost Of
sales and
operations

Net income

Deficit

Income
subject
to tax

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

1.88
2.06
3.85
421
4.36

2.08
2.32
6.00
4.28
4.97

1.98
2.24
4.08
435
4.51

2.10
2.71
4.09
440
4.68

1.78
1.86
5.62
4.03
4.01

7.75
13.72
7.53
14.53
14.52

17.02

1.10

1.41

1.14

1.24

1 A2

4.22

1.88

19.93
28.53

1.26
1 ~89

1.54
2.54

1.29
1.98

1.40
2~09

1.90
2.13

5.26
7.04

2.39
2.99

4~67
48.69

5.92
52.10

1.43
2.36

1.57
2.41

1.47
242

1.53
2.21

1~57
2.04

4.32
23.78

60
1 -A8

16.45

20.93

3.33

3.26

148

3.82

2.65

13.11

2.11

38.81
11.00

48.16
13.61

3.17
3.28

3.03
3.84

3.26
3.34

3.42
3.45

2.87
4.12

29.23
11.58

2.17
4.30

5.28
11.05

5.44
11.35

6.26
13.11

15.37
31.07

8.57
14.48

Its.
Total

With net
income

AJI
returns

Returns
with
net income

(19)

(20)

(21)

10.95
26.30
56.26
14.71
20.98

13.25
25.79
75.49
18.73
21.71

13.51
15.76
23.76

Manufacturing-Continued
Stone, clay, and glass products ............
Glass products ...............
.......
Cement, hydraulic ................. ...
Concrete, gypsum, and plaster products ...
Other nonmetallic mineral products ......
Primary metal industries ..................
Ferrous metal industries; miscellaneous
primary mineral products . . ~ .....
Nonferrous metal industries ....
.........
Fabricated metal products ................
Metal cans and shipping containers .......
Cutlery, hand tools, and hardware; screw
machine products, bolts, and similar
products ...
................ ...
Plumbing and heating, except electric and
warm air ..............
..........
Fabricated structural metal products .......

1.69
1.42
3.57
4.13
4.22

Metal forgings and stampings ............
Coating, engraving, and allied services .....
Ordnance and accessories, except vehicles
and guided missiles ............
Miscellaneous fabricated metal products ...

13.47
17.89

15.69
20.79

5.22
11.00

5.77
12.14

71.34
6.23

76.17
8.13

11.12
2.50

12.66
2.93

11.34
2.57

11.03
2.69

16.86
3.08

23.49
5.18

7.28
3.75

Machinery, except electrical ....... .......
Farm machinery ......................
Construction and related machinery .......
Metalworking machinery ................
Special industry machinery ..............
General industry machinery .............
Office, computing, and accounting
machines ..........
...... ........
Other machinery, except electrical ........

6.76
30.30
19.20
13.46
15.44
18.23

7.72
23.67
25.26
15.83
17.90
19.34

0.80
3.39
2.07
4.65
5.05
3.40

0.89
3.39
2.36
6.80
6.06
4.68

0.90
3.69
2.14
4.74
5.16
146

0.98
3.91
205
.
4 88
5.37
3.61

0.74
6.15
4.00
7.46
6.04
4.50

2.81
21.00
3.18
8.26
13.29
10.40

0.61
7.09
2.94

15.70
14.30

18.18
17.11

0.44
2.73

0.44
3.35

0.56
2.80

0.74
2.75

0.25
3.33

4.13
13.53

0.20
3.61

0.85
2.50

3.27
10.60

0.77
2.13

8.23
6.38
4A5

Electrical and electronic equipment
~ .......
Household appliances .....
..........
Radio, television, and communication
equipment .................
...
Electronic components and accessories ....
Other electrical equipment ..............

7.81
35.68

10.21
42.41

0.61
2.23

0.65
2~54

0.64
2.28

0.67
2.32

26.19
10.59
13.41

33.27
14.01
16.86

1.76
1.12
O~83

1.81
1.20
0.89

1.83
1.16
0.88

1.93
1.18
0.95

2.29
1.47
1.23

7.33
4.46
6.71

2.18
42
1
1.06

Motor vehicles and equipment .... ........
Transportation equipment, except motor
vehicles ...........
.......
.....
Aircraft, guided missiles and parts ........
Ship and boat building and repairing ......
Other transportation equipment. except
motor vehicles ......................

24.43

26.72

0.23

0.50

0.24

0.23

0.71

2.23

0.60

O~65
0.31
&29

0.56
0.34
9.86

4.79
4.23
9.99

0.43
0.26
14.31

Instruments and related products ...........
Scientific instruments and measuring device%
watches and clocks . . ~ ...............
Optical, medical, and ophthalmic goods ....
Photographic equipment and supplies .....
Miscellaneous manufacturing and
manufacturing not allocable ....

17.16
28.14
31.29

21.98
33.67
38.91

0.60
0.32
7.98

0.59
0.34
12.46

0.63
O~34
8.10

29~55

44.67

4.12

4.01

4.24

4.23

5.99

20.67

4.61

13.48

16.16

116

1.33

1.32

1.35

1.39

6.74

1.34

20.14
19.00
36.13

21.94
22.38
45.13

2.40
2.14
1.68

2.64
2.48
1.46

2.52
2.25
1Y7

2.48
2.35
2.05

3.21
1.95
1.47

9.88
9.99
22.06

3.27
1.96
0.98

........

7.72

11.57

2.88

3.74

2.98

3.72

2.84

4.87

2.93

.........

2.58

4.13

0.51

0.56

0.54

0.96

0.31

2.01

0.22

Transportation ...............
....
Railroad transportation . . ~ ...
...
......
Local and interurban passenger transit . ...
Trucking and warehousmg ..............

3.91
41.77
13.74
529

5.27
56.23
16.80
7.22

1.45
0.45
7.21
2.72

1.59
0.40
7.28
3.28

1.53
0.48
7.97
2.76

2.56
0.74
11.15
4.58

1.27
0.57
13.94
3.95

4.57
1.76
12.35
6.34

1.06
0.55
17.79
3.81

Water transportation ...................
Transportation by air ...................
Pipelines, except natural gas ........ ...
Transportation services, not elsewhere
classified ................

15.69
15.87
27.26

23.16
2171
20.30

5.50
0.94
5.15

4.06
0.96
5.24

5.87
1.01
5.17

T18
1.56
5.56

5.16
1.19
3.91

12.09
14.75
38.68

5.58
0.58
4.06

7.73

10.31

6.67

8.13

6.99

9.08

4.69

8.82

5.09

Communication ...............
....
Telephone, telegraph, and other
communication services . .............
Radio and television broadcasting ........

9.84

14.18

0.46

OA6

0.47

0.87

0.44

2.65

0.31

13.48
14.44

18.81
22.04

0.47
1.62

0.46
2.00

0.48
1.73

0.98
1.43

0.40
2.04

120
4.34

0.28
1.70

Electric, gas, and sanitary services ..........
Electric services ..................
...
Gas production and distribution ..........
Combination utility services . ~ ~ ...........
Water supply and other sanitary services ...

10.23
41.20
23.07
35.01
11.89

13.61
81.78
27.69
38.64
15.92

0.56
0.12
0.66
0.20
7.51

0.71
0.09
0.98
0.21
8.38

0.59
0.13
0.70
0.20
7.80

0.90
0.18
0.78
0.27
14.74

0.31
0.08
0.91
0.18
3.11

1.20
0.96
0.97
0.88
12.10

024
0.01
0.78
0.19
2.50

Transportation and public utilities

................

0.68

1.31

0.41

0.50

0.42

0.48

0.56

1.35

0.57

Wholesale trade ........................
Groceries and related products ...........
Machinery, equipment, and supplies . ....

1.22
6.46
4.76

2~06
8.25
5.82

0.65
2.46
2.14

0.76
2.69
2A3

0.66
2.48
2.18

0.73
2.58
2.26

0.89
3.39
2.99

2.02
9.17
6.02

0.99
3.31
3.38

Miscellaneous wholesale trade ...........
Motor vehicles and automotive equipment
Furniture and home furnishings .........
Lumber and construction materials ......
Sporting, recreational, photographic. and
hobby goods, toys. and supplies ......
Metals and minerals, except petroleum and
scrap ...........................
Electrical goods .....................

2.50
8.23
14.80
10.14

3.01
9.64
18.38
11.64

0.94
1.82
7.56
4.79

1.05
2.44
&67
5.29

0.95
1.83
7.59
4.82

1.00
1.82
8.10
5.09

1.16
2.04
9.85
5.60

2.28
3.04
20.12
16.30

1.22
1.60
10.98
6.36

14.07

17.70

5.96

7.18

6.00

6.52

7.74

8.24

8.34

14.53
8.45

15.58
9~88

2.23
2.63

1.93
3.04

2.39
2.66

2.42
2.77

4.99
3.42

4.76
7.52

6.71
3.45

9~82
5.47
13.66

10.57
6.89
18.58

4.11
3.02
5.17

4.76
3.35
5.83

4.13
3.06
5.19

4.07
3.35
5.27

6.10
3.76
6.13

15.78
7.66
20.07

7.38
4.26
6.45

21.77
10.62

26.49
13.31

41o5
3.45

3.66
3.69

4.05
3.46

4.13
3.34

5.55
4.80

15.64
10.40

4.53
5.17

12.50
15.31
8.58
14.87

14.48
16.86
9.93
16.48

4.52
5.75
3.33
5.16

4.71
6.06
4.10
5.46

4.60
5.79
3.38
5.18

4.88
6.43
3.43
5.31

4.38
5.83
3.35
5.74

13.42
23.05
6.38
18.51

6.36
5.39
3.23
8.32

3.42

4.08

3.46

3.74

4.20

7.78

4.38

Wholesale and retail trade

Hardware, plumbing, and heating
equipment and supplies . . ~ ..........
Other durable goods .................
Paper and paper products . . ~ ....
....
Drugs. drug proprietaries, and druggists'
sundries .......
Apparel, piece good s' ,*an
' d notons
' '
......
'
'
Farm-product raw materials ............
Chemicals and allied products ..........
Petroleum and petroleum products ......
Alcoholic beverages .................
Miscellaneous nondurable goods;
wholesale trade not allocable .........

6.76

1

8.76

1

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms"and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 1 -Number of Returns, Selected Receipts, Cost of Sales and Operations, Net Income, Deficit, Total Income Tax,
Selected Credits, Total Assets, Depreciable Assets, Depreciation Deduction, and Coefficients of Variation by Minor
Industry-Continued
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Coefficient of variation (Percent)
Number of return

Total receipts

Its.

Wholesale and retail tracle-Continued
Retail trade ............................
Building materials, garden supplies, and
mobile home dealers .................
Building materials dealers .............
Hardware stores . ..................
Garden supplies and mobile home
dealers ..........................
General merchandise stores .............
Food stores ..........................
Grocery stores ............ .........
Other food stores ....................
Automotive dealers and service stations ....
Motor vehicle dealers ................
Gasoline Service stations .....
.......
Other automotive dealers ..............
Apparel and accessory stores ..... ......
Furniture and home furnishings stores .....
Eating and drinking places ..............
Miscellaneous retail stores ...............
Drug stores and proprietary stores
....
Liquor stores .......................
Other retail stores ...................
Wholesale and retail trade not aJ]ocable ......
Finance, Insurance, and real estate ........
Banking ..............................
Mutual savings banks ..................
Bank holding companies ...............
Banks, except mutual savings banks and
bank holding compani
Credit agencies other than Lbanks
's
...........
Savings and loan associations ...........
Personal credit institutions ...............
Business credit institutions ......... .....
Other credit agencies; finance not allocable
Security, commodity brokers and services
Security brokers. dealers, and flotation
companies .........................
Commodity contracts brokers and dealers;
security and commodity exchanges; and
allied services ......................
Insura ce .............................
Life insurance ........................
mutual insurance, except life or marine and
certain fire or flood insurance companies
Other insurance companies . . ~ ..........
.
Insurance agents, brokers, and service ......
Real estate ............................
Real estate operators and lessors of
buildings ..........................
Lessors of mining, oil, and similar property . .
Lessors of railroad property, and of real
property. not elsewhere classified .......
Condominium management and cooperative
housing associations ........... .....
Subdividers and developers .............
Other real estate ......................
Holding and other investment companies,
except bank holding companies ..........
Regulated investment companies .........
Real estate investment trusts . ~ ...........
Small business investment companies .....
Other holding and investment companies,
except bank holding companies ........
Services ...............................
Hotels and other lodging places . ...........
Personal services ......
..............
Business services .......................
Advertising . . ~ .......................
Business services, except advertising ......
Auto repair; miscellaneous repair serviGes ....
Auto repair and services ................
Miscellaneous repair services ............
Amusement and recreation services .........
Motion picture production, distribution, and
M services ...........................
ofion picture theaters .................
Amusement and recreation services, except
motion pictures .....................
Other services .........................
Offices of physicians, including osteopathic
physcians ................... .....
Offices of dentists .....................
Offices of other health practitioners ........
Nursing and personal care facilities .......
Hospitals .................... .......
Medical laboratories . : .................
Other medical services .................
Legal services ........................
Educational services ...................
Social services .......................
Membership organizations ..............
Architectural and engineering services .....
Accounting, auditing. and bookkeeping
services ...........................
miscellaneous services (including
veterinarians), not elsewhere classified ...
llature of business riot allocable ............

Net income

Deficit

Incorne
Subject
to tax

(25)

(26)

(27)

0.59

0.71

1.81

0.66

2.73
3.13
7.54

3.52
4.26
10.72

6.79
8.58
18.62

3.113
4.68
13.29

8.27
0.57
1.60
1.59
8.61
1.90
2.09
6.97
4.58

7.17
0.59

13.39
6.66

6.32
0.39

1.85
1.76
9.02
2.92
3.53
9.71
5.68

4.90
5.04
11.83
4.56
5.28
14.36
11.20

1 .65
1.61
10.84

2.35
3.82
2.07
1.78
2.15
10.21
2.40

2.73
3.67
2.91
2.21
4.13
16.94
2.57
20.38

6.58
8.88
4.23
3.64
5.43
17.36
4.27
22.68

3.64
4 .55
11.59
7.08
2.75
3.62
2.49
2.33
3.82
20.12
2.82
22.16

0.43
2.38
0.13
0.11

2.50

0.86

0.47
(4)
0.68

1.16
3.98
0.91

2.39
0.19
0.10

11.39
0.56
0.29
3.68
10.27
1.65
1.94

11.16

0.86
0.59
32.09
21.37
4.91

0.58
0.40
4.52
15.10
1.38

5.44

3.16
1.02
0.09
17.49
24.45
1.05
17.60

2.71

0.88
0.16
3.61
15.42
1.06
5.18

4.11

1.55

6.67

6.04

32.85

1.78

4.24

1.51

8.91

8.27

10.13

17.05

5.75

11.98

4.56

1.15
2.05

0.30
0.46

1.12
2.16

1.27
2.50

0.48
0.50

9.44
1&28

0.66
0.57

0.85
11.63

0.84
T84

0.92
12.32
3.89

1.17
7.31
3.40

5.70
26.37
8.68

3.13

4.21
2.68

1.00
16.53
11.76

1.58
7.72

3.72
2.02

2.55

3.34

2.22

2.09

3.18
2.81

3.45
38.26

4.77
45.98

3.02
10.93

4.13
15.46

4.39
20.51

6.41
12.69

3.53
21.70

3.50
45.49

4.00
25.84

21.96

28.66

12.81

19.11

11.27

9.22

25.90

17.67

28.14

8.14
5.13
3.39

12.02
7.44
5.46

7.03
3.16
4.23

12.91
4.05
5.69

9.04
3.61
5.15

13.65
4.12
8.40

14.06
3.89
4.37

5.90
3.85
4.04

12.98
5.95
5.86

5.75
13.73
21.15
20.05

7.77
10.98
17.81
31.92

1.24
0.20
1.27
18.86

1.47
0.23
1.42
24.16

2.57
70.66
0.14
28.17

2.72
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.23
0.15
1.89
28.12

2.89
25.31
10.68
20.71

2.33
46.14
45.67
39.64

6.50
0.64

9.15

2.18

3.08

2.57

2.72

2.09

2.96

2.31

1.05
2.41
4.72

1.22

1.08

1.82

2.69
5.27

2.53
4.83

2.50
8.22
2.55

2.41
6.42
2.60

3.76
3.97
8.63
3.49

3.30
3.51
7.33
2.77

4.22
4.71
8.41

4.41
4.64
9.46

1.61
5.43
10.34
2.71
7.16
2.92
5.65
6.15
13.48

1.30
4.00
5.73

228
6.29
2.45
3.07
3.19
7.28
2.56

1.71
7.39
3.48
8.58
3.80

1.12
3.98
5.41
2.13
6.36
2.26

4.47

1.42
12.24
7.59
&45
11.52
3.63
6.03
7.93
9.26
7.71

4.29

3.13

3.62

2.38
5.71
2~58
6.13
6.82
12.63
3.16

11.92
25.94

18.01
34.75

3.16
6.41

4.83
9.25

3.85
6.46

3.78
9.12

4.18
15.08

5.58
11.30

2.62
15.81

4.85

8.88

4.15

5.18

5-61

2.11

2.39

8.79
3.46

4.93

2.70

4.24
2.07

4.31

2.16

2.29

3.47

2.50

3.83
7.13
11.25
11.59
42.84
17.01
8.44
6.16
10.81
15.67
13.62
6.67

4.70
8.49
14.60
1554
56.16
19.90
11.30

4.58
8.35
13.05
5.69
2.01
11.87
9.18

5.26
9.40
16.23
8.62
2.34
14.27
8.76

4.65
8.39
13.22
5.85
2.13
12.16
6.69

5.95
11.94
24.23
12.72
0.53
15.25
7.73

7.49
9.32
15.66
11.87
5.62

8.89
11.61
18.14
15.20
6.88

7.77
9.50
16.90
12.29
5.72

5.37
10.48
16.24
10.52
1.40
14,18
7.58
8.09
10.33
25.41
16.68
6.01

9.30
1712
23.08
11.35
5.05
19.87
8.33

7.43
15.09
20.62
20.77
8.50

9.11
11.68
18.48
10.41
4.10
15.11
8.88
18.59
17.99
27.83
16.43
6.49

14.28
14.78
27.86
19.92
9.69

9.86
13.34
48.00
18.29
6.77

8.80

10.11

11.35

12.96

11.54

22.36

11.21

19.22

14.41

8.35
12.18

11.03

8.91

8.69

9.13

13.36

10.11

18.18

15.35

20.32

16.08

9.29
19.31

With net
inoome

All
returns

Returns
with net
inocimis

Business
receipts

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

0.76

1.65

0.51

OZ6

0.52

5.27
7.22
9.86

6.55
8.97
12.36

2.58
2.94
7.44

2.92
3.27
8.77

2.62
2.97
7.47

11.70
11.85
4.70
6.33
7.00
3.47
4.33
8.84
6.40

14.61
14.31
7.49
8.91
13.15
4.53
5.45
11.77
8.51

7.58
0.50

9.04
0.49

7.89
0.53

1.51
1.51
7.49

1.76
1.75
9.70

4.60
5.78
2.30
2.50
7.52
10.36
2.74

T77
7.34
4.97
3.61
9.02
14.22
4~09

2.34
2.63
8.40
5.19
2.81
3.94
2A3
2.02
2.70
13.33
2.63

20.76
0.99

23.87

1.84
2.05
6.84
4.37
2.27
3.50
1.87
1.64
2.19
10.11
2.13
15.21

1.52
1.52
7.47
1.85
2.06
6.87
4.41
2.29
3.55
1.94
1.66
2.22
10.18
2.16

1.96

O.S7

17.47
0.50

15.32
0.83

17.54
1.03

1.66
3.93
2.37

1.82
1.52
2.45

1.14
0.07
0.06

1.38
0.07
0.06

5.21
0.05
0.13

2.39
7.72
5.18
18.76
29.23
10.38
10.20

2.75

5.62

7.59

30.51

9.83
1.73
20.23
35.37
15.20

0.35
0.15
2.60
4.26
0.79

0.29
0.19
2.60
4.93
0.54

15.22

3.29

13.47

22.02

3.47

15.62

21.34
11.45
2.26

4.40

7.01
23.80
6.11

2.11

10.31
1.74
5.68
19.05

6.62
4.83
2.30
8.70
2.38
4.15
5.22
6.78

.

.

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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Cost Of
sales and
oparatioris

T ot al

_(24)

.

20.96

19.35

10.64
1

24.66

Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 1 -Number of Returns, Selected Receipts, Cost of Sales and Operations, Net Income, Deficit, Total Income Tax,
Selected Credits, Total Assets, Depreciable Assets, Depreciation Deduction, and Coefficients of Variation, by Minor
Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Coefficient of variation (Percent)

Item

Total
income tax

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing ..........
Agricultural production . ~ .................
Agricultural services (except veterinarians).
forestry, fishing, hunting, and trapping .....

U.S..
possessions
tax credit

Norwxxiventional
source
tuel credit

General
business
credit

Total
income tax
after credits 1

Total
assets

Depredation
assets

Depreciation
deduction

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

2.42

1.32

1.01

0.53

8.31

4.18

9.51

5.09

1.22
2.14

0.43
2.07
2.87

3.28

18.52
2.36
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

8.53

3.94

5.96

2.00
1.61
96.58
1.83
6.43

0.32
0.89
24.40
1.55
0.93

5.52
0.81
1.67
29.27
2.19
1 49

1.75
2.57
41.82
3.70
3 .49

(4)
19.66

7.27
9.86

4.39
4.21

1.34
0.48

2.65
1.15

2.64
2.68

4.65
9.56

0.54
1.09

4.11
3.19

(29)

(30)

(31)

1.23
4.09

12.T7
21.66

1.25
(4)

4.74

21.74

(4)

31.70
(4)
(4)
18.41
-

(28)
Total returns of active corporations ........

Foreign
tax
credit

2.49

8.10

25.31

(4)

1.43

0.47

-

1.10
96.58
1.31
6.43
4.28
2.04

0.02
(4)
0.08
(4)
(4)
0.59

1 .96
804
3.26

0 .01
2066
(4)

20.63
43.79
4.59

8 .41
13.59
7.66

169

2.00

0.94
2.46
2.99

5. 42
3.26
2.39

(4)
(4)

-

75. 19
(4)

16. 14
1.90

5.46
4.26

3.00
2.21

5.02
2.89

5.65
7.13

2.59

(4)

90.69

6.16

2.31

0.64

1.40

1.59

3 .47
3.93
5.82

5 .32
5.32
(4)

-

79 .95
79.95
-

2.36
2.45
8.18

5.34
4.06
8.35
9.72

0.12
78.17
-

(4)
-

91.68
92.27
-

3.55
4.04
5.88
5.64
4.17
8.57
9. 97

IA5
1.24
2.84

Heavy construction contractors ............
Special trade contractors .................
Plumbing, heating, and air conditioning . . ~ .
Electrical work .... ............
....
Other special trade contractors and
contractors not allocable ...
.........

10.31
10.71
38.27
11.80
10.11
21.42
29.01

2.41
2.02
4.40
4~ 71

3.46
2.64
5.56
6.50

2.82
2.90
12.05
4.00
2.83
6. 03
6 .89

5.28

78.17

-

5.43

0.03

0.31

0.26

3.31
0.12

0.63
5.29
2 .05
2.20
0.72
5.31
1.83
(4)

0.11
(4)
2.81
(4)
(4)
(4)

0.29
0.78
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

2.59
0.07

3.55

0.16

92.27
4.89

12.18

Manufacturing ..........................
Food and kindred products ...............
Meat products ....
............
Dairy products . ..............
......
Preserved fruits and vegetables ..........
Grain mill products . ~ .............
...
Bakery products . .........
....

62.54
92 .86

0.88
6.70
2.27
3.04
0.90
5.13

0.40
3.15
2.10
1.58
0A3
3~83

(4)
-

2.28
( 4)

1.29
0 .69

0.83
4.03
3.67
233
1.13
6.34
2.00
1 . 70

0.90
4~54
3.42
2.43
1.19
6.43

(4)
-

1.77
8.52
4. 93
364
8.16
20. 27
7.83
(4)

( 4)

( 4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
( 4)
(4)
(4)

61 .43
0.61
5.37
(4)
8 .04
4.27
36.27
14.94

6 .77
4.22
4.28

7.89
2.13
2.56

0.26
2 .62
4A0
6.19
4.02

2 .45
0.74
0.88
O~08
1 .38
2.20
5.57
1.77

5. 50
2.16
2.25

0.21
2.48
3.67
6.14
3.89

(3)
0.03
(4)
( 4)
(4)
(4)

0.13
1 . 71
2.36
7.32
2.41

0.05
2.07
2.48
8.17
3.01

Apparel and other textile products ..........
Men's and boys'clothing ............
Women 's and children 's clothing .........
Other apparel and accessories ...........
Miscellaneous fabricated textile products;
textile products, not elsewhere classified
Lumber and wood products ...............
Logging, sawmills. and planing mills .......
Millwork. plywood, and related products ....
Other wood products. including wood
buildings and mobile homes ...........

3.01
5.41
3.02
12.54

2.60
6.00
0.18
(4)

2.97
(4)
4.41
(4)

24.02
37.29
43 .39
15.00

3.29
5.81
3.23
15.67

1.92
2.43
2 .99
6 .00

2.99
3.98
4 .68
7 .70

4.34
5.94
5.36
17. 13

13.88

71.56
0.07
0.07
(4)

(4)
-

-

29.13

14.66

8.92

4.88
&03
19.82

2.09
3.64
2.52

6.64
1.11
1.54
1.71

8.68

(4)
-

1.54
2 .48
1.84

2.19
4. 28
2.35

6.04

(4)

-

(4)

31.63

5.23

3.15
0.75
0.59
1.32

(4)
(4)
(4)

11.30
0.90
0.14
3.23
3.97
1.65
228

3.14
0.64
OA2
1.81

5.20
3.98
0 .71
0 .53
1.83

0.82
0.91
3.10

79.61
22.46
(4 )
45.01
(4)
(4)

2A7
0.64
0.35
1.81

Printing and publishing ...................
Newspapers .......... ..............
Periodicals .......................
Books, greeting cards, and miscellaneous
publishing . ............... .......
Commercial and other printing and printing
trade services ......................

0.52
OD4
(4)
0.05
0.01
(4)
-

6.21
3.28
0.97
0. 74
1.74
0.86
0.94
3.71

127

Furniture and fixtures ..........
...
Paper and allied products ...
..........
Pulp, paper, and board mills .............
Other paper products ..................

0.75
0.66
2.43

1.35
1 .36
350

1.51
1 .22
3~80

1.22

0.03

(4)

(4 )

16.07

1 .32

1 .45

3.51

2 .31

3.15

(4)

-

10.16

2.87

0.22

0.31

0.32

0.38

3.23
0.39

2.28

Chemicals and allied products .............
Industrial chemicals, plastics materials and
synthet ics ..........................
Drugs ..........
............
Soap, cleaners. and toilet goods ..........
Paints and allied products ...............
Agriculture and other chemical products ...

0.77
0.03

0.18

0.26

3.50
0.35

0. 36
0.21
0.60
3.92
1.44

OD5
0.04
0.06
0.56
0.14

8. 79
0.26
3.93
(4)
(4)

(4)
73.63
-

0 .34
1.42
1.00
6.70
2.19

0.59
0.42
0.96
4.17
2.24

0.23
0.26
0.33
3.70
1.44

0.30
0.46
0.56
4.53
2. 02

0.43
O~54
0.62
5 .69
2 . 11

0 .15
0.08

(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)

11 .53
11.53

1.87
1.52

0.77
0.39

0.07
0.04

0.16
0.10

0.24
0.15

Mining .................................
Metal mining ........................
Iron ores ... . .... . . ..................
Copper, lead and zinc, gold and silver ores .
Other metal mining ....................
Coal mining ... ................... ...
Oil and gas extraction .........
.........
Crude petroleum, natural gas. and natural
gas liquids ..... ................
Oil and gas field services ...............
Nonmetallic minerals, except fuels ...
.....
Dimension, crushed, and broken stone; sand
an d grave l . ~ ...................
Other nonmetallic minerals, except fuels ...
Construction ...........................
General building contractors and operative
builders ........... .................
....
General building contractors .....
Operative builders ..........
........

Sugar and confectionery products ........
......
Malt liquors and malt ..........
Alcoholic beverages, except malt liquors and
..............................
malt
Bottled soft drinks, and flavorings .........
Other food and kindred products .........
Tobacco manufactures . . ~ ................
Textile mill products ..................
Weaving mills and textile finishing .........
Knitting mills ......
...........
Other textile mill products
............

Petroleum (including integrated) and coal
products ............................
Petroleum refining (including integrated) ....
Petroleum and coal products, not elsewhere
classified ..................... . .
Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products . .
Rubber products; plastics footwear, hose and
belting . . ~ .........................
Miscellaneous plastics products ..........
Leather and leather products ..............
Footwear, except rubber ................
Leather and leather products, not elsewhere
classified ....... ...............

5.29
1.46
2.37

1.93
3.01
2.54

-

-

(4)
(4)
-

80.69
(4)
(4)
-

4.47

0.17

2.51
0 .78

29.96

-

-

-

61 .96

5.99

0.32

6.10

(4)

6.86

31 .94
2.94

4 .55

2.25

1.62

1.93

8.15
2.76

1.74
5.61

( 4)
6.63

( 4)
-

3 .20
13.00

2.26
7.51

1 .35
2.98

1 .43
3.81

2.24
4.50

3.60
2.08

0.07
0.96
(4)
(4)

4.90
5.73

15.56
3.25

3.92
2.29

2.84
2.07

316
2 .24

3.73
2. 87

13.38

( 4)

( 4)

30.46

14.64

10.65

14.56

13.15

1

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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. Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 1-Number of Returns, Selected Receipts, Cost of Sales and Operations, Net Income, Deficit, Total Income Tax,
Selected Credits, Total Assets, Depreciable Assets, Depreciation Deduction, and Coefficients of Variation, by Minor
Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
C~oefficienl of variation (Percent)
ftem

Total
income tax

Foreign

(28)

(29)

1.57
1.25
3.22
3.94
3.94

0.02
(4)

U.S.
possession
tax credit

tax
credit

Nonconventional
source
fuel credit

General
business
credit

Total
income tax
after credits I

Total
assets

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

6.72
0.96
6.29
17.06
14.95

1.90
1.62
3.45
4.92
4.24

1.36
0.75
2 .21
3 .65
3.47
0 .62

1 . 76
1 . 15
2. 19
4. 77
3.93

(30)

Depreciabil
assets

Depreciation
deduction

Manufacturing-Continued
Stone. clay, and glass products ............
Glass products .......................
C
Cement, hydraulic .....................
oncrete. gypsum. and plaster products

...

Other nonmetallic mineral products ........
Primary metal industries ... ..............
Ferrous metal industries; miscellaneous
primary mineral products . ~ ... ........
Nonferrous metal industries ..............
Fabricated metal products . . ~ .............
Metal cans and shipping containers .......
Cutlery, hand tools, and hardware: screw
machine products. Wts, and similar
products ...................... ...
Plumbing and heating, except electric and
wa rm air .................. I .......
Fabrica led structural metal products . ......
Metal forgings and Stampings ............
Coating, engraving, and allied services ...
Ordnance and accessories, except vehicles
and guided missiles ...... ...........
Miscellaneous fabricated metal products ...
Machinery, except electrical ....
........
Farm machinery ......................
Construction and related machinery . ......
Metalworking machinery .... ...........
Special industry machinery . . . ~ ..........
Gener I industry machinery ...
Office,
......
computing, and accounting
machines ...............
Other machinery, except electrical ........
Electrical and electronic equipment ..... ...
Household appliances ..... ....... ...
Radio, telev,ision, and communication
equipment .... ............. ......
Electronic components and accessories . .
Other electrical equipment ...........
Motor vehicles and equipment .............
Transportation equipment, except motor
vehicles ...... ......................
Aircraft. guided missiles and parts ........
Ship and boat building and repairing ......
Other transportation equipment, except
motor vehicles ......................
Instruments and related products .... ......
Scientific instruments and measuring devices;
0 watches and clocks ..................
ptical, medical, and ophthalmic goods ....
Photographic equipment and supplies .....
Miscellaneous manufacturing and
manufacturing not allocable .............
Transportation and public utilities .........
Transportation .............. ..........
Railroad transportation . ................
L

I and interurban passenger transit .....

Truc
ocaking and warehousing ..........
...
Water transportation ..... ......... ...
Transportation by air ...... ............
Pipelines, except natural gas ............
Transportation services, not elsewhere
classified ..........................
Communication .................. .....
Telephone, telegraph, and other
communication services .............
Radio and television broadcasting ........
Electric, gas, and sanitary services . . .......
Electric services ......................
Gas production and distribution
......
Combination utility services ...
........
Water supply and other sanitary services ...
Wholesale and retail trade ................
Wholesale trade .................. .....
Groceries and related products ...........
Machinery, equipment. and supplies ......
Miscellaneous wholesale trade ...........
Motor vehicles and automotive equipment
Furniture and home furnishings .........
Lumber and construction materials ......
Sporting, recreational, photographic, and
hobby goods, toys, and Supplies ......
Metals and minerals. except petroleum and
scrap
Electrical goods .....................
Hardware, plumbing. and heating
equipment and supplies .............
Other durable goods .................
Paper and paper products ............
Drugs, drug proprietaries, and druggists'
sundries .........................
Apparel, piece goods, and notions ......
Farm-product raw materials ............
Chemicals and allied products ..........
Petroleum and petroleum products ......
Alcoholic beverages .................
Miscellaneous nondurable goods;
wholesale trade not allocable .........

(4)
(4)

(4)
-

0.04
0.16

(4)
(4)
-

(4)
(4)

1.25

2.37

0.78
0.50
1.77
2.59
3.26
0.52

3.88
1.28

2.74
4.37

0.81
0.64

0 .90
0.81

1 .22
1.73

6.13
(4)

1.92
2.05

0.89
0 .75

1.40
1 . 60

2 . 16
1 .78

(4)

(4)

1.78

0.07

2.30
2.79

0.13
(4)

-

(4)
-

1.51
1.31

0.35
(4)

5.37
(4)

7.39
-

1.99

0.04

(4)

(4)

9.57

4.00

1.89

3.63

3.82

2.09
4.22
8.34
13.84

(4)
1.94

(4)
-

(4)

14.96
1&97

2.18
5.00

1.69
2.20

2.65
2.48

2.80
7.63

-

22.38
42.59

8.53
14.06

4.10
10.43

5.43
12. 14

8 .58
13 .60

81.26
(4)
-

25.69
10.60

8.90
1.69
0.45
2.31
1.05
3.58
3.78
2.21

8. 77
2.87

1.16
15.61
1.20
16.78
15.97
9.29

4.15
3.88
1.54
6.95
5.03
8.73
6.98
4.98

11.99
2.54

(1)
22.98
6.54
0.92

6.52
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

0.68
3.04
1.79
4 .99
4 .85
3.13

0. 69
3.09
2.36
5.48
5 . 18
3 .51

0.19
144
0.74
2.06

0.02
0.16

(4)
-

-

1 1.10
0.92

0.94
.02
4

0.22
1~61

0.13
(4)

115
-

46.03
-

0.65
16.15

1.14
2.15

0.28
1.48

0.22
3.01
0.42
3.85

0.28
3.03
0 .47
2 .97

2.09
1.37
1.00

3.03
2.43
1.40
(4)

(4)
74.42
(4)

2.11
2.87
0.40 .

3.08
1.91
1.88

O~98
1 .11
0.52

0.21

0.69

1.08
0.78
0.26
0.11

1.11
0.98
0.41

0.53

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

0.20

0. 13

0.42
0.25
13.98

(4)
(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)

-

0.16
0.16
625

0.67
0.40
14.67

0.35
0.24
4.59

0.57
0.36
6.98

0.53
0. 28
7. 07

4.69
1.28

(4)

(4)

7.54

5.34

2.99

4.98

0.08

1.50

3.47

2.25

0.80

0 .78

6.17
1 .23

3.11
1.87
0.91

0.47
0.04
(4)

(4)
1.78
(4)

9.46
3.36
8.13

4.79
4.40
1.04

1.79
1.25
0.70

1.93
1.85
0.45

2 .58
2 .37
1.00

2.89

3.64

7.88

3.50

1.41

2.21

2.46

2.26

3.53
(4)
-

-

0.19
0.91
O~52
17.55
3.47

0.25
(4)

0.21
0.83
0.26
21.94
6.14

0.08
0.46
0.24
3~04
1.69

0.11
0.66
0.29
6. 60
2.42

0.22
1 .02
0 .50
7 .47
2.58

2.15
0.31
(4)

0.21
1.10
0.60
19.34
3Y6
8.05
0.62
3.18

2.39
0.50
3 .90

3.60
0. 56
4 .02

4. 78
0. 81
4. 28

3.00
0.20

4.54

0.22
2.52
0.20
0.06
0.38
0 .08
3.48

4.01
76.35
(4)
3.97
0.07
(4)

4.74
3.64
0.56
6.84
2A8
8.40
6.39
3.88

4.35
(4)
98.32
(3)
(4)
1.11
92.67

5.00
0.44
4.12

(4)

P

-

-

0.36
(4)

-

-

5.92

6.49

2.25

(4)

0.36

0.31

0.18

O~25
1.64
0.19
0.00
0.58
0.16
2.09

(4)
(4)

(4)
-

-

0.37
1.90

0.28
1.97

0.15
1.12

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

-

0.26
(4)
(4)
(4)
2.23

0.30
0.00
0.01
0.01
10.22

0.08
0.05
0.16
0.06
1.82

0.54

1.01

3.26

42.76

2.10

0.20
(1)
0.62
0.18
2.04
O.i7

0.17
2.62
0.10
0.04
022
0.05
2.54

0.20

0.41

0.49

0.98
3.21
3.36
1.17
1.27
11.14
6.53

2.38
5.12
13.81

6.96
(4)
(4)

51.79
(4)

0. 77
2.57
2.39

7.58
(4)
(4)
(4)

91.32
(4)

1.02
3.25
3.43
123
1.28
11.30
6.59

0.32
1 ~92
1.59

2.37
(4)
76.80
69.56

4.59
12.67
10.26
5.61
12.27
9.35
26.84

0.54
1.37
6.50
3.84

1.04
2.09
8.81
4.94

0 .88
3 .75
2.35
1 .12
1 .46
11 . 44
5.20

8.31

(4)

-

-

28.05

8.66

4.31

8.86

6.46

6.57
3.33

65.38
1.57

(4)
(4)

20.44
7.08

6.69
3.48

0.56
1.93

4.23
2.46

4.40
3.16

7.74
4.35
6.18

75.39
44.82
(4)

(4)
-

34.54
11.73
33.25

7.80
4.40
6.40

3.86
2.18
4.05

4.97
3.60
6.61

5 .22
3 .94
7.45

4.39
5.16

(4)
19.20

-

4.74
27.70

4.52
5.22

3.22
3.08

4.01
4.64

5.92
5.14
Z96
8.32

0.80
5.29
0.09
(4)

99.48
91.93

23.52
38.11
16.60
24.74

6.65
5.18
4.33
8.46

1.73
4.64
1.84
3.73

3.05
6.76
2.99
5.80

5.47
6.78
6 .06
7 .78
3 .61
6 .73

2.52

3.84

4.28

3.92
0.28

4.38

1

13.19

(4)
1

(4)

1

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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1 .01

(4)

1

31.02

1

4.49

1

0.25

Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table I -Number of Returns, Selected Receipts, Cost of Sales and Operations, Net Income, Deficit, Total Income Tax,
Selected Credits, Total Assets, Depreciable Assets, Depreciation Deduction, and Coefficients of Variation, by Minor
Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Coafficam of variation (Percent)
item

Total
income tax

Foreign
ctax
redit

U.S.
possessions
tax credit

Nonoonventional
source fuel

General
business
credit

Total
income tax,
after credits

Total
assets

Depreciable
assets

Depreciatio
deduction

credit

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

0.58

0.29

(4)

10.45

2.20

0.61

0.25

0.47

0.58

3.83
4.70
14.57

(4 )
(4)

-

( 4)
(4)
-

10. 82
12.68
33.13

3 .88
4.76
14.81

1 .89
2.08
6.68

2 .59
2.82
8.20

2.75
3.04
8.15

5. 52
0.33
1.45
1 . 43
9.59
3.80
4.80
12.02
6.82
2.20
3.41
2 .02
2.12
2.83
22.97
2.66

(4)

-

(4)

8.91
0.41

1.19
1.15
5.97

1.34
1.16
7.64

3.97
5. 07
12.35
6.93
2.22
3 .45
2.18
2.17
3.00
23 .14
2.70

5.19
0.23
0.91
0.87
5.32
1.55
IJ9
5.39
3.70

8.69
0.44

(4)
(4)
-

14 .46
1.02
6.78
6 .61
38.84

5.57
0.34

(4)
(4)
(4)

1.98
2.22
6.36
4.80
1.89
3.74
1.57
1.84
1 ~92
9.59
2.42
16.79

2.38
2.75
6.82
639
2.16
4.48
1.58
2.06
2.16
11.02
2.64
18.17

0.49
0.10
0.11
0.08

0.28
0.08
0.09
0.05

0.67

0.73
0.74
0 .20
3.31
15.28
1.50

Wholesale and retail Uade--Continued
Retail trade ............................
Building materials, garden supplies, and
mobile home dealers .................
Building materials dealers .............
Hardware stores ....................
Garden supplies and mobile home
deal rs ....... ..................
General merchandise stores .............
Food stores .................. .......
Grocery stores ...................
Other food stores .................
Automotive dealers and service stations ....
Motor vehicle dealers ................
Gasoline service stations ......... ....
Other automotive dealers .......... ...
Apparel and accessory stores ............
Furniture and home furnishings stores .....
Ealing an d drinking places ..............
Miscellaneous retail stores . . .............
Drug stores and proprietary stores ......
Liquor stores .......................
Other retail stores ...................
Wholesale and retail trade not allocable ......
Finance, Insurance, and real estate ........
Banking ..............................
Mutual savings banks ..................
Bank holding companies ........ ......
Banks, except mutual savings banks and
bank holding companies ..............

(4)

78.43
78 .43
-

1.40
( 4)
(4)
5.53
0.01
30.34
0.00

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

-

7.07
7 .47
21.56
25.62
9.14
11 .93
5.72
8.55
17.30
44 .72
9.90
50.07

0.14
(4)
(4)
( 3)

2.12
(4)
-

0.32

0.47

(4)
(4)

0.16
0.23
0. 07

1.09
3.34
0.18
0 .13

(3)

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
-

-

1.68

12.32
0.54
0 .38
5.69
15.44
1.37

( 4)
(4)
(4)

21.10
0.93
2.49
0.18
0.09

76.35
.
76 35
-

80
11.80
9.82

(4)
-

21.69

1.73
2. 72
0.91
1.21
1.63
8 .06
1.53
11.18
0.21
0.07
0.08
0.05

Security, commodity brokers and services ....
Security brokers, dealers, and flotation
compan ies ... ................. ...
Commodity contracts brokers and dealers;
security and commodity exchanges; and
allied services ......................

1.46

0.01
(4)
(4)
(4)
0.02
4.67

(4)

74Y8

1.04
0. 72
1.04
9.23
1.96
2.73

1.50

0.46
0.110
0. 1
1.50
0.90
0.22
0.14

1 .50

4 .68

(4)

74.78

5.33

1.52

012

1.29

131

3.81

5.01

-

-

0.23

3.94

1 .42

5.26

6 .38

Insurance .............................
Life insurance ................... ....
Mutual insurance, except life or marine and
certain fire or flood insurance companies
Other insurance companies .............

0.72
0.56

0.11
(3)

(4)
(4)

0.37
0.16

0.82
0.63

1.02
1 .59

0.83
1 . 52

0.27
0 .12

1.65
7.83

( 4)
0.16

-

( 4)

1 .54
0 . 19

1 .73
1 .51

1.72
0.99

0.89
0.91

Insurance agents, brokers, and service . ~ ....
Real estate ............................
Real estate operators and lessors of
buildings ..........................
,
Lessors of mining, oil and similar property . .
Lessors of railroad property, and of real
property, not elsewhere classified .......
Condominium management and cooperative
housing associations .................
Subdividers and developers .............
Other real estate .................. ...

2.93

0.01

-

18.44

47.68

1.08

8.14

3.20
2.99

3.62

2.93

(4)
(4)

0.61
0.29
2.01
0.85

1.40

4.21
1.48

4.26
25.20

64.03
20.84

(4)
-

31.13
(4)

12.80
64.28

4.33
26.58

1.56
5.56

2.05
14.22

2.12
7.46

32.82

-

-

( 4)

34 .15

10. 55

22 .13

22.81

88. 71
9.17
22.52

13 .79
6.14
6.13

3 .28
1.58
1.45

3.69
2.91
3.02

4.37
2.74
3.37

1.62
(4)
66.37

2.58
0.19
33 .94
45.75

0.68
0.85
0.87
8.79

1.38
44.47
1.46
31.47

1.47
61.77
2.63
34.51

1.63
2.21

2.59

0.64

1.40

1.81
0.72

0.74

Credit agencies other than banks ...........
Savings and loan associations ...........
Personal credit institutions ...............
Business credit institutions ...............
Other credit agencies; finance not allocable .

Holding and other investment companies,
except bank holding companies ..........
Regulated investment companies .........
Real estate investment trusts .............
Small business investment companies .....
Other holding and investment companies,
.
except bank holding companias ........
Services ...............................

11 .60
0.51
0.38
3.a3
14.08
1.24

13.73
5.94
6.04

1.51
73.88

(4)
-

2.24
0.19
29.99
45.59

1.60
-

(4)
-

-

-

-

2.24

1.60
2.83
(4)
(4)

(4)

2.32

3.06
(4)
-

48.60
-

78.41
2.32
-

4.23
15.19
4.71
1 6 .93
4.118

4.53
5.02

10.41
10.82
37 .81
2.05

5.91
5.83
15.29
4.20

0.39
1.73
3 .33
1.01
1 .96
1.14
1.63
1.58
6.33
0.82

-

1 .53
1.14

3.78
17.50

OJ3
3.69

(4)
(4)

-

8.53

-

4.84

5.84
2.58

-

-

15.79
19.96
83.06
20. 28
0. 58
17.68
21.70

Hotels and other lodging places ............
Personal services .......................

1.23
3.52
4.80

Business services .......................
Advertising ..........................
Business services, except advertising ......
Auto repair; miscellaneous repair services ....
Auto repair and services ...... ... .....
Miscellaneous repair services ............

2.26
5.02
2.46
5.52
5.56
14.87

5.98
2.15
7.76

(4)
(4)

0.94
96.93
(4)

24.00
(4)
46.92

99.28
99.28
-

Amusement and recreation services .........
Motion picture production, distribution, and
services ............... ...........
Motion picture theaters .................
Amusement and recreation services, except
motion pictures .....................

2.73

1.24

(4)
(4)
(4)

1.66
15.69

1.24
331

( 4)
(4)

4 .95

3 .11

2.42

11.58

6.93
14.39
24.61
13.66
0.35
15.14
7.33

-

Other services ............... ........
Offices of physicians, including osteopathic
physicians .........................
Offices of dentists ........ .............
Offices of other health practitioners ........
Nursing and personal care facilities .......
Hospital ............................
Medical laboratories ...................
Other medical services .................
Legal servic
........................
Educational services ...................
Social services ...... . . . . ............ .
Membership organizations ..............
Architectural and engineering services .... .
Accounting, auditing, and bookkeeping
semoes ................. ........
Miscellaneous services (including
veterinarians), not elsewhere classified .. .
Nature of business not allocabits ...........

0.60
014
2.49
18.65
1.81
1.55

2.55
4 .31
1.76
4 .48
1.88

1.59

1.60
2.69
4 .66

1.86
1.86
7. 74

1.64
4 .76
1.73
1.91
1 .97
8.01

2A2

1.99

4. 46
6.69

2.99
4.70

1.56

2.56

2.91

1.08

1.54

1.65

4. 00
7.79
13.14
3. 66
0. 67
8.16
3.62

4. 87
8.81
14.07
4 .41
0.90
12.09
5.40

4.84
9.28
13.86
4 .32
0.82
11.76
5.94

(4)

23.40
16. 54
82.08
53.93
17.35

7. 20
16.11
24.65
14. 45
0. 36
16,83
7.95
11.74
14 .35
59.56
19.18
6.64

6.02
5 .68
5.00
7.66
3. 79

7.85
7 .26
15.26
15.51
5 .44

7.84
6.73
14.71
15.59
5.82
11.09

2.52
6.25
2.71

11.40
13.17
50.43
18.74
6.51

(4 )
(4)
13.31
97.09
79.07
48.54

14.88

-

(4)

35B0

15.72

8.49

10.59

11.08
24.56

(4)

(4)

34.51
65.05

12.51

4.70
9.81

6.52

8.14

14.57

16.60

1

-

(4)
-

1

(4)

Estimate should be used with caution because of the small number of sample returns on which it is based.
2 Credits include foreign tax, U.S. possessions tax, nonconventional source fuel, orphan drug, general business, and minimum tax credits,
Less than $500 per return.
3 Coefficient of variation is less than .005 but greater than zero.
4
Estimate is based on returns sampled at a 100 percent rate and coefficient of variation is zero.
NOTE: Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Sao text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 2-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other Items, by Major Industry
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)
Major intiustry,
Item

Ali
usbies

(1)
Number of returns, total

Mining

Agriculture.
forestry.
and
fishing

Total

(2)

(3)

Coal
mining

(4)

(5)

Oil and gas
extraction

Nonmetalic
minerals.
except tuels
(7),

.............................

3,612,133

116,544

42,050

1,955

4,513

31,694

3,988

Total assets ......
....
Cash ............................................
Notes
Less:and accounts receivable . . . ~ . . . .................
Allowance for bad debts .......................
:nventories
rivestments ....
in Government
* * ..
....
obligations
*
* . ....
..................
.... * _* Other current assets .................................
L.
Mortgage
to stockholders ...............................
and real estate loans ........ ...............
Other investments ..................................
Depreciable assets ............................... _
Less: Accumulated depreciation .... .................
Depletable assets ...... ............................
Less: Accumulated depletion ........................
Land .... ............... .......................
Intangible assets (amortizable) .........................
Accumulated amortization ......................
Other
Less:
assets . . ~ ~ ........ ...........................

15,310,61S,602

SS,374,698

220,137,063

22,602,315

22,001,436

IS9,869,982

IS,663,330

754,042.297
3.763,230,257
95.203.843
M.272,682
1.092,370,975
836,599,341
71.237,313
1,455,222.233
3.227,237,568
3.602 ,960,891
1,483.312,181
123,104,144
49 ,686,832
158,817,879
262,309,525
55.540,169
817,953,526

4.020,884
4,989.180
38,641
6,255,324
284,185
1.878.764
1,547.5513
771.939
4.535,860
37.924.150
23,249,625

7,612.885
21,516.&56
401.289
6,821.281
1,256,052
6.054.834
3.756,976
597.681
92,695,707
94,166,629
47,863.798

976,324
1,794,510
31.961
1,268.416

937.892
3.519.229
46.671
1.032,054
282,870
1,299,934
54.694

934.903
2, 157 .009
34 ,575
941,735
143 ,560
562,978
70.780
'5 .432
2,590,156
12,768.932
6.585,129

1,231.459
658,486
13,029,093
189,538
72,272
2.735,790

30.838.840
13,790.564
2.776,071
6.194,903
1,890,034
9,794.032

4,230.084
1,175,152
356.181
806,788
153,719
1.348,992

4,763.766
14, 046, 108
288,082
3,579,076
800. 152
3,173,407
1,296,293
572.672
81,059,285
59,692.079
29,590,568
24.287,674
12,154.BW
1,430,293
4 ,294 .079
1,583 ,011
4,491,570

Total liabilities ......................................
Accounts payable . . ~ .......... .....................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year . .
Other current liabilities ...............................
Loans from stockholders .................
.....
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more ...
Other liabilities ........... _ ....... _ ...............
Capital stock ......................................
Paid-in or capital surplus .............. ..............
Retained earnings, appropriated . . ~ ~ ......... .........
Retained earnings, unappropriated . ~ ......... _ .......
Other retained earnings, 1120S ................ _ ......
Less: Cost of treasury stock . ~ .................. ......

15,310,61S,602
997,768,767
1,247.450,987
4,822,312,874
211,854.134
2,141,169,042
1.942,679,565

SS,374,698

220,137,063

22,001,436

159,969,982

115,663,330

2.770,177
9,345.668
2,402,560
5,187,688
15,107.663
2,359,547

1,011.578
1 , 104 ,246
739,173
133,255
3 .321 ,865
1,525,219

8,285,087
6,259,703
144 .244
4,704,889
-215.689
976,840

1,379.728
903.791
1,474.123
1,442,321
3,862,111
2,720,320
282,200
8,786,290

10,209,996
8, 899,966
7.686,355
3,502,187
34,423,774
10,827.067

1,291,674.344
1 .988,355 ,017
83,651 ,846
1,257.000,416
75,873,478
749 ,1 74.866

13.440,851
11,986,100
11,248.123
7,968.310
47,779,341
18,160,986
10,279.830
92,668.341
200,679
8,730,514
-_ 87,436
2,413.447

6,646.069
75,704,547
70 ,504
3,894 ,567
-616,239
1,378,811

1,776,418
1,7G4,919
4 , 188, 460
719,302
592,896

Total receipts

1.018,515
'2.335,209
* 13,110
5,252.710
8,937,469
4,628,185
1,549,768
326.304
343.694
967,570
136,958
3,238.957

3,793,556
12.768.150
7,059,915

22,602,315
839,548
1,078,097
1,348,471
2.890,547
6.171,591
3.088,380
1.575,141
6,472.585
-528,880
-159,270
173,897

1,176,367
143,643
267,842

771,315
134,300
645.903
126,465
16.346
714,513

......................................

9,580,720,701

9,287,256

12,086,690

85,846,689
2,597,692

7.752,961
217.348

18,539,395
17,205,818
320,445

56,892,629

8,414,537,647
674,891,063

77,057,114
71,809,603
479,647

96,805,871

Business receipts .... ................. ............
Interest . ~ .................. ......................
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local ....... ........ ..................
Rents . ................... .......... ...... .....
Royalties ............ .................. ..........
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
loss ....... .............
.................
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
loss ............................... _ ...........
Net gain, noncapital assets ............. .............
-Dividends received from domestic corporations . ..........
Dividends received from foreign corporations .............
Other receipts .... ......... __ ...................

49,673,777
1,837,283

11,214.132
222.615

30,764,430
92.105,433
20,743,856

10,754
350,839
52,728

24,878
422.968
821,081

74
16,452
26,986

6,634
98,658
75,169

15,771
253.319
711,822

2,399
54,539
7,104

8,453,030

18.740

38,198

3,116

28,286

63,754,106
29,568,649
13,864,647
25,180,395
206,857.448

544,515
365 ,176
57,761
12,826
3,354,525

1,847,865
869, 837
222,907
527,873
3,585.884

642,998
146 .960
60,732
82.882
336,587

247,211
85 ,066
19,429
5.966
471,882

813.714
593 ,457
131 ,487
425 ,249
2,408,363

143,942
44 .354
11 ,260
13 ,775
369,051

rotal deductions ....................................
Cost of sales and operations ................ .........
Compensation of officers . . ~ ........ _ ........ _ ......
Repairs .......... ...... __ ....................
Bad debts ...... __ .............................
Rent paid on business property ............... -1 .....
Taxes paid .......... _ ........... ................
Interest paid ................... ........ ..........
Contributions or gifts .............................. ..
Amortization ....................... ...............
Depreciation ..... .................................
Depletion ............. ...........................
Advertising ........................................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ......
Employee benefit programs ...........................
Net loss, noncapital assets ...... .....................
Other deductions ...... .......... ....... .........
otal receipts less total deductions ................ ......
onstructive taxable income from related foreign corporations ..
at income (less deficit) .. ~ ........ ........... ........
icome subject to tax ... _ .................. .........
icome tax, total . ....... ........ ...................
Regular and alternative tax ..........................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit .........
Alternative minimum tax ............. ........... ....
Environmental tax ....................... ..........
F oreign tax credit . . .................... _ .............
.S. possessions tax credit ...... ................... rphan drug credit ................ ..................
onconventional source fuel credit .... ..................
eneral business credit .................................

9,243,903,854

75,422,713
50,565,416
1,610,555
1,199.518
116,270
1,560,326

96,660,686

8,845,259

11,118,149

5,386,823
35,380
47,349
34,109
97,612

18,216,080
12,091,306
137,588
279,954
40,395
312,887

58,481,198

56,325,162
1,20,855
932,745
474,772
1,351,714

32,425,137
798,059
367,357
W.768
840.204

6.421,896
292,828
238.085
41,500
101,011

1,544,511
2,272.546
25,575
45,058
3,422,383
59,779
232,936
149,646
281,312
262,549
12,074,334

2.841,876
5.442,124
29 ,461
171,178
5,955,759

343,212
487,679
3 ,465
13,041
428,786

1.386,464
4,022,991
8,899
109, 724
3,727,B33

351,428
409,228
11,109
13 ,729
830,316

2,097,949
164,615
332.751
936.262
1.052,820
17,287,646

299.197
10,839
28,510
64,166
2.334
1.562,758
441,997

760,772
522,226
5,98 7
34,684
968,824
445.907
13,653
72,555
288,790
28,814
2,211,738

1.032,518
85.227
141 ,046
460,990
1,005,277
11,710,704

323,315
15 ,297
331,912
301,190

-1 , 588 ,669
133 ,464
-1,470,976
1,488,232

320,327
54,895
90 ,640
122 ,316
16 ,395
1,802,445
968 .542
997
967, 140
832,292

144,006
106,831
984
35,341
849
279
34
16,193

590,025
542,252
10,910
32, 472
2,276
296,604
-

5,596.218,574
200,048.676
86 ,425 .629
54,578,189
153.781,416
211.346,315
589 ,989,252
4 ,980,027
17,407,143
316,710,668
8,460,962
1 06 ,556,098
46,533,727
84,603,727
12,047,435
1,754,216,022
336,816,B48
22,226,855
328,223,710
311.840,615
118.484,975
115,073,572
783, 953
2,229.107
351,253
20,812.861
2,666,634
5,154
52,439
7,959,117

1,634,401
1,626,501
1,770,932
508,012
496,874
2,972
7,146
467
3.981
1,929
146
48,785

145,184
154,806
275,048
3.237,322

446,972
615,609
193,600
178,875
596
12,838
1,291

1.256,089
1,143,473
13 .533
91,392
5,563

1

Foolwtes at end of table. See text for "Explanabon of Terms" arid "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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371,817
2,758
70,895

1

38.475

1

2 ,581
11.605

328, 458
315.515
1,043
10, 741
1,147
33,697
1 43
4,621

Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 2-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other Items, by Major Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)
Major industry-Continued
Manufacturing

Construction
Ito.
Total

Number of returns, total

.............................

371,169

General
building
contractors
and operative
builders

Heavy
construction
contractors

(9)

(10)

155,676

Special
trade
contractors
(1

21,192

194,301

Total

Food and
kindred
products

Tobacco
manufactures

Texff'e .~.'ff
produ a

Apparel and
other textile
prod ucts

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

294,211

18,795

64

4,936

17,515

Total assets ........................................
Cash ..... ..................
..............
Not s and accounts receivable ........ ...............
Less:
e
Allowance for bad debts ..................... .
inventor ies . ~ , , , , , ..... * * ................... * *
Investments in Government obligations ..... ............
Other current assets .................................
Loans to stoc kh olders ....................
. .....
Mortgage and real estate loans ........................
Other investments ..................... .....
Depreciable assets . .
Less: Accumulated depreciation. .........* * . ...... ..*
.....................
Depletable assets ........
Less: Accumulated depletion ......... ....... ......
.......
Land .................................
Intangible assets (amortizable) ............ ............
Less: Accumulated amortization ........ .............
Other assets . ~ ~ ......... ..........................

222,064,937

128,106,SS4

34,620,796

59,337,587

3,111,708,665

253,979,672

70,SS7,788

22.9,17,739
57.689,915
445,136
33 ,352 ,955
3,323,820
24.W5,875
3 .706 ,524
11,055,618
15,193,589
76,500,730
44, 174 .868

4,260,110
9,595,398
81,500
1 ,807 ,283
499,810
3,306,416
467 , 110
153.915
3,390.340
24,052,785
15. 076,909

7,911,505
22,053,239
223 .472
6,791,925
204,267
5.340,755
1 ,415,905
201,560
2,097,227
27,942,667
17 ,378, 979

123,687
5.499,153
90, 847
6,292,419
17,003
4 ,403 ,311
1,164,394
1,330
37,645,730
14,882,114
5,261,131

203,075
34,316
894.820
98,557
38,210
1 ,122, 113

49,944
20,124
1 ,093 ,494
400,090
140,866
1 ,598 ,451

88,739.062
701,026,139
12 ,277 ,377
331,733,231
28,424,375
176,708,666
16,841,091
21,429.560
687,332,075
1,339,121,025
646,641,920
74,895,157
28,781, 20 1
33,576,552
141,690,394
34,195,536
192, 087 ,372

9,442,418
41,459,853
609 ,804
27,230,048
1,949.267
9,902 ,845
1.946,167
537,111
69,685,185
97,156,175
42,672,828

466,396
86,371
7, 518 ,593
1,362,429
311,054
9, 078. 185

10,776,125
26,041,278
140,164
24 ,753 ,747
2,619.743
16,238,704
1 ,823 ,508
10,700,143
9,706,021
24,505,278
11 ,718 .980
213,377
31,931
5, 530 ,279
863,782
131,978
6 ,357 ,620

,
37,597,576
1,705,207
10,430,538
118 ,271
7.678,738
90,028
1 048 ,134
56,174
1 9,445
3,342.114
21.538,607
11,086,740

178,366
40 ,836
4,203,857
18,866,614
1,1G4,036
15,849,270

15,620
6 ,702
352,630
2,503,710
*315,821
3,331,187

224,374
633,760
54 ,444
2,083,085

1
1
241,668
1,991,627
246,481
4.018,471

Total liabilities ......................................
.......
Accounts payable .......................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year . Other current liabilities .................... ...........
Loans from stockholders .............. ..............
Mortgages. notes, and bonds payable in one year or more ...
Other liabilities ............................. .......
Capital stock ..... ...................... .........
Paid-in or capital surplus .............................
Retained earnings, appropriated ........ ..............
Retained earnings , unappropriated ...... ..............
...............
Other retained earnings, 11 20S ......
Less: Cost of treasury stock ...........................

222,064,937
39,689,467
30 ,450,778
33,063,045
8,098,963
41, 64 1,804
15 ,204,622

128,106,554
22,378,547
21 ,243,327
17,841.629
5,040,235
29 ,206, 034
10 , 145, 706

34,620,796

59,337,587

3,111,708,665

253,979,672

36,911,512

11,733,396
6 ,099 ,184
10,570,718
2,429,648
6,753 ,150
2,770 ,877

312,991,694
277 ,201 , 332
322,650,832
67,647,136
635 ,648, 257
303,896,754

3,839,393
3,013,984
2,738,656
360,773
10.817,350
1,688,988

7,757,070
11,185,939
222.041
28,507,030
10,028,329
3,774,151

3,471,653
6,221,969
91,886
9.680.466
4,039,889
1,254,787

2,724,033
2,248,914
63,159
12,353,555
3,272,057
1,681,104

139,335.934
494,078,329
23.917,474
581,727,800
32,749,992
80,136, 871

31,095,910
19,211,858
21,305,762
5,519,819
53 ,419,270
21,495,137
11,030,632
48,673,002
1 ,381 , 585
48,141,457
3,537,130
10 ,831 , 891

70,557,788
3424,104
2:501,718
7,688,836
1,259,575
13,361,259
5,407,516

37,597,576

5,577,524
3 , 108, 268
4.650,698
619,080
5 ,682 ,621
2 ,288 ,039
1,561,384
2,715,056
*66.995
6,473,009
2,716,382
838,259

1,723,413
19,023,839
343, 532
16,347,242
'523, 247

1,676,493
3,812,663
*22 ,427
8,823,932
1,562,061
759 ,145

4,833,050
5,329.277
3,131,802
965,625
8,144,622
1,530,854
2,233,160
4,866,540
* 15. 806
3,963,504
2,690,349
793, 075

Total receipts ......................................
.
Business receipts ................................
............
Interest . ~ ............. ..........
obligations:
Interest on Government
State and local ..........
......... .........
Rents ................................ .......... .
Royalties .......... ........................
....

4S4,831,094

218,480,168

64,849,318

171,501,619

3,141,406,444

343,866,908

211,051.191
2,564,075

62,232,032
428,728

169,208,022
423,869

2,946,695,175
48.674,814

329,603,236
2,652,204

54,404,263
50.879,271
1,130,193

52,875,162

442,491,245
3,416,672
62,667
1,376,816
21,354

25,799
887,849
3,457

23,372
296.010
12,845

13,496
192,958
5.052

1,659,589
31,998,530
15,294,512

37,541
1,624,025
996,882

61,591

28,927

28, 81 3

3 ,851

1 , 195,095

Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
loss ............................................
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
........... .............
loss ................
Net gain, noncapital assets ......................
Dividends received from domestic corporations . ~ .........
Dividends received from foreign corporations ...... ......
............
Other receipts ....... ...............
Total deductions ....................................
Cost of sales and operations ................ .........
Compensation of officers .......... ..................
Repairs ............ _ ....... _ .................
Bad debts ...................... ..................
Rent paid on business property ........................
Taxes paid ... ............... ....................
Interest paid .......................................
Contributions or gifts ........... _ ..................
Amortization ..................................... .
Depreciation ............. _ .......................
Depletion ............. _ ....................... _ .
Advertisi ng ..... __ ...............................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ......
Employee benefit programs ................... .......
Net loss, noncap ital assets ............................
Other deductions . ~ .................. __ ..........
Total receipts less total deductions ......... .............
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations . .
Net income (less de ficit) ................................
Income subject to tax ............ ....................
Income tax , total .... ............... .................
Regular and alternative tax . . ~ ......... ..............
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit ...... _ .
Alternative m inimum tax ................... - .........
Environmental tax ..................................
.........
Foreign tax credit ..................... ....
U.S. possessions tax credit .............................
Orphan drug credit .................... _ .............
Nonconventional source fuel credit .......................
General business credit ..................... _ ......... 1

785,548
923.388
154,185
70,815
5,466,813

454,038
426,145
65,268
47,958
2,925,452

220,729
312,220
61,720
15, 522
1,217.327

110,781
185,023
27,198
* 7 ,335
1,324,033

17,535,395
8,265,733
3,948, 0 4 9
21,252,535
44,887,017

446,096,648

215,256,399

62,991,068

176,208,958
6,020.929
567 ,122
434,745
1.104,202
2,914,285
4.099,830
50,999
100 ,837
2,389.905

48,446,576
1,557,342
559 ,305
171,074
501,585
1,295,471
823,370
22,144
13 ,899
2.274,029

167,849,181
119,850,250
8,700,17 3
869,982
513.080
1,892,031

3,012,111,231

344,505,785
16,278,445
1 ,996, 409
1,118,899
3,497,818

23,388
607 ,552
558,906
618,663
644 ,840
18,911.239
3,223,758
30,596
3 .224, 183
3,031,464
979,008
935.519
6376
35:953
994

50,237
58, 112
343,487
343,383
34 , 825
6,496,226

9,074,214
6,319.1137
123,365
151 ,902
8,140,267
86,080
1 ,312 ,819
1,725,303
2.281,798
721 ,547
48,762,161
8,734,446
33,236
8 ,700,642
7.843,763
2,459.657
2,351,230
15068
91:057
1,809
17,788
1,090
102.690 1

8,619
-7
29,997 1

4,864,458
1,396,637
50,221
37, 166
3,476,332
12,455
647, 155
822,910
1,319,752
41 ,882
23,354,696

1,858,249

3,652,438
.M

1 ,837, 450
1,571,520

3 ,639, 010
3,240,780
907,732
866,069
4.935
36,218
183
*67

572,917
549,642
3,757
18 .886
632
1,090
33.907

1

-3
38.786 1

2,034,818,784
31 ,225 .2G6
28,491,985
7,443,963
31,921,300
74,611,472
100,783,073
2,530,518
6,136,046
121,174,522

1,583,404
7,725,874
156,525
10,492,106
55,330
1 ,947 ,291
252,303
21,926
4,333,184
9,041,475
4,390,140

52,087,009
224 ,389

64,492,571
63,076,570
317 ,801

*413,804
*300,106

7,242
50,425
25,572

4,386
119,412
225,041

207 ,637

1 ,355

31 ,430

'6.715

1,582,590
925.946
391 ,052
1,706,636
4,139,159

669,735
*32,272
90 ,402
'323,020
561,380

49,904
59,779
14 ,656
43,188
281,568

23,142
17,685
10 ,714
30,707
660,398

331,628,313
233,053.010
2 ,347 , 158
2,663,928
470,772
2,847,055

50,429,989

50,994,754

26,323,881
106,220
193,731
45,301
308,302

62,980,289
45,525,256
1 ,587, 736
195,878
141,835
904,537

6,887,323
8,252,362
376,046
752,951
9,037,108

2,749,113
2,036,794
,
Ill 129
105,176
2.575,755
70
4,539,927
212,197
753 ,259
51,357
10,317,776
.
3,974,273
308 809
4,280,358
4,191,280
1,631,756
1,620,721
-4 ,088
1,000
5,947

39,139,225
709, 542
336,563
88,429
383,151
1,281,484
1,131,307
23 ,818
41,472
1,758,893

5,059,025
48,427,173
16,833,570
41 ,451 .655
2,346,080
458,856,862
129,295,213
17, 862,950
145,493,891
145,836,088

11,398
13,663,886
1,153,767
2 ,885 ,840
213,452
47,012,258

57,286.912
56,040,361
350,297
712,520
173,059

5,024,641
4,935,201
30,794
43,820
14,276
1,090,588
230.357
-

16,931,616
2,564,058
5,154
28,576
3,709,348

10,498

36,911,512

12,238,595
1 , 298 ,408
13,499,462
13,079,814

214,156

,

176,888
23,843
- 105, 268

286,405
261,081
430 ,745
59,613
5,062,737
1,880,408
34 ,971
1,908,138
1,740,804
683,534
676,921
2,038
3,394
1,180
27,450
243
18, 564

1,391,893
1,624,769
22, 126
151,323
1,004,793
* 1,770
907,082
211,627
413 ,573
36,529
8,859,563
1,512,282
58,083
1,565,979
1.419,446
530,887
525,105
566
4,187
1,030
18,172
34 , 188
7,843

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and —Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 2-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other Items, by Major Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Maim industry-Continued
Mmulacturing--Continued
Its.
~m-

d

(17)

Furniture
god fixtures

Paper and
allied'
products

Printing and
publishing

Chemicals
and allied
products

Petroleum
(including
integrated)
and coal
products

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

.............................

19,067

8,994

2,736

47,642

10,54S

2,137

_ (23)
12,574

Total assets ........................................

62,391,537

18,9SI,486

90,214,143

123,906,832

338,1S7,003

S70,375,621

Cash ..
.........
............................
Notes and accounts receivable ........................
Less: Allowance for bad debts .......................
Inv:ntories
....................................
Inv stmen a n overnment obligations ..................
Other current
I' assets .................................
Loans to stockholders .... ..........................
Mortgage and real estate loans ........................
Other investments ..................................
Depreciable assets ... ..............................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ......................
Depletable assets . ........... .................... .
Less: Accumulated depletion ............... ........
Land ................... ........................
Intangible assets (amortizable) .........................
Less: Accumulated amortization ....... ..............
Other assets .......................................

3,060,201
9,071,863
136.435
7.970.995
227,278
4,534,461
196,098
1,574,227
8,188,522
36.384.844
18,773.385
5.519,256
219,981
1,008.255
885.005
38.419
2,938,753

1,052,390
4,749,110
116.976
4,544,506
71,185
705,184
74,211
26,512
1,255,984
9,520,597
4,624,355

1,968,959
11.389,480
271.362
9,504,973
485,731
2,040,070
288,693
86,239
18,510,874
64,357,590
27,261,129

4,979.830
22,221,945
1,116,988
8.465.528
1,1134,882
5,995,542
1,359,763
211,932
21.154,364
53.998,023
24,561,562

*4,744
437
304,311
636,933
50,496
798,082

3,202,750
589,034
1,399,499
1.924.621
211.143
3,387,334

413,080
28,431
1,827,075
16,662,803
1,657,047
12,046,093

10,408,507
55,726,503
1.147.714
33,226.012
949,691
22,913,908
1,925,061
214,632
87,590,998
152.861,800
74,698,369
6,882,239
3,697,851
4,220,598
14,870.794
2,403.395
28,313,587

5,254,647
77.147,516
965,270
20,056,896
1,199,283
29,163,642
3,627.868
232,443
201.519,063
275,088,895
127,768,860
54,068,756
22.285,684
6,704,372
43,686,443
22,843,497
26,489,108

62,391,537
5,069,199
4,893,073
6.983,458
754,668
15,475.169
2,546,509
3,425,613
8,396,518
53,660
13,556,2831,843,659
606,271

18,951,486
2,160,318
1.365,481
1.905,751
298.867
3,972.857
596,376

90,214,143

123,806,932

338,157,003

7,225,319
3,851.330
6.080,250
1,081,951
21,276,698
8,167,558

30,918,950
21,026,155
33,657,365
7,293,353
61,381,371
30,975,810

1,017,625
1,489,278
* 17,247
5,670.130895.104
437,549

5,791,773
12.130,269
44,401
25,891,842
1,281,978
2,609,224

9,728,238
7.842,565
13,298,220
4,189,614
34,025.511
10,514,129
5,227,664
11,400,779
71,616
28A49.132
2,266,981
3,207,616

Number of retums, total

Total liabilities ......................................
Accounts payable ................ ........ ........
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year . .
Other current liabilities ........................ ......
Loans from stockholders ..........................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
Other liabilities .... ................................
Capital stock ..... ........ .......................
Paid-in or capital surplus .............................
Retained earnings, appropriated ....... ...............
-Retained earnings. unappropriated ..... ~ . T ........... q
Other retained earnings, 1120S .....................
Less: Cost of treasury stock .........................
Total receipts

Leather and
leather
products

Stone, clay.
and glass
Products

(24)

(25)

1,729

81532

44,553,316

9,233,735

72,79,11,833

1.574.310
9,629.420
240,827
7,406,754
37,564
2,209,463
352,263
22,419
5,594,510
27,375,116
12,884,685

1,094,667
2.043,714
37 ,297
2.540,964
'71 ,578
411,461
26 ,545
1,380 ,269
2.462.846
1.372,433

1.827, 498
10.963. 452
292, 280
6, 020.997
408, 762
2. 425.581
310,445
51 ,571
12, 563 ,028
36. 556 ,291
17,107,727

12,285
461
570,111
1,218,692
205,266
1,881,649

*5,196
'3 .893
60,794
96,044
20, 477
473,756

825 ,572
277 , 146
1 ,417 ,962
1 .775 .429
228 ,892
15.554,291

570,375,621
51,007,264
25,444,665
43,700,884
6,324,567
111,449,563
83,748,342

44,SS3,316

72,794,833

16,559,674
71,821,899
561,275
75,641 918
1,368:493
13,049,262

16,499.913
112,486.093
14,202.345
125,428,009
450,356
20,366,380

1,638,131
5,476,155
*25,892
7,634,803
1,623,073
1,174,517

9,233,735
990,419
893,358
849,139
195,525
2.523 , 115
430,605
627 ,362
780.126
9,108
1 .832 ,489
519 ,942
417,453

6,398,973
3,284,800
4,465,372
973,615
11,516,431
2,695,590

6 ,714. 303
3 ,932, 574
4 ,429,997
12, 359,358
16, 779, 123
3,994.760
3. 085 ,533
10,666 ,004
168 ,010
11 , 183 ,923
1 .029 ,920
1,548,671

......................................

86,683,972

36,499,923

100,149,258

139,364,219

306,409,318

35,729,290
104,530

96,411,125
579.883

132,982.936
1,254,992

282.921.980
3,937,974

67,640,160
64,634,090
469,733

63,135,676

81.495,871
1,072.427

396,218,150
366,019,651
10,339,086

14,912,443

Business receipts ........................... .......
Interest ................ ..........................
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local .................................
Rents ...
.....................................
Royalties .......................... ...............
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
loss ............
.................... .........
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
loss ........ .......... ........................
Net gain, noncapital assets ...........................
Dividends received from domestic corporations ...........
- Dividends received
from foreign corporations .............
Olher receipts . . ... ........ ......................

14,335,022
246,914

59 ,041 ,313
957 ,647

3,238
133,830
66,574

10,557
120,289
14,065

16,029
203,625
334,808

61,712
509,468
351.687

355,196
1,168,192
2,155,181

26,605
2.139,865
1,334,254

10,344
178,963
111,232

6. 745
34,996
31,686

8, 267
162, 999
176,968

19,073

17,365

250,866

13,271

1,922

*376

389, 201

1,392.774
173,263
29,162
139,561
1,170,657

56,526
66,048
22,309
24,1548
351,065

1,059,188
257,542
95,864
532,705
639,417

833,124
360,129
177,359
130.342
2,685,107

4,195,921
471,334
882,810
3,873,508
6,196,355

1,661,478
1.656,720
571,711
5,639,688
6,815,829

937,012
333.296
44,358
339,667
679,544

63,579
2,475
5,141
51 ,010
134.501

697,937
311 , 177
84,469
426,720
878,978

rotal deductions ....................................

81,571,685

34,972,480
24,951,399
741,866
152,573
109,383
422,321

131,524,074
67,205,336
3,773,326
884,611
886,128
2,341,310

14,392,801
10,053,746
220,973
72,210
41 ,078
296,424

59,869,056
39,410, 185
822 ,610
1 , 135 ,594
212 ,088
732,113

Depletion .........................................
Advertisng ........................................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ......
Employee benefit programs ...........................
Net loss, nonrapital assets .....
........ ............
Other deductions ............. .......... ..........
otal receipts less total deductions ... .................
onstructive taxable income from related foreign corporations . .
et income (less deficit) . ...............................
ncome subject to tax .......... ........ .............
ncome tax, total ..... ...............................
Regular and alternative tax ..................... .....
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit .........
Alternative minimum tax ..............................
Environmental tax ..................................
F oreign tax credit . ~ . ~ ............... ........
.....
.S. possessions tax credit .... .................
)rphan drug credit . ~ ....... .........................
onconventional source fuel credit
.....................
' eneral bursiness credit ..............................

730,724
418,509
413,418
764,286
17,227
8,446,170
4,112,288
51,483
4,160,533
3,322.135

* 1,687
493,995
206,108
330,883
20,830
5,150,079

4,048,793
4,335.044
205,106
999,466
5,829,380
50.244
2,485,060
1,005,267
1.798,087
126,414
35,550,502

270,561,621
588,748
4.920,485
507,772
3,208,089
16,493,270
17,972,744
210,180
796.943
17,708,757

44.807,251
1,272,377
551,524
169,6a3
787,252

2,027,788
2,351,181
106.795
81,918
5,483,312
217,371
1,015.916
475,088
1,453,735
13,530
12,933,591

282,355,039
170,591,337
2.107,775
4,050,163
534,1 B3
3,224,924
5,591,414
9,09o'DO9
458,435
733,308
11,484.149

64,494,143

59,903,265
1,289,751
1,321,770
205,990
836,904
1,893,981
2,412,913
52,895
81,949
2,781,933

94,310,120
64,306,061
826,606
2,098,131
118,013
801,083

380,311,605

Cost of sales and operations ..........................
Compensation of officers .............................
Repairs ................ ..........................
Bad debts ........................................
Rent paid on business property
......
.... I ........
Taxes paid ....... ............................ ...
Interest paid . ~ ................... .......... ......
Contributions or gifts ................................
Amortization ........ .................... .........
Depreciation ........... ...........................

421.072
9,394,263
1,783,458
3,862,733
310,457
58,717,359

32,118
755,899
382,677
936.560
32.933
9,281,966

270,543
60,273
125,435
20,1142
2,255,060

1 ,578 ,319
2 ,528 ,371
28 ,339
163 ,312
2,917,419
255 ,750
365 ,163
316, 742
754,706
30,323
8,618,021

5,839,138
326,974
6,150,084
5,693,871

7,840,145
97,313
7,875,747
8,186,614

24,054,279
4,189,941
27,889,023
27,026,208

2,875,523
1,101,998
1,051,186
2,025.842
208,460
40,079.987
15,906,553
4,232,176
20,112,124
21,504,884

301,705
447. 638
9.089
8,890
208,884
.8

3,146,017
245,252
3,380,925
3,071,659

519,643
6,588
515 ,334
420,268

3, 266,620
227,595
3,485,949
3,323.534

2,269,652
2,182,898
12,508
66,954
6,961
354,827
1,881
* 290
187,002 1

3,183,059
3,141,139
15,184
17,799
8,672

10,525,724
10,381,268
43,139
71,316
29.948

8,582,588
8,486,368
30,343
36,499
29,379

2,989,377
1,454,644
5,112
-3,614
510,571

6.129,561
32.293
16,401
171,790

160,575
156.047
719
3,608
171
2, 425
12,338
5.211

1,282,717
1,249 ,128
7 ,891
20 ,938
3,962

119,564
5,320
1,619
105,895

1.156,683
1,132.086
16.288
5,421
2,089
239,956
17,745
55
36,452

6,616

909,595
528,283
23,934
38,748
890,794

1,527,443
22,665
1,539,551
1,610,888
607,125
603,519
1,667

1,233,036
1,215,208
4,327
9,877
3,623
48,906
3,967
102,230

1,241
18,487
367
1

10.062

1

Footnotes at end of table. Sea text for "E.planation of Terms" and "Descripbon of the Sample and Limitations of (he Data."
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Rubber and
miscellaneous
plastics
products

1

1

1,360,913
1,685,993
29,981
90,893
2,316,124

1

1

1

206 ,190
2 ,104
63
28,145

Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 2-13alance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other Items, by Major Industry-Continued
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)
Major Industry-Continued
Manufacturing--Continued

Item

Number of returns, total

.............................

Primary
metal
industries

Fabricated
metal
products

(26)

(27)

1

49,106

4,590

Machinery,
except
electrical

Electrical
', and
ectronic
equipment

Motor
vehicles
q
and
ulpment

(28)

(29)

(30)

26,831

vehicles
(31)

2,483

22,112

Transportation
aelc:pphran,,x
.

4,175

Instruments
and related
products

Miscellaneous
manufacturing
and
man facturing
not elocable

(32)

(33)

9,150

20,507

14,398.909
40,843,510
19,520,228

64,131,570
2,944,402
16,397,974
372,453
10,022,289
341,918
3,317,132
259,872
109,292
9,344,793
30,236,934
14,619,227

48,877,253

105,560
15,118
996,331
2.988,998
293,577
6,618,492

'10,693

115,213

749,203
3,009,204
474,847
2,858,007

585,467
3,445,495
418,049
3.771,918

64,131,570

48,877,253

7,517,478
4,910,424
7,290,205
1,564,366
9,004,251
3,707,728
4,633,890
11,608,703
* 665,385
16,488,717
491,116
3,750,694

4,754,864
6,048,323
5,258,491
1,536,797
11,803,550
4,565,577
3,803,716
8,829,178
68,023
1,899,723
1,224,314
915,304

380,143,878

109,593,513

3,645,461
202,574,712
1,742,210
18,135,952
6,429,519
12,104,497
560,655
15,126,962
49,084,474
111,343,723
55,691,353

5,839,788
20,888,123
301,759
27.091,204
1.873,943
7,864,079
166,586

96,548,304

132,045,568

234,170,803

Cash .... . .. . . .............................
- Notes and accounts receivable ......... ..............
Less: Allowance for bad debts .......................
~nventories . ~ ~ .... . . .......... ................. .
......
nvestments in Government obligations ....
Other current assets ....... ............
........
Loans to stockholders . . . ....................... ....
Mortgage and real estate loans . ~ ...................
Other investments . ... . . ................. .
Depreciable assets ..................................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ..... ............... 1

3,904,304
18,198,388
325,788
14,138,506
478.305
5,497,875
328,504
49,313
15,620,384
66,696,765
34.946,083

5,482,764
29,508,463
505,936
24,493,879
531,017
5,435,446
729,004
278,890
23,688,554
60,473,316
30,832,819

8.816,633
58,215,130
1,219,185
36,297,780
5,670,595
15,775,596
900,201
602,419
39,937,378
106,788,773
56,091,639

316,672,722
11,092,519
75,928,211
2,057,088
40,556,645
5,379,997
36,370,553
1,884,001
2,113,487
57,378,789
103,847,684
54,296,978

Depletable assets ............................. ..
Less: Accumulated depletion ........................
Land . . ~ . ............. ................. ........
Intangible assets (amortizable) . ~ ............ ..........
Less: Accumulated amortization ......................
Other assets ............................ .

1,379,345
675,452
1,079,669
1,336,821
190,173
3,977,621

565,150
169,670
1,938,142
5,501,120
671,406
5,599,653

873,392
485,242
2,234,528
7,028,161
1,246,475
10,072,759

701,725
246,829
2,040,448
6,780,831
870,278
30,069,004

2,712
1,417,258
5,847,290
651,318
11,955,253

Total liabilities ......................................
Accounts payable . . ~ ~ .............. ............. .
Mortgages, notes. and bonds payable in less than one year . .
Other current liabilities ........ ...........
....
Loans from stockholders .............................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more ...
Other liabilities
~ ..................................

96,548,304

132,045,568

380,143,878

15,812,370
10,202,948
16,443,539
2,139,421
25,349,641
10,812,375

234,170,803
22,864,125
17,679,816
33,602,213
2,305,803
43,786,342
17.859,148

316,672,722

12,235,616
5,573.874
8,862,255
2,798,956
22,411,393
13,061,047

32,132,161
82,153,713
46,702,452
10,395,260
96,106,717
26,908,743

Capital stock
...................................
Paid-in or capital surplus .............................
Retained earnings, appropriated .............. ........
Retained earnings, unappropriated .....................
Other retained earnings, 11 20S ........................
Less: Cost of treasury stock ............
...........

6,196,878
19,867,691
456,333
5,265,690
933,945
1,115,372

7,259,267
19,138,833
114,486
23,901,389
4,556,345
3,685,047

18,844.995
33,320.365
1,850,261
43,497,629
3,109,051
4,548,944

36,429,920
38,678,712
31,617,390
3,945,155
45,718,198
46,357,485
16,929,699
50,532,418
216,516
49,556,271
1,885,668
5,194,711

6,131,558
33,008,860
3,431,133
43,986,091
940,229
1,653,039

109,593,613
17,844,719
9,362,683
22,638,795
1,384,068
17,325,826
6,832,479
4,998,945
6,749,117
198,434
24,567,627
640,278
2,949,458

Total receipts ......................................
Business receipts . ~ ~ . ~ ......
......................
Interest . . ~ ~ ~ .............................
...
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local .....
......... .................
Rents .......... . ... . . .............
...........
Royalties ..........................................

117,289,829

169,954,252
163,416,788
1,652,927

241,395,765

260,693,649

209,786,702
3,870,598

244,731,250
3,117,509

360,339,280
336,428,731
12,069,759

137,055,269
128,870,974
2,133,367

67,808,448

112,087,231
1,342,778

63,463,996
660,930

61,217,930
58,692,138
539.175

268,149
505,963
108,175

32,877
745,335
210,143

323,364
12,065,442
6,185,698

70,480
3,611,187
1,673,726

319,441
6,189,462
109,129

27,672
1,318,126
202,042

55,511
533,093
514,227

11,508
170,030
167,317

54,129

34,666

25,502

105,861

1,444

1,447

3,408

22,413

273,587
1,212,699
153,166
620,190
2 ,961 ,672

663,993
358,256
143,976
586,529
2,748,886

190,797
111,898
73,997
925 ,926
1,274,663

360,955
111,196
88.012
176, 471
878,715

130,182,628
97,305,304
554,432
804,816
177,197
1,189,874

64,956,632
37,360,786
1,055,502
398,002
146,223
866,621

59,600,633

2,438,462
3,176,266
111,280
292,722
4,053,216
27.469
431,708
854,126
2,833,199
32,112
15,900,442

1,354,216
1,417,287
111,269
141,796
2,225,543
5,067
1,804.615
558,627
898,398
43,718
16,568,961

6,872,641
210,531
7 .055 ,500
6,234,584

2,851,816
61 3,364
3 ,409, 669
3.950,917

2,515,911
2,454.252
12.699
39 ,405
9,556

1,557.933
1,532,344
1 3, 014
8, 217
4,031
480,044
164,564
42
-

Total assets ........................................

Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
loss .......
........ ......................
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
loss ................... . .......................
Net gain, noncapital assets ...........................
Dividends received from domestic corporations ...........
Dividends received from foreign corporations .............
Other receipts .............. ......................
Total deductions ....................................
Cost of sales and operations ...... ...................
Compensation of officers .........
.................
Repairs ...........................................
Bad debts ........................................
Rent paid on business property ........ I .............. 1
Taxes paid ..............
.......................
Interest paid .......................................
.....................
Contributions or gifts .......
Amortization ..........
. . .........................
Depreciation .......................................
...............................
Depletion .....
Advertising . . ~ ...... ............................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ......
Employee benefit programs . ~ ................. .......
......................
Net loss, noncapital assets ...
Other deductions ....... ...........................
Total receipts less total deductions .......................
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations . .
Net income (less deficit) ................................
Income subject to tax .................................

799,989
254,173
89,632
306,936
1 ,472 ,674

439,493
365,002
527,094
773,011
1 ,756 ,915

839,775
448,274
248,107
3,727,325
3 ,874 ,968

843,896
736,568
204,057
874,547
4 ,724, 567

114,031,065

163,353,084

356,081,041

114,001,955
4,521,645
1,197,743
480,518
1,773,146
4,074,633
4,617,550
81,923
337,215
5,617,420

231,558,334
135,154,419
3,087,680
1,654,237
657,111
3,391,763

252,513,468

88,127,078
797,384
2,438.217
248,531
1.095,197
2.109,796
2,958,602
47,791
98,016
3,623,619

269,221,474
599,216
1,738,494
1,116,485
2,393,298
5,255,143
16,502,526
40,601
113,192
17,622,804

300,209
199,196
1,446,904
1.620,522
296,484
8,623,518

44,265
1,153,847
1,065,339
2,504,583
90,411
21,790,894
6,601,167
467,009
7,034,767
6,424,291

5,824,402
6,734,401
197,053
438,477
9,882.292
50,393
2,154,755
1,363,863
4,502,255
393,391
56,071,842

159,354,860
2,810,452
1,387,171
810,938
3,375,682
5,701,953
9,037,441
242,312
489,903
12,521,221
23,519
3,135,455
1,567,819
4,393,479
213,736
47,447,527

9,837,422
3,170,253
12,684,311
13,690,934

8,180,181
720,9GB
8,830,608
10,351,053

2,453,062
2,393,910
9,213
44,293
5,620

5,466,864
5,243,160
31,328
173, 742
16,756

490,396
13,192
-

3,176,829
66,015
2
315,164

4,087,443
3,979,762
24,408
70,958
11,249
605,545
442,544
1,601
562.391

Income tax , total ................................... .
Regular and alternative tax ...........................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit .........
Alternative minimum tax .................. I ...........
Environmental tax ..................................

3,258,765
218,882
3,209,498
2,226,536
914,226
863,681
3,518
42,066
4,415

Foreign tax credit .....................................
U.S. possessions tax credit .............................
Orphan drug credit ...................................
Nonconventional source fuel credit .......................
General business credit ................................

115,534
48
123,440

1

67,958

1

1

7,519
2,497,614
2,190,759
7,341,885
28,132
29,411,899
4,258,239
1,266,041
5,204,8 39
6,238,789
2,598,909
2,462,568
82,981
42 .075
11,284

1

430,095
1,060
9
196,439

122,277
6,735
843,245

76,541

2,937,466
11,256,715
452,360
9,566,041
321,499
2,642,593
432,285
100,740
5,114,970
17,665,946
8,180,252

38,461,335
1,404,208
296,142
276,306
742,254
1,337,275
1,941,593
40,415
178,378
1,631,104
2,558
1,351,337
253,242
821 ,648
106,128
10,756.709
1,617,297
95 ,702
1 , 701 ,491
2, 127 ,579
820,588
805,075
3 ,583
6,515
1,666
88,505
54,624
20,980

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanabon of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data. "
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Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 2-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other

items, by Major Industry-Continued

[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Major industry-Continued
Transportation and public utilities

Wholesale and retail trade

Ito.
Total

(34)
Number of retums, total

Trartsportation

(35)

Communication

(36)

Total

(37)

(38)

Total

Groce '
and rel =
ted
products

Machin ry,
equipm:nt,
and supplies

Miscellaneous
wholesale
trade

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

.............................

147,893

117,817

16,109

13,967

971,758

316,571

26,055

49,266

241,259

Total assets ........................................

1,352,512,937

280,684,862

419,16S,393

652,662,682

1,177,668,920

536,419,206

29,505,063
120.701,418
3,182.893
31.236.728
9,525,733
49,374,589
4.052,183
1,904,383
195,349,922
1,153,409,171
354,488,250

12.606,464
34,345.676
620,464
6,094,834
3,294,193
18.304,420
1.656,012
1,525,099
38,246,339
224,295,375
82,942,574

9,696,632
44,826,998
1,539.890
8,310,437
482,635
10,318.492
1,231,480
91,774
94,637.328
316,665,814
104.B36.219

7.201,967
41,528.744
1,022,539
16,831,456
5,748,905
20,751,676
1. 1 64,690
287,510
62,466,255
612,447,982
166,709.458

62,569.896
265,898,465
5,222,699
336.380,034
27.590,157
63,797.6132
12.240,680
9,940,609
95,212.180
369,468,490
166.935,434

8,699,545
4,595,548
9,821,861
30.992,857
3.779,297
73.985,475

662,066
276,867
3.690,507
4,618,954
627.374
15,812,201

-7,180
* 1.997
2,497,822
21,700,916
1.834,501
16,910,490

8,030,298
4,316,684
3,633,531
4.672,986
1,317,422
41,262,784

2,216,626
928,076
26,148,660
26,072,502
4,647.359
57,866,509

30,595,672
153.528,720
3.119,437
158.316,348
15,690.650
30,754.108
4,599,404
3,785,516
42,486,636
130,362,240
64,910,488
1,651,769
753,607
7,378,778
8,350,175
1,637,035
19,339,756

67,306,493
4,457.069
20,247,311
544,163
19,547.374
267,973
2,998,076
734,232
127,507
6,470,900
19,659.946
10,040.569
86.758
38.889
807,289
634,061
198,003
2,089,624

430,221,152

Cash ............................................
Notes and accounts receivable ........................
Less: Allowance for bad debts .......................
In ntones .
Investments
ve
in Government obligations ..................
Other current assets .................................
Loans to stockholders ...............................
Mortgage and real estate loans ........................
Other investments ..................................
Depreciable assets ..................................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ......................
Depletable assets ...................................
Less: Accumulated depletion ........................
Land ............................................
Intangible assets (amortizable) ............... .........
Less: Accumulated amortization ......................
Other assets ........ ..............................

38,891,560
2,536,861
11.394.020
208.ga3
9.959,810
73,657
1,463,909
603,157
126.317
2,071,562
15,314,933
7,620,986
37,655
19,123
658,703
1,217,808
207,453
1,489,712

Total liabilities ......................................
Accounts payable .......... .......................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year . .
Other current liabilities ...............................
Loans from stockholders ..........................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more.
Other liabilities ................... .................

1,352,512,937

280,684,862

419,165,393

652,662,682

26,961,697
16,029,322
23,937,213
3,149.860
120,505,103
55,720,109

26,858.657
23,675.635
45,711,656
2,725,425
226,453,774
85,986,423

536,419,206
109,454,770
117.032,195
67,128.175
14,894.021
68,606.185
19,618,355

163,777,175
189,960,907
3,733,154
159.943,459
703,255
8,053,870

17,304,231
43,050,906
425,563
38,209,626
1,328,398
4,367,845

42.507.637
91.179.441
368,780
42,681,686
-804,967
3,070,487

103,965,307
55,730,560
2,938,811
79,052.147
179.824
615,537

56,760,360
81.738.276
1,399.458
165,079,364
29,597,731
18,116,484

28,009,982
31,551,305
-512,305
68,081,478
19.720,998
8,190.463

13.963,380
11,501,814
7,495,128
2,136,128
9,905,760
3,216,558
3,391,738
4,465,844
128,412
9,737,451
2,694,971
1,330,690

85,727,977
101,201,393
56,305,312
11,747,171
51,162,067
14,973,691

Capital stock .................... ...............
Paid-in or capital surplus ................ ............
-Retained earnings, appropriated ............. .........
Retained earnings, unappropriated ........... .........
Other retained earnings, 11 20S ........................
Less: Cost of treasury stock ....... ...................

38,891,560
9,763,412
4,328,988
3,327,735
1,010,722
7,538,358
1,428,106
1,891,926
2,494,789
57.508
6,500,693
1,442,740
893,418

430,221,152

25,216,755
15,879,466
28,384,771
5,116,098
76,431,908
33,704,985

1,177,668,920
200,252,333
208,362,394
146,433,537
38,299,692
220,577,820
47,284,440

67,306,493

79,037,109
55,584,423
98,033,639
10,991,382
423,390.784
175,411,518

......................................
Business receipts . . ~ ................................
Interest .................. I ........................
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local ......... __ .....................
Rents ...................... .....................
Royalties ........................
................
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
loss ............................................
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
loss .... .................... ..................
Net gain, noncapital assets ....................... ...
Dividends received from domestic corporations ..........
Dividends received from foreign corporations .............
Other receipts .... ............. ..................

786,179,466

297,405,135

202,870,146

132,496,452

1,012,928,907

189.056,196
2,979,970

2,766,717,240
2,691,275,402
20,994,907

191,933,515

277,451,752
4,208,893

285,904,194
270,125,441
5,188,896

1,337,358,874

736,633,389
12,377,758

1,304,663,738
10,827,710

188,922,826
336,931

127,906,9D9
896,197

987,834,004
9,594,582

317,965
8,795,463
313,098

64,336
3,547,998
163,962

77,768
3,302,334
92,260

175,861
1,945,131
56.876

1,046.658
9,334,193
1,460,270

137,441
3,475,725
509.019

6,549
319,123
37,031

26,760
913,760
93,864

104,133
2,242,842
378,125

244,852

172,718

21,385

50,749

159,696

85,389

2,396

25,960

57,033

7,573,644
4,838.002
917,971
531,532
13.635,791

2,815,419
3.117,022
194,738
341,947
5,326,350

1.974,292
359,495
183,385
134,668
4,688,394

2.783,933
1,361,485
539,849
54,917
3,621,047

3.466,368
2,562,469
857,518
921.154
34,638,604

1,357,387
1,143,280
396,656
356,818
14,405,710

149,495
77,815
20,387
11,518
2,049,4"

167,934
316,888
64,340
29,969
2,053,872

1,039,957
748,577
311,929
315,332
10,302,394

Total deductions ....................................

749,024,805
339,840,645
6,550,899
32,702,624
3,985,364
22,077,502

189,447,642

268,497,244

2,728,491,327

1,319,912,413

67,016,457
1,006,002
15,544,832
2,211,316
5,721,763
9.086,832
12,245,800
285.268
1,276,241
27,773,083

146,096,783
1,213,781
10,760,444
851,055
3,066,570
15,398,313
25,537,381
161,077
651,532
30,768,106

2,076,485,794
42,048,877
10.244,386
6,547.377
46,068.201
39,071,425
43,641,104
643,433
2,219,648
38,736,624

1,GB4,747,907
19,985,361
3,291,961
3.214,183
10.643,997

190,207,027
163,991,929
1,845,402
561,082
292,510
1,388,607

130,283,850
96,685,566
3,270,607
397,800
493,624
1,343,523

999,421,537
824,070,412
14,869,353
2,333,079
2,428.049
7,911,867

34,980,799
47,132,799
568,757
2,357,587
77.051,204

291,079,918
126,727,406
4,331,115
6,397,348
922,993
13,289,169
10,495,653
9,349,619
122,392
429,815
18,510,015

10,062,571
16,257,596
180,901
563,607
9,819,506

227,968
2,263,133
2,401,006
4,577.148
497.401
90,537,736

6.814
925,610
441,334
619,981
69,918
19,631,973

170,690
7,401,479
2,414,086
2,764,354
355,562
97,418,425

6.325,217
269,940
6,528,300
8,189,361

17,446,461
447,417
17,756,437
18,358,449

1,726,488
4,800
1,724,739
1.679,813

2,212,603
33,225
2,219.068
2,450,808

13,507,370
409,393
13,812,630
14,227,827

17.696,185
16,976,595
171,996
483,404
63.571

3,104,189
2,935,326
35,297
121,763
11,763

6,589,496
6,459,469
94,235
15,261
20,004

494,148
412,017
1,529,861
2,116,687
358,974
29,080,516
17,406,940
102,856
17,333,935
19,233,203
8,002,500
7,581,801
42,464
346,380
31.804

223,066
33,962,633
7.358,588
11,645,009
936,943
368,658,222

37,154,661
632,551
37,466,726
43,818,326

* 824
2,539,478
1,607,236
4,787,543
973.642
37,371.306
13,422,504
259,755
13,604,491
16,395,762

1,472,863
1,170,933
38,118
79,577
1,654,258
'440
686,178
380,410
586,005
33,152
16,025,563

1,600,199
2,068,247
32,652
66,197
2,629,804

722,941
5,214,628
5,538,103
11,481,379
1,830,017
156,989.558

13.535,632
19,496,775
251,671
709,381
14,103,568
177,945
9,013,267
3.235,830
3,970,341
458,633
133,075,961

6,583,201
6,461,644
48,146
57,802
9,918

587,460
580,225
4,949
1,532
754

860.635
831,493
18,893
8,159
778

5,135,107
5,049,925
24,304
48,112
8,386

16.538
230

230,901
3,791

226
18,499

296
81,535

Total receipts

Cost of sales and operations ......... ................
Compensation of officers . .......... .................
Repairs ................................ ..........
Bad debts ...... ........................ ........
Rent paid on business property ..... ..................
Taxes paid ...... .............. .......... .......
Interest paid ...... .................. ......... _ _
Contributions or gifts ...... .........................
Amortizat n , * ........... .......... * ............. *
Depreci ton ................. .....................
Depletion .........................................
Advertising ........... .......... .................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ......
Employee benefit programs . ..........................
Net loss, noncapital assets ...........................
Other deductions ...................................
Fotal receipts less total deductions .......... ............
,onstructive taxable income from related foreign corporations . .
14et income (less deficit) ................................
ncome subject to tax ............... .................
ncome tax, total ......... ........... ...............
Regular and alternative tax ...........................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit . ........
Alternative minimum tax ........... ..................
Environmental tax . . ~ ~ ............................
:oreign tax credit ......................................
J.S. possessions tax credit ............. ...............
:)rphan drug credit ...................................
qonconventional source fuel credit .......................
3eneral business credit .......................... ......

332,278
53,171
14,953
2,526,632 1

187,381
140
561,790 1

131,488
53,171
599,784 1

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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Wholesale trade

Electric.
gas, and
I"
services

13.409
14,813
1,365,058 1

38,225,913
871,652
38,040,057
41.908,201
14.956,044
14,672,865
103,546
140,193
30,871
591,850
8.946
632
359,849 1

248,211
4,146
115,494 1

771
125
15,459 1

23.601,742
121.1187.389
2,366,291
128,809,165
15,349,020
26,292,124
3,262,015
3,531.692
33.944,174
95,387.362
47,248,933
1,527,356
695,595
5,912,786
6.498,306
1,231.579
15,760,420

22,726,218
24,590,672
326,385
51,843,334
15,5113,287
5,966,356

Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 2-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other Items, by Major Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Major industry-Continued
Wholesale and retail trade-Continued
Retail trade
Item
Total

Building
materials,
garden
supplies,
and mobi'e
.a
dealers

General
mechandise
stores

(43)

(44)

(45)

Apparel and

Food stores

Automotive
dealers and
semice
stations

Furniture
and home
furnishings
stores

Eating and
drinking
places

Miscellaneous
retail
stores

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

accessory
stores

Wholesal
and
retail trade
not
allocable
1
(52)

.............................

650,196

42,085

10,884

55,993

90,562

52,491

34,611

149,443

214,128

4,992

Total assets ........................................

639,155,467
31,749,864
111,746,764
2,052,712
177,384,750
11,899,468
32,953,570
7,604,846
6.155,092
52,636,741
238,439,141
101,654,013

40,016,535
2,184,004
7.229,487
189,355
12,871,356
60,009
1,049,003
306,664
1,091,644
2,649,996
13,601,843
6.470,593

201,214,400
3,942,369
58,520,858
656,059
36,970,278
10,890,666
17,700,967
1,425,406
4,090,585
23.240,091
50,545,106
18,261,367

71,009,438

101,024,703

33,287,117

21,834,807

76,369,764

94,398,703

2,094,248

Cash ......................... .................
Notes and accounts receivable ........................
Less: Allowance for bad debts .......................
Inventories ..............
.......................
investments in Government obligations ..................
Other current assets . . ~ ............... ..............
Loans
stockhold rs ...............................
Mortgage
to and real estate loans . ~ ~ .....................
Other investments .... ............
............
Depreciable
Less: Accumulated
assets . depreciation ....... ................

4,158,841
4,755,268
40,250
16,194,000
390,833
2,447,441
654,OG6
119,800
5,702,219
41,854,413
16,331,967

6,249,810
11,896,631
229,594
53,466,806
40,105
2,993,919
1,221,596
173,280
2,496,372
32,065,508
15,292,886

2,540,713
4,749,238
137,663
12.439,463
88,823
1,377,738
473.304
21,837
2,446,550
12,355,687
5,259,250

1,785,353
4,900,247
160,325
8,601,802
75,938
919,907
189,591
39,038
998,549
6,306,896
2,946,646

4,021,151
5,181,196
119,043
2,913,934
60,957
3,530,623
1,493,081
390,536
6,230,666
49,436,586
20,829,532

224,360
622,981
50.550
678,935

Depletable assets ...................................
Less: Accumulated depletion ....... ........... ....
......
Land ...............
...................
Intangible assets (amortizable) .........................
Less: Accumulated amortization . i....... ..........
Other assets .......................................

564,596
174,278
18,733.796
17,716,521
3.008,596
38.459,915

54,288
13,755
1,694,156
1.460,273
94,501
2,532,016

259
3,518,015
1,870,372
211,401
7,628,253

144,759
39,062
3,164,717
3,143,133
326,880
5,018,167

77,118
28,299
2,821,143
932,799
245,178
2.385,575

35,008
13,771
282,538
934,361
219,784
1.172,324

2,042
660
417,009
175,746
42,944
573,265

59,703
'22,531
4,877,338
5.070,302
927,381
15,002,178

6,867.622
14,513,a38
520,423
33,927.111
292,137
2,933,972
1,841,198
228,373
8,872,298
32,273.103
16,261,772
191,420
56,200
1,958,681
4,129,534
940,527
4,148,137

Total liabilities ......................................
Accounts payable . . ~ ........
.....................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year . .
Other current liabilities ...............................
Loans from stockholders ....................... .....
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more ...
Other liabilities ............................... .....

639,155,467
90.364,567
90.880,117
79,026,704
23,212,772
151,580,830
27,590,156

40,016,535
5,481,046
4,562,010
3,460,454
1,138,992
10,139,773
1,185,565

201,214,400
30,761,188
20.373,727
42.753,538
1,023,953
41,967,935
12,196,499

71,009,438

101,024,703

33,287,117

21,834,807

76,369,764

94,398,703

2,094,248

12,703,949
3,086.818
6,277.725
1,857,332
24,074,144
3,581,828

8,292,756
46,076,484
6,767,479
3,659,244
13,722,709
1,946,684

5,301,391
2,224,1136
3,003,566
1,724,399
5,588,007
1,110,186

3,673,395
2,131,697
2,295,072
918,058
3,349,921
994,969

6,785,630
4,515,522
6,956,161
5,255,498
32,794.623
3,633,255

Capital stock . . . ~ ................. ................
Paid-in or capital surplus .................... ........
Retained earnings, appropriated ........
..........
.
Retained earnings, unappropriated ....... .............
Other retained earnings, 11 20S ................... ....
.....
Less: Cost of treasury stock . ~ ..................

28,596,605
49,571.189
881,094
97.469,026
9.802,950
9,820,544

2,453,599
3,893,192
154,131
6,710,897
1,756.368
919.492

3.367,820
15,398,176
262,184
33,067,557
607,533
565,711

3,310.828
4,814,653
12,597
11,727,432
1,174,101
1,611,968

4,977,200
3,094,060
56,362
9,421,219
4,514,355
1,503,849

2,639,674
3,172,642
* 19,257
8,378,739
810,131
6115,709

1,176,127
1,409,963
233,218
5,071,718
1,339,230
758,561

4,092,952
7,756,691
40,417
8,086,984
-1,375,295
2,172,674

17,365,212
7.909,025
7.512,709
7,635,295
19,943,719
2,941,171
6,578,405
10,031,814
102,927
15,004,479
976,526
1,602,579

432,997
450,082
278,658
192,900
390,804
75,929
153.873
615,782
*6,060
-471,141
* 73,783
* 105,477

Total receipts ...................................... 1,422,714,053
Business receipts ...... ......... .................
1,380,076,778
Interest . . ~ ~ ~ ......................................
10,150,561
Interest on Goverment obligations:
State and local ............... ...................
908,642
Rents ......................................
....
5,845,238
.......
Royalties ..............................
951,132
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
loss .... ...............
..................
73,613
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
loss ...............
...... ........... ......
2,107,574
Net gain, noncapital assets .................... ......
1,409.265
Dividends received from domestic corporations . ........
460.675
Dividends received from foreign corporations ...........
563,736
Other receipts . ~ ............................ ......
20,166,837

79,337,464
77,188,918
440,624

230,273,290
216,694,150
5,787,524

269,905,119

384,130,039

68,605,864

49,165,584

265,191,576
518,838

375,740,924
1,154.266

66,904,188
434,794

47,855,695
267,316

122,837,008
116,747,101
679,691

218,459,685
213,754,227
867,510

6,644,312
6,534.885
16,635

2,312
211,091
46,192

848,181
1,403,786
24,287

27,182
635,968
24,505

2,522
1,123,370
10.817

8,086
110,433
195.288

5,745
141,602
1,430

4,092
1,557,115
520,534

10,523
661,874
128,078

*575
13,230
*119

4,774

22,479

2,702

2,591

1,099

3,124

8,106

28,738

*694

320,721
81.360
19,660
29,008
992,804

667,626
96,805
205,464
100,402
4,422,586

292,309
294,527
100,070
*357,454
2,459,987

136,596
416.347
26,978
* 1,244
5,514,385

41,008
11,014
54,040
5,335
840,580

37,586
22,543
5,873
824,670

291,273
284,285
18,734
48,849
2,677,228

320,456
202,384
29,856
*21,443
2.434,596

1,407
9,923
188
*600
66,056

Total deductions .................................... 1,401,994,347
Cost of sales and operations .........
.............
986,654,635
Compensation of officers .....................
......
21,900,852
Repairs . . ~ ........................................
6,930,730
Bad debts . .... ... ..............................
3,313,009
Rent paid on business property ....
.................
35,324,941

T7,854,086

221,968,466

122,116,275

215,565,477

6,584,567
5,083,252
162,663
21,695
20, 1 115
99,262

1,479,344
1,489,461
23,234
40,590
1,216.807

4,930,625
8,568,377
138,175
262,022
4,584.554

30,293,465
1,520,305
199,920
254,671
1,662,603
999,661
594,416
17,608
29,571
608,173

144.299,542
6,187,696
991,455
643,954
6,683,097

25,450,876
24,066,636
390,786
1,507,957
24,560.383
45,121
24,916,298
4,095,235
7,661.521
478,033
234,697,335

39,959,119
1,557,734
265,361
197,689
4,149,441
1,544,354
908,353
47,493
123,535
1,314,484

52,016,049
3,296,874
1,587,336
159,633
6,764,617

Taxes paid ................... ...................
Interest paid .................... ................
Contributions or gifts . ......................... ....
Amortization ............
...... ...... .........
Depreciation . ~ .....
............................
Depletion ............... .................
Advertising ............................
........
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ......
Employee benefit programs ............ ....... ......
Net loss, noricalotal assets ........ ...................
Other deductions ..................................

382,156,007
320.881,9a4
4,831,833
901,306
399,286
3,905,632
4,123,666
3,901,578
32,016
118,443
4,139.978

47,824,536

140,246,288
806,962
1,163,675
1,133.033
6,349.350

267,417,893
263,250,170
1,804,015
1,420,432
215,258
4,580,395
3,504,494
2,705,898
51,406
154,445
4,239,797

67,091,607

55,708,018
1,895,434
401,244
309,4115
1,229,807

4,806,830
2,753,186
27,813
335.020
4,914,943

4,061,902
3,145,368
53,041
444.332
3,541,647

4,769
4,370,164
357,328
1,317,663
44,049
32,826,313

439
1,775,463
201,554
326,621
35,504
14,684.462

* 7,834
2,147,093
162,985
206,129
15,951
9,104,152

* 5,271
3,140,535
343,706
781,767
125,003
41,057,693

13,491
4,010,747
771,985
994,542
114,378
39,608,301

20.719,707
424,234
20,224,450
23,479.833

5,495,520
1,318,413
1,275,046
42,513
45,653,432
8,304,824
151,473
7,608,116
7,596,478

9,824
2,770,103
687,347
2,333,781
76,536
39,613,993

Total receipts less total deductions .......................
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations , .
Net income (less deficit) ......... ....... ..............
Income subject to tax .................................

3,013
1,206,674
251,916
425,973
24,099
12,148,987
1,483,378
371
1,481,437
1,404,487

2,487,226
220,170
2,680,214
3.130.764

1,974,033
(1)
1,970,351
1,949,230

1,514,257
-3,549
1,509,720
2,079,109

1,341,048
1,335,303
1,253,100

720,733
21,839
738,479
2,116,363

Income tax. total ..................
...............
Regular and alternative tax ...........................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit ...... . .
Alternative minimum tax ............... ~ . . I ...... I ....
Environmental tax ..................................

8,356,298
8,194,890
55,187
82,390
20,953

475,063
467,640
2,335
4,220
838

2,934,364
2,896,715
11,471
16,515
9,512

1.186,351
1,155,182
12,951
15,412
2.652

126
83
7,437

74,796
1
72,296

209,897
4,341
10
31,676

596,867
579,911
11,415
5,081
271
58
-

741,896
735,426
2,682
2,049
1,740
*4,948
134

404.307
396,731
1,010
2,878
2,116
1,103
-

762,800
723,079
6,531
31,250
1.872
34,910
290

2,894,208
* 26,833
2,900,830
3.950,301
1,254,647
1,240,208
6,792
4,985
1,952
17,901
17

84,917
77,692
976
2,310
72,674
33,068
27,523
13,147
*277
8a4.926
59.745
59,170
69,920
16,544
16,331
214
-

11
32,886

6,534

4,785

6
62,952

25,009

Number of returns, total

Foreign tax credit ... .................................
U.S. possessions tax credit ...................
... I ....
Orphan drug credit ......................... .........
Nonconventional source fuel credit .....
....... ......
General business credit ................................

343,639
4,781
.111
243,575 ,

90,004
36.430
88,803
667,109
370,933
261
192
36,085
5,806
1,728
66,838

20
779

Footnotes at end of table. Sea text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 2-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other items, by Major Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)
Maim industry--Continued
Finance, Insurance, and real estate
Holding and
I other
nvestm nt
companies.
except.bank
holding
companies

Item
Total

Banking

Credit
agencies
other than
banks

Security,
commodity
brokers
and services

Insurance

Insurance
agents,
brokers.. and
semce

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)

(59)

.............................

521,136

12,243

25,945

17,333

8,293

66,048

350,293

40,982

Total assets ........................................

8,732,320,235
497,778,506
2,512.460,254
69,897.149
64,581,790
1,019,707,174
486,644,424
19,624,673
1,405,797,490
2,076,474,968
287,080,902
91,100,436
4.453,976
696, 177
52, 797 .02 1
34,674,586
5,426,453
437.364,688

3,717,713,577

1,5SO,150,098

406,330,198

1,651,707,409

38,699,375

272,306,847

1,095,412,743

355,938,821
1.989,217.847
50,974,751
432,665
439,797,242
117,903,726
1,460,702
272,124,821
292.962.413
79,706,694
28,367,303

54.004,685
191.321,588
16.524,438
1,744.304
89.800,446
55,746,1540
7,723,513
871,315,501
205,683.068
30,079,462
9,657,065

22,420,677
77,451,767
854,750
3,516,804
267,353,649
124,362,846
893,1163
216.431,766
812,428,051
23.666,111
5,624,253

7.449,241
11.149,717
132.083
23,486
1,345,314
2,776,062
871,155
186,371
7,573,007
6,286,157
3,016,994

17,777,454
21 ,433 ,036
398 ,028
18,906.280
1 ,826 ,536
18,731,130
4,273,692
17,337 ,855
40,704,994
108,121,894
32.716,195

29,728,418
108 ,288 .960
825 ,260
8.641,348
178 ,242, 711
54,307,661
3,611.923
20 ,247. 888
645,170,431
30,880,407
9,098,559

62,578
26 ,500
5.884.451
8,848,990
1,381,974
234,123,155

75,816
19, 707
4,776,377
11,397,106
1,052,021
53,734,622

10.459,211
113.597,338
187.839
31,316,902
41,341,275
112,816,158
789,826
8,153.287
71,953,013
8,340,177
2,620,066
'45,154
* 20, 020
226,177
1,847,534
320,583
8.592,645

365,473
149,945
1,834,012
3,553,285
476,666
104,534.719

1 9,498
241.492
2,867,007
705,238
1.771,648

1,215.098
264,105
35,691.493
2, 428,079
659,834
17,897.476

2,670,359
209,435
4,143,018
3, 732,585
830, 137
16,710.423

Total liabilities ......................................
Accounts payable .......... .......................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year _
Other current liabilities ...............................
Loans from stockholders . ~ . ~ ....... .................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more ...
Other liabilities .....................
..............
Capital stock ................................ .....
Paid-in or capital surplus .............................
Retained earnings, appropriated . ~ ~ .......
........
Retained earnings, unappropriated . ............ .......
Other retained earnings, 1120S .....
................
Less: Cost of treasury stock . ..........................

8,732,320,235

3,717,713,577

1,6SI,707,409

38,699,375

272,306,847

1,095,412,743

52,907,928
258,321,834
2,782,026,017
8,238,446
153,711,057
162,288,257

1,550,150,098
39,853.227
216,846,333
921,788,494
8.823,331
242,229,983
57,039,810

406,330,188

312,906,546
611,917,079
4,157,863,888
51,386,768
620,941.700
1,342,379,019

114,756,687
30,943.784
197,541,790
1,912,738
24,415,166
12,362,122

55,458,879
35,743,254
180,528,046
4,794,280
32,982,510
1.058,030,714

12,893,589
4,262.724
5,359.445
507,635
4,237,986
2,645,277

9,058,242
33 ,930 .920
18,020,241
19,583,933
108 ,592 ,637
21.442,256

880,321,412~
1 ,051 ,429 ,664
53,425,269
272,480,781
3, 295. 24 6
626,027,137

56,552,1181
121,960,022
4.184,003
119.873,621
* - 131
2,350,359

11.653,166
42,906,248
7,437,874
2,704,060
204,141
1,336,570

3,989,151
11.077,185
142,930
9,450,582
676,225
938,172

17,662,813
107.756,823
33,611.872
129,670,019
* - 19,974
4,511,827

1~909,169
4,470,412
123,360
3,397,808
634,294
1,742,325

27,977,995
31 .868 ,229
52,599,856
7,526,404
54 ,772 ,361
28,570,584
767,356,297
721,387,739
7, 280,270
7.533,696
625,888
612.086,575

Total receipts

......................................
Business receipts ............. ............. .......
Interest ...........................................
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local . ..................
...........
Rents ..........................................
Royalties ................................
........
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
loss ........ ...................................
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
loss ............................................
Net gain, noncapital assets ...........................
Dividends received trorn domestic corporations . ..........
Dividends received from foreign corporations .............
Other receipts . ~ .......... .......
..............

1,589,218,435
818,286,705
578,714,874

394,678,345

209,340,253
74,190,917
119,333,050

62,145,404
39,227,902
14,199,448

614,122,747

34,518,863

113,436,"S

45,951.562
300,518,674

466,471,543
91,906,603

31,900,882
825,110

84,771,958
5,249,672

160,976,375
75,771,942
46,682,317

27,429,091
31.151,392
480,479

9,696,007
9,008,971
34,891

635,072
2,129,810
20,526

285.495
436,203

8,501,830
7,928,569
47,839

40,880
153,319

85,679
9,834.702
162,599

8,184,128
1.659,819
202,973

6,527,063

461,289

309,978

542.018

724,338

8,200

247,817

4,233,423

29,135,689
9,411,728
7,144,998
1,475.289
79,461,127

3,248.164
2,867,597
826.699
277,999
21,786,491

1.383,935
2,868.637
386,298
59,162
8.022,868

659,686
2,092,735
346,556
67,081
4,284,276

8,874,404
474,249
3,806,365
578,509
24,808,499

92,543
40,889
42.619
71,059
1,335,717

3,286,055
781 ,429
214 ,535
7, 740
8,794,263

11,590,903
286 ,192
1 ,521 ,925
413, 740
10,429,014

rotel deductions ....................................
Cost of sales and operations ................... ......
Compensation of officers ... _ _ ......................
Repairs ........................................ . .
Bad debts ........................................
Rent paid on business property .............. .........
Taxes paid ........... .................... .......
Interest paid ................ ......................
Contributions or gifts ................................
Amortization . ~ ........ . .............................
Depreciation .......................................
Depletion ....... ............................. ...
Advertising ..................................... ..
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus. and annuity plans ......
Employee benefit programs ...........................
Net loss, noncapital assets ............................
Other deductions ...................................
otal receipts less total deductions ...... _ ..............
onstructive taxable income from related foreign corporations
et income Oess deficit) ....................... .......
icome subject to tax .................................
icome tax, total .... .................................
Regular and alternative tax ...........................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit ....... _
Alternative minimum tax . . ~ .............. I ............
Environmental tax ...... _ ................. ........
Foreign tax credit .................... ................
.S. possessions tax credit ............. I ...............
rphan drug credit . ~ .................................
onconventional source fuel credit .......................
eneral business credit .................................

1,476,737,396
470,673,440
32,018,679
5, 351 , 480
31,485,175
20,859,860

371,784,728

207,255,110

60,918,470

594,342,302

32,148,321

112,784,591

767,541
10,665,771
2,056,674
19.065,798
6,966,050

10,899,254
3,1139,867
150,712
669,998
1,946,054

315,518,190
1,812.080
287,897
1,015.676
4,304,559

6,879,026
216,656,309
293,923
907,173
14,097,939

1,040,623
12,896,739
44,591
174,495
1,265.613

9,984,653
12,010,254
180,450
1.118,997
4,818,194

183,062
8 .796,232
5,780,439
9,286,407
4,115,186
459,479,878
112,481,040
2,370,431
87,403,218
51,171.985

21,710
2,382,659
1.646,097
3,837,078
2,139,111
83,401,868

2,604
626,599
458,007
500,012
88,824
26,314,479

39.229,271
5,868,461
1,636,648
812,407
2,801,779
4,804,901
12,060,613
67,000
412,128
5,356.334
36,880
1,389,086
536 .399
473,702
302 ,191
36,996,793

22,893,618
1,026,958
14,224,568
16,830,301
6,765,723
6,484,540
30.137
222,313
23,382
1,366,848
4

2,085,142
206,817
1,656,888
7,900,419

1,226,934
122.038
1,063,477
2,320,540
883,986
865,531
1,402
14,692
2,361

2,370,542
69,372
2,399,034
1,877,189
647,917
641,405
2,212
2,988
1,312

651.857

3,171,685
3,066,164
8,715
88,001
8,682
121,709
8,238

76,277
1,289.647
1,817,749
2,354.437
299,226
237,454,015
19.780,445
768.726
12,047,341
13,950,405
5,059,919
4,810,638
15,815
206,933
26,533
488,031
-

5,776,402
4,611,135
173,323
217,194
1,296,526
1,056,131
681,459
35,485
233,829
788,813
-3,193
279.925
500,187
553,867
17,796
15.923,055

97,503,873
49,556,809
2.637,023
399,608
760,106
1,582,257

27,814.280
364,541,038
75 7,710
3,601,614
31 ,992,9 1 6

48,925,973
2,584,341
646,618
8,943,995
1,962,635
2,300,390
100.908,421
78,886
436.184
3,208,555
9,758
1,856,174
465,040
911,751
964,077
33,052,311

327
341,270

63.738

Number of returns, total

Cash . d ... * , , * ..... * * .......... * , * ..............
Notes an accounts receivable . . ~ .....................
Less: Allowance for bad debts .......................
Inventories ........................................
Investments in Government obligations ..................
Other current assets .................................
Loans to stockholders
Mortgage and real estate loans ........................
Other
investments ...... ............ ......... ....
Depreciable assets ..................
..............
Less: Accumulated depreciation ......................
Depletable assets ............ ......................
Less: Accumulated depletion ..... ...................
Land ............................................
Intangible assets (amortizable) ......... ................
Less: Accumulated amortization ......................
Other assets .......................... .........

19,264,979
18,510,796
69,846
594,299
67.224
2,216,284
9,725
4,177
691,803

1

1

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanatx:,n of Terms"and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."

40

eal estate

32,916
37

1

11,199

1

2,696
193,684

21;197,93441.871,234
644, 960
-149,004
1,174.803
3,061.309

6,325

1,748 .556
9,327,244
57,376
318,806
2,457,468
32,639
972,142
356, 960
655, 560
303, 961
26,337,356
63, 472, 503
174 , 732
55, 463 , 107
3,955,229

548,804
4,337,902
1,298,801
1,255,026
4,594
27,958
1,684
1 ,203
367

2
1

(W)

1

33,249

1,436 ,948
1 ,387 ,492
6 ,970
31 ,416
3,270
156 ,070
1 .077

1

42,338

Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 2-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other Items, by Major Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Major industry-Continued

Services
Item
Total

Hotels
and other
"Ing
places

Personal
as
rviow

(61)

(62)

Business
services

Amusem nt
and
recreation
services

~uto,repair ,
I ague
m
nipZir
l' services

(63)

(64)

Number of returns, total .............................

1,119,604

23,016

76,002

355,130

104,587

(65)

Total assets ........................................
......................
Cash ...... ............
N otes and accounts receivable .......................
Less: Allowance for bad debts ...
................
............
Inventories
Investments in Government obligations ..................
Other current
to
assets ... ...........................
Loans stockholders ............................
Mortgage and real estate loans .............. .........
Other investments ....... .... * .......... ... .......
Depreciable
cc assets
Less:A umulateddeipreciation ......................
Depletable assets ........................ ..........
Less: Accumulated depletion . . ~ .....................
......... ...... ......... ......
Land .....
Intangible assets (amortizable) . . ~ ......................
Less: Accumulated amortization ......................
Other assets . ~ ...... ..............................

435,561,919
40,435,500
78,353,913
3,735,410
18,485,400
2,256,149
27,113,537
9,416,773
3,618,360
60,188,875
244,001,367
108,377,567
292,100
148,773
12 ,988 ,870
20,949,843
5,137,523
34,860,506

38,486,393
2,655,134
2,121,897
102,941
414,517
74,816
1,386,023
406,640
841,879
5,864,195
28,026.487
9.838,031

14,501,260
2,034,779
1,860,780
37,909
723,762
132,018
741,446
380,550
66,425
1,016.492
10,824,275
5,928,493

39,573,692
2.449,445
6,165,652
159,448
3,278,947
114,260
1,152,927
489,795
148,689
1,709,314
32,859,417
12,843,111

3 ,357 ,885
665,781
147,927
2,752,172

-4,236
616 . 160
737,445
203,248
1,531,779

143,468,719
13,964.282
33,317,495
707,830
6,214,223
848,205
11,818,270
3,024,704
945,414
21.248,835
65,867,786
33,507,260
120,922
61,970
1 ,860 ,243
8,210,459
1,892,102
12,197.044

Total liabilities ......................................
Accounts payable . .................................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year . .
................ ......
Other current liabilities .....
Loans from stockholders ................... .........
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more ...
Other liabilities ....... ............................
Capital stock ............. ........................
Paid-in or capital surplus .............................
Retained earnings, appropriated ..................
...
Retained earnings, unappropriated ................. ...
Other retained earnings, 11 20S ~ .......................
Less: Cost of treasury stock ................. ........

435,561,919
36,144,758
42,105,174
50,336.309
21,840,019
134.920,822
37,799,192
24.834,272
60,615,835
607.691
36,355,129
-380,341
9,616,941

38,486,393
1,291,363
2,250,947
2,313,454
2,642,175
19.311,302
4,101,471
2,107,833
5,134,449
77,349
1,502,693
-1,234,536
1,012,107

14,501,260
918,403
1,011,999
1,088,998
1,095,350
3,484,084
1,669,814
1,184,260
1,301,948
87,762
3,199,326
83,847
624.532

143,468,719
18,171,206
16,530,249
18,694,656
7,603,230
35,560,917
11,047,680
8,813,819
22,545,290
234,363
6,112,831
877,443
2,722,965

39,S73,692
3,276,293
5,718,607
3,945,098
1,769,128
14,255,078
2.340,415
1,563,263
2,566,230

Total receipts ......................................
Business receipts . ............................ .....
Interest .......... ................... ...........
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local . .................... ..........
Rents . ~ ~ .. .. . .............
................
................. ........
Royalties ..............
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
loss ~ ........ ......................
..........
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
loss ........ ....................................
...................
Net gain, noncapital assets ...
Dividends received from domestic corporations . ~ ~ ........
Dividends received from foreign corporations .............
Other receipts . . ~ ............... ..................

663,133,101
616.469,154
7.594,726

33,501,040
29,783,809
545,964

25,009,548
24,049,610
188,120

212,038
8,585.385
2.292,227

17,388
814,387
407.192

16,788
132.364
54,280

Total deductions ....................................
Cost of sales and operations . . ~ .......................
Compensation of officers .............................
............................
Repairs ............
............................
Bad debts .....
Rent paid on business property ...................... .
Taxes paid ~ . . . ~ ~ ..................................
Interest paid .......................................
Contributions or gifts ............. ..................
Amortization ......
.............................
Depreciation .......................................
.........................................
Depletion
Advertising ........................ ...............
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ......
Employee benefit programs ......................... .
Net loss, noncapital assets ............. .... I . . I ......
.................
Other deductions ................
Total receipts less total deductions .......................
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations . .
Net income (less deficit) ................................
Income subject to tax .................................
8
Income tax , total ....................................
Regular and alternative tax .......... ................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit .........
Alternative minimum tax . ~ ............................
Environmental tax . ~ ................................
Foreign tax credit .... ................................
U.S. possessions tax credit .............................
Orphan drug credit . ..................................
Nonconventional source fuel credit .......................
General business credit . ............................... 1

653,953,599
219,817,625
68,792,652
5,466,701
3,379,116
26,315,532
21,295,199
19,750,647
300,772
2,711,993
30,068,715
28,033
8,411,645
6,792,825
7,225,832
743,074
230,853,240
9,179,501
297,545
9, 251 ,928
16,169,311

33,509,165
13,783,255
494,671
624,310
121,362
1,618,894
1,457,997
2,316.618
16.933
112,157
1,927,969

5,033,943
4,858,810
56,620
108.591
8,682
347,247
26,127
-

317,437
305,534
4,542
6, 385
936
46,294
9,060
17,711

Nature of
busirtess
not allocable

othe f
services
(67)

(68)

(66)
78,099

482,770

27,767

81,143,418
3,847,178
15,643,389
491,491
5,828,627
136,167
5,650,369
648,505
252,788
15,715.100
36,640,859
16,544,56
'30,671
'23,755
2.712,001
5,569,093
1,661,939
7,190,423

118,388,437
15,484,681
19,244,700
2,235,791
2,025.323
950,683
6,364,502
4,466,378
1,363,165
14,634,938
69,782,544
29,716,104
91.333
31,095
3,321,289
4,100,055
1,118,379
9,660,214

3,266,227
432,762
594,117
3,249
425,939
' 3,330
140,969
50,857
106,593
254.393
1,288,428
480,282
'10,044
* 1,636
161,158
182.474
80.641
180.970

4,004,058
627,145
500,645

81,143,418
5,696,532
5,495.870
7,874,360
3,647,671
26,393,148
9,855,157
5,012,443
13,089,652
24,642
6,991.354
-1,606.313
1,331,097

118,388,437
6,790,961
11,097,502
16,419,742
5,082,465
35,916,293
8,784,655
6,152,655
15,978,267
174,555
14,544,866
872,072
3,425,595

3,266,227
535,831
498,037
280,940
444,175
1,160,850
183,487
323,205
418,022
* 1,836
-528,549
7,517
59,125

232,488,567
217,277,136
2,654,535

54,714,443
50,381,347
359,987

65,87S,520
56,330,506
2,064,604

251,543,983
238,646,747
1,781.516

5,371,937
5,030,285
39,973

100,557
3,845,305
568,610

2,635
2,003,826
'20.637

17,591
856.285
1,158,309

57,079
933,218
83,200

791
89,847
- 8,105

1,121,293
1,667.009
113,928
1,528,874

1

207,741

1,417

13,073

78,614

7 , 161

72,095

35 ,381

2,817,374
2,331.880
549,447
388,371
21 ,684 ,756

573,012
141,192
122,696

49,957
77,512
14,434
6,598
406 ,813

633.816
630,379
162,196
125,862
6, 411 ,557

117,042
857,423
7,565
25,934
930,886

555,164
300,174
100,219
142,945
4,277,628

888,384
325,200
142,338
25.026
8,625,896

24,434,181
8,862,454
1,946,520
316,257
101,721
1,270,032
1,015,952
429,054
15,548
66,818
1,100,638
W
490,123
194,736
166,998
20,320
8,436.341
575.367
5,968
564, 547
743,246

230,179,960
101,206,079
15,858,824
1,519,730
977,247
7,672,916
7,012,334
5,543,926
76,923
828,696
9,688.115
9.834
2,872.201
1,942.373
2,405,046
337,432
72,228,283
2.308,606
122,683
2 ,328 ,336
5,569,134

53,915,847
25,225,975
2,684,310
583,077
188,157
2,406,429
1,759,973
1,914,410
15,652
82,001
5,373,673
-1,486
804,684
190,965
418,810
31,551
12,234,693
798,596
360
796 .320
897,828

65,754,952
23,357,313
3,109,449
674,854
481,025
2,203,200
1,896,467
4,860,974
45.285
1,089,946
4,514,776
1,726,743
397,149
384,552
130,725
20,881.759
120,568
102,249
204 ,295
1,699,535

246,159,494
47,382,550
44,698,878
1,748,473
1,509,604
11.144.061
8,152,476
4,685,665
130,430
532,376
7,463,543
15,054
1,788,187
5,993,701
3,516,375
180,276
107.217,847
5,384,489
52,164
5 ,379, 573
6,373,743

5,405,448
3,185,924
259,508
39,782
27,253
129,163
112,541
106,084
436
12,117
168,277
* 1,029
33,418
22,503
14,073

222,811
216,198
3,155
3 ,085
373
6,638
-

1,842,306
1,767,357
22,859
48 ,806
3,070
154,868
12,218
'109
120,975

270,199
249,941
5,956
13 ,694
566
'58
103
-

647,718
615,240
10,818
20 , 126
1,500
113.231
143
126,680

1,733,473
1,704,539
9,289
16 ,496
2,238
26,158
4,603
136,319

23,155
22,568

448,016

1 ,031 ,977

729,7G8
73,901
334,050
42,770
9,854,315
-8.125
14,122
- 21 , 144
885,826

1

8,188

38,142

1

47,707
- 11,808
142,932

1.254,121
-33,511
-34,301
84,687

1

505
-6
1
1,588
-1.099

Estimate should be used with caution because of the small number of sample returns on which it is based.
Lew than $500 per return.
NOTE: Detail may not add to total because of rounding and the deletion of data. Sea text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data,"
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Corporation Returns/1987

RETURNS WITH NET INCOME
Table 3-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other Items, by Major Industry
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Major industry
Itern

All
industries

Mining

Agriculture.
forestry.
and
shing

Total

Me.tat
mining

Coal
mining

Oil and Pas
extraction

Norman
talic
minerals,
exwpt fuels

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)_

(2)

(3)

Number of returns with net Income ....................

1,995,452

es,059

16,764

480

1,629

12,08S

2,S71

Total assets ........................................

11,522,209,786

35,820,228

76,836,448

9,035,910

Cash ............................................
Notes and accounts receivable ........................
Less: Allowance for bad debts .......................
Inventories ........................................
Investments in Government obligations ..................
Other current assets .................................
Loans to stockholders ...............................
Mortgage and real estate loans ... ....................
Other investments ... .............. ........... ...
Depreciable assets ..................................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ....... ..............
Depletable assets ............
................
Less: Accumulated depletion ........................
Land ................... ........... ............
Intangible assets (amortizable) ....... .................
Less: Accumulated amonization ............... ......
Other assets ............................. .........

17,163,167

36,828,119

13,909,2S1

603.648,031
2,931,049.482
71,581,091
578,969,987
816.539,864
616,969,286
46,559.476
1,075,056,217
2,441,325,162
2,735,379.229
1,130,295,640

3,070,51~18
3,481,088
27,038
4.472,917
237 .685
1. 1 a5,629
1,172,932
436,927
3,271,774
22,637,921
14,626,334

4,659,966
10,701,655
151,044
3.368,247
713.495
3,101,830
702,096
223 ,702
18,378,112
40,134,909
20 ,448 ,315

727,963
854 ,155

666,013
2. 737 ,460
14.829
700,669
226 ,746
1,034,008
41,993
* 4 ,389
3.357,737
8,251,366
4 ,246 ,675

851,746
1 ,983 ,733
30.008
819.879
135,890
346.111
52,282

75,780,754
30 .580,779
98,007.585
166,916.044
39,579,399
608,045,578

915,574
500,769
8,241,713
103 , 197
37,325
1.7a3.748

15.690,400
7,107.663
1,686.518
2, 877,297
1,279,061
3,584,305

2.414,244
5 ,126, 307
100.460
1,453.444
321,490
1.245,080
524,800
201 ,055
8,896,825
16,628,453
8 ,260,926
10,620.135
5,733,652
837,632
2,109,281
1 ,137 ,919
1.682.328

Total liabilities ......................................
Accounts payable .... .............................
Mortgages, notes. and bonds payable in less than one year . .
Other current liabilities ............ ......... ........
Loans from stockholders ......... .............. ....
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more . . .
Other liabilities ..... .......... ....................
Capital stock ...................... ...............
Paid-in or capital surplus ................ ............
Retained earnings, appropriated
....................
Retained earnings, unappropriated .....................
Other retained earnings , 11 20S
....
Less: Cost of treasury stock .........
- - - ..
...
.................

11,522,209,786
709.142,092
869,351 , 123
3,749,316,776
115,585,847
1 ,432,265 ,951
1.285,332,245

35,820,228

76,836,448
5,512,583
4,771 .207
4,445,186
2,693,104
13 ,885 ,568
7,350,325

9,035,910

17,163,167

570.395
377 ,766
455,439
'288,805
2.522,528
649,734

870,812
567,454
972 ,661
1,149,132
2,942,396
2,124,989

4,626,063
20,015,926
171 .773
12,175,760
2,253,030
1 ,064, 077

648,467
2,596,017
908.548
- * 52,454

163,342
5,642,156
80,635
2.253,671
568,787
172,867

2,101,099
10,287,338

862,244
954,225
577,617
93,069
2,496,779
1 , 354 , 710
1,713,155
1,490,416

4.913,000
938,003
297,885

4,100.541
693,786
559.082

Total receipts ......................................
Business receipts . . ........... .....................
Interest .....................
.................
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local ....
............ .......... .....
Rents . . ~ ........................................
Royalties . . ...... .................................

7,246,439,617

4,096,083
3,136,326
109,530

13,382,197

20,921,889

10,811,187

12,336,189
269,924

16,757,574
648.772

10,003,885
202.930

74
6,404

5,800
34,746
42,650

13,785
116,351
591,961

2,399
52,700
6,284

Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
loss ... .......................... ....... .....
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
loss ...............
....... ...............
Net gain, noncapital assets ...........................
Dividends received from domestic corporations ...........
Dividends received from foreign corporations
........
Other receipts ................
.......
otal deductions ....................................
Cost of sales and operations . ~ ..........
......
Compensation of officers .............................
Repairs ......................................
...
Bad debts . ~ ...... .............
............ ...
Rent paid on business property ...
..............
Taxes paid ......................................
Interest paid . . ~ ~ .............................. ....
Contributions or gifts .....
...................
Amortization . ........................... ..........
Depreciation .................. ....................
Depletion ............. ...........................
Advertising ..................... ........... ......
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans . .....
Employee benefit programs ..........
...........
Net loss, nonrapital assets . . ~ ......................
Other deductions . ~ ...................... ..........
Total receipts less total deductions ... ...................
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations . .
Nat income .................. ......................
Income subject to tax .................................

Income tax, total ........

.......... .................
Regular and alternative tax ...........................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit .........
Alternative minimum tax .......................
...
Environmental tax ............................
...
Foreign tax credit ......... .......
......... .......
U .S . possessions tax credit ............ ................
0riphan drug credit ............................. .....
N onconventional source fuel credit .....................
G eneral business credit .... .......
.......... ....... 1

1,886,987
5 ,262 ,060
1,593,854
1,603,572
7 ,792, 068
1,284,220
5,138,835
3,148,712
110,095
6,781,239
1,838,161
619 ,574

1.047,519.597
1,502,467,307
62 ,190 ,622
1,301,008,747
99 ,350.769
651,321,289

56,109,529
52,261,711
380,765

49,211,356

6.354,316.205
516,457,968
20,849,069
69,242,963
17,956,888

8,978
245,248
43,405

22,058
210,201
645,833

42,233,974
1,231,156

3,806,890
1,035,667
240,414
531 , 790
119,270
980,135

36,828,119
3.209.132
2.871,762
2, 439,469
1,162,098
5,923,864
3,220,892

2,530,973
11,220.051
5, 723 ,836
575.394
114,411
570,702
117,093
13 ,939
482,159
13,809,251

7,521,396

18,511

28.006

271

55,567,247
21 ,836 ,274
11,510,663
23,821,667
147,359,278

482,973
256,081
53.746
12,813
2,345,299

1,544,296
673 ,356
166,068
291,782
2,164,625

451,389
98,211
59,018
53,834
176,087

209,196
75,904
18, 103
1,990
384,831

742,107
458,213
80 ,897
230,192
1,260,171

141,605
41,029
8 ,051
5.766
343,536

6,781,137,325

52,093,320
36,847,372
1,177,004
779,690
58,632
998,053

43,269,369

3,226,082
1,851,647
21,549
18,233
20,097
41 ,010

12,652,148

17,711,775

9,679,364

8,467,947
92,517
232,098
12,658
180 ,014

8,533,234
336,234
154,085
89,430
289,261

5,605,309
254,804
221,733
22,068
91,580

1,050,042
1,266,843
25,523
17,694
1,985,915

1,598,392
2,006,264
29,255
74 ,910
2.898,321
1.349,843
97,809
195,279
487,510
38,417
7,957,860

180,111
150,885
3,437
5,255
204,725

527 ,088
382,733
5,987
20 ,554
666,459

309,623
323.355
11,105
10 ,2 1 0
691 ,078

205.228
3,028
10,762
25,924
981
483,211

5,941,987
120,018
6,039.881
3,237,322
1,242,614
1,143,473
5 ,229
86,325
5,459
371,817
2,758
70.895

870,001
4,778
874,705
615,609
191,631
178,875
501
11,012
1,242

364,172
6,934
30,038
238,011
13,597
1,411,340
730,049
15,006
739,190
301,190
143,474
106,831
891
34 ,912
840

581 ,571
1,149,290
8,726
38 ,890
1,336,059
469,475
44,062
66 ,432
106, 298
21.423
4,487,303

38,475

279
34
16,193

4,142,087,577
146,670,292
71,611,202
33,568,217
108,703,021
163,066,311
425,771,260
4,891,187
9,659,094
235,187,967
6,174,838
83,584,716
37.478,243
64,604,992
4,663,834
1,243,414,579

58,896
153,285
122,804
175.820
176,981
7,198,766
4,016,209
* 3 ,684
4,010,915
1,770,932

465.302,293
20 ,789, 383
465,234,737
311,439,636
117,834,599
114,984,398
629 ,296
1,841,473
344,275
20,803,122
2,666,634
5,154
52,439
7,955,932

24,458,137
705,1 G4
626,150
144,253
601 ,865

505,730
496,856
2 ,458
5,844
465

1

3,981
1,929
146
48.785

1

Footnotes at end of table. Sea text for ' 'Explanation of Terms" and "Dewription of the Sample and Limitations of the Data. "
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394,255
29 ,369
476.631
83.021
'12,827
3,592,577
4,035,040
2, 216,877
687,981
223.933
37,770
119 ,132
7,933
439,683

1

21,867

1

3,210,114
99,237
3, 295 ,565
1,488,232

1

579,480
542,252
2,812
30 ,071
2,229
296,604
2. 581
11,605

310,969
43,785
88 ,046
117 ,277
2,416
1,576,006
1,131,823
997
1 ,130,421
832.292
328,029
315,515
1,025
10 .331
1,147
33,697
143
4,621

Corporation Returns/1987

RETURNS WITH NET INCOME
Table 3-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other Items, by Major Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Major industry-Continued
Construction
Item

Manufacturing

Total

General
building
contractors
and operative
builders

Heavy
construction
contractors

Special
trade
contractors

Total

Food and
kindred
products

Tobacco
manufactures

Textile mill
products

Apparel and
other textil
products

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

Number of returns with not Income ....................

222,498

85,203

12,518

124,77-7

169,998

9,955

61

3,804

9,883

Total assets ........................................

158,778,240

88,472,648

25,929,220

",376,372

2,428,854,535

215,296,734

56,05,578

24,637,927

28,105,215

Cash ............................................
N
and accounts receivable ........................
otes
Less: Allowance for bad debts
............
Inventories ............................
....
Investments in Government obligations ........... ......
Other current assets .................................
Loans to stockholders ...
.......................
Mortgage and real estate loans ........................
Other investments
............
Depreciable assets .
Less: Accumulated depreciation*
. .... ...
Depletable assets ...................................
Less: Accumulated depletion ........................
Land .................... .......................
Intangible assets (amortizable) . ~ .......................
Less: Accumulated amortization ... ..................
Other assets .......................................

18,503,146
42,048.753
289,819
22.625,274
2,229,903
16,827.584
2,543,346
9,964,100
11,587,200
53,546,957
31,850,970
256,361
68,063
4,634,908
659,262
168,565
5,728,863

8,292,278
18,112.919
96.468
16,237,913
1,699,266
10,924,871
1,128,308
9,721,184
7,357,601
15,501,507
8,051,479
61,740
20,682
3,180,782
367,616
48,780
4,104,072

3,591,928
6,901,487
42,257
1,246,885
336,254
2,291,160
323,827
92,032
2,924,649
17,813,898
11,179.684
158,109
29,480
701,457
48,229
17,590
768,318

6,618,941
17,034,347
151,093
5,140,476
194,383
3,611,553
1,091,211
150,885
1,304,950
20,231,551
12,619,807
36,513
17,901
752,670
243,416
102,195
856,473

70,944,646
5G6,316,570
8,769,626
264,947,490
24,231,694
142,109,853
11,206,697
20,116,000
572,151,748
1,053,572,167
511,122,804
51.346,428
19,349,378
25,972,182
101,162,394
27,418,247
151,436,721

8,395,715
36.282,776
514,629
23,024,211
1,898,683
7,975,757
1,311,848
284,864
64,119,290
82,289,625
36,669,027
156,637
*32,758
3,486,369
11,188,586
624.107
12,722,893

86,274
4.689,788
83,104
5,784,974
17,003
3.925,385
31,619
1,330
*29,295,225
13,830,371
4,859,034
535
185
306,362
* 1,317,938
248,430
2,859,527

1,298,063
5,991,349
94,601
5,592,677
89,614
829,687
38,738
19,044
2,142,633
15,708,400
8,435,080
'10,498
*3,671
171,172
458,492
41,889
862,801

1,312,643
5,969,696
111,222
7,931,162
43,673
1,506.845
112.037
16,886
3,613,388
6,504,498
3,182,801
174,585
1,448,469
128,457
2,893,814

Total liabilities ......................................

158,778,240

Accounts payable ..................................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year . .
Other current liabilities ...............................
Loans from stockholders ..................... .......
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more . ~ .
Other liabilities .....................................
Capital stock ......................................
Paid-in or capital surplus .............................
Retained earnings, appropriated ............ ..........
Retained earnings, unappropriated .....................
Other retained earnings, 11 20S ........................
Less: Cost of treasury stock ...........................

27,988,092
17,452.109
23,373,221
3,967,530
28,186,419
9,556,797

88,472,648
15,553,765
11,550,670
12,431,139
2,207,453
19,959,446
6,188,098

25,929,220
3,935,834
1,958,034
3,392,733
341,967
3,921,294
1,412,328

44,376,372
8,498,493
3,943,404
7,549,349
1,418,110
4.305,679
1,956,371

2,428,854,535
251,307,031
184,416,154
252,018,164
46,191,640
444,019,188
237,264,538

215,296,734
27,271,640
15,230,415
18,507,299
3,667,549
38,611.103
19,547,521

56,955,S78
3,195,112
2,421,254
6,946,247
158,826
-11,485.717
3,316.522

24,637,927
2,508,279
1,720,485
1,976,187
255,995
4,886,823
1,021,331

28,105,215
3,685,026
3,553,628
2,214,839
423,748
5.479,075
807,475

4,889,911
8,016,551
191,273
28,266,493
9,777,454
2,887,610

2,041,930
4,871,580
90,492
10,381,445
4,130,792
934,163

1,127,782
2,014,509
*37,750
5,998,596
2,410,569
622,177

1,720,198
1,130,462
63,031
11,886,452
3,236,093
1,331,270

101,458,906
375,616,749
22,698,692
554,927,535
32,134,942
73,199,002

9,111,392
40,785,694
1,355,828
48,090,455
3,759,437
10,641,599

1,660,355
12,108,785
339,322
15,845,016
*521,578

1,362,087
2,381,671
*22,404
7,542,592
1,497,493
537,418

1,501,898
3,957,923
'15,806
4,584,408
2,516.314
634.925

Total receipts ......................................
Business receipts ............ ......................
Interest .................................
........
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local .... ..............................
Rents ............................................
Royalties ....... ..................................

343,388,108

159,812,463

50,013,226

133,562,419

2,440,413,550

334,074,375
2,727,080

154,379,064
2,065,711

47,905,544
334,211

131,789,767
327,159

2,274.681,446
38,803,370

285,096,417
272,187,211
2,281,759

51,403,883
48,211,598
908,308

43,518,604
42,946,520
134,223

50,030,312
48,920,126
268,533

54,581
813,977
14,711

23,511
399,858
2,716

20.272
261.097
7,897

10,798
153,023
*4,099

1,214,348
27,941,271
13,953,101

35,380
1,545,525
990,292

-2,725
*410,632
*269,363

7.147
39,781
16,673

4,129
66,330
212,357

Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
loss ............................
..........
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
loss ............................................
Net gain, noncapital assets ...........................
Dividends received from domestic corporations ...........
Dividends received from foreign corporations .............
Other receipts .....................................

35,576

13,012

18,740

3,824

1,106,035

202,809

1,355

31,370

-6,643

602,567
706,848
140,204
59,513
4.158,676

347,287
340,439
61,190
*45,834
2,133,842

164,777
239,256
59,703
13,570
988,161

90,503
127,154
19.310
*110
1,036,673

16,408,568
6,382,757
3,549,375
20,425,494
35,947,786

1,459,514
872,411
365,249
1,705,005
3,451,260

669,735
*32,272
89,784
*313,058
495,053

30,355
53,299
12,906
37,681
208,648

15,489
12,276
10,165
24,438
489,826

Total deductions ....................................
Cost of sales and operations ............... ..........
Compensation of officers .............................
Repairs ...........................................
Bad debts ........................ ...............
Rent paid on business property ........ ...............

328,005,242

153,039,886

47,327,447

127,637,910

2,283,690,856

270,873,083

47,570,944

126,888,751
4,309,387
367,828
170,466
727,226

36,397,923
1,194,574
418,086
120,429
307,552

91,841,820
6,814,187
661,203
357,413
1,386,005

1,517,939,262
24,039,840
24,053,062
4.968,389
24,838,420

189,742.040
1,842,279
2,260,064
258,842
2.345,964

Taxes paid ..... ..................................
Interest paid ~ ~ .....................................
Contributions or gifts ....
........................
Amortization ................
................
Depreciation ...................... ................

6,832,201
4,285,625
121,845
87.536
5,793,373
68,212
962,626
1,465,034
1,785,986
61,616
34,578,342

2,063,114
2,820,698
50,408
50,941
1,536,312
20,725
418,273
473,392
443.674
30,752
12,667,939

1,025,888
543,798
21,418
11,856
1,663,912
35,219
43,569
283,013
286,326
14,765
4,959,121

3,743,198
921,129
50,019
24,739
2,593,149

59,624,450
72,253,105
2,487,373
4.120,847
92,811,550

5,608,180
6,404,532
374,716
406,409
7,570,468

47,352,949
24,944,031
100,272
183,077
-37,120
269,041
2,697,512
1,746,212
111,129
41,919
2,491,128

41,132,760

255,128,494
12,318,148
1,447,117
648,307
2,420,782

32,096,724
595,992
273,214
67,470
265,784
1,017,166
702,115
23,609
31,211
1,476,931

12,268
500,785
708,629
1,055,985
16,099
16,951,283

3,872,467
41,549,977
13,878.666
31,696,715
1.416,333
364.140,400

6,772,577
29,869
6,778,935
3,027,261

2,685,779
* 2,558
2,668,065
1,571,520

5,924,509
. 68
5,913.779
3,240,780

156,722,694
16,807,635
172,315,960
145,745,819

70
4,313,159
205,162
'718.469
9,565
9,485,083
4,050,934
308,809
4,357,018
4,191,280

283
213,836
222,609
324,861
3,224
3,817,731

15,382,865
-32.494
15,360,778
7,839,561

11,184
12,189,920
988,697
2,475,599
160,241
38,233,947
14,223,334
1,297,023
15,484,976
13.079,814

34,910,626
1,299,762
154.707
88,038
643,215
1,006,420
1,082,641
21,572
108,903
686,817
*1,770
682,314
191,741
322,520
21,982
6.347,918

2,385,844
34,956
2,413,653
1,740,804

2,459,368
57,759
2,512,998
1,419,446

2,433,354
2,349,801
12,475
69,114
1,798
17,788
1,090
-

970,386
934,090
5,226
29,913
990

567,976
549,642
3,371
14.331
632

894,992
866,069
3,877
24,870
176

57,130,704
56,017,772
265,631
665,852
171,755

5,021,831
4,935,201
29,602
42,236
14,242

1,629,456
1,620,721

8,619
-

*9.102
1,090
-

*67

1,090,588
230,357
-

102,690

29.997

33,907

16,931.616
2,564,058
5,154
28,576
3,709,348

176,888
23,843
105,268

682,445
676,921
1,405
2,939
1,180
27,450
243
-

530,663
525,105
387
4,142
1,030
18,172
34,188
7,843

Depletion .........................................
Advertising .........
Pension, profit-sharing, scdk bonus, and annuity plans.....
.......
Employee benefit programs .......................
Net loss, noncapital assets ............. ..............
Other deductions .................... ..............
Total receipts less total deductions ........
........
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations . .
Net income .........................................
Income subject to tax .................................
Income tax, total .....................................
Regular and alternative tax ......... .................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit .........
Alternative minimum tax ...............
............
Environmental tax ...............................
Foreign tax credit .....................................
U.S. possessions tax credit ....................... .....
Orphan drug credit ...................................
Nonconventional source fuel credit .......................
General business credit .................................

-3
38,786

214,156

5,947

18,564

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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Corporation Returns/1987

RETURNS WITH NET INCOME
Table 3-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other items, by Major Industry-Continued
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)
Maim industry-Continued
Marturfacturing--Continued
Item
Lumber and
wood
products

Fu and m..1tuUtisas

Paperand
allied
products

(17)

(18)

(19)

Chemicals
and allied
products

Petroleum
(including
integrated)
arid coal
products

Rubberand
miscellaneous
plastics
products

Leather and
leather
pmducts

Stme, clay.
and glass,
products

(20)

(21)

j22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

Number of returns vilth net Income ....................

13,260

4,649

2,304

26,326

5.687

1,127

8,222

1,380

5,759

Total assets ........................................

s4,8N,472

290,720,116

44S,475,586

38,268,505

8,530,104

S8,7S5,717

1,9%,M6
7,560.637
101.499
6,656.902
218.982
4,356,142
149,649
1.552.208
7,814,470
33,108,299
17,254.101

86,131,140
1,837,432
10,568,312
246,366
8,788,124
485,731
1,936,361
281,652
86,239
18,318,484
61,378,927
26,118.896

95,347,724

Cash .... ........................................
Notes and accounts receivable ........................
Less: Allowance for bad debts .......................
Inventor"
Investments in
.. 6overnment
. ..
. ...........
..... ... . ....
obligations ..................
Other current assets .................................
Loans stockholders ...............................
Mortgage
to and real estate loans ........................
Other investments ..................................
Depreciable assets ...... ................... .......
Less: Accumulated depreciation ......................

3,782.471
17,565,181
933,605
6,344,155
1,730,475
4,850.026
1.144,786
201,611
15,392,526
43,334,125
19,978,446

8,554.605
48,230,448
897,973
28,604,257
921,194
20.949,131
1.623.635
201,276
74,769,831
136,279.670
67,354,014

3.664.538
63.563,474
830,323
15.808,&M
1,148,985
17,507,493
2,816,860
120,289
172,337.403
210.946,435
96,795,693

1,345,767
8,113,204
201,947
6.322.081
37.342
2,006.043
299,190
16,004
5,000,353
23,606,705
11,265,142

1.067,024
1,828.439
33,057
2,289,392
'70,247
380.853
26.545
1.318.916
2,262.640
1,263,921

1,435,544
8,931,448
230.364
4,665,626
403,974
1,950,915
96,670
41,679
8,847,734
28,340,055
13,591,630

Depletable assets ...................................
Less: Accumulated depletion ...... .................
Land ........... ................. ..............
Intangible assets (amortizable) .........................
Less: Accumulated amortization ......................
Other assets .......................................

5,254,067
201.340
838,825
308,228
19,197
2,668,163

14,399,586
806,851
3.672,740
a3,195
3.375,354
51,960
570,287
42.420
19,609
991,594
7,211,513
3,480,924
*4,744
437
202,096
384,072
28,326
659,228

3.202.738
589,034
1,356,950
1,849,675
199.913
3,194,725

349,361
*28,240
1,396,776
12,397,624
1,149,449
8.948,346

6,766,879
3,679,670
2.474,325
11,970,747
2,091,266
23,397,039

32,527,319
13,548,768
5,463,712
36,405.871
19,718,484
14,057,670

11,659
93
490,729
1,046,633
179.580
1,619,557

*3,613
*3.613
52,073
88,758
19,480
461,674

712,562
261,372
1.136,589
1,381.432
182,994
15,077,849

Total liabilities ......................................

54,866,472
4,382,670
4.032,512
5,278,892
572,698
13,437.258
2,218,257

14,399,S86
1,474,996
768,572
1,410,671
174,505
2,215,444
509,044

86,131,140
6,596,655
3,300,923
5,763.744
916,055
19,673,888
7,968,833

95,347,724

290,720,116
26,907,440
15,982,274
29,722,532
4,617.083
47,403,808
27,976,251

445,475,S86
42,535,469
19,458,833
29,522,180
1.276,240
82,757.755
57,996,583

38,268,505

8,530,104

58,75S,717

7,119,931
5,364.557
10.675,052
2,111,203
21,831,552
8,787,363

5,155,349
2,446,348
4,034,083
741,323
9,304,401
2,419,510

2,988,927
7,091,844
53,660
13,554,460
1,794,356
539,061

683,938
1.037,098
* 6,099
5,599,409
831,417
311,606

5,429,265
11,749,707
44,401
25,960,329
1,270,153
2,542,814

3,451.941
7,832,775
56,268
28,667,765
2,310,098
2,860,782

11,860,462
59,911,725
292,502
76.663,122
1,448,299
12,065,383

12,756,381
92,359,949
14,018,773
111,124237
430:531
18,761,344

1,387,942
4,620,315
'25,857
7,651,964
1,597,713
1,116.300

794,471
710.125
787,006
97,449
2,412,720
375,164
591,129
695,634
9,108
1.884,727
530,876
358.306

5,282,578
2,796,402
3,513,040
11,912.912
13,007,805
3,376,805
2,000,906
7,415,766
90,293
9,771 743
1,046:213
1,458,747

......................................

73,470,005

28,251,465

94,114,343

110,694,017

276,971,642

Business receipts ....... ...........................
Interest . .
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local ............ __ ...................
Rents ~ . ~ ............................. ...........
Royalties ...... ....... .........................

69,886,067
808,356

27.654,336
78,126

90,451,576
563,683

105,492,9a3
981,306

255,724,501
3,255,277

312,985,990
288,192,182
7,425,602

58,149,731
55,317,410
437,614

13,333,263
12,771,392
244,093

50,843,162
47,344,055
708.820

2,714
123,707
44,831

10,363
105,789
8,837

15,546
201,156
332,236

58,326
437,370
244,768

117,193
891,914
2,031,978

9,970
1,959.124
954,086

10,256
173,985
106,858

5,472
34,449
31,621

6,945
114,896
163,708

Accounts payable .............................. ...
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year . .
Other current liabilities . . ~ . . ~ .........................
Loans from stockholders .............................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more. . .
Other liabilities ................. ....... ...........
Capital stock ............... ......................
Paid-in or capital surplus ......... ...................
Retained earnings, appropriated .......................
Retained earnings, unappropriated ................... .
Other retained earnings, 11 20S ........................
Less: Cost of treasury stock ...........................
Total receipts

Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
loss ..................... .......... ...........
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
loss ~ ~ ~ ~ ... ....... ...........................
Net gain, noncapital assets ... .......................
Dividends received from domestic corporations ...........
Dividends received from foreign corporations . ~ ... .......
Other receipts .....................................

19,073

9,938

230.306

1 1.240

1,431

*376

388,307

1,325.328
155,506
20,321
138,533
958.153

47.679
61,917
21,105
22,984
239.947

1,048,074
246,926
95,370
532,278
608,424

767,069
322,741
166,711
121,221
2,081,585

4,111,220
419,036
858,585
3,844,078
5,487.553

1,616,182
1,006,609
470.643
5,522,087
5,718,264

829,811
283,995
41.053
339,437
607,880

59,164
1,670
3,545
51,010
130,471

657,536
261,306
73,304
408,204
716,082

Total deductions ....................................
Coo of sales and operations .......
.......
Compensation of officers .............................
Repairs ...........................................
Bad debts ........................................
Rent paid on business property ........................
Taxes paid .........................................
Interest paid .......................... ........ ...
Contributions or gifts ............. ..................
Amortization . ... ..................................
Depreciation .... ......... ........... ............
Depletion ..................................... ...
Advertising ........................ ...............
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ......
Employee benefit programs . . ~ ..... .... ........ ....
Net loss, noncapital assets ........................ ...
Other deductions ......................... __ ......

68,659,339
51,295,719
1,030.448
1,163,366
93,208
724,415
1,607,989
1,574,968
52,680
45,213
2,373,239
707,933
287,116
384,961
648,522
9,572
6,659,788

26,322,965

$8,040,093

101,006,362
50.365,141
2,809.291
725,807
682,828
1,833,244

294,843,429
208,383,734
404,234
3,760,737
442,533
2,609,609

5,087,598
7,368,516
455,873
467,114
10,263,765
353,578
8,921,018
1,693,209
3,488,383
216,146
52,643,815

13,118,126
12,685,241
209,954
608,848
13,710,859
1.926,996
917,092
754,242
1,615,873
145,822
33,549,531

12,711,315
8,751,429
197,452
68.387
38,300
283,452
271,044
410.115
9,089
7,265
186.260
.8

46,957,670
31,131,950
649,117
917,686
159,070
515,650

3,300,102
2,906,463
203,706
650,068
4.546,386
34.370
2,133,297
890,212
1,452,246
59,333
28,413,868

37,683,134
1,050.645
502,119
126,662
679,662
1,142,807
1,372,483
29,900
74,893
1,888,525
32,118
653.080
361,140
819,436
19,551
7,982,255

Total receipts less total deductions .................. ....
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations ..
Net income .........................................
Income subject to tax ...................... ..........
Income tax, total .....................................
Regular and alternative tax ..........................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit ...... . .
Alternative minimum tax ... ..... _ _ _ .... ........
Environmental tax ................ .................
Foreign tax credit ....... .............................
U.S. possessions tax credit ...... ......................
Orphan drug credit ...................................
Nonconventional source fuel credit .......................
General business credit ................. I ..............

4,810,666
49,576
4,857,528
3,322,135

1,928,500
22,409
1,940,546
1,610,888
606,992
603,519
1,587

59,574,046
756,007
2,067,801
105,359
763,715
1,918,372
2,142,992
106,774
72,480
5,240,483
217,290
988,483
457,020
1,374,502
10,995
12,243,777
6,074,249
326,974
6,385,677
5,693,871
2,268,382
2,162,898
12,447
65,749
6,957
354,827
1,881
'290
187,002

251,481,363
151,749.731
1,715.305
3,801,572
'
416,785
2,838,956

54,418,411

19,092.877
542,112
119,002
69,935
279.039

25,490,279
4,117,107
29,490,192
27,026,208
10,521.083
10,381.268
40,380
69,448
29,934

18,042,561
4,192,453
22,225,044
21,504,884
8,571,688
8,486,368
22,493
33,482
29,344

3,731,320
245,252
3.966,316
3,071,659
1,155,500
1,132,086
15,856
4,861
2,089

2,989,377
1,454,644
5.112

6,129,561
32,293
16,401
171,790

239,956
17,745
55
36,452

6,489

1,232,750
1,215,208
4,087
9.831
3,623
48,906
3,967
102,230

704,959
308,389
23,931
23,279
650,097
'1,687
373,190
192,014
246,745
5,153
3,690,557

1,241
18,487
367
10,062

Footnotes at end of table, See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Des;ription of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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9,677,655
95,901
9,715,230
8,186,614
3,179,542
3,141,139
14,214
15,346
8,666,
119,564
5,320
1,619
105,895

510,571

252,395
58,018
115,338
20,718
2,042,045
621,948
6,588
623,063
416,538
159,622
155,094
719

1,257,292
2,062,764
28,325
146,615
2,250,158
223,532
306.102
218,340
581,640
11,096
6,498,332

171

3,885,492
210,506
4,089,053
3,323,534
1,275,999
1,249,128
7.799
14.384
3,890

2,425
12,338
5.211

206,190
2,104
63
28.145

Corporation Returns/1987

RETURNS WITH NET INCOME
Table 3-13alance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other Items, by Major Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Major industry-Continued
Marufacturing-Continued

Item

Primary
metal
industries

Fabricated
metal
products

(26)
Number of returns with net Income ....................

3,369

(2T)
29,203

Total assets ........................................
Cash ................. ...........................
Notes and accounts receivable ........................
Allowance for bad debts . . ~ ....... ............
Inventories
Less:
...6 .......
..........
..... I ......
.............
investments in overnment obligations
..
Other current assets ......... . . . ............
Loans to stockholders ...............................
Mortgage and real estate loans .... ...................
Other investments ..... . . ..................
.....
Depreciable assets . . ~ ....................... I .......
Less: Accumulated depreciation ..... ..............
.............
Depletable assets ..................
Less: Accumulated depletion . .......................
Land .................
........................
Intangible assets (amortizable) ..................... ...
Less: Accumulated amortization .................... ...
Other assets ................ ..........

71,225,022
3,393,594
13,101,731
235213
10, 100:031
401,129
3,607,185
302.030
20 ,445
12,413,080
48,549,945
25, 126 ,893
1,011,960
600,5B3
761,796
643,162
108,819
2,990,442

Total liabilities ......................................
Accounts payable .............. ...................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year . .
.............
Other current liabilities ..............
Loans from stockholders ........
.......
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more.
Other liabilities .............................. ......
Capital stock ........ ....................... .....
Paid-in or capital surplus .................... ........
Retained earnings, appropriated ... ...................
Retained earnings, unappropriated .... ...............
...............
Other retained earnings, 11 20S ...
Less: Cost of treasury stock ... ....................

Machinery,
except
electrical
(28)

I
1

Electrical
and
electronic
equipment

~ehlcotorand
M
equipment
lea

Transportation
equipment,
except motor
~ehicles

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)
5,893

Miscellaneous
manufacturing
man and
lecturing
not allocable

(33)
9,891

li,157

10,629

1,020

107,297,115
4,516,748
24,139,655
377,967
19 ,930, 791
455,152
4,277,729
539,043
84 ,180
20,444,469
45,304,844
22 ,756 ,409
397,099,
97,903
1,538,251
4,517,475
379,407
4,763,365

179,997,583
6,750,022
47,219,460
826,742
27,624 ,097
5,527,936
11,853,959
678,640
541 ,575
26,991,646
83,745,033
43 ,869,246
'14,358

200,320,579
2,085,332
93,365,168
519,512
10,900,645
3.001,135
8,054,524
505,537
'14 ,548,972
34,052,923
51,434,004
27 ,347 ,955

1,762,121
5,094.348
864,965
7,761,119

271,027,917
8,879,569
65,436,861
1,685,497
32 ,491 ,136
5,317,641
33,848,124
512,672
2 , 111 , 109
49,969,674
87,147,726
46 ,574 ,810
698,105
'246,595
1,679,862
4,162,934
588,960
27,868,364

71,225,022
8,399,490
3,248,696
6,255,160
2,303,327
16,386,369
9,211,386
4,160,2B8
13,738.882
443,006
7,082,503
784,548
788,633

107,297,115
11,920,092
6,900,288
13,962,446
1,097,880
17,961,589
8,881,490
5,044,990
15.253,271
103,737
24,548,121
4,372,524
2,749,312

179,997,583
16,724,344
13,177.573
26,055,257
1,292,219
30,536,462
15.397,732
14,667,952
18,733,222
1,273,231
43,306,225
2,841,815
4,008,450

Total receipts ......................................
........ .............
Business receipts ........
tnterest ........................ ........ .........
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local . . . ..........
...............
............................ ....
Rents ....
Royalties ............. .................... .......
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
loss .............. .............................
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
loss . . ~ ..................................... ...
Net gain, noncapital assets ................. ........
Dividends received from domestic corporations ...........
Dividends received from foreign corporations .............
Other receipts ............. ......................

85,932,108
82,006,159
1,059,211

135,437,552
129,794,561
1,494,745

266,695
458,219
86,924

31,978
629,593
183,319

48,941

10,873

18,884

95 ,258

197

1 ,361

3 .269

17, 533

719,898
145,530
47,B31
299,919
792, 781

332 ,799
301,871
511,625
7,54,733
1 ,391 ,454

696, 789
316,889
195,012
3,560,320
2 ,773, 745

668 ,251
669,141
180,449
727,658
3, 902, 150

224,056
749,468
96,152
439 ,095
1 ,631 ,675

620,726
297,781
139,112
579,061
2,636,395

166,373
97,557
69,362
883,412
1,081,587

342,519
74,556
81,090
121 ,283
544,855

Total deductions ....................................
........
Cost of sales and operations ................
.............
Compensation of officers .........
................
Repairs .........................
Bad debts . ~ .............. .................. ....
......................
Rent paid on business property
Taxes paid ..............
......................
Interest paid .......................................
Contributions or gifts
.............................
Amortization . .................. ...................
Depreciation ............ ..........................
Depletion . ............. .............. ...........
...........................
Advertising .......
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ......
Employee benefit programs ......
.................
Net loss, ncncapital assets ............................
Other deductions ......
......................
Total receipts less total deductions .............. .......
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations . .
Net income ........... ............................
Income subject to tax .................................
Income tax, total .....................................
Regular and alternative tax ...........................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit .........
Alternative minimum tax ...........................
Environmental tax ...............................
Foreign tax credit ..................................
U.S. possessions tax credit ..... ..................
Orphan drug credit ...................................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ................ ......
General business credit . ~ .............................. 1

81,759,041
63,387,200
596,603
1,535,876
173,023
900,713
1,545,201
1,906.042
47,765
63,137
2,470,688
252,018
148,595
696,056
1,407,710
207,279
6.421,136
4,173,067
160.200
4,066,573
2,226,536
911,439
863,681
1,653
41,704
4,401
115,534
48
123.440

126,653,945
88,631,965
3,460,673
979,505
294,076
1,323,903
3,212,873
3,511,718
81,712
224,275
4,181,905
43,190
982,569
893,996
2,022,921
37,619
16,771,043
8,7B3,607
.465,973
9,217,579
6,424.247
2,449,667
2,393,143
7,867
43,013
5,619
490,396
13,192
-

179,869,401
103,086,997
2,320,321
1,351,225
453,720
2,567,062
4,689,054
5,029,373
196,992
330,710
7,922,007
7,378
1,680,919
1,099,209
3.356,078
271,500
45,506,857
13,072,518
3,018,696
15,781,169
13,690,934
5,460,472
5,243,160
27,952
170,778
16,705
3,176,829
66,015
2
315,164

201,066,020
126,033,672
2,002,235
1,203,624
535,153
2,544,102
4,716,653
7,647.516
238,523
313,545
10,674,934
20,551
2,318,761
1,453,894
3,818,325
111,381
37,433,150
11,820,953
674,886
12,427,420
10.351.053
4,081,342
3,979,762
19,858
69,427
11,230
605,545
442,544
-1,601
562,391

134,713,692
93,532.124
427,131
1,684,824
513,129
1,282,908
2,582,373
8,632,043
40,592
87,518
7,916,741
6,839
1,235,585
1,710,848
2,999,905
19,141
12,041,992
6,743,580
666,508
7,248,761
6,152,294
2,503,337
2,441,700
29,446
21,954
10,238
430,095
1,060
9
196,439

114,189,063
85,492,243
452,000
730,809
154,902
1,083,652
2,057,201
2,712,725
78,761
236,393
3,379,640
27,469
383,701
754,508
2,696,858
19,465
13,928,736
7,725,485
170,378
7,869,936
6,234,584
2,513,856
2,454,252
10,786
39,263
9,556
122,277
6,735
843.245

53,116,896
30,894,317
783,441
341.085
93,842
658,381
1,125,913
1,066,880
111,269
104,334
1,825,464
-1,901
1,636,835
453,658
691,726
14,567
13,323,282
3,884,047
602,500
4,433,380
3,950,917
1.556,186
1,532,344
12,095
7,395
4,025
480,044
164,564
42
76,541

40,952,114
27,159,562
1,004,519
228,576
174,392
425,951
957,617
979,377
40,300
76,718
1,105,057

1

67,958

2,411

Instruments
and related
products

52,529,599
2,218,071
13,701.102
201 , 148
7,705,929
298,094
2,670,912
224,211
108, 1 20
7,575,235
26,455.379
12,854,907
*7,394

31,153,394
1,935,747
7,558,933
297 ,607
6,125,688
251,624
1,797,840
349,178
91,889
3,755,241
11,510,1188
5,429,148
113,681

2,591
834,877
732,437
91,567
8,761,143

97,812,921
5,622,600
18,826,169
264 .058
24,881,453
1,861,119
7,254,656
119,737
'48,669
12,987,634
34,623,087
16,914,728
97,713
15,118
851,234
2,594,295
269.331
5,507,790

627,138
1,825,959
252,625
2,424,326

366,339
1,345,255
231,001
1,936,886

271,027,917
30,453,691
34,219,061
26,925,334
2,030,066
34,736,825
43,944,056
9,788,459
38,480,327
212,801
52.941,040
1,833,497
4,537,240

200,320,579
21,036,694
35,963,231
28, 565 ,605
9,940,749
42,666.151
12,455,610
3,428,428
21,341,895
*3,425,942
22,136,899
865,226
1,505,852

97,812,921
16,668,028
6,831,B48
20,880 ,093
775.905
15,090.210
6,189,275
4,609,428
5,155,331
* 195,573
23.768,623
535,406
2,886,799

52,529,599
6,243,928
3,133,697
5 ,787 ,283
1,140,449
7,560,316
2,738,976
3,093,371
6,668,155
*664,692
18,706,174
448,634
3,656.075

31,153,394
2,951,147
3,155,429
3,235 ,213
685,457
6,573,918
2,1 25 ,354
1,879,369
4,296,779
49.389
5.497,722
1,420,392
716,776

192,941,918
164.206,858
3,232,835

212,986,973
198,879,077
2,673,116

141,457,272
125,058,537
9,410,599

121,914,549
114,104,117
2,058,942

57,000,941
53,170,986
493,777

44,089,402
42,361,195
284,443

310,045
11,682,028
5,948,516

68,418
3,529,605
1,493,849

161,327
3,631,609
54,558

25,927
1.272,315
178,811

53,166
490,053
491,401

10,623
143,190
lG8,115

1

932,010
199,133
519,059
41,982
7,105,558
3,137,288
83,181
3,209,847
2,127,579
818,453
805,075
2,209
5,910
1,666
88,505
54,624
20,980

Footnotes at end of table. Sao text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitabons of the Data."
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Corporation Returns/1987

RETURNS WITH NET INCOME
Table 3-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other Items, by Major Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)

Major industry-Continued
Transportation and public utilities

Wholesale and retail trade

Item
Total

(34)
Number of returns with net Income

....................

Transportation

-

(35)

Communication

(36)

Total

(37)

(38)

Total

Groceries
and related
products

Machinery
equipment:
and supplies

Mtsceltaneous
holesale
trade

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

80,304

63,170

8,466

8,668

537,686

188,016

17,853

28,385

141,778

Total assets ........................................ 1,107,458,904
Cash ............................................
24.827,8BB
Notes and accounts receivable ........................
95,549,559
Less: Allo~ance for bad debts .......................
2,380,749
Inv ntories ....................
.............
24,364,819
Inv2ments in Government obligations ..................
7,797,202
current
Other
assets .................................
38.846,258
Loans to stockholders ............................ . .
2.997,828
Mortgage and real estate loans ................. ......
885 .719
Other investments ......... ........................
160,531,811
Depreciable assets .................. ...............
971.094,662
Less: Accumulated depreciation ........ .............
298,395,265
Depletable assets . . ~ . ~ ........ .....................
4,186.411
Less: Accumulated depletion ............ ...........
2 ,298 ,882
Land ............................................
7,830,065
Intangible assets (amortizable) .........................
16.177,214
Less: Accumulated amortization ........... ..........
2,215,127
Other assets ..... ................... .............
57,659,491

225,030,109

358,841,671

S23,587,124

841,450,316

3S4,709,661

32,291,609

50,854,677

271,563,376

10,268,416
26.604.820
394,857
4.703,582
2 ,655 .135
15,273.845
1,187,357
805, 880
32.957.826
178.837.179
66 .159,645

8.453,447
40,500 ,515
1,288,647
6,273,850
403, 358
7.865,303
779.726
56, 433
83,059,283
285,933.701
94 ,819,816
3,195
1,789
2.018,720
9,542 ,238
698.153
10,760,305

6.106.025
28 ,444 ,224
697,245
13,387,387
4 .738. 708
15,707,110
1,030,745
23,406
44,514,701
506,323,782
137,415 ,803

50,068.095
207,351 ,469
3,764,236
228,604,848
13,202 ,407
41,531.094
9.216.629
6,680 ,455
71,231,554
272,479,169
124 ,311 , 028

2,187.992
9 ,382 .377
181,600
8,534,686
73.598
1,261.187
522.805
119,708
1 , 769,949
12,684,940
6, 358,048

3,410,940
15 ,814, 023
349.208
15,018,182
260,731
1.897,300
534.968
108.321
5, 141 .526
13,409.406
6,779,308

3,577,233
2.054.996
3,171,544
3 ,989 ,647
1,209,307
33,949,964

1,723,315
742,755
19,023,330
14 ,329,433
2,637,130
37,463,668

24,765,412
115,001 ,039
2,134,230
94,776.374
1 ,533 ,627
18,323,506
3,426,354
1 ,380,164
30,657,663
96.015,203
49 ,067, 023
1,412.932
655,720
5,255,686
5 ,055,662
982,740
9,945,752

'37,655
* 19.123
547,608
563 ,623
150 ,429
1.314,681

29,325
5.062
582,801
4 1 3 .597
104 ,090
1,471,226

19,166.480
89 ,804.639
1.603.422
71,223,506
1,199.298
15,165.019
2,368,581
1.152,135
23, 746, 188
69.920.858
35,929,667
1,345.951
631,535
4,125,277
4,078,442
728 ,220
7,159.845

rotai liabilities ...................................... 1,107,458,904
Accounts payable ................ .................
62,079,230
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year . .
41,310,926
Other current liabilities ...............................
74.732,569
Loans from stockholders .............................
6,779.817
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more ...
308,140,148
Other liabilities ................ ...... _ ...........
154,518,306
Capital stock ........... ........ .................
138,977,157
Paid-in or capital surplus ......... ............... ...
157.753,344
Retained earnings, appropriated . . . ...................
2,620.273
Retained earnings , unappropriated ....
`
...............
1641 43668
Other retained earnings. 11 20S
3:531:810
,
Less: Cost of treasury stock ................ ..........
7 128, 344

225,030,109

358,841,671

523,587,124

32,291,609

24,333,948
12,771,415
19,349.449
1,589,239
87,935,324
50,421,412
39,614,442
77,114,315
324,772
47,478,900
646,548
2. 738 ,094

35,994,171
53 ,641 , 686
1,214,870
173,869,484
35,763,607
13 ,787 . 163

79,624,750
55,485 ,924
30,737,191
8,518,516
41,810,003
12.535.952
18,293,026
18 ,579, 790
377,014
75,106,181
19,530,622
5 ,889,308

8.096,351
3 ,255 ,832
2,754,232
609,905
6.059,660
1,036,003
1,435,205
1 . 736,521
57.064
6,587,626
1,403,525
740,315

50,854,677
10,376,291
8, 216,445
5,909,151
1,355,295
6, 157 ,029
2,355,110
1,977,721
1 ,890 ,608
96,595
11,067,568
2,518.956
1,066,092

271,563,375
61,152.108
44, 013,647
22,073,809
6,553.316
29, 593,313
9,144.839

9,697,741
33,243,888
403,857
48,808,899
2. 367,024
3, 885.916

18,069,244
19.256, 069
34,432,180
2,350,357
168,605,547
74,052,197
89,664,974
47,395 , 141
1,891.643
67,855,869
518,238
504 ,335

841,450,316
150,474,250
114,485 ,208
98,734,269
18,860,665
140,219.883
31,959,389

354,709,661

19,676,039
9,283,442
20.950,939
2,840,222
51,599,277
30,044,697

633,499,893
593,879,911
8,788,531

226,878,587

178,762,566
167,004,056
2,240,895

227,858,741
216,032,268
3,104,496

2,129,260,090

1,040,089,318

767,856,997

2,075,702,143
11,222,443

1,019,957,471
4,214,183

164,100,619
161,384,607
301,159

108,131,702

210.843,588
3,443,141

104,739.486
733,818

753.833,378
3,179,207

291,406
7,682,909
292,800

63,258
2,661.068
161,410

65,038
3,181,893
85,801

163,109
1,B39,948
45,589

989,153
7,387,370
1,194,396

89,164
2,709,249
424,443

6,443
288,423
35,337

16,066
630.555
71.072

66,656
1,790,271
318,033

Totall receipts ......................................
Business receipts
........... .....................
Interest ........
.......................... ......
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local ... ........................ ......
Rents .............. ....... .......... .......
Royalties ...................... ....................
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
loss .......
.............................
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
loss .......... .................................
Net gain, noncapital assets ............ ..............
Dividends received from domestic corporations ...........
Di v id ends received from foreign corporations . ~ ~ .........
Other receipts .....
........................
otal deductions ....................................
Cost of sales and operations . . ~ .... ..................
Compensation of officers ............. ...............
Repairs ...................... ....................
Bad debts ......... _ .......................... _ .
Rent paid on business property ........................
Taxes paid ... ........
.....................
Interest paid ....... __ .... .......................
Contributions or gifts
_ .............................
Amortization ............. * ............. * ........ *, ,
Depreciation . .......... ...........................
Depletion ................................. .......
Advertisin g ............... ........................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ......
Employee benefit programs . ...................... ...
Net loss, noncapital assets ...... ......... __ .......
Other deductions .......................... ........
Total receipts less total deductions ..... .................
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations . .
Nat income ..................... ...................
Income subject to tax ... _ ...... ....... ............
Income tax. total .............. ......................
Regular and alternative tax ...........................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit . . . . .....
Alternative minimum tax .................... .........
Environmental tax ....... ..........................
Foreign tax credit ................. ........ ..........
u .S. possessions tax credit . . . I ........ I ................
0rphan drug credit ...................................
N onconventional source fuel credit .......................
General business credit .......... ......................

605,983
242.097
2,639.801
2,645,328
307,667
12,949,222

14,880,100
14,952 ,661
223,355
57.450,987
15,608,141
4,082.901

191,374

169,148

13,158

9.068

128,355

70,943

2.346

24,920

43,676

6,980,515
3,871,434
662,447
483,117
10,375,450

2,624,853
2,531,163
165,172
340,226
3,875,560

1,767,901
241,758
168,537
130,645
3.862,886

2,587,761
1,098,513
328.738
12,246
2,637,004

3,037,214
1,946,179
707,716
846,763
26,098,357

1,189,724
839,980
335,795
288,489
9,969,878

130,569
69,080
14,771
11,489
1,856,396

136,606
237 ,723
61,726
27,773
1,451,958

922,548
533 , 178
259 ,298
249,226
6,661,524

583,694,916
263,144,203
4,704,360
29 .828,450
3,126,813
16,768,094

215,450,597

161,564,508

206,679,811

2,068,817,901

1,012,634,715

746,356,326

62,157,216
666,332
14,962,411
1,867,019
4,739,164

108.500,010
981,572
9,825,233
734,657
2,004,848

839,662,483
15,835,701
2,537,849
2,071,402
7,722,333

8,158,649
6,750,485
120 ,62 1
278,377
14,083.101

13,516,347
18,681,046
160,988
546,456
25.232,515

532,205
4,054,621
4,844,238
9.807,433
1 ,307,634
115,703,925

223,463
1,666,808
2,040,260
3,603,722
156,791
67,234.862

8,387,700
8,887,189
285,264
408,946
24,375,255
*824
2,106.160
1,485,773
4,524,959
927,251
25,783,044

79,283.863
2,628,933
291,952
277,587
939,669
1,234,910
1,429,903
32,652
47 ,577
1,921,501

620,206,258
11,695,048
1,784.586
1,592,362
5,646,210

30,062,696
34, 318 ,720
566 ,873
1 233,779
63:690,872

1,589,025,983
31,817,857
7,648,164
4,599,061
33,074,505
29,824.987
25,376,259
633,775
1,219,248
28,265,344

161,785,918
140,172,362
1,511,719
461,311
201,454
1,136,454

104,492,472

92,486.977
3,056,456
5.040,806
525,137
10,024,082

307,918
281,654
1,318.204
1,678,752
223,592
22,686,018

161,731
25,138,298
6,380,816
9,148.722
314,940
276,188,211

49,804,977
559,713
50,070,763
43 ,81 8,3 2 6
17,506,322
16,976,595
154,084
313.046
62,504

11,427,989
253,709
11,615,920
8,189,361
3.096,763
2,935,326
34,090
115,559
11.749

17,198,058
243,940
17,376,959
16.395,762

21,178,930
62,063
21,077,884
19,233,203

60,442,189
824.300
60,276,175
41,895,926
14,909,900
14,668.995
84 ,097
119,702
30,732

332,278
53 ,1 7 1
14,953
2,526,632,

187,381
140
561,790 1

6,578,548
6,459,469
86 ,025
13,080
19,975
131,488
53,171
599,784 1

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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Wholesale trade

Electric,
gall, and
I!"
SannCas

7,831,011
7,581,801
33 ,969
184,408
30,781
13,409
14,813
1,365,058 1

591,129
8,946
632
359,849 1

10.576,592
9,564,518
247,339
427.707
10,268,931
138,521
6,149,946
2,684,003
2.991,793
164,171
101,591,426

1,236,652
943,308
35,888
56, 114
1,377,813
515,857
351 ,830
504,716
11,191
13,269,114

27,454,603
413,304
27,778,742
18,358,449
6,557,661
6.461,644
39 ,382
42,624
9,875
248,211
4,146
115.494

2,314,701
4,791
2,313,050
1,679,813

1

586,446
580,225
4, 017
1 , 450
754
771
125
15,459 1

-6,471
718.034
375 ,971
457,035
19,276
14,827,139
3,639,231
31 ,357
3,654,522
2,450,808
856.470
831,493
16,537
6,471
777
16,538
230
226
18,499 1

8,105,031
7,191,306
178,799
324 ,016
6,969,617
131,915
4,916,055
1 ,956 .203
2,030.043
133,703
73,495,173
21 ,500, 671
377, 155
21,811,170
14.227,827
5,114,745
5,049,925
18,829
34 ,704
8,344
230.901
3,791
81,535

Corporation Returns/1987

RETURNS WITH NET INCOME
Table 3-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other Items, by Major Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Major industry-Continued
Wholesale and retail trade--ContinuOd
Retail trade
Item
Total

Building
materials
garden
supplies,
and mobile
home
dealers

General
niechandise
stores

(43)

(44)

(45)

Food stores

Automotive
dealers and
se-ce
stations

Apparel and
accesso'y
stores

Furniture
and home
furnishings
stores

Eating and
drinking
places

Miscellaneous
retail
stores

(46)

(47)

Wtosal
nd
retail trade
not
allocable

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

....................

346,067

25,012

7,162

27,569

53,074

27,428

22,550

65,345

117,926

3,603

Total assets ........................................
.................................
Cash ....
Notes and accounts receivable ............ ...........
........
Alloance
for
bad debts ........
Less:
;nventories . . ~ ............................... ...
rivestments in Government obligations ..................
. . ...
Other current assets .............
Loans to stockholders ........ ......... ........ ....
...........
.......
.
.
Mortgage and real estate loans . . ~
Other investments . .........................
...
.............
............
Depreciable assets . ~
Less: Accumulated depreciation ......................
.......
......
Depletable assets ........... ......
.
Less: Accumulated depletion . . ~ ~ .................
............. ...........
Land ...........
Intangible assets (amortizable) .......... ..............
........ ......
Less: Accumulated amortization ....
.........
Other assets ..........................

485,291,356

29,130,773

178,586,731

47,048,550

17,980,056

1,449,299

3,599,570
51,610,34 2
501 , 345
34,765,082
10,856,498
12 ,008 ,558
1,404.235
4,085,060
21 , 104 ,054
46,078,867
16.282,948

3,314,339
3 ,613 ,395
18 ,572
11,977,119
389,299
1 ,860 ,829
566,831
99.386
2, 274 ,954
29.450,990
11,706,906

1,826,598
3 ,907 ,407
109,010
8,914,733
*45,367
908 ,096
296,327
18.083
1 , 515 ,782
8,508,355
3,580,808

5,387,280
10,591,116
423,546
23,369,506
170,924
1,795.693
1,136,558
178,323
6,332,246
22,145,148
11,322,525

173,342
488,679
45,364
467,579

259
3, 113 ,334
1,517,364
193,186
5, 420 ,989

*53.434
* 1 1 ,202
1.812,560
1,030,624
192. 362
2 ,533, 833

10,032
*7 ,925
179,552
408,139
104 , 498
661,424

1,535,008
4, 186,767
128,792
6.936,801
75,920
789.304
139,166
34,179
902,968
4,936.642
2,283,927
*2,042
660
317,733
113,292
23 ,771
447,383

57,381,327
3,011,439
3 .966 ,992
85.174
2,088,707
48,557
2,964,047
1,173,972
208,317
5,599,528
32,757,924
13,975,051
*23,795
* 13,972
3,678,717
2,901,046
496,311
13,528,791

63,832,392

1,678,629
5,788,429
150 ,889
9,826,114
43,843
777 ,476
210,105
539,419
1,042,358
10,135,014
4,921,267
43,200
13,075
1 , 310,248
1,216,728
70.830
1 .675 ,268

67,933,870
4,776,477
8, 197 .303
167,314
35,482,833
38,332
2 ,056. 446
934,453
137,526
1 ,759, 730
22,013,586
10,928,907
32,979
13 ,683
1,857,637
541,676
127 ,465
1 ,442,261

23,397,666

25,129,340
91,861,751
1 , 584,642
133,360,896
11.668,741
23 .160, 450
5,761,647
5,300.291
40,531,620
176,026,527
75,002,339

485,291,356

178,586,731

47,048,550

67,933,870

23,397,656

17,980,056

57,381,327

70,547,121
58,746,807
67 ,766, 057
10,187,449
98.223,507
19,388,778

29,130,773
3,828,215
3,302,327
2 , 193 ,067
709,875
6,342.125
76 9 ,506

63,832,392

Total liabilities ......................................
.............. .......
Accounts payable ..........
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year . .
......
Other current liabilities .....................
Loans from stockholders ...... ......................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more ...
........................
Other liabilities ..........
...............
Capital stock ...... ............
Paid-in or capital surplus .............................
Retained earnings, appropr iated ... ........... .......
Retained earnings, unappropriated . . ......... .........
Other retained earnings. 1120S . . ~ .....................
Less: Cost of treasury stock .... ....... ......... ....

28,869,458
14,647,035
41 ,724, 014
773,267
32,109,443
9 ,314, 053

9,411,413
1,967,0 57
4 ,405 ,389
971,389
12,254,150
2, 177 , 122

5,546,748
29,432 ,034
4,546,908
1,838,931
7,790,103
1 ,278, 929

2,761,828
1 .632 ,747
1.861,328
533,479
2,471,403
916 , 126

4,782,498
1 ,928 ,699
5,274,732
1,244.315
24,623,37 0
2,656,747

17.575,805
34,489,555
831 ,796
99,152,844
16,178,547
7.796,909

1,274,331
2,424,5 1 9
147,932
6,823,468
2.026,581
711,174

2,494,875
15 ,295 ,521
262 ,184
32,977,948
604,949
486,016

2,445,913
2, 280 ,417
-11 , 196
10,879,313
1,548,169
1, 302 ,979

2.991,985
1 ,527, 290
46,457
8,986.108
4,920,429
972 ,051

3,640,467
1 ,277 ,354
2,369,405
753,915
2,960,343
439 .084
1,703,823
1 ,404 ,405
'18,004
8,324,470
1,034,150
527 , 764

834,199
996,211
227,451
4,940,958
1,445, 070
640, 743

1,1186,267
4,851,844
37,670
10,535.510
1 , 530,065
1 , 970,391

11,706,493
4 , 559 ,553
5,391,212
3,362,277
9, 672 ,570
1,837,210
3,944,411
5,709,349
80,903
15,685,069
3 ,069, 134
1 ,185,791

......................................

1,084,111,157
1,050.776,844
6.994,025

63,814,200

214,827,557

40,805,243
39,699,999
235 ,716

167,947,726

261,883.992
872,269

51,106,535
49,718,162
371,468

84,472,761

203,728,751
3,798,476

203,435,631
199,929,494
319,256

267,701,504

62,155,443
261,535

79,186,718
576,212

154,474.286
559 ,092

5,059,615
4,967,829
14 ,235

899,736
4,669,448
769.835

2.222
164.626
46,028

847,255
1,274,483
22,446

23,713
517,646
8,550

1,779
717,465
10.049

6,816
58,350
1 93 ,919

4,868
78,352
498

3,517
1,419,362
382, 173

9,566
439,164
106 , 172

*254
8,674
119

1,286

21 , 385

2 ,527

1 ,960

*817

4,339

24,940

-

57,412

119
9,692
158
*600
57,936
4,936,701
3,819,113
144,805
14.736
19,G07
60,923

Number of returns with net Income

Total receipts

........................
Business receipts ....
.......
............
Interest ..........
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local . . . ~ .... .......... ......... ......
.......... ...................
Rents ......
Royalties . ........ ............................ ...
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
..............................
loss ............
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
loss ..... ................... .................
..................
Net gain, noncapital assets ......
Dividends received from domestic corporations ...........
Dividends received from foreign corporat ions ..........
.....................
Other receipts ..............

310,384
87.035
13 .750 ,588
9,268,893
1,652,856
27 ,487 , 101

144,642
26, 518
1,480,807
1,540,024
444,435
1,777,152

1 ,847 ,372
1,096,507
371,763
557 ,674
16.070,543

315 .968
66,433
18,443
29 ,008
753,209

642, 035
84,227
152,098
98 ,438
4,157,963

196.330
239,467
94 ,348
357 ,409
1,746,892

110,264
283,776
11 ,539
'1,244
3,807,168

33,208
7.167
51 ,313
1,335
664,640

22,431
17,770
5,010
739.782

265,855
229.598
12 ,879
48,846
2,343,261

261,282
168,G69
26,134
'21,393
1,857,628

Total deductions .................................... 1,051,246,485
..........
745.544,386
Cost of sales and operations .....
15,837.351
Compensation of officers ......... ...................
.............
5, 095,579
Repairs ... ................
2,508,652
Bad debts ............. .................... .....
.......
25,291,249
Rent paid on business property ..............
........ ......
19,164,998
Taxes paid ............ ........
15,765,178
interest paid ...
........ . ................ ......
.......
385, 460
Contributi6ns or gifts . . . . ........ ..........
...
789,418
.....................
.......
Amortization ......
........................
17,944,396
Depreciation ..........

61,492,606
44,716,819
1,473,909
308, 347
189,551
91 3 ,652

206,011,940

199,673,352
153,998,684
1 ,193, 734
1 ,053.262
164,898
3 ,232, 655

263,730,941

48,537,640

151,854,414

222,487,457
3 ,514 ,870
616,260
255,639
2 ,529 ,116

34,166,434
2, 177 ,960
1,015,206
110,151
4,313,565

1,163.389
941,659
23 ,131
22,122
941,880

4,571,099
6.605,850
138, 159
243.063
4,150.936

2,582,271
1,676,2 84
51 ,274
80,649
3,105,182

822,825
452 ,274
16,182
20,049
483,655

103,680,080
4,481,445
677,241
425,892
4,311,676
2,833,426
1 ,570 ,195
50,433
164,514
2,352,391

.................................
Depletion .....
Advertising ......... ..............................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans . .....
...............
Employee benefit programs . ........
Net loss, noncapital assets ................ ...........
Other deductions . ~ .................................

23,210
18 ,963 ,912
3,671,729
6,145,513
150 ,513
173,944,941

1,342
920 ,725
221,658
362,134
7 , 122
9,285,167

5 ,094 ,143
1,299,958
1,180,525
26 ,703
41,866,873

2,823,417
2 ,324 ,421
31,750
54.932
2,808,8B4
4,209
2,920,221
289,140
887,736
13,742
22,169,148

29,505,172
1 .100,897
181,976
143,172
2 ,800, 911
1,142,618
520, 540
47,468
51,413
886,740

38,970,692
24,848,716
1 ,204 ,144
156.364
211,900
1 ,281 ,313

80,974,898

132,141,025
690,393
1 , 086 ,921
1,007,449
5 .908,362

Total receipts less total deductions .......................
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations . .
.............
...... ......
Net income .....
..............
.............
Income subject to tax
Income tax, total . ................................... .
.................
... .
Regular and alternative tax . . ~ ~
..... .
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit
n
i
mum
t
ax
.............................
.
Alternative m i
Environmental tax . ~ . ~ ...................
....... .
Foreign tax credit .......
................ ........ .
U.S. possessions tax credit ............................ .
Orphan drug credit .................................. .
Nonconventional source fuel credit ...................... .
General business credit ............ .................. .

32,864,673
410,996
32.374 ,772
23,467,558
8,335,710
8.191,021
44, 516
77, 078
20,858

2,321,594
244
2 .319, 616
1,404,487

342,918
4,781
ill
243,575

126
83
7,437

474,184
467,640
1 ,929
3 ,749
836

5,764
2,021,756
563,349
2.001 ,914
19,639
27,922,040
3,762.279
220,170
3, 958,736
3,130,764
1,182,853
1,155,18 2
9,818
15,047
2,652

8,815,617
146,399
8, 114 ,760
7,596,478
2,932,872
2,896,715
11 ,373
15, 183
9,450
74,796
1
72, 296

209,897
4.341
1

31 ,676 1

(1)
1,297,382
162,521
245 ,058
11,150
10,440,623

-5,166
1,760,413
148.397
175 ,456
7,903
7,375,936

3,245,954
1 ,673,957
27,064
152,676
3,214,728
*247
2,121,772
304,190
1 ,
55 131
35,507
27,864,356

3,970,563
( 1)
3,967,624
1,949,230

2,568,895
2 ,871
2,564,950
2,079,109

1,834,551
1,829,684
1,253,100

3,497,863
21 ,836
3,516,180
2,116,363

593,018
579 ,911
8 ,318
4,361
247

740,139
735,426
2,243
737
1,733
*4,948
134
-

403,994
396, 731
894
2,682
2,116

761,159
723 ,079
5,156
30,984
1,872

* 6,003
2,827,499
682,517
741,559
28,746
27,020,797
6,093,311
*19,477
6,103,222
3.938,026
1,247,489
1 ,236, 338
4,786
4,336
1,951

1,103
-

34.910
290
6
62.952

17,081
17
25,009

58
-

32 ,886 1

6 ,534 1

4 ,785 ,

(5

47,138
28,628
42,271
437,439
241.666
17,056
4,878
1,535
30,815
1,449,299
302,379
252,477
231,022
154,701
186 ,373
34,659
125,339
572,340
* 6,060
-389,541
*74 ,438
* 1 00,947

63,397
46,564
976
2,123
52,017
24,440
25,084
11,415
*256
651,845
122,914
122,66C
69,92C
16,529
16,331
19S
2C

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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Corporation Returns/1987

RETURNS WITH NET INCOME
Table 3-13alance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other Items, by Major Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Major industry-Continued
Finance. insurance, and real estate
Item
Total

Banking

(53)

(54)

Credit
agencies
r han
banks

(55) .

Insurance

Insurance
agents,
brokers, and
service

(56)

(57)

eal estate

Holding and
other
investment
except
companies,
bank
holding
companies

(58)

(59)

................... .

275,637

8,309

14 012

7,526

5,294

44,393

174,267

21,835

Total assets ........................................
Cash ........................................... .
Notes and accounts receivable .. .....................
Less: Allowance for bad debts .......................
Inventories ........................................
Investments in Government obligations ..................
Other current assets .................................
Loans to stockholders ...............................
Mortgage and real estate loans ........................
Other investments ..................................
Depreciable assets ..................................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ......................
Depletable assets ...................................
Less: Accumulated depletion ............. ..........
Land ............................................
Intangible assets (amortizable) ................ ........
Less: Accumulated amortization ......................
Other assets .......................................

6,606,813,351

3,150,617,530

1.185,334,261

1,080,128,161

30,736,798

112,522,167

881,450,018

401,819,876
2,018,229,127
53,708,805
19,534,473
766,541,407
356,005,995
12.397,082
1,034,338.775
1,567,245.911
174,338,114
60,717,455

299,553,269
1.656,689,979
40,073,772
316,161
369,003.906
97.299,858
1.376,552
237,445,432
262,111,863
63.137,877
22,315.096

11.205,874
10 .973 ,161
157,435
8,911,237
946. 298
9.251,599
2,259,148
6, 710,801
15,834.541
45,153,295
18, 159 ,426

23,397,672
85,759,200
425,969
6.055,908
111 , 545, 51 4
43.541,937
2.122,619
17,634 ,271
566,432,230
19,074,065
5,641,415

48,197
24,421
4,465.834
7,127,407
1,034,799
215,489,285

16,851,116
68. 706 ,232
748,765
3,311.533
191 ,670 .011
82,569,308
827,582
116 ,202, 792
526,269.965
18,316,155
4 ,786,621
320,449
139.289
1,355.368
2, 265 ,896
370,456
57,506,886

5.966,600
8,848 ,476
89,128
16,339
889, 727
2,123,656
637.005
162,011
6,322,823
4,860.540
2, 395, 197

1,506,182
449. 986
23.567,293
21,150,625
3,494,586
328,509.322

40,030.860
158 ,524 ,303
12,154,595
712,261
75.430,457
44,560,676
4,659,125
655,364,685
161.025,852
20,344,461
6, 187 , 463
61.911
18,147
2,513,461
5,913 ,978
557,087
35,109,523

166,024,415
4,814,485
28, 727 .777
59,139
211.034
17 ,055 .494
76,658,962
515.051
818 ,782
29,248.637
3,451,722
1 ,232, 237

200,131
2,441 ,873
557,383
1,307.505

796,108
144.478
12,580,569
897 .835
272,001
5,735,041

269.658
119,364
2,353,877
1,737,998
534,651
8.246,471

Total liabilities ......................................
Accounts payable ........... ......................
Mortgages, notes. and bonds payable in less than one year . .
Other current liabilities ...............................
Loans from stockholders ......... ...................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more ...
Other liabilities . . ~ ..................................
Capital stock ......................... ............
Paid-in or capital surplus ......... ...................
Retained earnings, appropriated ....... : ..............
Retained earnings, unappropriated .....................
Other retained earnings, 1120S .......... ............
Less: Cost of treasury stock ............ ..............

6,606,813,351
187,339,653
481 ,001 ,240
3,263 474 089
27:522:470
421 ,734 ,653
821,409,359

3,150,617,530

1,185,334,261

166,024,415

1,080,128,161

881,450,018

26,497.091
9,847,600
102,139,489
291,919
8,812,379
5,118,588

17,833,975
21,596,860
32, 517 . 181
2,771,437
30,289,338
10,656 ,863

46.578,686
104, 164,353
3, 703,245
116,390,255
1.910,059

47,476,931
31,870,444
129 ,432, 482
4.520,904
28,113,252
602,285.714
14,569,794
84,868.495
18, 162 ,964
123,105,149
4,277,967

4,551,763
13,741,526
7, 181 ,481
5,433,069
36,292,986
8,755,986

743,846,022
855 ,413 ,752
34 ,743 ,530
310,190,659
6,101,770
545.963.847

35.304,775
171 ,458, 727
665,354,440
7,133.506
187 ,942, 181
42,566,981
7,933,177
31,370,536
5, 276,674
31,477,591
446,232
930,559

30,736,798
10,319,770
3,804,804
3 ,911 , 156
225,006
2,867,239
1,872,666

112,522,167

45,355,348
228 ,681 , 280
2,322,937,860
7,146,631
127, 417,278
150,152,562

1.269,518
3,466.496
34.432
3, 743 ,645
798,776
1,576,710

7.483,708
11,698,019
437,825
15 , 142 ,465
3,949,402
2,146,061

664,816,975
614,092,712
7,007,733
14 ,311 ,555
445,323
534,889,934

rotal receipts ......................................
Business receipts ........ ..........................
Interest ..... .....................................
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local ............ .....................
Rents ............................................
Royalties ...................... ........ .......
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
loss ............................................
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
loss ...... ............................ ........
Net gain, noncapital assets ...........................
Dividends received from domestic corporations ...........
Dividends received from foreign corporations .............
Other receipts .....................................

1,137,746,058

326,565,448

171,123,036
66,992,547
92,773,575

27,173,693
25,070,854
665,651

71,683,363
54,263,479
2,4a3,974

119,697,306

38,553,041
248,154,460

33,727,811
22,176,957
7,378,621

387,775,401

556,884,139
448,156,378
18,081,223
18,867,597
379,894

8,303,909
7,900,314
29,918

552,196
969,159
16,580

137,854
171,038
4,005

7,240,979
3,358,636
38,786

26,612
110,905

65,313
5,745,042
118.002

1,754,360
612.503
164,997

5,876,223

386,644

287.938

326,676

550,595

7,364

170,339

4,146,667

24,080,989
6 ,220 ,094
5,774,259
1,406,683
52,018,580

2,957,799
2,494,766
752,892
266,734
16,764,971

1,149,861
2,223 ,509
354,255
57,655
5,745,761

508,580
383, 501
148,150
39,852
2,452,579

5,745,389
402,083
2,889,856
572,791
10,998,423

71,641
36,871
39 ,520
*67,386
1,069,282

2,390,707
508,297
170 ,750
2.294
5,765,166

11,257,011
171.068
1 ,418, 836
399,971
9,222,398

otal deductions ....................................
Cost of sales and operations ..........................
Compensation of officers .............................
Repairs ..................... .............. ......
Bad debts ........................................
Rent paid on business property ........................
Taxes paid ................... ....................
Interest paid . .....................................
Contributions or gifts .................
..... . . .....
Amorlization .................................... . .
Depreciation .............. ........................
Depletion . ~ ~ ...... ...............................
Advertising ........................................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ......
E mployee benefit programs ...........................
Net loss, noncapital assets .................. .........
Other deductions ...................................
Total receipts less total deductions .......................
C onstructive taxable income from related foreign corporations . .
N et income .........................................
Income subject to tax .................................
Income tax. total ......... ...... ....................
Regular and alternative tax .....
......... .....
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit .........
Alternative minimum tax ..............................
Environmental tax ..................................
R )reign tax credit .....................................
U .S. possessions tax credit ............ ...............
0 rphan drug credit ............
N onconventional source fuel credit .......................
G eneral busness credit ... ............................
.

992,665,869
302.425,603
23,796,146
3,707,260
18,058,378
13,575,387

298,859,068
607,105
9,241,696
1,703,262
12,385.710
5,641,394
5,868,143
176,827,481
290, 987
710,948
11,662,278

159,388,934

30,630,981
6,821,782
1,907,293
74,562
181 ,871
692,706

358,513,095

24,202,517
4,166,686
3,604.994
135,926
149, 191
979,455

61,805,244
24,838,174
4,034,892
862,271
264 ,931
1,493,886

59,266, 031

602,833
6,488.965
44,529
83,080
476,759

186,544,689
1,309,772
205,649
800,363
2,691,688
7,242,216
8,064,258
158,728
601,448
2,877,825

615
327,291
278,784
252,396
32,246
12,365,269

41.147
859,656
1,118,753
1,730,090
37,054
144,229,758

11,734,103
205, 369
11,387.276
7,896,186

3,096.830
16 ,330
2,975,306
2.298,470
866,494
857,190
1 , 182
5,928
2,194

29,262,307
759,695
22,781,023
13,726,455
4,979,888
4,775,748
11 ,929
166 , 106
26.104
487,936
-

Number of returns with net Income

19,927,374
275,062,723
730 ,539
2,015,534
21,040,842
118.314
6,468,038
4,299,279
6,865,797
1,071,873
293,502,783
145,080,189
2, 183 ,627
129,179,849
50,888,055

17,885
2,045,968
1,469,648
3,097,804
383,277
66,905,482
27.706,380
974 ,715
20,377,186
16,823,013

19,085,036
18,453,121
55 ,889
496,519
63,382

6,729,907
6,481,833
27, 664
196,525
20,365

2,207.265
9,725

1,366,264
4

3,164,595
3,064,476
8 , 174
83,160
8,665
121,709
8,238

4,177
688,618

327
341,046

63,738

1

' 3,088
98,054
765,638
168.208
5,114.612

1,194,164
5,753,141
-120, 657
6,019,999
461,945
232,556

46,889,811
1,783,388
493,235
3,963,898
1,338,446
1,720,934
74,663,671
78,624
184,822
1,881,471
8,369
1,546,667
379.338
692,641
381,469
23,382,151

1

Footnotes at end of table. Sea text for " Explanation of Terms" and "Desoription of the Sarr~pe and Limitations
of the Data. "
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Security,
commodity
brokers
and services

301,548.302
54,429,561

24,576
37
1

11,199

1

2,696
192,137

834,370
468,720
35,369
166 ,680
624,757
-3,174
210.899
432 ,541
446,373
8,618
11,934,764

1

2,543,346
4,123,038
65,123
122 .671
2,319,621
23,802
839,516
359, 432
246,370
53,292
19.614,880

(60)

48.278,960
42,270,536

32,557,355
1,914,111
232,356
312 ,414
737, 811
1,115,533
4,426.591
57,179
145,884
1 , 198, 131
23,323
638,041
260,784
400,122
175,916
15,070,480

2,971,176
67,364
3,011,927
1,872,330

9,878,119

643,979
639,529
1,047
2 ,104
1,298

1,280,355
1,251,248
2,025
20, 627
1,624

*49,507
2

1,203
367

1,419,817
1,383,097
3,868
22,069
3.130
156,070
1,077

6,325

.1 ,009
33,249

1
34
40,925

9,810,740
4,328,668

60,431,275
159,475
58,836,390
3,942,933

Corporation Returns/1987

RETURNS WITH NET INCOME
Table 3-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other Items, by Major Industry-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Major industry-Continued

Item
Total

Hotels
and othe
lodging'
places

(61)

(62)

Personal
services

Business
services

Auto repair,
miscellaneous
repair services

Amusement
and
recreation
services

Other
services

(64)

(65)

I

Nature of
not
bum' ess
allocable

(66)

(67)

....................

619,923

8,318

36,974

182,543

57,687

31,167

303,035

7,S92

Total assets ........................................
Cash ....... ..................... ......... .....
Notes and accounts receivable .......................
Less: Allowance for bad debts . . ~ ...............
Inventories ............ ...........................
Investments in Government obligations ..................
Other current assets .... ............................
- Loan. to stockholders ................. .........
Mortgage and real estate loans ................ .......
Other investments ..................................
..................
Depreciable assets ...... .......
Less: Accumulated depreciation .................. ...

264,560,668

19,945,213

10,893,379

41,168,044

79,944,553

1,637,096

1,987,474
1,222,973
59,684
274 ,594
40,422
759,847
197 ,322
502,975
3,950,144
12, 804 ,335
5,182,073

1,658,134
1,505,542
31,453
611 ,098
127,741
533.231
247 ,305
61,110
783,063
7 ,618, 849
4,360.214

1,897,899
4,383,485
1 28 ,513
2,282,873
100,721
821 .554
322,708
92,145
1,235,171
23,094,949
8,879,912

257,802
397,623

-5,133
* 1,646
446 ,128
570.959
144,239
1 ,262 ,637

2,487,653
4,803,332
281 ,550
2,823,529
63,117
4 ,148,053
385.027
184,907
8,384,643
21.639,659
10,329,110
7,964

11,478,061
13,092,865
1 , 604 ,042
1,160,225
664,898
4 ,008 ,425
3,350,882
1,026,426
11,588,414
45,736.111
20,856,724

:34 935
27 :269
1 ,368,307
289,240
48,622
1 ,830, 292

84,534,268
9,986,805
21.965,440
382,426
3,736,967
587,678
6 ,992 ,805
1,780,070
535,276
10,853.587
35 ,983,205
18,893,003
37,901
4.974
914,457
3,530,778
912,011
7 ,821 ,713

28,075,211

29,496,025
46,973,638
2,487,668
10 ,889 ,288
1,584,576
17,263,915
6 ,283 ,314
2,402,840
36.795,021
146 ,877 ,108
68,501,037
146625
61:647
6, 998,979
10,402,969
2,313,897
21 , 810,618

710,130
1,394,690
63,940
807.547

1,510,361
2,433,848
465 ,115
3,376,692

Total liabilities ......................................
Accounts payable ............................ .....
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year . .
Other current liabilit ies .................... ..........
Loans from stockholders ..... ........................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more ...
Other liabilities ........ ............................
Capital stock ........ .............................
Paid-in or capital surplus .............................
Retained earnings. appropriated .......................
Retained earnings, unappropriated ......... ...........
Other retained earnings, 11 20S ........... ............
Less: Cost of treasury stock ...........................

264,560,668

19,945,213

28,075,211

634,160
658 ,763
1 ,271 ,603
439,190
8,095,357
2,939,947
767,226
2, 403 ,394

10,893,379
624,710
621 ,950
768 ,517
359,030
2,247,003
1,346,651

84,534,268

22,346,544
20,293,692
30 ,782, 937
7,826,965
68,060,902
21,929,906

11,598,429
7 ,287,662
11 ,111,948
2,308,972
17,326,478
5,21 2,1 81
4,275,588
9 ,148 .434
162,860
14,996,135
3,136,738
2 ,031 ,158

2,481,999
3 ,943 ,693
3,160,061
680,496
8,865,432
1 , 735 ,362

41,168,044
3,286,460
2. 350 ,032
3,784,630
1,571,612
9,674,090
4 ,450,992

Total receipts

453,188,593

Number of returns with not Income

Depletable assets ...................................
Less: Accumulated depletion ................ .... I . .
Land ............................................
Intangible assets (amortizable) .........................
............
Less: Accumulated amortization .......
........
Other assets ...........................

Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital
...................
...........
loss .........
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital
.................
loss . ~ ......................
Net gain, noncapital assets ...
...................
Dividends received from domestic corporations ..... .
Dividends received from foreign corporations ......
Other receipts ............................. .......

79,944,553

4,010,551
980.930
393.399

2,919,879
5,599,661
* 15,071
7,842,340
782, 189
1,108,912

3,720,786
5,431,591
10,686,177
2,467,665
21,852,542
6, 244 ,774
2,979,581
8,923,370
142,724
17,564,582
1 ,932 ,348
2,001,587

823,565
1 , 782 ,482

162,630
1,495
97, 128
39,551
* 7,698
132,031
698,220
322,432
1 , 634
52,597
53,653
1 5, 460
68,841
1,637,096
207,723
358,528
162,486
140,084
227,122
59 ,406
99,780
179,783
-6
165,396
76,668
39,885

2,735,740
504,584
557 ,553

722,913
823,464
* 62,614
3,339,165
516,539
539, 178

21,693,471
18,906,458
327,088

18,474,889
17,710,661
153,542

158,154,769

38,796,587

41,673,035

174,396,842

421,159,276
5,126,353

148,178,199
1,598,429

35,662,605
199,181

34,736,993
1,637,131

165,964,360
1,210,982

3,622,"0
3,439,229
21 , 892

186,783
6,035,502
1,424,719

15,216
506.719
402,284

16,638
113,626

88,880
2,513,780
473,384

2,115
1,692,601
13,488

14,117
621,633
432,630

49,818
587,143
55,424

58,888
-8,029

12,488,753
28 ,680 ,804
440.111
50,488,513
7,853.328
6,631 ,786

......................................
Business receipts ........................ ..........
...............................
Interest .....
Interest on Government obligations:
..
State and local ................. ................
Rents ...................... . .............
Royalties ...............
.................

56,989
22, 791
2.049,595
2,183,454
679, 969
6,711,736

(68)

137,300

1,309

12,007

49,597

4 ,635

46 , 146

23 ,606

2 ,410 ,103
1,779,351
454,824
295 ,503
14,178,878

518 ,783
103,975
119,121
13 ,617
778,901

41 ,807
67,797
13,248
6,598
291,458

524,989
457,434
143 ,462
107 ,550
4,019,G65

85,658
635,614
7 . 147
18,278
475,265

435.593
260,376
47 ,402
1 24,684
3,316,330

803,274
254,156
124 ,444
24,776
5,297,859

20,023
172

Total deductions ....................................
Cost of sales and operations ..........................
Compensation of officers ............................
Repairs ...............
......... I ......... I ...
Bad debts .............
........ . . ...............
Rent paid on business property ........ ........ ......

425,527,270

20,137,542

36,925,293

3,372,SSI

69,948,375
11 ,230 ,858
883,387
488,971
4,341,092

32,624.469
31 ,180,557
1,250,444
895,111
7,517,385

2,222,297
195,802
28,053
* 4,565
70,375

Taxes paid .................................. .....
.
Interest paid . . ~ ............. ................
.........................
Contributions or gifts ....
..............................
Amort izat on
i
......
Depreciation .......................................

758.852
275,292
15,402
46 ,924
763,090

4,475,078
2,607,829
74,962
316,794
5,778,073

1,250,071
3,301,591
45,148
138,054
2,640,651

* 200
341 ,840
145,082
137.675
5,894
5, 834 , 194

3,248
1 , 896,090
1,493,072
1,370,942
146,141
43 ,344,871

452,774
97.973
288.141
12,484
7,842,927

1,005,386
262,939
247,604
60,065
12,375,477

Total receipts less total deductions .......................
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations .
Net income ............ 1 .1 ..........................
Income subject to tax ........... .....................

27,661,323
257,913
27, 731 ,097
16.159,008

1,165,112
5,968
1 ,154 ,441
743,246

9,754,986
119,150
9 ,784, 833
5,568,151
1,827,731
1,767,023
18,266
39,204
3,024
154,868
12,218
109
120,975

1.871,294
357
1 , 869 ,537
897,828

3,025,577
73,092
3,On620
1,699,535
640,984
615,240
10,585
13,810
1,314

5,604,156
2,760,647
127,780
285,208
5,059,058
8,528
1,085,184
4,210,012
2,375 ,775
46 ,142
69,076,961
10,288,425
51,922
10,290,530
6,373,690

61,036
56,708
433
1,407
85,196

Depletion ... .....................................
...............................
Advertisi ng ....
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ......
Employee benefit programs ........... ...............
Net loss, noncapital assets .............
...........
Other deductions ..................... .............

14,085,132
11,145,013
295,569
888 ,139
18,616,553
12,768
5 , 144 ,296
6,271,175
4,627,014
274.864
143 ,545 ,873

18,350,040
1 ,729,390
397.320
125,053
1,688,687
1,218,125
1,190,827
15.350
47,706
3,468,484

38,647,458
13,242,877
2 ,192 ,806
403,150
309,468
1,171,745

164,107,417

10,085,921
308,849
330, 473
74,568
864,547
778.850
1,008,826
16,928
53 ,453
907,197

17,309,778
6,644,546
1,273,570
228, 482
66,648
772,086

148,399,782

150,896,228
47,916,031
3, 493,256
1,959,819
16,355,541

Income tax, total ................ ....................
Regular and alternative tax ...........................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit .........
Alternative minimum tax ..............................
Environmental tax ................... ..............
Foreign tax credit ..... ................... ..........
U.S. possessions tax credit ............................
Orphan drug credit ..................................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ............. ........
General business credit ...............................

.
.
.
.

363 ,022
62,097
206,978
4,137
5.071 ,442
1,555,929
7,423
1 , 548, 136
876,559

4,997,924
4,855,216
49,360
84, 706
8.173
347,247
26,127
448,016

1

312,657
302,384
4,388
4,963
922

222,737
216,198
3,085
3, 081
373

46,294
9,060
17,711

6,638
8,188

1

268,675
249,941
5,502
12,676
557

1

1 03
105
38,142

113,231
143
126,680

1,725,142
1,704,430
7,534
10.973
1,983
26,158
4 ,603
136,319

71,627

15,765
20,953
9 ,994
1 ,178
598,417
249,859
249,319
84,687
23,016
22,568
'74
-6
1
1 , 588
1, 99
L9-

Estimate should be used with caution because of the small number of sample returns on which it is based.
Lew than $500 per return,
of the Data.NOTE: Detail may not add to total because of rounding and the deletion of data. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Oewription of the Sample and Limitations
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Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 4.-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, and Selected Other Items by Size of Total Assets
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of total assets are in whole dollars]

Item

Size of total assets

Total
returns
of active

Zent

corporations

assets

(1)
Number of returns

under
100,000

(2)

(3)

$100,000

$250.ODO

$500,000

under
$250.000

under
$500,000

under
$1.000,000

(4)

(6)

(5)

..........................................

3,612,133

280,022

1,809,278

620,593

353,031

233,352

...............................................

15,310,615,602

-

60,422,391

99,974,588

124,M,375

164,135,875

754.042,297
3.763.230,257

-

95,203,843
829,272.682
1,092,370,975
836,599,341
71,237,313
1,455,222,233
3,227,237.568
3,602,960,891
1.483.312,181
123,104,144
49,686,832
158,817.879
262,309,525
55.540,169
817,953,526

13,855,488
6,649.545

17,435,825
15,254,184

19,094.804
21,846,569

131,128
7.171,685
94.412
2,855.225
4,320,465
363642
1,747:149
53,418,197
35,752,747
237,945
134.510
1,706.394
1,958,751
1,007,145
3,069,024

189.135
15.250,790
92.642
4,648,803
5,&M,756
1,122,824
4.477,653
65,710,004
40.420,017
358,875
145.547
4,332,386
2,457,484
980,851
4,763,914

269,981
20,809,068
353.051
6,438.481
4,682,764
1,727,147
6,402,874
74,845.357
44.424,416
354,579
134,567
6,850,190
2,458,762
965,862
4,708,555

20.355,930
32,1186 ,547

450 .800
31.084,296
859,034
8.632 ,946
4.124 ,617
2 .095 .096
8,514,467
89,455,874
51,498.527
863, 059
467, 610
10.332,004
2,718,625
1 ,011 .896
5,642.211

Total liabilities .............................................
Accounts payable ..........................................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year ..........
Other current liabilities ........... ...................... ....
Loans from stockholders ... .................................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more ........
Other liabilities ........... ......... .....................
Capital stock
............................................
Paid-in or capital surplus ........ ............................
Retained earnings, appropriated ...............................
Retained earnings, unappropriated ... .................* ......
Other retained earnings, 11 20S ........ .......................
Less: Cost of treasury stock ... ...............................

15,310,615,602
997,768,767
1.247,450,987
4,822.312,874
211,854,134
2,141,169.042
1,942,679,565
1,291,674,344
1,988,355,017
83,651,846
1,257,000,416
75,873,478
749,174,866

60,422,391
8.363,809
7,096,546
7,409.311
19,606,138
14,937,207
2,899,550
13,525,104
7.300,350
122,291
-8,351,299
-9,675,369
2,811,244

99,974,588
13,408,227
10,389,102
8.839.698
15,649,122
21,385,057
3,975,388
12,580,844
7,969,405
158,353
12,278,987
-3,101,365
3,558,229

124,777,376
17,105,870
13,795,795
10,072,658
13,561,119
25,614,747
4,083,438
12,694,401
8,150,812
388,738
22,565,964
507,316
3,763,483

164,135,875
24 ,B36,746
20 ,622 ,577
13 , 133 ,547
13.220,891
33 ,355 ,135
5,767,147
14 ,271 ,483
11 ,921 ,886
630 .860
27, 695 ,404
3,791 ,847
5,111,647

Total receipts ..............................................
Business receipts ......
.................................
Interest ....... ............................. _ ...........
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local .......... _ ...............................
Rents ...................... .................... ........
Royalti es ............. ................................. _
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital loss ......
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital loss ......
Net gain, noncapital assets ... ........ .................. I ...
Dividends received from domestic corporations .......... ........
Dividends received from foreign corporations .....................
Other receipts ........................... .............. -

9,580,720,701
8,414,537.647
674,891,063

185,727,143
126,793,559
45,636.108

305,081,024
296,B32,570
703,218

312,429,485
302,598,006
1,119,551

306,062,084
297,179,431
1,377,301

373,088,504
362,691 ,557
1,724,289

30,764,430
92,105,433
20,743,856
8,453,030
63,754,106
29,568,649
13,864,647
25.180,395
206.857.448

157,175
827,866
106,684
103,635
1,111,188
1,1W988
107,227
305,461
9,421,251

3,499
848,383
142,986
131.028
416,304
583,543
43,142

11,974
1,083,633
109,873
32.565
409,200
489,112
79,923

17,277
1.745,714
123,306
36,776
628,213
491,201
121,595

5,376,091

6,495,570

4,340,879

25 ,551
2,149,685
168,523
43 ,050
719 .193
670 ,940
117 ,240
9 ,137
4,769.340

Total deductions ...........................................
Cost of sales and operations ...... .............. ............
Compensation of officers ........................... .........
Repairs ............................... ........... ......
Bad debts . .................... ..........................
Rent paid on business property ......... .... I .......... I .....
Taxes paid ..... ................... ......................
Interest paid .... ..........................................
Contributions or gifts ........................................
Amortization . . ~ ~ ........... ...............................
Depreciation ........................ ....................
Depletion ................... ........................
Advertising ................................................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans
..........
Employee benefit programs ...................................
Net loss, nonGapital assets ...... ....................... .....
Other deductions ..... ........... .................... ....
Total receipts less total deductions ..................... .........
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations ..........
Net income (less deficit), total .......................... ........
Net income ......... ....... ........................
Deficit ...... ................... ......................
Income subject to tax .........................................
Income tax, total .... ........................................
Regular and alternative tax ... ...............................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit ...............
Alternative minimum tax ......................................
Environmental tax ..................... ....................
Foreign tax credit ............................................
U.S. possessions tax credit ....... .............................
Orphan drug credit .... ................................. ....
Nonconventional source fuel credit . . ~ ............................
General business credit ........................................ 1

9,243,903,854
5,596.218.574
200,048,676
86,425,629
54,578,189
153,781,416
211,346,315
589,989,252
4,980,027
17,407,143
316,710,668
8,460,962
106,556,098
46,533,727
84,603,727
12.047,435
1,754,216,022
336,816,848
22.226,855
328,223,710
465.234,737
137,011,027
311,840,615
118,484,975
115,073,572
783,953
2,229,107
351,253
20,812,861
2,666,634
5,154
52,439
7,959,117

183,174,246
82,832,022
4,942.939
825,234
1.839,477
3,081,765
3,207.379
44,807.334
36,432
377,618
3,853,550
97,343
1,517,071
688,270
991,546
1,596,426
32,479,843
2,552,897
158.717
2,551,151
10,478,896
7.927,745
4.829,468
1,780,734
1,719,673
10,748
30,149
7,494
195,564
20,884
73,107

305,394,260
130,207,194
39,961,587
2,467,623
723,987
13,060,124
9,171,326
2.630.187
61,439
338,340
6,766,184
21,952
3,207,658
3,206,630
1,439,730
290,619
91.829,679
-303,236
-306,735
11,051,602
11,358,337
3.647,320
600,667
595,094
4,990
252
-

309,759,050
163,009,189
29.185,182
2,496,004
765,310
9,770,275
8,599,293
3.382,427
72,547
323,392
7,466,702
25,789
3,079,847
2,647,376
1,795,926
225,371
76,914,422
2,670,435
2,648.011
10,237,964
7,589,953
5,577,765
1,005,710
996.421
7,401
655

302,403,332
174,395,207
21,621,486
2,435,909
1,012,145
8,038,381
8,091,737
3,971,813
81.611
274,661
7,943,381
35,259
2,710,483
2,094,495
1,605,627
204,566
67.886,569
3,658,752
.3,639,574
10,024,876
6,385,302
5,864,504
1,215,439
1.197,870
7.954
8,391

Total assets

Cash . .
Notes andac*counis re'cew'a*bIe
* ....... * .............. *'*** ...........*

Less: Allowance for bad debts ...............................
Inventories .,. .6 ~ ...........................................
Investments n overnment obligations ..........................
Other current assets .........................................
Loans to stockholders .......................................
Mortgage and real estate loans ................................
Other investments ..........................................
Depreciable assets ..........................................
Less: Accumulated depreciation .............. ........... Depletable assets .................................... ......
Less: Accumulated depletion ...... .........................
Land .......................... .........................
Intangible assets (amortizable) . ........................ .......
Less: Accumulated amonization ..............................
Other assets ...............................................

1

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data. "
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$1

1

20
48,576

2
1

72,894

368,566,235
238 ,095, 403
18, 504, 449
2,671,561
1,374,651
8,133,983
9,225 ,672
5.347 ,416
93,113
279.600
8,802,821
49,140
3 ,238 ,302
1,941 .051
1,901 ,423
179, 294
68,728,359
4, 522, 269
4,496,858
11 , 382,532
6, 885,674
6,295,490
1 ,527 ,662
1,494,758
12,616
18 ,668
3 ,412
1 ,664
-

186
1

87,145

1

89,251

Corporation Returns/1987
RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 4.-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, and Selected Other Items by Size of Total Assets-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of total assets are in whole dollars]
Size of total assets-Continued
its.

$1.000,000
under
$5.000.000

$5.000,000
$, under
0.000,000

$10,000,000
under
$25,000,000

$25,000.000
under
$50,000,000

$50,000.000
fil under
00,000.000

$"30,000.000

(10)

(11)

(12)

under
$250,000.000

$250 000,000
or more

(7)

(8)

(9)

..........................................

231,945

33,929

23,532

10,234

6,498

4,926

4,794

...............................................

480,177,708

234,362,652

368,288,492

363,874,824

458,310,061

798,733,117

12,167,558,5"

Cash --- ___ ......
..............................
...
Notes and accounts receivable
Less: Allowance for bad debts .............. ....... ........
:nventories ........
.......................................
nvestments in Government obligations ..........
...............

46,829,646
106,640.044
1,921,205
107,518,745
3.G63.534

19,199.243
53.068,362
1,129,990
49.388.441
4,359,119

28,131,284
93,037.727
2,430,298
55.433.543
21,623,082

24.841,023
103,187,035
2,414,366
35.006,864
37,637,729

28,160,782
129,250,797
3,369.863
33,929,719
53,206,542

41,990,068
186,415,496
5,482,410
49,389,126
75,153,488

494,148,204
3,014,993,951
77,414,668
424,290,404
895,928,343

Other current assets ...................
...........
Loans to stockholders
Mortgage and real estate fi:~ans .... ............................
Other investments ..........................................
Depreciable assets .....
............. ..........
...........
Less: Accumulated depreciation .............................

26,479,301
7,174,801
5,180,573
28,178,611
220,667,460
115,665,068

14,501,688
2,430,828
3,178,345
17,821,534
96,608,827
46,283,936

21,867,309
2,321,926
9,899,419
37,405,997
127,898,271
57.555,546

18,936,185
1,483,577
21,255,237
41,837,748
92,942,638
38,881,742

22,676,263
1,453,464
43,513.158
61,343,964
95,257,662
38,988,731

36,706,767
5.169.377
109,188,241
131,980,080
153.727,487
60,111,6a3

672,856,373
32,270.737
1,257.698,523
2,887,527,492
2.532,429,114
953,729,768

Depletable assets ...........................................
Less: Accumulated depletion ............. __ .............
Land . .............................
..............
Intangible assets (amortizable) .................................
Less: Accumulated amortization ...................
..........
Other assets ..............................................

1,978,996
895,435
24,622,717
6.580,828
2,130,686
15,874,847

1,575,324
845,547
9,429,357
4,183,239
1,277.215
8,155,035

2,686,889
1,408,584
12,251,60,5
6,188,300
1,546,680
12,484,249

2,979.025
1,354,133
7,484,791
6,667,385
1.490,466
13,756,292

3.396,944
1,685,145
7,163,633
8,067,821
1,401,714
16,334,725

5,029,871
1,790,606
10,557,801
19,072.853
3,300,524
35,037.686

103,642,636
40,825,149
64,087,001
201,955,476
40,427,129
698,126,990

Number of returns

Total assets

(13)

.............................................

480,11T7,708

234,362,652

368,298,492

363,874,824

458,310,051

788,733,117

12,167,558,530

Accounts payable . ~ ~ ~ ~ ......
.....
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year ... ......
Other current liabilities .......................................
Loans from stockholders .....................................
Mortgages, notes. and bonds payable in one year or more
_ _
Other liabilities .............................................

75,598.919
82,276,432
45,993,645
24,167,853
92,409,915
18,040,815

32,964,587
40,501,724
29,053,026
7,229,925
44,322,778
12,246,876

40,411,215
47,948,331
83,813,076
7.637,387
66,391,292
20,780,293

27,864,773
30,706,223
137,496,370
4.331,524
54,530,752
21,640,950

27,888,464
28,530,225
204,083,322
3,861,359
57,711.019
24.886,849

41.892.728
42,544,022
328,169,352
8.663,092
106,621,375
56,930,000

687,433,429
923,040,010
3,954,248,869
93,925,725
1,623,889.767
1,771,428,260

Capital stock ...........................................
Paid-in or capital surplus .....................................
Retained earnings, approphatad ..............
...........
Retained earnings, unappropriated .......
.....................
Other retained earnings, 11 20S ................................
Less: Cost of treasury stock ...................................

32,539,157
36,595,046
1,253,007
57,157,623
25,840,717
11,695,421

15,150,095
21,360,572
476.865
19,438,906
15,827,764
4,210,465

21,035,320
38,452,697
798,226
26,543,007
19,441,213
4,963,565

16,385,868
39.662,777
975,136
23,841,435
9,863,070
3,424,052

25,769,203
54,428,378
1,233,326
31,247,159
6,302.100
7,631.353

47,036,320
116,137,588
3,056,530
48,313.769
4,930,814
15,562,474

1,080,686,550
1,646,375,506
74,558.514
996,269,461
2,145,371
686,442,931

Total liabilities

..............................................

1,034,506,681

449,526,357

503,481,914

321,464,157

320,294,069

492,645,294

4,976,413,989

Business receipts ...........................................
Interest . ~ ..............................................
Interest on Government obligatiorls:
State and local ........................
Rents ................................. ..................
Royalties ......
... _ .....................................

1,004,439,972
4,639,848

433,772,170
2,742,960

478,551,355
8,326,747

294,071,799
13,450,216

285,236,856
20,143,008

432,463,237
35,137,034

4.099,907,134
539,890.782

115,724
5,157,246
388,687

108,897
2,448,777
223,162

385,666
2,943,570
334,977

699,672
2,374.673
316,414

1.132,776
2.461,034
473,964

1,911,175
4,516,400
676,961

26,195,043
65,548,451
17,678,319

Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital loss ......
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital loss ......
Net gain, noncapital assets . ~ .................................
Dividends received from domestic corporations ..... _ ..........
Dividends received from foreign corporations ... ___ ........ _
Other receipts ......... ....................... _ .........

163,378
2,049,022
1,561,265
402,251
22,612
15,566.675

103,576
1,231,634
721,108
225.006
32,330
7,916,736

111,906
1,486,034
979.941
378.799
109,369
9,873,550

110,294
1,753,545
572,519
481,592
116,656
7.516,777

208,886
1,679.559
1,180,089
350,944
194,349
7,232,604

576.032
3,418,818
1,323,938
604,202
472,552
11,544,946

6,831,903
48,851,395
19,838,006
10,952,724
23,917,204
116,803,028

Total receipts

...........................................

1,019,173,779

441,877,004

493,238,625

312,680,306

308,616,498

475,084,823

4,723,945,696

Cost of sales and operations ..................................
Compensation of officers .....................................
Repairs ......
...........................................
Bad debts ................................................
Rent paid on business property ................................

728,625,798
32.520,937
5,345,544
3,302,579
14,845,315

327,851,329
9.188,602
1.814,929
1,651.393
5,220,274

353,936,559
8,559,914
2,244,127
2,203,175
6,161,831

211,825,927
4,683,663
1,432,258
1,905,445
3.896,780

205,361,852
3,736,561
1,585,999
2,166.895
4,243,146

302,076,097
4,646,742
2,635,073
3,223,011
6,808,903

2,678,001,996
22,496,614
60,471,369
34,410,121
70,520,640

Taxes paid ................................................
Interest paid ...............................................
Contributions or gifts . ~ ......................................
Amortization ...............................................
Depreciation ..............................................

20,109,929
15,116,839
236,215
870,644
20,810,417

7,664,599
7,157,312
106,477
483,978
8,931,519

9,004.323
12,208,592
150.433
719,738
11,719,198

5,705,087
13,095,757
135.963
736,187
8,194.893

5,840,845
17,242,069
168,202
725,552
8,468,630

9,254,925
30,024,464
237,467
1,281,557
14,048,982

115.471.200
435.005.041
3,600,127
10,995.875
209,704,393

Depletion .................................................
Advertising ............ ...................................
Pension. profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annufty plans
... _
Employee benefit programs .......... __ ...
............... _
Net loss, noncapital assets ....................................
Other deductions ...........................................

180.627
8,299,032
4.327,263
5,487,591
569,223
158,525,828

112,028
4,030,156
1.511,552
2,792,875
254,781
63,105,200

186,094
4,616,915
1,577,632
3,187,178
418,982
76,343,934

227.683
3,480,177
1,051,540
2,497,936
293,573
53.517,436

229,806
3,487,863
1,044.619
2,574,482
612,077
51,127,901

517,871
5,936.141
1,823,047
4,456,638
1,280,592
86,833,313

6,777,369
62,952,455
24,620,252
55,872,775
6,121,931
926,923,537

Total receipts less total deductions
...
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations . _
_.
Net income (less deficit), total ...................................
Net income ...............................................
Deficit ... .................................
..............
Income subject to tax .........................................

15,332,902
8,441
15,197,324
30,342,209
15,144,885
16,077,038

7,649,353
7,545,022
14,366.377
6,821.355
7,595,905

10,243,290
46,436
9,899.285
19,224,930
9,325,646
10,848,793

8,783,851
125,774
8,209,952
14,626,092
6,416,140
9,399,396

11,677,572
141,421
10,686,216
16,644,631
5,958,415
11.122,216

17,560,471
431,642
16,080,938
25,773,709
9,692.771
17,311,652

252,468,293
21,302,864
247,576,114
291,080.919
43,504,805
213,271,066

Income tax, total ........
....................................
Regular and alternative tax .............. _ ...................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit
..............
Alternative minimum tax . ~ ............. ......
..............
Environmental tax ..........................................

5,300,206
5,189,481
32,204
73,613
1131

2,901,048
2,839,642
16,607
42,602
597

4,260,983
4,170,995
20,512
59,762
3,566

3,692,679
3,598,923
15.937
71.090
5,058

4.398,503
4,293.025
19,246
76,169
8,322

6,930.193
6.746,008
31,097
127,793
16,130

84,871,153
82,231,681
604,643
1,719,971
309,218

Foreign tax credit ............................................
U.S. possessions tax credit .....................................
Orphan drug credit ...........................................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ...............................
General business credit .......................................

19,429
27,634
-

18,731
32,940
-

52,215
153,939
-

81,514
234,725
-

137,488
362,566
-

276,827
418,237
-

217,981

* 1.486
103,786

2,473
129,308

1,008
101,758

278
132,710

4.242
213.185

20,023,682
1.413,837
5,154
42,359
6,689,415

Total deductions

* Estimate should be used with caution because of the small number of sample returns on which it is based.
NOTE: Detail may not add to total because of rocinding. See text for "Explanation of Tems" and "Description of the Sample and Limitatior~s of (he Data.
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RETURNS WITH NET INCOME
Table 5-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, and Selected Other Items by Size of Total Assets
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of total assets are in whole dollars]

Item

Total
return
fth
net
income

Total assets

...............................................

Cash ....................................... ............
Notes and accounts receivable ................................
Allowance for bad debts ...............................
inventories
Less:
................................................
Investments in Government obligations ..........................
Other current assets .........................................
Loans
stockholders . . ~ ............ .......................
Mortgage
to and real estate loans ................................
Other investments ..........................................
Depreciable assets ..........................................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ......................... ...
Depletable assets ...........................................
Less: Accumulated depletion ........................... ....
1Land ....................................................
ntangible assets (amortizable) .................................
Less: Accumulated amortization ...................
Other assets ........................................... I ...

Zem
assets

$250,000
under
$500,000

(2)

(3)

122,688

889,121

377,617

234,276

IS6,813

11,522,209,786

-

33,006,406

61,205,770

83,178,403

112,430,561

8,910,762
3,611,413
30.287
3,647.389
47,360
1,479,659
2,862,171
192,409
928.914
27,978,047
19,400,726

12,892,016
9.736,050
76,389
8,851,786
65,383
2,7113,794
4,030,782
697,533
2,866,190
37,409,673
23,845,498

14,755.042
15.684.368
179,891
13,835,087
264.600
4,042,112
3.409.717
1,027.233
4,391,706
47,994,162
29,979.373

15.924,981
24,146,024
290.149
21,528,160
681,355
5,571.528
2,736,841
2,306,7B3
6,014.030
56,980,657
34,044,570

a3,998
41,289
762,460
947,034
525,086
1.552,178

153,617
63,381
2,246,863
1,177,744
522,929
2,802,537

167,393
74,455
3,966,456
1,297,429
548,281
3,125,100

237,078
100,045
6,414.376
1,351,185
503.662
3,475,989

603,648,031
2,931,049.482
71.581.091
578.969,987
816,539,864
616,969,286
46,559,476
1,075,056.217
2.441.325,162
2.735,379,229
1,130,295,640
75,780,754
30,580,779
98,007,585
166,916,044
39,579,399
608,045,578

(4)

(5)

S500.000
$1,under
000.000
(6)

.............................................

11,522,209,786

33,006,406

61,205,770

83,178,403

112,430,561

Accounts payable ...................... ......... .........
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year ..........
Other current liabilities .......................................
Loans from stockholders .....................................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more ..........
Other liabilities .............................................

709,142,092
869,351,123
3,749,316,776
115,585,947
1,432.265,951
1,285,332,245
1,047,519,597
1,502,467,307
62,190,622
1.301,008,747
99,350,769
651,321,289

3,407,819
2,744,354
3,260,298
5,819,962
5,309,907
949.296

7,138,150
4,669.2a3
5,262.047
5,706.500
9,382.930
1,827,925

11,142,354
7,292,360
6,319,949
5,524,135
13,490,549
2,125,284

16,343,205
11,818,024
9,403,229
5,751,333
17,642.501
3,546.443

5,162,121
1,944,868
92,755
5,340,042
548,432
1,573.449

6,625,106
2,829,931
136,288
17,150,534
2,876,654
2,399,577

6,835,081
3,099,345
276,349
25,588,784
4,378,969
2,894,757

7,937.472
4,967,444
450,745
31,287,452
7,076,975
3,794,262

Total liabilities

Capital stock ..............................................
Paid-in or capital surplus .....................................
Retained earnings, appropriated . . ~ .....
..............
...
Retained earnings, unappropriated .............................
Other retained earnings, 1120S ................................
Less: Cost of treasury stock ...................................
Total receipts ..............................................
Business receipts ...........................................
Interest ...
Interest on Giovernment ,obligations ':
State and local ...........................................
Rents .............
........
......
....
Royalties .................................................

7,246,439,617

118,073,366

6,354,316,205
516,457,968

78,833,344
31,754,881

179,259,200
173,972,399
433.782

210,063,618
204,083,518
823,355

225,663,109
218,987,927
1,077,978

278,065,778
270,257,885
1,263,375

20,1149,069
69.242,963
17,956,888

96,724
331,441
53,374

1,069
539,927
108,176

7,922
749,832
61,621

11,839
1,264,177
87,094

21,692
1,657,180
150,489

Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital loss . . ...
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital loss ......
Net gain, noncapital assets . . . : ........................... ...
Dividends received from domestic corporations ...... ....... ....
Dividends received from foreign corporations
Other receipts . ............................................

7,521,396
55,567,247
21,836,274
11,510,663
23,821,667
147,359,278

82,194
817,761
1.000,049
87,248
272,020
4,744,330

125,602
336,116
417,927
18,169

17,974
341,144
366,243
71,029

24,520
555,400
373,850
108,664

3,305,866

3,540.904

3,171,314

36,834
609,737
489,473
126,616
9,078
3,443,419

6,781,137,325

107,650,519

168,206,521

199,808,463

215,625,893

266,659,307

49,775,515
2,721,288
407,114
852,317
1,507,204
1,977,712
30,451,567
34,232
27538
2, 231:070
1
47,592
789,153
386,279
481,579
117,019
15,743,340

69,863,725
24,675,313
1,372,623
254,615
7,179,649

105,542,949
21,483.963
1,564,679
369,392
5,973,210

128,228,532
16,329,698
1,691,184
539,897
5,423,606

176,348,722
14,434,963
1,808,987
675,701
5,703,863

5,050,298
1,222,609
58,363
126,312
3,562,093
16,114
1,752,985
2,018,196
854,005
37,020
50,162,601

5,526,982
1,662,294
71,170
143,394
4,356,402

5,663,280
2,248,365
80,599
137,427
5,132,891

6,560,736
2,996,922
90,925
143,646
5,705,469

Depletion .......... .....................................
Advertising ....... ......
...................... ;
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ............
Employee benefit programs ...................................
Net 16ss, noncapital assets ............. ......................
Other deductions ..... ...................... .......

4,142,087,577
146,670,292
71,611,202
33,568,217
108.703,021
163,066,311
425,771,260
4,891,187
9659094
235:187:967
6,174,838
B3,584,716
37,478,243
64,604,992
4,663,834
1,243,414,579

21,522
1,908,292
2,013,097
1,053,041
37,429
48,080,647

21,284
1,861,730
1,681,437
1,138,267
54,580
45,393,116

Total receipts less total deductions ................ ...........
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations ... ......
Net income . ~ ~ ........................................
Income subject to tax .......... ..............................
Income tax, total . ~ ~ . . ~ .......................................
Regular and alternative tax ...
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit .................
Alternative minimum tax ......................................
Environmental tax .....
...............................

465,302,293
20,789,383
465,234,737
311,439,636
117,834,599
114,984,398
629,296
1,841,473
344,275

10,422,847
152,772
10,478,896
4,829,256
1,764,717
1,718,812
7,534
25,623
4,497

11,052,679
11,051,610
3,647,320
598,957
595,094
3,281
250
-

10,255,155
10,246,301
5,572,078
1,001,758
994,488
5,383
655

10,037,216
-

25,427
2,259,231
1,693,744
1,354,643
63,174
46,893,155
11,406,471
* 7,591
11,391,945
6,307,042
1,521,393
1,499,439
9,026
12,455

Foreign tax credit ......
...............................
U.S. possessions tax credit
............ ...... .........
Orphan drug credit ...................
...... ..........
Nonconventional source fuel credit .............. ..............
General business credit . . ~ .....................................

20,803,122
2,666,634
5,154
52,439
7,955,932

195,564
20,884
73,107

20
48,576

2
-

186
105
87,145

Total deductions

...........................................

Cost of sales and operations ................................
Compensation of officers .............. ......................
Repairs .... ........... ..........................
.
Bad debts .............. ..........
............
Rent paid on business property .
......
............
Taxes paid ...........................................
Interest paid ...............................................
Contributions or gifts ........................................
Amortization ................ ..............................
Depreciation .... ........... .............................

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and -Desi~ription of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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$100.ODO
under
S25D,000

1,995,452

(1)
Number of returns ..........................................

Size of total assets
$1
$ und r
100.000

72,894

10,023,475
5,864,502
1,213,997
1,197,869
6,442
8,520
6

3,412
1,664
89.304

Corporation Returns/1987
Table 5-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, and Selected Other Items by Size of Total Assets-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of total assets are in whole dollars]
Size of total assets-Continued
Item

$1.000,000
$5under
.000,000

S5,0D0.000
S, under
0,000,000

$10,000.000
under
$25,000,000

$25.000,000
under
$50.0D0,000

$50,000.000
$1 under
00.000,000

$IW,000.000
under
$250,000.000

$250.000,000
or more

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

-

168,240

22,780

15,386

6,892

4,589

3,526

3,523

...............................................

329,114,168

157,071,869

240,677,727

9,354,052,613

37,038,406
80,720,173
1,208,581
76,716,619
2,220,427
17,168,673
4,721,481
3,216,249
19,546,988
146,450,209
82,575,718

14,488,281
39,307,600
728,431
35,870.909
3,141,297

20,226,800
65,104,235
1,329,929
40.139,456
15,741,866

325,532,404
21,026,851
95,559,114
2,364,252
25,626,829
41,886,914

579,716,637

Cash ....................................................
Notes and accounts receivable ................................
Less: Allowance for bad debts ..............................
: nventories i , G ..................... * * ...................
nvestments n overnment obligations .............
.........
Other current assets ............................ ............
Loans to stockholders .......................................
Mortgage and real estate loans ................................
Other investments ....................
.......
Depreciable assets . . ~ ~ ......... ............... ............
Less: Accumulated depreciation .............................
Depletable assets ...........................................
Less: Accumulated depletion ................................
Land .......................................... .........
Intangible assets (amortizable) .................................
Less: Accumulated amortization ..............................
Other assets ...............................................

246,223,228
17,628,595
71,621,005
1,500,522
24,950,168
28.235.320

32,226,974
140,180,315
3,914,734
36,291,738
59,199,134

408,529.323
2,385,379,185
59,957,927
291,511,845
665,056,207

9,714,588
1,614,550
1,527,357
11,283,028
62,387,118
32,864,493

758,814
352,167
13,167,287
3,268,249
1,194,995
9,452,055

732,925
260,158
4,962,943
2,043,877
695,275
4,545,754

13,667,684
1,365,370
6,061,571
24.135,861
79,763,624
39.455,170
992,739
482,673
5,732,358
2,811,537
841,725
7,044,124

12.107.059
796,435
15,637,819
29,230,682
60,139,192
27,444,431
1,432,495
771,606
3,864,886
2.964,138
695,795
8,027,789

15,408,770
804,827
32,517,609
43,063,833
61,321,450
26,521,902
1,711,986
925,440
3,957,451
3,816,402
684,658
9,326,617

26,258,874
1,234,616
83,365,703
1 W,921,622
110,693,485
44,239,785
3,115,256
1,054,882
5,936,555
8,156,757
1,364,328
19,709,336

508,766.545
22,982,685
928,505,951
2,195.942,309
2,044.261,611
769,923,973
66,394,454
26,454,682
46.995,950
139,081,693
32,002,664
538,984,099

Total liabilities .............................................
Accounts payable ..........................................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in less than one year ..........
Other current liabilities .......................................
Loans from stockholders .....................................
Mortgages. notes, and bonds payable in one year or more ..........
Other liabilities .............................................

329,114,168
54,305,387
50,097,687
31,547,601
10,974,050
47,839,237
10,679,042

157,071,869
23,946,390
24,243,437
19,372,106
2,988,828
21,628,192
7,676,760

240,677,727
28,463,284
27,147,223
55,640,433
2,678,132
31,253,773
11,535,032

246,223,228
19,359,750
17,546,923
94,182,690
1,844,114
27,055,175
12,727,793

325,532,404

579,716,637

9,354,052,613

Capital stock ..............................................
Paid-in or capital surplus .....................................
Retained earnings, appropriated . .
.......... .............
Retained earnings, unappropriated
..............
Other retained earnings, 11 20S ................................
Less: Cost of treasury stock ...................................

18,329,977
13,762,338
1,037,490
70,690,601
28,766,300
8,915,541

8,809,006
8,255,195
302,273
27,507,591
15,475,149
3,133,057

11,936,542
17,126,579
505,181
39,527,450
18,723,375
3,859,278

10,521,216
21,555,062
747.163
34,105,310
9.254,476
2.676,445

19,627,874
16,969,303
150,695,124
1,755,070
29,532,414
15,157,921
18,694,263
36,782,832
1,033,116
36,392,614
5,752,771
6,860,899

29,625,850
25,815,606
247,550,793
2,703,472
61,318,410
36,290,005
34.621,764
84,580,376
2,243,745
63,536,528
4,472,540
13,042,452

495,782,029
681,006,923
3,126,082,506
69,840,249
1,167,812,863
1,182,816,743
918,047,049
1,307,563,338
55,365,517
949,881,842
2,025,128
602,171,573

Total recelpts ..............................................

792,981,377

342,931,680

378,468,363

238,864,084

240,063,050

368,060,434

3,873,945,558

Business receipts ...................................
Interest ........ ..........................................
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local ...........................................
Rents ....................................................
Royalties ............................ ....................
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term capital loss ......
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term capital loss ......
Net gain, noncapital assets .................
........ ......
Dividends received from domestic corporations ...................
Dividends received from foreign corporations .....................
Other receipts .............................................

771,198.085
3,379.592

332,039,372
1,835,253

361,373,380
5,561,996

219,483,276
9,458,557

214,682,803
15,100,679

322,276,201
26,894,107

3,187,128,015
418,874,414

87,175
3,255,927
303,893

290,982
1,603,783
257,085
75,906
1,171,602
690,333
309,751
104,346
7,029,199

533,500
1,337,544
253,396

796,154
1,536,636
379,048

1,313,599
3,023,284
448,761

17,603,170
52,391,506
15,660,794

116,580
1,766,217
1,291,939
349,734
22,708
11,209,529

85,244
1,551,726
193,158
88,787
1,053,072
532,394
191,776
22,810
5,338,089

85,041
1,444,748
378,325
437,592
106,285
5,345,819

170,003
1,405,005
661,858
313,271
168,703
4,848,890

521,174
3,302,375
1,016,114
573,027
440,212
8,251,581

6,176,781
42,764,072
14,617,768
8,923,785
22,674,916
87,130,337

...........................................

762,400,228

328,481,257

359,004,638

223,721,117

222,666,214

339,879,514

3,587,033,654

Cost of sales and operations ..................................
Compensation of officers .....................................
Repairs .............. ................
.......... .....
Bad debts .................................... ...........
Rent paid on business property ................................
Taxes paid ................................................
Interest paid ...............................................
Contributions or gifts ........................................
Amortization ...............................................
Depreciation ..............................................

249,089,839
7,263,759
1,275,241
796,844
3,583,004
5,746,273
3,953,555
104,724
232,738
5,902,388

266,907,492
6,480,311
1,556,418
1,000,259
3,874,189

156,160,605
3,429,714
967,588
824,283
2,470,099

152,374,263
2,741,470
1,107,042
937,971
2,737,157

218,251,045
3,463,114
2,172,560
1,496,309
4,619,525

2,011,808,906
17,643,322
53,881,291
23,787,091
55,552,773

6,498,144
6,681,580
148,505
317,750
7,305,585

4,328,278
7,924,167
133,596
288,268
5,331,469

4,504,962
11.340,539
163,472
299,226
5,544,330

7,827,536
19,898,260
261,412
612,175
9,912,426

94,585,864
328,702,109
3,509,337
6,818.734
166,030,681

Depletion .................................................
Advertising ................................................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans
...........
Employee benefit programs ...................................
Net loss, noncapital assets ....................................
Other deductions .......
.................................

557,735,984
26,003,377
3,806,474
2,033,538
10,078.743
14,796,243
8,689,292
234,852
411,884
14,173,164
127,002
5,864,021
3,796,320
3,956,897
145,732
110,546,704

87,7W
2,812.694
1,317,325
1,965,238
76,619
44,273,313

134,753
3,241,085
1,311,345
2,241,798
93,980
51,211,444

197,172
2,473,487
862,424
1,750,487
82,176
36,497,305

136,335
2,575.231
863,616
1,927,417
399,070
35,014,113

390,659
5,127,848
1,530,333
3,391,593
259,474
60,665,244

4,969,275
52,918,959
20,104,127
44,490,028
3,297,560
698.933,597

Total receipts less total deductions ...............................
Constructive taxable income from related foreign corporations ..........
Net income .................................................
Income subject to tax ........... .............................
Income tax, total .............................................
Regular and alternative tax ...................................
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit .................
Alternative minimum tax .... .................................
Environmental tax ..........................................

30.581,150
9,896
30,500,507
16,162,501
5,318,995
5.223,292
26.620
64,738
1,051

15,142,967
118,980
14,728,447
9,452,464
3,697,095
3,618,700
12,028
60,362
5,188
91,933
234,725
1,008
102,149

28,180,920
399,353
27,266,675
18,629,201
7,362,563
7,207,402
28,216
99,967
17,813

286,911,904
19.927,941
289,236,675
211,326,540
83,818,452
81,594,227
486,847
1,428,693
303,312

47,811
27,634
1 12
221,923

19,463,725
39,928
19,211,511
10,842,522
4,241,132
4,169,166
16,008
49,675
3,536
52,215
153,939
2,473
129,542

17,396,836
127,394
16,728,076
11,211,547
4,411,453
4,326,570
15,660
59,430
8,225

Foreign tax credit ............................................
U.S. possessions tax credit .....................................
Orphan drug credit ...........................................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ............ ..................
General business credit ........................................

14,450,423
* 5,526
14,370,618
7,594,664
2,884,088
2,839,339
12,250
31,105
601
18,731
32,940
1,486
103,774

110,737
382,974
1,251
132,301

267,615
397,830
3,269
262,149

20,011,105
1,413,837
5,154
42,359
6,633,066

Number of returns ..........................................
Total assets

Total deductions

* Estimate should be used with caution because of the small number of sample returns on which it is based.
NOTE: Detail may not add to total because of rotinding. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Li.itatkins of the Data."
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RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 6-Selected Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Tax Items, by Industrial Division, by Size of Total Assets
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of total assets are in whole dollars]
Size of total assets
Total returns
of active

Industrial division , item

corporations

Zero
assets
(2)

$100, 000

$250,000

Lindi er
$100,000

under
$250 .000

under
$500.000

(3)

(4)

(5) _

$1,000.000

$5,000,000

$10,000.000

unde(r)o
$1,000,000

under
$5.000,000

under
$10,000.000

under
$25.000.000

: 25,000,000
under
50,DDO,000

(6)

(7)

(8)

(911

(10)

$500.0

1

$50.000,000
under
$100.10,00.000
(1

: 21 00,000,000
50,000.DDO
under

$250.000,000

(12)

(13)

or
more

All Industries
3.612,133

280,022

1,809,278

620,593

353,031

233,352

231,945

33,929

23,532

10,234

6,498

4,926

4,794

Total assets ... ................... .............
Notes and accounts receivable, net ............. .....
Inventories .............. ......... .............
Cash, Government obligations and other current assets ...
Other investments and loans . ~ .... .... .... .......
Depreciable assets ........................... ...
Less: Accumulated depreciation
.................

15,310,615,602
3,668,026,414
829,272,682
2,683,012,613
4,753,697,114
3,602,960,891
1,483,312,181

-

60,422,391
6,518,417
7,171,685
16,805,125
6,431,256
53,418,197
35,752,747

99,974,588
15,065,049
15,250,790
22,177,270
11,405,233
65,710,004
40,420,017

124,777,375
21,576,588
20,809,068
25,886,336
12,812,785
74,845,357
44,424,416

164,135,875
32,435,747
31,084,296
29,847,910
14,734,180
89,455,874
51,498,527

480,177,708
104,718,839
107,518,745
76,372,481
40.533,985
220,667,460
115,665,068

234,362,652
51,938,372
49,388,441
38,060,050
23,430,707
96,608,827
46,283,936

368,288,492
90,607,429
55,433,543
71,621,675
49.627,342
127,898,271
57,555,546

363,874,824
100,772,669
35,006,864
81,414,937
64,576,562
92,942,638
38,881,742

458,310,051
125,880.934
33,929,719
104,043,587
106,310,616
95,257,662
38,988,731

798,733, 1 17
180,933,086
49,389,126
153,850,323
246.337,698
153,727,487
60.111,683

12,167,558,530
2,937,579,283
424,290.404
2,062,932,920
4,177,496,752
2,532,429,114
953,729,768

Other capital assets less reserves ....................
Accounts and notes payable ........................
Other current liabilities , . d ... * ... * * ................
Mortgages, notes. and
n s payable in one year or more
Net worth ........
.................. ......
Cost of property used for investment credit .............

439,004,547
2,245,219,754
4,822,312,874
2,141,169,042
3,947.380,235
43,174,681

90,191

2,761,435
15,460,355
7,409,311
14,937,207
109,833
'10,447

6,022,347
23,797,329
8,839,698
21,385,057
26,327,995
74,060

8,563,102
30,901,665
10,072,658
25,614,747
40,543,748
23,998

12,434,182
45,459,323
13,133.547
33,355,135
53,199,833
24,897

30,156,420
157,875,351
45,993,645
92,409,915
141,690,129
147,279

13,065,158
73,466,311
29,053,026
44,322,778
68,043,737
131,573

18.171,530
88,359,546
83,813,076
66,391,292
101,306,898
301,103

14,286.602
58,570.996
137,496,370
54,530.752
87.304.234
234,533

15,541,539
56,418,689
204.083.322
57,711,019
111.348,813
296,372

29,569,395
84.436,750
328,169,352
106,621,375
203,912,547
907,305

288,432,835
1,610,473,439
3.954,248,869
1,623,889,767
3.113,592,471
40,932,922

Total receipts ..... ........................ .....
Business receipts ............. ........ ..........
Cost of sales and operations .............. .........
Taxes paid ........ ......... ......
........
Interest paid ... .................................
Depreciation .. . ~ ... .............................

185,727,143
126,793,559
82,832,022
3,207,379
44,807,334
3,853,550
688,270
991,546
2,551,151
4,829,468
1,780.734
30,149
7,494

305.081,024
296,832,570
130.207,194
9,171,326
2,630,187
6,766,184
3,206,630
1,439,730
-306,735
3,647,320
600,667
252
-

312,429,485
302,598,006
163,009,189
8,599,293
3,382,427
7,466,702
2,647,376
1,795,926
2,648,011
5,577,765
1,005,710
655

306,062,084
297,179,431
174,395,207
8,091,737
3,971,813
7,943,381
2,094,495
1,605.627
3.639,574
5,864.504
1.215.439
8,381

373.088,504
362,691,557
238,095,403
9.225.672
5,347,416
8,802,821
1,941,051
1,901,423
4,496,858
6,295,490
1,527,662
18,668

1,034,506,681
1,004,439,972
728,625,798
20,109,929
15,116,839
20,810,417

449.526.357
433,772,170
327,851,329
7,664.599
7,157,312
8,931,519

503,481,914
478,551,355
353,936,559
9,004,323
12,208,592
11,719,198

321,464,157
294,071,799
211,825,927
5,705,087
13,095,757
8,194,893

320,294,069
285.236,856
205.361.852
5,840,845
17,242,069
8,468,630

492,645,294
432,463,237
302,076,097
9,254,925
30,024,464
14,048.982

Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans . .
Employee benefit programs. ........................
Net income (less deficit) ............................
Income subject to tax, total .........................
Income tax, total ..............................
Alternative minimum tax ..........................
Environmental tax ...............................

9,580,720,701
8,414,537,647
5,596,218,574
211,346,315
589,989,252
316,710,668
46,533,727
84,603,727
328,223.710
311,840,615
118,484.975
2,229,107
351,253

1,511,552
2,792,875
7,545,022
7,595,905
2.901.G48
42,602
597

1.044,619
2.574,482
10,686,216
11,122,216
4,398,503
76,169
8,322

1,823,047
4,456,638
16,080,938
17,311,652
6,930.193
127,793
16,130

20,812,861
2,666,634
5,154
52,439
7,959,117

195,564
20.884
73,107

20
48,576

2
-

186
105
87,145

3,412
1,664
89,251

18,731
32,940
1,486
103,786

1,577,632
3,187,178
9,899,285
10,848,793
4,260,983
59,762
3,566
52,215
153,939
2,473
129,308

1,051,540
2,497,936
8,209,952
9,399,396
3,692,679
71,090
5,058

Foreign tax credit .......... I . I ... I . . I I I ~ I I I ... ....
U.S. possessions tax credit ........................
Orphan drug credit ...............................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ... ...............
General business credit ............................

4,327,263
5,487,591
15,197,324
16,077,038
5,300,206
73,613
831
19,429
27,634
1 12
217,981

4,976,413.989
4,099.907.134
2,678.001,996
115,471,2DO
435,005,041
209,704,393
24,620,252
55.872.775
247,576,114
213,271,066
84,871,153
1,719,971
309,218

81,514
234,725
1,008
101,758

137,488
362,566
278
132,710

276,827
418.237
4,242
213,185

20,023,682
1,413,837
5,154
42,359
6,689,415

116,544

7,822
-

Number of returns ...........

........

72,894

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing
Number of returns ... ............................
Total assets .....................................
Notes and accounts receivable, net ...................
Inventories ................................ .....
Cash, Government obligations and other current assets ...
Other investments and loans ........................
Depreciable assets ..................... .........
Less: Accumulated depreciation ...................

55,374,698
4,950,539
6,255,324
6,183,833
6,855,355
37,924,150
23,249,625

Other capital assets less reserves . ...................
Accounts and notes payable ........................
Other current liabilities .............................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
Net worth .......................................
Cost of property used for investment credit .............

13,719,332
12,115,845
2,402,560
15,107,663
18,201,394
50,082

Total receipts ....................................

77,057,114

1,185,944

Business receipts .................................
Cost of sales and operations ........................

71,809,603
50,565,416

1,063,424
612,851

Taxes paid ................ .....................
Interest paid .....................................
Depreciation ................... ................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ...
Employee benefit programs .........................
Net income (less cleficit) ....... ....................
Income subject to tax, total .........................
Income tax, total .................................
Alternative minimum tax ...........................
Environmental tax ...............................
Foreign tax credit .................................
U.S. possessions tax credit .................... ....
Orphan drug credit ...............................
Nonconventional source fuel credit .........
.......
General business credit ...........................

1,544,511
2,272,546
3,422,383
149,646
281,312
1,626,501
1,770,932
508,012
7,146
467
3,981
1,929
146
48,785

*1,572

41

19

6

2,897,692
456.217
415,375
256,226
476.706
1,404.094
628,851

3.022,765
489,115
518,160
263,148
387,452
1,396,634
621,301

2,640,461
182;562
576,122
294,900
877.788
1,088,432
579,563

613,518
1,234,884
231,604
1,161,624
1,135,210

230,329
690,027
290,910
612,018
805,477
'220

408,528
843,344
202,157
849,641
730,530
3,508

456,683
837,379
230,745
584,543
1,142,210
1,099

170,195
656,900
95,787
164,167
1,644,882
1,954

3,802,875

5,492,440

3,134,4a3

4,033,869

3,969.851

2,657,319

3,498,347
2.472,495

5,220,323
4,089,110

2,866,669
2,104,382

3,778,274
2,786,896

3.843,383
2,368,787

2,365,436
1,418,394

1
1,036
1,826

39,173
52.356
110,619
4,808
25,556
119,359
132,451
51,158
115
2,179
-

2,796

859
3,965

77,998
87,481
121.304
11,297
28,447
106,533
133,605
52,645
518
152
331
1,471

1,897

20,983

18,048

3,457,194
143,881
170,756
541,191
370,615
4,205,853
2,835,432
731,970
801,544
99,123
1,121,369
559,320

6,389,233
380,124
409,318
917,756
701,687
5,420,803
3,591,248

13,717
9,679,909
525,974
764,235
1,078,735
882,614
6,974,096
4,641,508

8,417
15.151,201
1,281,227
1,713,124
1,431,503
1,601,238
9,215,506
5,762,705

576
3,863,197
542,647
397,012
373,314
493,388
2,292,137
1,203.538

259
4,077,306
446,691
710,148
440,858
548,771
2,344,822
1,190,782

1,830,007
999,619
155,480
1,869,387
2,296,988
*8,619

3,448,019
1,527,130
256,275
2,933,521
3,881,058
'12,628

4,840,443
3,220,875
562,045
4,398,317
4,854,727

813,685
832,882
190,540
1,034,312
1.230,051

5,494,266

11,078,871

7,353,878

12,198,779

16,654,540

5,138,509
3,016,503

10,642,119
8,218,247

6,623,402
4,231,967

11,216,357
8,075,586

15,553,361
11,170,199

5,398

(1)
'815
11,985

33
9.869

175,951
471,263
87,894
378,763
-79,061
-

30,926
67,319
124,396
-1,954
2,592
-5,275
35.925
8.826
-

78
2,666.805
428,181
491,678
237,593
368,756
1,344,398
549,715

46,579
1,528,935
73,920
89,395
348,611
146,343
2,237,376
1,624,981

131,767
102,159
228,183
-11,901
10,603
20,398
73,104
11,396
-

862

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data "

170,397
191,907
399,411
1 4,006
22,350
55,786
137,480
25,347
-

3,886

210,747
232,159
460,126
5,806
26,257
302,040
205,306
37,838
-

267,703
420,783
608,970
28,141
29,426
249,342
297,942
61,188

353,495
602,930
749,442
45,595
63,966
299,944
360,149
108,211
3,962

75,758
130,954
186,685
8,059
11,592
93,714
131,859
49.823

85,155
173,230
187,005
8,856
23,261
126,599
133,170
49,995
711
44
5
-

50,880
92,909
115,869
5,366
15,800
80,618
49,255
19,831
'719
69

50,513
118,359
130,375
3,857
21,463
177,442
80,687
31,752
1,074
68
10
146
3,257

RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 6-Selected Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Tax Items, by Industrial Division, by Size of Total Assets-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of total assets are in whole dollars]
Size of total assets
Industrial division, item

Total returns
of active
corporations
(1)

Mining
Number of returns ................. ..............
Total assets ................... .................
Notes and accounts receivable, net ..... .............
Invent nes ......................................
Cash, Government obligations and other current assets ...
Other investments and loans ....... ................
Depreciable assets .......... ....................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ...................
Other capital assets less reserves ....................
Accounts and notes payable ........................
Other current liabilities .............................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
Net worth .......................................
Cost of property used for investment credit .............
Total receipts ......................... ..........
Business receipts .................................
Cost of sales and operations ........................
Taxes paid ......................................
Interest paid ....... .............................
Depreciation ................. ..................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans . .
Employee benefit programs .........................
Net income (less deficit) ...... .....................
Income subject to tax, total .............. ... . I I .....
Income tax. total .................................
Alternative minimum tax ..........................
Evironmental tax ................................
Foreign tax credit .................................
U.S. possessions tax credit .........................
Orphan drug credit .... ..........................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ............ ......
General business credit ............................
Construction
Number of returns ................................
Total assets .....................................
Notes and accounts receivable, net ...................
Inventories . ~ ....................................
Cash, Government obligations and other current assets ...
Other investments and loans . . ~ ~ ....................
Depreciable assets ...............................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ...................
Other capipal assets less reserves ....................
Accounts and notes payable ..... ..................
Other current liabilities ...........
.......
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
Net worth ...... ...............................
Cost of property used for investment credit .............
Total receipts . ...
......................
Business receipts .................................
Cost of sales and operations ........................
Taxes paid ......................................
Interest paid ................. .......... .......
Depreciation ....................................
Pension, profit-sharing. stock bonus, and annuity plans ...
Employee benefit programs .........................
Net income (less deficit) ............................
Income subject to tax, total .........................
Income tax, total ........... .....................
Alternative minimum tax ..........................
Environmental tax ............................
Foreign tax credit .................................
U.S. possessions tax credit .........................
Orphan drug credit ....
Nonconventional source fuel....
credit......................
General business credit ............................

42,050
220,137,063
21,115,567
6,821,281
14,923,771
97,050,364
94,166,629
47,863,798
24,129,216
25,426,951
11,248,123
47,779,341
109,553,353
254,198
96,805,871
85,846,689
56,325,162
2.841,876
5,442,124
5,955,759
332,751
936,262
275,048
3,237,322
1,256,089
91,392
5,563
371,817
2,758
70,895
371,169
222,064,937
57,244,779
33,352,955
51,157,434
29,955,731
76,500,730
44,174,868
8,949,993
70,140,245
33,063,045
41,641,804
53,926,258
170,073
454,831,094
442,491,245
344.505,785
9,074,214
6,319,837
8.140,267
1,725,303
2,281,798
8,700,642
7,843,763
2,459,657
91,057
1,809
17,788
11,090
102,690

$1

$100,000

$10,000,000

$25,000.000

$50,000,000

Under
$100.000

under
$250,000

under
$500,000

$5001000
under
$1,000,000

$1'000'000
under

$5,000,000

assets

$5,000,000

under
$10.000,000

under
$25.000,000

under
$50,000.000

under
$100.ODO,000

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Zero

3,756
-

2,034,795
1,765,778
613,750
77,326
127,977
177,637
'17,061
22,446
403,413
2,529

17,994
-

232
4,881,525
4,556,804
3,370,406
115.535
132,662
82,222
13,513
26,740
88,630
107,590
33,468
131
12
(1)
*630

19,113
625,737
83,359
-6,824
164,654
88,861
943,653
762,272
54,858
516,700
57,254
267,303
-753,593
1,349,458
1,130,810
348,026
38,536
37,827
81,579
5,433
-71,312
21,938
3,427

-

7,532
1,162,458
260,628
32,039
177,823
130,370
1,463,962
1,124,953
104,384
571,288
91,707
327,255
-302,300
2,370,659
2,235,998
1.043,860
104,584
56,195
135,435
* 2,487
19,372
-89,204
30.230
6.055
'335

'418

193,975
6,483,574
1,001,491
554,065
1,903,498
728,534
5,881,150
3,965,662
207,284
2,123,291
834,865
1,239,007
600,433

61,966
10,070,206
2,438,302
1,242,165
2,587,256
927,061
5,960,446
3,822,512
420,625
3,188.951
990,522
1,523,785
2,939,102

45,152,881
44,642,505
28.541,759
1,342,203
315,378
861,215
98,062
204,383
326,745
437,009
67,898
-

37,798,806
37,407,952
25,918,906
1,016,431
336,491
824,319
109,944
246,611
432,760
687,775
117,866
-

5.127 1

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Dewription of the Sample and Limitations of the Data. "

11,530

$250. 000

4,437
1,597,156
277,640
102,008
352,446
221,998
1,522,265
1,069,556
119,906
562,140
54,742
299,362
33,580
* 6,406
2.195,693
1,996,607
746,333
86,852
50,537
159,815
* 830
12,196
-67,477
37,367
7,931

2,955
2,061,948
307,087
39,091
458,703
348,334
1,908,984
1,484,067
352,238
621,665
138,132
598,021
442,938
2,329,731
2,148,215
750,897
114,864
84,025
154,536
9,623
11,153
-110.743
58,735
16,856
-2,511
-

105
2,398

183

37,442
13,314,953
3,217,506
2,091,694
3,256,517
1,096,968
7,103.062
4,358,853
546,272
4,158,835
1,483,037
2,093,845
4,292,198
168
37,642,494
37,049,950
26,343,953
970,235
388,849
875,482
152,362
192,736
782,520
864,382
190,972
'851
-

27,885
19,767,384
5,175,153
3,304,930
4,859,419
1,380,998
9,571,245
5,903,626
893,578
6,877,429
2,385,122
2,729,681
5,878,108
49,512.167
48,743,692
36,763,502
1,181,783
495,535
1,075,184
257,124
294,450
728,945
831,621
216,291
10,234
-

7,388

9,666

2,789
5,876,746
919,477
163,761
1,179.244
818,037
4,101,476
2,595,928
924,585
1,632,725
457,735
1,580,090
1,369,098
* 1,193
5,240,515
4,774,164
2,690,927
197,748
185,463
376,917
24,904
24,897
-164,918
127,510
47,449
4,827
3
2
-

582
4,053,134
658,887
135,114
945,259
517,413
2,573,174
1,708,526
784,488
970,179
402,602
719,617
1,417,620
3,380,190
2,912,171
1,814,135
115,060
92,824
228,093
19,481
16,340
35,881
103,058
40,586
2,887
*2,327
380

26,502
53,373,857
16,162,337
9,581,234
12,871,873
3,387,392
19,190,718
11,444,013
1,952,161
19,676,369
9,017,744
6,562,082
13,720,953

3,136
21,811.161
6,747,856
4,092,272
5,150,971
1,333,877
7,429,039
4,520,805
859,377
7,775,781
4,354,236
2,670,942
5,118,746

116,224,990
113,910,847
91,100,355
2.280,612
1,091,809
2,019,040
521,773
561,940
2,708,918
2,027,465
676,926
32,638
9
-

42,117,042
41,157,143
34,682.548
692,830
363,292
687,053
153,541
203,641
1,168,134
771,551
303,140
17,211
37
1,090
-

3
27,482

15,304

or
more

3,270

Ill
,
10,138,806
1 420.518
427,064
1,577,869
2,054,510
6,171,547
3,729,094
1,709,349
1,719,181
702,599
2,174,233
4,169,207
19,512
6,281,221
5,428,075
3,936,790
162,549
285,665
340,098
17,438
42,823
293,737
355,310
139,378
6,294
670
31,459
96
9,528

80
21,523,640
2,472,268
1,210,501
1,987,970
5,578,391
9,892,812
5,258,560
2,914,221
2,285,028
1,838,611
5,820,595
6.333,383
33,908
12,178,507
10,768,523
8,098,456
424,612
587,277
511,284
22,469
88,941
96,052
318,605
134,331
11,353
747
31,167
1.408
4,335

71
159,797,723
12,811,619
4,180.679
5,805.044
85,545,075
57.608,610
25,123,382
14,423,001
14,095,552
6,437,372
32,897,729
92,080,015
181.941
50,680,519
44,889,356
31.167.952
1,244,160
3,575.881
3,182,761
197,154
632.267
32.263
1,898,024
735,562
48,900
3,761
302,661
168
47,712

379
12,787,015
3,565,895
1,938,963
3,033,870
1,218,554
4,042,254
2,133,817
537,039
3,961,899
2,267,849
2,078,328
3,041,475
* 13,120
19,109,955
18,295,154
15,699,780
283,598
232,609
333,001
55,138
149,665
524,649
379,261
150,404
3,959
225
512
-

152
10,625,857
2,616,722
1,832,600
2,482,302
1.089.869
2,991,041
1,440,317
391,218
2,961,382
2,466,068
1,808,853
2,269,033
17,410
13,920,679
13,335,861
11,737,255
146,786
201,612
245,381
29,719
28,781
355,907
322.902
129,987
4,881
321
93
-

66
10,728,468
3,336,209
814,595
2.328,172
1,482,669
2,710,837
1,118,957
667,338
2,900,399
1,904,785
2,268.035
2,733,703
5.237
17,135,412
16,577,226
14.686.267
166,064
249,270
182,216
27,938
36,773
-225,374
224,417
94,068
4,831
235
-

38
38,957,439
5,844,933
3,377,747
7,120,454
15,346,147
4,472,044
1,449,759
1,494,730
8,320,917
2,538,978
15,550,710
8,030,174
131,296
30,933,717
27.552,461
22.174,397
293,228
2,080,728
358,877
178,118
171,174
564,063
400,590
164,620
4,991
750
16,479
-

4,067

3,643

1,701

5,666

4,404,936
3,973,900
2,641,602
145,922
173,477
336,901
8,757
33,265
-95,472
152,023
62,401
4,048
116
(1)
-

4,359,646
3,823,092
2,472,435
129,665
184,975
270,703
12,546
27,130
12,828
130,677
59,585
9,141
184
4,179
-

7
10,485

$250,01)(1.000

(12)

192
6,875,696
1,020,106
242,654
1,072,421
792,638
3,695,874
2,231,532
1,445,740
1,256,903
646,215
1,743,407
2,547,889

1,634
24,145,024
7,138,373
4,522,691
5,563,101
1,963,661
7,148,894
4,016,546
980,369
8,194,994
4,819,838
3.116,536
5,302,331
1,412
40,401,425
39,261,651
33,486,657
584,910
431,603
596,276
128,071
164,904
1,244,746
789,199
314,017
11.331
220

under000
$250.000,000

1)

433
6,424,018
883,980
281,546
1,202,338
954,738
4,284,273
2,775,928
1,296,449
1,195,588
421,154
1,351,730
2.215,517

1,662

$100,0DO,

(13)

RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 6-Selected Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Tax Items, by Industrial Division, by Size of Total Assets-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of total assets are in whole dollars]
,
Industrial division, item

Total returns
of active a
corporation

(1)

Size of total assets
Zero
assets

$1
$ Under
100,000

$100,
unde000
r
$250 .000

$250,000
$500,000
under

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

$500.000
under
$1,ODO,000

$1,000,000
under
$5.000,000

$5,000,000
under
$10,000,000

$10.DDO,000
under
$25.ODO,000

$25.000.DDO
under
S50.0D0.0D0

$50.000.000
under
$100,000.000

S100.000,000
under
$250,000.ODO

$250.000.000
or
more

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Manufacturing
Number of returns ...

............................

294,211

Total assets . ............................
N otes and accounts receivable , net .... ....... ......
Inventories .......................... ...........
Cash, Government obligations and other current assets ...
Other investments and loans ........................
Depreciable assets ...............................
Less: Accumulated depreciation .
....
.. .... ...

3.111.708,665
688,748,762
331,733,231
293. 872 , 103
725,602 .726
1 ,339, 121 ,025
646,641 .920

Other capital assets less reserves ....................
Accounts and notes payable ........................

187,185,366
590, 193 ,026

Other current liabilities . ~ . . ~ ................. ......
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
Net worth . . ~ ....... ............................
Cost of property used for investment credit ........... .
Total receipts
......... ..........
Business receipts
..............
Cost of sales and operations .....................
Taxes paid .............................. ......
Interest paid . ~ ... ................. .............
Depreciation ....................................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ...
Employee benefit programs .......... ..............
Net income (less deficit) ............
.........
Income subject to tax, total ............ ...........
Income tax, total ... .......................... : . .
Alternative minimum tax ............ I I ...... I .....
Environmental tax ..............................
Foreign tax credit . . ..............................
U.S. possessions tax credit ......
...... ... ....
Orphan drug credit ................
..........
Nonconventional source fuel credit ... ........ ......
General business credit ............... I ........ I ...
Transportation and Public Utilities
Number of returns ................... ............
Total assets ......... ...........................
Notes and accounts receivable , net .............
I nventories ................................ .....
Cash, Government obligations and other current assets . . .
Other investments and loans ........................
Depreciable assets ................... ...
Less: Accumulated depreciation ............
I' ...
*
Other capital assets less reserves ................ ...
Accounts and notes payable ........................
Other current liabilities ... ................... .....
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
Net worth .... ..................................
Cost of property used for investment credit ..... .......
Total receipts .... ...................... . . . ....
Business receipts . .......................... .....
Cost of sales and operations ..... ..................
Taxes paid ............................
nterest paid .................. ....... ..........
Depreciation .... ....... ................. .....
Pension. profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ...
Employee benefit programs ............ ............
Net income (less deficit) . ~ ............ ......... ....
ncome subject to tax, total ...... ............. ....
ncome tax. total .................................
Alternative minimum tax ..........................
Environmental tax ......................... .....
Foreign tax credit ...................
......
U .S. possessions tax credit ..... ....... ........ .
Orphan drug credit ...............................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ...................
General business credit .............. I ..... I ....... 1

322,650,832
635,648,257
1,191,672,658
15,014,258
3.141,406,444
2 ,9 4 6 ,695,175
2, 034 ,818 ,784
74 ,6 1 1 ,4 7 2
100 ,783 ,073
121 , 174,522
16,833,570
41 ,45 1,655
145,493,891
145,836,088
57,286.912
712,520
173,059
16,931.616
2 ,564 ,058
5, 154
28,576
3,709,348

147,893
1,352,512,937
117, 518,525
31,236,728
88,405,385
201,306,488
1,153,409.171
354, 488 ,250
41,139,418
134,621 ,532
98,033,639
423,390,784
510,064,080
22, 160 ,674
786,179,466
736,633,389
339,840,645
3 4,960,799
47 ,132,799
7 7.051,204
5,538,103
11 ,481 ,379
37 ,466 ,726
43,818,326
17,696,185
483,404
63, 571
332,278
53.171
14 ,953
2,526,632 1

13,730
-

6,044
29,461,837
28,143,858
20,851,119
659,214
1,027,259
889,577
137,296
312,132
72,135
677,690
244,316
3,990
681
36,548
17, 902
14,994
9,954
-

39 ,121
8,006,940
7,621,234
4,578,383
175,199
474,937
377,307
30,300
63,273
-315, 488
148,983
58,139
1,598
202
21
'7.038 1

108,006

46,469

4,010,462
836,626
549,998
906 ,263
246 ,754
3 ,866 ,368
2,634 ,442

7,822,219
1,861,049
1,336,552
1 .484 , 107
516 ,648
6 ,090 ,843
4 ,027 ,940

36,057
13,067,786
3.433,889
2,399,089
2 ,400 ,288
715 ,189
10 , 109 ,820
6 ,683,3 6 1

88,369
1,426,327
442,602
911,778
-717,289
18,189,949
17,888,981
10,652,680
557,522
225,325
513,804
34,603
104,237
-375,412
218,113
39,733

197,664
2,183,340
933,767
1,676,018
1,725,665
* 11,922
22,855,924
22,540,574
13,239,467
786,726
268,478
745,270
138.807
154,341
101,510
442,770
83,419

292,204
3,479,554
1,046,578
2,363,887
4,662,136
35,110,840
34,490,299
21,325,006
1,059,335
420,394
1,220,320
223,297
300,027
121,244
660,431
130,953

6,627,269
1,876,018
4,308,219
7,521,237
'7,324
51.963,287
51,183,024
33,622,201
1,456,199
680,806
1.536,384
281,332
416,804
690.349
1,002,902
249,024

4,394

8,047

23
20,672

1,379
22,066

73,012
2.537,655
296,494
54.718
683,332
224,403
3,017,087
1,970,301
79,504
630,484
223,584
699,193
25,599
13,484,293
13,224,306
7,551,947
312,753
150,480
426,661
*6,963
50,766
- 42 . 705
105,746
18,252
-

25,607
4,043,674
689,410
50,535
780,632
408,547
4,558,142
2,847,377
117,313
1,006,860
352,112
1,354,886
676,071
'25 ,272
14,145,685
13,765,908
7,213,864
465,807
201,036
596,878
28,398
79,447
-36,633
169,270
28,507
-

16,013
5,711,441
988,761
155,071
1,120,609
448,602
6,917,122
4,420,179
289,813
1,449,134
447,289
1,664,557
1,462,254
16.047,978
15,658,125
7,284,608
586,452
258,936
851,346
55,412
107,243
180,826
237,481
48,790

9,478
6,613,391
1,367,167
84,987
1,225,901
407,244
6,947,472
4,009,899
284,586
2,023,550
417,140
1,723,055
1,595,073
15,727,521
15,265,088
7,882,634
523,986
264,239
865,718
52.861
148,711
145,509
258,678
64,108
1,039
2

*973 1

oomotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Dewription of the Sample and Limitations of the
Data,"

5,166

'3.496
6,810

31,194
22,262,835
6.042,823
4,984,958
3,353.499
1 , 164 ,660
15, 06 4. 2 1 7

9,505,536
572,990

41,167

7,590

5,401

1,883

922

53,056,693
13,287,530
12,966,629
6,766,740
3,078.979
29,207,619

83,716.290
19.917,767
20,006,751
10,385,854
5,436,344
44,162,553

65,883,361
14,769,686
14,823,108
7.781.761
5,852,239
32,143,574

1,006
70.837.695
15.127,526
14,246,760
9,180,746
6,785,208
33,594,642

787

89,532,791
23.684.831
21,584,187
12,929,414
4 ,432 ,839
53,804,771

123,570,959
24,985,233
22,883,406
15,006,190
13.652,601
56,085,960

21,918,087
3,017,174

15,147,841
2,736,964

15.312,060
3.732,361

24,331,448
7,805.405

2,577,947,574
564,801.799
215,951,794
223,677,243
683,721,265
1,054.990.658

31,703,687
2,725,125

15,658,478
1,970,339

26.700,605
14,706,646
8,836,465
5,001,790
14,071,693
9.496,459
33,593,403
21,163,467
'11.922
37,915
192,192,618 105,393,942
189,003,708 103,443,739
132.384,204
75,511,736
4,537,012
2,118,477
2,645,884
1,570,699
5,040.355
2,637,391
1,066,767
431,219
1,640,209
867,569
3,902,493
2,731,284
4,101,285
2,566,591
1,409,952
1,000,808
5,057
5,792
83
124
1,200
6,435
23,169
26,697
38
.113
79,569 1
40,188

21,243,006
7,715,574
15,915 ,475
34.470,942
117,638
148,588,521
145,463,048
105,735,046
2,988,662
2,344.159
3,989,837
597,358
1,361,728
4 ,850, 134
4,302.435
1,706,410
15,293
1,104
20,554
148,893

10,373
21,691,322
4,347,961
485,986
3,770,730
1,406,453
19,160,955
9,885,504
1,284,129
5,755,298
1,938,685
6,444,701
5,284.296
' 26,879
41,093,003
39,676,753
20,964,467
1,377,378
817,914
2,169,800
173,597
276,282
626,982
797,896
271.757
3,782

996
14,795,606
2,424,401
237.117
2, 334 ,453
1,207,664
11,972,245
5,347,022
1,116,344
3,301,550
1,333,270
4 ,968 ,788
3,384,180
118,589
18,101,138
17,089,726
8.631,268
666,304
583,661
1,163,724
90,841
208.541
26,570
474 ,630
189,401
3,663
188
-4,010
51
12,230 1

1,416
9,720,256
1,742,957
239.306
1 ,433,697
1,034.517
7,814,542
3,427,108
432,136
2,433,491
837,925
3, 005,210
2,532,844
' 68,390
13,862,934
13,215,215
7,068,045
506,665
381,834
847.689
52.663
141,687
136,179
322,056
122,280
1,747

-7,147
7,195

17,915

7,327

1.849
57,026

499,719,041
164,046,771

14,863,371
5,876,431
13 .368,023
27.663,557
69,637
100.830,405
98,192,587
70,779,049
1,820,873
1,859,651
2,905,790
398.566
1,035,460
3. 936 ,911
3,760,799
1,492,704
14,276
1,791
24,813
222,462
.998
46,131 1

12.791,341
7,016,647
14 ,324, 910
32,303.859
72,928
98,257.945
95,169,752
65,881,855
2,176,305
1,878,787
2.928.490
452.3B4
1,131,306
5, 086,485
4,970,523
1.954.078
12.727
3,531
75,180
355,414
2
50,335

20,504,519
12.755.139
29,800 ,508
51,310,205
286,896
157,374,032
151.304,833
103,807.030
3,047.556
3,814,095
5,122,431
842,545
2,008,305
7 ,342, 923
7,433,139
2,947.055
29,926
6,671
165,609
413,801
148
97,334

465,667,050
271,149,820
529, 411 ,287
977,975,478
. 14,392.033
2,181.187,144
2.009,870,770
1,381,029,390
53,403,590
84,047,536
93.644,873
12,229,395
32,119,537
117 .033 .835
115,699,408
46,028,461
624,400
159,074
16,601,237
1,354,319
5,154
25.428
3,268,593

370
13,287,477
1,698,604
278,581
1 ,739, 580
1,399,416
9,571.860
3,458,651
1,306,989
2,154,662
1,066,215
5 ,612,296
3,067.161
37.729
10,813.728
9,958,105
4.557,358
365.101
536,267
917,950
57,584
97,419
176,502
436 ,643
179,588
5,870
555
635
-

174
12,174.705
1.559,716
232,869
1 ,445 ,079
890,448
9,055,051
3,404.564
1,451,013
2.252.764
1,041,138
4 ,633,631
2,822,695
63.871
10.8a3,832
9,993,983
4,479.260
336,635
557,308
788,037
42,877
113,394
50,605
351 ,183
143,268
4,288
349
2,592
-

13.113

16,611

177
35,791,833
5,180.600
790.033
3,867 ,456
4,091,066
23,451,688
8.604,606
3,759,498
6,080,374
3,085,372
13 ,722, 311
8.158,108
281,929
26,008,579
23,592,516
11,573,542
945,061
1,654,432
2,005,297
125.647
389,656
692.719
1 , 222 ,452
500.569
13.448
1,510
628
1,271
31.558

324
1,226,145,578
97,222.452
28,627.524
70,003 .917
189,788,127
1.050,943,007
307,113,039
31,018,087
107,533.368
87,290,908
379,562 ,157
481,055.801
21,498,893
598.003,834
557,572,430
248,055,270
28,719.456
41.251.756
66,040.798
4,820.958
9.804,961
35,825,659
39 ,293.309
.16,071.525
447,495
60.653
313,706
53,171
13.631
2,400,695

RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 6-Selected Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Tax Items, by Industrial Division, by Size of Total Assets-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of total assets are in whole dollars)
Size of total assets
Total returns
Industrial division , item

of a ive
corpooations
t
(1)

Wholesale and Retail Trade
Number of returns .......................................
Total assets ............. ........................ Notes and accounts receivable , net .... ................ ....
Inventories ..... . . ..... I I .....
Cash. Government obligations and other currom assets* ....
Other investments and loans . . ~ ~ ............ ........ ......
Depreciable assets ...
..............................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ... ............ ..........
Other capital assets less reserves .... ....... ......... .....
Accounts and notes payable ................................
Other current liabilities ... .. ................. ............
.....
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
..............
......
Net worth ...........
Cost of property used for investment credit .....................
..........................
Total receipts ............
Business receipts ...................................
Cost of sales and operations ................................
Taxes paid ........ .....................................
Interest paid ................. ...........................
Depreciation ..........
....................... ...
Pension. profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ...........
Employee benefit programs ................................
Net income (less deficit) .......................... .........
Income subject to tax, total . . . . . . . . . .......... ......... I I . .
.................
Income tax, total ..................
Alternative minimum tax ... ........................
Environmental tax .................... .........
...
.......
......
Foreign tax credit .........
........
...............
U.S. possessions tax credit ........
Orphan drug credit . .......... ..........................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ~ ..................... ...
General business credit ....................................
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate
Number of returns .............. ..........
..........
Total assets ... ................................... .....
Notes and accounts receivable, net ........... ..............
Inventories . .......... ............................ .....
Cash. Government obligations and other current assets ...........
Other investments and loans ................................
Depreciable assets ......................... ............
Less: Accumulated depreciation ......... .................
Other capital assets less reserves ............................
Accounts and notes payable ................................
Other current liabilities ........... ....... .................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more .... ...
Net worth ............ ..................................
Cost of property used for investment credit ....................
Total receipts .................... .......................
Business receipts ............... .........................
Cost of sales and operations . .............................
Taxes paid . ~ ...... .....................................
................................... ......
Interest paid
Depreciation
........ .................................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans .........
Employee benefit programs ......................... ......
Net income (less deficit) ....................................
Income subject to tax, total ...........
...... ........
Income tax, total ............... ........... .........
Alternative minimum tax ..........
Environmental tax ............. ........... ............
Foreign tax credit .............. .......... ....... ......
U.S. possemions tax credit .................................
Orphan drug credit .......................................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ...........................
General business credit ..................... ... .... I I ... I . .

971,758
1,177,668,920
260,675.766
336,380,034
153,957,735
117,393,469
369,468,490
166,935,434
48,862,353
408,614,727
146,433,537
220,577,620
316.458,705
946,556
2,766,717,240
2,691,275,402
2,076,485,794
39,071,425
43,641,104
38,736,624
7,358,588
11,645,009
38,040,057
41,908.201
14,956,044
140,193
30,871
591,850
8,946
632
359,849
521,136
8,732,320,235
2,442,563,105
64,581,790
2,004,130,104
3,501,897,131
287,080,902
91,100,436
85,802,953
924,823,625
4,157,863,888
620,941,700
1,634,925,235
3,245,125
1,589,218,435
818,286,705
470,673,440
27,814,280
364,541,038
31,992,916
5,780,439
9,286,407
87,403,218
51,171,985
19,264,979
594,299
67,224
2,216,284
9.725
4,177
691,803

Zero
assets

$1
$1U nder
00.000

$100,000
$ und r
250,L

$250,000
under
$500.000

$500,000
under
$1,000.000

$1.000,000
under
$5.000,000

$5,000,00
under 0
$10,000,000

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

62,455
-

19,657
55,315,631
53,784,231
42,918,192
703,510
656,368
589,924
85,184
226,660
149,067
542,295
194,931
4,533
1,484

4,125
41,298
-

16,830
66,472,881
13,260,155
6.141,012
879,802
41,847,128
653,081
70,417
166,486
1,609,288
2,535,260
1,007,108
13,774
4,878
153,763
15,305

238,766
7,662,379
578,068
*61.547
2,647,527
1.125,559
4,858,752
2,935,868
956,670
1,228,031
743,990
1,814,023
588,518
20,967,512
19,108,711
4,803,904
642,756
377,357
439.291
136,913
113,797
-61,354
384,711
61,645
'49
-

1,952 ,

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data. "

$25.000,000
under
$50,000,000

$50,000,000
under
$100.000,000

$100,000,000
under
$250,000.000

$250,ODD.000
or
more

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

tf~~W

117,631
41,922,061
7,788,820
13,726,608
6,758,685
2,732,630
18,661,882
10.762,552
1,647,853
12,487,676
2,931,005
7,617,068
13,886,233
*7.430
135,684,419
133,763,508
93,547,388
2,622,400
1,277,926
1,996,055
386,354
407,461
1,092,212
1,761.340
340,961
323
3
99
18,417

79,357
55,462,631
11.830,979
19,570,730
7,939,233
3,053,406
22,490,439
13,064,772
2,098,954
18,410,310
3,930,426
8,834,588
19,074,116
* 403
173,340,617
170,874,444
125,509,187
3,355,114
1,672,004
2,331,828
602,626
545,419
1,626,342
2,133,434
490.713
3.463
2
15
245
18,499

80,533
166,033,923
38,333,267
67,186,714
19,743,968
7,255,265
54,425,957
29.554,899
4,977,001
71,779,620
12,065,923
21,026,918
51,397,714
51,320
538,863,000
529,812,094
419,760,982
7,108,675
5,001,722
5,632,992
1,426,315
1,808,205
6,377,161
5,590,512
1,779,431
8,354
648
*302
1,321
42,785

10,306
70,019,301
16,778,895
27,974,035
7,675,164
2,853,307
21,122,979
10,403,872
2,272,097
32,836,532
5,778,910
8,793,015
19,227,752
*6,648
228,150,049
223,647,361
183,110,489
2,614,216
2,171,120
2.259,639
471,976
828,878
3,049,529
2,220.624
838,134
6,233
121
*41,930
141
18
19,229

5,093
76,520,849
19,447,566
25,202,547
8,322,809
4,482.958
25,484,293
11,659,523
3,016,440
32,323,014
6.459,281
12,199,559
22,332,644
18,813
217,856,482
213,148,789
170,916,194
2,567,090
2,353,448
2,724,523
438,409
768,520
3,518,265
2,605,928
1,024,869
8,098
1.206
7,285
1,108
-

84,748
13,902,858
1,390,894
264,404
3,930,199
2,413,104
6,749,759
3,522,942
2,071,696
2,075,590
1,061,363
3,203,950
4,231,278
15,141,485
12,944,487
2,281,117
572,934
371,510
469,792
132,342
90,669
329,186
584,825
104,765
4
2

52,887
18,604,664
2,003,458
662.322
4,615,774
3,738,559
7,917,037
3,768,252
2,610,180
3,033,617
1,087,524
4,487,367
6,840,960
* 174
14,387,965
11,958,564
3,509,921
542,368
570,916
502,871
221,044
120,936
374,883
642,684
126,516
41
-

35,957
25,477,406
3,009,581
994,684
6,258,982
5,240,989
9,925,507
4,121,436
3,236,313
4,334,280
1,499,809
6,500,177
8,814,071
*174
16,547,265
13,369,645
5,442,671
624,508
879,482
545,751
138,129
81,746
496,878
823,462
202,648
460
7

36,931
78,083,367
9,697,286
4.358,847
15,879,067
16,251,262
27,155,820
9,214,807
10,166,807
17,110,649
6,603,386
23,184,357
20,590,568
'12,851
39,781,173
31,536.157
15,763,307
1,408,531
2,792,171
1,326,309
301,560
227,843
1,041,989
1,695,113
535,920
7,142
25
886
37

3,808

2,461

4,321

8.361

7,098
49,864,312
7,816,369
2,504,996
11,906,783
11,706,165
13,136,786
3,845,848
4,551,629
8,427,030
9,686,006
12,264,646
12,507,351
* 4,003
22,716,458
17,906,551
10,775,486
644,224
1,611,619
686,037
90,699
117,831
150,525
862,424
316,361
5,748
121
1,593
1,077
4
3,100

7,862
128,372,349
34,519,133
3,247,866
38,005,335
30,514,286
17,112,958
4,813.879
6,019,297
13,677,561
58,284,651
18,589,721
25,619,670
11,880
36,397,969
25.190,276
14,557,266
991,505
4.900,826
979,744
128,262
234,420
174,029
1,657,830
622,051
11,621
381
985
1,232
2
5,090

410,258
203,433
16,G62,366 32,848,540
5,072,024
1,785,025
4,964,347 11,088,778
5,359,810
3,063,003
910,907
2,127,500
11,471,597 15,913,818
7,590,402
9,589,047
1,350.748
541,446
4,893.084
9,523,743
1,486,999
2,324,730
5,518,899
6,461,311
-2,723,771
7,775,948
* 868
* 10,997
81.026,931 120,523,995
118,812,305
79,823,266
48,346,990 81,067,303
2,238,936
2,530,794
610,749
1,119,453
1,417,419
1,781,281
222,483
322,510
244,156
364,056
-1,204,075
319,055
614,594
1,381,310
111,323
246,628
43
154
-

7,214 .

$25,000,000

$1

11,831

23,953

1,310
45,685,599
11,349,072
13,945,795
4,963,786
3,096,304
15,652,543
6,895,855
2,059,911
17,427.873
4,371,519
8,540,B39
11.741.250
19,594
117,668,463
114,915,120
91,929,566
1,426,680
1,405,337
1,533,293
224,986
427,761
1,714,747
1,688,641
656,020
7,708
826
12,995
1,691
11,401

635
44,071,524
10,725,935
12,873,681
5,037,944
2,939,625
14,498,497
5,646,015
2,018,219
16,068,973
3,933,664
8,022.177
13.940,760
12.877
108,773.497
106,128,281
84,931,935
1,266,538
1,303.560
1,550,487
197,503
465,787
2,055,331
1,931,395
765,357
8.773
1.459
4,357
3
13,388

405
64,305,387
13,975,281
17,568,348
6,886,972
5,182,288
22,308,851
8,371.879
3.793,484
20,068,191
5,516,847
14,398,367
19,895.299
80,717
154,476,082
150,393,250
118,989,135
1,937.734
2,216,438
2,316,414
271,048
826,834
2.390,152
2,938,082
1,172,149
9,603
2,571
18,917
4,341
310
31,276

342
564,736,739
123,588,902
122,278,451
78,206.361
82,759,279
147.437,634
53,396,617
25,086.199
172,795,712
97.634,234
119,165.079
139,910,760
717,231
835,038,073
796.172,754
615,458,433
10,699.738
23,852.979
14,602,769
2,709,194
4,731,273
16,952,272
18,500,044
7,335,528
82,908
22,554
541,121
9
157.731

5,417
195,487,418
63,760,684
2,383,603
59,119,009
48,887,779
16,223,104
4,628,201
4,495,204
13,700,434
120,252,105
16,406,384
33,097,187
70,069
42,094,633
25,054,392
14,944,838
933,694
7,977,711
1,014,411
140,340
327,318
1,257,752
2,121,762
802,312
21,283
861
8,171
502
-

4,061
285,234,537
89,424,620
2,855,168
80,721,047
88.729,071
16,897,973
4,737,535
4,279,456
15,463,802
185,765,284
19,071,811
49,591.989
83.931
54,098,309
29,950.288
19,919,500
995,679
12,019,137
1,216,805
187,267
351,099
1,902,919
2,356,736
929,560
29,528
1,181
4,901
427
30
15,694

3,161
493,141,141
123,367.003
4,248,268
118,579,168
210,976,442
22,168,768
6,369,705
6,225,651
25,075,495
298,763.873
27,852,532
105,081,418
33,689
89,638,073
47,641.420
30,013,028
1.809,826
19.892,777
1,715.840
339,014
639.350
5,538,891
3,989,048
1,611,760
43.298
2,751
26,758
95
997
24,824

2,951
7,436,489,804
2,106,996,008
43,000,085
1,662.467,216
3.082.313,914
144,934,439
43,141,964
41.190,052
820,697,134
3,474,115,897
487,566.731
1.367,962.226
3,011,525
1.170.974,712
570,366,060
342,521,390
17.768.451
271,300,406
22,442,984
3,894,453
6,814,913
74,588,230
33.518,130
12,944,333
461,352
57,017
2,019,164
6,346
3,123
597,741

9,147

RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 6-Selected Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Tax Items, by Industrial Division, by Size of Total Assets-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of total assets are in whole dollars] ,
Total returns
of Ctiye
corporations

Industrial division, item

Services
Number of returns ...............

................

Total assets ... .... ................. ..........
Notes and accounts receivable , net ...................
Inventories
Cash, Government obligations and other current assets ...
Other investments and loans ........................
Depreciable assets
..
. .........................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ....... ............
Other capital assets less reserves ....................
Accounts and notes payable ........................
Other current liabilities .............................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
Net worth ...... ................................
Cost of property used for investment credit .... .......
Total receipts .......... .........................
Business receipts .................................
Cost of sales and operations ........................
Taxes paid . ...... ..............................
Interest paid ....................... .............
Depreciation ....................................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ...
Employee benefit programs .........................
Net income (less deficit) ............................
Income subject to tax, total .... ............. ......
Income tax, total ............... ........ ........
Alternative minimum tax .............. ............
Environmental tax ........ ......................
Foreign tax credit .................................
U.S. possessions tax credit .........................
Orphan drug credit ...............................
Nonconventional source fuel credit . . ~ ................
General business credit ............................
Nature of Business not Allocable
Number of returns . ................... ...........
Total assets .....................................
Notes and accounts receivable , net . . ~ ................
nventories ..................... ................
Cash, Government obligations and other current assets ...
Other investments and loans ........ ...............
Depreciable assets ............. ..............
Less: Accumulated depreciation
..... .............
Other capital assets less reserves ....................
Accounts and notes payable ............ ............
Other current liabilities ..... .......................
Mortgages. notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
N et worth . ~ ............ .................... ...
Cost of property used for investment credit .............
Total receipts ....................................
Business receipts .................................
:~ost of sales and operations ........................

28,944,517
78,249 ,932
50,336,309
134,920,822
112,415,645
1 ,328, 7 61
663,133,101
616,469,154
219 ,817 ,625
21 ,295 ,1 9 9
19 ,750,647
30 ,068,715
8,792,825
7,225,832
9 ,251 , 928
16,169,311
5,033,943
108,591
8,682
347 ,247
26, 127
448,016
27,767
3,266,227
590 .868
425,939
577,061
411,843
1,288,428
480 ,282

117,508
-

6,309
18,060,101
16,321,463
3,610,818
561,690
468,816
937,125
332,357
168,881
569 ,938
777,455
231,354
5 ,132
197
3 ,332
2 ,982
29,442

5,506
-

271,399
1 ,033 ,868
280,940
1,160,850
162,906

Taxes paid . . ~ ........................... .......
rit erest paid . .... . ...............................

Depreciation

....................................
lension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ...
zmployee benefit programs .........................
Net income (less deficit) ............................
ncorne su bject to tax, total ........... ............
ncome tax. total ................... .............
Alternative minimum tax ..........................
Environmental tax ...................... ........
~oreign tax credit .................................
J.S. possessions tax credit .........................
Drphan drug credit ...............................
qonconventional source fuel credit ................ ...
3eneral business credit ............................

1,119,604
435,561,919
74,618 ,503
1 8,485,400
69,805,186
73,224,008
244 ,001 ,367
108,377 ,567

Size of total assets
Zero
assets

1

5,371,937
5.030,285
3 , 185, 924
112,541
106,084
168,277

307,489
*276,613
1 35 ,491
4,176

22,503
14 ,073
-34,301
84.687
23,155
505
6

* 186
2.336
-20,556

'22,282

$1
Under
$100,000

$100,000
under
.
$250 000

702,098

167,767

21,159,126
1.826,094
830,953
6.999,766
2,948,651
20 ,952,521
14 ,176, 287

26,328.916
3,172,425
1,044,627
7,232,413
4,491,631
20,583,078
12 ,574,228

626,807
4,065,959
3,503,354
4 ,011 ,505
3,230,842
* 8,629

985,067
4,409,951
2,979,699
5 ,244 ,050
9,024,737
* 19,597

118,497,885
115,053,216
26,507,900
3,885,502
793,495
2,759,729

88,083,884
83,840,952
23,869,068
2,933,877
823,046
2,494,568

2,695,684
702,631
1 , 156 , 157
1,785,350
285,973
8
-

1,898,787
818,632
1 ,563 ,761
2,124,354
389,528
( 1)
105
28,611

20
27,635 1

. $250,000
under
$500,0W

68,621
23,566,201
3,450,417
1,102,221
6,318,741
3,115,302
16,969,748
9,675,753
1,182,752
4,553,635
2,837,613
5 ,057, 649
6,969,493
* 1,201
56,805,833
54,860,594
17,025,092
1,979,555
756,856
1,861,301
1,048,232
437,131
825,449
1,443,809
328,689
5,865
'379
63
23.602

$500,000
under
$1.000,000

$5,000,000
under
$10.000,000

$10,000.000
under
$25,000,000

$25.000.000
under
$50,000,000

S50.000,000
under
$100.000.000

$100,000,000
under
$250.000,000

$250.000,000
or
more

32,384

24,938

1,824
29,758,453
5,680,281
1.202,124
5 ,299, 060
4,370,979
15,302,797
5,822,441

595
20,857,301
4,102,303
897,379
3 ,430 ,499
2,934,898
10,193,801
3,819,007

231

140

49,901,025
10,125,735
2,338,673
8,475,741
5,354,295
33,401,036
15,391,301

3,181
21,640,498
4,329,354
1,055,605
3, 781 ,120
2,288,928
12,921,004
5,509,163

319

22,529,029
4,123,829
1,313,799
4,636.434
2,242,201
16,366,334
8,677,462

22,329,234
4.549,681
1.046,201
3 ,342, 374
3,345,180
10,644,818
4,090,296

36,648,925
7,127,377
1,355,814
4 ,931 , 247
4,986,789
15,711,938
5,435,227

160.843,212
26,131,008
6.298,002
15 ,357 ,786
37,145,158
70,954,291
23,206,403

1,522.839
5,003,319
2596,930
5:618 ,865
5,933,227
*4,369

3,269,435
11,767,783
6,445,814
15 ,087,913
10,765,293
* 33,676

1,363,646
5,461,459
2,735.267
6,1 82 ,261
4,779,650
13,622

1,391,520
4,351,366
2,714,823
6,085,592
5,296,462
16,422

1,551,394
4.317,903
2,955,764
6,825,763
5.520,738
22,335

3,947,115
6,685,368
4,073,980
12,174,484
9,258,220
183 ,830

11,003,797
20,706,807
14,985,874
59,571,907
44,933,134
998,048

51,125,979
49,564,905
19,951,297
1,689,765 ,
842,505
1,664,404

83,195,790
78,930,277
33,856,152
2,829,054
1,961,917
3,464,337

29,945,011
27,858,934
12,325,339
895,311
829,230
1,392,883

31.864,757
28,342,086
12,539,853
846,073
1,522,693
2,074,196

106,938,671
91,117,867
36,176,771
3.303,405
8,843,399
9,320 ,710

283,849
602,946
166,587
607,646
226,569
2,566
75

23,138,764
20,665,143
9,095,255
693,118
798,850
1,096.598
157,014
417,304
497,845
819,543
327,119
8.126
549

24,044.718
21,452,342
11,688,362
705,840
877,642
1,268,958

756,568
881,480
389,227
1,361,415
465,255
7,852

2,100,147
6,926.383
4,507,190
9,060,833
6,703,847
*18,721
31,431,707
28,461,375
13,171,719
972,010
1,232,198
1,733,905
176,499
391,957
56,735
730,953
290,771
4,823
301

113,575
419.1530
763,789
753,479
305,123
8,604
743

183.089
438,333
139,041
1,052,303
417,615
14,817
1,492

586,173
1,573.D95
2,460,432
3.829 . 110
1,539,967
49,926
5,295

- 3,445
2,900
16,188

18,719
2,706
15,984

29,602
9,211
10,383

18,897
6,726
20,254

33,418
108
20,687

227,133
-

-

-

560,999
373,713
662,966
883,895
225,980
7
-2,4 62
33
14,698

17,471

2,088

1,896

425

352,158
37 ,339
59,839
88,470
1 1,244
189,692
92,531

603,879
35,970
160,737
145,517
*41,851
223,618
94,661

281,343
:53,153
26 ,880
*37,006
-13,734
207,580
90,221

* 30,546
105,216
28,768
96,737
-61,844
-

338,522
36,435
20,934
83,842
'19,757
184,103
75,586
-42,881
36,062
-6 ,676
472,432
-301,824
-

*44,114
177,455
29, 390
161,624
99,907
-

917,849
822,264
437 ,485
21,350
17,418
38,303

430,176
407,712
157 ,357
17,745
14,312
19,748

832,983
778.383
380,940
33,793
15,241
16,065

24,666
'34,370
'33 ,695
109 ,007
60,004
343,158
326,188
* 97,429
11,749
8,038
*20,045

-28,210
19,751
*3,594

*1,158
1,639
27,877
'11,704
-2,788

-55,178
-6,755
-1,020

$1,000,000
under
$5.000,000

1,486
1
31,152

294
J
11
J
1

'10,216
1
7, 270
*4.819

1
1 ,588
1 ,099

Estimate should be used with caution because of the small numbs( of sample returns on which it is based.
Data were deleted to avoid disclosure of information for specific corporations and
combined with data in another size clan.
ess than $500 per return.
NOTE: Detail may not add to total because of rounding and (he deletion of data. Sao text for "Explanation of Terms" and
"Dewription of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."

1

31

10

533,475
166,717
106, 220
90,942
'27,204
211,222
92,224

'334,101
*33,876
'23 ,472
'27,001
'124,133
'111,546

478,598
149,238
*22, 753
67.866
147,939
85,437
11,337

344,152
78,139
5 . 104
36 .421
25,979
75,231
17,123

'16,734
231,426
65,848
53 ,845
114,077
-

'17,760
*22,312
* 65,749
156 ,316
'66,257
-

'11,791
*262,567
40,513
*27 ,026
142,553

82,906
164.461
10.302
83, 864
43,776
-

1,261,051
1,242,611
935,203
17 ,425
17,030
31,226

157,857
'132,710
* 91,057
2,060

807.297
'742,267
* 707,697
2 ,766
15,991
7 ,282

314,078
301,537
243,264
1 ,477
7,448
7 ,277
79
8 , 100
12 ,816
5,116
7
-

-6,048

10, 1 84
15 ,527
'15,694
-5,306
1,588
-

13 , 189
'10,097
-3,347

580
582
-2 ,320
2,626
1,067
'174
6
-

280

1

209,380

RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 7-Selected Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Tax Items, by Industrial Division, by Size of Business Receipts
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of business receipts are in whole dollars)
Size of business receipts
Industrial division, item

Total returns
of
corporations
active

(1)

Under
$100,0001

Under
$25,0001

$25,000
under
$50.000

(2)

(3)

(4)

$50,000
$Ju nd r
00,000

$1001000
und er
$250,000

$250.ODO
under
$5DO.000

$50010DO
under
$1.000,ODO

$1.000,000
under
$2,500,DOO

$2,500,000
under
$5,D00.000

$5,000.000
under
$10.000.DW

$10,000.000
under
$50.000,ODO

$50,000.000
or
more

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

0 1)

(12)

(13)

All Industries
Number of returns ...............................
..........
Tota l assets ..........................
Notes and accounts receivable, net ...................
Inventor as ...................... I ..........
I .
Cash , Government obligations and other current assets ...
....... ...
Other investments and loans ... ........

3,612,133
15 ,310,615 ,602
3,668,026,414
829,272,682
2,683,012,612
4,753,697,114

1,424,832
164 , 417 ,678
13,460,334
7,904,846
31,677,472
41,149,056

788,091

267,265

101 ,356,313
8,352,337
4,726,502
18,455,793
28,899,808

22.811 .704
1,904,822
1,000,083
4,607,325
4,916,445

369,476
40,249 ,660
3,203,175
2,178,261
8,614,353
7,332,803

659,417
91 ,781 ,203
8,994,935
7,369,296
19,951,118
15,056,563

107.858.305
14,041,348
12,814,862
22,314,369
16,239,972

391,319
154,845,008
26,481,360
20,696,543
32,738,824
21,545,337

330,342
323,621,984
79,566,419
42,313,171
72,611,338
45,417,986

131,010
374,989,911
108,499,863
40,557 ,7 40
89,682,082
64,268,964

70,935
484,517,057
135,469,826
47 ,135, 762
108,121,411
115,851,299

60,023
1,397,523,058
321,774,135
118 ,463 .647
285,414,252
456,693.922

12,677
12,211.061,399
2,959,738,195
532 ,016,814
2,020,501,746
3,977,474,014

..........
Depreciable assets .. .............
Less: Accumulated depreciation ...................
Other capital assets less reserves . ~ . .................
Accounts and notes payable ........................
...............
Other current liabiffities ............
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
Net worth .................................... ...
Cost of property used for investment credit ...... ......

3,602,960,891
1,483,312,181
439,004,546
2,245,219,754
4,822,312,874
2,141,169,042
3 ,947 ,380.235
43,174,681

64,712,364
28,331,471
22,917,782
28,782,006
12,873,799
46,669,895
34,029,008
96,747

33,444,378
13,414,098
13,300,921
19,322,453
9,081,115
28,928,866
17,551,366
85,324

10,527,388
4,744,773
3,316,426
2,836,192
1.320,394
6,785.816
5,689,106
*5,142

20,740,597
10,172,600
6,300,435
6,623,361
2,472,290
10,955,213
10,788,536
*6.281

53,199,411
29,113,967
11,450, 165
16,501,739
7,366,290
27 ,482 ,517
20,560,124
83,187

63,306,846
35,462,422
9 ,296,671
22,263,528
9,024,073
27 .036, 477
32,191,272
52,790

82,173,207
45,608,598
10,378 ,821
33,924,451
19,850,064
34, 821 ,505
46,452,419
72,041

127,504,412
68,563,493
14 ,452, 149
72,495,773
84,147.306
56 ,558, 486
84,021,093
157,372

104,893,953
54,302,345
11 ,515 ,482
68,165,859
144,992,812
47 ,086 ,462
93,632,820
222,737

106,456,908
54,301,754
12 ,460, 592
78.702,207
208,861,470
50 , 135 ,894
120,979,473
124,427

252,968,718
115,882,122
36,600 .934
205,519,675
564.564.222
145. 504 ,080
401,810,716
562,192

2,747,745,072
1,051,746,009
309 ,931,950
1,718,864,517
3,770,632,838
1 , 705,873,726
3,113,703,310
41,803,189

Total receipts . . ..................................
.............
Business receipts . ..............
Cost of sales and operations .......................
...............
Taxes paid ......................
Interest paid ........................... .........
Depreciation ........... ........................
Pension , profit-sharing , stock bonus, and annuity plans ...
Employee benefit programs ............ ............
Net income (less deficit) ............... .......... I .

9,580,720,701
8,414,537,647
5,596,218,574
211,346,315
589,989,252
316,710,668
46,533,727
84,603,727
328,223,710

60,698,287
38,362,827
13.496,835
2,822,700
4,073,705
4,901,393
456.677
337,052
-7,554,927

20,529,398
4,051.796
1,953,415
1,055,878
2,278,648
2,223,547
200,032
132,598
-6,077,547

11,162,740
8,816,412
2,901,272
548,262
577,366
863,385
71,397
63,542
-998,040

29,006,149
25,494,618
8,642,148
1,218,560
1,217,691
1,814,461
185,248
140,912
-479,341

115,137,654
106,651,343
39,246,501
4,326,127
3,071,497
5,190,393
1,272,801
601,922
-104,812

195,031,732
186,376,490
79,144,262
6,547,055
3,880,507
6,727,833
2,221,281
1,084,387
1,650,400

281,864,248
270,882,410
136,535,435
8,566,518
5,553,992
8,384,829
2,472,828
1,546.087
2,667,523

521,705,281
500,415,939
298.129,710
13,411,728
11,926,000
13,121.578
3,294,287
2,985,337
6,404,354

466,050,233
439,709,387
289,634,519
10,248,777
14,099,034
10,498,030
2,475,903
2,687,832
7,247,432

502,870,517
467,935,762
330,557,886
10,106,415
18,313,699
10,746,782
2,180,491
2,876.a45
9.680,645

1.231,570.623
1,124,589,401
836,701,743
20,923,716
52,953,831
24.501,797
3,960,346
7,788,578
35,107,909

6,205,792,126
5,279,614,086
3,572,771,683
134,393,279
476,116,985
232,638,033
28,199,113
64,695,687
273,125,185

Income subject to tax, total .........................
Income tax, total ....... ..........................
..................... . .
Alternative minimum tax .
Environmental tax . ................ .............
Foreign tax credit .................................
U.S. possessions tax credit .................... ....
Orphan drug credit ........................... ...
Nonconventional source fuel credit .............. .....
.............
General business credit ........

311,840,615
118,484,975
2 ,229 ,107
351 ,253
20,812,861
2,666,634
5,154
52 ,439
7,959,117

3,300,050
764,246
11,819
834
5,521
18,631
-

1,648,801
468,813
10,451

477,428
79,256

3,193,755
612,177
2,201
.9
1,401
37
-

4,261,140
846,061
4,273
1,605
8,260
106
-

5,770,769
1,252,681
18,084
55
6,930
435
-

9,141,620
2,377,265
36,790
174
7,340
8,450
-

8,123,188
2,571,108
48,428
404
13,024
25,450
-

9,448,174
3,389,599
68.532
1,328
27.292
52,773
-

25,938,973
10,141,214
173,510
12,420
152,538
448,920
-

42,129

23,850

30,748

55,761

81,177

135,810

118,521

107,716

3.581
302,445

242.662.946
96,530,624
1,865,469
334,423
20,590,555
2,111,830
5 , 154
47,050
7,084,809

Number of returns . . ~ ....................... . . ....
Total assets ................. . . ..................
Notes and accounts receivable, net . ..................
Inventories . ...................................
Cash, Government obligations and other current assets ...
..............
Other investments and loans .........

116,544
55,374,698
4,950,539
6,255,324
6,183,833
6,855,355

61,497
10,824,317
569,977

Depreciable assets ...............................
.................
Less: Accumulated depreciation
Other capital assets less reserves ....................
Accounts and notes payable ........................
.........
Other current liabilities .....
Mortgages. notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
Net worth .........
Cost of property used for investment credit ...........
Total receipts ....................................
Business receipts . ................................
Cost of sales and operations ...
...................
.....
Taxes paid ................................
....................
Interest paid .............
Depreciation ...................................
Pension , profit-sharing , stock bonus, and annuity plans ...
........
Employee benefit programs ................
Net income (less deficit) ............................

531,579

-

1,173,821
216,177
1,343
11

'78
1,236
-

40
-

3,470

(3)
14,809

11,581
2,111,046
114,284
21,103
301,968
333,143

16,728
4,127,860
231,875
113,104
428,960
332,773

22,878
6,288,356

212,041
1,226,471
1,504,954

33,189
4,585,411
223,818
77.835
495.543
839,037

161,355
337,271
758,449
661,485

13,181
5,820,409
217,131
414,246
676,614
535,861

8,300
5,093.179
375,550
472,267
706,777
512,978

6,740
6,340.192
579,827
875,884
693,347
674, 7 13

2,216
4,067,184
489,451
483,736
466,852
368 ,205

873
3,363,105
543,285
627,1 77
371,217
337, 988

775
5,886,570
907,045
1 ,257 ,141
577,059
582 ,920

86
7,691,386
1,106,918
1 ,575,560
707.048
1 ,676,250

37,924,150
23,249,625
13,719,332
12,115,846
2.402,560
15.107,663
18,201,395
50,082

5,395,785
3,245,906
4,439,125
980,897
256,109
2,914,893
3,715,802
' 1 1.104

2,204,076
1,174,421
1,601,438
306,755
83,935
1,119,274
1,688,045
- 5,951

964,854
608,724
863,463
203,270
93,211
548,769
679,827
- 5,142

2,226,855
1,462,761
1,974,224
470,872
78,963
1,246,850
1.347,930

5,054,971
3,391,717
2,312,913
891,252
152,700
1,968,195
2,441,720
' 7,470

5,009,128
3.439,345
2,009,753
1,044,777
104,081
1,831,026
2 ,1 61 ,514
* 2,304

4,654,873
3,115,515
1,206,215
988,366
109,616
1,617,812
1 ,620,744

5,317,731
3,229.435
1,189,198
1,757,139
352,150
2,052,552
1 ,448 ,199

2,920,468
1,718,572
900,611
1,065,025
199 ,396
1,253,400
1 , 166 ,992

2,193,762
1,348,065
446,277
1,065, 702
187 ,704
933,669
928 ,147

3,645,324
1,912,781
668,410
2, 133 .558
1
456 , 1 3
1,251,543
1 , 573 ,701
5 ,333

3,732,108
1,848,289
546,829
2 .189, 129
5a4 .689
1,284,573
3 , 144 ,577
6 ,082

77,057,114
71,809,603
50,565,416
1,544,511
2,272,546
3,422,383
149,646
281,312
1,626,501

3.149.682
1,767,542
982,338
173,906
300,648
432,718
8,503
22.878
-189,614

778,325
165,736
139,493
59.475
77,622
145,448
4,534
-112,275

678,837
419,119
290,981
35,627
62,027
97,974
'994
3,764
-79,450

1,692,519
1,182,687
551,864
78,805
160,999
189,296
*4.316
14,580
2,111

4,561,955
3,872,450
1,857,798
156,721
285,477
439,598
10,101
17,859
100,273

5,107,485
4,544,158
2,094,501
174,672
292,899
450,017
19,669
22.911
179,594

6,327,442
5,807,586
3,118,463
183,805
247,640
399,513
20,830
26,546
340,386

11,403,059
10,876,967
7,340,667
253,693
317,352
499,717
15,307
26,586
220,387

8,358,870
8,111,528
6,041,914
164,469
185,421
321,850
12,861
31,464
17,107

6.137.548
5,854,427
4,251,521
111,610
155,397
212,842
23.449
17,889
160,664

18,358,119
17,882,086
15,769,143
144.B32
247,309
326,105
13,233
33,324
320.792

13,652,955
13,092,860
9.109.072
180,803
240,404
340,022
25.693
81,855
476,912

1,770,932
508,012
7,146
467
3 ,981
1.929
-

226,867
45,007
160
-4

88,572
20,788
160
-4

49,459
7,819
-

88,835
16,400
-

188,087
33,643
-

186,026
39,567

186,577
40,312

179,424
50,366

142,979
45,534

-

-

-

33
146
4,881

187,062
70,613
4,283
73
'607
-

368,180
144,861
' 1,335
350
2,520
859
-

146
48,785

(3 )
-

105,729
38,108
553
'35
-

2,873

11,400

823
5,386
17,355
1

1

1

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing

Income subject to tax, total ..... ...................
Income tax, total .......................... ......
Alternative minimum tax .... .....................
......
. .
Environmental tax. . ~ ................
....................... ....
Foreign tax credit ....
U.S. possessions tax credit .........................
.............
Orphan drug credit .................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ...... ............
General business credit ............................ 1

(3)
-

1

6,281

1

3,910 1

Footnotes a[ end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Dewription of (he Sample and Limitations of the Data."

*465

1

1,907

1

3,397

1

7,132

1

7,226

-6
-6
-

1 ,036
-

2,988

2,606

RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 7--t-Selected Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Tax Items, by Industrial Division, by Size of Business Receipts-Continued
[All figures are' estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of business receipts are in whole dollars]
Industrial division, item

Total returns
of active
corporations
(1)

Mining
Number ofsreturns .............................
Total asset
Notes and accounts receivable, net ............... ...
Inventories
Cash , Government
* .......
obli gations and other cu rrent

asset s
Other investments and loans ........................
Depreciable assets ...............................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ...................
Other capital assets less reserves ....................
Accounts and notes payable ........................
Other current liabilities ........ ................ ....
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
Net worth .......................................
Cost of property used for investment credit .............
Total receipts ............. ......................
Business receipts ................................ .
Cost of sales and operations .............. .........
Taxes paid ........ .............................
Interest paid ............................. .......
Depreciation ....................................
P ension. profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ...

Employee benefit programs .........................
Net income Vass deficit) ............................
Income subject to tax, total .........................
Income tax . total ................. ...............
Alternative minimum tax ....................... . I 1
Environmental tax ...............................
Foreign tax credit ... ...........................
U.S. possessions tax credit ........... .............
Orphan drug credit ...............................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ...................
General business credit ..................... ......
Construction
Number of returns ........... ....................
Total assets .. .. ... .. ... . ... . . ... .....
Notes and accounts receivable, net ...................
riventories ......................................
Cash, Government obligations and other current assets ...

Other investments and loans . .......................
Depreciable assets ...............................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ...................
Other capital assets less reserves ............ I .......
Accounts and notes payable ............... ........
Other current liabilities ........
............ ..
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
Net worth .....................................
Cost of property used for investment credit ........... ..
Total receipts ..... ..............................
Business receipts .. ....... ... ... ..............
Cost of sales and operations - .. ....... ........
Taxes paid ..................................... .
riterest paid .....................................
Depreciation ....................................
Pension, profit-sharin g, stock bonus , and annu ity p lans ...

mPloyee benefit programs ........... .............
Net income (less deficit) ............................
ncom: subject to tax, .Wtal
noorn tax, total ...
...

....

..................

.................. ......
Alternative minimum tax ............. I ............
Environmental tax .............................. .
oreign tax credit . ~ ...............................
U .S. possessions tax credit .........................
Orphan drug credit ............................. ..
N onconventional source fuel credit ...................
G eneral business credit ..........................

Size of business receipts
Under
$100,000
(2)

Under
$25,0001

$25,000
under
$50,000

$50,000
$ too,
under
000

(3)

(4)

(5)

$100,000
under
$250,000
_(6)

1 $250,000
under
$500,000

$500.000
under
$1,000,000

$1,000,000
under
$2,500,000

(7)

(8)

(9)

42,050
220,137,063
21 , 115,567
6,821,281
14,923,771
97,050,363

27.102
6,588,177
1 ,163 ,978
35,066
1,301,682
1 ,656 ,67 1

19,951
5,111,266
949 ,351
19,592
973,421
1,330,618

2,622
666,563
65 ,816
*8,082
186,572
122,941

4,529
810,348
148,811
'7.392
141,689
203,113

5,298
1,674,472
2 1 2 ,322
30,557
303,560
313,066

2,338
1,964,771
141,068
58,068
327,100
193,966

94,166,629
47,863,798
24,129,217
25,426,951
11 ,248 ,123
47,779,341
109,553,352
254 ,198
96,805,871
85,846 ,689
56,325,162
2,841,876
5 ,442 ,124
5.955,759
332,751
936,262
275,048

2,468,747
1,553,336
985,223
1,624,262
454, 430
1,386,870
986,620
*288

1,730,714
1,074,369
726,281
1,317,341
1 347, 940 .
1,174,583
1,050,209

319,459
206, 723
125,701
94,614
40,690
'64,272
-17,910

418,574
272 ,244
133,240
212,307
65,800
148,015
-45,678

1.143,411
797 ,774
280,698
787,372
97,159
352,409
245,346

1,562,957
509,639
204,568
69,692
169 , 198
176,283
3,104
14,577
-444,368

144,345
103, 124
34,794
8.320
10 ,875
18,235
2,501
* 497
-110,207

463,409
325 ,7 13
113,394
16,901
19 ,5 32
56.655

1,032,153
849,125
298,235
37,461
40,280
96,130

12,068
11 , 352

3,237,322
1,256,089
91 , 392
5, 563
371,817
2,758
70,895

187,554
59,163
836

955,203
80,802
56,380
44,471
138 ,792
101,393
*479
2,012
-345,512
152,103
52,724
585

404

35,G47
6,378
251
6
(3)

3,739
-152 ,462
36,561
8,539

(3)
560

1

$2,500 ODO
under
$5.000.000

$5.000.1000
under
$10,000,000

$10,000,ODO
under
$50,000,000

$50,000,000
or
more

(10)

If 1)

(12)

(13)

1,958
4,339,031
597,116
122.199
999,281
600,925

1.344
4,252,129
546,521
121.494
997,096
753,629

525
5,467,123
707,006
156,621
1.000.584
806,a38

449
14,629,684
1.834,974
509,368
2,057,485
2,907,345

163
178,187.806
15,460,759
5,703,104
7,460.765
89.249.396

1,210,444
685, 815
444,093
776,677
117,160
413,767
353,040

2,873
3,033,869
451,824
84,803
476,217
568,527
2,320,638
1 ,680 ,761
639,635
673,695
174,778
848 ,350
511,316

2,570,887
1 ,683, 496
972.734
1,180,175
449,582
1 ,073, 521
723,381

2,639.341
1 , 714 ,307
785,245
636,556
334,130
915 ,916
1,859,501
-1,471

2,317,044
2,105,378
647,213
92,202
90,628
186,143
* 6,791
12,333
-71 ,671

3,507,865
3,045,374
1,473,528
141,065
180,179
268 , 101
8,175
17,040
-191 , 155

'13,890
3,335
713
-

50,124
16,997
1,468
.9
-

64,472
22,074
3,815
' 22
-

4,767,819
4,332.620
1.805,073
222.492
91,185
301 ,162
30,294
29,235
565 .441
113,936
43,455
3,290

9,953,797
6,277.810
2,800.335
2,871,808
1,035.920
2 ,976 .857
5,829,130
24,758
10,164,844
9.081,625
5,703,612
334.491
425,478
712, 679
30,473
62,064
1 83,399

68,317,476
31,061,901
15,921.758
15.660,821
8,204,369
38 ,388.582
97,516,401
218,649

956,677
814,111
326,593
40,660
47,302
111,778
1,748
4,388
-86 ,396

3,541,889
2,208,597
1.299,496
1,215,585
380,594
1 ,423 ,069
1.528,617
-2.626
4,019,947
3,598,313
1,893,621
135,994
177,875
289. 563
12,125
19,823
18, 779
105,766
45,182
7,314
138
' 2,327

423,697
174,365
12,627
559
6,009

2,241 ,323
882.980
60,915
4,590
363.399

534

1,914

1,357

'549
5,769

1 , 007
59,450

5 ,008
44.681,290
15150584
6:568:097
10,588,036
3,161,118

485
61,103,680
14550006
5:358:069
11,526,266
17.453,432

15,216,885
8,872,865
1,447,130
15,842,210
8,219,278
5 ,798, 819
11,221,216
* 7,629
98.885,687
96,808,744
82.059,719
1,541,476
884.973
1 , 395, 112
333,431
468.913
2.863,135

11.452.167
5,133,662
2, 263 .897
15,573,019
6,778,525
18.5 7 0,032
14,000,148
159,107

(3)
209

68,476,564
61,510,503
43,972 ,719
1,767,819
4.219,998
3,813 ,920
236,543
773,064
453,480

371,169
222,064,937
57,244 ,779
33,352,955
51,157,433
29,955 ,731

107,531
10,686,893
982, 796
1,891,584
2,763,643
1 ,797,447

53,543
7,628,727
677, 930
1,456,666
1,825,074
1 ,362,853

76,500,730
44,174,868
8,949,993
7 0,140,245
33 .063 ,045
41,641,804
53,926,258
170 .073

3,430,331
1,986,742
980,984
2,726,291
1 , 411 , 106
2,128,718
1,889,133
-

1,919,789
1 ,043,904
776,153
2,056,991
963 ,012
1,641,754
1,093,502

454,831,094
442,491.245
344 ,505, 785
9 ,074, 214
6,319,837
8,140,267
1,725,303
2 ,281 , 798
8,700,642

5,170,520
3,531,211
1 , 756 ,830
221 ,865
208 ,711
306,076
47,607
25 ,736
-205,606

7843763
2 :459:657
91 ,057
1 ,809
17,788
1,090
-

217483
56:735
1 ,302
-

102,690

19,599
977,087
89, 397
160,026
363,022
88, 180
465,638
301 , 773
52,992
228,774
130,544
180,883
215,192
-

34,389
2,081,080
215 ,468
274,891
575,547
346 ,414

70,374
5,305,087
776 ,908
828,821
1,399,909
57 1,457

62,268
8,809,696
1,337,193
1,668,679
2,173,331
891,509

53,306
14,434,181
2,974,068
2,677,141
3,342,128
1,286,562

46158
27,053:725
6,848971
5,048:970
6,686.919
1,861,644

17,430
24,871,920
7058523
4:174:217
6,655,057
1,507,378

1,044,905
641 ,066
151,839
440,526
3 1 7 ,549
306,081
580,439
-

3,391,941
2 ,215, 385
321,636
1,241,464
852,985
1,372,865
916,829

4,946,049
2 ,975 . 178
426,264
2,625,137
1,047,439
1 , 556 ,334
2,331,044

945,554
707,985
331,151
31 ,636
20 ,928
48,318
10,399
2 ,581
5,545

2,680,039
2,523,310
1.208,323
108,654
56, 558
122,837
13,198
14 ,733
-39,923

12,166.581
11,924,121
6,525,564
473,388
167,057
418,208
13,976
60,538
148 ,389

135757
41:024
-1 ,290
'48
-

19,432
3,587

62,294
11,123

212,030
37,972

22,583,486
22.132.398
13,134,869
732,163
251 ,105
637,333
55,997
129,114
544 ,439
411,619
72,446

11,958,680
7 ,116,110
912.941
9,781,873
3,617,195
3 ,820 ,325
7,358,403
232
72,521.693
71,597,632
52,430,367
1,734,788
701,958
1,422,593
351,655
400,515
1 ,089 ,375

10,039,763
5.968.843
882,381
9,351,963
4,348,213
3, 188 ,889
5,848,490
-

1,544,927
299,915
217 ,355
81 ,576
131 ,225
134,922
24.009
8 ,423
-171.228

7,585,383
4 ,707 ,407
821,694
4,341,379
1,874,905
2 ,419 ,323
4,077,564
192
38,204,106
37,656,555
25,105,024
1,067,173
44 7,212
924,800
143,254
199,031
653,463
791,964
155,903
- 1,200
4
-

1,221,560
300,653
11,357
1

7,928

15,363

1,309

of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the
Data."

233

'483

4,223

4.147

1

1

61,283,078
60.286.230
47,315,219
1,312,196
550,472
1,134,206
253,593
331.551
1 ,019, 692
964,137
286,276
12,797
'22
-

14,262

8 ,609
25,118,465
7565711
5:137:378
6,022,143
1.425.184
8,479,530
5,198,677
894,065
8,656.910
4.913.399
2 ,786, 498
6,283,430
'1,964
59,343,260
58.402,362
47.176,594
1,171.394
546.966
928,353
239,338
320,085
1,234.125
977 ,561
345,211
24,098

1 , 819,239
707,571
23,823
374

84 ,672 ,684
80,151.993
69,001.600
819.771
2,561,383
973 ,586
286,452
346,315
1,353,629

14
-

1,090

1 .228. 170
497,890
14,129
1,379
17,086
-

-3
15,290

'972
24,192

-7
15,977

RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 7-Selected Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Tax Items, by Industrial Division, by Size of Business Receipts-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of business receipts are in whole dollars]
Size of business receipts
Total returns
of . r
corporations

Industrial division , item

(1)

$1

000
under
2.500,ODO
'000'

$10,000.000
under
50,000,000

$50,000,000
or
more

(12)

(13)

14,153
53,082.874
13,192,003
12,368,404
7,105,838
3,424,582

13,223
166.744,517
39,354,562
37,453,637
21,581,578
13,877,732

3,813
2,781,241,281
610,870,715
260,387,031
246,490,579
700,132,543

30,444,015
17,049,260
1,902,579
14,365,080
4,914,204
9,379,980
21.110,448
*22,367
100,762,070
98,738,907
68,990,582
2,368,678
1,602,540
2,785,797
544,360
892,797
2,671.437

83.205.185
41.938.475
7,061,694
40,990,167
15,896,889
30,903,244
69,467,177
130,549
280,150,198
273,233,454
194.633,825
5,671.213
4,716,324
7,674,019
1,155,335
2,675,757
10,223,571

1,155,349,497
546,787.870
174,205,868
504.978,122
291,910,651
574.078,662
1.063,882,089
14,683,888
2,551,076.372
2,370,405,583
1.641.873.932
60,378,694
91,146,014
103.688,857
13,912,685
36,105.595
132,195.330

15,511
43,902

2,480,438
909.400
3,289
115
8,209
48,006
'38
32,249

8,691,018
3,428,294
32,567
2,491
44,585
435,323
1,939
124,576

130,D93,386
51,704,853
671,269
170,350
16,877,237
2,040,431
5.154
26,599
3,445,779

Under
$100,0001

Under
$25,0001

$25,000
under
$50,000

$50,000
$ und r
100&

$100.000
under
$250,000

$250,000
under
$500,000

$500,000
under
$1,000,000

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)-

(10)

40,337
14,038,180
3,008,937
2,601,176
2,570,475
879,095

45,727
35,022,515
8,922,993
7,429,212
5,366,409
2,014,473

22794
40,461:050
10,535,200
9,155,469
6,207,624
2,407,468

10,475,418
6,363,303
453,533
3,637,741
1,262,776
3,206,124
4.378.194
'20,887

23,549,477
14,377,852
1.232,488
9,156,274
2,898,764
6,437,143
13,304,601
* 1 12,048

23,658,503
13,917.530
1,359,850
11,748,149
3,414,412
6,373,835
16,206,570
'18,803

73.136,934
71,774.614
45,505,714
2,184,477
1,080,542
2,408,582
451,808
650,599
681,599
1,436,629
371,997
1,996
.1

81,914,194
80,544,524
54,490,271
2,041,184
1,115,883
2,249.708
460,342
679,619
1,660,738

7,127
32,233

1

$2,500.000
$,under
.000,000

$5,000,000
$, under
0,000,000

Manufacturing
Number of returns ...... .............. ..........
Total asset . ~ .............. _ ... _ ....... ......
Notes and accounts receivable, net ...................
Inventor as .......... - ................ I ..... Cash, Government obligations and other current assets ...
Other investments and loans ........................
Depreciable assets ...............................
Less: Accumulated depreciation . _ ....... _ .......
Other capital assets less reserves ............... ....
Accounts and notes payable ........... ............
Other current liabilities .............................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
Net worth .......................................
Cost of property used for investment credit .............

294,211
3,111,708,665
688,748,762
331,733,231
293,872,104
725,602,726

73,639
9,957,772
744,644
548,415
2,400,830
1,909.900

42,673
7,689,206
546,097
325,133
2,005,352
1,392,190

14,989
838,075
71,239
86,831
146,571
181,866

15,977
1,430,490
127,307
136,450
248,906
335,844

42,103
4,446,348
654,750
726,517
916,102
361,718

1,339,121,025
646,641,920
187,185,365
590,193,026
322,650,832
635,648,257
1,191,672,659
15,014,258

4,566,655
1,513,876
559,435
2,658,828
1.385,960
2,366,498
764,296
*20,775

3,228,351
818.209
430,547
2,231,178
1,296,476
1,749,717
422,610
* 19,913

486,402
253,269
54,885
129,850
10,015
291,675
69,010
-

3,303,448
1,902,034
174,800
953,409
348,275
1,063,056
1,128,558
-

Total receipts ........... ........................
Business receipts .................. ..............
Cost of sales and operations ........................
Taxes paid ......................................
Interest paid .....................................
Depreciation ....................................
Pension, profit-sharing. stock bonus, and annuity plans ...
Employee benefit programs .........................
Net income (less deficit) .......................... _
Income subject to tax, total .........................
Income tax, total .................................
Alternative minimum tax . ... _ ...... ........ ....
Environmental tax .... _ .........................
Foreign tax credit ........................ ........
U.S. possessions tax credit .........................
Orphan drug credit . . .............................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ...................
General business credit ............................

3,141,406,444
2,946,695,175
2,034,818,784
74,611,472
100,783,073
121,174,522
16,833,570
41,451,655
145,493,891
145.836,088
57,286,912
712,520
173,059
16,931,616
2,564,058
5,154
28,576
3,709,348

3,102,115
1,889.119
1,141,734
137,716
244,091
254,922
4,167
37,959
-1,393,443
282.033
91,678

1,170,016
177,124
286,412
63,613
187,758
139,038
799
18,493
-1,036,278

672,523
529,512
226,597
22,798
19,756
45,714
1,478
6,438
-108,529

851,902
442.398
74,004
297,800
79,468
325,107
272,676
863
1,259,576
1,182,483
628,725
51,305
36,577
70,169
-1,890
13,029
-248,636

38,423
6,714,127
1,464,958
1,063,369
1,232,670
595,215
4,568,827
2,791,719
235,118
1,705,257
618,901
1,839,716
1,430,726
*4.940

7,631,143
7.260.418
3,598,201
275,894
170,670
339.656
24,026
60,864
-191,190

14,458,311
14,140,620
7,854,144
550,957
264,406
615,219
85,560
117,729
-433,324

29,175,108
28,707,935
16,730,380
1,002,660
442,602
1,157,761
195,286
230,736
79,172

231,180
80,627

16,872
3,267
-

33,981
7,784
-

204,678
40,666

660,350
133,914

1,236
-

33
'733

2,172

228,754
39,187
132
5
64
5.857

Number of returns ................................
Total assets .....................................
Notes and accounts receivable, net ..................1
Inventories ......................................
Cash. Government obligations and other current assets ...
Other investments and loans ... ................. _

147,893
1,352,512,937
117,518,525
31,236,728
88,405,385
201,306,488

61,168
8,492,552
698,884
40,109
1,433,594
1,492,529

30,678
5,720,852
504,643
33,378
1,010,806
1,133,517

11,330
847,137
63,056
'4,124
129,315
56,355

19,160
1,924,563
131,184
*2.607
293,472
302,657

23,114
2,759,229
343,073
53,898
421.669
225,577

18,870
4,575,732
460.335
85,313
865,129
475,943

15,648
6,235,287
856,532
121,283
1,189.040
579,362

16,840
12,568,829
1,993,093
182,419
2,356,997
968,295

6,269
11,902.060
2,041,548
249,990
1,596,062
1,009,119

3,267
12,583,609
2,322,237
282,546
2,058,819
1,063,849

2,035
35,131,351
5.186.095
589,154
4,612,530
2,712,793

682
1,258,264.288
103,616.729
29,632,016
73,871.543
192.779,020

Depreciable assets ...............................

1,153,409.171

5,815,932

3,286,505

744,877

1,784,551

2,577,090

4,816,347

6,275,610

11,965,169

11,183,708

10,342,436

24,381,670

1,076.051.209

354,488,250

2,473,193

1,226,576

333,226

913,391

1,328,360

288,474
830,788
352,652
1,681,845
994,373
*36,824
7,191,509
6,820,328
2,195,412
303,110
207,599
574,645
15.662
52,072
8,849
165,609
37,738

3,557,366

438,597
1,492,870
320,529
2,204,279
1.241,674
'33,549
11,242,012
10,969,610
4,898,551
452,547
265,245
725,802
24,412
71,075
-62,975
215.019
51,022
1,087
(3)
2,528

6,483,442

5,515,994

5,033,011

9,598,896

317.847,662

'62
17,373
3,508 1

16.104
-2,775

-4
-

223
19,072

1

1,758,801
566,923
2,267

Transportation and Public Utilities

Less: Accumulated depreciation .........

.........

Other capital assets less reserves ....................
Accounts and notes payable ............. ..........
Other current liabilities .............................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
Net worth .......................................
Cost of property used for investment credit .............
Total receipts ................... ................
Business receipts ........................... .....
Cost of sales and operations .................. .....
Taxes paid ......................................
Interest paid .....................................
Depreciation ....................................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ...
Employee benefit programs .........................
Net income Oess deficit) ............................
Income subject to tax, total .........................
Income tax, total .... ............................
Alternative minimum tax ............. I ............
Environmental tax ...............................
Foreign tax credit .................................
U.S. possessions tax credit .....
...... .... - ...
Orphan drug credit ...............................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ...................
General business credit ............................

41,139,416
134,621.532
98,033,639
423,390,784
510,064,081
22,160,674
786,179,466
736,633,389
339.840,645
34.980,799
47,132,799
77,051,2G4
5,538,103
11,481,379
37,466,726
43,818,326
17,696,185
483,404
63,571
332,278
53,171
14,953
2,526,632

636,082
1,697,662
518,118
3,065,189
1,421,779
*24,748
3.687,114
1,937,491
608,457
153,245
310,279
495,422
13,610
21,978
-362,767
203,555
56,506

26
2,454

415,007
1,297,251
402,366
1,968,852
853,734
*24,748
1,696,489
142,439
74,993
67,710
195,881
224,810
12,700
-287,137
124,608
40,552

26
1,521

Footnotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."

66,827
121,476
47,240
316,160
139,152
465,169
398,870
109,613
21,876
32,335
79,975
*277
1,548
-47,226
17.559
2,915
-

154,248
278,934
68,512
780,176
428,893
1.525,455
1.396,182
423.851
63,659
82,063
190,637
*4,827
7,730
-28,404
61,387
13,038
-

145,405
857,436
147,066
1,001,716
268,651
6,384
4,099,278
3,851,351
1,054,107
163,917
133,287
321,476
-6,722
16,504
-4,203
76,481
16,763
-

2,650,326

'12
-7,152
1,944

4.811

953,862
3,255,192
1,131,209
4,109,672
2,380,728
* 16,914
26,784,687
26,129,389
12,691,362
918,872
549,390
1,362,511
97,776
194,840
289,462
548,123
156,308
1,563

761,771
2,714,552
933,115
4,034.965
2,988,469
102,387
22,226,303
21,513,540
10,873,284
724,089
504,835
1,230,694
96,068
174,095
192,041
419.812
142,709
2.835

953,927
2,873,800
1,046,940
4,189,112
3,230,500
'18,916
22,883,947
22,304,792
12.520,647
766,539
507,221
1,209,021
100,193
164,137
349,700
411,839
152,521
1,444
56

15,379

15,132

11,126

5,166,288
6,634.048
3,313,030
12.942,922
8,754,770
133.195
41,976,412
39,869,628
21,419,448
1,320,108
1.465.991
2,460,367
144.235
417,668
531,3a3
1,135.384
449,532
10,946
1,079
"51
26,069 .

31,795,011
114,265,186
90,270,980
390,161,083
488,783,138
21,787,758
646,088,205
6G3,237,260
273,579,378
30,178.370
43,188,952
68,671.266
5,039,424
10,369,009
36,525,237
40,642,503
16,633,087
464,975
62,288
314,310
53,171
14,876
2,447,189

RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 7-Selected Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Tax Items, by Industrial Division, by Size of Business Receipts-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of business receipts are in whole dollars]
Total returns
of acti~e
corporations

Industrial division, item

Wholesale and Retail Trade
Number of returns ............ ...... ....... ....
Total assets
Notes and accounts receivable , net . ..................
Inventories
Cash, Government obligations and other current assets ...
Other investments and loans ... ....................
Depreciable assets ....... .............. ........
Less: Accumulated depreciation ...................
Other capital assets less reserves . _ .................
Accounts and notes payable ........................
Other current liabililies .............. ..............
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
Net worth . ~ .....................................
Cost of property used for investment credit .............
Total receipts
........
Business receipts ........................... .....
Cost of sales and operations ............. .......
Taxes paid ......................................
merest paid . . ~ ..................................
Depreciation ......... ..........................
Pension. profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ...
Employee benefit programs .................... ....
Net income (less deficit) ......
........ .......
Income subject to tax, total .........................
Income tax, total .................................
Alternative minimum tax ............ I .
.......
.
Environmental tax .................. .............
Foreign tax credit ........................ ........
U.S. possessions tax credit ...... ..................
Orphan drug credit ... ...........................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ...................
General business credit .... ....... ....... .......

41,908,201
14,956,044
140,193
30,871
591.850
8,946
632
359,849

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 2
Number of returns ................................
Total assets .....................................
Notes and accounts receivable , net ...................
riventories ......................................
Z;ash, Government obligations and other current assets ...
Other investments and loans ........................
Depreciable assets . ............ .................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ...................
Other capital assets less reserves ....... .............
kccounts and notes payable ........
..........
Other current liabilities .............................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
9et worth .......................................
'osl of property used for investment credit .............
total receipts ....................................
3usiness receipts .......... .......................
,ost of sales and operations ........................
raxes paid . ~ ....................................
merest paid .....................................
)epreciation ....................................
5ension, profit-sharing, stock bonus. and annuity plans . . .
_mployee benefit programs ..... ...................
let income (less deficit) ............................
ncome subject to tax. total ............. ... .........
ncome tax , total .... ............................
Alternative minimum tax .......... ...............
Environmental tax ........................ .......
oreign tax credit ................................
.S . possessions tax credit .... I ....... I ....... I ....
rphan drug credit .................... ..........
onconventional source fuel credit ...................
eneral business credit ..................... I I .....

1

Size of business receipts
Under
$100,0001

Under
$25,0001

$25,000
$ Under
50,000

$50,000
under
$100,000

$100.000
under
$250,000

$250,000
under
$500,000

$500,000
under
$1,000,000

$1.000,000
under
$2.500,000

$2,5W.000
under
$5.000,000

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

$5.000.DOO
under
$10,000.000

$10,000,000
under
$50.01)(1.000

$50,000,000
or
more

1)

(12)

(13)

971,758
1,177,668,920
260, 675 ,766
336, 38 0,034
153,957,735
117,393,468

253,314
15,643,448
1 ,933,693
2,225,354
3,078,045
3,095,059

126,953
9,195,210
1,098,464
716,492
1,987,911
2,562,275

46,457
1,863,523
172,914
420,744
448,627
188,679

79,903
4,584,715
662,315
1,088,118
641 ,506
344,105

160,449
12,828,950
1,332,870
3,685,829
2 ,223 ,998
930,918

170,774
23,407,454
3,447,492
7,852,491
3 ,610,909
1,577,884

139,325
35,672,779
6,291,265
12,232,254
5 ,289, 605
2,208,514

131,311
70,590,432
14,727,576
24,386,076
10, 415 ,684
4,253,927

53,774
62,191,748
14,646,679
23,080,221
8,422 ,409
3,209,664

30,804
67,260,765
16,2133,694
25,417,558
7 ,897 ,411
2,995,602

27,862
168,850,028
40,048,550
65,430,170
18.019 ,260
7,970,866

369,468.490
166, 935 ,434
48,862 ,353
408,614 ,728
146,433,537
220,577,820
316,458,705
946 ,556

5,942,997
2, 667 ,028
1 ,037,978
4, 146,852
1,311,388
5,423,405
-1,012,258
* 33,287

2.645,013
1 ,082,438
666,953
2 ,587,904
843,066
3,595,637
-1,285,189
* 33,287

777,437
369,545
108,428
487,348
176,227
478,651
-6,060
-

2.520,547
1,215,045
262,598
1,071,600
292,095
1.349,117
278,991
-

7,004,515
3,813,956
695,825
3,214,144
848,981
3,230,846
567525
.
10:183

11,630,179
6,936,966
1,102,443
6,135,543
1,505,368
5,147,578
5,439,847
-

16,478,777
9,650,686
1,523,321
10,550,846
2,472,410
6,898,663
10,919,952

29,073,191
17,104,820
2,649,816
23,659,937
5,007,763
11,772,686
23,648,519
*351

10,614,881
8.460,417
4,706,025
387,173
440,050
607,861
36 ,775
39,078
-1,475,910
257,998
61,374
3,944

2,383,111
764,449
515,621
114,934
276,208
246,717
14 ,580
11,597
-742,175

1,904,964
1,714,677
929,072
71,326
38,974
76,830
7 ,398
7,547
-253,620

27,916.591
26.997,951
14,788,523
918,089
424,560
790,182
134 ,946
98,867
-635,122

63,349,687
62.077.617
36,452,734
1,691,276
810174
1,278:549
,
151 118
229,016
-77.830

101,213,132
99,537,469
63,295,289
2,470,961
1,217,435
1,747951
313 :946
341,125
498.342

209,437,805
206,144,929
142 ,355 .292
4,187,425
2,142,926
3,197,414
726,230
701 ,331
2,489,815

560,580,591
549,969,017
447 ,947 .668
6,659.243
5,489,387
5,856,625
1,116.593
1 ,951 ,397
7,374,543

1.381,909,530
1.333,201,341
1 ,057 , 198 ,079
16,535,873
29,196,199
20,396,718
3,616,133
6 ,910, 244
24,674 , 268

127,304
38,834
3,178
'462

29,266
4,598
-

6,326,806
5,981,292
3,261,332
200,913
124,868
284.315
14 ,796
19,933
-480,114
101,427
17,943

23,579,630
12,994,514
2,250,636
28.262,862
5.155,559
8 ,692,994
21,297,659
'13,993
219,777,650
215,922.127
168, 501 .535
3,166,707
2,041,508
2,512,352
608,545
700 ,883
2,886,947

52,797.050
25,434,003
5,897,544
76.456,701
14,051,365
23 ,660, 308
47,088,296
37,663

2,766,717,240
2,691,275,402
2,076,485,794
39,071,425
43 ,641,104
38 ,736,624
7 ,358, 588
11,645,009
38,040,057

359,522
65,996
-2
-

858,435
165,193
-4
1,576
-2
-

1,339,643
253,789
-3
-3
-4
159
11,177

2,818,327
629,115
6,371
-5
1 ,911
327
27,093

22,238,419
12,680.810
1,819,023
23,535,473
4,585,963
8 ,728, 834
21,299.467
*29,166
191,917,374
188,964,533
141 ,240,649
3,054,677
1,878,866
2,348.974
654,303
673 ,068
2,305,004
2,371,204
657,436
3.385

4,145
721,223,317
161,963,947
172,070,082
95, 000,414
91,151,034
200.723,732
75,652,651
31,885,768
232,652,371
111,494.739
147,022 ,505
187,209,698
818,697

*49
774
20,718

2.469,960
802,891
3,952
611
'10 ,484
1,514
23,253

5.631,167
2,102.512
14,278
689
14 ,443
141
S_,
4
13

25,801,945
10.217,737
108,254
27,488
564 ,084
6,032
' 332
217,113

21,606
133,490,104
39,538,672
2.365,069
39, 105 ,996
31,479,520

9,930
200,913,250
67,820,930
2,073,964
60 ,618, 619
52,310,279

6,307
293.071,099
89.800,925
1.931,641
79 ,100. 498
103,068,914

2,623
7,002.774,557
2,016,752,671
48,706,479
1 .563,876 , 168
2 ,843,650 ,342

18,336,491
5,952,166
4,813,580
15,327,065
66,564,257
1 7 ,598,215
26,932,884
16,319
34,055,954
22,234,463
7 ,785, 601
1,077,402
5 ,509, 037
1,087,263
256,132
246,211
815,283
1,487,389
492,851
8,284
50
69
674
6. 06

14,507,509
4,510,634
3,538,634
12 ,679.215
127.516,378
15,210,852
38.061,892
63,072
35,180,492
17,547,411
7, 372 . 188
910,217
8. 723 ,372
934,781
194,325
242 ,074
956.373
1,535.561
567.719
19,269
160
4,185
1,579
.1

13,863,258
4,458,681
3,302,321
16 ,138,839
188.525,398
15,770,023
61.635,799
55.174

6,543
912,636,433
208.322,978
4,223,047
219 ,655 ,170
420,143,283
37,551.458
10,834,597
10,243,161
49 .326,253
515,226.599
54,538,555
244.595,105
61.496

43,919,367
19,214,343
8,245 ,494
960,057
12,267 ,552
1,078,574
221,269
291 ,963
2.307,974

137,223,074
58,401,459
31 , 904 ,522
2,652,602
37, 882 ,512
2,862,089
460,363
819 ,274
12.091,349

1,281,412.516
658,618,563
406 ,492, 138
19,244,781
295 , 173,983
23,113,299
4,076,304
7 ,328,092
72,592,322
36, 307, 177
14,057,728
473.265
60,206
2.161,477
4,612
4,121
626,821

5
1,411 1

4,000

5,614

44.561
31,795,867
3,867,373
720,644
7,052,405
8,163,577
11.522,536
4,185,555
3,567.789
4,824,496
2,702,794
8,678 ,353
11,963,719
'1.415

29,010
49,039,924
8,556,748
1,258,496
12,790.747
12,261,699
12,868,974
4,468,088
3,582,861
6,949,257
10,449,855
10,017 ,034
16,313,980

15,744,498
12,157,551
2,350,335
697,843
1,063,993
670,557
141,052
113,635
509,267

19,752,437
14,872,260
4,068,731
794,604
1 ,659 ,040
762,031
241,594
112,400
105,003

756,306
186,091
856
-6
1,091
-3
4,537

866,047
241,885
6,908
.8
1,094
-

5,367

-3,873

521,136
8,732,320,235
2 ,442,563 ,105
64,581,790
2,004,130,103
3,501,897,131

316,392
70,368,828
4 ,099 ,093
2,300,396
13,325,552
22,084,129

58,174
11,604,074
1,037,705
194,072
2,302,508
3,130,382

64,029
18,811,246
1,197,955
408,163
4,784,274
4,354,748

84,164
38,230,173
3,803,715
1,002.054
8,604,948
8,735,389

287,080,902
91 , 100 ,436
85 ,802 ,953
924,823,625
4,157,863,888
620,941,700
1,634.925,235
3,245,125
1,589,218,435
818 ,286, 705
470,673,440
27,814,280
364,541,038
31,992,916
5 ,780,439
9,286,407
87,403,218

19,464,535
6,646 ,581
12. 169 ,999
9.529,350
4,246,480
19, 134 ,821
22,829,195

194,190
39,953,508
1 ,863,433
1,698,161
6,238,770
14,598,999
8,191,339
2 ,4 40,763
7, 327,777
5,556,003
2,597,838
10, 929,580
11,840.621

4,088,591
1,446,732
1 , 823 ,681
952,364
540,711
3 ,585 ,193
4,339,199

7,184,604
2,759,086
3,018,541
3,020,982
1.107,930
4 ,620 ,047
6,649,374

13,039,447
5,046,770
6,345,875
5,337,656
2,697,601
11 , 391 ,043
12,191,330

7,974,142
4 ,663 ,897
751,317
772,257
1,290,945
762,368
34, 069
35,959
-2,255,782

1,293,004
572,338
120,560
258,884
527,707
227,588
5 ,475
10,784
-2,241,123

2,092,199
1,153,071
178,729
188,160
262,207
186.206
*4 .246
7,091
31,567

156,641
28,938
194
-

213,468
35,001
-7
-

4,588,940
2,938,488
452,028
325,213
501,030
348,574
24,348
18,085
-46.226
373,925
63,987
325
-

176

7
1,051

13,955,955
10.576,759
1,703,114
704,517
970,605
721,956
155.331
96,800
281,428
836,300
170,089
432
-5
562
37

51,171,985
19,264,979
594 ,299
67 ,224
2,216,284
9,725
4,177
691,803 1

744,033
127,926
526
90
7
1,751 1

524 1

comotes at end of table. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the
Data, "

11
3,303

1

6,125 1

5,241 1

2,300,269
881,972
23,387
323
3,146
986
8,964 1

6,338,903
2,538,718
61,373
6,467
44,570
1,830
41
28,656

145.926,695
44,997.365
38.238,733
804 ,711 ,496
3.239,934,528
468,602,802
1,200,401,332
3.039, 057

RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 7-Selected Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Tax Items, by Industrial Division, by Size of Business Receipts-Continued
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands ot dollars and size of business receipts are in whole dollars]
Size of business receipts
Industrial division , item

Tots returns
of lzi ye
corporations
M

Under
$100,0001

Under
$25,0001

$25.000
under
$50.000

(2)

(3)

(4)

$50,000
$ und r
1 oo,&

$100,000
under
$250.000

$250,000
under
$500,000

$500,000
und er
$1.ODO,000

$1,ODO,000
under
$2,500,000

$2,500.000
under
$5.000,000

$5,000.000
under
$10,000,000

$10,ODO,000
under
$50,00111,0DO

S50,0001000
or
more

(5)

(6)

M

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

179,598
24,518,259
3,079,982
884,466
6,333,373
3,781,439

101.827
26,981,527
3,923,028
1 , 193 ,629
6,323,551
3,198,048

17,121
26,113,446
5,300,038
1 , 183 ,073
4,652,142
2,697,328

6,315
24.259,113
4,981,711
1 , 156 ,723
4,533,008
2,709,415

19,477,354
11 ,530, 798
1,203,152
4,274.836
2,540,475
5,838,922
7,457,666
-7,306

21,340,032
11 , 972 ,398
1,684,873
5,180,174
3,160,817
7,516,436
7,338,120

17,641,701
8 ,239,266
1,448,711
6,269,503
3,619,067
7,361,907
6,219.873
* 2,282

65,072,405
63.138, 306
14,446,914
2,331,323
935,619
2,376,085
1,750,381
415,523
998,441

73,088,632
70 ,692, 818
18.335,930
2,493,089
1,170,411
2,463,81 7
1,526,715
551,837
1 , 110 ,003

1,638,752
302, 168

1,660,240
358 ,737
6,680

59,493
33,850,789
6,299,312
1 ,873, 592
6,942,817
3,552,991
24,450.677
12 ,499 ,843
1,680,695
8,205,901
4,104,836
9,610,074
8,148,297
.5,
390
90,159,157
87,938 ,554
28,327,844
2,893,926
1,432,260
2 ,B31 ,476
1,383,287
745,689
986, 269
1,374,737
351 , 620
3,223

Services
Number of returns ................................
...........
Total assets
' - receivable,
- ..... ...
net . .** ............
. ..
...
Notes and accounts
Inventories
current...
assets' ' ...
' *
Cash , Government
.. .. obligations
.... * '
' ' ' other
and
' ....
Other investments and loans ................ .......

1,119,604
435 ,561 ,919
74,618,504
18,485,400
69,805,186
73,224,007

Depreciable assets . . ~ ............................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ...................
Oth er capita l assets less reserves ....................
Accounts and notes payable ................ .......
Other current liabilities .............................
Mortgages, notes, and bond s paya ble in one year or more
Net worth .............................. I I .......
Cost of property used for investment credit .............

244,001,367
108,377,567
28,944 ,518
78,249,933
50,336,309
134,920 ,822
112,415 ,645
1,328,761

Total receipts . ...................................
Business receipts .................................
Cost of sales and operat ions ........................
Taxes paid ............................... .......
Interest paid . . . ....................... ..........
Depreciation ....................................
Pension , profit-sharing , stock bonus , and annuity plans ...
Employee benefit programs .........................
Net income (less deficit) ......... ..................
Income subject to tax, total .........................
Income tax, total ..........
.....................
Alternat ive mi n imum tax ..........................
Environmental tax ...
..........................
Foreign tax credit .................................
U.S. possessions tax credit ...... .......... I .......
Orphan drug credit ............ ..................
Nonconventional source fuel credit .... ..............
...........
General business credit ...............

663,133,101
616,469,154
219, 817,625
21 ,295, 199
19,750,647
30,068,715
8 ,792,825
7,225,832
9,251,928
16,169,311
5,033,943
108 ,591
8 ,682
347,247
26,127
-

502,330
30 ,595,087
3,135.035
551,192
5,908,042
7.343,097
17,190,710
8,157,006
2 ,012 ,150
5,170,099
3,234,134
9 ,455 ,076
3 ,639 ,820

268,778
20 ,388, 155
2,385,462
300,313
3,694,386
5,455,994
9,881.153
4,478,039
1 ,277 ,297
3,733,578
2,528,140
6,003 ,417
2,080,526

100,096
3, 854 ,736
290,393
105,100
722.291
811,862

133,457
6 ,352, 196
459,180
145,778
1,491,365
1,075,241

2,642,366
1,223,332
217 .082
615,991
280,498
1 .305 ,417
289.521
-

4,667,191
2,455,635
517 ,771
820,530
425,496
2 , 146 ,242
1,269,772
-4,859

24,972,580
15,343,278
3,260 ,657
879,228
1,068,008
1,820,096
308,821
137,726
-1,144,849
1,152,736
260,193
4,548
103

10,431,360
1,766,152
518 ,465
344,615
709,339
973,124
142,970
63.101
-1,084,981

4,171,893
3,708,381
781 ,336
166,394
126,545
301,744
44,103
34,076
- 409,311

10,369,327
9,868,744
1 , 960 ,856
368,218
232,125
545,228
121,748
40,550
349,443

606,431
158.8 99
4, 542
103

130,967
22,009
7
-

415,338
79, 285
-7
-

248,153
20,047,298
1,664,189
673 .952
5,265,918
3,250,729
17,609,417
10,582,335
1,162,777
3,178,063
2,203,909
7, 080,600
2,759,008
*46,052
43,276,712
40,860,347
9 ,167,910
1,587,253
877,034
2,048,943
924,201
243,074
391 , 250
1,266,890
235 ,955
697
796
-

2,058

8,537

11,189

105
23,319

- 1,3(A
1 27,164
'29,080
-1,758

2.883
201,291
45,754
30,396
56,566
*6,225

1,565
251,991
'25.818
67,586
42 ,839
*24,577
125,982
66,721
'20,585
46,018

448,016

1,250
20,897

1.250
10,302 1

Number of returns ................................
Total assets . . ~ ..................................
Notes and accounts receivable, net .............. ....
Inventories ................. ....................
Cash, Government obligations and other current assets ...
.........
Other investments and loans ..........

27,767
3, 266,227
590,868
425,939
577,062
411.844

21,859
1 ,260 ,603
132,236
100,689
239 ,613
265,269

18,139
1 ,083,977
103,137
98,931
224 ,528
224,326

*2,417
*49,463
*18

Depreciable assets ....... .......................
Less: Accumulated depreciation ...................
Oth er cap ital assets less reserves ....................
Accounts and notes payable .... ...................
Other current liabilities .............. ..............
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in one year or more
................ .....
Net worth ...........
Cost of property used for investment credit .............

1,288,428
480,282
271 ,399
1,033,868
280,940
1,160,850
162,906

436,672
87,802
96 ,806
247,766
56,074
794,424
-205,378
-

357,440
75,378
79,469
235,450
18,340
746.052
-192,693
-

'37,764
1,450
3 ,368
2,506
1,258
14,795
18,826
-

5
'15
42

-4,193
289
.I

53
26,467

32,023

694
316,081
'43,388
55,493
50, 283
'50,553

510
366,367
*58,859
' 29,750
43,888
1
1,498

173,501
*93 ,075
*28,091
110,123

676
200,450,907
35,327,479
8,583,586
21,544,416
41 ,381 .997

13,959,454
5,994 ,096
1,365,358
6,053,109
3,707,772
6,881,235
4.877,211
* 9,036

4,091
48,745,493
10,907,731
2,385,186
8,301,918
5,308 .965
26.147,774
10,992,291
3,312,815
11,166,634
6,3 17 ,736
13.411,501
13,243,929
156,614

59,866,506
57 ,879, 914
20,201,946
1,810,627
1,042,921
1 ,970 ,534
760,552
525,682
530,650

45,447,292
43 ,333,401
18,539,963
1,418,456
1,005,463
1 ,723, 156
426,645
468,136
53,825

83,499,454
78 ,637 , 142
36,698,830
2.594,292
1,833,956
3 ,196,037
706,374
1,356.730
1,501,653

177,750.363
158,645,395
70,837,632
5,287,005
10,384,974
11 ,638 .571
1,005,847
2,781,435
4,824,686

813,890
260,575
3,855
46
1,335
7 ,520
14,824

583,897
209,829
4,489
22

1,707,656
667.234
13,247
681
38,439
9 ,015
44,715

5,970,513
2,387,631
71,329
7.772
290,443
6, 726
108
260,801

'36
*217,691

-5
'124,176

'47 ,847
'21,215
'28,899

886
'24,545
-

'3,558
*98,296
' 47,293
' 20. 331
'37 ,393

'7 .074
100
'82,761
' 6,793
415
'34,206

Nature of Business not Allocable

Total receipts ....................................
Business receipts . . . ...........................
Cost of sales and operations .......................
Taxes paid ...............
.....................
Interest paid ~ ...................
..........
Depreciation ........ . ..........................
Pension. profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ...
Employee benefit programs .................
Net income (less deficit) ... ..................

5,371,937
5,030,285
3,185,924
112,541
106,084
168,277
22,503
14,073
-34,301

Income subject to tax, total .........................
Income tax, total .................................
Alternative minimum tax ............. ..........
Evironmental tax ........... ....................
Foreign tax credit .........
......................
.....
U.S. possessions tax credit ...........
Orphan drug credit ...............................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ........... .......
General business credit ............................

84,687
23,155
1
1,588
- 1,099

464,298
260,234
84,910
27,617
41,776
45,647

276,962
82,841
24,137
20,600
34,117
30,507

1,159
-82,589
27,791
6,664

954
-56,837

1
-

1
-

26,204
6,426

-3,037

*87,257
81,673
19,000
*2.125
- 3,720
8,388
26,809
-

13 ,969
33,578
- 6,140
-

75,172
35,635
10, 236
40,943
17,615
'21,786
41,1 58
-

59,343
-

50 ,877
-

282,109
116,328
*46,835
172,218
'21,549
84,299
76,081
698,127
674 ,017
219,335
20,079
12 ,355
43,920

100,079
* 95,720
*41,774
*4.893
* 3,939
-6,752
' 205
1,057

497,285
458,823
253,048
8,886
*2 .528
14,243
*3 ,678
-43,174

567,675
551,402
288,761
25,051
7, 410
13,651

544,335
532,798
335,853
9,477
13 ,780
*17,010

7,359

-1 ,004
15,799

1,587
238

13,206
* 2,555

1,748
336

805
121

Estimate should be used wth caution be~ause of the small number of sample returns on which it is based.
Includes returns with zero receipts and receipts not reported.
2 Size of total receipts was used in lieu of business receipts to classify statistics for the "Finance, insurance. and real estate" industrial division.
Lew than $500 per return.
NOTE: Detail may not acid to total because of rounding. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Dewription of the Sample and Limitations of the Data.—

23,318
'10,958
-2 ,282

-5,895
*64,542
*36 ,389
* 1 9,254
165,423
*42,138
17,864
18 ,435
-

-6,122
' 13,564
1 ,042
385
*2.867

1 ,232
13,780

82
*310,905
'73,253
*57, 714
* 31,893
* 18,928
'52,934
'16, 853
'45,934
*70,320
29,899
* 79,314
*87 ,662
579,437
567 ,089
437,929
6,979
9 ,179
7,125
1 , 133
-2,806

752.938
'750, 589
707,134
' 164
'5,076
' 32
'79

'18.084

12,715
7
-

66
-

' 732,245
*706 ,246
*564,977
-5,461
' 7 ,901
18,766
' 309

86,184.248
28,409,535
15,073,987
28.751,612
21 ,447 .562
67,765,071
58,731,720
1,089,951

'365
.6
1 , 522
'82

280

RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 8-Total Receipts, Net Income, Statutory Special Deductions, Income Tax, Selected Credits, and Taxpayment Items, by Accounting Period Ended
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
active
Total returns
corporation.
of

Accounting period ended I

Item

Returns With and Without Net Income
Number of returns ........................
Total receipts ............................
Net income (less deficit) ....................
Total income tax ....... ........ .........
Returns With and Without Net Income,
Other Than Forms 1120S
11 20-IC-DISC and 11 20-Fk
Number of returns ..................... _
Total receipts .............. ........ . ....
Net income (less deficit) ........ ...........
Statutory special deductions, total ............
Net operating loss deduction ......... ....
Total special deductions ..................
Income subject to tax, total .................
Net long-term capital gain taxed at alternative
rates . . ......... I ......... I ........ 1
Income taxed at regular rates . . . . ..... ....
Income tax, total . ......................
Regular and alternative tax ................
Personal holding company tax ....... .....
Tax from recomputing prior-yeaf investment
credit . ~ ....... .....................
Alternative minimum tax ...... ...........
Environmental tax ................... ...
Foreign tax credit .............. I I .... ....
U.S. possessions tax credit .................
Orphan drug credit ........... ...........
Nonconventional source fuel credit . .........
General business credit ....................
. .
Total income tax a ft er credlIS2
Returns With Net Income
Other Than Forms 11209
1120-IC-DISC and 111120-Fk
Number of returns ........................
Total receipts ............................
Net income .............................
Statutory special deductions, total ............
Net operating loss deduction ..............
Total special deductions ..... ............
Income subject to tax, total .................
Net long-term capital gain taxed at alternative
rates ............. I .................
Income taxed at regular rates ..............
Income tax, total ..........................
Regular and alternative tax ................
Personal holding company tax .............
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment
credit .......................... ....
Alternative minimum tax ..................
Environmental tax . . ~ ....................
Foreign tax credit ...... ................
U.S. possessions tax credit .......... ......
Orphan drug credit .......................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ...........
General business credit ....................
Total income tax after credits2 ... ..........
Estimated tax payments:
1986 overpayments claimed as a credit ......
1987 estimated tax payments ..............
Less: Refund of estimated tax payments .....
Payments with applications for:
Extension of filing time ...................
Other credits and payments, total .............
Tax due at time of filing ....................
Tax overpayment .........................

Number of
returns

Amou I

(1)

(2)

3,612.133
3,442.196
3,574,668
1,162,693

July

Sep ember
1987
I r

October
1987

November
1987

December
1987

January
1988

February
1988

March
19
88

April

1987

August
1987

May
1988

Juno
'19158

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)
-

(12)

(13)

(14)

9.580,720,701
328,223,710
118,484,975

111,221
198,907.743
7,533,835
1,618,652

121,040
209,960.074
8,381,532
1,795,751

296,702
575.371,189
16,570,848
4,985,231

155.618
299,917,885
14,754,547
2,638,993

97,125
182,735,250
10,481,047
2,535,965

1.981,357
5,971,954,241
218,309,532
86,533,301

86,794
390,138.808
11,939,509
4,183,250

77,577
182.929,345
5,059,454
1,509,185

193,574
512,652,728
9,863.482
3,241,663

93, 763
193,228,729
5,866.364
1.867,990

98457
230 ,603:405
5 .165.429
1,746,034

298, 905
632 ,321 . 304
14 ,298. 130
5,828,961

2,480,430
2.397,155
2,449,102

8,586,151,245
302,521,335

97,305
181,097,617
7,142,306

104,673
195,876,335
7,845,583

248,663
528,089,069
14,638,096

133,488
272,371,001
13,840,741

79,621
166,593,006
10,070,385

1.026,730
5,234,728,729
202,985,510

80,778
375,526,873
11,116,382

71,709
167,751,087
4,260,890

181,968
481,493,187
8,289.966

87 , 134
174.658.933
5,131.984

91 ,358
217.111 ,570
4,440,219

277 ,002
590 ,853 .840
12.759,273

564,978
468,072
108,082
1,122,646

60,412,287
49,022,993
11.389,294

1,249,918
931.622
318,296

1,327,656
1,214,997
112,659

40,627,755
31,981,953
8,645,802

1,473,391
1,238.411
234.980

1,176,104
1,073,070
103.034

2,570,894
2,345,671
225.223

4,420,329

4,822.414

1,761,671
1,443,363
318,308
7,322,488

1,148,635
985,876
162,759

310.362,332

3,335,500
2,991,439
344,061
13,529,373

6,871,425

219,995,088

11,034,756

4,253,918

9 ,515 ,479

976 .266
854 .464
121.802
5, 403 ,725

1 , 196, 190
1 , 101 .926
94,265
5. 174 ,329

3 ,568,307
2 .860,202
708,105
18, 019,D07

20,964
1,121,943
1,152,344
1,122,634
2,750

29,013,635
281,348,697
117,901,113
114,534,015
10,214

186,432
4,233,896
1,610,058
1,585,057

358,730
4,463,684
1,792.067
1,764,341

1,195,439
12,333,935
4,968,471
4.904,832
562

535,117
6,787,371
2,621,316
2,594,776
228

919,165
5,952,261
2,530,951
2,520,010
27

24,214,626
195,780,461
86,081,330
83,406,751
3,910

382,537
10,652,219
4,177,084
4,095,824

246,401
4,007,517
1,507,037
1,459,673

351.914
9,163,565
3.228.890
3.118, 042
646

359,927
5,043 ,798
1 ,860 , 173
1 , 768 ,694
767

188 , 116
4,986 .213
1 . 730,523
1 .676 ,757
'229

75 .230
17, 943 , 777
5, 793 ,213
5. 639.259
2 , 172

85,407
17,168
8,719

761,915
2,227,011
351,110
20,812,819
2,666,634
5,154
52,439
7,959,117
86,404.936

12,457
12,226
90

12,036
12,989
2,056

42,421
19,320
1,336

19,566
48,338
12,582

4,833
38,016
3,775

20,135
80,488
7,136

7 ,141
78 ,686
4,856

13 ,393
33 ,521
5,172

29 ,479
106 ,396
15,721

91,495
23,022
2,373
4,220
112,266
1,558.691

388,150
63,850
6,759
274,334
4,235,379

9,174
1,204
537
287,707
570,308
1,614
105,282
1,566,041

572,626
1,788,555
297,461

26,071
27,065
-

18,653
7,270
390
236,685
56,494
*550
127.122
2,200,465

18,567,519
1,660,426
2,780
35,283
6.517,643
59,297,678

69,759
11,942
-4
98,111
3,997,268

163,818
29.252
1.631
39,507
1,272,829

128,030
17, 745
-

145 ,458
63 ,827
-1 . 068
51.688
1,598.131

152 ,653
8 .287
-

555 ,472
134 ,417
659
323,432
4.779,231

4,683
459
8
618
201,410
1,062,600

101,001
1,455,909

115,036
2,967,649

93.695
1,475,665

1,418,531

-

58,917

60,844

149,203

82,404

46,891

558,999

43,803

42,069

110,845

50,066

54,555

1,418,531

6,497,387,978

207,894,673

127,592,117

137.816,322

172,591,629

159,934
443.517,041

17,529,755

12,346,832

311,763,143
14,085,234

355.910.953

24,058,522

3.931.578.342
269.714,780

131,345,972

418,685,444

155,688,324
10,223,594

387,866,270

1,418,531
542,820
467,375
86,534

133,823,192
9,530,942

7.448.704

7.080,081

23,757.467

1,240,600
931,622
308,978

1,320,164
1,214,997
105,167

3,127,875
2,825,024
302,851

1,747,046
1,443,363
303,684

1,138,735
984,792
153,943

37,495,930
30,179,733
7,316,197

1,456,247
1,238.411
217,836

7,301,549
1,152.304
1,073,070
79,234

15,607.986

56,875,913
47,051,026
9.824,886

2,530.584
2,343,889
186,695

956,232
854 ,464
101,768

1 .191 , 594
1 ,101 .926
89,669

3 .518,601
2 ,859, 736
658,866

1,122,568

309,998,089

4,420,329

4,822,414

13,529,373

7,322,441

6,871,4~5

219,639,986

11,031 .453

4,253 ,918

9,512 ,480

5, 403 ,535

5 ,174 ,329

18 ,016,406

20,958
1,121,866

28,867,199
281,130,891

186,432
4,233,896

358,730
4,463,684

1,195,439
12,333,935

535,117
6,787,324

919,165
5,952,261

24,068,190
195,571,795

382,537
10,648,916

246,401
4,007,517

359 ,927
5.1343,608

188. 116
4.986.213

75,230
17,941,176

1.130,644
1,122,556
2.729

117,276,315
114,458,520
9,681

1,606,920
1,585,057
'227

1,790,610
1,764,341
'645

4,952,212
4,904,832
562

2,617,170
2,594,769

2,529,921
2,520,010
-

85,550.550
83,334.203
3,496

4,168,722
4,094,547

1,501,703
1,459,673

351,914
9,160,566
3 ,213 ,220
3,117,322
'558

l , a49 ,926
1,768.636
'767

1 .724 .625
1 ,676 ,757
229

5 ,770,735
5 ,638,375
2, 172

65,871
14,693
8,527

10,714
10,836
85

10,679
12,889
2,056

29,380
16,104
1,334

14,965
6,829
379

456,853
1,456,764
290,752

18,092
42,780
12,534

3,143
34,382
3,769

15 ,692
70 ,261
7,104

388,150
63,850
6,759
274.334

236,685
56,494
-

69,759
11,942
-4
98.111

163,818
29,252
-1 , 631
39,507

555,472
134 ,417
659
323 ,414

1,557.234

4,219,120

1,565,011

58.779,085

3,988.906

1,267,495

2,952,700

51.688
1,587,884

12 ,000
29 ,056
5,143
152 ,653
8 ,287
223
93,695

1,452,771

127,122
2,196,319

18,558,500
1,660.426
2,780
35,283
6.514,476

127 ,309
17 ,745
-

101,001

91,495
23,022
2,373
4,220
112,266

6 ,275
69 ,398
4,821
145 ,458
63 ,827
-

25,378
89.007
15,618

26,071
27,065

8,276
1,097
537
287,707
570,3GS
* 1,614
105,282

1,040,903

611,448
1,839,403
344.132
20,803,079
2,666,634
5,154
52,439
7,955,932
85.793,063

1,469.767

4,756,772

290,671
497,928
4,879

6,810.618
70,879,295
2,317,001

128,876
1,155,404
85,767

146,523
1,246,231
69,769

410,370
3,668,977
133,803

176,318
1,734,311
42,801

109,504
1,138,737
19,853

4,378,379
49,665,327
1,705,339

242,510
3,024,553
25,133

84,560
1,012,998
11,770

306,190
2 ,121 ,900
46,697

144, 295
1 ,341 , 743
76,458

137 ,724
1 , 185 ,761
21,867

545 ,370
3 ,583 ,354
77,743

187.274

15,354,775

336,119

270,126

684,204

462,043

1,033.285

241,206

735,995

258,812

945 ,868

225,937
5,841,042
11,022,286

1,579
171,599
252,855

2,363
177,811
213,835

6,934
429,126
839,957

2,244
232,044
365.067

398,612
2,552
160.469
222,929

9,722,675

20.535
631,101
422 ,932

189,527
3,294,719
6,827,825

2,362
159,629
444,715

1,255
119,320
177,858

2,939
347,694
507,378 ,

1 ,982
138,194
228,612

8 .029
458.811
699,981

4,677
459
8
618
201,398

Estimate should be used Mth caution because of the small number of sample returns on which it is based.
Includes full and part-year returns.
2 Credits iz.cle foreign
tax, U.S. possessions tax. nonconventional source fuel. orphan drug, general business, and minimum tax credits.
' Includes credit for tax paid by regulated investment companies, federal tax on special fuels and oils, and overpaid Mndfall profit tax.
NOTE: Detail may not add to total because of rounding. See te~t for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample
and Limitation of the Data."

115,036

265,00
4 , 172
151,626
241,274 ,

Corporation Returns/1987

RETURNS OF ACTIVE S CORPORATIONS, FORM 1120S
Table 9-13alance Sheets and Income Statements, by Industrial Division
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Industrial division
All
industrial
divisions

Item

Agriculture,
forestry,
and fishing

Mining

Construction

Manufacturing

Transportation
and public
utilities

(4)

(5)

(6)

Finance,
nsurance,
and real
estate

Wholesale and
retail trade

(7)

(8)

Services

Nature of
business
not
allocable

(9)

(2)

(3)

Number of returns, total ..................
With net Income ......................

1,127,905
673,583

46,796
20,478

13,734
5,128

115,705
70,773

83,990
41,342

55,722
28,821

1327 3 54
61:515

135,672
63,281

339,640
179,230

9,303
3,017

Total assets ............................

443,723,257

15,086,809

7,073,341

46,326,190

84,222,461

19,835,534

143,281,030

69,938,951

S7,170,242

798,699

Cash . . ~ ~ . ~ ...........................
Notes and accounts receivable ............
Less: Allowance for bad debts . ..........
inventories ...
....... .
.............
rivestments in Government obligations ......
Other current assets .....................

1,194,476
1,165,160
3,562
1,419,953
152,444
382,698
422,877
272,144
1 ,363 .266
11,158,706
6,810,177

1.002,221
928,640
6,8G3
328,775
148,087
312,407
171,622
* 24,951
953. 159
5,186,101
3,385,852

5,689,380
10,624,374
66,462
9,432,664
342,118
5,625,149
980,675
751,633
2 , 176 ,689
15,934.276
9,296,810

8,143,744
21,156,710
367,463
19,609,385
946,817
3,388,287
889,366
280,378
4.593 ,594
45,692,795
25,338,488

1,900,702
2,976.758
39,577
321,397
153,756
1,121,808
385,657
72,237
1 ,003,742
17.762,215
8,920,292

13.497,203
29,102,339
599,776
53,053,922
430,240
4,747,963
1,824,124
554,143
4,731,515
54.391,959
27,852,648

5,895,592
10,164,345
129,741
7,888.224
2,512,183
7,630,610
1,717,967
4,413.703
8,514,004
14,174.124
4,514,439

6,876,699
8,251.597
157,950
2,177,836
238,993
2.738,281
1,818,885
648,240
3,649,468
44,186,040
20,352,207

133,810
66,504

Loans to shareholders . .
Mortgage and real estate loans ............
* * * , , *
Ot h er investmen ts .......................
Depreciable assets . ~ ....................
Less: Accumulated depreciation
.......

44.333,827
84,436,427
1,371,508
94,372,378
4,924.700
26,002,752
8,214,2D4
7,066,408
26,990,394
208,872,909
106,634,188

Depletable assets .....................
Less: Accumulated depletion ............
Land ......... . ......... ............
Intangible assets (amortizable) .............
.......
Less: Accumulated amortization
Other assets ...........................

1,888,051
715.112
22,240,158
9,667,720
3,309,249
16,743,387

283,412
159,798
3,623,402
55,690
21,668
587,786

936,326
356,126
334,068
81,420
11,337
425,682

117,502
30,946
2,263,211
185,796
64,854
1,661,794

208,826
44.094
1,651,244
1,976,561
751,275
2,186,076

54.992
*20,453
540,045
1,407,662
384,499
1.499,386

115,662
39,704
3,658,456
3,024,530
1,019,591
3,660,691

106,671
23,412
7,144,324
899,759
313,G49
3,858,085

64,660
40,578
2,973,964
2,012,078
732,740
2,816,975

51,445
* 24,224
' 10,236
46,913

Total liabilities ..........................

"3,723,257

15,086,909

7,073,341

46,326,190

84,222,461

19,835,534

143,281,030

69,938,951

S7,170,242

788,699

Accounts payable . ......................
Mortgages, notes. and bonds payable in less
than one year ........................
Other current liabilities . ............. ....
.
Loans from shareholders ........
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in ona
'
year or more .........................
Other liabilities ......................

58,095,429

654,847

609,979

7,693,194

11,605,049

1,974.771

24,838,843

5,541,114

5,098,528

79,105

69,239,166
39,762.608
44,694,469

2,619,270
393,409
2,612,118

416,474
351,600
1,420,580

7,644,630
7,046,129
2,914,818

8,301,700
7,248,627
4,057.458

2,201,975
1,229,641
2,544,973

30,090,065
10,380,820
12,485,853

11.003,972
7,497,068
8,240,634

6,839,960
5,587,114
10,300.145

121,121
28,201
117,890

94,253,472
17,972,375

4,338,756
646,650

1,429,705
451,466

6,263,830
2.801,692

13,268,480
2,381,958

7,076,075
989,725

22.059,215
2.346,408

20,180,939
5,645,867

19,432,888
2,617,170

203,584
91,439

3,285,434
5,673,369

3,589,181
5,089,837

115,504
* 43,336

..........
Capital stock .............
Paid-in or capital surplus .................
Shareholders' undistributed taxable income
previously taxed'
.....................
Accumulated adjustments account' .........
Other adjustments account' ...............
Other retained earnings' ......... I .......
Less: Cost of treasury stock ...............

140,220
55.548
3,031
*48,978
*4.957
386,692
163,273
-

1,131,331
1,495,711

3,559,470
3,148,346

1.323,127
2.091,489

7,505,512
6,708,960

- 419,3S8
-1,387,974
89,230
1,805,568
160,681

115,660
2,240,983
160,790
7,510,895
693,474

613,461
4,637,471
443,240
27,055,820
2,098,618

-722,418
-1,518,697
87,314
2,857,056
299,497

651,750
905,029
217,111
27,823,841
2,732,377

-815,395
140,299
160,159
3,810,183
424,692

-977,015
-4,779.033
116,975
5,258,732
1,004.239

*29,847
-58,431
* -86
36,187
18,998

23.106,941
28,499,527

2,195,971
2,183,108

401,411
2,065,372

-2,016.435
-1,047,355
1,267,730
77,669,537
7,774,206

-492,938
-1,227,002
-7,003
1,511,255
341,630

972,246,266

21,345,878

7,467,589

98,147,701

178,761,781

36,193,733

477,666,231

42,117,731

109,305,372

1,240,251

.....

951,305.832

20,359,287

6,992,279

96,672,310

176,466,911

35,289,696

470,997,341

37,738,346

105,604,058

1,185.604

Net long-term capital gain reduced by net
short-term capital loss ........
.......
Net gain , noncapital assets . . ~ ~ ............
Other receipts 2 .... ....................

55,563
1,707,940
19,176,930

831
97,319
888,442

60,202
415,042

117,976
1,353,042

4,683
299,823
1,990,364

220,708
680,807

10,849
352,077
6,305.964

19,163
221,724
4,138,498

13,079
338,111
3,350,124

54,646

Total receipts

..........................

Business receipts

.................

-

........................

948,039,189

21,361,622

6,853,887

94,766,560

170,351,790

35,868,014

470,482,254

40,486,387

106,680,649

1,188,026

Cost of sales and operations .........
....
Compensation of officers .................
Repairs ....
..........................
Bad debts ............ .................
Rent paid on business property ............

652,887.817
34,448,476
5,292,068
2,286,225
18,269,050

15,059,683
384,451
322,595
45,816
426,784

3,405,117
200,866
70,933
18,079
67,820

74,386,390
3,264,225
361,745
150,774
640,948

123,936,067
6,182,579
809,075
492,049
1,679,281

17,948,754
1,162,878
567.371
89,343
1,218,693

362,671,222
10.003,340
1,858,041
935,315
8,143,507

16,190.473
4,124,890
184,3115
228,051
963,952

38,678,424
9,093,944
1,109,755
323,996
5,086,389

611.688
* 31.303
8,167
2,800
41.677

Taxes paid ............................
Interest paid ...........................
Amortization ....... ....................
Depreciation ...........................

19.226,129
13,072,055
1,269,254
20,179,878

386,296
645,229
6,813
1,013,026

295,266
174,821
6,117
545.562

1,854,893
900,259
33,831
1,617,388

3,594,039
2,014,591
219,576
4,139,652

1,126,634
823,056
155,409
2.200,820

6,973,403
4,225,160
423,235
5,341,018

984,879
1,908,297
153,626
739,449

3,967,977
2,357,480
269,183
4,545,113

42,742
23,162
* 1,465
37,850

Depletion ............................
Advertising ............................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and
annuity plans ........... .............
....
Employee benefit programs ........
Net loss, noncapital assets ................
Other deductions .......................

176,541
10,031,353

*242
56,046

142,409
24,473

12.678
327,847

12,572
1.537,338

* 1,884
217,006

5,826
5,878,355

521,163

1,455,723

13,401

3,480,002
5,014,431
240,591
162,165,324

31,538
40,633
6,578
2,935,893

35,876
104,691

311,302
493,561
4,789
10.405,929

915.428
1,343,018
20,912
23,455,611

104,134
269,395
8,411
9,974,227

1,001,545
1.521,766
101,819
61,398,703

265,469
218,302
20, 327
13,982,979

809,830
1,019,524
72 ,490
37,890.038

*4.879
* 3,540
* 189
365,162

Total receipts less total deductions ...........
Net income (less deficit) . ~ ..................
Net income . . ~ . . . ~ ~ .................... 1

24,207,077
24,151,513
44 ,994 , 123

-15,744
-16,575
1 ,080 ,281

8,409,991
8,405,308
10 ,774 ,145 1

325,719
323,197
1 , 747 ,217

1.631.344
1 .612 ,181
5,100
1

2.624.723
2,611 .643
7,387,792

62,225
52, 225
95,559

Total deductions

1

1,756,781

1

613.701
613,636
1 , 114 ,493

1

3,381,141
3,376,768
5, 077 ,296

1

-

1

7,183.977
7,1 73 ,1 28
12,616 ,778

1

Estimate should be used with caution because of the srriall number of sample returns on which it is based.
Thew items are reflected in the statistics for "Other retained earnings, 11 20S- and "Net worth" in other tables which Show thew items.
2 Other receipts include other income. and rents and royalties reported from returns filing on 1986 forms, Starting vAth the 1987 Form 11 20S rents and royalties were reported on Schedule K (Shareholders' Shares of Income) and not
included in total receipts.
rounding. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and
NOTE: Active S Corporations filing Form 1 1 20S returns reported "Imome subject to tax" of $185,902,000 and "Income tax" of $76.705,000. Detail may not add to total because of
"Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS, FORM 1120-A
Table 10-Balance Sheets, Income Statements, and Tax items by Industrial Division
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)
Industrial division

lie.

All
industrial

Agriculture,

divisions

forestry,
and fishing

Transportation
and
Mining

(2)

(1)
238,730
106,364

591
a
2: ..';

Total assets ............................

7,961;632

268,067

215,039

Cash ........... ....... .............
Notes and accounts receivable . ~ ..........
Less: Allowance for bad debts ...........
Inventories :.
Investments in Government obligations
* ..
...........
* **
Other current assets .....................
Loans to stockholders ..... ..............
Mortgage and real estate loans ............
Depreciable, depletable. and intangible assets.
Less: Accumulated depreciation, depletion.
and amortization ....................
Land
...........
Other assets
' -.......
' *
'
'
...............

1,586,207
767,381
6,650
642,255
44,104
426,712
609,637
155.283
5,317,322

42,418
9,205
'53
19,149
-

17,762
'47.694
-

'7,094
'9,957

*29,371
16,206

302,610

3,091.812
719,383
791,809

211,377
*50.175
34.356

Total liabilities ..........................

7,961,632

268,067

Accounts payable ........
..............
Other current liabilities ...................
Loans from stockholders ........... _ ...
Mortgages. notes, and bonds payable in one
year or more . . .......................
Other liabilities .... ...................
Capital stock ...........................
Paid-in or capital surplus ....... .........
Retained earnings, unappropriated . ~ ~ . .....
Less: Cost of treasury stock ...............

649,298
609,837
1,530.792

14,170
9,336
52,474

2,458,569
761,821
2,041,975
677,829
-536,842
231,647

..........................

Business receipts .... ............... _
Interest ... .......
............
......

Anterest on Government obligations: State and
local .......................... .....
Rents ....................
.........
Royalties . . ~ ...........................
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net
long-term capital loss ......... ........
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net
short-term capital loss ..................
Net gain, noncapital assets . ...............
Dividends received from domestic
corporations
.....................
Other receipts
........ ..........
Total deductions ........................
Cost of sales and operations . ........ ....
Compensation of officers .................
Repairs .... ........ ...........
.
Bad debts . ....... ....................
Rent paid on business property ............
Taxes paid ............................
Interest paid ....
...................
Contributions or gifts .....
.............
Amonimtion .... * , , * * , * .......... . I ...
Depreciation . ~ ......................
Net loss, noncapital assets .......... .....
Other deductions ......... ........ ....
Total receipts less total deductions ............
Net income (less deficit) ....................
Net income .....
....................
Income tax, total ......
..................
Regular and alternative tax . ~ ....... ......
Tax from recomputing prior year investment
credit .... .........................
Alternative minimum tax . ... ........
General business credit ....................

Manufacturing

(4)

(3)

Numberher,
of returns total ..................
With
Income . ......................

Total receipts

Construction

(6)

(5)

21
9 710

4213

1

public
utilities

072

Wholesale
and
retall bade
(7)

Finance.
and real
estate

Nature of
Services

-(8)

(9) _

business
not
allocable
(10)

0:105

0814
4:149

49259
22:080

46334
19:qS1

86306
40:234

5,103
.90

s3a,995

414,S9l

234,538

1,601,465

2,061,S74

2,418,911

1 oa,433

83,109
78.841
* 107
38.123
-

49.028
'20,811
"24

592,794
173.384

11,719
* 7,700
-7.507
167.940

7.606
72,132
135,508
103,150
1,257.049

27.214
18,057
-4
15.803
-

23,578
17,768

249,002
171.974
* 4,671
429,791
-7,242
53.544
98.423
11.553
961,345

348,896
156,641
'1,505
-

162,809

175,984
90,774
"175
44,999
'2.416
34,276
61,550
184
441,610

121,588
*4,694
*56,876

291.164
*41,976
36,564

257,537
25,863

89,445
'68
55,926

574,093
58,388
138,986

605.220
429.865
157,452

935.674
123,775
261,174

-5.713
10,312
24.613

215,039

638,995

414,591

234,538

1,601,485

2,061,574

2,418,911

108,433

14,835
127,817

62,385
53,050
76,579

27,768
11,523
112,549

'4,21 0
8.468
19,793

234.027
130,794
488,650

129,042
156.720
276.891

152.416
217,388
351,741

18,790
*7.723
*24,298

130,850
* 7,233
213,410
* 13,352
-156.326
* 16,431

102,000
-5
76,386
13,655
-125,807
'341

145.481
11.462
67,054
32.011
195,371
*4,398

131,237
38,560
126,591
*47,506
-27,753
* 53.390

91.894

403,431
39,424
528,084
67,466
-254,550
35,840

895,229
554,307
531,902
318,028
-749,454
51,091

537,952
88,920
388,739
172,855
578,957
70,057

-20,497
18.355
40,239
- 6.603
-14,810
..%

14,655,332

463,311

103,482

1,586,630

825,488

429,587

4,116,291

1,625,347

5,419,759

95,438

13,1141,221
100,790

425,910
- . 2.849

*77,183
1,916

1,570,714
7,062

803,565
4,802

408,492
*2.738 _

4,017.177
5,617

1,308,825
- 31.570

5,173.852
42,873

55,502
- 1,362

* 931
281,919
16,481

'4,091
-

5,246
14,085

788
-

199,774
1,429

20,644
-

-

1,981

-

*8.423
58,994
29,110

'431

10,469
306,962

330
*27,545

14,813,653
5,076.489
1,902,289
212,114
41,749
888,862
596,467
255,698
6,345
18,456
600.520
* 1,269
5,210,431
-158,321
-159,252
733,792
81,731
81,352

474,994
227,410
-19,971
15,420
44.572
14.981
15,730
296

3,062

36,178
100,343
-11,684
-11.684
15,132
1,827

'88

.

1631
:

673

1,215
-

-

-

404,825

69,570
19,560
17,531

-

46,901
-

-

3,941

2,335

10,813

109,140
11,1 46
*9,807

1,590,518
719,229
188.724
15,578
31.180
87,080
13,137

85S,036
348,456
97,020
10.599
2,982
44,376
27,460
16,160

56.883
* 723
471,510
-3,888
-3,888
67,782
7,024
7.024

'2,325
45,585
259,653
-29,548
-29,548
37,370
3,342
3,342

89,865
'26.840.
187.495
262.521
*28,245
1.608,604

-

-7.502
-3
113
10,531

-3,362

-

*879

15,881
-3,920

*8,895

-27.458

-

'2,
43,476

1,494
60,056

7,530
157,364

-1,116

430,631
200,063
*32,910
26,611

4,189,387
2,148,563
286,167
26,171
14,180
302,443
146,625
51,411
813
4,464
120,743

1,681,354
173,738
214,131
52,912
'13.651
83,703
90,420
68,586
1,293
6,963
90,608

104,216
22.962
*5,153
*4,275
1,250
*9,403
3,054
*2,706

1,087,744
-73,095
-73,095
148,095
13,001
13,001

885,038
-56,008
-56,025
125,112
1
4,586
14,586

5,378,376
1,224,923
1.048,407
56,517
5,774
367.117
208,141
69,782
3,242
4,001
201,905
'177
2,188,389
41,383
40.469
301,831
37,165
37.165

14,488

,

-

700

623

1,560
6,516
.,%
1,54
18,611
52,789
-5,659
-5,659
1 0,434

-

12,189
13,719
16
23,579
116,212
-1,044
-1.044
20,900
1,998

*6.428
48,754
-18,778
-18,778
*7,137
1,644
*1,644

'17

* Estimate should be used with caution because of the small number of sample returns on which it is based.
NOTE: Active Corporations filing Form 11 20-A reported -Income subject to tax" of $510,176,000. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sw pie and Limitations of
the Data."
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RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS, CONSOLIDATED RETURNS
Table 11 -Balance Sheets, Income Statements, Tax, and Selected Other Items, by Selected Industrial Divisions
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars)
Selected industrial divisions

ftem

industrial
A"
divisions

g

Agriculture,
for stry,
and iffshing

Mining

(2)

1

(3)

Construction

(4)

Manufacturin

1

Tr:nsportation
nd public
utilities

(6)

(5)

Wholesale
trade
and
retail

Total 2

Wholesale
trade

Retail
trade

(7)

(8)

(9)

Finanos,
insurance.
and real
estate

Services

(10)

if 1)

Returns of active corporaU ths,
consolidated returns:

Number of returns, total ..............

80,070

1,057

1,556

........................

13,219

3,983

20,778

10,466

10,116

76,484,507 2,787,256,582

1,246,999,036

4,545

22,389

12,423

6,845,023,435 245,934,131

12,115,191,911

10,464,995

189,544,342

713,069,725

308,635,439

403,818,311

Cash ...............
........ . . . . .
Notes and accounts receivable .........
Allowance for bad debts .......
nven
Less:
tories : .
rivestments in Government obligations
Dther current assets . ~ .......
............
Loans to stockholders ...
Mortgage and real es ta te loans ........
Other investments . ~ ........... .. . . . .
........
Depreciable assets .......
Less: Accumulated depreciation ...
.
Depletable assets ...................
Less: Accumulated depletion ........
Land . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ......................
Intangible assets (amortizable) .........
Less: Accumulated amortization ......
Other assets .......................

531 .885, 617
3,218,227,382
85,583,815
534 ,218 ,733
798,966,819
645,348,174
34,440,437
1 ,205 ,338 ,392
2 ,437,593,945
2,813,659,453
1,092,391,293
110,789,556
44,286,435
86,729 . 131
234,586,103
46,465,140
732. 134 ,852

476,590
1,434,420
23,567
1 ,608 ,548
47,635
541,451
124,399
112 ,983
1,396,930
5,674,070
2,844,808
733,180
398,689
1,129,415
71,360
20,083
401 , 161

4.615.318
17,504,426
337,845
5 .599 ,439
763,415
4.753.671
3,084,994
464 ,690
88.367,658
74,328,654
35,730,562
21,841.000
9,440,422
1,903,526
5.578,871
1,664,100
7 ,911 ,609

4,340,199
18,484,682
183,977
7 .393 .8B4
2,588,978
7,735,416
278,145
9,429 ,127
9.580,123
18,165,338
9,006,242
276,460
37,164
2,189,535
864,029
117,951
4, 503 ,926

57,010,649
622,710,032
10,791,665
262 ,517,547
25,704,006
163,507,730
14,123,900
20 ,582, 152
664,176,701
1.161,333,541
551,327,308
73,656,766
28,486, 938
28.130,818
135,084,572
32,293,188
181 ,617 ,266

22,421,990
108,514,678
3,012,221
29,250,241
8.345,481
45,052,589
2,844,039
1 , 414,709
190,998,158
1,054,076,144
316,465,336
8,501,822
4 ,532, 763
7,998,463
27,669,797
2,697,713
66 ,618 ,959

20,396,419
156,650,510
3141,025
165,427,524
26,549.742
47,586.090
5,547,582
8,477,354
80,008,355
205,226,861
78,941,338
1,687,584
744 ,199
15,898,741
18,724,566
2,253,657
45 ,958 .619

10,100,002
77,033,028
1. 685 ,716
85,962,804
15,038,233
21,873,975
1,790,235
3,175,408
34,017,754
66,122,209
29.140.601
1, 497, 324
690, 542
3,675,663
6,321,173
950,681
14,495,172

10.259,626
79,386,307
1 ,411 ,354
79,296.922
11,511,470
25,653,7 29
3,754, 624
5.301,946
45,976,749
138,883,264
49,674,808
189 ,999
53 ,465
12,209,639
12,399,470
1,30 1 ,866
31.436,059

410,552,864
2,245,597,959
65,060 ,855
52,361,739
733,631,541
360. 414 ,942
7, 520,570
1,162,947,573
1,358,915,065
182,548,455
57,913,769
3 .939,774
560,071
23,064,782
31,142,235
4 ,354, 744
400,275,375

Total liabilities ......................

12,115,191,911

10,464,995

189,544,342

76,484,507

2,787,256,582

1,246,999,036

713,059,725 308,635,439

403,818,311

6,845,023,435 245,934,131

760,908,366

720,979

10,502,136

12,368,782

268,196,064

70,647,497

Total assets

Accounts payable ...................
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in
less than one year .................
Other current liabilities ....... . . ......
Loans from stockholders . ~ . ~ ~ . . ~ ......
Mortgages, notes, and bonds payable in
one year or more ...
.............
.............. ......
Other liabilities

12,029,187
47,263,282
3 ,031 , 584
10.002,424
1,334.357
15,738 ,979
908 ,015
1,909,021
44,099,649
112,224,093
40,132,553
152 ,971
86,190
6,371,737
15,381,953
3,020 ,249
24,789,040

105,498,232

49,159,961

56,237,042

275,181,369

17,692,201

39,251.410
61,857,350
3,987,191

486.231,130
3,747.311,451
30,447,946

20,367,144
26,965,029
3,086,498

110,807,778
22,846,725
11,149,272
38,168,390
535,783
63,462,317
4,484,947

424,953,752
1,210,408,616
91,300,108
309,321,044
41,974,886
240,205,025
12,311,891

84,947,496
27,511,550
10,923,960
42,499,567
110,037
16,944.781
5,114,131

935.755,665
4 ,289.085,835
109,006,129

1,668,394
803,042
188,571

8,963,049
9,572,447
5,107,547

8,107,631
9,068,898
682,437

242,572,170
293,664,362
54,918,422

47,371,065
90,720,157
6,468,711

120,416.581
110,926,690
8,093,390

80,940,838
48,925,014
4,063,463

2,419,464
551,934
877,698
1,826,387
* 23,168
1,494,985
109,628

40,553,379
15,557,528
7,790.874
83,029,300
124,029
10,243,410
1,899,357

22,459,442
6,837,758
2,684,751
6,584,053
93,011
8,490,243
892,500

581,416,601
293,667,071
113,669,344
465,669,241
23,349,441
521,817,470
71,683.605

378,003,702
166,505,098
157.685,517
181,017,062
3,512,040
151,660,082
6,591,897

152,922,995
38,248,013

Capital stock .
....................
. .
Paid-in or capital surplus .........
Retained earnings, appropriated . . . ~ ...
Retained earnings , unappropriated .....
Less: Cost of treasury stock ...........

1,687,773.536
1 ,759 ,333,515
410,507,029
1,151,150,486
69,874,956
,
1,048 129,793
106,333.400

41,956,228
15.379,114
14.415,740
22,315,320
152,553
34,472,511
3,145,301

Total receipts .......................

25,568,254
61,048,239
688,336
97,367,909
7,718,915

5,995,846,905

15,249,097

71,678,546

102,711,591

2,529,747,400

642,139,125 1,173,347,720

219,493,026

Business receipts ....
..........
.......
Interest .............
Interest on Government obligations:
State and local ....................
.....
Rents ...............
......
Royalties .............
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net
long-term capital loss ........ ......
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net
short-term capital loss ..............
Net gain, noncapital assets ............
Dividends received from domestic
corporations ...................
Dividends received from foreign
corporations ... .................
Other receipts ......................

5,104,834,724
529,000.139

14,274,032
143,472

63,243,599
2,189,839

96,686,721
2,426,683

2,346,999,261
46,400.694

607,389,011
11,411,926

1,180,068,436
17,652,865

565,680,713
9,395,932

613,135,237
8,248,203

601,777,375
443,540,386

193,568.891
5,222,761

76,483 ,570
19,320,672

2,335
70,089
20,473

12,262
291,785
484,006

32,620
740,374
20,059

1,554,785
31,226,748
14,988,883

312,998
8,238,603
310,631

991,778
7.122,286
1,162,803

105,719
2,456,816
401,793

886,059
4,656,230
761,010

16,845,308
23,025,536
275,634

168,039
5,765,490
2,058,108

3,759,679

*3,975

34,652

46,002

1,147,427

239,034

101,705

59,435

41,577

2,048,864

138,012

988,968
704,310

1,592,432
708,231

15,932,820
8,346,315

1,994,840
1,318,941

224,685

339,818

5,215,466

397,211

1,310,459
55,029,556

368,272
8,492,462

....................

5,786,747,081

Total deductions

Cost of sales and operations . ~ _ ... . .
Compensation of officers .............
................
Repai rs ..........
Bad debts .................... . . ...
Rent paid on business property ........
..............
Taxes paid .........
... _ .
Interest paid ........ .......
Contributions or gifts .................
Amortization . . ~ ...
................
Depreciation . ......................
Depletion ................... _ ....
Advertising .................... __
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and
annuity plans .... .......... I .....
Employee benefit programs . . .........
Net loss, noncapital assets ............
Other deductions .....
............
Total receipts less total deductions . . . ~ . ~ . .
Constructive taxable income from related
foreign corporations .................
Net income (less deficit), total ............
Income subject to tax, total ..............
........
Income tax, total ........
Regular and alternative tax ....
Tax from recomputing prior-year
investment credit ........ . . . . ......
Alternative minimum tax _ ...........
Environmental tax ..........
........
....
Foreign tax credit ................
U.S. possessions tax credit .............
Orphan drug credit ....... ...........
Nonconventional source fuel credit . .... . .
General business credit ............... ..

19,920,662

651,427,030 1,231,283,186 587,837,221

46,330,000
23.454,489

175,883
64,326

1,647,080
631,329

375,126
359,455

16,735,059
7,312,288

6,886,247
4,005,352

2,582,690
1,416,219

11,010,369

9,029

120,823

109,177

3,701,430

892,427

564,690

24,808,196
136,924,406

3,291
482,192

527,076
2,496,096

21,113,770
38,567,055

530,762
11,210,040

884,104
18,735,611

323,861
7.494,991

560,243
11,210,086

101,439,577 2,422,887,674

70,462
1,844,913

14,609,364

71,961,246

615,194,720

1,211,449,722

582,127,204

628,009,567

1,131,963,941

216,329,29()

3,371,656,497
42,883,823
66 ,405 ,526
42 ,504,108
89.531,517
138,142,402
469,903,663
4,160.943
13 ,822 .587
240,269,776
7,635,265
75,487,138

9,828.847
130,154
138 ,683
26,358
109,986
246,384
373,248
9,339
25 ,292
493,973
52,912
71,159

44,732,741
463,472
499 ,435
331,541
963,160
1,799,948
4,376,191
24,793
134 ,092
4,217,834
1,478,714
109,626

80,389.408
1,432,772
345 ,908
272,493
708,615
1.513,664
3,159,616
40,446
73 ,067
1,514,430
52,260
305,748

1,621,216,318
10,889,612
25 ,298 ,474
5,658,105
25,308,568
60,424,902
92,149,288
2,344,578
5 .427 ,644
104,184,000
4,996,249
43,044,774

273,963,442
2,270,573
29 ,992,518
3.589,108
17,9a3,312
30,419,443
42,598,255
538,285
2,017,449
67,893,388
715,086
4,496,315

913,407.262
5, 634,445
4,591,889
3,147,844
20,400,362
16,312,947
29,887,797
407,789
1,270,104
21,245,894
179,831
17,004,268

491,017,974
2,861 ,B82
1,331,211
1,159,707
3,812,307
4.517,232
13,512,668
139,181
446,393
7,099,710
151,064
4,508,675

421.409,390
2 ,751 , 340
3,255,184
1,980,478
16,570,854
11,777,15 4
16,345,254
268,435
823,157
14,125,795
28,767
12,485,393

344,982,970
17,927 , 163
3,594,899
27,424,739
16,521,382
20, 710 , 141
284,690,279
649,398
2,928,677
25,885,023
147,550
7,055,322

82,471,558
4 ,122, 920
1,943.069
2,050,896
7,529,322
6 ,707, 841
12,656, 868
146,246
1,945,4613
14,811,1515
12.03E
3,397,54E

28,566,791
65,918,505
9,302,944
1.120,555,597

28,314
87.499
165,373
2,821,844

254,071
724,438
937,305
10,913.884

366.280
537.765
629,113
10,097,990

13.641,463
36,170,100
1.885.427
370,248,17 2

5,091,378
10,481,493
1.
739,142
1 21 ,405 .533

3,475,319
6,782,028
508,215
.167 , 193 ,730

939,872
1,902,894
283,316
48 ,443 ,118

2,532,785
4,876,297
224,666
118,554 ,620

4,445,863
7,942,524
3 ,019,434
364 ,038. 575

1,263,987
3,188,434
395 ,22C
73,686,72~

209,099,824

639,734

-282,700

1,272,015

106,859,726

36,232,310

19.833,464

5,710,017

14,129,558

41,383,780

3,163,73E

2,344,761
26,883,233
37 , 140, 429
14 ,311 ,994
13 ,681 ,543

275,65E
3,271,35E
7, 284 ,201
2, 877 ,2K
2,747,98i

64,790
508,674
55 ,961
2,134,916
-

33,2 1 E
87,93~
8, 11(
318,14(
-

22,018.570
211,197,732
239,560,443
95,079,646
92,106,031

'1,155
638,553
478,985
182,732
179,065

151,959
-143,002
2,499,330
988.670
897,539

33,236
1,272,631
2,021,227
793,734
760,530

674,137
1,968,131
326,315
20,554,127
89,284
5,154
50 ,762
7,114,885

812
2,454
401
'3,132
-

10,420
75,813
4.898
332.355
-

5.416
26,212
1,577
17,705
-

-

2,141
65,675

30,302

13,846

17,758,743
123,063,684
125,436,688
49,830,617
48,649, 5 4 4
329,357
679,724
168,477
16,867,716
89,2B4
5,154
28,122
3,470,314 1

632,551
36,551,863
40,488,926
16,556,826
15, 856 ,540

820,505
19,662,192
24,197,807
9, 532 ,487
9, 328 , 168

397,208
6,001,506
8,492,429
3 ,353 ,709
3 ,274 ,144

423,297
13,666,796
1 5, 694 ,278
6, 174 ,934
6, 050,219

165,457
473,144
61,635
317,582
-

64,667
113,979
25 .258
562,579
-

28,602
43,329
7 ,377
221,378
-

36,026
70,650
17,881
341.201
-

14,902
2,359,838 1

351
228,744 1

'250
57,143 1

171,291 1

4,161
646,275 ,

WE
299,611

1 Includes "Nature of business not allocable" which is not shown separately.
2 Includes 'Wholesale and retail trade not allocable" which is not shown separately.
Estimate should be used with caution because of the small number of sarnple returns on which it is based.
the Data."
NOTE: Detail may not add to total because of rounding and the deletion of data. See text for "Explanzition of Terms" and oescription of the Sample and Limitations of
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RETURNS OF ACTIVE FOREIGN CORPORATIONS WITH U.S. BUSINESS OPERATIONS, FORM 1120F
Table 12-Income Statements and Selected Tax Iterris, by Industrial Division
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Industrial division
Item

Number of returns of active foreign Corpontiong
vAth U.S. business operations, total ..........
With net income ............................
Total receipts

All
industrial
divisions;

Agriculture.
forestry.
and fishing

Mining

Construction

Manufacturing

Transportation
and public
utilities

Wholesale
and
retail trade

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Services

10,478
3.306

330
86

456
150

94
47

208

247

433
181

13, 097
2,512

S67
202

aB

Nature of
business
not
allocable

..............................

61.004,223

91,794

492,599

195,151

1,S49,370

1,371,329

7,464,S69

49,020,877

791,28S

'27,247

Business recaipts ...........................
: nt:fest .... ........ .....................
nt rest on Government obligations: State and local .
Rents ....................................
Royalties ..................................
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long_temn
capital loss ..............................
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term
capital loss ..............................
Net gain, noricapital assets ............... .....
Dividends received from domestic corporations ....
Dividends received from foreign corporations .....
Other receipts ...............................

19,971,381
37.9.M, 117
36 . 126
496.514
8 ,003

74,803
4.192

417,690
27.247

7.422,990
10,102
1.944
-

8,407,740
37.860,644
36,074
361,596
5,799

582,635
18,184
115,519
1,094

*25.454
.68

1,576

1,515.167
5.232
-6,322
714

1,353,202

5.209

171,700
7,029
3.633
-

7,991

-

3

349,788
70 ,627
42,745
* 1,249
2,085,682

-1.481
'297
(3)
5.442

405
901

44,675

12,370

21,657

15,753

Total deductions ............................

61,130,044

173,085

548,585

198,264

1,641,720

Cost of sales and operations ..................
Compensation of officers .....................
Repairs ...................................
Bad debts .................. ..............
Rent paid on business property ................
Taxes paid ............ ...................
Interest paid ....
- - - ...... .......
Contributions or gifts . ~ .......................
Amortization ..................... .........
Depreciation ..................... .........
Depletion .................................
Advenis;ing ................................
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity
plans ...................................
Employee benefit programs ............... ...
Net loss, noncapital assets ....................
Other deductions ...........................

11,728,444
220.266
97 , 779
663,752
513,822
608,266
36 .611 .462
2 ,861
68,387
649,426
20 ,583
150,070

43,703
* 189
780
'43
-2,455
3,065
1 3,690
'20
780
52,396
*382
*426

166,414

164,304

1,258.767
5,997
1,593
2,276
10,109
16,482
37,789

Total receipts less total deductions ................
Foreign dividend income resulting from foreign taxes
deemed paid ..............................
Net income ijess deficit) .......... .............
Net income ........................
Deficit ............. ......................
Income subject to tax, total .....................
Total income tax ............. ....... ........
Alternative minimum tax ......................
Foreign tax credit .............................
U S Possessions tax credit .....................
Orphan drug credit ...........................
Nonconventional source fuel credit ...............
General business credit ............. ...........
Tax from Section 11 ............. .............
Tax from Section 11 2 ...........................
U.S. income tax paid or withheld .................
Branch tax ..................................

12,890
11.240
97,520
' 127
2,631
56,067
19,150
*3,070

-

2,051
* 8,207
.6
*3,582

*29
21,336
33,791

-7,980
*3.824
149,832

-125.821

-81,290

-55,986

-161,948
2,243,914
2,405,862
1,647,056
669,637
8,868
52,776
-

-81,312
4,828
86,140
2,203
*642

-56,004
27,518
83,521
1,688
*1.137
282
-

-3,113
7,268
10,380
1,361

(3)
838
-8

(3)
61

319

7,945

(3)

-

266
* 25,506

291
-

25,702

48,080

1,420

1,737,S77

7,508,374

48,458,891

835,377

'28,171

788,703

7,018,759
10,612
4,784
24,879
34,381
14,827
38,385
185
573
14,563
.572
29,900

2,110,670
186,048
61,489
627, 146
337,349
523,612
36,271,749
2.404
51 ,573
394,337
.271
26 ,673

162,316
8,680
17,439
7 ,875
100,513
29,575
63,884
63
2 ,807
61513

14,809
-

223,056

14,128
-7
755,832

5,383
*5. 188
304,683

42,321
80 ,983
251 ,121
7,491,146

*4.419
14, 736
635
337,878

'186
759
7,211

-92.350

-366,248

-43,805

561,986

-44,092

- 924

-366,248
6,481
372,728
* 5,708
-2.166
-

-43,805
34,487
78,291
13 , 193
9,199
2.581
-

525, 911
2,097,908
1,571,997
1 ,589,956
643,350
5,464
52,776

-44 ,092
33,716
77,808
10 ,262
3,953
375
-

-937
'301
1,238

:263
401
4, 461

2521
30:017
561 ,493
60 ,121

12
3
3,380

8,762
33,813
65
26,990
1.995
13;729

18,460
.
-3,113

' 131
-

' 13
-

345,649
40,969
42 ,643
* 1 ,236
1.910,582

2,525

52,779
137,819
282,438
9,321,888

3,017
30,997
581,396
62,246
11.654

'43

-92,350
31,408
123,758
-22,392
8,683

1,311
' 733
15,461
6,987
78,228
-6
1,255
31,573
*39,950

'478
2,126

Estimate should be used Win caution because of the mall number of sample returns on which it is based.
Tax from Section I is excluded from total income W amounts since the income from U.S. sources is not effectively connected with the conduct of a trade
or business in the US,
Tax from Section 11 is the total tax from Schedule J Tax Computallion on effectively connected income with the conduct of a trade
or business in the U.S.
3 Less than $500 per return.
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RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS
Table 13-Tax Items: Number of Returns by Selected Types of Tax, Dividend Items, Net Income or Deficit, Statutory Special Deductions, Income
Subject to Tax, Income Tax, Credits, Payments, and Selected Items of Corporations (Form 1120S), by Selected Industrial Divisions
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands oi dollars)
Selected industrial divisions
Item

All
Indust rial
divisions I

Wholesale and retail trade

Agriculture.
forestry, and
fishing

Mining

Construction

Manufacturing

Transportation
and public
utilities

Total 2

Wholesal
trade 8

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Retail
trade

Finance
insurance,
and real estate

Services

(10)

Number of Returns With Income Tax
Number of returns withIncome tax, total ...... .................. ... ..
Form 1120S .................................
Regular and alternative tax before credits ......... .
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit ....
Total income tax afterNonconventional source fuel, orphan drug, general
business and minimum tax credits ..............
Foreign tax, U.S. possessions tax, nonconventional
source fuel, orphan drug, general business and
minimum tax credits ........................

1,162,693
8083
1,125:552
91,924

33,197
212
32,443
2,646

8,401
61
7374
1:470

125.535
890
120,775
10,717

108,179
1,509
102,352
14.916

39,397
431
38,095
4,116

305,332
2,844
295,513
28,712

118.246
1,328
112,999
14,340

1 B4,136
1, 516
179,569
13 .982

168,050
1 ,079
162,974
8, 306

371,025
1 ,056
362,463
21 ,030

1,073,890

28,614

7,482

116.301

100,208

33.665

286,641

111,685

172,006

163,985

333,575

1.072,920

28,574

7,185

116,297

99,898

33,664

286,556

111,602

172,004

163,939

333.388

3.612,133
13,864.647
12,902,357
82,976

116,544
57,761
57.405

42,050
222.90 7
173,448

371,169
154 , 185
150,517

294.211
3,948 .049
3,458,512
22,660

147,893
917,971
870,268

971,758
857 .518
761.834
615

316,571
396 ,656
316,131
162

650,196
460,675
445,514

521,136
7,144,998
6.902,454
57 ,467

1,119,604
549,447
51 6.111
-1 ,048

325 .371
419,208
25,180,395
47,947

'316
12.826
-

91,124
346,213
21 ,252,535
24,952

-2,858
1,345
531 ,532
14

48,902
34,810
921 , 154
-3 ,408

35,703
34,043
356,818

13,199

527, 873
1,642

563.736

112,959
23,076
1,475,289
7,687

10,161
388,371
9.927

2, 155 ,665
22,976.784

-1 ,484
11,342

516,289

70,499

2,021,793
19.205,789

2.585
528,933

48,958
868,788

37,342
316,203

11,615
551,986

55,012
1,412,590

15,892
362,552

22, 226 ,855
8,371.724

-3 ,684
102

154,806
71,186

33,236
20,858

17,862,950
5,707,659

632,551
325,760

871,652
446.721

447,417
255,334

424,234
191,386

2.370,431
1,669,446

297.545
129,992

13,855,131
328,223,710
60,416,946
49 ,027,616
11,325,934

n620
275.048
1 , 898 ,041
1,703,412
194,629

12,378
8,700,642
2, 541 ,995
2,418,233
123,762

12.155,290
145,493,891
16,476 ,892
11,573,377
4,880,978

306,791
37,466,726
4 ,720.626
3,956,442
724,177

424,931
38,040,057
5.734 ,939
5,1339,607
695,332

192,083
17,756,437
2,982,427
2,661,855
320,571

232,848
20,224,450
2,729,495
2,354,884
374.611

700,984

1,626,501
1,165,852
1,118.625
47,227

8 7 ,403 ,218
23,472,185
19,274,311
4,197,023

167,553
9 ,251 ,928

63,396
311,840,615
118,484,975
115,073,572
10,215
783 ,953
2,229,107
351,253
20,812,861
2,666,634
5,154
52,439
7,959,117

1,770,932
508.012
496,874
2,972
7,146
467
3,981
1,929
146
48,785

3.237,322
1,256,089
1,143,473

7,843,763
2,459,657
2.351,230
15,068
91,057
1 ,809
17,788
1.090
-

40,007
43,818,326
17 ,696, 185
16,976.595
52
171,996
483,404
63 ,571
332,278
53,171
14,953
2,526,632

(3)
41,908,201
14. 956 .D44
14,672,865
1,172
103,546
140,193
30,871
591,850
8,946

18,358,44
6 ,583, 201
6,461.644

23,479,833
8. 356,298
8,194,890

48,146
57,802
9 ,918
248,211
4.146
-

55,187
82,390
20,953
343,639
4,781
-

102,690

22 ,537
145,836,088
57,286 ,912
56,040,361
4,044
350,297
712,520
173,059
16,931,616
2,564,058
5,154
28,576
3,709,348

632
359,849

115 ,494

110,468,251

459,080

1,182,437

2,355,984

53,543,B34

15,154,599

14,595,563

86,986,756

453.171

810,619

2,337,107

34,048,160

14,769,150
1,104,504
12 ,287,510

Returns With and Without Net Income
NYmber
of returns ...................... ......
.
DIMdends received from d
estic rr ations, total .....
Amount qualifying for Ert. M(~C~(l d~duclion ........
Amount on certainsreferred stoc of public utility ......
Intragroup dividen s quaJitying for 100 percent
deducti on ..................... ... ... ... .
Amounts received from IC-DISCS or former DISCS .....
Dividends received from foreign corporations, total .......
Amount qualifying for Sec. 45(a) deduction ...... ...
Intiagroup dividends qualifying for 100 percent
deduction ...................... ...... .....
Other foreign dividends . ~ .................. .....
Constructive taxable income from related foreign
corpud
orations, total ............... ...............
Inc udable income of Controlled Foreign Corporations
Foreign dividend income.resulfing.from foreign taxes
deemed paid ... ... ...... .... ... ... ... .
Net income lless deficit) ............................
Statutory special deductions, total ....................
Net operating loss deduction ....... ..............
Dividends received deduction ............
Deduction for dividends paid on certain public -uiiiiiy#
stock .............. I ........................
nconne subject to tax ...... ......................
ncorne tax, total .............................. ..
Regular and alternative tax
.. .... ... * .. ....
Personal holding company iax~
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit .....
Alternative minimum tax ..........................
Environmental tax ......................... .....
Foreign tax credit ...... ................ ... ... .
U.S. possessions tax credit ....................... .
Orphan drug credit ...............................
Nonconvenbonal source fuel credit ...................
General business credit ............................
Total income tax after
Nonconventionall source fuel, orphan drug, general
business and minimum tax credits ................
Foreign tax, U.S. possessions tax, nonconventional
source fuel, orphan drug, general business and
minimum tax credits ..................... ... .
Estimated tax payments:
1986 overpayments claimed as a credit ..............
1987 estimated tax payments ......................
Less: Refund of 1987 estimated tax payments .........
Payments with application for extension of filing time .....
Credit for tax paid by regulated investment companies ....
Credit for tax on special fuels, northighway gasoline, and
lubricating oil .............................. ...
Tax from Section 1 (1 120 F only) ....................
U.S. tax paid or withheld at source (1 120 F only) ........
Branch tax (1 120F) .............................
Overpai d windfall profit tax .........................
Tax due at time of filing ............................
Tax overpayment .......... _ ................. ...

45,391
70, 815

13,533
91,392
5,563
371,817
2,758
70,895

7,444,657
73,464,425
3 ,461,907
15,763,129
188,877

47,879
316,626
23,171
70,913

80.679
612.520
26,176
223,562
11

223,723
1,434,552
42,335
642,874

2,688,881
29,698,116
1,315,779
5,260.041
166,428

201,356

11,739

2,801

10.219

126,577
-

16,169.311
5,033,943
4.M,810

243 .575

852
51,171,985
19,264,979
18,510,796
4,845
69,846
594,299
67.224
2,216.284
9.725
4,177
691 , 803

6,467,186

8,112,612

18,568.984

4,585,712

13.994,767

6,214,830

7,764.192

16,342,976

4.212.339

1,218,452
11 , 539 ,909

600,237
5 ,185.846

615,844
6,341 ,353

1,503.566
14 .594 ,324

227,528
2,4a8,807
12,559

404,557
2,796,021
2 ,540

198,995
1,132,395
2.504

204,418
1.655,845
'36

25.078

8,609

4,465

4,133

1,284,948
3,219.1 37
6 ,774
9,237

7,097
3

492,610
1 ,133,039

30,017
60,121
9,214
-24
1.209.086
3, 000,597

(3)
744,475
989 ,360

1,061,960
2 ,210,400

115,705

83,980

55,722

327,354

82,756

244,104

135,672

339,640

70,773
5,077 ,296

41,342
10 ,774, 145

28,821
1 , 747 ,217

161,515
12 ,616, 778

44,118
6. 257 ,632

11,700,528
'44,854
5,834
-4,260

2,368,837

1,424,019
-5,835
1 ,642
'436

5,443,650
12,592
19, 415
-4,313

1.290.741
-1,911
9 ,498
'730

117.270
6 ,329.399
4,151,630
,
*10 681
9,917
-3,583

63,281
5,100,561
3.488.380

179,230
7,387,792
4.776.149

12,620
-8,521

19.365
14.534

588.460
512,609

1,127,905

46,796

13,734
5,128
1,114,493
500 ,857
2,849

'396

-

1

574.293
2 .969.409
137,411
1.055.851

'239
1.762,036
4,316,949

-2
175
66.632
148,785

'478

' 319

20,478
1.080,281
1 , 096 ,855
747
*17

'214
448 ,016

40
6
451.118
1,367, 31 8

123,850
93,601

573,583
44,994,123
20 ,842.610
185,902
76,705
34,529

56.620
108,591
8,682
347,247
26 , 127

5
-1,866
5
567,477
1 ,069 ,512

'61

30,997
62,246
11,654
484
6.014,114
12,645,506

'396
-

Returns of S Corporations, Form 1120S
Number of returns ................................
Net income:
Number of returns ............................. .
Amount ..................................... .
Deficit .................. ... ... ...
.....
Inconte subject to corporation tax ................... .
Income tax, total ................. ... ... ... ..
Regular and alternative tax ..................... . .

4,329,249
3.875,904
453. 344

1

Estimate should be used with caution because of the small number of sample returns on which it is based.
Includes "Nature of business riot allocable" which is riot shown separately,
2 Includes "Wholesale and retail trade not anocabie" which is not shown separately.
3 Less than S500 per return.
NOTE: Detail may hot add to total because of rounding. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Urnitatiz,ris of the Data."

14, 232
2,448

1

1
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RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS, OTHER THAN FORMS 1120S, 1120-IC-DISC, AND
1120-FSC
Table 14-Number of Returns, Selected Income, Tax, Credits, and General Business Credit Items, by Selected
Industrial Divisions
(All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars]
Selected industrial divisions
Item

All
divisions
industrial
I

Agriculture,
forestry,
and
shing

Mining

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

2,480.430
418,685,444
310,362,332

69,748
2.930.635
1,770.932

28,315
4,925.388
3,237,322

117,901.113
114,534.015

507,265
496,856

20,812.819
2,666,634
52,439
5,154
7,959,117
14

Transportation
and
public
utilities

Total 2

Wholesale
trade

Retail trade

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

255.464
10,283,482
7.798,909

210,232
161,541,814
145,768,793

92.169
48,323.004
43,812.179

640,733
46,140,601
40,622,090

1.253.240
1.143.473

2,453,822
2,346,970

57.272.680
56.037.913

17.694,413
16.976,029

3,981
1,929
146
48,785
-

371,817
2,758
70.895
-

17,788
1,090
102,690
-

16,931,616
2,564,058
28,576
5,154
3,709,348
-

31,841,304
3,932,578
110,86,3
1,053,341
278,164
*2,143

336,723
5,324
.1
2,743
1,054
-

1,716,054
24,231
286
1,271
1,123
-

654,103
28,552
*3,873
1,838
2,473
-

23,949
1,668

205
-

59
-

26,427,444
86,404,936

327,389
452,424

1,689,076
807,770

Construction

Financs,
insurance.
and real
estate

Services

(9)

(10)

(11)

230,174
20,005,080
17,084,281

406,072
26,042,865
23,468,145

385,464
124,079,288
51,149,171

779,842
20,307,477
16 , 118 ,254

14,436.642
14,170.686

6,074,176
5 ,963. 507

8.345.960
8 .190 ,887

19,252,358
18 ,502 ,276

5.007,541
4 ,837 ,247

332,278
53,171
14.953
2,526,632
-

591,808
8,946
632
359.849
-

248.169
4,146
'521
115,494
-

343,639
4,781

2.216.284
9,725
4,177
691,803

347,247
26,127

11,769,933
1,333,646
45,590
867,852
83.021
1,791

9,643,740
1,916,825
30,850
62.100
7,479
-

1,912,181
97,286
8.126
23,607
134,630
348

854,526
23,808
* 1,231
21,417
5,999
-

1,053,913
73,417
6,895
2,191
128.078
'348

2,808,674
353,890
20,084
17,349
16.507
4

2,972,788
172,415
*2.053
76,023
31,878
-

14,404
360

1,308
9

1,424

'112

1,312

4,451
972

2,066
-

9,426,204
34.033,928

7,625,078
14.767,378

1,648.103
13,475,407

802,207
5,705,846

842,769
7,753,854

2,378,594
16,330,355

2,689,638
4,185,937

Manufacturing

Wholesale and retail trade

Returns of active corporations other than
Forms 1120S, 11204C-DISC and 1120-FSC:
Number of returns ...... .................
Net income ................ ............
Income subject to tax ......................
Income tax before credits:
Total
Regular
....
and* ,alternative
* ,
...
tax* .......
* ,
. .....
........
Credits:
Foreign tax credit .......................
U.S. possessions tax credit ...............
Nonconventional source fuel credit .........
Orphan drug credit . . ~ . ~ ... .............
General business credit .... .............
Minimum tax credit ......................
General business credit items:
Tentative general business credit ...........
Current year regular investment credit .....
Tentative business energy investment credit .
Total allowable research credit . ~ .........
Total jobs credit for current year ..........
Current year alcohol fuel credit ..........
Current year employee stock ownership
credit ......
.....................
Current year low-income housing credit . ...
Carryfomard of general business credit from
prior years ... ................
ncome tax after credits ........... ........

617.220
2,331,272

; Estimate should be used wth caution because of the small number. of sample returns on which it is based.
:ncludeS::Nature of business not allocable" which is not shown separately,
2
noudes Wholesale and retail trade not allocable" which is not shown separately.
NOTE: Detail may not add to total because of rounding. See text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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243.575
-

448.016

RETURNS OF ACTIVE CORPORATIONS, OTHER THAN FORMS 1120S, 1120-IC-DISC, AND 1120-FSC
Table 15-Number of Returns and Selected Tax Items, by Size of Total Income Tax After Credits
[All figures are estimates based on samples-money amounts are in thousands of dollars and size of total income tax after credits are in whole dollars)
Income tax before credfitsl

Number of returns
of active oorporstions, other
than Forms 1120S.
112G-IC-DISC,
and 1120-FSC

Size of total income tax after credits

Total
income
subject
tax
to

Total

U.S.

Foreign
tax credit

Regular and
alternative tax

Pos'ess'ori'
,
tax cre it

Nonconventional
source fuel
credit

Orphan
drug
credit

General
business
credit

Income
tax after
credits I

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

......................................

2,480,430

310,362,332

117,901,113

114,534,015

20,612,619

2,666,634

52,439

5,154

7,959,117

66,404,936

Returns with net income ...........................

1,418,531

309,998,089

117,276,315

114,458,520

20,803,079

2,666,634

52,439

5,154

7,955,932

85,793,063

-

-

3,185

611,873

Total

Returns without net income .........................

1,061,899

2364,243

624,798

75,495

9,739

-

Returns with total income tax before credits I

1,152,344

310,362,332

117,901,113

114,534,015

20,812,819

2,666,634

52,439

5,154

7,959,117

86,404,936

113,405,521

20,775,614

1,742,577

50,491

5,154

7,793,832

86,404,936

-

164,063
40,389
34,327
17,606
23,055

1,268,136
687,173
637, 174
418,323
393,879

Returns with total income tax after credits I

...........
.

..........

306.900,490

1,062,600

116,772,618

Under $6 ,000 ............ .....................
$6,000 under $10,000 ...........................
$10,000 under $15,000 ...................... ...
$15,000 under $20,000 ......
....... .......
$20,000 under $25,000 .....
...............

772,035
90,021
51,942
24,080
17,592

9,557,598
4,263,690
3,446,658
2,101,007
1,681,385

1,666,060
737,857
707,952
510,675
432,103

1,631,995
719,309
686,985
492,030
416,722

16,647
509
5.462
10,876
11,715

217,145
9,775
30,986
63.426
3,371

-3

$25,000 under $50,000 ..........................
$50,000 under $75, 000 ..........................
$75,000 under $100,000 ..........................
$100 ,000 under $250 ,000 ........................
$250,000 under $500,000 .......................

38, 527
16,010
10,153
21,738
8,812

5,100,108
3,369,215
2,614,916
10,451,174
8,599.015

1,569,974
1,194,791
961,029
4,045,595
3,437,703

1,507,268
1,127,248
912,602
3,887,320
3,291,971

19,180
19,022
19,986
61,191
157,374

138,450
134,286
24,386
461,568
108,754

T18
38
103
1,129

-

65.469
50,509
39,970
139.890
97,766

1,346,306
990,356
876,650
3,382,844
3,072,679

5 ,084
5,564
796
137
108

10,230,889
47,626,124
58,989,056
38,081,316
100,788,341

3,989,336
18,425.600
22,448,505
14,630,887
39,237,743

152,063
2,641,180
4,664,017
4,180,612
8,815,780

285,593
264.838
-

2,156
11,849
14,914
8,304
10,213

741
2,602
983
828

119,820
926,912
1,771,408
1,163,948
3,138,700

3,572,990
15,381,182
16,858,953
9,718.208
27,800.086

$500 ,000 under $1 ,000.000 ......................
$ 1 , 000,000 under $10,000 ,000 ......... ..........
$10 ,000. 000 under $50.000 ,000 ...................
$50 ,000, 000 under $100. 000 ,000 ..................
$100,000,000 or more ................. ........ ~ 1

1

1

4,132,622
19,226.701
23,311,893.
15,072,055
39,765,606

1 Credits include foreign tax, U.S. possessions tax, mriconventional source fuel, orphan drug, general business. and minimum tax credits.
2 Amount was reported by life insurance companies and banks with life insurance departments taxable under special provision of the Internal Revenue Code.
NOTE: Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Sea text for "Explanation of Terms" and "Description of the Sample and Limitations of the Data."
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INDEX TO EXPLANATION OF TERMS
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*Consolidated returns, 81
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Cost of property used for investment credit, 83
*Cost of sales and operations, 83
Cost of treasury stock, 83
Credit for tax on special fuels, nonhighway gasoline and
lubricating oil, 84
Credit for tax paid by regulated investment companies, 84
*Deficit, 84
Depletable assets, 84
Depletion, 84
Depreciable assets, 85
*Depreciation, 85
*Dividends received from domestic corporations, 86
*Dividends received from foreign corporations, 86
Domestic international sales corporation returns, 87
*Employee benefit programs, 88
*Employee stock ownership credit, 88
* Definition has been modified from prior year reports to reflect processing
or tax law changes as well as clarification of the explanations.

*Environmental tax 88
*Estimated tax payments, 88
Excess net passive income tax, 89
Foreign sales corporations, 89
*Foreign tax credit, 89
*General business credit, 90
*Income subject to tax, 90
*I ncome tax, 90
*Income tax after credits, 93
Intangible assets, 93
Interest, 93
Interest on government obligations: state and local, 93
Interest paid, 93
Inventories, 93
*Investment credit, 93
*Investment credit carryover, 94
*Investment qualified for credit, 95
*Investment in government obligations, 95
*Jobs credit, 95
Land, 95
Loans from stockholders, 95
Loans to stockholders, 95
*Low-income housing credit 95
Members of controlled groups, 96
*Minimum tax credit 96
Mortgage and real estate loans, 97
Mortgage, notes, and bonds payable, 97
Net capital gains, 97
*Net gain (or loss), noncapital assets, 98
*Net income (or deficit), 100
Net long-term capital gain reduced by net short-term
capital loss, 100
*Net long-term capital gain taxed at alternative rate, 100
Net short-term capital gain reduced by net long-term
capital loss, 101
*Net worth, 101
Noncalenclar year returns, 101
Nonconventional source fuel credit, 101
*Nonqualifying interest and dividends, 102
Notes and accounts receivable, 102
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Number of returns, 102
Orphan drug credit, 102
Other adjustments account, 102
Other assets, 102
Other capital assets less reserves, 103
Other credits and payments, 103
.Other current assets, 103
*Other current liabilities, 103
*Other deductions, 103
*Other investments, 104
Other investments and loans, 104
*Other liabilities, 104
*Other receipts, 105
*Other retained earnings, 1120S, 105
*Overpaid windfall profit tax, 105
*Overpayments claimed as a credit, 105
Paid-in or capital surplus, 105
Part-year returns, 105
Payments with applications for extension of filing time
(Forms 7004), 105
Pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans,
106
Personal holding company tax, 106
*Real estate investment trust, 106
*Refunds of estimated tax payments, 107
*Regular and alternative tax, 107
*Regulated investment company, 107
Rent paid on business property, 107
Ments, 107
Repairs, 108
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*Research activities credit, 108
Retained earnings, appropriated, 108
Retained earnings, unappropriated, 108
*Retained earnings, 1120S, 109
Returns of active corporations, 109
Returns of inactive corporations, 109
Returns with net income, 109
Returns without net income, 109
Royalties, 109
*S corporation returns, 109
*Shareholders' undistributed taxable income previously
taxed, 110
Size of business receipts, 110
*Size of income tax after credits, 111
Size of total assets, 111
*Statutory special deductions, 111
*Taxable income, 112
Tax due at time of filing, 112
Tax from recomputing prior year investment credit, 113
*Tax overpayment, 113
*Iax preference items, 113
total
*Total
*Total
Total
*Total
Total
U.S.
Zero

assets and total liabilities, 114
deductions, 11 4
income tax, 1 14
qualified investment in 10 percent property, 115
receipts, 115
receipts less total deductions, 115
possessions tax credit, 115
assets, 115

* Definition has been modified from prior year reports to reflect processing
or tax law changes as well as clarification of the explanations.

Section 5

EXPLANATION OF TERMS

The following explanations include definitions and limitations of terms used, and adjustments made in preparing the
statistics. These explanations are designed to aid the user
in interpreting the statistical content of this report and
should not be construed as interpretations of the Internal
Revenue Code or policies. Code sections cited were those
in effect for the Income Years of the report. Whenever a year
is cited, it refers to the calendar year, unless otherwise
stated.

recent continuous period during which the corporation was
an S corporation for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1982. The accumulated adjustments account was
determined by taking into account all items of income, loss
and deductions for the tax year (including nontaxable
income and nondeductible losses and expenses). After the
year-end income and expense adjustments were made, the
account was reduced by distributions made during the tax
year.

The instructions for the tax forms in section 6 will provide
additional information about many items. Finally, definitions
marked with the symbol (#) have been modified from prior
year reports to reflect processing or tax law changes as well
as clarifications of the explanations.

At the end of the tax year, if the corporation had a
balance in its retained earnings account, the accumulated
adjustments account was determined by taking into account only the taxable income and deductible losses and
expenses for the current tax year.

Accounting Periods (#)

Additional Tax for Tax Preferences (#)

Among the several classifications used in this report, tax
return data are classified according to the accounting
periods used by corporations. For a detailed discussion of
this classification, see "Time Period Employed" in section
1, Introduction. See also Changes in the Law for a discussion of required accounting periods introduced by the Tax
Reform Act of 1986.

Effective for tax years beginning in 1987 the alternative
minimum tax replaced the additional tax for tax preferences. See "Alternative Minimum Tax:' in this section of this
report. For returns with accounting periods beginning prior
to 1987, a minimum tax was computed. The minimum tax
for those returns was included in the alternative minimum
tax in the statistics for Tax Year 1987.

Accounts and Notes Payable

Additional tax for tax preferences, the so-called
"minimum tax," was intended to make possible the taxation,
to some extent, of selected income and deduction items
(described by law as "tax preferences") afforded special tax
treatment in the computation of taxable income.

This item consisted of accounts payable and mortgages,
notes, and bonds payable in less than one year. Each is
described separately under its own heading below.
Accounts Payable
Relatively short-term liabilities arising from the conduct of
trade or business which were not secured by promissory
notes were generally included under this heading. Banks
and savings institutions may have reported deposits and
withdrawable shares in accounts payable.
Accumulated Adjustments Account
The Subchapter S Revision Act of 1982 established this
balance sheet account for S corporations for the most

For the most part, the 15 percent tax was levied on the
sum of a corporation's tax preferences which exceeded
$10,000 or the current-year income tax (including tax from
recomputing prior-year investment credit) reduced by foreign tax credit, U.S. possessions tax credit, nonconventional source fuel credit, orphan drug credit and general
business credit. For tax years beginning after 1984, the tax
benefits of certain corporate tax preference items were
subject to a 20 percent reduction under Code section 291
and then adjusted by including a limited amount of the
reduced tax preference items in the minimum tax base. This
was done in order to prevent the combination of incentive
75
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cutbacks and minimum tax from reducing the tax benefits
from these preferences even further.
Members of a controlled group of corporations filing
separate returns were required to apportion a single
$10,000 statutory exclusion among the members of the
-group in proportion to the members' respective regular tax
deductions.
Tax preference items were: (1) accelerated depreciation
(depreciation in excess of the amount computed under the
straight-line method allowed on real property); (2) amortization of certified pollution control facilitie& (special rapid
write-offs in excess of what otherwise would have been a
depreciation deduction under Code section 167); (3) reserves for losses on bad debts of financial institutions
(additions to reserves for bad debts in excess of actual bad
debt losses, based on prescribed rules for other than large
banks for tax years beginning in 1987); (4) depletion
(depletion deduction in excess of the cost or other basis of
the property, reduced by depletion taken in prior years);
and (5) capital gains (net-long-term capital gain in excess of
net short-term capital loss) when this amount was taxed at
the special lower capital gains rate; the preference item
applied only if the alternative tax under Code section 1201
applied. (The preference item equaled the tax if alternative
tax had not been used minus the alternative tax, divided by
0.46). Other tax preference items that personal holding
companies took into account included (1) accelerated
depreciation on leased property; (2) mining exploration and
development costs; (3) circulation and research and experimental expenditures; and (4) intangible drilling costs. There
were also special rules in effect for timber income, including
both gains from the cutting of timber and the long-term
gains from the sale of timber
In general, all corporations, other than Interest Charge
Domestic International Sales Corporations (IC-DISC's),
were liable for the additional tax. However, regulated investment companies and real estate investment trusts were
subject to the tax only on the net long-term capital gain in
excess of the net short-term capital loss that was not taken
into account as income by stockholders. S corporations
were subject to the minimum tax only on capital gains
imposed by Code section 1374. All other items of tax
preference for these corporations were divided among the
stockholders and included in their income.
Advertising
Advertising expenses were allowable as a deduction
under Code section 162, if they were ordinary and necessary and bore a reasonable relation to the trade or business
of the corporation. The amount shown in the statistics
includes advertising identified as a cost of sales and
operations as well as advertising reported separately as a
business deduction. However, for corporations whose prin-

cipal business activity was: the printing and publishing of
newspapers and periodicals; radio and television broadcasting; telephone, telegraph, or other communication
services the statistics do not include advertising expenses
incurred in the preparation of customers' advertising. If
identified, these amounts were treated as part of the cost of
sales and operations.
The types of expenditures covered by the advertising
deduction may have varied somewhat from company to
company and a few companies did not separately identify
advertising when it was included in the cost of sales and
operations. In addition, certain kinds of advertising expenditures, such as for billboards, were capitalized and recovered only as part of depreciation.
Alcohol Fuel Credit (#)
The Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980 contained provisions
for an alcohol fuel credit. If alcohol (other than alcohol
produced from petroleum, natural gas, or coal) was used
as a fuel (whether partially or completely comprised of
alcohol) of a type suitable for use in internal combustion
engines, a nonrefundable income tax credit was provided.
In general, the credit was available to the blender in the
case of blended fuels and to the user or retail seller in the
case of pure alcohol fuels. The amount of the credit was 60
cents per gallon for alcohol of at least 190 proof and 45
cents (1984) per gallon for alcohol between 150 and 190
proof. No credit was available for alcohol of less than 150
proof.
The credit was generally available for alcohol sold or
used after September 30, 1980, and before January 1,
1993. The credit was claimed as one of the components of
the general business credit. For a discussion of the income
tax limitations and carryback and carryforward provisions of
the credit, see "General Business Credit," in this section.
The alcohol fuel credit is included (as a component) in
the general business credit shown in the tables. The
components of the general business- credit are shown
separately in Table 14.
Allowance for Bad Debts (#)
Most corporations identified on their balance sheet the
allowance or reserve set aside to cover uncollectible or
doubtful notes, accounts, and loans as an adjustment to
notes and accounts receivable. A few corporations, however, reported only net receivables and, thus, did not show
their allowance for bad debts. Additionally, the allowance
was not available from balance sheets of tax returns filed by
life and certain mutual insurance companies for prior years.
The statistics for both the allowance and for the gross
amount of "Notes and Accounts Receivable" were understated by these unidentified amounts. However, data for
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these accounts became available for Tax Year 1987, from
income tax returns filed by certain mutual insurance companies other than life, as well as for certain stock insurance
companies which filed the new Form 1 1 20 PC. On the other
hand, the statistics for both accounts continue to be
understated by the amounts unidentified for life insurance
companies.
Since corporation tax return balance sheets did not
provide for the separate reporting of reserves for uncollectible mortgage and real estate loans, many banks and
savings and loan associations may have included the item
in the allowance for bad debts. If, on the other hand, these
reserves were reported in supporting schedules, they were
later added to the allowance for bad debts during statistical
processing. However, in some cases, the supporting schedules were not attached to the return and the amount may be
understated.
Alternative Minimum Tax (#)
The alternative minimum tax replaced the former minimum tax. The alternative minimum tax was imposed on a
broader income tax base and at a higher rate of tax (20
percent), compared to the minimum tax (which was imposed at a 15 percent rate). Effective for tax years beginning in 1987 and thereafter, corporations paid an alternative
income tax when it exceeded the regular income tax. The
total tax liability became the tax computed under the
regular tax system plus the alternative minimum tax.
The alternative minimum tax (AMT) system was designed
to reflect tax consequences that could be achieved through
timing a tax calculation more closely with the actual timing
of the economic event. Whereas, the regular tax system
reflects a timing difference in the two events that is achieved
through the use of accelerated expense items or tax
deferral benefits.
To compute the alternative minimum tax, adjustments are
made to the income subject to regular tax (before the net
operating loss deduction). The adjustments are needed to
reflect the difference in treatment of certain items under the
AMT system versus the treatment under the regular tax
system. Certain stages in the computation of the alternative
minimum taxable income (AMTI) are critical. Specific instructions on Form 4626, Alternative Minimum TaxCorporations, provide that the accelerated aspect of specific income tax items under the regular system be adjusted
and that the same items be adjusted to satisfy the intent of
the AMT system. The AMT adjustment, was the difference
between the two systems for each item.
The items that were adjusted are listed below.
1) Accelerated depreciation on real and personal
property placed in service after 1986;

2) Circulation expenses of personal holding companies only;
3) Mining exploration and development costs;
4) Completed contract method;
5) Amortization of certified pollution control facilities
placed in service after 1986;
6) Installment sales of certain property;
7) Basis adjustment for property sold during the year;
8) Certain loss limitations;
9) Losses from tax shelter farm activities;
(10) Passive activity losses;
(11) Capital construction funds of shipping companies;
and
(12) Reported profits not taxed (book income or adjusted
current earnings).
Tax preference items are added to the income base of the
alternative minimum tax, as they were to the income base of
the former minimum tax. Three of the tax preference items
are related to the AMT adjusted items. The related tax
preference items for property placed in service before 1987
are: (1) accelerated depreciation on real property, (2)
accelerated depreciation on leased personal property, and
(3) amortization of certified pollution control facilities. The
remaining tax preference items added to the income base
of the alternative minimum tax are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Percentage depletion;
Intangible drilling costs;
Bad debt deductions of financialinstitutions;
Tax-exempt interest on specified private activity
bonds;and
(5) Charitable contribution of appreciated property.
Before the alternative minimum taxable income is reduced by the net operating loss deduction, a "minimum
amount of tax liability" is determined. The minimum tax
liability of a corporation must be equal to at least 10 percent
of the alternative minimum taxable income before the
NOLD. The use of the NOLD, foreign tax credit, and
investment credit (under the AMT system) cannot reduce a
corporation's alternative minimum tax below its minimum
tax liability.
After the minimum tax liability is determined, the alternative minimum taxable income is reduced by the NOLD, and
the amount of income exempt from the alternative minimum
tax. The maximum exemption amount is $40,000. No
exemption applies when the alternative minimum taxable
income exceeds $310,000. The "tentative minimum tax" is
determined by applying the 20 percent rate of tax to the
alternative minimum taxable income after the reduction for
the NOLD and the income exemption.
The tentative minimum tax may be reduced by a foreign
tax credit and carryover of unused investment credits. The
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foreign tax credit is computed under the AMT system and
does not become part of that credit allowed under the
regular tax system. The NOLD and foreign tax credit
combined may not reduce the tentative minimum tax below
the minimum tax liability (computed before the NOLD
reduced the alternative minimum taxable income). Up to 25
percent of the tentative minimum tax remaining after the
foreign tax credit may be reduced by the carryover of
investment tax credits. However; the investment tax credit
may not reduce the tentative minimum tax below the
minimum tax liability.
The amount by which the remaining tentative minimum
tax exceeds the regular tax after reduction for the foreign
tax credit (under the regular system) is the alternative
minimum tax.
The alternative minimum tax in the statistics includes
additional tax on tax preferences for certain returns. Some
corporations with accounting periods ending before July
1987, computed the additional tax on tax preferences (or
minimum tax) rather than the alternative minimum tax- for
the Tax Year 1987.
See "Additional Tax for Tax Preferences."
Alternative Tax (#)
See "Income Tax."
Amortization (#)
Amortization was a deduction for recovery of certain
expenditures over a certain period of time in a manner
similar to straight-line depreciation. Typically, the period of
time over which the expenditure was written off was much
shorter than if depreciation had been used; depending on
the specific provision of the law, the period of time often was
only 60 months. The following types of amortization, applicable to the statistics in this report, were specifically mentioned in the Code as allowable deductions:
bond premiums (Code section 171)
certain business startup costs paid or incurred (Code
section 195)
child care facilities (Code section 188)
construction period interest and taxes on real property
(except low-income housing) (Code section 189)
forestation and reforestation expenditures (Code section
194)
lessee's improvements to leased property, leasehold
improvements (Code section 178)
motion picture film, videotape, sound recording and
books (Code section 280)
organizational expenditures of corporations (Code section 248)
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pollution control facilities (Code section 169 limited by
Code section 291)
railroad rolling stock (Code section 184)
railroad tunnel bores and grading (Code section 185)
research and experimental expenditures (Code section
174)
trademark and trade name expenditures (Code section
177).
The amounts shown in the statistics include any identifiable amortization (as described above) reported as part of
the cost of sales and operations or in the schedule in
support of depreciation as described below.
On Forms 1 1 20 prior to 1982, amortization was shown on
a separate line of the income statement on page 1.
However, since 1962, amortization has been shown separately only on Form 4562, Depreciation, and that amount
was carried forward and included in line 26, other deductions, on page 1, Form 1120 (see Form 1120 return
facsimile in section 6 of this report). Because some corporations may not have identified arnortization separately on
Form 4562, the statistics for 'Amortization" may be understated and "Other Deductions" may be overstated by the
same amounts.
Beginning with the 1986 statistics, all deduction amounts
identified as amortization by the taxpayer were included in
amortization with the following exceptions: (1) when the
property appeared to actually be depreciable rather than
amortizable property, and (2) when the amortization was for
intangible drilling costs, which was included in 'bther
deductions" in the statistics.
See also 'Additional Tax for Tax Preferences."

Bad Debts (#)
Bad debts occurring during the year, or a reasonable
addition to an allowance or reserve for bad debts, were
allowable as a deduction under Code sections 166 and
585, respectively.
Commercial banks, mutual savings banks, savings and
loan associations, small business investment companies
and other financial institutions were permitted to take a
deduction for a reasonable addition to their bad debt
balance which was far greater than that allowed other
businesses. Unlike other businesses, which could deduct
additions to their reserves only to the extent justified by their
actual loss experience, these financial institutions could
elect to increase their reserves based on percentages of
outstanding loans. However, certain restrictions to bring
these institutions in line with other businesses were introduced in 1969.
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For commercial banks, deductible additions to the reserves were to decrease in three transitional steps. The
decrease was to be achieved through a decline in allowable
percentages of eligible outstanding loans. For taxable years
beginning after 1975, but before 1982, the percentage for
the deduction was 1.2 percent; 1.0 percent was used for
taxable years beginning in 1982. The allowable percentage
of eligible outstanding loans had been reduced to 0.6 by
1983. The transitional steps were to be completed by 1988,
at which time the deduction would have to be based on
actual losses for the current and 5 preceding years, the
same as for other businesses.
For small business investment companies, deductions
for additions to the reserves, using an industry average as
the norm, were permitted during the first 10 years of a
company's existence. Thereafter, additions to the reserves
had to be based on a corporation's own experience.
The reserve method of computing the deduction for bad
debts was repealed for large banks and for small business
investment companies by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. See
"Deduction for Bad Debts:' in the Changes in Law and
Regulations section.
A bank was treated as a large bank, for any taxable year
beginning after December 31, 1986, if the average adjusted bases of all assets of the bank (or any controlled
group, as defined under Code section 1563(c)(1), of which
the bank was a member) exceeded $500 million. The
average adjusted bases was to be determined quarterly.
Large banks were required to recapture the balance of
their bad debt reserves over a period of four taxable years,
beginning with the year of disqualification. The year of
disqualification was the first taxable year after December
31, 1986 for which the bank was considered to be a large
bank. A bank may suspend the recapture of its reserves for
any year in which it is a "financially troubled bank:' as
defined under Code section 585(c)(3)(B).
Specific rules governing the recapture of the bad debt
reserve were provided. In the disqualification year, at least
10 percent of the balance in the reserve for bad debts was
to be included in income. The remaining balance was to be
recaptured at prescribed rates over three taxable years. A
bank could elect to recapture more than 10 percent of the
reserve in the disqualification year If that election were
made, different rates of recapture were prescribed.
An alternative to recapturing income was available to a
large bank in the disqualification year An election could be
made in the disqualification year to use a cut-off method of
accounting for the reserve for bad debts. Members of a
consolidated group could not make the election independently. Each bank, included in a consolidated income tax

return, was obligated by the election (if made) by the
consolidated group. As defined under Code section
585(c)(4), a bank using this method could maintain its
reserve for bad debts but charge any losses resulting from
loans held by the bank against the reserve. No deduction
would be allowed for additions to the reserve account.
An additional option for computing the deduction for bad
debts was available to mutual savings banks, domestic
building and loans associations, cooperative banks and
certain stock associations. Those organizations, which met
certain asset qualifications, could deduct a maximum of 40
percent of an adjusted taxable income, provided it did not
increase the reserve beyond 6 percent of the qualifying
outstanding loans. For this purpose, taxable income was
before the deduction for the bad debt reserve as specified
under Code section 593(b)(2). The Tax Reform Act of 1986
reduced the allowable percentage of taxable income to 8
percent.
For banks, other financial institutions, and small business
investment companies corporate or government debts evidenced by certain bonds which became worthless during
the year were chargeable as bad debts under Code section
582. For other corporations, such losses were subject to the
special capital gain or loss provisions of the law. See the
explanation for "Net Capital Gains" in this section.
Amounts of recovered bad debts reported by corporations which deducted actual bad debts and the recapture of
bad debt reserve accounts were included in "Other
Receipts."
See also "Additional Tax for Tax Preferences."
Branch Tax of Foreign Copriporations (#)
The U.S. earnings and profits of a foreign corporation
became subject to a branch profits tax without consideration for the ratio of U.S. income to the total income of the
foreign corporation, for tax years beginning after December
31, 1986. A 30 percent rate of tax was imposed on the
earnings and profits as well as the interest paid by or to a
foreign corporation from its trade or business activities
conducted in the United States. The new provisions under
Code section 884 were introduced to lessen the disparity of
U.S. taxation between U.S. corporations owned by foreign
persons and foreign corporations doing business through
their own branches in the United States. The new U.S. tax
laws also required coordination with income tax treaties
between the United States and foreign countries.
The branch profits tax is imposed on the "dividend
equivalent amount" or the earnings and profits of a U.S.
branch of a foreign corporation that is attributable to its
income effectively connected (or treated as effectively
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connected under Code section 897) with a U.S. trade or
business. The rate of tax may vary based on the treaty
conditions with the country in which the foreign corporation
is a resident. The effectively connected earnings and profits
are adjusted to identify changes in a branch's U.S. net
equity under two circumstances: (1) to reflect any reinvestment of the branch's earnings in assets in the U.S. trade or
business (or reduce liabilities in the U.S. trade or business);
and (2) to reflect any prior reinvested earnings that are
considered remitted to the home office of the foreign
corporation.
Certain earnings and profits attributable to income effectively connected with a U.S trade or business are exempt
from the branch profits tax. The exclusions include (1)
certain earnings of a foreign sales corporation as described
in Code sections 921(d) and 926(b); (2) earnings of foreign
transportation carriers that are exempt from U.S. tax by
reciprocal exemption; (3) earnings derived from the sale of
any interest in U.S. real property holding corporations; (4)
earnings derived by corporations satisfying certain ownership and income requirements that are organized in certain
U.S. possessions described in Code section 881 (b)- of the
Internal Revenue Code; and (5) earnings derived by certain
insurance companies that elect to have income treated as
effectively connected income.
The branch tax is the sum of the tax imposed on the
earnings and profits and interest payments of the foreign
corporation. The branch tax was reported on the Form
1120-F U.S. Income Tax Return of a Foreign Corporation.
The tax is included in "Total income tax" in the statistics. It
is also shown separately in the statistics for foreign corporations with U.S. business operations in Table 12 in this
report.

related taxes were deducted on the tax return as part of the
cost of sales and operations or were included in the
separately itemized deduction for taxes paid. In any case,
the receipts as reported by the taxpayer were included in
the statistics. See also "Cost of Sales and Operations" and
"Taxes Paid."
In the finance, insurance, and real estate industries,
business receipts. included such banking items as fees,
commissions, trust department earnings, exchange collections, discounts, and service charges, when identified in
schedules attached to the return. Business receipts also
included interest which could not be separately identified
as such. (Interest, the principal operating income of banking and savings institutions, is shown separately in the
statistics under "Interest" and is, therefore, excluded from
business receipts.) Special statistical treatment was required for the few banking institutions which reported the
purchase and sale of Federal funds as part of cost of sales
and operations and business receipts, respectively. For the
statistics, the amount paid by the banking institutions for
these funds was excluded from the "Cost of Sales and
Operations" and a corresponding amount was excluded
from business receipts.
Also in the finance, insurance, and real estate industries,
premium income of most insurance companies was included in business receipts. However, certain insurance
companies other than life whose net written premiums or
direct written premiums (whichever is greater) exceeded
$350,000 but not over $1,200,000 could elect not to report
premium income. Therefore, total business receipts for
insurance carriers are slightly understated.

Business receipts were, in general, the gross operating
receipts of the corporation reduced by the cost of returned
goods and allowances.

Generally, in the finance, insurance, and real estate
industries, income from investments, when identified in
schedules attached to the return, was allocated to one of
the specific types of investment income for which statistics
are shown separately. Rent reported by real estate operators, however, was an exception and included in business
receipts, as noted above.

Business receipts included rents reported as a principal
business income by real estate operators and by certain
types of manufacturing, public utility, and service corporations. The latter corporations included manufacturers that
frequently rented rather than sold products, such as automatic data processing equipment; lessors of public utility
facilities, such as docks, warehouses, and pipelines; and
companies engaged in rental services, such as providing
lodging places and the rental of automobiles or clothing.

For 1987, the profit or loss from the sale of stocks,
commodities, or real estate was included in the statistics for
business receipts reported by stock and commodity brokers, dealers, and exchanges, by condominium management and cooperative housing associations, and by real
estate subdividers, developers, and operative builders.
Previously, the net profit or loss from those sales was
included in the statistics for net gain or loss from sales or
exchanges of noncapital assets for these companies.

Some corporations treated sales taxes and excise and
related taxes which were included in the sales price of their
products as part of their gross receipts from sales; ot hers
reported their receipts after adjustment for these taxes.
'
When treated as receipts, sales taxes and excise and

For Interest Charge Domestic International Sales Corporations (IC-DISC's), business receipts included only export
receipts which were "qualified" according to Code section
993(a), i.e., the sum of (1) gross receipts from noncommission sales of export property, leasing or renting of export

Business Receipts (#)

so
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property, services related and subsidiary to a qualified
export sale or lease, engineering and architectural services,
and export management services, and (2) commissions
earned by IC-DISC's acting as commission agents for
someone else (rather than the gross receipts on which the
commissions were earned). In other words, certain "qualified" receipts were those which were considered to be
export-related and as such were the only receipts included
in the statistics for business receipts. Nonqualifying receipts
were included in "Other Receipts."
For Foreign Sales Corporations (FSC's), business receipts included unique FSC income amounts from the sale
of (or services related to the sale of) export property for
noncommission FSC's. For commission FSC's, the amount
represented only the commission earned by the FSC
activity as an agent rather than the gross sales amount.
In addition to the income types described above which
were uniquely treated by law, by the tax return, or for the
statistics, there were certain other kinds of income from
sales and operations that are not reflected in business
receipts. In general, this income was included as part of the
much broader category, sales of property used in trade or
business. For additional information about this income, see
"Net Capital Gains" and "Net Gain (or Loss), Noncapital
Assets. "

and funds awaiting investment (i.e., cash in U.S. banks in
excess of working capital needed to acquire other qualified
assets).

Compensation of Officers
Salaries, wages, stock bonuses, bonds, and other forms
of compensation were included in this deduction item if they
were identified as having been paid to officers for personal
services rendered. Understatement was possible to the
extent compensation was reported as part of another
deduction item (such as an overall employee compensation
figure) and, if not clearly identified, was included in the
statistics for "Cost of Sales and Operations" or "Other
Deductions."
Consolidated Returns (#)
Consolidated returns were income tax returns which
contained the combined financial data of two or more
corporations meeting the following requirements: (1) a
common parent corporation owned at least 80 percent of
the voting power of all classes of stock and at least 80
percent of each class of nonvoting stock (except stock
which was limited and preferred as to dividends) of at least
one member of the group; and (2) these same proportions
of stock of each other member of the group were owned
within the group.

Calendar Year Returns (#)
Calendar year returns were those filed for the 12-month
period beginning in January and ending in December. The
Tax Reform Act of 1986 provided that the calendar year be
a "required taxable year" for some taxpayers. See, "Accounting Periods," in the Changes in Law and Regulations
section of this report. Most of the larger corporations filed
returns for a calendar year period. Figure B in section 1
shows the percentage of returns filed for each of the
accounting periods covered in this report.
Capital Stock
This end-of-year balance sheet equity item included
amounts shown for outstanding shares of both common
and preferred stock.
Cash
This balance sheet asset item included the amount of
actual money or instruments and claims which were usable
and acceptable as money on hand at the end of the taxable
year
For Interest Charge Domestic International Sales Corporations (IC-DISC's), this item was the sum of the following
accounts shown separately on the tax return: working
capital (i.e., cash and necessary temporary investments)

Corporations electing to file consolidated returns in one
year had to file consolidated returns in subsequent years,
with certain exceptions. The consolidated filing privilege
could be granted to all affiliated domestic corporations
connected through stock ownership with a common parent
corporation except: (1) regulated investment companies;
(2) real estate investment trusts; (3) corporations for which
an election to be treated as a possessions corporation
under Code section 936(e) was in effect; (4) corporations
designated tax-exempt under Code section 501; and (5)
Interest Charge Domestic International Sales Corporations
(IC-DISC's) or Former DISC's. Foreign Sales Corporations
(FSC's) are also denied the privilege of filing a consolidated
return.
A consolidated return, filed by the comr-rion parent
company, was treated as a unit, each statistical classification being determined on the basis of the combined data of
the affiliated group. Therefore, filing changes to or from a
consolidated return basis affect year-to-year comparability
of certain statistics (such as data classified by industry and
size of total assets).
Constructive Taxable Income from Related Foreign
Corporations (#)
This item represented the sum of (1) "Includable Income
from Controlled Foreign Corporations" identified as
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"Income from Controlled Foreign Corporations under Subpart F" on the Form 1120 tax form and (2) "Foreign
Dividend Income Resulting from Foreign Taxes Deemed
Paid:' identified as "Foreign Dividend Gross-Up (section
78)" on the Form 1120 tax form.
Includable income from Controlled Foreign Corporations
represented amounts, not actually received, which a domestic corporation owning at least 10 percent of a Controlled Foreign Corporation was required by Code section
951 to include in its gross income. For most purposes, the
foreign corporation was considered controlled if more than
50 percent of its voting stock was controlled by U.S.
persons, including domestic corporations, each of whom
owned at least 10 percent of its voting stock.
The includable income consisted of:
(1) subpart F income, defined below;
(2) any previously excluded subpart F income which had
been invested in qualified assets in "less developed
countries," but which was now either withdrawn from
those countries or remitted to the U.S. stockholders
and was thereupon taxable;
(3) any previously excluded subpart F income which had
been withdrawn from foreign base company shipping operations; and
(4) any increase in Controlled Foreign Corporation earnings due to investment in U.S. property.
Subpart F income, defined in Code section 952, included:
(1) income attributable to premiums received by foreign
insurance companies that were Controlled Foreign
Corporations whose insurance business was on U.S.
risks (as determined under Code section 953); and
(2) "foreign base company income," which included:
(a) "foreign personal holding company income" (income derived from portfolio investments or from
11 passive~' investments);
(b) "foreign base company sales income" (generally
from the sale of property produced in the United
States or a foreign country by one corporation
and sold by a related corporation, generally a
trading company, organized in another country
having a low rate of taxation, for use outside that
country);
(c) "foreign base company services income" (in
general, income from services performed or furnished for a related person, which included corporations, outside the country of incorporation of
the Controlled Foreign Corporation, but with certain exceptions);
d) "foreign base company shipping income" (in
general, income derived from use of aircraft or
vessels in foreign commerce or income derived in
connection with the performance of services directly related to any such aircraft or vessel); and
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(e) "foreign base company oil-related income" (in
general, this is foreign oil related income other
than income derived from a source within a
foreign country in connection with oil or gas
which was extracted within such country, or oil or
gas or derived products, which were sold by the
foreign corporation for use or consumption within
such country).
(3) international boycott income;
(4) illegal bribes, kickbacks, or other payments to a
government official.
(5) income derived from a country described in Code
section 952(a)(5). For tax years after 1986, this amount
is income.from a controlled foreign corporation from
any country described in Code section 9010).
Foreign dividend income resulting from foreign taxes
deemed paid (dividend gross-up) related to certain foreign
taxes on profits of companies which were 10 percent or *
more owned by domestic corporations. If dividends were
actually or constructively distributed to a domestic corporation (from these foreign profits), the domestic corporation
was required to increase (or "gross-up") such dividends by
a proportionate amount of the foreign taxes deemed paid
on the foreign profits for which the domestic corporation
claimed a foreign tax credit. See also " Foreign Tax Credit. "
Analysis of returns of some of the larger corporations
revealed instances where amounts reported as foreign
dividend income resulting from foreign taxes deemed paid
were actually dividends received from foreign corporations,
and instances where amounts reported as dividends received from foreign corporations were actually the gross-up
of foreign taxes deemed paid. (Both of these items were
reported on the dividends received schedule of the income
tax return.) When these amounts were clearly identified on
supporting schedules, they were reallocated to their respective items in the statistics.
Foreign dividend income resulting from foreign taxes
deemed paid and includable income from controlled foreign corporations are combined in the tables and shown
under the statistics for constructive taxable income from
related foreign corporations.
Contributions or Gifts
Contributions or gifts to charitable, 'religious, educational,
and similar organizations were deductible under Code
sections 170, 809, and 882. In general, the deduction was
limited to 10 percent of taxable income computed without
regard to:
(1) the deduction for contributions;
(2) special deductions for dividends received and for
dividends paid on certain preferred stock of public
utilities;
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(3) any allowable deduction resulting from the repurchase of bonds, as described under Code section
249;
(4) deduction allowed for payments to the National Railroad Passenger Corporation, as described under
Code section 250;
(5) any net operating loss carryback;
(6) any capital loss carryback to the tax year;
Also, certain additional adjustments were required in the
case of life insurance companies. Charitable contributions
over the 10 percent limitation could be carried,forward to
the next 5 tax years; however, the carryover was not allowed
if it increased a net operating loss carryover
Cost of Property Used for Investment Credit
Amounts included under this heading are estimates for
the total cost or basis of depreciable property (defined in
Code section 48 and described under "Investment Credit"
in this section) reported in connection with the computation
of the investment credit. Only property with a useful life of 3
years or more was eligible for investment credit.
Although corporations generally reported their investments at cost, most corporations claiming the investment
credit for leased property used the fair market value
instead.
The statistics include amounts reported but not used for
the computation of the investment credit. A limitation, for
instance, was placed on the amount of used property which
could be taken into account in the computation of the
credit. (See "Investment Credit" as a component of the
general business credit.) Also included were amounts
which were ultimately used in the computation of the credit
by end-of-the-year shareholders of S corporations.
Cost of Sales and Operations (#)
Cost of sales and operations generally consisted of the
direct costs incurred by the corporation in producing goods
or providing services. Included were costs of materials
used in manufacturing; costs of goods purchased for
resale; direct labor; and certain overhead expenses, such
as rent, utilities, supplies, maintenance, and repairs. The
valuation methods the corporation used to value its inventories consisted of
(1) cost;
(2) cost or market value (whichever was lower); or
(3) any other method that was approved by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

263A. The new rules resulted from the 1986 tax reforms
and were generally effective for taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1986. With respect to inventory, some
of the indirect costs which were required to be capitalized
included such items as: administration expenses; taxes;
depreciation; insurance costs, compensation paid to officers attributable to services; rework labor; and contributions
to pension, stock bonus, and certain profit sharing, annuity,
or deferred compensation plans.
Corporations which were subject to the rules were required to capitalize direct costs and an allocable portion of
most indirect costs that related to the assets produced or
acquired for resale. Special rules were, provided for the
capitalization of interest expense paid or incurred in the
course of production. The uniform capitalization rules also
applied to the production of property constructed or improved
for use in a trade or business or in an activity engaged in for
profit. Corporations were required to revalue their beginning
inventory to reflect the costs under Code section 263A, which
were not previously included in inventory.
The new rules did not apply to personal property acquired for resale for corporations with annual average gross
receipts of $10,000,000 or less; to timber; to property
produced under a long-term contract. Special rules were
provided for farmers.
Sales taxes and excise and related taxes may have been
reported in cost of goods sold schedules when corporations treated these taxes as part of the sales price of
products. When taxes were identified in cost of goods sold
schedules, they were added to the statistics shown for the
separate deduction for "Taxes Paid." Similarly, expenses for
depreciation, depletion, amortization, rent of buildings or
real estate, advertising, contributions to pension plans,
contributions to employee benefit programs, bad debts,
compensation of officers, contributions to charitable organizations, intangible drilling costs and interest were transferred to their respective deduction categories when identified in cost of goods sold schedules.
The income or loss from sales of securities, commodities,
or real estate by stock and commodity brokers, dealers,
and exchanges, and by real estate subdividers, developers,
and operative builders was transferred from business receipts, and the net profit or loss from these transactions
included in net gain or loss from sales or exchanges of
noncapital assets.
See also "Business Receipts."
Cost of Treasury Stock

Many items that were allowable deductions under prior
law were required to be capitalized or included in inventory
under new uniform capitalization rules of Code section

This item was the total value of issued common or
preferred stock which had been reacquired and was held at
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the end of the accounting year by issuing corporations. The
stock, which was available again for resale or cancellation,
may have been purchased by the corporation or acquired
through donation or as settlement of a debt. Treasury stock
was not a part of capital stock outstanding and did not
include unissued capital stock.
The amounts shown may be somewhat understated.
Treasury stock intended for resale may have been reported
as an asset on some tax returns and, if not clearly identified
as for resale, would have been included in the statistics for
"Other Investments." When identified, though, such stock
was transferred to the statistics for "Cost of Treasury Stock."

shown on the corporation's books of account. In some
instances, depletable assets may have been included with
"Depreciable Assets:' or may have been reported as land
or as "Other Investments" by the taxpayer, and could not be
identified for this report.
The value of depletable assets and accumulated depletion may not be closely related to the current year depletion
deduction. The depletable assets and accumulated depletion balance sheet accounts reflected book values; the
depletion reflected the amount claimed for tax purposes.

Depletion
Credit for Tax on Special Fuels, Nonhighway
Gasoline and Lubricating Oil
Code section 39 allowed a credit in full or in stated
amounts for excise taxes on:
(1) gasoline used on farms for farming purposes (Code
section 6420);
(2) gasoline used for nonhighway purposes or by local
transit systems (Code section 6421); and
(3) fuel not used for taxable purposes (Code section
6427).
These taxes could be applied as a credit against income
tax liability or could have been, under certain conditions,
refunded directly.
Credit for Tax Paid by Regulated Investment
Companies
Regulated investment companies were required to pay a
tax (at capital gains rates) on amounts of undistributed net
long-term capital gain less net short-term capital loss.
Stockholder corporations, for their part, were required to
include in the computation of their long-term capital gains
any such gains designated by the parent as undistributed
dividends. The stockholder corporations were then
deemed to have paid the tax on the undistributed long-term
capital gain dividends and were allowed a credit (or a
refund) for the tax they were deemed to have paid. It is this
credit which comprises this item.
Deficit (#)
See "Net Income (or Deficit)."
Depletable Assets
Depletable assets represented, in general, the gross
end-of-year value of mineral property, oil and gas wells,
other natural deposits, standing timber, intangible development and drilling costs capitalized, and leases and leaseholds, each subject to depletion. Accumulated depletion
represented the cumulative adjustment to these assets
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This deduction was allowed for the exhaustion of mines,
oil and gas wells, other natural deposits and timber For
standing timber, depletion was computed on the basis of
cost. In the case of natural deposits, the depletion could be
computed either on the basis of cost or upon a fixed
percentage of the gross income, less rents and royalties,
from the depletable property. Generally, for gas-and oil
wells the gross income was the actual sales price, or
representative market or field price if the gas or oil was later
converted or manufactured prior to sale. For other natural
deposits, gross income was the gross income from mining,
defined to include extractive and certain treatment processes. Also included as gross income were exploration
expenditures, previously deducted, that were required under provisions of Code section 617 to be recaptured when
the mine reached the production stage.
Under elective provisions of the Code, exploration and
development expenditures connected with certain domestic natural deposits (except gas and oil) could be deducted
currently, treated as deferred expenses, or capitalized. The
write-offs of amounts deferred or capitalized were not
included as part of depletion.
Percentage depletion, though based on percentages of
gross income from depletable property, was limited. Generally, it could not exceed 50 percent of the taxable income
from the property computed without the depletion deduction. Percentage rates of gross income for each type of
natural deposit were listed in Code section 613 and ranged
from 5 to 22 percent. Percentage depletion could not
generally be used for oil and gas wells, except for certain
small producers as defined under Code section 613A.
As explained under "Net capital gains", the cuffing of
timber was eligible for net long term capital gain treatment
under Code section 1231. If timber depletion was used in
the computation of gain (or loss), it could not be identified
for the statistics. Because of taxpayer reporting variations
involving the computation of gain or loss, or of gross
receipts from sales (and the cost of sales and operations or
depletion deduction), the depletion statistics may be incom-
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plete for industries in which sales of cut timber or of lumber
or wood products are a major source of income.
The amounts shown in the statistics include any identifiable depletion reported as part of the cost of sales and
operations.
See also "Additional Tax for Tax Preferences."
Depreciable Assets
Depreciable assets, reported on the corporation's endof-year balance sheet, consisted of tangible property (such
as buildings and equipment) which was used in the trade or
business or held for the production of income and which
had a useful life of one year or more. The statistics for this
item could include fully depreciated assets still in use and
partially completed assets for which no deduction was
allowed, when the corporation reported them as depreciable in its balance sheet. The statistics for depreciable assets
exclude those intangible assets which were depreciable or
amortizable only for tax purposes. Such assets, patents and
copyrights for example, were includable in "Intangible
Assets." The amounts shown as accumulated depreciation
represent the portion of the assets that were written off in the
current year, as well as in prior years.
The amounts shown for depreciable assets are, in general, the gross amounts before adjustments for depreciation
or amortization charged in current and prior years. Some
corporations, however, reported only the net amount of
depreciable assets after adjusting for these depreciation or
amortization charges. Among the corporations reporting
only a net amount of depreciable assets were many insurance carriers reporting balance sheet information in the
format required by State insurance regulations. This format
usually provided for the reporting of only net depreciable
assets and only the home and branch office buildings and
equipment were included. Other real estate holdings of
these corporations were reported as "other investments."
The value of depreciable assets and accumulated depreciation may not be closely related to the current-year
depreciation deduction. The depreciable assets and accumulated depreciation balance sheet accounts reflected
book values; the depreciation deduction reflected the
amount claimed for tax purposes.
On the Form 1120-A balance sheet, depreciable assets
are combined with depletable and intangible assets, however, the majority of this item represents depreciable assets.
Depreciation (#)
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 introduced the Modified
Accelerated Cost Recovery System (MACRS) and changed
the rules for section 179 property for property placed in

service after December 31, 1986. Corporations could also
elect to use the new rules for property placed in service
between July 31, 1986 and January 1, 1987. The maximum amount of allowable section 179 expense was increased to $10,000. However, if total cost for section 179
property placed in service after December 31, 1986 was
more than $200,000, then the total expense deduction was
to be reduced by the amount by which the cost exceeded
$200,000. Taxpayers who use the MACRS depreciation
rules also had to recompute their depreciation for purposes
of figuring their minimum tax.
There were eight classes of recovery property under
MACRS and reported on Form 4562- Depreciation of Property Placed in Service After December 31, 1986. They
included: 3-, 5-, 7-, 10-, 15-, 20- year property, residential
rental property and nonresidential real property. Generally,
the first six classifications were for depreciable property,
other then buildings while the last two were "real property",
or buildings.
The 3-year class included tangible depreciable property
with a class life of 4 years or less, 5-year property included
property with a class life of more than 4 years, but less than
10 years. The 7-year property had a class life of 10 years or
more, but less than 16 years; this class also included any
property which did not have a class life and which had not
been designated by law as being in any other class. The
property in the 1 0-year class included property with a class
life of 16 years or more, but less than 20 years. The 15-year
property had class lives of 20 years or more, but less than
25 years; and the 20-year property included class lives of
25 years or more.
The prescribed method for property in the 3-, 5-, 7-, or
10- year classes was a method called "200 percent declining balance" over 3, 5, 7, or 10 years, switching to the
straight-line method for the first taxable year in which that
method resulted in a higher deduction. For property in the
15- or 20- year class, the 150 percent declining balance
method over 15 or 20 years was prescribed. In both cases,
a half-year convention (half-year's depreciation for the first
year in service, no matter when in the tax year the property
was acquired) had to be used.
If more than 40 percent of the total cost or other basis of
all property placed in service during the tax year was
placed in service during the last 3 months of that year, then
the mid-quarter convention must be used for all property
placed in service during the year This rule did not apply to
nonresidential real property or residential rental property.
For residential rental property the prescribed method was
straight-line over 27.5 years and for non-residential real
property, straight-line over 31.5 years. The applicable convention was the mid-month convention which treated all
property placed in service during any month as placed in
service on the mid-point of such month.
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Instead of using the prescribed method, the alternate
depreciation system or straight-line method could be
elected over the recovery period for 3-, 5-, 7-, 10-, 15-, or
20- year classes. The election to use the straight-line
method for a class of property applied to all property in that
class that was placed in service during the tax year of the
election. For all classes, salvage value was treated as zero.
Depreciation on tangible assets first placed in service
after 1980 and before 1987 was to be determined under
the Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS), except to
the extent that the property did not qualify as recovery
property. If a corporation had a binding contract on a piece
of property before the MACRS rules went into effect, but did.
not place the property in service until the 1987 accounting
period, the property was considered transition property.
The ACRS rules were applied for depreciation.
Under ACRS, the cost of eligible property was recovered
over a 3-, 5-,10-, 15-, 18-, or 19- year period, depending on
the type of property. The deduction was determined by
applying the statutory percentage for-the appropriate class
of property to its unadjusted basis. An Alternate Depreciation System, a straight-line method, could have been used
for 3-, 5-, and 10- year property using a half-year convention. The Alternate System could have also been elected for
15-, 18-, 19- year real property and low income housing
property, but the mid-month convention applied.
There were five types of property that had to be depreciated using the straight-line method: (1) property used
mainly outside the U.S., (2) tax-exempt use property, (3)
qualified leased property, (4) property financed by taxexempt obligations, and (5) certain imported property.

For most of the domestic dividends received, the deductible portion was equal to 80 percent (85 percent before
January 1, 1987) (about 60 percent for dividends received
on certain preferred stock of public utilities). However, a
100-percent deduction was allowed for dividends received
by members of a controlled group from other members of
the same controlled group when a consolidated return was
not used to report for the group as a whole. This deduction
was allowed when the group did not elect to file a consolidated return and agreed instead to apportion a single tax
bracket exemption amount among the group members in
computing income tax.
Dividend distributions among member corporations
electing to file a consolidated return were eliminated from
the statistics as part of the consolidated reporting of tax
accounts. For tax purposes, dividends reported on these
returns represented amounts received from corporations
that were outside the tax-defined affiliated group.
Under provisions of the 1984 Tax Reform Act corporate
shareholders reduced the deduction for dividends received
on debt-financed portfolio stock. The provision generally
reduced the deduction for dividends received on debtfinanced portfolio stock so that the deduction was available,
in effect, only with respect to dividends attributable to that
portion of the stock which is not debt financed. Generally,
this was accomplished by determining the percentage of
the cost of an investment in stock which is debt financed
and by reducing the otherwise allowable dividends received deduction with respect to any dividends received on
that stock by that percentage. The reduction in the amount
allowable as a dividends received deduction could not
exceed the amount of interest deduction allocable to the
dividend.

Dividends Received from Domestic Corporations (#)
Dividends received from domestic corporations represented most distributions from current as well as accumulated earnings and profits of companies incorporated in the
United States. (For a discussion of other distributions of
domestic corporations, see "Other Receipts" in this section.) For the most part, dividends received from domestic
corporations represented those recognized in computing
the special deduction from net income for domestic intercorporate dividends received. (See also "Statutory Special
Deductions.")

For a discussion of the dividends received from an
IC-DISC see "Domestic International Sales Corporation
Returns."
Dividends Received from Foreign Corporations (#)
These dividends were paid from current as well as
accumulated earnings and profits of companies incorporated in foreign countries.
Dividends received from foreign corporations consisted
of:

Certain domestic dividends, although not deductible,
were nevertheless included in dividends received from
domestic corporations. These were dividends received by
regulated investment companies, real estate investment
trusts, and S corporations. Dividends from Interest Charge
Domestic International Sales Corporations (IC-DISC's) were
also included as domestic dividends received, but were not
deductible. Certain other dividends, not deductible, were
treated for the statistics as "Other Receipts."
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(1) dividends, subject to the 80-percent (85 percent
before January 1, 1987) deduction, received by U.S.
corporations from those foreign corporations at least
50 percent or more of whose gross income was
-effectively connected" with business conducted in
the United States;
(2) dividends, subject to the 100-percent deduction,
received by U.S. corporations from wholly-owned
foreign subsidiaries all of whose gross income was
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1. effectively connected" with the conduct of a U.S.
trade or business, or received from a FSC when the
dividends were from earnings and profits attributable
to foreign trade income; and
(3) any other foreign dividends, not subject to a deduction, which included: certain gains from the sale,
exchange, or redemption of Controlled Foreign Corporation stock and foreign dividends received by S
corporations.
Excluded from the dividend statistics was the "gross-up~'
of foreign taxes deemed paid on the profits from which the
dividends of foreign subsidiaries were distributed. This was
done even though "foreign dividend income resulting from
foreign taxes deemed paid" (gross-up) was considered by
law to be part of the dividends received. Dividends only
constructively received from foreign subsidiaries, reported
on the tax returns as "includable income from Controlled
Foreign Corporations:' were also excluded. If these
amounts were actually distributed at a later date, they were
neither retaxed nor reported. For the statistics, both items
were combined and shown under "Constructive Taxable
Income from Related Foreign Corporations."
The foreign dividend statistics presented in this report are
subject to certain limitations. Some corporations reported
certain foreign dividends as "includable income from Controlled Foreign Corporations," while others reported "includable income from Controlled Foreign Corporations" as
foreign dividends, since both were reported in the schedule
for dividends received. Also, some corporations included
as foreign dividends the gross-up of dividends by foreign
taxes paid or deemed paid while others reported foreign
dividends as gross-up. Where these variations in taxpayer
reporting were identified, the amounts were transferred to
the correct item for the statistics.
Domestic International Sales Corporation Returns
The pre-1985 system for Domestic International Sales
Corporations (DISC's) has largely been replaced by a
system of Foreign Sales Corporations (FSC's). DISC's were
not entirely abolished, however, since a DISC has the option
of electing to be an Interest Charge DISC (IC-DISC). The
IC-DISC form is geared toward smaller exporters.
Generally, an IC-DISC is not taxed on its income. Shareholders of an IC-DISC are taxed on its income when the
income is actually or deemed distributed. In addition, Code
section 995 (f) imposes an interest charge on shareholders
for their share of DISC-related deferred tax liability.
To qualify as an IC-DISC, a corporation must have been
organized under the laws of any State or the District of
Columbia, have only one class of stock, issued outstanding
capital stock with a par or stated value of at least $2,500,
and satisfied the "gross receipts" and "gross assets" tests.

The gross receipts test required that at least 95 percent of
the corporation's gross receipts consist of "qualified export
receipts." Qualified export receipts were: gross receipts
from the sale, exchange, or other disposition of "export
property" (described below); gross receipts from the lease
or rental of export property, which were used by the lessee
of such property outside the United States; gross receipts
from the sale, exchange, or other disposition of "qualified
export assets" (other than export property); gross receipts
from services which were related and subsidiary to any
qualified sale, exchange, lease, rental, or other disposition
of export property; dividends with respect to stock of a
related foreign export corporation; interest on any obligation which was a qualified export asset; gross receipts from
engineering or architectural services for construction
projects located (or proposed for location) outside the
United States; and gross receipts from the performance of
managerial services performed for an unrelated IC-DISC.
The gross assets test required that at least 95 percent of
the corporation's assets be "qualified export assets." In
general, qualified export assets were inventories of "export
property" (i.e., property which: (1) had been manufactured,
produced, grown or extracted in the United States by other
than an IC-DISC; (2) was held primarily for sale or lease in
the ordinary course of business for direct use, consumption, or disposition outside the United States; and (3) had at
the time of sale or lease by the IC-DISC not more than
one-half of its fair market value attributable to imported
articles); necessary operational equipment and supplies;
trade receivables from export sales (including commissions
receivable); producer's loans (i.e., loans of the IC-DISC's
profits to a U.S. export producer whether or not related to
the IC-DISC); working capital (i.e., cash and necessary
temporary investments); investments in related foreign export corporations (including real property holding companies and associated foreign corporations); obligations issued, guaranteed, or insured by the Export Import Bank or
the Foreign Credit Insurance Association; and, obligations
of the Private Export Funding Corporation.
An IC-DISC, which for a taxable year failed to satisfy the
gross receipts test or the gross assets test, could nevertheless satisfy these qualification requirements by making a
"deficiency distribution" for such a year, whereby the ICDISC made a distribution to its stockholders after the close
of the taxable year The IC-DISC, at this time, had to
demonstrate that the failure to make these distributions
prior to the close of the year was due to reasonable cause.
If the IC-DISC makes this distribution after the date Form
1120-IC-DISC is due, an interest charge must be paid,
equal to 4.5 percent of the distribution times the number of
tax years that begin after the tax year to which the distribution relates until the date the IC-DISC made the distribution.
No dividend received deduction was allowed for a deficiency distribution. However, a deduction was permitted for
dividends received from domestic corporations subject to
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85 percent deduction and from debt-financed stock of
domestic corporations.

acquire employer securities) under prior law in order to
qualify for a credit against income tax liability.

To qualify as an IC-DISC, a new or previously existing
corporation had to file an election requesting to be treated
as an IC-DISC on the Form 4876A, Election To Be Treated
as an Interest Charge DISC.

Under prior law, for taxable years ending after December
31, 1982, an electing employer was allowed an income tax
credit for contributions to a tax-credit ESOP limited to a
prescribed percentage of the aggregate compensation of
all employees under the plan. The tax credit was limited to
1/2 of 1 percent of compensation for compensation paid or
accrued in calendar years 1983 through 1987. A tax credit
was not permitted for. compensation paid or accrued in
calendar years beginning after 1987.

An IC-DISC usually acquired export property from its
parent or an affiliated corporation ("related suppliers") and
then sold the property abroad; however, it could act simply
as a commission agent on export sales of related suppliers.
The method used for allocating income between an ICDISC and its related suppliers was achieved through special intercompany pricing rules. This allocation of income
was affected to the extent that the IC-DISC itself incurred
11
export promotion expenses" (i.e., the ordinary and necessary expenses incurred to obtain qualified export receipts).
The types of corporate organizations not eligible to be
treated as an IC-DISC were: (1) tax-exempt corporations; (2)
Personal Holding Companies; (3) banks and trust companies; (4) mutual savings and other banks, domestic building
and loan associations, and cooperative banks; _(5) insurance companies; (6) regulated investment companies; and
(7) S corporations electing to be taxed through their shareholders.
If a corporation is an IC-DISC or former IC-DISC, a Form
11 20-IC-DISC must be filed under certain conditions. The
term "former DISC" means, with respect to any taxable
year, a corporation which is not a DISC for such year but
was a DISC in a preceding taxable year and at the
beginning of the taxable year had undistributed previously
taxed income or accumulated DISC income.
Employee Benefit Programs (#)
Contributions made by employers to such plans as death
benefit plans, health plans, accident and sickness plans,
and other welfare plans were deductible under Code
section 162. The amounts reported were not incidental
parts of any pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, or annuity
plans. The statistics for this item also include amounts
identified in the cost of sales and operations schedules.

Since for some of the returns included in this report, the
accounting periods began before the effective date of the
repeal of the credit, an amount of ESOP credit is included
in the 1987 statistics. The ESOP credit is included (as a
component) in the general business credit shown in the
tables. The components of the general business credit are
shown separately in Table 14.
Environmental Tax (#)
As a result of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986, corporations were required to pay a
new income tax-the environmental tax. The requirements
for this tax were provided under the new section 59A of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986. The tax was based on a
modified alternative minimum taxable income of the corporation in excess of $2,000,000. (Members of a controlled
group of corporations were entitled to one $2,000,000
exemption.) The amount of the excess income was subject
to a .12 percent rate of tax. The modified alternative
minimum taxable income was alternative minimum taxable
income without consideration for the alternative tax net
operating loss deduction and the allowable deduction from
income for the environmental tax. For an explanation of
alternative minimum taxable income, see "Alternative Minimum Tax," in the Explanation of Terms. For purposes of
determining the regular tax, the amount of the current year
environmental tax was allowed as a deduction from the
current year gross income under section 164 (a) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986. In general, the environmental tax was effective for taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1986 and before January 1, 1992.
Estimated Tax Payments (#)

Employee Stock Ownership (ESOP) Credit (#)
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 repealed the ESOP credit for
compensation paid or accrued after December 31, 1986, in
tax years ending after that date. However, credits to which
an employer became entitled prior to January 1, 1987,
were not affected.
A tax-credit ESOP is an ESOP under which an employer
contributed employer securities (or cash with which to
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Corporations subject to taxation under Code sections 11,
1201 (a) or subchapter L of Chapter 1 (relating to insurance
companies) were required to make quarterly tax payments
if the estimated tax for the taxable year was expected to be
$40 or more. Estimated tax was the excess of the income
tax (estimated) imposed by Code sections 1 1, 1201 (a), or
Subchapter L of Chapter 1 (excluding minimum tax on
taxpreferences) over the amount the corporation estimated
as the sum of credits against tax (including credits for
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foreign taxes, possessions tax, production or sale of nonconventional source fuels, orphan drug research, and
general business incentives). Also, the Tax Equity and
Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 increased the percentage
of current year tax liability which corporations had to pay in
estimated tax payment from 80 to 90 percent for taxable
years beginning after 1982.
Estimated tax payments shown in this report may be
somewhat less than the legal maximum percentages of tax
due because, under the provisions of Code section 6655,
certain tolerances were allowed in the relationship of the
installment payments to the tax. For example, a corporation
was not required to pay an estimated tax greater than the
amount of tax liability for the previous year provided that the
corporation had a tax liability for the previous year. Besides
the limitations based on law, payments shown in the
statistics may be slightly understated because of taxpayer
reporting variations and the inability to identify all of the
amounts from the tax returns.
Separate statistics are presented for the components of
net estimated tax payments which include 1986 overpayments claimed as a credit, 1987 estimated tax payments,
and refund of estimated tax payments.

Excess Net Passive Income Tax
The Subchapter S Revision Act of 1982 imposed a
limitation on passive income for S corporations that had
accumulated earnings or profits from prior subchapter C
status. A tax was imposed on the net passive income in
excess of 25 percent of gross receipts. The income was
taxed at the highest corporate regular tax rate. Passive
investment income, in general, was gross receipts derived
from rents, royalties, dividends, interest, annuities, or the
sales or exchange of stock or securities.
Prior to 1982 under Code section 1372, an S corporation
was generally not allowed to have passive investment
income greater than 20 percent of its gross receipts unless
that taxable year was the first or second year the corporation commenced the active conduct of any trade or business or the passive investment income for such taxable
year was less than $3,000.

Foreign Sales Corporation
Domestic International Sales Corporations (DISC's) have
largely been replaced by Foreign Sales Corporations
(FSC's). Under the FSC system, a portion of foreign trade
income was exempt from corporate tax.
To be a FSC or small FSC (as defined below), a corporation must be created or organized under the laws of a

qualifying foreign country or U.S. possession. The FSC
cannot have more than 25 shareholders nor can it have
preferred stock.
A FSC, other than a small FSC, must also meet certain
foreign management and foreign economic process requirements which require that certain activities take place
outside the United States.
FSC's must maintain an office in a qualifying foreign
country or U.S. possession where it maintains a permanent
set of books, and must also maintain a location in the U.S.
for financial records. At least one FSC director must not be
a U.S. resident, and a FSC may not be a member of a
controlled group of which an IC-DISC is a member.
The tax year of a FSC must conform to the tax year of the
principal shareholder who at the beginning of the FSC's tax
year has the highest percentage of voting power. Furthermore, each shareholder must consent to the election to be
a FSC or small FSC.
A corporation can elect to be a FSC or small FSC. In
order to qualify as a small FSC, a corporation must have
filed Form 8279 as part of its election and cannot be a
member of a controlled group which includes a FSC unless
it is a small FSC. A small FSC is treated as a FSC on the first
$5,000,000 of its foreign trading gross receipts without
meeting the foreign economic process requirements. Any
gross receipts in excess of the limitation are treated as
non-foreign trading gross receipts.
Foreign Tax Credit (#)
Code section 901 allowed a credit against the U.S.
income tax for income, war profits and excess profits taxes
paid or accrued to foreign countries or U.S. possessions
including Puerto Rico. Credit was also allowed against the
U.S. tax under Code sections 902 and 960 for foreign taxes
"deemed paid" including taxes deemed paid on distributions constructively received from controlled foreign corporations under Code section 951. The credit was allowed for
these distributions if the domestic corporation owned 10
percent or more of the voting stock of the first-tier controlled
foreign corporation and 5 percent of net holdings in second
and third tier foreign corporations. After 1986 the deemed
paid credit was based on undistributed earnings and profits
earned in tax years beginning after 1986 and taxes paid or
accrued in tax years beginning after 1986. Moreover,
creditable foreign taxes included amounts paid by partnerships that were allocated directly to the partners (including
those that were corporations).
The credit could be claimed by domestic corporations,
and also by foreign corporations engaged in trade or
business in the United States for foreign taxes on income
11 effectively connected" with the U.S. business.
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However, the credit was not allowed for S Corporations
because their income was primarily taxed through their
shareholders. These corporations also had to exclude any
foreign taxes paid or accrued from the deduction for taxes
paid in computing their net income from trade or business
activities. Instead, the foreign taxes were passed through to
the shareholders for their use as a foreign tax credit (or a
deduction). The credit was also not allowed for regulated
investment companies which elected under Code section
853 to allow their stockholders to claim the credit for the
foreign taxes paid. (Under this election, these companies
also excluded foreign taxes paid or accrued from the
deduction for taxes to compute net income.) However, if the
election were not made, the regulated investment company
could claim the foreign tax credit. Since Interest Charge
Domestic International Sales Corporations (IC-DISC's)
themselves were not taxable, the foreign tax credit was not
applicable; however, IC-DISC stockholders could claim a
credit for foreign taxes paid by an IC-DISC.
A corporation that claimed the foreign tax credit could
not also claim a business deduction for the same foreign
taxes paid. The credit may be reduced for taxes-paid on
foreign income from operations involving participation or
cooperation with an international boycott. The U.S. income
tax which could be reduced by the credit excluded the tax
from recomputing prior-year investment credit, the alternative minimum tax, the Personal Holding Company tax and
the environmental tax.
After 1986, the foreign tax credit must be computed
separately for foreign taxes paid or accrued with respect to
nine categories of income. These are (1) passive income;
(2) high withholding tax interest; (3) financial services
income; (4) shipping income; (5) dividends from each
noncontrolled section 902 corporation; (6) dividends from a
DISC or former DISC; (7) foreign trade income of a FSC; (8)
distributions of a FSC or former FSC; and (9) all other
income from sources outside the United States. For each
category, the credit must. be computed subject to a limitation which prevents the corporations from using foreign tax
credits to reduce U.S. tax liability on income from sources
within the U.S. This was determined using the "overall"
method.
Using the overall method the credit was limited to that
percentage of the total U.S. income tax against which the
credit was allowed as represented by the ratio of taxable
income from foreign sources to worldwide taxable income.
The taxpayer totaled the taxes paid to all foreign countries
and possessions which was then subjected to a limitation
computed by multiplying the U.S. tax liability by a fraction
where the numerator consisted of taxable income from
foreign sources (after relevant deductions) and the denominator was worldwide taxable income.
Foreign taxes in excess of the limitation for any one year
could be carried back, chronologically, to the 2 preceding
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years and then carried over to the 5 succeeding years to
reduce income tax, subject to the foreign tax credit limitation of the years to which they were carried. (Excess taxes
carried back or carried over were applied against the
amount by which a limitation exceeded the creditable
foreign taxes in a given year.)
The foreign tax credit was not allowed for taxes paid to
certain foreign countries that repeatedly provide support for
international terrorism, with which the United States does
not have diplomatic relations or whose governments are not
recognized by the United States.

General Business Credit (#)
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 made several changes to the
general business credit. This credit is now a combination of
five individual credits-investment credit (Form 3468), jobs
credit (Form 5884), alcohol fuel credit (Form 6478), research credit (Form 6765) and the low-income housing
credit (Form 8586). The Tax Act repealed the credit for
employee stock ownership plan, as of December 31, 1986.
The orphan drug credit, which is also reported on Form
6765 is not included as part of the general business credit.
If a taxpayer claimed more than one of these credits on their
tax return, Form 3800 was to be filed with the return. The
purpose of the general business credit was to provide a
uniform limitation on the amount that may be used to
reduce tax liability and to establish uniform rules for carrybacks and carryforwards. Each of the five credits were
computed separately. The total of the credits became the
general business credit for the purpose of applying the
maximum tax liability rules and the carryback and carryforward rules.
Effective for tax years beginning after December 31,
1985, the general business credit reduced the tax liability to
the extent of 100 percent of the first $25,000 of net tax
liability and 75 percent of the net tax liability over $25,000.
An additional limitation was also imposed on the general
business credit as a result of the alternative minimum tax
introduced by the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
When the credit exceeded: the $25,000-plus-75 percent
limitation in any year, or the excess of income tax liability
over tentative minimum tax; the excess became an unused
business credit. An unused business credit could be carried back to the three years preceding the unused credit
year and forward to the 15 years following that year An
amount of carryforward of the general business credit is
shown separately in Table 14, as a component of the
general business credit. Use of carryback provisions require that a prior year return be amended. Amended
returns are not included in the corporate sample. Therefore,
the statistics do not reflect any changes in tax liability due to
carryback of unused business credits.
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Income Subject to Tax (#)
The 1954 Code provided different tax bases upon which
tax was levied for different types of corporations. These
were the "taxable income" bases defined by Code section
63, used by the majority of corporations, and to which the
tax rates applied; a variation of this base in combination
with long-term capital gain when the lower capital gains rate
was applicable; the special capital gains tax base of S
corporations electing to be taxed through their shareholders; the several tax bases applicable to insurance companies; and the amounts taxable to regulated investment
companies and real estate investment trusts. All of these tax
bases are under the heading, Income Subject to Tax.
However, small amounts of regulated investment company
undistributed long-term capital gains (described below)
were excluded. Since Interest Charge Domestic International Sales Corporations (IC-DISC's) themselves were not
taxable, income subject to tax for these corporations was
not applicable (see "Domestic International Sales Corporation Returns").
For most corporations, income subject to tax consisted of
net income minus certain "statutory special deductions"
(described in this report under a separate heading). However, there were certain exceptions. In some cases, the
statutory special deductions for dividends received and for
dividends paid on certain preferred stock of public utilities
exceeded net income. For these returns, income subject to
tax was reduced to zero and the excess of the two special
deductions became the statutory loss for the year, available
for net operating loss deduction purposes over the prescribed carryback and carryover periods.
Also, the tax bases applicable to S corporations electing
to be taxed through their shareholders, life insurance
companies, regulated investment companies, and real
estate investment trusts were not defined as net income less
statutory special deductions.
Depending on which resulted in the lowest tax, the tax
base for S corporations electing to be taxed through their
shareholders was: (1) net income; (2) net long-term capital
gain in excess of $25,000, when net long-term capital gain
was more than 50 percent of a net income that was over
$25,000; or (3) the amount attributed to gain from the
disposition of property using a "substituted basis" (i.e., the
basis that was transferred from another corporation which
was not a S corporation electing to be taxed through its
shareholders). No net operating loss or "special deductions" were available. In addition, S corporations were
subject to 46 percent or 34 percent or the blend of the two
on excess net passive income, which is described in this
section.
For the life insurance company statistics, net income was
derived from gain or loss from operations to which statutory

special deductions were added back; income subject to tax
was the smaller of gain from operations (which included
statutory special deductions) or taxable investment income.
To this amount the following were added: (1) when taxable
investment income was smaller than gain from operations,
50 percent of the difference between these two amounts,
and (2) amounts subtracted from the policyholders' surplus
account (which contained income nontaxable in the year
earned, but taxable later on when withdrawn from this
reserve account, even if the company had no current-year
net income).In addition, the life insurance company provisions applied to life insurance departments of mutual
savings banks, where the departments were separately
taxed from the remainder of the banks. However, data for
the banking and life insurance departments were combined
in the statistics.
In the case of regulated investment companies and real
estate investment trusts, any net long-term capital gain
(reduced by net short-term capital loss) which was not
distributed to stockholders was taxed to the companies at
the capital gains rate, even though the alternative tax
method was not allowed. The balance of undistributed
income was taxed at the normal tax rates.
See also "Income Tax."

Income Tax (#)
Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the maximum corporate regular tax rate was reduced to 34 percent. The benefit
of a graduated tax rate was phased out for income over
$100,000. The number of tax brackets was reduced to
three. The corporate taxable income brackets and regular
tax rates effective for tax years beginning on or after July 1,
1987 were as follows:
Taxable Income

Tax Rate

Not over $50,000
Over $50,000 but not over $75,000 .............................
Over $75,000 ................................................................

15
25
34

An additional 5 percent tax was imposed on income in
excess of $100,000. The maximum additional tax was
$11,750. Corporate taxable income in excess of $335,000
was in effect subject to a regular flat tax rate of 34 percent.
Because of the effective date (July 1, 1987) for the lower
tax rates, corporations were required to compute their
regular income tax liability for Tax Year 1987, using the new
and old tax rates, or a blended tax rate (see "Changes in
Corporate Tax Rates:' in the Changes in Law and Regulations section).
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Under prior law, the corporate tax rates were:
Taxable income
Under $25,000 .............................................................
$25,000 to $50,000 ......................................................
$50,000 to $75,000 ......................................................
$75,000 to $100,000 ....................................................
Over $100,000 ..............................................................

lax rate
15
18
30
40
46

percent
percent
percent
percent
percent

Prior to the 1986 tax reforms, certain corporations also
paid an additional tax as well as the regular income tax. For
tax years beginning after 1983, a corporation with taxable
income over $1,000,000, paid an additional tax equal to the
lesser of: 5 percent of its taxable income that exceeded
$1,000,000, or $20,250. Component members of a controlled group of corporations were treated as one corporation for the purpose of the additional tax. The taxable
income of all component members was taken into account,
and the additional tax was divided among them in the same
manner as they shared the group's single taxable income
amount in each tax bracket.
Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1986, for corporations with
net long-term capital gains, an alternative method of tax
computation was advantageous if using the alternative
method resulted in a lower tax liability than the regular
method. This alternative tax on capital gains was repealed
by the 1986 Tax Act (see the Changes in Law and Regulations section of this report). After July 1987, capital gains
were taxed at the regular income tax rate of 34 percent for
all corporations. However, alternative tax on capital gains
was included in the 1987 statistics for regular and alternative tax for corporations whose accounting periods began
prior to July 1987. For those corporations, the excess of net
long-term capital gain over net short-term capital loss was
taxed at the former capital gains rate of 28 percent for the
portion of the tax year before January 1, 1987 and at the
new income tax rate of 34 percent for the portion of the tax
year between January 1, 1987 and July 1, 1987. The
balance of income for those corporations was taxed using
blended graduated tax rates. The alternative method of
computing income tax was not available to regulated
investment companies and real estate investment trusts.
(See "Net Capital Gains" in this section.)
For corporations which elected to be treated as S corporations, an income tax was imposed on certain long-term
capital gains and built-in gains from years as a C corporation. The tax was not passed onto the shareholders of the
corporation. The capital gains were taxed at those rates
noted above. For 1987, a blended tax rate was imposed on
the built-in gains from years as a C corporation. These taxes
were included in the statistics for regular and alternative tax.
The regular and alternative tax shown in the statistics is the
amount before reduction by tax credits for: foreign taxes;
U.S. possessions tax; orphan drug research; the production or sale of fuels from nonconventional sources; general
business incentives, and the minimum tax. Regular and
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alternative tax is shown separately and included in total
income tax in the statistics.
A small number of returns without net income had an
income tax liability. The tax for those returns was included in
the statistics as regular income tax; it was not an alternative
tax. The tax resulted from:

(1)

special statutory provisions applicable to life insurance businesses; and
(2) the provisions under Code section 1504(c) allowing
corporations to elect to include their domestic insurance companies in consolidated tax returns. There
could be three separate components of this type of
consolidated return:
(a) non-insurance companies;
(b) life insurance companies; and
(c) property and casualty insurance companies.
While net income in the statistics represented the aggregate for the separate components of a return filed under a
1504(c) election, the tax was not computed using the
aggregate income for the return. The separate components
of the consolidation computed an income tax based on
their own taxable income. The consolidated income tax was
the sum of the tax computed by those separate components. Therefore, a deficit for one component could have
offset income from the other components having an income
tax liability.
Statistics for income tax do not reflect any adjustments to
the tax liability that may result from (a) audit examinations
and other enforcement activities and (b) the use of carryback provisions for:
(1) net operating losses and certain capital losses, which
generate adjustments to taxable income and consequently create adjustments to the tax liability; and
(2) unused foreign taxes and unused general business
credits which cause adjustments to income tax
through recomputed credits.
The use of these carryback provisions require that a
corporation file an amended income tax return. Amended
returns are excluded from the corporate sample.
Therefore, the statistics differ somewhat from the actual
income tax collections and the final income tax liability of
corporations for the Tax Year. Publication 55, Annual Report
of the Commissioner and Chief Counsel of Internal Revenue, contains income tax collection data on a fiscal year
basis as opposed to the income year basis used in this
publication. Publication 55 is available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, 20402.
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See "Total Income Tax" and "Income Tax After Credits" in
this section.
Income Tax After Credits (#)
Income tax after credits in the statistics represents total
income tax less the sum of credits for: foreign taxes; U.S.
possessions tax; orphan drug research; the production or
sale of fuels from nonconventional sources; general business incentives; and minimum tax.
See "Income Tax" and "Total Income Tax" in this section.
Intangible Assets
The total gross value (before the reduction by amounts of
accumulated amortization) of contracts, copyrights, formulas, licenses, patents, registered trademarks, research or
experimental expenditures and similar assets were included
in this category only if amortization (or depreciation) was
actually being taken. These assets could be amortized only
if they had a definite life and value.
Accumulated amortization represented the cumulative
adjustment to these intangible assets as shown on the
corporation's books of account. Amounts of accumulated
depreciation shown as adjustments to intangible assets are
included in the statistics with "Accumulated Amortization."

Interest
Taxable interest, a component of total receipts, was
received from obligations issued by the United States, its
agencies, or its instrumentalities. Also included in this item
were amounts received on loans, notes, mortgages, bonds,
bank deposits, tax refunds, and corporate bonds. The
amounts shown for this item were reduced by the amortizable bond premium, as defined under Code section 171.
For installment sales, interest received included amounts
stated in the contract and certain unstated amounts of
interest, as defined under Code section 483.
For Interest Charge Domestic International Sales Corporations (IC-DISC's), this item included "Interest on Producer's Loans" and "Other Interest". See the explanation of
"Domestic International Sales Corporation Returns" in this
section.
Interest on Government Obligations: State and Local
The interest on tax-exempt obligations issued by States,
municipalities and other local Governments, the District of
Columbia, and U.S. possessions, including Puerto Rico,
was not subject to the income tax. The amounts shown for
this item are reduced by the amortizable bond premium.

For statistical presentation, this interest is shown as part
of the income statement and is included in "Total Receipts."
Most corporations reported this tax-exempt interest in the
"Reconciliation of income per books with income per
returns" (see Schedule M-1 on the Form 1120 tax return
facsimile in section 6 of this report). Because of taxpayer
reporting variations this item could not always be identified
and therefore the state and local interest statistics may be
understated.
Interest Paid
These amounts include interest paid by corporations on
business indebtedness including amounts paid on installment purchases if they were stated in the contract, as well
as certain "unstated" amounts defined under Code section
483. For banking and savings institutions the amounts also
included interest paid on deposits and withdrawable
shares.

Inventories
Based on amounts reported on the balance sheet,
inventories included such items as raw materials, finished
and partially finished goods (work in progress), merchandise on hand or in transit, and growing crops reported as
assets by agricultural concerns. Inventories were generally
valued at cost or at the lower of cost or market price. When
valued at cost, inventories were generally identified by
first-in, first-out (FIFO) or last-in, first-out (LIFO) methods.
Amounts reported by mutual life insurance companies,
life insurance companies and life insurance departments of
mutual savings banks were excluded from inventories and
included in the statistics for "Other Current Assets."
Amounts reported by all security brokers and dealers and
by nonconsolidated commodity brokers, dealers and exchanges, and other holding and investment companies
(except bank holding companies) were excluded from
inventories and included in "Other Investments." For other
nonconsolidated corporations within the "Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate" industrial division and for all bank
holding companies, amounts reported as inventories were
excluded and included in "Other Current Assets."
See also "Cost of Sales and Operations."

investment Credit (#)
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 repealed the investment
credit for most taxpayers. For property placed in service
after December 31, 1985, no investment credit could be
claimed unless the property was:
(1) Transition property, for example, construction in
progress on December 31, 1985;
(2) Qualified progress expenditure property;
(3) Qualified timber property treated as section 38 property under Code section 48(a)(1)(F);
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(4) Certain rehabilitation property; or
(5) Business energy property.
No investment credit could be claimed for property, such
as, automobiles, delivery trucks, office equipment, and farm
equipment unless it was transition property on December
31, 1985, or it fell into one of the other categories listed
above.
The Tax Act also extended the business energy portion of
the investment credit for three years for solar, geothermal,
and ocean thermal property and for two years for biomass
property. The rehabilitation portion of the investment credit
was also modified. The allowable credit for rehabilitation
property was reduced; for older nonresidential buildings
from 15 or 20 percent of the qualified investment to 10
percent and for certified historic structures from 25 percent
to 20 percent.
For "qualified progress expenditures" property, a corporation could elect to claim an investment credit for taxable
years before the qualified property was placed in service.
For periods after 1985, the depreciable basis -of the -property was to be reduced by the full amount of the credit. Prior
to the " 1986 Act," a corporation could elect to reduce the
available credit rather than the basis of the property.
The investment credit (before limitations) for qualified
timber property was 10 percent of the qualified investment.
The credit for transition property and qualified progress
expenditure property was also 10 percent of the qualified
investment. However, for tax years beginning after June 30,
1987, a 35 percent reduction was to be applied to the
regular 10 percent investment credit for those properties.
The amount of the reduction could not be carried to any
other tax year. For tax years beginning before and ending
after July 1, 1987 the 35 percent reduction was computed
on a prorated basis for the number of months after June
1987 in the taxable year. Transition rules for carryover of the
reduction amount were established for these tax years.
Generally, investment credit property included the following:

(1)
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tangible personal property defined in Code section
48(a)(1). Tangible personal property comprised all
property contained in or attached to a building, such
as, machinery or equipment. Certain types of property, even though physically located outside a building or accessory to a building, were also considered
tangible personal property;
elevators and escalators;
other tangible property, including certain real property, used as an integral part of manufacturing,
production, or extraction, or used as a research
facility or bulk storage facility;

(4) livestock other than horses as long as not sold and
replaced by substantially identical animals during a
relatively short period of time;
(5) certain single-purpose agricultural or horticultural
structures defined in Code section 48(p);
(6) rehabilitation expenditures for qualified 30-year buildings, 40-year buildings, and certified historic structures;
(7) forestation and reforestation expenditures that are
amortizable under Code section 194; and
(8) petroleum storage facilities.
A corporation could also claim an investment credit for
certain vessels under special provisions of Code sections
46(g)(1) through (6) for certain maritime property.
Certain limitations on the credit were applicable to special
classes or kinds of corporations. Code section 46(e) limited
the applicability of the credit for mutual savings banks,
regulated investment companies and real estate investment
trusts. Limitations on investment credit for movie and television -films or tapes were defined under - Code section
48(k).
The investment credit could not reduce the tax from
recomputing prior-year investment credit; the additional tax
for tax preferences; the Personal Holding Company tax;
and the special capital gains tax of S corporations. (These
corporations were not eligible to claim the investment
credit, their investment was allocated among the stockholders who then claimed the credit.)
The investment credit was claimed as one of the components of the general business credit. For a discussion of the
income tax limitations and carryback and carryforward
provisions of the credit, see "General Business Credit," in
this section.
The investment credit is included (as a component) in the
general business credit shown in the tables. The components of the general business credit are shown separately in
Table 14; the regular investment credit shown does not
include the tentative business energy credit.

Investment Credit Carryover (#)
The 1984 Tax Reform Act provided that unexpired investment credit from each pre-1984 taxable year would be
combined with other credits into the general business credit
carryforward from each unused credit year to be carried to
post-1983 years. The carryforward period was not to
exceed 15 years from the year of the original unused credit.
The unused credit was applied first to the earliest of the
years to which it could be carried, and then to each of the
other tax years, in chronological order. Because the data in
this book do not include any information from amended
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returns, the statistics do not reflect any changes in tax
liability due to the use of investment credit carryback.

eligible work incentive employees; Or (9) qualified summer
youth employees, age 16 or 17, who first worked for the
corporation between May 1 and September 15, 1987.

See "Investment Credit".
In the Changes in Law and Regulations section, see
"Alternative Minimum Tax" and "Minimum Tax Credit."
Investment Qualified for Credit (#)
See "Investment Credit."
Investments in Government Obligations
This balance sheet asset item comprised (1) bonds or other
obligations of a State or U.S. possession (including Puerto
Rico), including obligations of political subdivisions and of the
District of Columbia, and (2) U.S. obligations, including those
of instrumentalities of the Federal Government.
Beginning with Tax Year 1987, the income tax returns for
mutual insurance companies were filed on the new Form
1120-PC. A separate schedule for reporting the balance
sheet data was provided as part of the new form. Tax Year
1987 was the first year for which balance sheet data could
be obtained from the income tax return for these companies. For previous Statistics of Income reports, the balance
sheet data were obtained from the annual statements
attached to the returns or from reference books.
For Tax Year 1987, mutual insurance companies frequently reported "Investments in Government Obligations"
as "Other Investments" on the income tax return. When
identified, the amounts were excluded from "Other Investments" and included in "Investments in Government Obligations" during statistical processing. Comparison of data
reported on the annual statement for prior years to that
reported on the tax return for 1987 indicated that "Investments in Government Obligations" may have been more
clearly identified on the annual statement than on the
income tax return. Thus for 1987, "Investments in Government Obligations" may be understated while "Other Investments" may be overstated to the extent that "Investments in
Government Obligations were not identified on the income
tax return.

Jobs Credit (#)
The credit was allowed to taxpayers who hired individuals
from any of the following targeted groups: (1) vocational
rehabilitation referrals; (2) economically disadvantaged
young adults; (3) Vietnam era veterans from an economically disadvantaged family; (4) federal, state, and local
welfare recipients; (5) general assistance recipients; (6)
economically-disadvantaged former felons; (7) youths participating in a qualified cooperative education program; (8)

The credit was taken with respect to wages paid to
employees who began work after December 31, 1985. The
credit was limited to the sum of: 40 percent of the first
$6,000 of "qualified first-year wages," 25 percent of the first
$6,000 of "qualified second-year wages" for employees
who began work before January 1, 1986, and 5 percent of
the first $3,000 of "qualified summer youth employee
wages," for work done in any 90-day period between May
1 and September 15.
The jobs credit was claimed as one of the components of
the general business credit. For a discussion of the income
tax limitations and carryback and carryforward provisions of
the credit, see "General Business Credit," in this section.
The jobs credit is included (as a component) in the
general business credit shown in the tables. The components of the general business credit are shown separately in
Table 14.
Land
Land, which was reported as a separate capital asset on
the balance sheet, may be understated in this report
because it could not always be identified. Some corporations may have included land as part of depreciable or
depletable assets or included it in "other investments."
Whenever corporations included and identified land as part
of depreciable assets, the amount was reclassified as land,
but land improvements remained as depreciable assets.
Loans from Stockholders
This balance sheet liability item was regarded as longterm in duration and included loans to the company from
holders of the company's stock.
Loans to Stockholders
This balance sheet asset item was regarded as long-term
in duration and included loans to persons who held stock in
the corporation.
Low-income Housing Credit (#)
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 introduced new credits for
owners of residential rental property providing low-income
housing. These credits replace existing tax incentives for
low-income housing such as preferential depreciating, fiveyear amortization of rehabilitation expenditures and special
treatment of construction period interest and taxes.
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The Tax Reform Act of 1986 provided a credit of 70
percent of the qualified basis of each new low-income
building placed in service during 1987 (30 percent in the
case of certain federally subsidized new buildings or certain
existing buildings purchased and placed in service). This
credit is taken over a 1 0-year period so that the value of the
10 annual credit amounts at the beginning of the credit
period equals 70 percent (or 30 percent) of the qualified
basis.
The maximum annual credit percentage for new buildings placed in service during 1987 was 9 percent for each
of the 10 years in the credit period (4 percent for federally
subsidized new buildings, and existing buildings). For
buildings placed in service after 1987 the credit percentage
was determined by the Internal Revenue Service.
The low-income housing credit can only be claimed for
residential rental projects that meet the requirements of one
of the following tests:
(1) 20 percent or more of the residential units in the
project must be both rent restricted and occupied by
individuals whose income is 50 percent or less of the
area median gross income, or
(2) 40 percent or more of the residential units in the
project must be both rent restricted and occupied by
individuals whose income is 60 percent or less of the
area median gross income.
A unit is "rent restricted" if the gross rent does not exceed
30 percent of the income limitation in (1) or (2) above for
individuals occupying the unit. A corporation may elect to
classify a project under either one of the above criteria.
Once made, the election is irrevocable.
The low-income housing credit was claimed as one of the
components of the general business credit. For a discussion of the income tax limitations and carryback and
carryforward provisions of the credit, see, "General Business Credit," in this section.
The low-income housing credit is included (as a component) in the general business credit shown in the tables. The
components of the general business credit are shown
separately in Table 14.
Members of Controlled Groups
Members of controlled groups were those corporations
related to one another generally through 80 percent or
more common stock ownership and which could file separate tax returns, under special provisions of the Code.
These provisions also effectively covered the filing prerequisites for most consolidated returns since the stock
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ownership requirement used to define an affiliated group
eligible to file a consolidated return was similar to the
controlled group ownership requirements. In computing
income tax, Code section 1561 limited the taxable income
brackets to a maximum amount in such brackets, whether
or not the group was included in a consolidated return. (See
"Consolidated Returns.")
The controlled group provisions applied when (1) a
common parent corporation had 80 percent or more
control of one or more chains of subsidiaries (parentsubsidiary group), or (2) five or fewer persons (individuals,
estates, or trusts), individually or in combination, had 80
percent or more control of each of two or more corporations, but where the sum of each person's "identical"
ownership in the group totaled more than 50 percent
(brother-sister group). "Identical" ownership was considered to be the lowest common percent of ownership of an
individual owner in each of the corporations comprising the
group. Thus, if a company had ownership in each corporation
in a given group and the smallest percent ownership was, for
example, 5 percent of corporation A, that company's identical
ownership in the entire group was considered to be 5 percent.
Combination groups were possible when a person or persons
controlled two or more corporations, one of which was the
parent of one or more subsidiary corporations.
Starting with taxable years beginning after December 31,
1980, insurance companies were allowed to be included in
a controlled group with noninsurance companies as long
as the noninsurance companies had been members of the
affiliated group for 5 taxable years (see "Consolidated
Returns"). Prior to 1981, two or more related life insurance
companies were required to be treated as a controlled
group separate from any other corporation to which they
were related. Interest Charge Domestic International Sales
Corporations (IC-DISC's) were generally members of controlled groups, however, control was defined in terms of 50
percent stock ownership. Foreign Sales Corporations
(FSC's) were also likely to be controlled group members,
however a FSC could not be a member of a controlled
group of corporations of which an IC-DISC was a member
at any time during the taxable year

Minimum Tax Credit (#)
Beginning in 1988, corporations could reduce their
regular income tax liability with a new tax credit-the
minimum tax credit, if an alternative minimum tax had been
paid for any year after 1986. The credit was designed to
prevent a dual tax from being imposed on the same
income. The dual tax could result from the imposition of tax
under the alternative and regular tax systems. Under the
alternative tax system, a corporation would be required to
pay a portion of tax that would otherwise be deferred under
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the regular system. Therefore the minimum tax credit could
act as a mechanism to coordinate the two tax systems.
The credit was allowed for a recomputed alternative
minimum tax from a prior year. The alternative minimum tax
was recomputed to disregard the carryover of investment
tax credits and three tax preference items: percentage
depletion, charitable contributions of appreciated property,
and tax exempt interest on bonds. The credit was limited to
the excess of regular tax after credits over the current year
tentative minimum tax. Any,unused portion of the minimum
tax credit could be carried forward indefinitely. There were
no carryback provisions for the minimum tax credit.
Since some of the returns included in this report had
accounting periods ending in 1988, a small amount of this
credit was included in the 1987 statistics.
Mortgage and Real Estate Loans
In general, mortgage and real estate loans were the total
amount a corporation loaned on a long-term basis, accepting mortgages, deeds of trust, land contracts, or other liens
on real estate as security.
Because the return form did not provide a separate place
for reporting any reserve for uncollectible mortgage and
real estate loan accounts, such reserves may have been
included in the "Allowance for Bad Debts," shown in this
report as an adjustment to "Notes and Accounts Receivable." If a corporation reported an uncollectible mortgage
and real estate loan reserve on a separate schedule, those
amounts were moved, in this report, to "Allowance for Bad
Debts. "
Mortgages, Notes, and Bonds Payable
These liabilities were separated on the balance sheet
according to the length of time to maturity of the obligations
payable in less than one year or payable in more than one
year. The length of time to maturity was based on the date
of the balance sheet rather than on the date of issue of the
obligations. Accordingly, long-term obligations, maturing
within the coming year were included together with shortterm obligations in the statistics for mortgages, notes, and
bonds payable in less than one year.

to the limitations described below. For assets acquired after
June 22, 1984, the 1984 Act decreased the long-term
capital gain holding period to "more than 6 months" from
the prior law's "more than one year" requirement. The
11 more than one year" holding period was scheduled to be
effective again for assets acquired after December 31,
1987. For assets purchased within this time period, any
recognized gain or loss eligible for capital gain or loss
treatment will qualify for long-term treatment only if the asset
has been held for more than six months. If the asset was
held for six months or less, the gain or loss will be
short-term.
Net short-term gains (reduced by net long-term losses) were
taxed as ordinary income. However, net long-term gains
(reduced by net short-term losses) were taxed at an alternative
rate of 28 or 34 percent, depending upon when the corporation's tax year began. See "Net Long-Term Capital Gains
Taxed at Alternative Rates" for further information.
Excess net losses could be carried back as short-term
losses to be applied against the net capital gains of the 3
preceding years; any losses remaining after carryback were
carried over the 5 succeeding years. Use of the carryback
for excess net losses was limited; it was not allowed to
increase or cause a deductible "net operating loss" for
prior years and was not allowed for foreign expropriation
capital losses (although a special carryover period of 10
years for such losses was allowed instead) or for capital
losses of S corporations electing to be taxed through their
shareholders. A net capital loss for a Regulated Investment
Company may be carried forward 8 years instead of 5
years. If the unused capital loss carryover was not eliminated within the prescribed span of years, it could not be
taken. Regardless of origin, all carrybacks and carryovers
are treated as short-term capital losses for carryback and
carryover puposes.
In general, "capital assets" for tax purposes meant
property regarded or treated as an investment, such as
stocks and bonds. Code section 1221 defined the capital
assets (or transactions) to which special treatment applied
as all property held by the corporation except:

(1)
(2)

Deposits and withdrawable shares may have been reported in mortgages, notes, and bonds payable by banks
and savings institutions. When identified, such amounts
were transferred to "Other Current Liabilities."
Net Capital Gains
Net capital gains represented the excess of gains over
losses from the sales or exchanges of capital assets subject

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

stock in trade, or property of a kind includable in
inventories;
property held for sale to customers in the ordinary
course of business;
notes and accounts receivable acquired in the ordinary course of business;
certain short-term Government obligations sold at a
discount;
depreciable property used in the trade or business;
real property used in the trade or business; and
certain copyrights, literary, musical, or artistic compositions or similar properties.
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Net gains from dispositions of some of the property types
excluded from the definition of capital assets under Code
section 1221 could receive capital gain treatment under
special conditions set forth in other sections, while net gains
from some of the property types included under the
definition could be denied capital gain treatment under still
other sections. The latter are referred to under the heading,
"Net Gain (or Loss), Noncapital Assets."
Property used in trade or business, excluded from the tax
definition of capital assets, received special treatment under
Code section 1231. Gains and losses from sales or other
dispositions of this property had to be aggregated first. If
the overall result was a net gain, it was treated as though it
was derived from the sale of a long-term capital asset and
was included in the computation of net long-term capital
gain or loss. If the overall result was a net loss each gain
and loss was treated as though it was not derived from the
sale of a capital asset and was included in the computation
of net gain or loss from sales of property other than capital
assets. Thus, a net gain under section 1231 could receive
the more beneficial treatment of a long-term capital gain
taxable at the alternative tax rate, while a net loss under
section 1231 could receive the more beneficial treatment as
an ordinary loss fully deductible against all types of income
and not just against capital gain income.
The types of property (or transactions) to which Code
section 1231 applied were:
(1) real and depreciable property used in the trade or
business, held for more than 6 months and not
includable in inventory or not held for sale in the
ordinary course of business;
(2) timber cut by the taxpayer during the year, if owned,
or held under contract to cut, for more than 6 months
and if an election was made under Code section 631
to treat the cutting as a sale or exchange of property
used in trade or business (the holding period was
measured up to the time of cutting);
(3) domestic iron ore, timber, or coal, held for more than
6 months if disposed of under a royalty contract
whereby the owner retained an economic interest in
the property, so that under Code section 631, the net
gain or loss on the royalty income was treated as a
net gain or loss on a sale or exchange of property
used in trade or business;
(4) unharvested crops disposed of with the land on
which they were growing and used in the business of
farming if the land was held for more than 6 months
and
(5) certain livestock.
The amounts of gain eligible for capital gains treatment
under Code section 1231 was reduced in the case of
certain real and depreciable property by Code sections
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1245, 1251, 1252, and 1254, and in the case of certain
mining property, by section 617.
Net gains and certain net losses under Code section
1231 also resulted from "involuntary conversions:' not only
of the property types or transactions otherwise covered by
Code section 1231, but also of the capital assets defined in.
Code section 1221, if they were held for more than 6
months. Gain or loss from involuntary conversions such as
by condemnation were included in the regular consolidation of Code section 1231 gains and losses previously
described. However, a separate netting of gains and losses
was required for involuntary conversions by theft, or from
fire, storm, shipwreck or other casualty, whether insured or
uninsured. If the result was a net loss, it was treated as a
fully deductible loss (without regard to other Code section
1231 transactions) and was excluded from the capital gain
statistics. If, on the other hand, the result was a net gain,
then it was consolidated with other gains and losses under
Code section 1231. See the discussions of "Net Gain (or
Loss), Noncapital Assets" and "Other Deductions."
See-also, "Additional Tax for Tax Preferences."
Net Gain (or Loss), Noncapital Assets (#)
In general, "noncapital assets" related to property of a
business nature. The computation of net gain or loss,
noncapital assets, resulted mostly from the sale or exchange of: (1) certain depreciable, depletable, and real
property (described below); (2) notes and accounts receivable acquired in the ordinary course of business for services rendered or from the sale of property includable in
inventory, or ordinarily held for sale; (3) certain copyrights,
literary, musical, or artistic compositions or similar properties; (4) securities by dealers; (5) securities, including
Government obligations, and other evidence of indebtedness, such as convertible debentures, by banking, savings,
and certain other financial institutions; (6) certain patents,
inventions or designs, secret formulas or processes, and
similar property rights by domestic corporations to their
m o re-than-50- percent owned foreign subsidiaries; and (7)
qualified export assets by Domestic International Sales
Corporations (DISC's). Also included in the computation
were amounts resulting from certain "involuntary conversions" including net losses from casualty and theft, and
amounts resulting from certain sales, exchanges, or redemptions of Controlled Foreign Corporation stock (see
"Dividends Received from Foreign Corporations").
As explained under "Net Capital Gains," a net gain from
dispositions of (or certain transactions involving) specified
types of business assets that were considered noncapital
assets based on Code section 1221 could receive capital
gains treatment under section 1231. Gains and losses from
these dispositions or transactions first had to be aggre-
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gated. If the overall result was a net gain, it was included in the
computation of net long-term capital gain, but if the overall
result was a net loss, it was included in the computation of net
gain or loss, noncapital assets. The special treatment in this
computation of gains and losses resulting from involuntary
conversions, due mostly to casualty and theft, is described
under "Net Capital Gains." Form 4797, Supplemental Schedule of Gains and Losses, called for net losses from casualty
and theft to be included in the computation of "net gain or
loss, noncapital assets" (although some corporations reported
them in "other deductions").
The amount of gains (but not losses) on dispositions of
property includable in the computation of net gain or loss
under Code section 1231, was limited as a result of sections
1245,1250,1252, 1254 (described below), and 617. To the
extent the amount eligible for capital gains treatment was
thereby reduced, the amount included in the statistics for
net gain or loss, noncapital assets, was increased.
Code sections 1245 and 1250 applied to certain depreciable property. Section 1252 prescribed additional rules
for much of this same property if it was used in the business
of farming, as well as for certain other types of property
used in farming and covered under section 1231. Section
617 applied to certain depletable property.
Code sections 1245 and 1250:
The depreciable property to which Code section 1245
applied was: (1) personal property other than livestock
whether tangible (such as machinery and equipment) or,
intangible (such as patents and copyrights); and (2) other
tangible property including certain realty other than buildings and their structural components, if it was an integral
part of specified business activities, or which constituted
research or storage facilities used in connection with such
activities. The business activities qualifying were manufacturing, production, or the providing of transportation, communications, electrical energy, gas, water, or sewage disposal services.
The depreciable property to which Code section 1250
applied was real property not already covered by section
1245. In general, this property consisted of buildings and
their structural components, in the case of tangible property; or leaseholds of land, in the case of intangible
property. The Tax Reform Act of 1984 changed the recovery
period for property defined as section 1250 class property.
The Act extended the recovery period from 15 to 18 years
for certain realty placed in service after March 15, 1984. A
further explanation of section 1250 property is contained in
the Explanation of Terms section of this report under
"Depreciation."
The amount of gain on dispositions of depreciable property under Code sections 1245 and 1250, treated as

ordinary income and included in the statistics for net gain or
loss, noncapital assets, generally depended upon the
amount of depreciation claimed on the asset after a certain
date prior to its disposition, although other factors were also
considered in the case of section 1250 dispositions.
Under Code section 1245, the amount of gain treated as
ordinary income was based on the depreciation (or amortization in the case of defense "emergency facilities")
allowed or allowable after 1961 (after 1963 for elevators and
escalators and after 1969 for livestock (including furbearing animals such as chinchillas, minks, and foxes)).
This "depreciation recapturd' applied to dispositions of
property made during taxable years beginning after 1962
(after 1963 for elevators and escalators and after 1969 for
livestock).
Under Code section 1250, the amount of gain treated as
ordinary income was based, in general, on the excess of
accelerated over straight-line depreciation allowed or allowable after 1963. However, this "depreciation recaptur6'was
further qualified in the case of depreciation taken during
1963-69 so that if the property was held for more than 20
months, the "recapture" was further reduced to a proportion of this difference until, when the property was held for
10 years, the "recapture" as ordinary gain was not applicable at all. For depreciation taken after 1969, these
qualifications were rescinded (with certain exceptions for
residential rental housing, housing rehabilitation expenditures, and Government subsidized housing), so that the
entire amount of post-1969 excess depreciation was "recaptured" as ordinary income.
Code sections 1252:
Under Code section 1252, net gain or loss from noncapital assets included ordinary gains from the sale or other
disposition of certain types of farm lands which would
otherwise have been eligible for long-term capital gain
treatment under section 1231. Dispositions already regarded as ordinary gain or loss using section 1250 rules
were excluded.
This recapture was based on a declining annual percentage of total post-1969 deductions for expenditures. The
percentage was reduced to zero when land was held for 10
years or more, at which time the additional recapture did
not apply.
Code section 1254:
Code section 1254 required recapture of amounts deducted for intangible drilling expenses on productive wells
to the extent that those amounts deducted exceeded the
amounts which were allowable had the intangible drilling
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expenses been capitalized and amortized over the useful
life of the well. This was in addition to the requirement that
the gain on the sale of oil and gas property be recognized
as ordinary income to the extent of depreciation of tangible
personal property.
Code section 617:
Under Code section 617, corporations engaged in domestic mining operations that elected to claim unlimited
deductions for exploration and development expenses
(except for oil and gas) had to "repay" their post-1969
deductions when the mine reached the producing stage or
when it was sold. If the mine was sold, the profit was treated
as an ordinary net gain from a noncapital asset to the extent
that the gain was equal to or less than any post-1969
deductions not already "recaptured" prior to the sale. Such
gains are reflected in the statistics for net gain (or loss),
noncapital assets. Any net gain in excess of the deductions
was a net gain under section 1231, and eligible for capital
gains treatment.
Net income (or Deficit) (#)
This was the difference between gross receipts and the
ordinary and necessary business deductions allowed by
the Code, and reflected not only actual receipts but "constructive" receipts (i.e., certain income from Controlled
Foreign Corporations and foreign dividend income resulting from foreign taxes deemed paid) as well. Interest from
State and local government obligations was excluded from
this item.
The statistics for net income are generally larger than the
amounts shown for "Income Subject to Tax." Certain
statutory special deductions including the net operating
loss deduction were allowed most corporations in computing their income subject to tax. Income subject to tax is
derived by reducing net income by the statutory special
deductions.

States. Income is considered effectively connected if the
corporation has a fixed place of business in the United
States and the income is attributable to that place of
business.
For insurance companies other than life subject to tax
under Code section 831, the net income (or deficit) in this
report is the sum of investment income, -the statutory
underwriting income, and certain other statutory receipts
unique to these companies reduced by the ordinary business deductions and certain other statutory deductions.
Some small insurance companies other than life could
elect to compute income tax on their taxable investment
income only. Under the election, they were not required to
report underwriting income. To make the election the
company's net or direct written premiums were required to
be over $350,000 but not over $1,200,000. Therefore, the
statistics for net income included only net investment
income for those companies.
In the statistics, the net income (or deficit) for life insurance companies, consisted of the gain or loss from operations adjusted by adding back the special deductions for
dividends received and for operating losses incurred. Gain
or loss from operations included both underwriting and
investment income, reduced by ordinary business deductions, additions to required reserves, certain other statutory
deductions unique to these companies, and deductions for
dividends received and operating losses incurred.
Net Long-Term Capital Gain Reduced by Net
Short-Term Capital Loss
See "Net Capital Gains" in this section.
Net Long-Terrn Capital Gain Taxed at Alternative Rate (#)
This part of the tax base was used for the tax computation
for those returns using the alternative tax rate. The alternative method, allowed under Code section 1201, was used if
it provided a lower tax liability than did the use of the tax
rates on total taxable income. The alternative tax on capital
gains was repealed by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. See the
Changes in Law and Regulations section. See also, the
discussions of "Income Subject to Tax" and "Income Tax:'
in this section.

Included in the net income statistics are amounts from
the trade or business activities of S corporations (although
the income was primarily taxable to the shareholders).- Only
certain long-term capital gains and gains from previous
years as a C corporation were taxable to S corporations.
Also, included are amounts from Interest Charge Domestic
International Sales Corporations (IC-DISC's); these corporations were not taxable. Net income from Foreign Sales
Corporations (FSC's) also was included. For FSC's net
income (or deficit) represents the amount after an exemption of certain foreign trade income and Subpart F income
taxable to its corporate owners.

Income subject to tax for returns with alternative tax was
the sum of (1) net long-term capital gain (reduced by net
short-term capital loss), and (2) income taxed at regular
rates (the balance of taxable income).

These statistics also include "effectively connected
income~' of foreign corporations operating in the United

For most corporations, use of the alternative tax did not
affect the amount shown as "Income Subject to Tax."
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However, when net long-term capital gain (reduced by net
short-term capital loss) was greater than taxable income
(net income minus statutory special deductions), the alternative rate (28 percent) applied to the capital gains was less
than the regular rates applied to taxable income. Therefore,
the capital gains, rather than taxable income, became the
tax base and was used for the "Income Subject to Tax"
statistics.
Use of the alternative tax rate was eliminated for tax years
beginning in 1987 when the lower corporate tax rates came
into effect. However, a transitional rule applied to corporations with tax years which began in 1986 and ended by
June 30, 1987. In this case, the tax on the net capital gain
was the sum of 28 percent of the lesser of its pre-January 1,
1987 net capital gain or its net capital gain for the total year
plus 34 percent of any excess of net capital gain for the tax
year over the amount of net capital gain taken into account
above.

Net Short-Term Capital Gain Reduced by Net
Long-Term Capital Loss
See "Net Capital Gains" in this section.

Net Worth (#)
Net worth represented the stockholders' equity in the
corporation (total assets minus the claims of creditors). In
the statistics, net worth comprises the net sum of the
following items:
(1) capital stock;
(2) paid-in or capital surplus;
(3) retained earnings, appropriated;
(4) retained earnings, unappropriated;
(5) less the cost of treasury stock;
Four additional items are included in net worth for
corporations filing Form 11 20S:
(6) accumulated adjustments account;
(7) other adjustments account;
(8) other retained earnings, 1120S; and
(9) shareholders' undistributed taxable income.
Each of these items is explained under its own heading in
this section.

Noncallendar Year Returns
Returns filed for a 12 month accounting period ending in
other than December were included in this classification.
Figure B in section 1 shows the percentage of returns filed
for each of the accounting periods covered in this report.

Nonconventionall Source Fuel Credit
Prior to 1980, no income tax credit was available for the
production and sale of fuel derived from energy sources
other than oil and conventional sources of natural gas.
Congress believed that the use of fuels derived from other
energy sources should be encouraged by providing a tax
incentive for their production and sale. Currently a credit is
allowed for the sale of qualified fuels produced from a
nonconventional source. Because these alternative fuels
frequently compete with oil and gas, Congress believed
that production incentives should be linked to the uncontrolled price of domestic oil and should phase out as that
price rose to the level where efficiently produced alternative
fuels could compete effectively with oil.
In general, the amount of credit is equal to $3 for each
quantity of fuel that would yield energy equal to that of a
barrel of oil, the so-called barrel-of-oil equivalent which is
approximately 5.8 million British Thermal Units (BTU's). The
Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980 provided a tax
credit for the domestic production and sale of qualified fuels
to unrelated persons. Such fuels generally had to be
produced and sold after December 31, 1979, and before
January 1, 2001, from facilities placed in service after
December 31, 1979, and before January 1, 1990, or from
wells drilled after December 31, 1979, and before January
1, 1990, on properties which began production after December 31, 1979. Only production within the U.S. or a U.S.
possession is taken into account.
The credit was available for production and sale of the
following:
(1) fuel produced from shale and tar sands;
(2) gas produced from geopressurized brine, Devonian
shale, coal seams, or a tight formation;
(3) gas produced from biomass;
(4) liquid, gaseous, or solid synthetic fuel (including
alcohol) produced from coal (including lignite), including such fuels when used as feedstocks;
(5) qualifying processed wood fuels; and
(6) steam from solid agricultural byproducts (not including timber byproducts).
The tax credit was to be phased out proportionately as
the annual average wellhead price for a barrel of uncontrolled domestic oil (the "reference price") rose, adjusted for
inflation. The reference price was to be estimated by the
Secretary of the Treasury and published, together with the
inflation adjustment factor, by April of the year following that
for which the credit was to be computed. The inflation
adjustment factor is a fraction of which the numerator is the
gross national product (GNP) implicit price deflator for the
calendar year and the denominator is the GNP implicit
price deflator for 1979.
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Nonqualifying Interest and Dividends (#)

Number of Returns

T his was an income item for an S corporation. Nonqualifying
- interest was taxable interest that was included in
ordinary income from all sources. It did not include interest
exempt from tax and interest on tax-free convenant bonds.
Nonqualifying dividends were taxable dividends that were
included in ordinary income and for which the individual
shareholder was not entitled to an exclusion under section
116. These include taxable dividends from controlled foreign corporations, exempt organizations, farmer's cooperatives, regulated investment companies and real estate
investment trusts.

Returns of inactive corporations were excluded from the
statistics. (See "Returns of Inactive Corporations.") The
numberof Form 11 20-IC-DISC 11 20-FSC and Form 11 20S
returns filed, respectively, by Interest Charge Domestic
International Sales Corporations, Foreign Sales Corporations and S corporations are included in each total number
(except for those tables which specifically exclude these
returns) and are also shown separately in some of the
tables.

Nonqualifying interest and dividends were not reported
as a separate line item on the 1987 Form 1120-S and are
not shown separately in the tables in this report. However,
they are included in other receipts.

Notes and Accounts Receivable
In general, notes and accounts receivable were the gross
amounts arising from business sales or services to customers on credit during the ordinary course of trade or business which would normally be converted to cash within 1
year. Current nontrade receivables were generally included
in "Other Current Assets." This category includes certificates of deposit, commercial paper, charge accounts,
current intercompany receivables, property improvement
loans, and trade acceptances. For Form 11 20-FSC, notes
and accounts receivable include commissions receivable.
The balance sheets on most corporation income tax
forms called for the reporting of both "gross" receivables
and the "allowance for bad debts" (explained under a
separate heading in this section). However, some corporations reported only the net amount. In the case of insurance
companies filing balance sheets in the form required under
State law, only the net amount was reported.

See also "Consolidated Returns" and "Returns of Active
Corporations."

Orphan Drug Credit
Orphan drug credit was a credit against tax for an
amount equal to 50 percent of the qualified clinical testing
expenses of certain drugs for rare disease or conditions. In
- order to claim the credit, -the expenses must-have been for
a drug that was designated as an orphan drug under
Section 526 of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act.
Form 6765 is used for claiming the orphan drug credit. The
income tax against which the credit was applied was the
remaining U.S. income tax after reductions by the foreign
tax and possessions tax credits.

Other Adjustments Account
The other adjustments account was maintained only by S
corporations that had retained earnings at year end. The
account was adjusted for tax-exempt income and nondeductible expenses of the corporation. After these adjustments the account was reduced for distributions made
during the tax year.

Other Assets
Loans and mortgages may have been reported in notes
and accounts receivable by savings and loan associations.
When identified, such mortgage loans were transferred to
"Mortgage and Real Estate Loans."
The "Allowance for Bad Debts," shown as an adjustment,
may also include the reserves for the separate account
"Mortgage and Real Estate Loans." As a result, it was
possible for the "Allowance for Bad Debts" to exceed the
amount of notes and accounts receivable.
In those tables where the item "Notes and Accounts
Receivable, Net" appears, the amount shown includes a
deduction of "Allowance for Bad Debts."
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In general, other assets comprised noncurrent assets
which were not allocable to a specific account on the
balance sheet, and certain accounts for which no distinction could be made between current and noncurrent status.
Both tangible and intangible assets are included in this
category.
Includable were items such as deposits on contracts
reported as noncurrent by the corporation, interest discounts when reported as noncurrent by the corporation,
and guaranty deposits. Other assets of life insurance companies included the market value of real estate and that
portion of stock and bond holdings in excess of book value.
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For Interest Charge Domestic International Sales Corporations (IC-DISC's), this item also included "nonqualified
assets" (i.e., assets that were not export-related or that
failed to meet the requirements indicated for "qualified
export assets" in Code section 993). It does not include any
asset with a life of less than one year, nor any asset properly
considered an investment.
Other Capital Assets Less Reserves
This item, shown in Tables 6 and 7, consisted of depletable assets less accumulated depletion, land and intangible assets less accumulated amortization. Each is described separately under its own heading in this section.

For construction corporations, amounts for uncompleted
contracts or jobs in progress were included in this item, if
reported as current.
Beginning with Tax Year 1987, the income tax returns for
mutual insurance companies were filed on the new Form
1120-PC. A separate schedule for reporting the balance
sheet data was provided as part of the new form. Tax Year
1987 was the first year for which balance sheet data could
be obtained from the income tax return for these companies. For previous Statistics of Income reports, the balance
sheet data were obtained from the annual statements
attached to the returns or from reference books.

This amount, shown in Table 8, was the total of overpaid
windfall profits tax, credit for tax paid by regulated investment companies and federal tax on special fuels and oils.
Each is explained under its own heading in this section.

For Tax Year 1987, mutual insurance companies frequently included "Losses" in "Other Liabilities" on the
income tax return. Whereas in prior years, "Losses" were
reported on the annual statement and included in "Other
Current Liabilities" during statistical processing. Thus for
1987, "Other Current Liabilities" may be understated while
"Other Liabilities" may be overstated, compared to prior
year data obtained from the annual statement.

Other Current Assets

Other Deductions (#)

Other current assets included assets not allocable to a
specific current account on the balance sheet, and assets
specifically reported as short-term by the corporation.

Other deductions comprised (1) business expenses
which were not allocable to a specific deduction item on the
return form, or which were not included elsewhere on the
return form, and (2) certain amounts which were given
special treatment in the course of statistical processing, and
(3) the amount for salaries and wages reported on the
return form.

Other Credits and Payments

Includable were marketable securities, prepaid expenses
(unless reported as long-term), nontrade receivables, coupons and dividends receivable, and similar items, For construction corporations, amounts reported as current for contract work in progress in excess of billings were includable.
Also includable in other current assets were amounts
reported as inventories on nonconsolidated returns of
banks, credit agencies, insurance companies, insurance
agents, brokers, real estate operators, lessors, condominium management and cooperative housing associations.
Also, inventories for all bank holding companies were
included.
Other Current Liabilities (#)
Other current liabilities included certain amounts due and
payable within the coming year. The account comprised
accrued expenses, as well as current payables not arising
from the purchase of goods and services. Examples of
other current liabilities were taxes accrued or payable,
accrued employee accounts such as for payrolls and
contributions to benefit plans, dividends payable, overdrafts, accrued interest or rent, and deposits and withdrawable shares of banking and savings institutions, if not
reported as long-term by the corporation.

The first category included such items as administrative,
general, and selling expenses; bonuses and commissions
(unless reported as cost of goods or salaries and wages);
delivery, freight, and shipping expenses; sales discounts;
travel and entertainment expenses; utility expenses not
reported as part of the cost of goods sold; and similar items.
The second category included amortization of intangible
drilling costs, unrealized profit on current-year installment
sales, direct pensions (paid by a company to an individual
but not to pension plans), employee welfare (but not
payments to welfare or benefit plans), moving expenses (for
employees), partnership net losses, and patronage dividends paid. Also included were itemized business deductions and other deductions unique to Interest Charge
Domestic International Sales Corporations (IC-DISC's), Foreign Sales Corporations (FSC's), life and property and
casualty insurance companies. In the case of IC-DISC's,
the statistics include deductions such as those for market
studies, sales commissions, and freight and other expenses
(whether or not they were considered export promotion
expenses). For corporations filing a Form 11 20-A, advertis103
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ing, depletion, and deductions for pension, profit-sharing and
employee benefit plans are included in Other Deductions.

sheet data were obtained from the annual statements
attached to the returns or from reference books.

The statistics for other deductions may include losses
resulting from involuntary conversions by theft, or from fire,
storm, shipwreck, or other casualty, if these losses were
reported in the taxpayer's own schedule for other deductions. For the statistics, no attempt was made to transfer the
data to the ordinary gains or losses computation. Losses
from involuntary conversions which were reported as ordinary losses derived from Form 4797, Supplemental Schedule of Gains and Losses, were included in the estimates for
"Net Gain (or Loss), Noncapitai Assets." See also the
discussion under "Net Capital Gains" in this section.

For Tax Year 1987 mutual insurance companies frequently reported "Investments in Government Obligations"
on the income tax return as "Other Investments". When
identified, the amounts were excluded from "Other Investments" and included in "Investments in Government Obligations" during statistical processing. Comparison of data
reported on the annual statement for prior years to that
reported on the tax return for 1987 indicated that "Investments in Government Obligations" may have been more
clearly identified on the annual statement than on the
income tax return. Thus for 1987, "Other Investments" may
be overstated while "Investments in Government Obligations" may be understated to the extent that "Investments in
Government Obligations" may not have been identified.

Other Investments (#)
This category generally included long-term nonGovernment investments and certain investments for which
no distinction could be ma de as to their current or longterm nature. Non-Government investments generally not
held for conversion to another form within the coming year
included stocks, bonds, loans on notes or bonds, loans to
subsidiaries, and other types of financial securities. Also
included in this category were investments unique to Interest Charge Domestic International Sales Corporations (ICDISC's), such as investments in related foreign export
corporations, Export-Import Bank obligations, and producer's loans.
Real estate not reported as a fixed asset could also be
included. In certain instances, land and buildings owned by
real estate operators (except lessors of real property other
than buildings), and real holdings of insurance carriers
(other than their home office and branch office buildings
and equipment), were reported as "other investments."
In one respect the statistics may be somewhat overstated. Treasury stock held for resale or for future distribution-may have been reported as an asset on some tax
returns and would have been included in the statistics for
"Other Investments."
Also included in other investments were amounts reported as inventories on nonconsolidated returns of holding
and other investment companies (except operating holding
companies); and security and commodity brokers, dealers,
and exchanges.
Beginning with Tax Year 1987, the income tax returns for
mutual insurance companies were filed on the new Form
11 20-PC. A -separate schedule for reporting the balance
sheet data was provided as part of the new form. Tax Year
1987 was the first year for which balance sheet data could
be obtained from the income tax return for these companies. For previous Statistics of Income reports, the balance
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Other Investments and Loans
This item, shown in Tables 6, 7 and 10, is the sum of loans
to stockholders, mortgage and real estate,loans, and other
investments. Each is described separately under its own
heading in this section.
Other Liabilities (#)
Other liabilities were obligations which were not allocable
to a specific account on the balance sheet and which were
either noncurrent accounts, in general not due within 1
year, or accounts which could not be identified as either
current or long-term. Included are the excess of reserves for
amortization, depreciation, depletion over the asset accounts they are shown against.
Examples of other liabilities were deferred or unearned
income not reported as part of a current account, provisions for future taxes based on the effects of either accelerated depreciation or possible income tax adjustments
such as for the investment credit, and principal amounts of
employee and similar funds. Accounts and notes payable,
borrowed securities, commissions, intercompany accounts,
loans, overdrafts, and unearned income are also included.
Beginning with Tax Year 1987, the income tax returns for
mutual insurance companies were filed on the new Form
1120-PC. A separate schedule for reporting the balance
sheet data was provided as part of the new form. Tax Year
1987 was the first year for which balance sheet data could
be obtained from the income tax return for these companies. For previous Statistics of Income reports, the balance
sheet data were obtained from the annual statements
attached to the returns or from reference books.
For Tax Year 1987, mutual insurance companies frequently included "Losses" in "Other Liabilities" on the
income tax return. Whereas in prior years, "Losses" were
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reported on the annual statement and included in "Other
Current Liabilities" during statistical processing. Thus for
1987, "Other Liabilities" may be overstated while "Other
Current Liabilities" may be understated, compared to prior
year data obtained from the annual statement.

1120S only if it had ending balances in appropriated or
unappropriated retain earnings prior to the current tax year

Other Receipts (#)

Overpaid Windfall Profit Tax (#)

Other receipts included amounts not elsewhere reported
on the return form, such as: profits from sales of commodities other than the principal commodity in which the
corporation dealt; income from minor operations; cash
discounts; income from claims, license rights, judgments,
and joint ventures; net amount earned under operating
agreements; profit from commissaries; profit on prior-years'
collections (installment basis); profit on the purchase of a
corporation's own bonds; recoveries of losses and bad
debts previously claimed for tax purposes; refunds for the
cancellation of contracts; and income from sales of scrap,
salvage, or waste. Also regarded as other receipts were
certain dividends received, such as from Federal Reserve
and Federal Home Loan Banks, and from the following
special classes of corporations: corporations deriving a
large percent of their gross income from sources within a
U.S. possession; and tax-exempt charitable, educational,
religious, scientific and literary organizations, and mutual
and cooperative societies including farmers' cooperatives.
Payments with respect to security loans and net foreign
currency gains for regulated investment companies and the
gross rents from real property of real estate investment trust
companies were also included in other receipts, as well as
the nonqualifying interest and dividends of S corporations.

A corporation that overpaid its windfall profit tax could
claim a tax credit for such overpayment as a credit on its
income tax return. The windfall profit tax was a federal
excise tax on the "windfall" profit from domestically produced crude oil. For newly discovered oil, the tax rate was
22.5 percent in 1987. Although the producer of oil was
liable for the tax, the first purchaser of the oil generally
withheld the tax and deposited it. The producer could claim
any overwithholding as a credit against its income tax.

For Interest Charge Domestic International Sales Corporations (IC-DISC's), other receipts comprised all "nonqualified" gross receipts reported on the return except nonqualified dividends. In addition, in the case of IC-DISC's acting
as commission agents for someone else, only the commissions earned and not the underlying gross receipts on
which the commissions were earned were included in the
statistics. Nonqualified gross receipts thus took into account:
(1) sales of goods and services for ultimate use or consumption in the United States; (2) exports subsidized by the U.S.
Government; (3) certain direct or indirect sales or leases for
use by the U.S. Government; and (4) sales to other IC-DISC's
in the same controlled group of corporations.
See also "Business Receipts."
Other Retained Earnings, 1120S (#)
Other retained earnings, 1120S, include the appropriated and unappropriated retained earnings accumulated in
prior years when the S Corporation was a C corporation or
a "small business corporation" prior to 1983. Generally, the
S Corporation will have a balance in Retained Earnings,

This item was previously included in the statistics as
"Retained Earnings, 1120S."

Overpaid windfall profits tax credit is shown in Table 13.
Overpayments Claimed as a Credit (#)
This was the amount of the 1986 overpayment the
corporation specifically requested to be credited to the
1987 year's estimated tax, in lieu of requesting a refund in
1986. The credit is reflected in the amount shown as
estimated tax payments in Table 8.
Paid-in or Capital Surplus
This balance sheet item comprised additions to the
corporation's capital from sources other than earnings.
These sources included appreciation of assets, receipts
from the sale of capital stock in excess of stated value, stock
redemptions or conversions, and similar transactions. The
amounts shown are after deducting any negative amounts.
Part-Year Returns
Part-year returns were those filed for accounting periods
of less than 12 months. Such returns were filed as a result
of business liquidations, reorganizations, mergers, and
changes to new accounting periods. Figure B in section 1
shows the percentage of returns filed for each of the
accounting periods covered in this report. Data from partyear returns are included in the statistics.
Payments With Applications for Extension of Filing
Time (Form 7004)
These statistics were derived from the income tax returns
rather than from the application for extension of time to file,
Form 7004. The automatic extension of time to file a
corporate tax return is 6 months.
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Requesting the extension of time to file the return did not
postpone the payment of tax. When an extension was filed
on Form 7004, the full amount of tax liability was due.
The statistics may be slightly understated because of
taxpayer reporting variations and because of the inability to
identify the total amount from the tax returns.
Pension, Profit-Sharing, Stock Bonus, and Annuity
Plans
Employers who maintain a pension, profit-sharing or
other funded deferred compensation plan are required to
file a Form 5500, 5500-C, 5500-R, or 5500EZ depending
on the number of participants. Contributions made by
employers to these plans were deductible under Code
section 404. The statistics for this item include such
amounts identified in the cost of sales and operations
schedules. Excess contributions could be carried over to
succeeding years.
Personal Holding Company Tax
In addition to being subject to regular income tax and
alternative minimum tax, corporations classified as personal
holding companies were subject to another tax equal to 50
percent of their "undistributed personal holding company
income." A corporation is taxed as a personal holding
company under Section 542 if at least 60 percent of its
adjusted ordinary gross income for the tax year is personal
holding company income and at any time during the last
half of the tax year more than 50 percent in value of its
outstanding stock is owned directly or indirectly by not
more than five individuals.
The personal holding company tax is a tax on undistributed personal holding company income which is taxable
income with certain adjustments, minus the dividends paid
deduction. Since most personal holding companies distribute all of their personal holding company income, only a
small number were actually subject to the tax. In addition,
the tax is slightly understated because the personal holding
company tax was not always reported separately from the
regular income tax.
The tax appears in the statistics for industries other than
"Holding and Other Investment Companies" because a
personal holding company could be a subsidiary included
in a consolidated return classified in some other industry.
The following corporations are exempt from personal holding tax: corporations exempt from income tax, banks,
domestic building and loan associations, life insurance and
security companies, certain lending and finance companies, foreign personal holding companies, and certain
small business investment companies.
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Real Estate Investment Trust (#)
Certain corporations, trusts, or associations can make an
election to be taxed as a real estate investment trust (REIT).
To qualify as a real estate investment trust, the trust must
meet certain ownership, purpose, income and diversification requirements. A beneficial ownership of the trust must
be established through transferable shares or transferable
certificates of beneficial interest. The beneficial ownership
must be held by 100 or more persons, however, this rule
does not apply for the first tax year of the trust. The trust
cannot be closely held i.e, five or fewer persons cannot hold
ownership of more than 50 percent of the trust. This rule
does not apply for the first tax year of the trust.
To qualify as a real estate investment trust for any tax year,
the trust must also meet certain gross income and diversification of investment requirements. These requirements
are established through limitations on income. The limitations are imposed on the components of income and
percentages of total gross income from certain components. For the purpose of computing the limitations, certain
prohibited income is excluded from the total gross income.
At least 95 percent of the total gross income of a real
estate investment trust must be from (a) dividends, (b)
interest, (c) rents from real property, (d) gain from the sale of
stock, securities, and real property, (e) abatements and
refunds of taxes on real property, (f) income and gain from
foreclosure property, (g) gain from the sale of a real estate
asset which is not a prohibited asset, and (h) amounts
received or accrued as consideration for entering into
agreements:
(1) to make loans secured by mortgages (on real property or on interest in real property); or
(2) to purchase or lease real property (including interest
in real property and interest in mortgages on real
property).
At least 75 percent of the total gross income of a real
estate investment trust must be derived from (a) rents from
real property, (b) interest on obligations secured by mortgages on real property (or on interests in real property) (c)
gain from the sale of real property which is not prohibited
property (including interests in real property and interest in
mortgages on real property) (d) dividends and gain from
the sale of transferable shares (or transferable certificates of
beneficial interest) in other qualified real estate investment
trusts (e) abatements and refunds of taxes on real property,
(f) income and gain from foreclosure property, (g) amounts
received or accrued as consideration for entering, into
agreements: (1) to make loans secured by mortgages on
real property or on interests in real property or (2) to
purchase or lease real property (including interests in real
property and interests in mortgages on real property), and
(h) gain from the sale of a real estate asset which is not a
prohibited sale.
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Less than 30 percent of the total gross income of a real
estate investment trust can be derived from the sale or other
disposition of (a) stock or securities held for less than one
year (b) property in a transaction which is a prohibited
transaction, and (c) real property (including interests in real
property and interests in mortgages on real property) held
for less than four years other than: (1) property converted
involuntarily or in compliance with tax laws and (2) property
which is foreclosure property.
A real estate investment trust must also meet certain
asset requirements at the close of each quarter of a taxable
year. At least 75 percent of its total assets must consist of
real estate assets, cash, and cash items (including receivables), and Government securities. No more than 25 percent of its total assets can consist of securities other than
Government securities. Limitations are further imposed on
the amount of securities that can be issued to the trust by
any one issuer. For a single issuer, the value of securities is
limited to 5 percent of the total assets of the trust and to 10
percent of the outstanding voting securities of the issuer.
Financial institutions such as mutual savings banks,
cooperative banks, domestic building and loan associations, savings and loans associations and insurance companies to which subchapter L of the Code applies may not
make this election. Foreign corporations are also excluded
from this provision of U.S. tax law.
Refunds of Estimated Tax Payments (#)
A corporation which determined that it had overpaid its
estimated tax could file for a quick refund or adjustment of
the overpayment even before it filed its return. The estimated tax overpayment had to be at least $500 and be at
least 10 percent of the expected "final" income tax liability
reported on the tax return.
The application for refund had to be made within 2-1/2
months after the close of the taxable year and before the
corporation had filed its income tax return.
Regular and Alternative Tax (#)
See "Income Tax," in this section.
Regulated Investment Company (#)
A regulated investment company must be a domestic
corporation which is registered with the Securities and
Exchange Commission as a management company, business development company, or a unit investment trust
(defined under the Investment Act of 1940) or a common
trust fund or similar fund (excluded from the definition of

investment company under the 1940 Act) that is not exempt
from taxation as a corporation under section 584 of the
Internal Revenue Code.
A regulated investment company must derive at least 90
percent of its gross income from dividends, interest, payments related to securities loans, and gains from the sale of
stock or securities, foreign currencies, or other income
related to its business of investing in such stock, securities
or currencies. Less than 30 percent of the total gross
income can be be derived from the sale or other disposition
of stock or securities held for less then three months.
Certain restrictions also apply to the deduction for dividends paid (excluding capital gain dividends) of a regulated investment company. This deduction must equal or
exceed the sum of: 90 percent of its taxable income (without
regard for the dividend deduction) and 90 percent of its net
income from tax exempt obligations.
A regulated investment company must also meet certain
requirements pertaining to diversification of investment at
the close of each quarter of its taxable year. At least 50
percent of its total assets must be cash and cash items
(including receivables), Government securities, securities of
other regulated investment companies and other securities.
Limitations are further imposed on the amount of securities
that can be issued to a regulated investment company by
any one issuer. For a single issuer, the value of securities is
limited to 5 percent of the total assets of the regulated
investment company and to 10 percent of the outstanding
voting securities of the issuer. Not more than 25 percent of
the total assets of the regulated investment company can
be invested in securities of any one issuer, or of two or more
issuers (if controlled by the regulated investment company)
engaged in the same or similar trades or businesses.
If a regulated investment company has more than one
fund, each fund is treated as a separate corporation for
income tax purposes. This provision was effective for tax
years beginning October 23, 1986.
Rent Paid on Business Property
This deduction consisted of rents paid for the use of land
or structures, and rents paid for leased roads, rolling stock,
and work equipment for railroad companies. Identifiable
amounts of taxes paid and other expenses of lessees in
connection with rent paid were included in their respective
deduction headings.
Rents (#)
These were the gross amounts received for the use or
occupancy of property. Expenses related to rental property,
such as depreciation, repairs, interest paid, and taxes paid,
were not deducted directly from the rental income, but were
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reported as business deductions from total receipts. Corporations engaged in manufacturing, public utilities, wholesale and retail trade, and services frequently leased rather
than sold their products. The rental income of those companies was included in the "Business Receipts" rather than
in rents. The rental income of real estate operators and
condominium management and cooperative housing associations were included in " Business Receipts" rather than in
rents, if the expense schedule indicated the operation of the
building(s) by the owner rather than as a lessor.
Repairs
Repairs reported as an ordinary and necessary business
expense were the costs of maintenance and incidental
repairs and could include the cost of labor, supplies and
other items which did not add to the value or appreciably
prolong the life of the property. Expenditures for new
buildings, machinery or equipment, or for permanent improvements which increased the cost or basis of the
property were not deductible currently and were charged to
capital expenditures, which were generally depreciable.
Research Activities Credit (#)
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 extended the research credit
beyond 1985 and made several major changes. The credit
will be available for eligible expenses paid or incurred
through December 31, 1988. The credit was reduced from
25 percent to 20 percent of the increase in research
expenses, and the definition of qualified research was
narrowed considerably. A new credit for 20 percent of a
corporation's payments for university basic research became effective for tax years beginning after 1986. Previously, the research credit included 65 percent of a corporation's expenditures for basic research.
The credit was limited to 20 percent of the excess of
current year expenses over the average research expenses
in the base period. In most cases the base period was the
three taxable years preceeding the tax year for which the
credit was being determined. The base period research
expenses could never comprise less than half of the
qualified research expenses for the current tax year In the
case of a short taxable year, research expenditures were
annualized.
Two types of research were considered to be qualified for
this credit. The first type consisted of the expenses incurred
for the taxpayer's own wages and supplies for research,
plus certain other charges for the use of research equipment. The other type consisted of the expenses paid to
qualified organizations, such as colleges and other taxexempt organizations, for basic research. Qualified research involves the development of a pilot or experimental
model, process, product, formula, invention or an improve108

ment. Starting in 1986, research was limited to research
undertaken to discover information technological in nature
and useful in the development of a new or improved
business component. It must be done within the United
States and may not involve the social sciences or humanities. Research funded by another person, by a grant, or by
a government agency was also ineligible for the credit.
The research activities credit (but not the orphan drug
credit) was claimed as one of the component of the general
business credit. For a discussion of the income tax limitations and carryback and carryforward provisions of the
credit, see "General Business Credit," in this section.
The research activities credit is included (as a component) in the general business credit shown in the tables. The
components of the general business credit are shown
separately in Table 14.

Retained Earnings, Appropriated
Earnings set aside for specific purposes and not available for distribution to stockholders were included under
this heading. Included were guaranty funds (for certain
finance companies), reserves for plant expansion, bond
retirements, contingencies for extraordinary losses and
general loss reserves. Also included were the total amount
of all the companies reserves not defined as valuation
reserves or reserves included in other liabilities. Specifically
excluded were the reserves for bad debts, depreciation,
depletion, and amortization, which are shown separately in
this report. Unrealized profits were included in other liabilities. Unearned income, if not current, was also included in
other liabilities. Any amount of retained earnings not identified as appropriated or unappropriated was considered
unappropriated for purposes of these statistics.

Retained Earnings, Unappropriated
Retained earnings, unappropriated, consisted of the
retained earnings and profits of the corporation less any
reserves (these reserves are shown in the statistics as
"Retained Earnings, Appropriated"). These accumulated
earnings include income from normal and discontinued
operations, extraordinary gains or losses and prior period
adjustments. Also included were undistributed earnings
(income or profits) and undivided earnings (income or
profits). For railroads, funded debt retired through income
and surplus, and additions to property through income and
surplus were included. Dividends and distributions to stockholders are paid from this account. The statistics shown are
net figures after deduction of any negative amounts.
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For Interest Charge Domestic International Sales Corporations (IC-DISC's), this item included previously taxed
income, accumulated IC-DISC income, accumulated pre1985 DISC income, and other earnings and profits.
Retained Earnings, 1120S (#)
See "Other Retained Earnings, 1120S," in this section.
Returns of Active Corporations
These returns were the basis for all financial statistics
presented in the report. They comprised the vast majority of
the returns filed, and were defined for the statistics as
returns of corporations reporting any income or deduction
items including tax-exempt interest.

tax treatment. Under elective provisions of Code section
631, the net gain or loss on such royalties was included in
the computation of net gain or loss on sales or exchanges
of certain business property under section 1231. If the
overall result of this computation was a net gain, it was
eligible for treatment as a long-term capital gain, taxable at
the capital gains rates. If the overall result was a net loss, it
was fully deductible in the current year as an ordinary
noncapital loss. See the discussions of "Net Capital Gains"
and "Net Gain (or Loss), Noncapital Assets."

S Corporation Returns (#)
Form 1120S, U.S. Income Tax Return for an S Corporation, was filed by corporations electing to be taxed through
their shareholders under Code section 1362.

Returns of Inactive Corporations
Corporations in existence during any portion of the
taxable year were required to file a return even though they
may have been inactive (Code section 6012(a)(2)). Inactive
corporations are defined for this report as returns showing
no item of income or deduction. Financial data from these
returns were excluded from the statistics.
Returns With Net Income
Returns with net income were those showing gross
taxable receipts exceeding the ordinary and necessary
business deductions allowed by the Code. (See "Net
Income (or Deficit).")
Returns Without Net Income
Returns without net income were those for which ordinary and necessary business deductions allowed by the
Code exceeded gross taxable receipts. In addition to deficit
returns, this classification also included returns whose
gross taxable receipts and business deductions were
equal. (See "Net Income (or Deficit).")
Royalties
Royalties were gross payments received, generally on an
agreed percentage basis, for the use of property rights.
Included were amounts received from such properties as
copyrights, patents, and trademarks; and from natural
resources such as timber, mineral mines, and oil wells.
Expenses relating to royalties, depletion or taxes, were not
deducted directly from this income, but were reported
among the various business deductions from total gross
income.
Excluded from the statistics were certain royalties received under a lease agreement on timber, coal deposits,
and domestic iron ore deposits, which were allowed special

To qualify as an S corporation, a firm had to be a
domestic corporation which was not a member of an
affiliated group (as defined by Code section 1504) and did
not:
(1) have more than 35 shareholders;
(2) have as a shareholder a person (other than an estate
or trust) who was not an individual;
(3) have a nonresident alien as a shareholder;
(4) have more than one class of stock;
An S corporation also could not be a financial institution that
was a bank, including certain mutual savings banks, cooperative banks, and domestic building and loan associations, or an insurance company (other than certain stock
casualty companies), A corporation electing a possessions
tax credit could not also elect to be an S corporation. An
IC-DISC or former DISC was also excluded from making an
election to be treated as an S corporation.
An election could be terminated, when among other
reasons, an S corporation had for each of three consecutive
tax years: both Subchapter C earnings and profits and
more than 25 percent of gross receipts derived from
passive investment income as defined in Section
1362(d)(3)(D).
Every S corporation was required to file a return on Form
11 20S even though it may not have been subject to tax. The
corporation reported gross income and allowable deductions from its ordinary trade or business activities. The
corporation's ordinary income was passed through
(deemed distributed) to its shareholders. Generally, each
shareholder's share of the income (loss) and expenses of
the corporation was passed through pro-rata on a pershare, daily basis. The income or loss from passive investments were also passed through to the shareholders. The
income or loss from both the business operations and the
passive investment activities were reported on Schedule K
of the Form 11 20S.
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As a result of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, for tax years
which began after December 31, 1986, all S corporations
regardless of when they. became S corporations were
required to use a permitted tax year. A permitted tax year
was a tax year ending December 31 (a calendar tax year)
or any other accounting period for which the corporation
established a business purpose to the satisfaction of the
Internal Revenue Service.
Also added by the 1986 Tax Act, new Code section 469
generally limited shareholders from offsetting any income
that was not from passive activities with losses from passive
activities. The shareholders also could only offset taxes on
income from passive activities with credits from those
passive activities. These limitations required that S corporations report income or loss separately on Schedule K for
each of the following types of passive activities: (1) rental
real estate activity, (2) rental activity other than real estate
rental, and (3) portfolio income and related expenses not
derived in the ordinary course of a trade or business.
Effective for tax years beginning after December 31,
1986, a new tax on built-in capital gains was imposed on
corporations which elected to be S corporations after
December 31, 1986. An S corporation could be liable for
the built-in gains tax if:
(1) it was a corporation with subchapter C earnings and
profits prior to making the election to be treated as an
S corporation,
(2) it had a recognized built-in gain within 10 years from
the first day of the first tax year it became an S
corporation,
(3) the recognized built-in gains for the tax year did not
exceed the "net unrealized built-in gain" minus the
recognized built-in gains that were subject to tax for
prior years within the recognition period (10 years).
The "net unrealized built-in gain" was the amount by
which the fair market value of the assets of the S corporation
exceeded the aggregate adjusted bases of the assets held
by the corporation on the first day of its first effective tax year
as an S corporation. Any gain on the disposition of those
assets was to be considered as a recognized built-in gain by
the S corporation during the first 10 years of its existence.
The tax was imposed on the lesser of: (a) the recognized
built-in gain for the tax year or (b) an amount of taxable
income computed as though the corporation were not an S
corporation. For purposes of computing the taxable income
on which the built-in gains tax was imposed, the S corporation was allowed a net operating loss carryforward from
the period when it was not an S corporation. Certain
business credit carryforwards from when the S corporation
was a C corporation could also reduce the recognized
built-in gains tax. The tax was imposed using a blended tax
rate for 1987, at a 46 percent rate for the portion of the tax
year before July 1, 1987 and at a 34 percent rate for the
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remainder of the tax year The recognized built-in gains tax
was included in income tax in the tables, the taxable
income on which the tax was based was excluded from the
tables for 1987.
If a corporation made an election to be treated as an S
corporation before January 1, 1987, a tax was imposed on
certain capital gains of the S corporation.
An existing corporation that elected to become an S
corporation was subject to a tax for the first 3 taxable years
of the election. On the other hand, a new corporation which
had been in existence for less than 4 years and which was
an electing S corporation for each year of its existence was
not subject to the tax at all. Section 1374 of the Code before
the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 provided that
the tax be imposed on the lower of the following: (1) the
excess of net long-term capital gain (reduced by net
short-term capital loss) over $25,000 when net long-term
capital gain was more than 50 percent of a net income that
was over $25,000; (2) the gain from the disposition of
property using a "substituted basis" (i.e., the basis that was
transferred from another corporation which was not also an
electing S corporation); or (3) net income computed as
though the corporation were not an S corporation. For
corporations whose accounting periods began prior to July
1987, the tax was imposed using a blended tax rate for
1987, at a 28 percent rate for the portion of the tax year
before January 1, 1987 and at a 34 percent rate for for the
portion of the tax year between January 1, 1987 and July 1,
1987. After July 1987, capital gains were taxed at the
regular income tax rate of 34 percent for all corporations.
Foreign tax credit, U.S. possessions tax credit, orphan drug
credit, nonconventional source fuel credit, and general
business credit were not available to the corporation to
reduce this tax (although the cost of investment credit
property was allocated to shareholders for their use in
computing their credits). Also, see "Excess Net Passive
Income Tax."
Shareholders' Undistributed Taxable Income
Previously Taxed (#)
Shareholders' undistributed taxable income previously
taxed is a balance sheet item unique to S corporations. It
represents accumulated taxable income, i.e., net income
(or deficit), earned by S corporations since they had first
elected to be taxed through their shareholders, to the extent
that the taxable income had not yet been distributed to the
shareholders. Taxable income, whether distributed or not to
the shareholders, was taxable to the shareholders in the
year earned so that later distributions from this account
were nontaxable. (See "S Corporation Returns.") This item
is reflected in the statistics for "Other Retained Earnings,
11 20S " and "Net Worth" in tables which show these items.
Size of Business Receipts
Size of business receipts was based on the gross
amounts from sales and operations for industries except
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those in the finance, insurance, and real estate divisions.
For these industries, total receipts, which is the sum of
business receipts and investment income, were used as the
basis for classification. See the discussions of "Business
Receipts" and "Total Receipts."
Size of Income Tax After Credits (#)
This classification is based on the net amount of income
tax liability after deducting the foreign tax, possessions tax,
orphan drug, nonconventional source fuel, and general
business credits. It included the regular tax and alternative
tax, personal holding company tax, tax from recomputing
prior-year investment credit, additional tax for tax preferences, and excess net passive income tax.
Size of Total Assets
Size of total assets was based on the amount reported in
the end-of-year balance sheet. Returns with zero assets
were used as a classification for returns of: (1) liquidating or
dissolving corporations which had disposed of all their
assets and whose income tax returns were final returns; (2)
merging corporations whose assets and liabilities were
included in the returns of the acquiring corporations; (3)
corporations filing a part-year tax return because of a change
in accounting period; and (4) foreign corporations with income effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or
business within the United States (except foreign insurance
companies providing balance sheet information for U.S.
branches). See also "Total Assets and Total Liabilities."
Statutory Special Deductions (#)
Statutory special deductions is the term used for the
statistics to describe the deductions for: (1) net operating
losses of prior years, and (2) total "special deductions" as
defined by the Code, i.e., the sum of deductions for
dividends received and for dividends paid on certain
preferred stock of public utilities. Since these deductions
were allowed by law, in addition to ordinary and necessary
business deductions, they are shown as deductions from
net income.
In general, net income less statutory special deductions
equaled income subject to tax. However, the dividend
deduction was not restricted to returns with net income, nor,
in general, to the amount of net income, and thus became
part of the statutory "net operating loss" for some corporations. Statutory special deductions were not allowed to S
corporations for which an election was made to be taxed
through shareholders.
Although Interest Charge Domestic International Sales
Corporations (IC-DISC's) were not taxable, in order to
compute "tax deferred income and income taxable to
stockholders:' two of the statutory special deductions, i.e.,

net operating loss deduction and intercorporate dividends
received deduction, discussed below, were allowed.
Definitions for the statutory special deductions contained
in the statistics are as follows:
(1) Net operating loss deduction (NOLD).-The total net
operating loss deduction was based on statutory net
operating losses of prior or subsequent years which
could be used to reduce taxable income for a
specified number of years. The amount shown in this
report, however, consists only of losses from prior
years actually used to reduce taxable income for the
current year. Losses incurred after the current year
and carried back to that year at a later date could not
be reported on the returns used for this report. In
general, losses were carried back over a 3-year
period, chronologically, and any amount not offset
against income during that time could then be carried forward against income for a period not exceeding 15 years. A corporation however, may carry back
for 10 years, the part of a net operating loss attributable to a product liability loss. Real Estate Investment
Trusts (REIT's) and Regulated Investment Companies
(RIC's) cannot carry back a NOLD. Instead, a fifteen
year carryover is allowed for REIT's and an eight year
carryover is allowed for RIC's. Banks had a ten year
carryback and a five year carryover period which was
repealed for taxable years beginning after 1986.
Banks can now carryback for 3 years and forward for
15, except for a special 10 year carryback provision
for certain commercial banks which compute a specific charge-off method for bad debts.
Net operating losses on which the current year
deduction was based included: (a) the excess of
ordinary and necessary business expenses over
income in the previous loss years, and (b) statutory
special deductions claimed in the loss year for dividends received and for dividends paid on certain
preferred stock of public utilities (or any excess of
such deductions over net income).
The net operating loss deducted for the current
year was the excess of allowable deductions over
gross income with certain adjustments: no NOLD is
allowed, and capital losses are only deductible to the
extent of capital gains. A deduction for dividends
received is allowed without regard to limitations.
Net operating losses incurred by Interest Charge
Domestic International Sales Corporations (ICDISC's) were deductible from net income only if the
IC-DISC had been a corporation prior to its election
to become a IC-DISC (or former DISC) and only for
losses incurred prior to the election. The statistics are
overstated to the extent small amounts of net operating loss deductions were reported by DISC's without
ill
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net income; no attempt was made to suppress these
amounts for the statistics.
(2) Total special deductions.-For stock acquired after
March 1, 1986, no deduction was allowable if the
corporation held the stock for 45 days or less, or 91
days if it was cumulative preferred stock. The total
special deductions contained in this report were the
sum of the following deductions:
(a) Dividends received deduction-The intercorporate dividends received deduction, under Code sections 243-246, was the sum of the following components:
(1) A deduction equal to 80 percent of dividends
received from domestic corporations which were
themselves subject to the income taxThis particular deduction accounted for the
major portion of the dividends received deduction. Since IC-DISC's were not subject to tax, the
intercorporate dividends received deduction was
not-allbWbd~fbr-divid66a~=~~i~~!Wi~~ir stockholders. However, if the dividends were paid out,
of earnings and profits from a year before the
election was made to become an IC-DISC, the
stockholders were entitled to the deduction for
such dividends. A small business investment
company, operating under the Small Business
Investment Act of 1958 may deduct 100 percent
of dividends received from domestic corporations subject to income tax.
(2) A deduction reduced from the 80 percent
dividends received from debt-financed portfolio
stockThe 80 percent deduction was reduced by a
percentage that was related to the amount of
debt incurred to acquire the stock. This reduction
was calculated by multiplying the difference between 100 percent and the average portfolio
indebtedness by 80 percent.
(3) A deduction equal to 80 percent of certain
dividends received from foreign corporations(a) which had been engaged in a trade or business within the United States for at least 3 years
and
(b) which also had at least 50 percent of their
gross income "effectively connected" with the
U.S. trade or business. To qualify for the deduction the corporation must own at least 10 percent
of the stock of the foreign corporation by vote and
value.
(4) A deduction equal to 100 percent of certain
"qualifying dividends" received by members of
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an affiliated group not electing to file consolidated
returns, but sharing instead, one $25,000
amount in each of the income tax brackets under
Code section 1561;
(5) A deduction equal to 100 percent of dividends received from wholly-owned foreign subsidiaries whose entire gross income was "effectively connected" with the conduct of a trade or
business within the United States;
(6) A deduction equal to about 55.65 percent of
dividends received on certain preferred stock of
public utilities for which a dividends paid deduction, described below, was also allowed the distributing corporation;
The applicable percentage was based on the
income tax rate.
(7) In the case of life insurance companies, the
above percentage deductions were further reduced by the ratio of investment yield less total
exd1usions (operations) to investment yield.
(b) Limitation on the Dividends Received Deduction-The aggregrate amount of dividends received
deductions that a corporation could take was limited
to 80 percent of its taxable income. For limitation
purposes taxable income was computed without regard to any net operating loss deduction, dividends,
received or paid deduction or capital loss carryback.
The limitation did not apply for the year if the deduction
of 80 percent of dividends received resulted in a net
operating loss. Small business investment companies
were also excluded from this limitation.
(c) Deduction for dividends paid on certain preferred
stock of public utilities-For public utility companies, as
defined by law, a special deduction was allowable
under Code section 247 for dividends if paid on certain
preferred cumulative stock deemed issued prior to
October 1, 1 942. This deduction, based on the income
tax rate, amounted to about 30.4 percent of the dividends paid on such stock.
If the dividends paid were greater than net income
reduced (in general) by all other statutory special deductions for the year, the deduction could not exceed
the above-described percentage of net income after
this adjustment.
Taxable Income (#)
See "Income Subject to Tax"
Tax Due at Time of Filing
Tax due was the amount of income tax liability reported
as due at the time the return was filed. To show the amount
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of tax due the return had to have income tax after foreign
tax, possessions tax, orphan drug, nonconventional source
fuel, and general business credits. For this purpose, the
income tax included tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit, additional tax for tax preferences, tax on
undistributed personal holding company income, and excess net passive income tax. Tax due based on this total tax
was the amount payable after taking into account (a) credit
for taxes deemed paid by regulated investment companies
on undistributed capital gain dividends; (b) payments with
applications for extension of time in which to file; (c)
payments and refunds on estimated tax; (d) credit for taxes
on special fuels, nonhighway gasoline, and lubricating oil;
and (e) overpaid windfall profit tax.
The entire tax due could be paid with the return at the
time of filing, or the corporation could elect to pay the tax
due in two equal installments. One installment had to be
paid at the prescribed time of filing. The balance was due
not later than 3 months after that date.
The amounts shown do not reflect adjustments made
after the return was filed. The results of tax audit, the
carryback of net operating losses, the carryback of foreign
taxes paid or accrued in future years, the carryback of
unused tax credits or the carryback of certain capital
losses, may affect the final tax liability and the tax due.

Tax from Recomputing Prior Year Investment Credit
This tax, a recapture of investment credit, was required
when depreciable (or amortizable) property used in computing the investment credit of a prior year was either
disposed of or ceased to be qualifying property before the
end of its useful life assumed at the time the credit was
originally computed.
The tax was payable for the year in which the property
was disposed of or became disqualified. It amounted to the
difference between the credit originally claimed based on
the intended life in the year of acquisition and the credit that
would have been allowed based on the actual life in the
year of disposition or disqualification.

Unless otherwise indicated, tax from recomputing prioryear investment credit is included in the statistics for
"Income Tax" in this report.
See also "Investment Credit" in this section.
Tax Overpayment (#)
This was the amount reported as the excess of payments
and credits for the tax already paid over total income tax
liability at the time the return was filed. For this purpose, the
income tax liability included tax from recomputing prioryear investment credit, alternative minimum tax, and tax on
undistributed personal holding company income; but it was
after reduction by the foreign tax, possessions tax, nonconventional source fuel, orphan drug, general business, and
minimum tax credits. Overpayment then, was the excess of
payments and credits over total tax liability after taking into
account (a) credit for taxes deemed paid by regulated
investment companies on undistributed capital gain dividends; (b) payments with applications for extension of time
in which to file; (c) payments and refunds on estimated tax;
(d) credit for taxes on special fuels, nonhighway gasoline,
and lubricating oil, and (e) overpaid windfall profits tax.
The overpayment could be credited toward the following
year's estimated tax, refunded, or partially refunded and
partially credited.
The amounts shown do not reflect adjustments made
after the return was filed. The results of audit, the carryback
of net operating losses incurred in future years, the carryback of certain foreign taxes paid or accrued in future years
used to increase the current year foreign tax credit, the
carryback of unused tax credits, or the carryback of certain
capital losses, may affect the final tax liability and the tax
overpayment.
Also, see "Tax Due at Time of Filing."
Tax Preference Items (#)
See "Additional Tax for Tax Preferences."
Taxes Paid (#)

For investment credit property placed in service after
1980, a "2-percent" recapture rule applied. The regular
credit was computed upon early disposition by allowing a 2
percent credit for each year the property was held. Therefore, no recapture was required for eligible 5-year, 10-year,
or 15-year recovery property held for at least 5 years or for
eligible 3-year property held for at least 3 years. If certain
"listed property" such as transportation, entertainment,
recreation or amusement property placed in service after
June 18, 1984 ceased to be used predominantly for
business, corporations may have to recapture the investment credit taken on the property.

Taxes paid included the amounts reported as an ordinary
and necessary business deduction as well as identifiable
amounts reported in the cost of sales and operations
schedules. Included among the deductible taxes were
ordinary State and local taxes paid or accrued during the
year; social security and payroll taxes; unemployment
insurance taxes; import and tariff duties; and business,
license and privilege taxes. Income and profit taxes paid to
foreign countries or U.S. possessions were also deductible
unless claimed as a credit against income tax. However, S
corporations (primarily taxed through their shareholders)
113
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had to exclude any foreign taxes paid or accrued from the
deduction for taxes paid in computing their net income from
trade or business activities. Instead, the foreign taxes were
passed through to the shareholders for their use as a
foreign tax credit (or a deduction). Regulated investment
companies also had to exclude those foreign taxes from the
deduction for taxes when they elected under Code section
853 to allow their stockholders to claim a foreign tax credit
(or a deduction) for the foreign taxes paid. (However, if the
election was not made, a regulated investment company
could include foreign taxes paid in the deduction for taxes
or claim a foreign tax credit.) (See "Foreign Tax Credit.")
Taxes not deductible included Federal income and excess profits taxes, gift taxes and taxes assessed against
local benefits.

ments and reference books. These sources were also used
for any other insurance company when the U.S. income tax
return did not include a separate schedule for reporting the
balance sheet data.
Beginning with Tax Year 1987, the income tax returns for
mutual insurance companies were filed on the new Form
1120-PC. A separate schedule for reporting the balance
sheet data was provided as part of the new form. Therefore,
Tax Year 1987 was the first year for which balance sheet
data could be obtained from the income tax return for these
companies. For previous Statistics of Income reports, the
balance sheet data for these companies were obtained
from the annual statements or reference books. (See also
"Size of Total Assets.")
Total Deductions (#)

Some corporations included sales taxes and excise and
related taxes, which were part of the sales price of their
products, as receipts. When this occurred, an equal and
offsetting amount was usually included in the cost of sales
and operations or as part of the separate deduction for
taxes paid. -When included in the cost of sales and operations, these taxes often were not identifiable and, therefore,
could not be included in the statistics for taxes paid.
Total Assets and Total Liabilities (#)
Total assets and total liabilities were those reported in the
end-of-year balance sheet in the corporations' books of
account. Total assets were net amounts after reduction by
accumulated depreciation, accumulated amortization, accumulated depletion, and the reserve for bad debts. When
reserves for bad debts were reported as liabilities, they were
treated as reductions from the asset accounts to which they
related and total assets and liabilities were adjusted accordingly. When used in this report, the term total liabilities
includes both the claims of creditors and stockholders'
equity (see "Net Worth"). In addition, total liabilities were net
amounts after reduction by the cost of Treasury stock.
Asset and liability estimates for returns of corporations
that failed to provide complete balance sheet information
were imputed from data in other schedules on the return
form or by using either reference books or relationships
between income statement and balance sheet items on
similar returns in the same industrial group.
Tax returns filed by life insurance companies on Forms
1120L did not provide a separate schedule for reporting
balance sheet information. Most life insurance companies
did; however, attach copies of their annual statements to
their federal income tax returns. The annual statements
were produced for administering State law. They were not
official income tax forms produced by the Internal Revenue
Service. The asset and liability data contained in this report
for these companies were obtained from the annual state114

As presented in the tables of this publication, total deductions comprised (1) the cost of sales and operations, (2) the
ordinary and necessary business deductions from gross
income, and (3) net loss -from sales of n-oncapital- assets.
Components of total deductions are shown in the income
statement segment of various tables throughout this report.
For certain small insurance companies other than life,
with net or written premiums (whichever was greater) over
$350,000 but not over $1,200,000 total deductions represents only investment expenses; business expenses were
excluded by law. (See also "Total Receipts.")
Total Income Tax (#)
The statistics for "Total income tax," "Income tax, total,"
and "Income tax before credits" include:
(1) the regular and alternative taxes before reduction by
credits (see "Income Tax:' in this section);
(1) the personal holding company tax (described under
a separate heading);
(2) the tax from recomputing a prior-year investment
credit (described under a separate heading);
(3) the alternative minimum tax (see Changes in the Law
and Regulations);
(4) the environmental tax (see Changes in the Law and
Regulations);
(5) the tax on excess net passive income of S corporations (described under a separate heading);
(6) tax on undistributed net capital gain as provided
under Code section 852(b)(3) for regulated investment companies.
(7) the tax from certain income of real estate investment
trusts:
(a) net income on foreclosure property;
(b) section 857(b) income from failure to meet source
of income requirements; and
(c) net income from prohibited transactions;

Corporation Returns/1987 * Explanation of Terms
(8) the branch tax computed by foreign corporations on
the earnings and profits and interest income of their
U.S. branches (Form 1120 F)(see Changes in the
Law and Regu;ations)
Some taxes included in total income tax were not imposed on income subject to tax, such as the tax from
recomputing a prior year investment credit. Because of the
special nature of some of these taxes, a small number of
returns without net income and a regular or alternative tax
were included in the statistics for total income tax. See also
"Income Tax" for a description of returns without net
income having regular and alternative tax and returns with
adjustments to tax from audit examination or use of carryback provisions of tax credits.
Total Qualified Investment in 10 Percent Property
See "Investment Credit."
Total Receipts (#)
The components of total receipts are shown in the
income statement segment of various tables throughout this
report. This amount was derived as follows:
Included items-(1) Gross taxable receipts (before deduction of cost of sales and operations, ordinary and
necessary business expenses, and net loss from sales of
noncapital assets), and (2) tax-exempt interest received
from State and local Government obligations.
Excluded items-(1) Other nontaxable income recognized
by the corporation, and (2) certain taxable income from
related foreign corporations only constructively received.
For certain small insurance companies, other than life,
with net or written premiums (whichever was greater) over
$350,000 but not over $1,200,000 the gross taxable receipts included in the statistics represent only the receipts
from investments; operating income was excluded by law.
(See also "Total Deductions.")
Total Receipts Less Total Deductions
This item differed from net income (less deficit) for tax
purposes in that it included nontaxable "Interest on State
and local Government Obligations" and excluded "Constructive Taxable Income from Related Foreign Corporations." As such, it included all of the income "actually" (as
opposed to "constructively") received by the corporation
and reported on the income tax return.

U.S. Possessions Tax Credit
In order to provide a tax incentive for domestic corporations to invest in Puerto Rico and U.S. possessions (including American Samoa, Guam, Johnston Island, Midway
Islands, and Wake Island), the Tax Reform Act of 1976
added a tax credit-the U.S. possessions tax credit in lieu of
the ordinary foreign tax credit. Under Code section 936, the
U.S. possessions tax credit was equal to the U.S. tax on the
corporations' income from sources within a possession in
which the corporations actively conducted a trade or
business. Corporations must make an election to be treated
as a U.S. Possessions Corporation. The election is generally effective for ten years and cannot be revoked except by
IRS consent.
For each year in which the credit is claimed, the corporation must satisfy the requirements of two income tests
under Code section 936. A domestic corporation had to: (1)
receive for the "applicable" period immediately preceding
the close of the taxable year at least 80 percent of its gross
income from sources within a U.S. possession, and (2)
receive for the "applicable" period at least 65 percent of its
gross income from the active conduct of a trade or business
within a U.S. possession. "Applicable" period was the
lesser of 3 years or the period during which the corporation
was engaged in the active conduct of a trade or business
within a U.S. possession. IC-DISC's and FSC's were
ineligible for the credit. A possessions corporation cannot
claim a foreign tax credit for the same taxes credited under
the possessions tax credit. In addition, if the possessions
tax credit is taken, a corporation is prohibited from joining in
a consolidated return.
Zero Assets
In general, returns in this size class of total assets were:
(1) final returns of liquidating or dissolving corporations
which had disposed of all assets;
(2) final returns of merging corporations whose assets
and liabilities were reported in the returns of the
acquiring corporations;
(3) part-year returns of corporations (except initial returns
of newly incorporated businesses); and
(4) returns of foreign corporations with income "effectively connected" with the conduct of a trade or
business in the United States (however, balance sheet
data for U.S. branches of foreign insurance companies are included in the statistics and are classified by
the size of total assets of these branches). See also
"Size of Total Assets".
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Tax Computation (See instructions.)
I
2

Check if you are a member of a controlled group (see sections 1561 and 1563) . . . .
D ')
If line I is checked. see instructions, If your tax year includesJune 30, 1987, complete both a and b below.
Otherwise, complete only b.
(1) $ ....... ......... ~ ~ J10) $ ..... __ ...........oo $ ................... (n,) $ ...........
: 6) $ --------------------(irl $ ...... ---------_3 Income tax (see instructions to figure the tax; enter this tax or alternative tax from Schedule 0,
whichever is less). Check if from Schedule 0 b- El . . . . . .
L 3
I . . . . . . .
4a
For eigh tax credit (attach Form 11 18)
1 . . . . . . . . . L4a
b
Possessions tax credit (attach Form 5735) . . . . . .
. . to
c
Orphan drug credit (attach Form 6765) . . . . . . . . . .
d
Credit for fuel produced from a nonconventional source (see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
is
General business credit. Enter here and check which forms are
attached E) Form 3800 0 Form 3468 El Form 5884
El Form6478 El Form6765 El Form8586 . . . . . .
ce
5 Total-Add lines 4a through 4e . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
6 Line 3 less line 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
7 Per onal holding company tax (attach Schedule PH (Form 1 120)) . . . . . . . . . .
7
8 Taxsfrom recomputing prior-year investment credit (attach Form 4255)
. . . . . .
8
9a Alternative minimum tax (see instructions-attach Form 4626) . . . . . . . . . .
9a
ta Eni.n.mental tax (see instructions-attach Form 4626) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10 Tota I a _Addilines 6 through 9b. Enter here and on lin~Wgt I R. f,.ta
10
Additional Information (See instruction F.)
J a
~he list in the instructions and state the principal:
ye No
N Did the corporation claim a deduction for expenses connected wiW
Business activity I. .....
(1) An entertainment facility (boat, tesurt. ranch, e1c)? . . .
Product or service No
...............
2 Living accommodations (except employees on business)?
K Was the corporation a U.S. shareholder of any controlled foreign
(3) Employeesattending conventions or meetings outside the North
corporation? (See actions 951 and 957.) . . . . . . . .
American area? (Sea action 274(h).) . . . . . . .
If "Yes," attach Form 5471 for each such corporation.
(4) Employms'families at conventions or meetings? . . . .
L At any time during the tax year. did the corporation have an interest
11 "Yes." were any of them conventions or meetings outside the
in or a signature or other authority over a financial account in a
American area? (See section 274(h)) . . . . .
foreign country (such as a bank account, securities account, or
(5) NEmo"ptihoyee o family vacations not reported on Form A 2?
other financial accouni .
. . . . . . .
1 (1) Did the couporation at the end of the tax year own, directly or
(See instruction F and filing requirements for form TD F 90 22.1.)
FI/1 T
indirectly. 50% or more of the voting stock of a domestic
If "Yes," enter name of foreign country I- - ,
-corporation? (For rules of attribution, see section 267(c).) .
M Was the corporation the grantor of, or transteror to, a forei
. .gn Ir
If "Yes," attach a schedule showing: (a) name, address, and
which existed during the current tax year, whether or not
identifying number: (b) percentage owned; (c) taxable income or
corporation has any beneficial interest in it? . . . . .
~Ious) before NOL and special deductions of such corporation for
If "Yes." the corporation may have to file Forms 3520, 3520-A, or 926
N During this tax year, did the corporation pay dividends (other than
he fix year ending with or within your tax year; (d) highest
amo nt owed by the corporation to such corporation during the
stock dividends and distributions in exchange for stock) in excess
yea7ard (e) highest amount owed to the corporation by such
ou
corporation's current and accumulated earnings and profits? (Sea
, imiclunnif the year.
sections 301 and 316.). . . . . . . . . . . . .
(2) Didbeany
at individual, partnership, corporation, estate, or trust at
If "Yes," file Form 5452, 11 this is a consolidated return, answer
the end of the tax year own, directly or indirectly, 50% or more
here for parent corporation and on Form 851, Affiliations Schedule,
of the corpo ation's voting stock? (For rules of attribution. see
action
for each subsidiary.
267(11).) It "Yes." complete (a) through (it) . . . .
0 During this tax year did the corporation maintain any part of its
(a) Attach a schedule showing name, address, and identifying
accounting/tax records on a computerized system? . . . .
number. Enter percentage owned 10
P Check method of accounting
(b Was the owner of such voting stock a personifothe',
riesthan
. a
(1) El Cash (2) El Accrual
U.S. person? (See instructions.) Note:
the
l Other (specify) I,
corporation may him to file Form 5472.
. . . .
Q Check this box if the corporation issued publicly offered debt
'Yes," enter owner's country I ..... _.. ....
instruments with original issue discount . . . . . .
(c) Enter
If
highest amount owed by the corporation to such
If so, the corporation may have to file Form 8281.
owner during the year 0-.
R
Enter the amount of tax exempt interest received or accrued during
.........
(it) War highest amount owed to the corporation by such
the tax yea, I ........ ..............
Note:owner during the yea, I ....................
S If you are a member of a controlled group, enter the amount of
For purposes of 10) and 10, "highest amount owed
taxable income lot the entire group Iliincludes Ions and accounts receivabli

d

trig. 4
Balance Sheets
Assets

Cash
~I Trade notes and accounts receivable
Less allowance forbad debts . .

End of t,~ Yea,
(b)

(d)

WE"
.
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.

.
3 aInventories. ~ . . . . . . . . . s
4 Federal and state government obliga tion
5 Other current assets (attach schedule) . . .
6 Loans to stockholders . . . . . . . .
7 Mortgage and real estate loans . . . . .
1
./3/0
11
1/
/
1'
8 Other investments (attach schedule)
9 Buildings and other depreciable assets .
V,
a Less accumulated depreciation
-7
10 Depletable assets
. . . io . . . . . .
a Less accumulated deplet n
11 Land (net of any amortization)
12 Intangible assets (amortizable only).
a Less accumulated amortization
gg'07,
13 Other assets (attach schedule) . . . . .
14 Total assets ,
. . . . . .
Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity
HL, 011,
15 Accounts payable . . .
16 Mortgages, notes, bonds payable in Iesshanlyear
)1111~IlllfzzllllllllllffIll
ME
NO/
17 Other current liabilities (attach schedule) .
18 Loans from stockholders . . . . . . .
19 Mortgages, notes, bonds payable in I year or more
20 Other liabilities (attach schedule) . . . .
21 Capitalstock: ba preferredstock . .
common stock . . . .
22 Paid-in or capital surplus . . . . . . .
23 Retained earnings-Appropriated (attach schedule)
24 Retained eamings-Unapprol:
25 Less cost of treasury stock.
a~d.,loclholde
onciliation of Income per Books With Income per Return You are not required to complete this schedule
if the total assets on line 14, column (d), of Schedule L are less than $25.000.

TT/

7-7

V711171,

I
2
3
4

Net income per books . . . . . . . .
Federal income tax . . . . . . . . .
Excess of capital losses over capital gains . .
Income subject to tax not recorded on books
this year--------(itemize) .......................
-----5 Expenses recorded
is
-----------------------on books this year not
deducted in th return (itemize)
Depreciation
S ---_-----------Iis Contributions carryover $ ----- _ ..........

7 Income recorded on books this year not
included in this return (itemize)
a Tax-exemptinterest
.................................
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$ .......
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..................................
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2I Balance at beginning of year . . . . .
Net income pe books . . . . . . .
3 Other increases' (itemize) ---------------

.
.

.........................................
----------- I ............................
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------4 Total of lines 1, 2, and 3 . . . . . . .

5 Distributions: a Cash . . . . .
b Stock . . . . .
c Property . . . .
6 Other decreases itemize) ...........
..................................
7 Total
--------------------------of lines 5 and 6 . . . *.......
. .
8 Balance at end of year (line 4 less line 7)
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To... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
Contributions (see Instructions for 10% limitation)
Depreciation (attach Form 4562) . . . . . . . . . . .
Less depreciation claimed elsewhere on return . . . I . . . F2F
.F
Other deductions (attach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TOTAL deductions-Add lines 12 through 22 . . . . . . . . . . .
Ta,ablemcome before net operating Ins deduction and special deduction(,fi:e
.
2
1, 1 less
Lee. b
. Net operating s deduction (see instructions
,
Sp~ialdeduc~~ons(s~instruct,ons) . . 4
. 1 251,
Taxable income (line 24 less line 25c). . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
.
.
.
.
.
. . . . .
TOTAL TAX (from Part 1, line 6 on page 2) .
Pa ments:
19y:6 ll,p,,,,nl 11mved a . A .r
7 estimated to, payments
L :s 1987,refund applied for an Form4466 . . .
T: depos ted with Form 7004 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
Credit from regulated investment companies (attach Form 2439) . .
Credit lot Federal to, on gasoline and special fuels (attach Form 4136).

.
.
.
.
.

Balance
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

8
9
.

Balance 10,
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

.

.

I,
2 _
3 _
4 _
5
6
7

.
.

.
.

. .. .
ne 23) .

.

a.
.
.
.
. .

.
.

H
O

Cash .
. . . . . . . . . . .
Trade notes
. . and
. accounts
. . . receivable . . . . . . .
Less: allovidencis for bad debts . - . . . . . . . .
3 • Inventories . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .
4 Fed ral and state government obligations . . . . . .
5 Oth:r current assets (attach schedule). . . . . . .
76 Loans to stockho ders . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mortgage and rea~ estale loans . . . . . . . . .
8 Depreciable, deplete ble. and ime ngi ble assets . . .
9• Len: accumulated depreciation, depletion, anda morliation.
Land (net of any amortization) . . .
. . . . .
Other assets (attach schedule) . . . . . . . . .
10 Total assets . . . . . . . .
It

16
"ty

. .
. .
1 _r
25,
. . . 26
27

F///7////7///7//////7////M
/U/,
do

.
.
.

.
.
.

12
3
& 4

20
121

"wr

01, Tire

"i-esocuil-urnew-ce,

"'nolo,lioun,
.do

I Was a deduction taken for expenses connected with:
(1) An entertainment facility (but, resort, ranch, etc.)? Yes 0 No 0
(~)
Employers' families at conventions or meetings? Yes El No 0
J Did any individual. partnership, estate, Or trust at the end of the tax year
own, directly or indirectly. 50% or more of the corporation's voting
stock? (For rules Of attribution. sea section 267(c).) If 'Yes,* complete
(1) and (2) . . . . . . . . .
Yes 0 No 0
(1) Attach a schedule showing name, address, and identifying number.
(2) Enter "billion export chned;" include our to accounts rectivable/loyal
(a) Enter highest amount Owed b th
t
I
It Owner
during the year 10. . .
(b) Enter highest amount owed to in
t
b
It Owner
during the year 10. . . .
K Enter the amount of tax-exempt inte ~~~g the
tax year 0 . . . . . . .
rM W Balance Sheets

17
I1:

Date

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see page I of the Instructions.

Additional Information (See instruction F.)

.
.

211,
22
23
24

Enter EIN i

I
2

Enter any PENALTY for underpayment of estimated to-Check It, El if Form 2220,s attached
TAX DUE-it the total of lines 27 and 29,s larger than line 28, enter AMOUNT OWED
OVERPAYMENT-If line 28 is larger than the total of lines 27 and 29 enterAMOUNT '~ERPA;D
3
Enter anduat of line 31 you art: Credited to 1988 estimated tax li
Refunded Ill
32
under
belief. -lon of penury. I d,,I,r, that I ha" ,rio
ii-ned this ~etur-nd-ng ,cmp,y,ng,,h~ule~",,~dntat,m-hu, and to the tont of my kni-ledg, and
-h.e. correct. end complete. IM,larin.o. prepare, other tha,uxdxye,),, ba,ed,n,ll,,fo,
of-c prepare, ha-yk-ledi

Paid
Paparef,
Use Only S

)

N

7)

Tax Computation (See Instructions.)

lex-ted (Sea intractionly to literates tax. Eater haturafthid I....1herativete. Irom Schedule D.)Cl if from
Credits, Check if from: 0 Form 3900 0 Form 3468 1:1 Farm 5134 D Farm 6478 0 Form 6765 0 Form
8596 .
SObul"D
Line I [an line 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit (attach Form 4255) . . . . . . . . . . .
Alternative minimum tax (see instructions-aftach Form 4626) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total tax-Add lines; 3 through 5. Enter here and on line 27, page 1 . . . . . . .
. . .

J-2
13~
c
14

29

Sign
Here

1
2
3
4
5
6

1087

19 =

N-

G Check method of accounting: (1) E] Cash
(2) D Accrual
(3) [:]Other (specify)
N Check applicable boxes: (1) El Iribel otum (2)EI hangeinaddhess

A`
E
5
-5

1-

M

Accounts Parretti.. . . . . . . . .
Othercu rent liabilities (attach schedule) .
Loans from stockholders . . . . . .
Mortgages notes. bonds payable . . . .
Other liabilities (attach schedule)
Capital stock (preferred and common stock)
Pilid-in or capital surplus . . . . . .
Retained earnings . . . . . . . .
Len cost of treasury stock . . . . . .
total liabilities and stockholders' equity .

Far. I 120-A (1987)

. .
. .
. .
. .

3
4
5
6

L (1) If,an amount for cost of goods sold and/or operations is entered on line
2 page 1. complete (a) through (c):
(a) Purchases li .
(b)
. . . . . .
(c) Other costs (attach schedule) li
(2) Do the ruin of section 263A (with respect to property produced or
acquired for resale) apply to the corporation?,
Yes 0 No 0
M At any time during the tax year, did you have an interest in or a signature or
other authority over a financial account in a foreign country (such as a bank
account, securities account, or other financial account)? (Sao instruction F
for filing requirements for Form TO F 90-22. 1.) . . . . Yes [3 No 0
If 'Yes." write in the name of the foreign country

V11111111A

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

0

ftew
_116,
cc
00
4
0

"n
0

.
.

.
.

0
0

b. F_

N During this tax year was any part of your accounting/tax records maintained
0 Entinam
on a computerized system?.
. . . . . . . . YnC NoO
ount of cash distributions and the pock,value of propertyy (the
thancash) distributions m deinthistaxnarb-11
(a) Beginning of tax year
(II)Endeltuoyea,
V1111111A

(A
CL

Map
I per Return (Must be completed by all filers

I Enter net income per books
2 Federal income tax . . . . . . . . . .
3 Income subject to tax not recorded on books this
year(itemize) ............ ............. ..........................

6 Deductions in this tax return not charged against
book income this year (dernize)._., ................. _

4 Expenses recorded on books this year not deducted
in this return (itemize)

7 Income (line 24. page 1). Enter the sum of lines I
2. 3, and 4 [an the sum of lines 5 and 6 . . .

0

5 lhco a recorded on books this year not included in
this return (itemize)
_.......... ...........

1111111111112121213131313131313141414141415151515157
11111111112121212121313131313131314141516161717

zmcod. 0.
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.
.
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Department of the Treasury
a rlc,
Internal Revenue Se

Instructions for
Forms 1 120 and 1 120-A
(Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code, unless othemise noted.)

Changes You Should Note
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 made several
changes to the way corporations compute
theirtaxable
a
income and their tax liability.
M ny of these changes are contained in
these instructions. For information on other
0changes. see Publication 921. Explanation
I the Tax Reform Act of 1986 for Business.

Form 1120-A
If a corporation meets all the qualifications
under General Instruction B. W'ho May File
F rm 1 120-A, it can file Form 1120-A, U.S.
Corporation Short-Form Income Tax Return,
;nstead of Form 1 120, U.S. Corporation
come TaxI Return
For. I 20-A is printed in a special
c lored ink toper it processing by optical
cOharacter ecogmm
cation (OCR) equipment.
This equipment nnot process
photocopies. Therefore.
filethe
Grip na I Form I I 20-A, rathe
please
r tha n a copy.

Voluntary Contributions To
Reduce the Public Debt
Quite, often inquit ies
t are received about
how olu mary con ributions co
to reduce the
public debt may be made. A 'Po ation
may ontribute by enclosing a sePar'ste
`
check.
c payable to 'Bureau of the Public
Debt wittithet x return. These amounts
I,are La" deductibla Subject to the rules and
mitations
a
for charitable contributions.
Pie 1 se keep the c nt bution to reduce the
p u1bic debt separate
0 '; romanyamount
yable with the tax return. Tax remittances
should be made
pa
ble to "Internal
Revenue Servi,e.'
pay'

Paperwork Reduction Act
Notice
the
We ask for this information to carry out
States.
Internal Revenue laws of the United
CWe need it to ensure that taxpayers are
W us to
omplying with these laws and to allo
igure and collect the right amount of tax.
You are required to give us this information.

General Instructions
Note: In addition to those publications
listed throughout these instructions.
Pu
taxpayers may wish to get:
bi Cation
534 Depreciation: Publication 535,
Elusi~ess Expenses: and Publication 542.
T x Information on Corporations.

Purpose of Form
In general, Form 1120 and Form 1120-A are
used to report income. gains. losses,
deductions. and credits of U.S. corporations.

B. Filing Form 1120 and Form
1120-A
Who Must File
W). recur
must ~'deto
Form
file a
Domestic corjporation,~.not
special return (see be
1120, unless they qualify to file Form
1120-A. All domestic corporations must file,
Whether or not they have any taxable
income, unless exempt under section 501.
(Note: Ifam organization more nearly
reseltills
o
r rust it a Corp ration than a partnership
be considered an association
taxed a~ a will
corporation.)
Who May File Form 1120-A
Form 1 120-A may be filed by a corporati on
ifit meetsallofthe following requirements:
und
greors$s ece
(line la on page 1) must
beIts
250,000;
os
e its total income (line 11 on page 1) must
be under $250,000;
. Its total assets (line 11, column (b). Part
11 on page 2) must be under $250,000;
It does not have any ownership in a
foreign corporation;
a It does not have foreign shareholders w~O
own, directly or indirectly, 50% or more or
its stock;
It is not a member of a controlled group of
corporations (sections 1561 and 1563);
* It is not a personal holding company
(sections 541 through 547):
e It is not a consolidated corporate return
fileir;
* It is not a corporation undergoing a
dissolution or liquidation;
e It is not filing its final tax return;
o Its only dividend income is from domestic
corp rations (none of which represents
detitolinanced securities). and those
dividends qualify for the 80% deduction.
. 11 has
than
theno
gene
nonrefundable tax credits other
ral business credit, which is
11hej;,.cre
'. a,C.h.,
01 the j.nv.estment
1
credit, jobs
credit. research credit,
and low-income housing credit.
* It is not required to file a special tax
ret
urn as stated below under Special
Returns for Certain Organizations.
ra It is not subject to environmental tax
under section 59A.
Form 1120-A Filers
To make it easier for us to process Form
1 120 A, we ask all filers to:
la Keep all entries inside the entry boxes;
a, Not use dollar signs;
* It possible, type or machine print all
entries on the tax return: and
* File the original form instead of a copy.

Speci
. ,1Re
turn
al on

I sa

for Certain

Certain organ,zatio ns. listed below, have to
file special returns.
oneign corporal on, other than life and
prope rty a nd ca Suz I fly i nsura nce com pariles
I .Iing Forms 1 1 201 . a no 1 120- PC : File
F in 11 20F.
FileF.ei n Sales -rprilralws (section 922):
Form 1120 PSC~
%Life nsurance c ompanies (section 801):
e Form 11 20L,
ai Property and ca sualty insurance
companies (secti( in 83 1): File Form
1120.Pc.
it
. Farm
O'er, 'Coop, ~ralivel(wcllon lljilt):
: eF in 990 C.
Exempt organi; !ations with unrelated
trade or business. income: File Form 990-T.
- S corporations (section 1361): File Form
1120S.
*Salrit rrest CharE ~e Domestic International
1 es I orporatic his (section 992): File Form
20 C-DISC,
Politica I orgar lizations (section 527): File
orm 1120 POI_
la Condominium, management associations
aand residential i ea estate management
ssoctations wh o elect to be treated as
homeowners as sociations under section
528: File Form 1 120 H.
Funds set
I I up. to pay for nuclear
" commissionir ig costs (section 468A): File
de
ro
mn 1 120-N D .
* Designated s( Atlement funds (section
468B): File Fon
120 DF.
e Real estate in vestment
m 1
trusts (section
856): File Form 1120 REIT.
e Entities electii ig under section 860D to
be treated as re; it estate mortgage
investment con( Juits (REMICS): File Form
1066,
e Regulated inv estment companies (section
851):FileForm 1120RIC.

When To F! le
In general, a cof poration must file its
income tax retu- by the 15th day of the
3rd month after the end of the tax year. A
ne.,Stco,,p0 ration filing a short period retu n
mo n rally I ~le by the 15th day of the
3rd
ntieh after the short period ends, A
corporal on that has dissolved must
generally file by t he 15th day of the 3rd
month after the ( late it dissolved
Extension.-Filk ! Form 7004, Application
for Automatic Eil ension of Time To File
Corporation Incoi ~e Tax Return, to request
an automatic 6 m ionth extension of time to
file.
Period covered.. -File the 1987 return for
calendar year 19 B7 and fiscal years that
begin in 1987 an, J end in 1988. For a fiscal
year, fill in the ta) z year space at the top of
the form.
Initial return, fin at return, and change In
address.-If this is the corporation's first
return. check the "Initial return" box in item
G. If the corporal ion cea=axist, check
the "Final return' box in
no do not
file Form 1 120 A ; use For. 1 120. Indicate
a change in addri !ss by checking the
appropriate
box,

Where To File
Use the preaddressed envelope. If you do
In I use the envelope, file your return
low at the
Ifap0pl cable I RS address listed be
he linpar.lidn'
_ U. the =a alive.
pirlml'.1thell....*off,
I.-had
A,,my I, Imat", Ili
Can- add;
Na. J- y. N Y.rl, (h..
C,y and ur~',No,
w_r,
R-1I co SOor a.
exter
~Ylc~k (all othelcould,n),
Con

Holt-Ile, NY OD501

Andover, MA 05501

N,. HlmMh,,aM'hmW
.its
Ii vinnninn"' me
Allund., GA 39SO1
Kent,cky. ch,gan, Ohio
Win, V.,:,
Ka .1,
Ok an.m..

a

C,m,n.l,, OH 45999

N- Memo'

Avlbr. TX 73301

Ala vil. A.... California
(coinngotAl- Arnadol,
unc Delii=s, ChA--.ftC,nrx
lim
Glen . H-Wit, Lane. U...n,
Nunn. M.ndocind. oddi Nap,
Nevada Ptilc Plumils,
S,,,,,a,to, Ln Joaquin, Shasta.
S-a.Snk,y-Soxarx,.Sndha,
Sufte, T,ha.a. Trinity, void. and
Ylitho). Colorado. Idurm: Montana.
N to
Nevada, North Ok.a,
OZ., South Dakota, Utah.
Washing,.. .,...ng
Clift'l., (111 other count-)
Hv
W=,,n
Indiana, ..nh
Carolina. Tennehisee.
Virgin.
Oal-ine. patriot of
cownilov, M."'..,
N-Vivanv,

Ogden. UT 84201

F-ho. CA 93898
Kan., city, mo 64999
Mernphi, Thl 37501
I'Mmelpho, PA 19255

Corporations having their principal placeof business outside the United States or
cla ing a possessions tax credit (section
936)
im must file with the Internal Revenue
2~
Serv ce Center, Philadelphia, PA 19 55.
T1h(e separate income tax returnsof a
p of corporations located in gegral
vvit~
Serv
Mlic: Cent:; fr.egio,s may be fi
'hd
ic Can
rl,warvainwhichthe
principal office of the managing corporation
that keeps all the books and records is
located.

Signature
The return must be signed and dated by the
president, vice president, treasurer,
assisthrit treasurer, chief accounting
officer, or any other corporate officer (such
I
as fax officer) authorized to sign. A at:"er.
ec
trustee. or assignee must sign and itr
any
return required to be filed an behalf of a
Corporation.
If a corporate officer filled in the
corporate tax~return, the Paid Preparer's
space under Signature of officer" should
remain blank. If someone prepares the tax
return and does not charge the corporation,
that person should not sign the return.
Certain others Who prepare the tax return
should not sign. For example. a regular, fulltime employee of the corporation, such as a
dark. secretary. etc.. does not have
to Sign,
Page 2

Generally, anyone who is paid to prepare
Ile
It
0Other
'a'bI'aenturn
kS irm'h:tlSaI
igInI li'raendaifill-TU' s:
n[TYharea of the return.
MUSFe Prepare, required to Sig. the return
C mplete the requiredpreparer
informao
i~i n and:
Sign 01by hand. in the space provided for
the preparer's signattirle,,(ISignature
ep
a)
stamps
or labels are not acc
tea Give a copy of the tax return to the
xpayer in addition tothecopy filed with IRS.
Tax return preparers should le,1jannillar
1. dr.
With their responsibilities.
See Put
1045,information
etails.
for Tax Practitioners, for
more

C. Figuring and Paying the Tax
1. Accounting
Accounting methods.-Taxable income
Ie us.
sin.ttie
e
I
account
in
Ist beico-repru
u airlyn keetp=g
'
the
Of
corporation's booksand records, In all
cases. the method adopted must clearly
refIGectntearx
.o(nSeenwgctgiodni4n46.)
libyl,ecio~rcpoom
raeti
farming operations must use the accrual
methoclof ccounting. See section 447 for
exceptionsa
Unless the law specifically permits
otherwise, the corpo
method of accountingaton
uwc1`1.,eipot
aychange'h.
laxable
income in earlier years (for income as a
whole or for any material item) 0
b first
getti ng consent on For. 3115. Appiication
"Y y
for Change in Accounting Method. Also see
Publication 5'38 . A,ccountingPenodsand
Methods.
Note: The Tax Reform Act of 1986 changed
several of the rulesgovemirig accounting
methods:
(1) For taxyears beginning after 1986
corporations (other than qualified personal
service corporations), are generally required
ii~ use the a-nual ethdofaccounting if
their annual averagegross receipts are
$5.000,000or more. Sea section 448(c). A
corporation changing to the accrual method
because of this ravision must complete a
Form 3115 and attach it to Form 1120 for
the year ofchange. The corporation must
Fo sh3o.15t
also
on a statement accompanying
he period over which the
section 481(a) adjustment will betaken into
account and the basis for that conclusion.
See section 448and Regulations section
1.448-1 T(g) and 1.448-1 T(h) for more
information. Include the amount reportable
income in 1987 under Section 481(a) on
as
line 10, page 1.
(2) For longterm contracts (except certain
real property construction contracts),
entered into after February 28, 1986.
dir
taxpayers must elect either the percentage
completion or the percentage of
completio
lized cost
see
section 46"0"caa%"`Notice 87-61,e1987-38,
I.R.S. 40, formore information.
(3) The reserve method olicomputing had
debts has been repeated for tatayears
beginningafter 1986 formost taxpayers.
See the instructions forline 15 fordetails.
Changis In accounting perlod.-~-Generally.
before changing an accounting period, the
Commissioner's approval must be obtained
(Regulations section 1.442- 1) by filing Form
1128, Application for Change in Accounting
Period. Also we Publication 538.

Note: For tax years beginning after 1986,
personal ervice corporations as defined in
section 4'4 ffiX2) must adopt a calendar
year unless the Corporation can establish to
!he satisfaction of the Secretary that there
is a business purpose for having a different
tax year. See section 44 1.
A
ron
must
adopting.
short
catend
C0=
hi'hP
leia
S
period return
for its first taxableyear beginning after
1986. Thr
first or
mt attaxpayers
the to, ofshould
file type ge
'e ty
111geroelorn
for the first required taTyearof
"r,,,,ED U,,,DER SECTION 806 OF THE TAX
OF 1986.
PerSonalservice corporations who wish to
establish a business purpose
R., f".
a
having
'or
different tarryearshould see Rev
57,1987-28, R.B. 7, formore
information, A ll~o see Rav. Proc. 87-32,
1987-28, I.R.S. 14, forprocedures to usein
adoplin
retatiningal
S ar
17.ngi,
ison
Corp., an
agl
y~ rcPe
r t1rwice
corporations who wish to adopt or retain a
non ca lendar taJx1y2e8ainmausp firle nreqwe1stths
Ace
dromwedhrFeso outlined in Rei, rPdoc. 87-32
and Announcement 87-82, 1987-37, I.R.S.
30aAdn~nzionctemerin$807;82
eg , ng ensio
time
provides
to thesreles,
corporations
to file Form 1128. and
.
O"ime for
corporations firlingshort
=zma,id'
mform ervic
on aextension'
plefiodretums.
S
2. Rounding Off to Whole-Dollar
Amounts
T e corporation may show the money items
oh
n the return and accompanying schedules
gas whole-dollar amounts. To do so. drop any
mount less than 50 cents and increase any
amount from 50 cents through 99 cents to
the next higher dollar.
3. Depositary Method of Tax Payment
The corporation !must pay the tax due in full
when the return is filed but no later than
2"
/5, months after the end of the tax year,
Deposit corporation income tax payments
(and estimated tax payments) With a Federal
Tax Deposit Coupon (Form 8109). Be sure
to darken the ' 1 120" box on the coupon,
Make thew tax deposits with either a
financial institution qualified as a depositary
for Federal taxes or the Federa I Reservec area
bank or branch
icingthe eographi
where the couPpra"
tion is locatted. Do not
osubmit deposits directly to an IRS office;
atherwise. the corporation may be subject to
failure to deposit penalty Records of
deposits will be sent to IRS for crediting to
the corporation's account. See the
instructions contained in the coupoi book
(Form 8109) for more information.
In order,for us to better process your
deposits p ease write your employer
identific;tion number. type of tax paid, and
the tax period to which the deposit applies
on your check.
To get more deposit coupons, use the
reorder form (Form 8109A) provided in the
coupon book.
For more information concerning
deposits. see Publication 583, Information
for Business Taxpayers.
4. Backup Withholding
If a person receives certain payments and
does not give the payer the correct employer
identification number, the payer will

withhold taxes from those payments. This
type of withholding is called 'backup
withholding.* If the corporation has had any
backup withholding withheld from
payments, the corporation should show this
amount in the blank space in the righthand
column between lines 31 and 32. page 1.
Form 1 120, and label the amount as backup
withholding, The corporation should then
include the amount in the total for line 32.
On Form I I20,A. include the amount of
backup withholding in line 28, page 1, and
write "backup withholding" and the amount
in the margin.
5. Estimated Tax
A corporation must make estimated tax
payments it it can expect its a imatedtax
(income tax minus credits) to b
Ste $40 or
more. Use Form 1120-W, Corporation
Estimated Tax, as a orksheet to compute
estimated tax. Use the Payment Coupons
(Forms 8109) in making deposits of
estimated tax.
If a corporation is the beneficiary of a
trust, and the trust makes a section 643(g)
election to credit its estimated tax
payments to its beneficiaries. include the
corporation's stlare of the estimated tax
payment in the total amount entered on line
32b, Form 1120. In the blank ispacetothe
left of the entry space for line 321p, write
"Sec. 643(g)" and the amount attributable
to it. On Form I 120-A. include the
corporation's share of the section 643(g)
payment on line 28b and identify it as
shown above for Form 1 120.
If the corporation overpaid estimated tax,
it may be able to gist a 'quick refund" try
fil,n8 Form 4466, Corporation Application
for
uick Refund of Overpayment of
Estimated Tax. The overpayment must be
both: (1) at least 10% of expected income
tax liability, and (2) at least $500. To apply
fit
e Form 4466within 21h monthsafterthe
end of the tax year and before the
corporation flies its tax return.
6. Timing Change In Deducting
Accrued Expenses
Generally, an accrual basis taxpayer can
deduct accrued expenses in tha tax year
that all events have occurred that
determine the liability, and the amount of
the liability can be figured with reasonable
accuracy. However, generally all the events
that establish liability for the amount are
treated as occurring only when economic
performance takes place. There are
exceptions for recurring items. Sea section
461(h).
7. Rule of 78's Not an Acceptable
Method of Figuring Interest
Taxpayers are reminded that, generally, the
Rule of 78's is not an acceptable method for
computin$ interest income and expense.
Anyone using the Rule of 78's should see
Revenye Procedures 84-27, 84-28, 84-29
and 84-30, (which are in Cumulative
Bulletin 1984. 1) to change their method.
D. Interest and Penalties
Interest and penalty charges are described
below. If a corporation files late or fails to
pay the tax when due, it may be liable for
penalties unless it can show that failure to
file or pay was due to reasonable cause and
hot willful neglect.
1. Interesit.-Interest is charged on taxes
hot paid by the due date. even if an

extension of time to file is granted. Interest is
also charged on penalties imposed for failure
to file, gross valuation overstatements, and
substantial understatements of tax from the
due date (including extensions) to. the date
of payment. The interest charge, s figured at
a rate determined under section 6621.
2. Late Filing of Return.-A corporation
that fails to file its return when due
(including extensions of time for filing) may
be subject to a penalty of 5% a month or
fraction of a month, up to a maximum of
25%, for each month the return is not filed.
The penalty is imposed on the net amount
due. The minimum penalty for failure to file
a tax return within 60 days of the due date
for filing (including extensions) is the lesser
of the underpayment of tax or $ 100.
3. Late Payment otTax.-Generally, the
penalty for not payingtax when due is 14% of
the unpaid amount, up to a maximum of
25%. 1 r each month or fraction of a month
thetaxoremains unpaid. The penalty is
imposed on the net amount due.
4. Underpayment of Estimated Tax.-A
corporation that fails to make estimated tax
payments when due may be subject to an
underpayment penalty for the period of
underpayment. To avoid the estimated tax
penalty, the corporation must make
estimated tax payments; of a least 90% of
the tax shown on the return. See section
6655.
If a corporation underpaid estimated
tax attach Form 2220, Underpayment of
Estimated Tax by Corporations, to show
:ither how the penalty was figured or the
xceptions which apply. Also be sure to
check the box on line 33, Form 1 120 or line
29, Form 1120-A. If the corporation owes a
penalty. enter the amount of the penalty on
this line. Corporations using the
annualization exception may be able to
avoid penalties undersection 6655 for
installment payments due before July 1,
1987, by using the safe harbor provided in
Regulations section 1.6655.2T.
5. Overstated Tax Deposits.-If deposits
are overstated, the corporation may be
subject to a penalty of 25% of the overstated
deposit claim. See section 6656(b).
6. Other Penalties.-There are also
penalties that can be imposed for
negligence substantial understatement of
tax, and fr~ud, See sections 6653 and 6661.

E. Other Forms, Returns,
Schedules, and Statements
That May Be Required
2. Forms
The corporation may have to file any of the
following:
Forms 'W-2 and W-3. Wage and Tax
Statement; and Transmittal of Income and
Tax Statements.
Form W-2P. Statement for Recipients 0
Annuities, Pensions, Retired Pay, or IRA!
Payments.
Form 966. Corporate Dissolution or
Liquidation.
Form 1096. Annual Summary and
Transmittal of U.S. Information Returns.
Form 1098. Mortgage Interest Statement.
This form is used to report the receipt from
any individual of $600 or more of mortgage
interest in the course of the corporation's
trade or business for any calendar year.

Forms 1099-A, B, DIV, INT, MISC, DID,
PATR, and R. Information returns for
reporting abandonments, acquisitions
through foreclosure, proceeds from brokers,
barter exchange, and real estate transactions,
certain dividends and distributions, interest
payments. payments for certain fishing boat
cre. members, medical and dental health
care payments, direct sales of consumer
goods for resale, miscislianecus income
payments, nonemployee compensation,
original issue discoun't,, patronafe dividends,
and total distributions rom pro it-sharing
plans, retirement plans, and individual
retirement arrangennonts. Also use these
returns to report amounts thatwere received
as a nominee on behailf of another person.
For more information, see Publication
916. Information Returns.
Note: Every corporation must file
information returns if, in the course ofits,
trade or business, it rriakes; payments of
rents, commissions, or other fixed or
determinable income (see section 6041)
totaling$600 or mons! to any one person
during the calendaryear.
Form 5452. Corporate Report of
Nontaxable Dwidends.
Form 5498. Individual Retirement
Arrangement Information. Use this form to
report contributions (including rollover
contributions) to an in dividual retirement
arrangement (IRA) an d the value of an IRA
or simplified employee pension account.
Form 5713. International Boycott Report,
for persons having operations in or related
to "boycotting" countries. In addition,
persons who participa te in or cooperate with
an international boycott may have to
complete Schedule A or Schedule 8 and
Schedule C of Form 5 713 to compute their
loss of the following it ems: the foreign tax
credit, the deferral of earnings of a
controlled foreign cor poration, IC-DISC
benefits, and FSC beiiefits.
Form 8264. Applicat ion for Registration of
a Tax Shelter. It is used by tax shelter
organizers to register tax shelters with the
IRS, for the purpose -of receiving a tax
shelter registration n umber.
Form 8271. Investo r Reporting of Tax
Shelter Registration Number. It is used by
taxpayers who have acquired an interest in
a tax shelter, which is required to be
registered, to report the tax shelter's
registration number , Form 8271 must be
attached to any tax return (including an
application for tentz itive refund (Form
39) and an amen ded return (Form
11
.20X))onwhicha
deduction, credit, loss,
or other tax benefit,attributable to a tax
shelter is taken or a ny income attributable
to a tax shelter is reported.
Form 8281. Inform ation Return for Publicly
Offered Original Iss ue Discount
Instruments. This I orm is generally required
to be filed by issuelm of public offerings of
debt instruments virthin 30 days of the
issuance of the delot instrument.
Fo m 8300. Repc rt of Cash Payments Over
$ 10,000 Received in a Trade or Business.
Generally, this for m is used to report the
receipt of more th an $ 10.000 in cash or
foreign currency it I one transaction (or a
series of related tr ansactions).
Form 8582. Passi ve Activity Loss
Limitations. It is u! ied to figure the amount
of passive activity loss allowed for the
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currerittax yearand the loss to be reported
on your tax return. Form 8582 applies to
personal service corporations and closely
held C corporations who have losses from
passive activities.
2. Consolidated Return
The parent corporation of an affiliated group
of corporations must attach Form 85 11
Affiliations Schedule, to the consolidated
return. For the first year a consolidated
must
return is filed, each subsidiary
attach
Form 1122. Authorization and Consent of
Subsidiary Corporation to be Included in a
Consolidated Income Tax Return.
File supporting statements for each
corporation included in the consolidated
return. Use columns to show the following,
both before and after adjustments:
@ Items of gross income and deductions.
o A computation of taxable income.
. Balance sheets as bf the beginning and
end of the tax year.
A reconciliation of income per books with
income per return.
e A reconciliation of retained earnings.
Attach consolidated balance sheets and
a reconciliation of consolidated retained
earnings.
3. Statements
Stock ownership in foreign
corporations.-Attach the required
statement to Form 1 120 if the corporation
owned 5% or more in value of the
outstanding stock of a foreign personal
holding company and the corporation was
required to include in its gross income any
undistributed foreign personal holding
company income from a foreign personal
holding company. See section 55 1(c).
A corporation that controls a foreign
corporation. or that is a 10%-or-more
shareholder of a controlled foreign
corporation. oracquires, disposes of, or
owns 5% or more ownership in the
outstanding stock of a foreign corporation,
may have to file Form 5471. Information
Return with Respect to a Foreign
Corporation.
A domestic corporation or a foreign
corporation that is engaged in a trade or
business in the United States and is
controlled by a foreign person may have to
file Form 5472, Information Return of a
Foreign-Owned Corporation.
Transfers to a corporation controlled by
the transferor.-If a person receives stock
or securities of a corporation in exchange
for property, and no gain or loss is
recognized under section 351, the person
(transferor) and the transferee must attach
to Form 1 1 20 the iriformation requ ired by
Regulations section 1.351-3.
4. Amended Return
Use Form 1120X, Amended U.S.
Corporation Income Tax Return, to correct
any error in a previously filed Form 1 120 or
Form 1120-A.
5. Financial Statements
A corporation is not required to complete
Schedules M-1 and M-2 (Form 1120 only) if
the corporation's total assets at the end of
the tax year (line 14, column (d) of
Schedule I. Form 1 1 20) are less than
$25,000.
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6. Attachments
Attach Form 4136, Computation of Credit
for Federal Tax on Gasoline and Special
Fuels, after page 4, Form 1 120, or page 2,
Form I 120-A. Attach schedules in
alphabetical order and other forms in
numerical order after the Form 4136.
In order to process the return we ask
that you complete every applicable entry
space on Form 11 20. Please do not attach
statements and rite "See attached" in lieu
of completing the entry spaces on Form
1120~
If more space is needed on the forms or
schedules, attach separate sheets
indicating at the top of each attachment the
form number or schedule letter of the form
or schedule being continued. Also, show the
same information called for on the form in
the same order as on the printed forms. Be
sure to show totalsh on the printed forms.
Pleaseusesheets uatarethe same size as
the forms and sched les. Atta It these
and
separate sheets after all the schedules
c
forms. Also, put the corporation's name and
employer identification number (EIN) on
each sheet.
F. Additional Information
Be sure to answer questions H through S on
page 3, Form 1 120, or questions I through
0 on page 2, Form 11 20.A. The
instructions that follow are keyed to these
1. Question 1(2)(b). Form 1120 only
U.S. person.-The term "U.S. person"
means
1. A citizen or resident of the United States;
2. A domestic partnership;
3. A domestic corporation; or
4. Any estate or trust (other than a foreign
estate or trust within the meaning of
section 7701(a)(31)).
"Owner's country," for individuals, is the
owner's country of residence. For all others,
it is the country where incorporated,
organized, created, or administered.
2. Question L, form 1120, and
Question M. Form 1120-A
Foreign financial
et
accounts.-Check the
Yes box 'I her a or p below applies to the
corporation: otherwise. check the No box.
a. At any time during the year the
corporation had an interest in or
signature or other authority over a
financial account in a foreign country
(such as a bank account, securities
account, or other financial account),
AND
The combined value of the accounts
was more than $ 10,000 at any time
duringthe year: AND
. The account was NOT with a U.S.
military banking facility operated by a
U.S. financial institution,
b. The corporation owns more than 50% of
thestock in any corporation that would
answer "Yes" to item a above.
Get form To F 90-22. 1. Report of
Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts, to
see if the corporation is considered to have
an interest in or signature or other authority
over a financial account in a foreign country
(such as a bank account. securities
account. or other financial account).
If "Yes" is checked for this question. file
form TO F 90-22. 1 by June 30, 1988, with
the Department of the Treasury at the

address shown on the form. Form TO F 9&
22.1 is not a tax return, so do not file it with
Form 1120.
Form TO F 90-22.1 may be obtained
from IRS Forms Distribution Centers.
Also, if 'Yes" is checked for this
question. write the name of the foreign
country or countries, Attach a separate
sheet if more space is needed.
3. Question R, Form 1120, and
Question K, Form 1120-A
Report any tax exempt interest received or
accrued in the space provided. Include any
exempt-irterest dividends received as a
shareholder in a mutual fund or other
regulated investment company.

Specific Instructions

Employer identification number. If the
employer identification number (EIN) on
the label is wrong or if the corporation did
not receive a label, enter the correct
number at the top of the return. Also. filers
of Form 1 120-A should enter their EIN at
the top of page 2 of the return.
A corporation that does not have an EIN
should apply for one on Form SS-4,
Application for Employer Identification
Number. This form may be obtained from
m st IRS and Social Security Administration
oftices. Send Form SS 4 to the same
Internal Revenue Service Center to which
Form 1 120 or Form I 120-A is mailed. If the
EIN ht bid by th filin g time
fO~.Ihe corporation return, write "Applied
o in the space for the EIN.
.
For more information concerning an
EIN. see Publication 583.
Total Assets. Enter the total assets of the
corporation. If there are no assets at the
end of the tax year, enter the total assets as
of the beginning of the tax year.
Income
Note: Generally, income from all sources,
whether U.S. or foreign, must be included.
Line I
Gross receipts
Enter gross receipts or sales from all
business operations except tose tat must
be reported in lines 4 through 10. For
reporting advance payments, see
Regulations section 1.451-5. The rules for
long-term contracts have been changed by
the Tax Reform Act of 1986. See section
460 for more information.
Changes have also been made to the
ins ailment method. Effective for tax years
beginning
I
after 1986, the installment
method is no longer available for any sale of
personal property under a revolving credit
plan.
The use of the installment method is
limited by the proportionate disallowance
rules of new section 453C for sales of real
property held for sale to customers or the
sale of personal property by a dealer after
February 28. 1986. Additional income (in
the case of sales of real property by
dealers), or additional tax (in the case of
sales of personal property by dealers)
generated by the application of the
proportionate disallowance rules is taken
into account or treated as imposed ratably
over a period of three years. See sections
81 1(c)(6) and 81 l(cX7) of the Tax Reform
Act of 1986 for more information. Dealers
in personal property. see also the
Instructions for Schedule J, Tax

Computation. The proportionate
disallowance rules do not apply to certain
sales by manufacturersto dealers. A seller
may elect to have the proportionate
disallowance rules not apply to certain sales
oftimesharesand residential lots. See
section 453C for more information.
If the installment method is used, enter
on line 1 the gross profit on collections from
installment sales (real estate dealers enter
this amount as modified by section
811 (cX6) of the Tax Reform Act of 1986)
:nd carry the same amount to line 3 Attach
schedule showing the following for'the
current year and the three preceding years:
a. gross sales, It. cost of goods sold, c. gross
profits, d. percentage of gross profits to
gross sales, e. amount collectedi, and I.
gr ss profit on amount collected, Increase
tho amount collected by any allocable
installment indebtedness required by
section 453C.
After 1986. accrual basis taxpayers need
not accrue certain amounts to be received
from the performancill of services which, on
the basis oftheir experience, will not be
collected (section 448(d)(5)). Corporations
that fall underthis provision should attach a
schedule showing total gross receipts,
:mount not accrued as a result of the
pplication of section 448(d)(5), the net
amount accrued, and Form 3115. The net
amount should be entered on line Ia. For
more information and guidelines on this
'non-accrual experience method," see
Regulations section 1.448-2T.
Line 2
Cost of goods sold and/or operations
Both Form 1 120 and Form 1120-A filers
must enter their cost of goods sold and/or
operations on line 2. page 1, of their
rjl,e,spectiye forms. However. a Form 1120
er must also complete ScheduleA on page
of
2 theform.
While
11 there is not a similar schedule on
Form 20-A to compute this entry, the
following worksheet is provided to help in
figuring this amount.
Note: If a corporation is us ing either
Scheduli Form 1120, or the following
worksheet to figure cost ofoperat'ons,
where inventories are not anloconne.
determining factor, itshoulddosoby
entering a zero on lines I and 6 ofhe
schedule or worksheet.
Form 1 120 filers using Schedule A and
Form I 120-A filers using the viorkshi
below should see the instructions below
under Section 263A Uniform Capitalization
Rutes before completing Schedule A or the
worksheet.
Worksheet (Form 11 20-A)
1. lin,ennn'
strin, of "a,
(imhm, her.at..d.n Page 2
Pan 11, line 3. Column (a):
Form I 120-A) . . . . . . .
2. Pur,r, ... (enter here and
On w,, 2. Item L(olaf,
Farm 1 1 20 A) . . . . . . .
Cost of laticir (enter here and
;nxl.d. in total On 2. 2.
tern 1.0 X0. Form I I A)
4a. Additional section 263A
eme her and on
c,mgt,'2
'Lo Xb)) (- in.
st,.c ,tint I . . . . . . . .
to Other cash, enter here and
include
L(I
of on Page 2. item
X
I . . . . . . . . .
Subnotal-Add lines I
through 4b.
. . . . . .

6. In... fair at end of y...
(enter here and on Page 2,
111,11hne 3 Column (b)
Pan
Form 20 A) * . . . . . .
7. Total Cost of goods sold and/
or opendums-l-me 5 less line
6 honn, here and on Page 1.
line 2, Form 1120 A) . . . .
Inventory valuation methods. Inventories
can be valued at: (1) cost; (2) cost or
market value (whichever is lower); or (3)
any other method that is approved by the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and
that conforms to the provisions of the
applicable regulations cited below.
Taxpayers using erroneous valuation
methods must change to a method permitted
for Federal income tax purposes. Such a
change should be made by filing Form 3115
For more information about the change, see '
Regulations section 1.446-1(e)(3) and Flay,
Proc. 84-74. 1984.2 C.B. 738,
In line 8a of Schedule A, Form 1 120 only,
check the method(s) used for valuing
inventories. Under "lower of cost or
market," market generally applies to normal
market conditions where there is a current
bid price prevailingatthe datethe inventory
is valued. When no regular open market
exists or when quotations are nominal
because of inactive market conditions. use
fair market prices from the most reliable
sales or purchase transactions that
occurred near the date the inventory is
valued. For more requirements, see
Regulations section 1.471-4.
Inventory may be valued below cost
when the merchandise is (1) unsalable at at
normal prices or ( 2) unusable in the norm
way because the goods are "subnormal"
(that is because of damage, imperfections,
shop wear, etc.) within the meaning of
Regulations section 1.471-2(c). Such
goods may be valued ata current bona fide
selling price, minus direct cost of
disposition (but not less than scrap value) if
such a price can be established. See
Regulations section 1.471-2(c) for more
requirements,
If this is the first yea r the " Last. in First.
out" (LIFO) inventory method was either
adopted or extended to inventory goods not
pr~-viously valued under the LIFO method
provided in section 472, attach Form 970.
App rz him To Use LIFO Inventory Method,
or a Is"tatement with the information
req,ired by Form 970, Also check the LIFO
boy in F~e 8b of Schedule A, Form 1 120 I
or.ly Enier the amount or percent of tota
closing inventories covered under section
47.2 in line 8c. Estimates are acceptable.
If the corporation changed or extended
its inventory method to LIFO and had to
"write up" its opening inventory to cost in
the year of election. report the effect of this
vinteup as income (line 10. page 1)
proportionately over a 3-year period that
begins in the tax year you made this
election, (Section 472(d))
Section 263A Uniform Capitalization
Rules. The uniform capitalization rules of
section 263A are discussed in general inthe
instructions for Limitations on deductions
on page 6. See those instructions before
proceeding,
Corporations subject to section 263A will
be required to make adjustments to the cost
of goods sold Lomputation on Schedule Aor
on the orkshect used by Form 1 120-A
filers. To the extent that section 263A costs

were not included if i inventory in prior
years, corporations must revalue their
beginning inventor! 1. Corporations may elect
one of the simplifie If methods of accounting
for section 263A costs provided in the
regulations for purl )oses of both revaluing
their inventory and accounting for costs in
subsequent years. (See the instructions for
Form 1 120, Schedule A, line 4a.) Absent
the election of a si mplified method,
taxpayers are requ ired to allocate additional
costs to be include d in inventory under
section 263A with the same degree of
specificity as was i,equired of inventoriable
costs under prior Ia iw.
Schedule A, Form 1120
Line I.-For tax yoars beginning after
1986, beginning irrventory must be
revalued as if the section 263A rules had
been in effect for at I prior periods. Enter the
revalued beginning 'i inventory on line 1. An
adjustment to incon ie is required under
section 481(a). Thi!i adjustment should be
included on page 1, Ini 'Other income"
and separately den tified on an attached
schedule The section 481 adjustment is
taken ottlaccount over a period not to
exceed 4 years. In a ddition, sincethe
application of sectio n 263A is considered to
be a change in accon infing method,
corporations are req cited to complete Form
3115 to show their computation of the
section 481(a) adjus tment. Attach Form
3115 to Form 1 120 or Form 11 20.A. Be
sure to use the 1987 revision of Form
3115. See the Regulations for more
information on revalLiing beginning
inventory,
Line 4a.-Ao entry i:s reqeired on this line
only for coporat ions ,electing a simplified
method of accounting. In the case of
taxpayers electing th(~ simplified production
method, additional se'ction 263A costs are
generally those costs, other than interest,
that were not cachtali2ed or included in the
inventory costs under the taxpayer's
method of accounting immediately prior to
the effective date in R egulations section
1.263A- 1 T. a ut that a re now req u ited to be
capitalized under sect ion 263A. In the case
of taxpayers electing t he simplified resale
method, additional se,-tion 263A costs are
generally those costs I frocurred with respect
to the following categories off site storage
orI warehou sing; purchasing; handling.
p ocessing, assembly and repackaging; and
general and admonish ative costs (mixed
service costs). Enter on line 4a the balance
of section 263A costs paid or incurred
during the taxable year not included on lines
2 and 3. See Regulati ons section 1.263A-lT
for more information.
Line 4b.-Enter on hne 4to any costs paid
or incurred during thif! taxable year not
entered on lines 2 t hr ough 4a.
Line 6.-See Regula tions section 1.263A. IT
for more information on computing the
amount of additional isection 263A costs to
be capitalized and added to ending inventory.
iForm 1120-A Filers
Form I 120-Afilers should complete the
inventory worksheet on this paget Before
completing the worksheet, read he
instructions for lines :1, 4a, and 6 of
Schedule A, Form 11 20 above. These
instructions also apply to lines 1,4a,andli
of the worksheet, andi explain adjustments
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to be made as a result of the new section
263A uniform capitalization rules. In
completing the worksheet, enter additional
section 263A costs on line 4a only to the
extent that: (1) The corporation elects one of
the simplified methods discussed in the
instructions for line 4a, Schedule A, (Form
1 120), and (2) The costs are not included on
line 2, "Purchasi or as part of the cost Of
labor on line 3 or in "Other costs" on line 4b.
LIne4
Dividends
Form I 120-A filers.-Because Form
1 120-A can be filed by corporations that
only received dividends from domestic
co porations (which are not from debtfinraInced stock) which qualify for the 80%
dividends-received deduction, they should
enter the total of those dividends on line 4,
page 1, Form I 120-A.
Form
for
S 1 120 filers.-See the instructions
chedule C, Form 1 120.
Line 5
Interest
Enter taxable interest on U.S. obligations
and on loans, notes, mortgages bonds bank
deposits. corporate bonds, tax eiuri
Do not offset interest income again;t
interest expense.
Special rules apply to interestancome
I
from certain below-market rate ans. See
section 7872 for more information .
Line 6
Gross rents
Enter the gross amount received for the
rent of property. Deduct expenses such as
repairs. interest, taxes, and depreciation in
the proper lines for deductions.
Line 8
Capital gain net income
Every sale or exchange of a capital asset
must be reported in detail on Schedule D
(Form 1 120). Capital Gains and Losses,
even though no gain or loss is indicated.
If the net long-term capital gain S Ore
than the net short term capital loss'
there is only a net long-term capital gai'nf
compute the alternative tax using Schedule
D to see Hit produces a smaller tax.
Corporations whose tax years begin after
June 30, 1987, are not eligible for
alternative tax.
Line 9
Net gain or (loss)
Enter the net gain or (loss) from line 18. Part
11, Form 4797. Gains and Losses From Sales
or Exchanges of Assets Used in a Trade or
Business and Involuntary Conversions.
Line 10
Otherfincome
Enter any other taxable income not listed
above, and explain its nature
Othc,
an
attached schedule, Example o I
income are, recoveries of badso
debts
cdeducted in prior years under the
I harge off method (also see instructions
specificfor
I he 15, Bad debts): the amount of credit
or alcohol used as fuel (determine If
without regard to tho I nation based on
tax) that was entered on form 6478, Credit
for Alcohol Used a, Fuel: nnd refunds of
taxes deducted in prior years to
the ex~ent
totax
they reduced income subject
in he
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year deducted (see section 111). Do hot
offset current year's taxes with tax refunds.
If "other income" consists of only one
item explain what it is in parentheses on
line iO,
Many changes made by the Tax Reform
Act of 1986 result in a change in method of
accounting for the corporation and require
income adjustments under section 481(a),
Include any section 48 Ila) adjustment on
line 10, 'Other income" and attach a
schedule identifying the nature and amount
of the adjustment.
Deductions
Limitations on deductions
1. Section 263A Uniform capitalization
rules -Many items that were deductible
unde; prior law must now be capitalized or
included in inventory under the new
uniform capitalization rules of section
263A. The new rules require corporations to
capitalize of include in inventory certain
costs incurred in connechon with the
production of real and personal tangible
property held in inventory or held for sale in
the ordinary course of business, Tangible
personal property produced by a taxpayer
includes a film sound recording vi cotape,
book, or sirrila~ property. The ruies"also
apply to personal property (tangible and
intangible) acquired for resale. Taxpayers
sub ect to the rules are required to
capitalize not only direct costs but an
allocable portion of most indirect costs
(including taxes) that relate to the assets
produced or acquired for resale. Interest
expense paid or incurred in the course of
production must be capitalized and is
governed by special rules. The uniform
capitalization rules also apply to the
production of property constructed or
improved by a taxpayer for use in its trade
or business or in an activity engaged in for
profit.
Section 263A does not apply to personal
property acquired for resale if the
taxpayer's annual average gross receipts
are $ 10,000.000 or less. It does not apply
to timber or to property produced under a
long term contract. Special rules apply for
farmers. The rules do not apply to property
which is produced for use by the taxpayer if
su starthal construction has occurred
be'fore March 1, 1986.
The uniform capitalization rules are
generally effective for costs and interest
paid or incurred after December 31, 1986.
With respect to inventory. the uniform
capitalization rules apply to tax years
beginning after 1986. Transitional rules are
contained in section 803 of the Tax Reform
Act of 1986.
In the case of inventory. some of the
indirect costs which may not have been
lized before the Tax Reform Act which
cap' anow be capitilized
mus!
are administration
expe-es: taxes: depreciation: insurance
Costs: conlPensation Paid to officers
attributable to services; rework labor: and
contnbut,o;1s to pension. stock bonus, ano
certain pro I Mining, annuity, or deferred
c ."'Per"'hco, Plans.
Current deductions nory still be clai ed
for r-arch and experiniental costs under
section 174, intangible drilling costs for oil
and gas and geothermal property and
min,ng and exploration and dcyhl~ian.nt
costs, Regulations section 1,263A I T

specifies other indirect costs that may be
currently deducted and those that must be
capitalized with respect to production or
resale activities. For more information. see
Regulations section 1.263A.IT,
2. Meals and entertainment.-Fof tax
years after 1986, the amount deductible lot
e
fol
rot hnin
re
gensierreasly ri fesda 8eOn te I It
inni sun I
otherwise allowable. In addition, meals may
not be lavish or extravagant: a cona. fide
business discussion must occur during.
immediately before, or immediately after
the meal; and your employee must be
present at the meal.
Special rules apply to deductions for
tickets to entertainment activities. With the
exception of certain charitable sporting
events. the deduction for the cost of a ticket
is limited to the face value of the ticket.
A limitation on the amount deductible
for the rental of a luxury skylbox will be
phased in beginning in 1987 and will
become fully effective in 1989. If the
taxpayer rents a skybox in the same arena
for more than one event. the deduction I,
disallowed to the extent that it exceeds the
sum of the face value on non-luxury box
seats for the seats in the box covered by the
lease. This limitation is fully effective in
1989. In 1987. L , of the excess cost of the
skylbox is disallowed, In 1988 tax years. ~x
of the excess cost is disallowed. Both the
limitation on tickets to entertainment
activities and the limitation on skylbox
rentals is calculated before the application
of the 20% reduction required by section
274(n). See Notice 87-23. 1987.9, I,R.B,
6. for more information on meals.
entertainment. and travel expense.
3. Transactions between related
taxpayers.-Generally, an accrual basis
taxpayer may only deduct business
expenses and interest owed to a related
Party in the year the payment is included in
the7income of the related party, See section
26 for limitation on deductions for unpaid
expenses
S
and interest.
4. action 291 limitations.-Corporations
may be required to adjust deductions for
depletion of iron ore and coal. intangible
drilling and exploration and development
costs. bad debt deductions for financial
institutions, and the amortizable basis of
pollution control facilities. See section 291
to determine the amount of adjustment.
5. Golden parachute payments. -A
tio0ratifothe payments made by a
corp
to key personnel that exceeds
their usual compensation may not be
deductible. This occurs when the
corporation has an agreement (golden
parachute) with these key employees to pay
the. these excessive amounts if control of
the corporation changes. See section 280G
for changes to the golden parachute rules.
6. Business startup expenses.-Busthess
startup expenses are required to be
capitalized unless an election is made to
amortize them over a period of 60 months.
See section 195.
Line 12
Compensation of officers
Besides entering the total Officers'
compensation on line 12. Form 1 1 20 filers
must complete Schedule E on page 2 if
their total receipts (line Ia. pite, lines 4
through 10, of page 1, Form 1 120) are
$150.0000, more.

Complete Schedule E, columns (a)
through (f). for all officers. The corporation
determines who is an officer under the laws
of the state where incorporated.
In a consolidated return, each member
of an affiliated group must furnish this
information.
Line 13
Salaries and wages
Enter on fine 13a the amount of total
salaries and wages paid or incurred for the
tax year. Do not include salaries and wages
deducted elsewhere on the return, such as
contributions to a simplified employee
pension.
Caution: If you provided taxable fringe
benefits to your employees. such as
personal use of a car, do not deduct as
wages the amount allocated for
depreciation and other expenses that you
claimed on lines 20 and 26, Form 1 120, or
lines 20 and 22, Form I I 20-A.
Enter on line 13b the amount of jobs
credit from Form 5884. Jobs Credit.
The jobs credit has been extended
through 1988.
Line 14
Repairs
Enterthe cost of incidental repairs, suchas
laborand supplies, thatdo notadd tothe
value of the property or appreciably prolong
its life.
Line 15
Bad debts
Enter the total debts that became worthless
in whole or in part during the tax year.
The reserve method of computing bad
debts has been repealed for tax years
beginning after 1986 for all taxpayers except
small banks and thrift institutions. If a
corporation ~arnta ined such a reserve for its
last tax year beginning before 1987, it must
change to the specific charge-off method in
1987. The corporation must include the
balance remaining in the reserve in income
ratably over a 4-year period, Include the
amount reportable as income in 1987 on
line 10, page 1, and attach a computation.
The change from the reserve method to the
specific charge-off method is treated as a
change in accounting method and shall be
considered as approved by the
Commissioner. A small bank or thrift
institution using the reserve method in 1987
should attach a schedule showing how it
arrived at the current year's provision.
Line 17
Taxes
Enter taxes paid or accrued dt,ring the tax
year, but do not inchide the following:
1. Federal income taxes;
2. Foreign or U.S. possession income taxes
if a tax credit is claimed:
3. Taxes not imposed on the corporation: or
4. Taxes, including state or local sales
taxes, that are paid or incurred in
conf)ection with an acquisition or
disposition of property (such taxes must be
throated as a part of the cost of the acquired
property or, in the case of a disposition, as a
reduction in the amount realized on the
disposition).
See section 164(d) for apportionment of
taxes on real property between seller and
purchaser.

If the corporation is liable for
environmental tax under section 59A, see
Form 4626, Alternative Minimum TaxCorporations, for computation of the
environmental tax deduction.
Line 18
Interest
Do not include interest on indebtedness
incurred or continued to purchase or carry
obligations on which the interest is wholly
exempt from income tax. (For exceptions.
see section 265(b).)
Mutual savings banks, building and loan
associations, and cooperative banks can
deduct the amounts paid or credited to the
accounts of depositors as dividends,
interest, or earnings. (See section 591.)
Generally, a cash basis taxpayer cannot
deduct prepaid interest allocable to years
following the current tax year. For example
a cash basis calendar year taxpayer who in
1987 prepaid interest allocable to any
period after 1987 can deduct only the
amount allocable to 1987. See Publication
545, Interest Expense.
Generally, the interest and carrying
charges an straddles cannot be deducted and
must be capitalized. (See section 263(g).)
Interest paid or incurred after 1986 that
is allocable to certain property produced by
a corporation for its own use or for sale
must be capitalized. In addition, a
corporation must also capitalize any .
interest on debt it incurred or continued in
connection with an asset needed to
produce the above property. See section
263A for definitions and more information.
Section 7872 contains special rules for
the deductibility of foregone interest on
certain below-market rate loans. See
section 7872.
Line 19
Contributions
Enter contributions or gifts actually paid
within the tax year toorfor the use of
charitableand governmental organizations
described in section 170(c)and any unused
contributions carried over from prior years.
The total amount claimed may not be
more than 10% of taxable income (line 30,
Form 1 120, or line 26, Form 1120-A)
computed without regard to the following:
1 , Any deduction for contributions;
2, The special deductions in line 29b, Form
1120 or line 25b, Form 1120A
3 De~uctions allowed under sections 249
and 250;
4. Any net operating loss carryback to the
tax year under section 172; and
5. Any capital loss carryback to the tax year
under section 1212(a)(1).
Charitable contributions over the 10%
limitation may not be deducted for the tax
year but may be carried over to the next 5
tax years.
A contribution carryover is not allowed,
however, t6 the extent that it increases a
net operating loss carryover. See section
170(dX2)(B).
Corporations on the accrual basis may
elect to deduct contributions paid by the
15th day of the 3rd month after the end of
the tax year if the contributions are
authorized by the board of directors during
the tax year. Attach to the return a
declaration, signed by an officer, stating

that the resolution authorizing the
contributions was adopted by the board of
directors during the tax year. Also attach a
copy of the resolution.
If a contribution is in property other than
money and the total claimed value of all
property contributed exceeds $500,
corporations (except closely held and
personal service corporations) shall attach a
schedule describing the kind of property
contributed and the method used in
determining its fair market value.
Closely held corporations and personal
service corporations must complete Form
8283 Noncash Charitable Contributions,
and aitach it to their returns.
Also, a corporation must keep records,
as required by the regulations for section
170. for all of its charitable contributions.
If the corporation made a "qualified
conservation contribution" under section
170(h), also include the fair market value of
the underlying property before and after the
donation, as well as the type of legal
interest contributed, and describe the
conservation purpose furthered by the
donation.
If a contribution carryover is included,
show the amount and how it was
determined.
Special rule for contributions of certain
property. For a charitable contribution of
property, the corporation must reduce the
contribution by the sum of:
1. The ordinary income, short-term capital
gain that would have resulted if the
property were sold at its fair market value;
and
2 For contributions made in tax years
beginning
after 1986, all of the long-term
capital gain that would have resulted if the
property were sold at its fair market value.
The reduction for the long-term capital
gain applies to:
1. Contributions of tangible personal
property for use by an exempt organization
for a purpose or function unrelated to the
basis for its exemption; and
2. Contributions of any property (except
stock for which market quotations are
readily available-see section 170(e)(5)) to
or for the use of certain private foundations.
(See section 170(e) and Regulations
section 1. 170A.4.)
For special rules for contributions of
inventory and other property to certain
organizations, see section 170(e)(3) and
Regulations section 1. 170A-4A.
Charitable contributions of scientific
property used for research. A corporation
(other than a personal holding company or a
personal service organization) can receive a
larger deduction for contributing scientific
property used for research to an institution
of higher education. For further
information, see section 170(e).
Line 20
Depreciation
Besides depreciation, include in line 20 the
part of the cost that the corporation elected
to expense for certain recovery property
placed in service during tax year 1987. For
property placed in service after December
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31, 1986, the amount the taxpayer may
expense under section 179 has been raised
from $5.000 to $ 10,000.
The deduction for amortization of
trademark and trade name expenses has
been repealed for expenses paid or incurred
after 1986. See the instructions for Form
4562 for more information on changes to
the rules for depreciation brought about by
the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
Line 22, Form 1120 only
Depletion
See sections 613 and 613A for percentage
depletion rates applicable to natural
deposits. Also, see section 291
the
Imitation on the depletion deduction
to' for
iron ore and coal (including lignite). The
reduction in a corporation's depletion
(in
deduction for iron ore or coal cluding
lignite) has been increased
15%
20% for tax years beginningafter
from 1986.
to
(See section 29 1.)
Foreign intangible drilling costs and
foreign exploration and development costs
paid or incurred after 1986 must either be
added to the corporation's basis for cost
depletion purposes or be deducted ratably
over a 10-year period. See sections 263(i),
616, and 617 for more information.
Attach Form T (Timber), Forest
Industries Schedules. if a deduction for
depletion of timber is taken.
Line 24, Form 11 20 only
Pension. profit-sharing, etc., plans
Employers who maintain a pension, profit.
sharing, or other funded deferred
compensation plan. whether or not
qualified under the Internal Revenue Code
and whether o,not a deduction is claimed
for the current tax year, generally are
required to fiIii one of the forms described
below There are penalties for failure to file
these ~orms on time.
In addition, there is a new penalty for
overstating the pension plan deduction for
returns filed after October 22, 1986. See
new section 6659A.
Form 5500-Complete this form for
each plan with 100 or more participants.
Form 5500-C or 5500-R.-Complete
the applicable form for each plan with fewer
than 100 participants.
For. 5500EZ.-Co.plete this form for
a one-participant plan.
Line 25. Form 1 120 only
Employee benefit programs
Enter the amount of contributions to
employee benefit programs (for example
insurance. health and welfare programs)
that are not an incidental part of a pension
profit sharing. etc.. plan included on line 24.
Line 26, Form 1120, and Line 22,
Form 1120-A
Other deductions
Include in this line the deduction taken for
amortization of pollution control facilities.
organization expenses, etc. See Form 4562.
A corporation may deduct dividends it
pays in cash on stock held by an employee
stock ownership plan, However.to
a deduction
may only be taken if, according the plan,
the dividends are:
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1. Paid in cash directly to the plan
participants; or
2. Paid to the plan, which distributes them
in cash to the plan participants no later than
90 days after the end of the plan year in
which the dividends are paid. (See section
404(k).) For other deductions which may be
allowed, see section 404(k)(2)(C).
Generally, a deduction may not be taken
for the amount of any item or part thereof
allocable to a class of exempt income, (See
section 265(b) for exceptions.)
General!y, a corporation can deduct all
ordinary and necessary travel and
entertainment expenses paid or incurred in
its
trade or business, subject to certain
limitations. (See the discussion of "Meals
and entertainment" in the Limitations on
deductions section earlier in these
instructions.) However. it cannot deduct an
expense id or incurred for a facility (such
as
a yachtpaor hunting lodge) that is used for
an activity that is usually considered
entertainment. amusement, or recreation.
(Note: The corporation may be able to
deduct the expense if the amount is treated
as compensation and reported on Fonm W-2
for an employee or on Form 1099-MISC for
an independent contracto,)
See Publication 463, Travel.
Entertainment, and Gift Expenses, for more
details.
Note: Do not deduct penalties imposed on
corporations such as those included in
General Instruction D.
Form I I 20-A filers.-These fi le is should
a lso i nclude on line 22 of Form I 120-A the
expenses described above for lines 22, 24,
and 25 of Form 1120and any other
deductible expense not discussed above.
Line 28, Form 1120, and Line 24,
Form 1120-A
Taxable Income before NOLdeduction
and special deduct Ions-At risk" rules
and passive activity loss limitations.
Special "at risk" rules under section 465
generallyapply to closely held corporations
(section 465(a)(1)(B)) engaged in any
activity as a trade or business, or for the
production of income. Such corporations
may have to adjust the amount on line 28,
Form 1 120, or line 24, Form I 120-A. (See
below.) However, the "at risk" rules do not
apply to: (1) holding real property (other
than mineral property) placed in service by
the taxpayer before 1987; (2) equipment
leasing under sections 465(c)(4). (5), and
(6): and (3) any qualifying business of a
qualified corporation under section
465(c)(7).
If the 'at risk" rules apply, adjust amount
on this line for section 465(d) losses. These
losses are limited to the amount for which
:uch corporation is "at risk" for each
I eparate activity at the close of the tax year.
I the corporation is involved in one or more
activities, one or more of which incurs a loss
for the year, report the losses for each
activity separately. Attach Form 6198,
Computation of Deductible Loss From an
Activity Described in Section 465 (c),
showing the amount at risk and gross
income and deductions for the activities
with the losses
If the corporation sells or otherwise
disposes of an asset or its interest (either
total
or partial) in an activity to which the

"at risk" rules apply, determine the net
profit or loss from the activity by combining
the gain or loss on the sale or disposition
with the profit or loss from the activity. If
the corporation has a net loss, it may be
limited because of the 'at risk" rules,
Treat any loss from an activity not
allowed for the tax year as a deduction
allocable to the activity in the next tax year.
Passive activity loss limitations.
The passive loss rules of section 469 apply
to closely held C corporations and personal
service corporations. Corporations subject
to the passive loss rules must complete
For. 8582, Passive Activity Loss
Limitations, to compute their allowable
passive activity loss. Before completing
Form 8582, see Regulations section
1. 163.8T, which provides rules for
allocating interest expense among
activities. If a passive activity is also subject
to the at risk rules of section 465, the at.
risk rules apply before the passive loss rules
apply. For more information. see section
469 and Publication 925, Passive Activity
and At-Risk Rules. A corporation subject to
the passive activity loss limitations may also
be required to adjust credits attributable to
passive activities on Form 8582-CR,
Passive Activity Credit Limitations.
Special Instructions for Form 8582Corporations subject to the passive loss
rules should complete the following
I
sections of Form 8582: Part (only lines 2a
through 2g, and 3) and if applicable, all of
Part 11. Also complete the applicable
.orksheets
1
in the Instructions for Form
8582 Special rules apply to closely held
corporations (see below).
In completing worksheets 2, 4. and 5 in
the Instructions for Form 8582. enter net
income or (loss) from each separate activity
in the appropriate column of these
worksheets. Also, show the net gain or loss
for each transaction reportable on Schedule
D or Form 4 797 as a separate activity in
these orksheets.
If line 3 of Form 8582 is net income, all of
the corporation's passive activity losses are
allowed. Complete Form 1 1 20 (or I 120-A)
and related lorms and schedules in the
regular manner, disregarding the passive
activity loss limitation rules.
If line 3 is a loss, enter -0- on line 9 and
complete lines 10 through 19 of Form
8582. Use worksheets 4 and 5 in the Form
8582 instructions to figure the allowed and
unallowed amount of each loss. From
column (c) of worksheet 5. enter the
allowed portion of any Schedule D or Form
4797 loss on Schedule D or Form 4797.
If the corporation's passive losses consist
only of Schedule D and/or Form 4797
losses no adjustment to line 28 of Form
1 120, 'or line 24 of Form I 120-A is
necessary If the corporation's passive
losses are ~irnited to (a) both Schedule D
and/or Form 4797 losses and losses on
"other passive activities." or (b) just losses
on "other passive activities," the amount of
the unallowed loss(es) for *other passive
activities" is the amount in column (c) of
worksheet 4. Add the total of these
unallo.ed 'other passive activity loss(es)*
and increase the taxable income (or reduce
the loss-which may result in taxable
income if the adjustment is significant)
shown on line 28, Form 11 20, or line 24,
Form I 120-A by this amount.

0

Write the amount of the adjustment in the
Space to the left of line 27. Form 1120, or
line 23, Form 1 120-A, and label as PALA
(passive Activity Loss Adjustment).
Closely held corporations.-Closely held
corporations can use 'net active income" to
offset any loss on Form 8582, line 2g. Net
active income is your taxable income for the
taxable year determined without regard to
any income, expenses, gain, or loss from a
passive activity and any item of gross
income, expenses, gain or loss under
section 469 (e)(1XA). Closely held C
corporations should combine the loss, if
:ny, on line 2g with net active income and
nter the result on line 3. The net active
income should also be added in on line 18,
Form 8582, along with any other income
entered on lines 2a and 2d.
Line 29a, Form 1120, and Line 25a,
Form 1120-A
Notoperating londeduction
The "netoperating loss deduction" is the
amount ofthe net operatingloss carryovers,
and carrybacks that can bededucted in the
tax year. Seese~tion 172(a). If this
deduction istaken, explain its computation
on n attached schedule.
a
Effective
January 1, 1987. section 382
,limits the amount oftaxable incomeagainst
which net operatingloss carryforwards may
beapplied afteran ovinershipchange
occurswith respect toa loss corporation.
The limitation isdescribed in section 382(b)
and generally applies when one or more 5%
shareholders increase their ownership in a
corporation by more than 50 percentage
points. See Regulations section 1.3822T(aX2Xii). which requiresthata loss
corporation file an information statement
with its incometax return foreach taxable
year that it is a loss corporation. Also see
section
I.
382 and Replations sections
382-lTal .2T for other rules and
definitions.
Note: The rule allowing financial
institutions to carry thor net operating
losses back 10 years and forward 5 years is
rnerally
or
repealed for tax years after 1986.
taxable years beginning after 1986,
most financial institutions may carry net
operating losses back 3 years and forward
15 years. A special 10-year carryback
provisiog applies to certain commercial
banks that compute their deduction for bad
debts psing the specific charge-off method.
See section 172(bX1)(L) for more
information.
Generally, a corporation may carry a net
operating loss back to each of the 3 years
preceding thelifear of the Ion and carry it
ov r to each o the 15 years following the
ye:r of the loss. A corporation may carry
back 10 years the part of the net operating
loss attributable to a product liability loss.
(See section 172(bXl)(1).) See Regulations
section 1. 172-13(c) for the required
statement that must be attached to, Form
1120 when claiming the 10 year-carryback
on product liability losses.
There is also an available election to
carry a net operating loss over to just each
of the 15 years following the year of the
los . The election may be made by
aft:ching a statement to a return that is
filed
time (including extensions). The
election
on is irrevocable. Section 172(b)(1)

describes types of losses for which the 15year carryfonvard period does not apply.
After applying the net operating loss to
the first tax year to which it may be carried,
the portion of the loss the corporation may
carry to each of the remaining tax years is
the excess, if any, of the loss over the sum
of the modified taxable income for each of
the prior tax years to which the corporation
may carry the loss. (See section 172(b),)
If there is a carryback of a net operating
loss net capital loss, or an unused credit,
file iorm 1139, Corporation Application for
Tentative Refund, within 12 months after
the close of the tax year for a "quick refund"
of taxes. (See section 641 1.)
See section 172 for special rules,
limitations, and definitions pertaining to net
operating loss carrybacks and carryovers.
Also see Publication 536, Net Operating
Losses.
Line 29b, Form 1120, and Line 25b,
Form 1120-A
Special deductions
Form 1 120 liters.- See the instructions
for Schedule C, line 6, column (c) below.
Form 1120-A filers.-Enter 80% of line 4,
page 1, on line 25b for dividends received
in 1987.
However, this deduction may not be
more than 80% of line 24, page 1. Forthis
purpose, compute line 24 without regard to
anyadjustment under section 1059, and
without regard toany capital losscarryback
to the tax year under section 1212(a)(1).
In a year in which a net operating loss
occurs, this 80% limitation does not apply,
even if the loss is created by the dividendsreceived deduction. (See sections 172(d)
and 246(b).)
Line 32e, Form 1120, and Line 28e,
Form 1120-A
Credit for overpaid windfall profit tax
A corporation that has overpaid its windfallI
profit tax may claim a credit on its income
tax return. Use Form 6249, Computation
of Overpaid Windfall Profit Tax, to figure
the credit. Include the amount of the credit
in the total for this line. Write in the margin,
next to the an" on this line, the amount of
the credit and identify it as 'Overpaid
Windfall Profit Tax."

Schedule C
Form 1120 Only
Dividends and Special Deductions
Line 1, Column (a)
Enter dividends (except those received on
debt-financed stock acquired after July 18,
1984-see section 246A and line 2
column (a)) that are received from
domestic corporations subject to income tax
and that are subject to the deduction under
section 243(a)(1). Include on this line
taxable distributions from an IC-DISC or
former DISC that are c1nivated as being
eligible for the section 24 (a)(1) deduction
and certain dividends of Federal Home
Loan Banks. (See section 246(a)(2).)
Small business investment companies
must enter dividends received from

domestic corporations subject to income
tax even though a deduction is allowed for
the entire amount of such dividends in line
I , column (c). For dividends received from
a regulated investment company, see
section 854 for the amount subject to the
section 243(aX I) deduction.
So-called dividends or earnings received
from mutual savings banks, etc., are really
interest. Do not treat them as dividends.
Line 2, Column (a)
Enter dividends on debt-financed stock
(acquired after July 18, 1984) that are
received from domestic and foreign
corporations subject to income tax and that
would otherwise be subject to the
dividends-received deduction under
sections 243(a)(1) or 245(a). Generally,
debt-financed stock is stock that the
corporation acquired and, in doing so,
incurred a debt (for example, it borrowed
money to buy the stock).
Line 3, Column (a)
Enter dividends received on the preferred
stock of a public utility that is subject to
income tax and is allowed the deduction
provided in section 247 for dividends paid.
Line 4, Column (a)
Enter dividends that are received from
foreign corporations and that qualify for the
deduction under section 245(a). Also enter
on line 4, column (a), dividends received
from a FSC that are attributable to qualified
interest and carrying charges and that
qualify for the deduction provided in section
245(c)(1)(B).
Line 5, Column (a)
Enter dividends that are received from
wholly owned foreign subsidiaries and from
FSCs that are attributable to export sales
income, and that are eligible for the 100%
deduction provided in sections 245(b) and
(c)(1)(A), respectively.
In general, the deduction under section
245(b) applies to dividends paid out of the
earnings and profits of a foreign corporation
for a tax year during which:
1. All of its outstanding stock is owned
(directly or indirectly) by the domestic
corporation receiving the dividends, and
2. All of its gross income from all sources is
effectively connected with the conduct of a
trade or business within the U.S.
Line 1, Columns (b) and (c)
The dividends-received deduction
percentage for dividends received after
December 31, 1986, is 80%. Multiply the
dividends received by 80% to determine
the dividends. received deduction.
A small business investment company
operating under the Small Business
Investment Act of 1958 may deduct 100%
of dividends received from domestic
corporations subject to income tax. (See
section 243(ill
Line 2, Columns (b) and (c)
The dividends-received deduction for
dividends received on debt-financed stock
is explained in section 246A. This section
applies both to dividends received from
debt-financed stock of domestic and
foreign corporations acquired after July
18,1984.
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Dividends received on debt-financed
stock are not entitled to the full 80%
dividends-received deduction. The 80%
deduction is reduced by a percentage that
is related to the amount of debt incurred to
acquire the stock. See section 246A. Also
see section 245(a) before making this
computation for an additional limitation
which applies to dividends received from
foreign corporations. A schedule showing
how the amount on line 2, column (c) was
figured must be attached to Form 1 120.
Line 3, Columns (b) and (c)
For dividends on certain preferred stock of
public utilities received after December 31,
1986, but before July 1, 1987, the
d ivide rids. received deduction percentage is
55.652%. For those dividends received
after June 30, 1987, the dividends'
received deduction percentage is 47 059%
Multiply the dividends received in each
period by the proper percentage to
Zermine the correct dividends-received
d duction,
Line 4, Columns (b) and (c)
The ofivide rds.received deduction
percentage for dividends received from
foreign corporations entitled to the
dividends-received deduction under section
245(a) and section 245(c)(1)(B) for certain
FSCs is 80% for dividends received after
December 31,4986. To quality for the
section 245(a) deduction, the corporation
must ovin at least 10% of the stock of the
foreign corporation by vote and value. The
deduction is computed on the U.S. source
portion of the dividends.
Line 6. Column (c)
Limitation on dividends-received
deduction. Line 6 of column (c) may not be
more than 80% of the difference between
line 28, page 1, Form 1 120. and line 7 of
column (c). For this purpose, compute fine
28 (Form 1 120 ) without l to any
adjustment under section 1 59 and without
regard to any capital loss carryback to the
tax year under section 1212(a)(1).
in a year in which a net operating loss
occurs, this 80% limitation does not apply
even if the loss is created by the dividends.
received deduction. (See sections 172(d)
and 246(b).)
,
For a small business investment
company, the dividends-received deduction
of 100% included in line 6 of column (c) is
not subject to the overall limitation. The
100% dividends-received deduction under
section 245(c)(1) for dividends received
from a FSC included in line 6 of column (c)
is not subject to the overall 80% limitation.
Certain financial institutions to which
section 593(a) applies should see section
596 for the special limitation on the
d ividends- received deduction.
Line 7, Columns (a) and (c)
Enter only those dividends that are subject
I
to the elective provisions of section 24 (b)
and that are entitled to the 100%
d ividend s. received deduction under section
243(a)(3), Corporations making this
election are subject to the provisions of
section 1561.
Line 8, Column (a)
Enter foreign dividends not reportable on
lines 4 and 5 of column (a). Exclude
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distributions of amounts constructively
taxed in the current year or in prior years
under subpart F (sections 951 through 964).
Line 9, Column (a)
Include income constructively received
from controlled foreign corporations under
subpart F. This amount should equal the
total of amounts reported on Schedule J,
Form(s) 547 1.
Line 10, Column (a)
Include gross-up for taxes deemed paid
under sections 902 and 960.
Line 11, Column (a)
Enter taxable distributions from an IC-DISC
of former DISC that are designated as not
being eligible for the 80% deduction.
No deduction is allowed under section
243 for a dividend from an IC-DISC or
former DISC (as defined in section 992(a))
to
the extent the dividend:
Is paid out of the corporation's
accumulated
IIC-DISC income or previously
fixed income, or
2. Is a deemed distribution under section
995(1b)(I)~
Line 12, Column (a)
Includethe following:
1. Dividends (other than capital gain
dividends and exempt-interest dividends)
that are received from regulated investment
companies and that are not subject to the
deduction.
2. Dividends from tax-exempt organizations.
3. Dividends (other than capital gain
dividends) received from a real estate
tinvestment trust which, for the tax year of
he trust in which the dividends are paid.
qualify under sections 856 through 860.
4. Dividends not eligible for a dividends.
received deduction because of the holding
period of the stock or an obligation to make
corresponding payments with respect to
similar stock
Two situations in which the dividends.
received deduction will not be allowed on
any share of stock are:
(1) If the corporation held it 45 days or
less (see section 246(c)(IXA)), or
(2) To the extent the corporation is under
an obligation to make related payments for
substantially similar, or related property.
5. Any other taxable dividend income not
properly reported above (including
distributions under section 936(h)(4)). If
patronage dividends or per-unit retain
allocations are included in Schedule C, line
12. column (a) identify the total of these
amounts in a s~hedule attached to Form
1120
Line '23, Column (c)
Deduction for dividends paid on certain
preferred stock of public utilities. Section
247 allows public utilitiesa deduction of
30 435% (fordividends received before July
1. i987) or 41.176% (for dividends received
after June 30, 1987), of the lesser of:
1. Dividends
paid on their preferred stock
.
duri ng the tax year, or
2. Taxable income computed without regard
to this deduct
In a year in which
0 ' a net operating loss
occurs, compute the deduction without
regard to section 247(a)(1)(8). (See section
172(d).)

Tax Computation
Line 1, Part 1, Form I I 20-A
Line 3, Schedule J, Form 11 20.
Any corporation that files For. 1 120 or
I I 20-A should compute its tax on its taxable
income using Schedules A and B of the Tax
Computation Worksheet on page 12.
Members of a controlled group, see the
instructions below for lines I and 2 under
1 . If
heading B before proceeding to page 2
the corporation isa dealer in personal
propertyand isusingthe installment method
in 1987, it should see section 811(c)(7)of
theTax Reforl 1986tofigurethe
ratable portion of tax attributable to section
453C to be included in line 3 of Schedule J.
or line I of Part 1. Form 1120.A. Write in the
space to the left of line 3, Schedule J, or line
1. Part 1, Form I 120-A, "Sec. 453C tax
computation.' Attach a schedule showing
the computation.
Additional Tax
The Tax Computation Worksheet includes
the computation of an additional 5% tax on
the excess of a corporation's taxable income
over a specified amount The 'specified
amount"
,
was changed, effective July 1.
987 from $1.000.000to $100,000. The
maximum amount of the additional tax
(previously $20,250) has been changed to
$111,750 effective July 1. 1987.
Alternative Tax
If the tax year of the corporation begins
before July 1, 1987, and the corporation
has a net capital gain on line 10, Schedule
D (Form 1120). the alternative tax
computation may apply. To compute the
alternative tax. complete Schedules A and 8
of the Tax Computation Worksheet on page
12 as instructed, and enter the amount
from line 34, Schedule B, on line 12, Part
IV, Schedule D(Form 1120). Complete the
rest of Part IV, Schedule D (Form 1 120),
and enter the lesser of the alternative tax or
the tax figured by the regular method on
line 3. Schedule J, Form 1 120, or line 1.
Part 1. Form 1120-A.

A. Form I I 20-A, Part 1, Page 2
Line 2
General business credit. This credit is
made up of the sum of the following credits:
Investment credit, The investment credit
was generally repealed for property placed
in service after 1985. See Form 3468,
Computation of Investment Credit, for
exceptions.
Jobs credit. The jobs credit, it elected, is
allowed for hiring members of targeted
psclurin the tax year. See Form 5884,
Iro
citis Credit, for definitions, special rules,
and limitations.
Do not take an expense deduction for the
part of the wages or salaries paid or incurred,
which is equal to the amount of the jobs
credit (determined without regard to the
limitation based on the tax (section 38(c))),
Alcohol fuel credit. A corporation may be
able to take a credit for alcohol used as fuel.
Use Form 6478, Credit for Alcohol Used As
Fuel, to figure the credit.
The credit for increasing research
activities is part of the general business
credit. See Form 6765. Also. a low-income

housing credit is part of the general
business credit for expenditures made after
1986. See section42 and Form 8586,
Low-Income Housing Credit.
Form 3800, General Business Credit Enter
on the appropriate line of the corpor~te tax
return the amount of the credit from Form
.
which
3800, and check the boxes indicating
forms are attached to the return If the
corporation is claiming only one of the
above credits, you do not have to complete
Form 3800. Instead, check the appropriate
box and attach the form for which the credit
is being taken. However, if the corporation
has a carryforward or carryback of any of
these credits (or a carryforward of an ESOP
cr dit), it must use Form 3800. For more
information, see Publication 572. General
Business Credit.
Line 4
Tax from recomputing prior-year
Investment credit. If property is disposed of
or ceases to be qualified property before the
end of the life-years used in computing the
regular or energy investment credit, there
may be a recapture of the credit. See Form
4255, Recapture of Investment Credit.
Line 5
Alternative minimum tax. Attach Form
4626. Alternative Minimum TaxCorporations, if the taxable income plus
adjustments and tax preference items of the
corporation exceed $40.000. See Form
4626 for details.

B. Form 1120, Schedule J
Lines I and 2
Members of a controlled group, as defined
in section 1563, with tax years that begin
before July 1, 1987 are entitled to only one
$25,000 amount in each taxable income
bracket on line 2a. Members of a controlled
group that have tax years that end after
June 30. 1987, are entitled to one $50,000
amount and one $25,000 amount (in that
order) in each taxable income bracket on
line 2b.
When a controlled group adopts or later
amends an apportionment plan, each
member must attach to its tax return a copy
of its consent to this plan. The copy (or an
attached statement) must show the part of
the amount in each taxable income bracket
apportioned to that member. There are other
requirements as well. See Regulations
section 1. 1561-3(b) for the requirements
and for the time and manner of making the
consent.
Equal Apportionment Plan. If no
apportionment plan is adopted, the
members of the controlled group must
divide the amount in each taxable income
bracket amongthemselves. For example,
controlled group AB consists of corporation
A and corporation B. both corporations with
tax years which include July 1, 1987. They
do not elect an apportionment plan.
Therefore, corporation A is entitled to
$12,500 (one-half of $25.000) in each
taxable income bracket on line 2a
Corporation B is also entitled to $i2 500 in
each taxable income bracket. Each income
'
bracket on line 2b is also equally divided.
Unequal Apportionment Plan. Members of
controlled group may elect an unequal
a
apportionment
plan and divide the taxable

income brackets as they wish. There is no
need for consistency between taxable
income brackets. Any member of the
controlled group may be entitled to all,
some, or none of the taxable income
bracket. However, the total amount for all
members of the controlled group cannot be
more than the total amount in each taxiable
income bracket.
Each member of a controlled group must
answer Question S in the Additional
Information section of Form 1120.
Note: Members ofa controlledgroup of
corporations are treaterfas one corporation
forpurposes figuring the applicability of
the additionalof5% tax. Iftheadditional tax
applies each member of the group must
attach ii~ its tax return a schedule that
shows the taxable income of the entire
group as wellas how its portion of the
additional tax was figured,
Line 3
Bank holding companies. Section 6158
provides that a bank holding company may
elect to pay in installments the tax
attributable to the sale of certain assets
whose divestiture is certified by the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. If the bank holding company
chooses this election, attach a statement
showing the tax computation and the
amount of the installment paid with this
return. Also, in the right-hand margin next
to line 3, Schedule J, enter the amount of
the installment payment followed by the
words "computed under section 6158." If
an election under section I 103(g) or (h)
appl ies, enter the words "section 1 103(g)
election" or "section I 103(h) election," as
the case may be.
Mutual savings bank conducting life
Insurance business. The tax under section
594 consists of the sum of: (1) a partial tax
computed on Form 1 120 on the taxable
income of the bank determined without
regard to income or deductions alloca ble to
the life insurarice depa rtment, and (2) a
partial tax on the taxable income compute,
on Form 11 20L of the I ife insurance
department. Enter the combined tax on line
3 of Schedule J, Form 11 20. Attach Form
I 120L as a schedule and identify it as such.
Line 4a
Foreign tax credit. See Form 1118,
Computation of Foreign Tax CreditCorporations, for an explanation of when a
corporation can take this credit for payment
of income tax to a foreign country.
Line 41b
Possessions tax credit. See Form 5712,
Election To be Treated as a Possessions
Corporation Under Section 936, for rules on
how to elect to claim the possessions tax
credit (section 936). Compute the credit on
Form 5735, Computation of Possessions
Corporation Tax Credit Allowed Under
Section 936.
Line 4c
Orphan drug credit. See section 28 and
Form 6765, Credit for Increasing Research
Activities (or for claiming the orphan drug
credit). for an explanation of when a
corporation can take this credit, as well as
how it is figured.

Line 4d
Credit for fuel produced from a
nonconventional sourest. A credit is
allowed for the sale of qualified fuels
produced from a nonconventional source.
Section 29 contains a definition of qualified
fuels, provisions for figuring the credit, and
other special rules. Attach a separate
schedule to the return showing the
computation of the credit.
Linexille
General business credit. See the earlier
instructions for Form I 120-A, line 2, under
the heading Tax Computation.
Line 7
Personal holding company tax. A
corporation is taxed as a personal holding
company under section 542 if:
* At least 60% of its adjusted ordinary gross
income, denned in section 543(bX2), for
the tax year is personal holdingumpany
income as defined in section 543(a), and
a At anytime duringthe last half of the tax
year morethan 50% in value of its
outstanding stock is owned, directly or
indirectly, by not more than 5 individuals.
Use Schedule PH (Form 1120),
Computation of U.S. Personal Holding
Company Tax, to figure this tax.
Line 8
Tax from recomputing prior-year
Investment credit. See the earlier
instructions for Form 1 120-A, Line 4, under
the heading Tax Computation.
Line 9a
Alternative minimum tax. Attach Form
4626, Alternative Minimum TaxCorporations. if the taxable income plus
adjustments and tax preference items of
the corporation exceeds $40,000. See
Form 4626.
Line 9b
Environmental tax. The Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act of
1986 added new section 59A, which
requires that corporations pay an
environmental tax. The environmental tax is
0. 12 per cent of modified alternative
minimum taxable income of the corporation
in excess of $2,000.000. See Form 4626
for computation of environmental tax.

Schedule M-2 (Form
1120 Only)
Unappropriated Retained Earnings

Schedules A and 8 Tax Computation Worksheet
Effective July 1, 1987, the tax rates for corporations were reduced. The now rates of tax are:
15% on the first $50,000 of income;
25% on the next $25,000 of income; and
34% on any amount over $75,000.
Asp, an additional tax of 5% is applied against income in excess of $100,000. The maximum amount of this additional tax is
$11 750
Corporations with tax years beginning after June 30, 1987, sho.lid-niplete Schedule B only.

Tax Computed for Period Before July 1, 1987
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Subtract line 2 from line I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 3 or $25.000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions)
Subtract line 4 from line 3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 5 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group. we instructions)
Subtract line 6 from line 5 .
. see
. . instructions)
.
. .
Enter the lesser of line 7 or $25,000
. .
(members
. . . of
. a. controlled
. . . group.
Subtract line 8 from line 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 9 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group. see instructions)
Subtract line 10 from line 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 4 times 15% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 6 times 18% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 8 times 30% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 10 times 40% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 11 times 46% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

17
18

Additional tax. If line 3 is greater than $1,000,000, enter the lesser of: (a) 5% of the excess of line 3 over
$1.000,000or(b) $20,250 membersof a controlled group, we instructions) . . . . .
Add amounts on lines 12 through 17

19

Taxable income (line 30, Form 1120, or Ime26. Form 1120-A) .
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20

31

Net capital gain (if the alternative tax applies. enter net capital gain from line 10, Schedule D (Farm 1120). If the
alternative tax does not apply, enter zero. See instructions.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Subtract line 20 from line 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 21 or $50,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions)
Subtract line 22 from line 21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 23 or $25.000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . . . . . . .
Subtract line 24 from line 23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 22 times 15% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 24 times 25% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 25 times 34% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Additional taxi. If line 21 is more than $100,000, enter the lesser of: (a) 5% of the excess of line 21 over
$100,000 or(b) $11,750(members ofacontrolled group. see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . .
Add lines 26 through 29. (it only Schedule B was completed, skip lines 31 through 34. Enter the amount from
line 30 online 3, Schedule J. Form 1120. or online 1. Part 1. Form 1120-A.) . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter amount from line 18, Schedule A (Above)

32

Line 31

33

Line 30

34

Tax liability before credits. Add amounts on lines 32 and 33. Enter here and on line 3. Schedule J. Fomn 117.. 1
or on line 1, Part 1, Form 1 120-A. If alternative tax applit!s, enter on line 12, Schedule D (Form 1120)
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Tax Computed for Period After June 30, 1987

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Line 5
Distributions under the Bank Holding
Company Act. If an election under section
I 103(g) or (h) applies to a section 110 1
distribution, the bank holding company
making the distribution must enter the
words "section 1 103(g) election" or
"section I 103(h) election." as the use
may be in the right-hand margin next to line
5, SchWdule M-2, Form 1120.

Taxable income (line 30, Form 1120, or line 26, Form 1120 A)~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I'let capital gain (If the alternative tax applies, enter net capital gain from line 10, Schedule D (Form 1120). If the
alternative tax does not apply, enter zero. See instructions.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

x

number of days in tax year before 7-1-87
number of days in tax year

x

number of days in tax year after 6-30-87
number of days in tax year
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CD
Instructions for Schedules A
and B, Tax Computation
Worksheet
Net Capital Gain and Alternative Tax
(Lines 2 and 20).-In general, the
alternative tax is the sum of (a) a tax
computed on taxable income reduced by
the net capital gain using the applicable tax
brackets and tax rates, and (b) a tax of 34%
of the net capital gain.
For tax years beginning or after July 1,
1987, the alternative tax computation
on
does
not apply. If a corporation's tax year begins
before July 1. 1987, and the corporation has
a net capital gain, both computations (the
regular tax computation and the alternative
tax computation) should be made to
determine which results in the lower tax.

The alternative taxis computed by using
Schedules A and B of the tax computation
workSheet and Part IV of Schedule D (Form
1 120). If the alternative tax is less than the
regular tax computed on taxable income
using the applicable tax brackets and tax
rates, then the corporation may enter the
alternative tax from Schedule D in Part 1,
line
2. Form 1120-A, or line 3,
Schedule
1. page
J Form 1120, and check the
til ock for aliernative tax.
Lines 4, 6, 8. 10. 22 and 24Members of a controlled group must enter
their portion of each taxable income
bracket. See the instructions for Schedule J
(Form 1120) for rules regarding how
controlled groups (as defined in section
1563) may divide these amounts,

Line 17.-If the total taxable income of
the controlled group of corporations is
more than $1,000,000, each member
should enter its portion of the additional
tax on line 17 as explained in the
instructions for Schedule J (Form 1 120).
Line 29-If total taxable income of the
controlled group of corporations is more
than $ 100,000, each member should
enter its portion of the additional tax on
line 29. See section 1561 for rules on
determining each member's share of the
additional tax.

Codes for Principal Business Activity

tusts"'Mend.~,
Code

These codes for the Principal Business Activity are designed to ~Iasriify
enterprises by the type of activitym which they are engaged to facilitate the
administration of the Internal Revenue Code. Thougsimilar in format and
structure to the Standard Industrial Classification
as (SIC), they should
hot be used as SIC codes.
specific
Using the list below. enter on page 1, under C. the code number for the
percentage
of 'total receipts' I
industry group from which the largest
derived "Total receipts' means gross receipts (line Is, page 1) plus all other
income (lines 4 through 10, page 1).
On page 3, uni Form 1120or items A and 0. page 1, Form 1120-A,
state the principal business activity and principal Product or service that
account for th a largest perc entage of total receipts. Far example,if the
p,incipal business activity is "Grain mill products,' the principal roduct or
service may be "Cereal preparations.'

3630
3665

m If, as its principal business activity, the corporation (1) purchasesI raw
materials, (2) subcontracts out for labor to make a finished produc fromthe
raw
materials.
A
and (3) retains title to thegoods the corporation isconsidered
to be manufacturer and must enter one of & codes (2010-3998) under
Manufacturing.-

Agriculture. Forestry, and
Fishing
Code
0400 Ariculthimploduction
060D AilincurtunilsorsitIo(eAcept
viner%rians). ton,stry. fishing,
hunitnig..,litrapprig,
Mining
14" mini
1010 mon1070 Clops,landandanic,goild,not
- ores
11098 Othirrhatall mining
150 Confronts
ollandips.."lectlon
..
1330 Ciudispethisinini.ranialgin,
hatunalgisolquid,
1380 OflAndudifietti-As
Monseduallic
0"Al is
L430 Chmention. chushiml AM broken
stw,; Arrol am gravel
1498
-pt 1.1,
Constructio
Q.-Mindlikengiss thischossishill
buildoverall
L510 G-,Abvsi,:N.m.r1531 Orismit . N.Id1600 Has, oxishisiction lontractal
SWAM It." ilslAtwitton,
1711
d'i
11731 Elech-Iiintirk
798 Onsinst,ii,withad-thAttors
Manufacturing
2010
2021
2030
2040
2050
20601
208
2088

Mo. mxlu~
11hyphisful,
f..... wilIAbo'.
I~rldved
Grain thin products
Euken WW,ch
Asm
Svigh, am confact"nan products
".i am "it
A"hol. binsm.g., .-Pt ruIt
i.-.
I. man
2089 StAllsid,oft drink,. Ind fl-drigis
2096 Other food and Wished Products
2100 TolibetT.AtIl. .10 prods2228 WAl inflis am testd, fisohnig
2250 Khm.%,ndl,ni'll proll
2298 Of- teddis
Applan" and whin, limfl. piraddift.
2315 M n'-stbots'
2-1,5
chc=th~llckffll.,
23M Ol1,=I==:.-dir
2390 Mdindid..
Landusair Asks waid phiducts
2415 Logplig. whim,lis, slid pisihng lifflis
2430 1101,11,vok. Plyiniod, and mlated
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2498 othsr
"o."
smod no.
prod
th,
~d
2500 Funditurs,
"'iand fixishis
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r'd. am IlWd prodult.
Paper
2625
2699 Otherpaphooduls
Printing Ansd psiblishing
2710 N--2720 Isixim-1,
2735 Books, pel cards.
bl's"'a,it
2199 Comnshodil,nownihmnibrig,
"i-M""l '
.. printing than. chshoi alm MR" insoll
2815 Inahs-I cihnniull. Plastics
hitterials, and synthi
2830 Chips
2840 Sup. cleands. and tolet latiods
2850 Palms and Allied PrW.M
2898 Agnitultund am other chemical
proomt,
Is.thelfuran.11.1n, andisdantild
Industrisis 11-luding thow Ishigreted
rifth.dr-lon)
2910 IsArdournsifilshig(orntschig
2998 integral.)
Rubber .-it md- pladh:. pnoducts
3050 R,b- Phoomts.Viiih- am telling
3070 mi-pladlicsimill
Leatharinsil.atherprodul
3140 Fod-,
hibbill
3198
ex"'of
stans. clay. and glAss' phdki`~Ia
3225 Gludutimillmn
3240 Centers. hydraulic
3270 Conerind,lont-andfixisdar,
products,
3298 Othwidn"fall-memprodsixts
PrInsud,i, shistal Inskinthl.
3370 FemovismerilimustheArl
,Primary metal products
3380 Nivilernuis meal hidurthes;
I'Mirli thistaill produM
3410 Metal can.=x:i.9=.in3428 Cull". no
I
.-; - ..h.h. prool.u.
3430 "'I"
Pkinntnt,
am And
""."t
fishing.lu
asicept
MinInc
amsmidulal
34,10 Fists-ted!
arm or itheal
inoducts
34, Z.
3470 Coah,
3480 Oninarc, am act,livs,ift, -Irt
:ngusssd Ah 1.
3490 At- l.b, - inedull Wildlilledildery. au-spin skidnkid
3,30 Farm -h,n.q
3520
C-tructionandstated
-Nn"
311. fillsitiplisolknig -hiner,
3550
31.0 S-"'==In,
3570 OffG""llI-WIM and ist-nding
ml 3598 Olsl hit" ...pl iflect-I

3670
3698
3710

kAsine"'d

=UtM--.shd
scullion vanpitherit
Elint-camporandsi
a.Offieressict-latuitimaint

T-Alsonsulan Molonsht ..W
A, .0,10A,
3725 Airch,ft
3730 Shq&=b=1dv,.xdhxvrin1
"I"b".."s".
3798 Oth., lah=ion
C,"Wismarn.
"A"
..h.W-r
3815 Scien""i
."Ist2atchint-clock,
3845 opt"I.
six A hisal
'
and oprillutinic
goods
38W PhMoguphiCNUiP~4rid
ili,ppl3998 Offar manufacturing products

Transportation and Public
Utilities
T-sportuall
4000 Radidad, hansionsit,on
4100 Lix:&I - indmilso, pid-ligh,
transit
4200 Thstknig,nd-ehousin,
44010 Wate,tansparaftion
45M Tisropartitnineyo,
4600 A firin.a.ceptralumign
4700 =11ans- tiAnAlsominds,
comoodiktatio,
4a25 Telipmose. telegraph. sho
41330
Ad- broad.
vistrig
Els.10, M and samer, sovion,
4 10 Electmv4920 Gn prothiction Intl diddr.bidion
Combilludds, Wilair sainn44930 win
990
Ano ounii, sanal
=Xpoy
Wholesale Trade
Durable
51108
efuninnord. W
sinninn,
5010 seatorvehic",arld.uhmed.
Allo-offil
5020 Fimuld.finionsirefunnothings
5030 thinter,ral:onithwhon
histerill,
5040 Spolling.
pres.-onst,
sch"mon".
hobby
5M goods. top AMs.,, ..it himmes.
-1101,
except
psholens...."sp
5060 Eoct-I goods
5070 Hardvare. pWmbirlg and
ristal"."iniml.nd
.hpl5098 Of", durable goods
Isandulall
5110
5129 Tzrine
is A,P=
-Mandid. and
5130 Appil pi-goodis.
5140 13--strMided mmti5 ~ W5O Farm-plookictla-dan",
P-l I
clsim-1,-Alled
55~70 Pimain-ohnadook"a"""
80 Alcohlific b-Agn
p`d"`
5190 .. nomisistissitiods
Retail Trade
and
idlx.- ::!,. -pp..
52201 Elvilddrig-1.6.1161MIns
525 ifalft-ittives
5265 Gdoist siniph" and mobile
hismis its.
5300 isimerM =0-~ iftenil
Fooll Ad5410 Gieter,stores
5490 Otheikilsillons
dissifin. and .W.
55151 Maw =
hard,
154 G,,O.9.
Odin5600 Apparel
5700 fliniltsoA
tomankips Mishas
WIND E-ft.W&kdkIMPI--

Code
Ill ""If ation"
5912 Drugid-holishor,.uryllores;
5921 I.Anvoistoes
5995 Offer retail stores

Finance, Insurance, and Real
Estate
Banking
6030 sairmlsivirtistank,
6060 8arkidim,ne-smi.
6090 aiink,l-plimil.1-ings
CnAdItaglisti, WhIltralband,
6120 S.-g-danessix.tons
6140 %,AAhM-,t,hdhlvt,ordl
6150 8--anadinstd.h.,
6199 01-c-tagon$-,fly. forishishn, bell- ill sarrill6210 S-ty-s.dArldhi.,nor
flotabon companies
6299 Cominnot,cont cl,bdk-..
doillArs: security ... c-- ty
..it ithelf serv..
Inow'...
6355 I-ifentsuram,
6356 Midisil insurance. elcept lif, ds
hire am 'aft- fis or flond
ins-c-pan6359 Ottranhissiant-ohman..
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SCHEDULED
(Form 1120)
Depanumnst of the Thisainy
Internal Rawn- Serves

OMB No. 1545-0123

Capital Gains and Losses

W87

To be filed with Forms 11 20, 1120-A. I I 20-IC-DISC. 1 120F, 11 20-FSC. 11 20-H.
11 20t~ I 120.PC, 11 20-POL, I 120-REIT, I I 20-RIC, 990-C, and certain Forms 990-T

Employer ld,,tlfl,,tlon inicellan,

N.

Short-term Capital Gains and Losses-Assets Held Six Months or Less
(One year or less If acquired after 12/31/87)
(a) Kind of praderry Ind descAlAxOn
(Exal 100 Shares of -Z" Co.)

2
3
4

(b) Data
(Mo.. day. yr.)

1.) Date Sold
(.0.. day. yr)

I.) Cost .1 other Us.,
91.,
of Is

fit)Gross Sales on..

If) Gain or loss
ftd) Ins (I))

2
3
4

Short-term capital gain from installment sales from Form 6252, line 23 Or 31
Un used ca pital loss carryover (attach computation) . . . . . .
Net short-term capital gain or (loss)

Long-term Capital Gains and Losses-Assets Held More Than Six Months
(More than one year If acquired after 12/31/87)
5

I
6
7
8

Enter gain from Form 4797, line 7 or 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Long-term capital gain from installment sales from Form 6252, line 23 or 31
Net long term capita ainor(loss) . . . . .
-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

.
.

.

.
.
.

.
.

FUMMMI SummaryotParts land 11
9
10
11

Enter excess of net short-term capital gain (fine 4) over net long-term capital loss (line 8)
Net capital gain, Enter excess of net long term capital gain (line 8) over net short-term capital loss (line 4)
c.,ita,,GSS
line on ca"Oacirs
other returns
Total of lines 9 and 10. Enter here and on Form 1 120, line 8, page 1: or the proper
Note: Iflosses, exceedgains, see instructions on capital losses forexplaratiors

1P21~tlv
12

13
14

9
10

Alternative Tax Computation (if your tax year begins after June 30. 1987, do not complete Part IV. Forms
1120-H, 1120-IC-DISC, and 1120-RIC filers also omit Part IV.)

xIns I 120-Enter the amount from line 34, Schedule B,
Computation Wofksheet, in the intructions for Forms
Ta
1120and 1120-A
b Other
See the tax computation instructions for applicable
1
~a retur isIT
filers,
see instructions)
Enter34%olline 10(Form 1120RE
Alternative tax-total
1
of line, 12 and 13. If less than amount of tax figured by regular method, enter here
and on Form 120. Schedule J. line 3: or the proper line on other returns. Also check box for Schedule C.
Partial tax.

Instructions
(Section references are to the Inte-1 Revenue
Code unle's other-se noted )
Now Law ~hanges.-Thl alternative tax has
been repealed for tax years beginning after June
987. See Parts III and IV below lot More
30. It
inforrhatic,
about alternative tax.
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 changed some of
the rules governing corporate distributions
Generally gain (but of loss),s recognized on is
narficphdOng distribution of apprec,alfd,
P
property to thea extent !hatdhe , roperty S air
ceeds is a j,S ed basis, Certain
market value
exceptions to the gain re,agnmon rule that were
cossuhred,n section 3 11 have been repealed.
See section 3 11 for more information. For
liquidations completed after 1986, gain or 10%s Is

generally recognized by a corporation upon the
hqu,dafing distribution of Prope,ty as it it had sold
the property at its fair market value. An exception
to this ule apphes far hqu,d t-S of certain
subsidiaries. See sections 336~nd 337 far more
information and other enepbans to the general
rules, In addition. the special nonrecognition
rules governing 12 mon~h l,q,,dat,ons have been
repealed. However, Se, on 633(d) of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 p-de, a transition rule for
certain qualified small corporations that
co,npletelyl,qu,datebelo,eJanua,y 1, 1989.
These corporations should get Form 964 A,
Computation of Gain a, Loss Recognized by
Lq,,daho,
Qual,fied Corporations OnOornplete
lis's
to compute their ga,n a,
before completing
Schedule D.

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice. See page I of the Instructions for Firms, 1 120 and I I20-A.

12

13
14]

Purpose of Form
Th,s Sched,le D should be used by a taxpayer
whose tax year begns,n 1987 and who files
either Forms 1120, 1120-A, 1120 IC DISC,
I 120F, 11 20 FSC, 1 1 20 H. 1 120L. 1 1 20 PC.
1120 POIL. 1120 REIT. 1120 RIC. 990 C. a,
cc rta,n For ms 990 T. to report spIn or exc hanges
of ca final assets. Sales or exchanges of property
other than capital assets, including property used
in a trade a, business. involuntary conversion,
(other than casualties or theft$), gain [,am the
disposition ofMonestm Gil, gas. of geothermal
property, and the section 291 adjustment to
section 1250 gains should be reported an Form
4797, Gains and Losses From Sales of
Exchanges of Assets Used in a Trade or Business

pass 2

Schedule D (For, 1120) 1987

and Involuntary conversions. See the instructions
forIfForm 4797 for more information.
property is involuntarily converted because
of a casu It or theft, use Form 4684, Casualties
and Thefts.
at y
Parts I and 11
Generally. a corporation should report sales and
exchanges, including "like-kind" exchanges
even though there is no gain or loss. No loss;S
allowed for a wash Sale of Stock or securities or
from a transaction between related persons
(sections
1091 and 267).
In Part 1. report the sale or enthn
fcatntal
assets held 6 months or ess. In Part fle roeport the
Sale or exchange
assets held more than
For of capital
6 months.
property acquired after December
31, 1987. the holdi ng period has been changed
to 1 year.
What Are Capital Anets.-Each item of
property thl? corporation held (whether or not
connected with its trade or business) is a capital
asset except:
I . Assets that can be inventoried Or property
held mainly for Sale to customers'
2. Depreciable or real property used in the
trade of business.
3. Certain copyrights; literary, musical. or
artistic compositions: letters or
memorandums; or similar property,
4. Accou nts or notes receivable acquired in
the ordinary course trade or business
for services renderedofor from the sale of
4property described in 1 above.
5.
S. Government publication (including
th U Congressional Record) received from
th: Government or any of its agenc,e,,n a
manner other than by buying it at the price
offered for public sale, which is he d by a
taxpayer Who received I he publicators or
by a second taxpayer in whose hands the
basis of the publication is determined. for
purposes of determining gain from a sall
a, nexchange. by relenting its basis, n the
ha its at the first taxpayer.to
Exchange of "like-kind" property.-Report the
exchange of "like-kind " property on Schedule D
or
on Form 4797. whichever applies. The
corporation must report it even though no gain or
ks,xd,
recognized when business or investment
property is exchanged for property of "like-kind.
(This does not include stock-uh-trad. a, other
property held primarily for Sale. It also does not
include stocks, bonds. P~tf,S, chases in action,
certificates of trust or beneficial interest. or other
securities or evidences of indebtedness.
Generally it does not include exchanges of
partnership Imolests. Sea section 103 1.)
11 Schedule D is used. identify in column (a)
the property disposed of. Enter the date it as
acquired in column (b), and the date it was
:xchanged in column (c). Write "like-kind
tinis
'clunge" in column (d). Enter the cost or other
i n column (a). Enter zero in column (f).
Special Rules for the Treatment
of Certain Gains and Losses
Note: For More, information, get loutillication
544, Sales and Other Dispositions ofAssels. and
Publication 542, Tax Information orT
Colp-raticirs.
0
Gains and losses from passive activities.For tax years beginning after 1986. a closely held
or personal service corporation that has a gains or
loss which relates to a passive activity (section
469) may be required to complete Form 8582.
Passive Activity Loss Limitations. before
completing Schedule D.
A capital gain on the Sale or exchange of an
entire interest in a passive activity in a fully
taxable disposition to an unrelated party is
reported on Schedule D. The gain (reduced try
any cu train year operatirl loss from that activity)
is also included on Form 582,fthecorpOration
has other passive activity losses.

Capital losses from a fully taxable disposition
of a n entire interest in a passive activity to an
party are allowed in full under the
passive activity toss rules, but may be subject to
the capital loss limitations. Enter the loss on
Schedule D, but do not enter it on Form 8582.
Capital gains and losses from a disposition of
less than an entire interest in a passive activity are
treated the same as any other passive activity gain
or loss, The gain is entered on Schedule 0 and also
an Form 8582 as passive activity income if the
corporation has other lassive activity losses. The
loss is not entered on chedule D until the passive
activity loss allowed is figured on Form 8582.
Report the allowed losses computed on
worksheirt 5 of the Form 8582 instructions as
separate short-term or lonf term losses in
column (f) of Schedule D. , clude in the
description for column (a) *Loss from Form
8582." Complete any remaining columns
according to the column headings.
0 Gains and loans an section 1256 contract.
and stfaddles.-Use Form 678 1. Gains and
Losses From Section 1256 Contracts and
Straddles, to report gains a no losses from section
1256 contracts and straddles.
0 Gain or loss on certain short-term Federal,
state, and Municipal 0111191stiffillu-SUCh
obligations are treated as capital assets in
determining gain or loss. On any gai n realized, a
portion is treated as ordinary income and the
balance is considered as a short term ca dital
gain. See section 127 1.
0 Gain from Installment ules.-If a
corporation has a gain this year from the sale of
real property of a casual Sale of personal property
other than inventory and is to receive any
payment in a lateryear. it in ust use the
installment method (unless it elects not to) and
file Form 6252, Cam inflation of IristalIment Sale
Income. Also use Form 6252 if a payment is
received this year from a sale made in an earlier
yea, an I he installment basis,
The corporation may elect out of the
installment method by doing the following on a
timely fi led return (including extensions):
I . Report I he full amount of the Sale on
Schad ule D.
2. If the corporation received a note or other
obligation and is reporting it at Ins than
face value (includingall contingent
I
obligations), state that fact in the margiIs
and give the percentageof valuation.
For tax years beginning after 1986, the
installment method May not be used orsalesof
stock or securities (or certain other property
described in the regulations) traded on an
established - rifies market, Sea section 4 53k).
0 Gain or loss on an option to buy or sell
property.-See sections 1032 and 1234 for the
rules that apply to a purchaseror grantor of an
option.
0 Gain or Ion from a short sale of propertyReport the gain or loss to the extent that the
aproperty used to close the short sale is considered
0capital asset in the hands of the tax payer.
Gains and losses of forsign corporations
fromthe disposition of Investment In United
States real property.-Foreign corporations are
required to report gains and losses from the
disposition of U.S. real property interests. See
section 897 for details.
0 Gains on certain insurance
Form 1120L filers with g,hm,.rPp,0oPp`e`r`ty-;.1d on
December 31. 1958. and certain substituted
property acquired after 1958 should see section
:18(c)
Loss from the sale or exchange of capital
...is of83,.t
an suissrs. company taxable under
section
Under the provisions of section
834 (cX6), the capital losses of a property and
to the
casualty insurance company are deductible
extent that the assets were sold to meet abnormal
insurance loss es a, to Proynte I., the payment of
dividend and 'similar distributions to policyholders.

0 Lasis from securities that are capit.1 nints,
that become raorthiess during the ys,
Except far securities,held by albank, treat
-unrelatd the Ion
as a capital loss as a the last sly of the tax year.
(See section 582 for the rules on the treatment of
securities held by a bank.)
0 Nonrecognition of gain an sale of stock to an
ESOP.-Sce section 1042 for rules under which
a taxpayer may elect not to recognize gain from
the Sale of certain stock to an employee Stock
ownership plan (ESOP).
0 Disposition of market discount hands.- Sao
section 1276 for ruin on the disposition of any
market discount bonds that were issued after July
18.1984.
Now To Determine the Cost
a
r Other Basis of the Property
Th.
In determining
I
gain Or ion. the basis of property
wi generally be its cast (section 101 2).
exceptions to the general rule are provided in
in
C,
K.
0, and P
sections contained subchapters
of the Code. For example. if the corporation
acquired the property by dividend. liquidation of a
corporation, transfer from a shareholder,
reorganization, contribution or gift, bequest.
bankruptcy. tax-free exchange, involuntary
conversion. certain asset acquisitions, or wash
sale of stock. see sections 301 (or 1059). 334,
362 (or 358), 1014. 1015, 37 2 (or 374), 103 1,
1033. 1060, and 109 1, respectively. Attach an
explanation if the corporation uses a basis other
than actual cash cast of the property.
If the corporation is allowed a charitable
contribution deduction because it sold property
to
a charitable organization. figure the adjusted basis
for determining gain from the Sale by cirliding the
amount realized by the fair market va luea nd
multiplying that result by the adjusted basis.
Capital losses.-The amount of capital losses
allowed may not be more than capital gains. A
net capital loss may be carried back 3 years and
forwai rd 5 years as a short-term capital loss. Carry
back a capital Ims to theexterad does not
increase or produce a net operating loss in the tax
year to which it is ca "red. Foreign expropriation
capital losses may not be carried back, but may
be carried forward 10 years instead of 5. A net
capital loss for a regulated investment company
may be carried forward 8 years instead of 5.
At-risk limitations (section 464-11 the
corporation sold or exchanged an asset used in
an activity to which the at-risk ruin apply.
combine the gain or loss on the Sale or exchange
with the profit or loss from the activity. If the
result is a net loss from the activity, it may be
subject to the at-risk rules. The at-risk rules now
apply to the holding of real property placed in
serhce after 1986,
Part I I I-Su mmary of Parts I and I I
If the net long-term capital gain is more than the
net snort term capital loss. there is a net capital
Jauin. If the corporation's tax year beg,ns before
ly 1, 1987, and there is a net capita I gain the
c rporation may want to complete Part IV t;
determine of the resulting alternative to, is less
this n the tax figured using the regular method.
Part IV-Alternative Tax
Computation
Form 1120L and Form 1 120. REIT filers Should
see the instructions for those forms before
figuring alternative tax.
In figuring the alternative tax, do not r gure
deductions limited by the amount of taxxiltfe
income (such as conthbutions and the special
deductions in Schedule C of Form 1 120).
Certain dairy farmers see section 406 of the
TaxftR for Act of 1986.
the
" alternative
M
tax amount on line 14 is less
than the tax figured by the regular method enter
the mount
J at alternative tax on Form I I i6.
Sch:dule . line 3; or the proper line on other
returns. Also check the box for Schedule D.

Sk.hd.l. D (Far. 11 20) 1987
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1120F

I

U.S. income Tax Return of a Foreign Corporation
For calendar
, 1 yew 1987 or other
987. and ending

Deovidment of the T'eax.q

Innemal Rev

Service

I tax year beginning

SECTION I.-Income From U.S. Sources That Is NOT Effectively Connected With the Conduct of a Trade or Business
lra~the U.S.-See Instructions
,
If you are requiredto complete Section 11 or are using the form as a claim for refund of tax withheld at the source. include in this section
ALL income from U.S. sources that is NOT effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business in the U.S. Otherwise. you may
include only those items of income on Which the U.S. income tax was not fully paid at the source. The rate of tax on each item of income
listed below is 30%'r(4% for the gross transportation tax) unless limited by tax treaty. Fill in treaty rates where applicable.

W87

.19

Name

Employs, lde,tlflcatl,, number

N.- am Street (,eemid-tions)

=

here has been a changs, in
the pnev- year
e

aI

Z~7~

or Country

Name of treaty country. if any 110-

Note: Complete Section / to Computer tax ov, income from U,S, sources that is NOTeffectimly connected wth the conduct ofir trade or business in the U.S.
Complete Sections fland W ho compute tax on income effectively connected vatitthe conduct ore trade or business in the U.S.
Corporations having only income that is NOT effntively connected need file only pages I and 2.
A Country of incorporation

I
(2)
Did any corporation. individual, partnership,
tdrust. or association at the end of the tax year own,
irtctly or indirectly, 50% or more of your voting
stock? (For rules of attribution. see section 267(c).)
El Yes El No
If 'Yes," attach a schedule showing: (a) name, address, and
identifying number, (b) percentage owned; an
(d) Enter the highest amount owed by you to that owner during the
year 10.................... ......
(d) Er,ter the highest amount owed to you by that owner dur;ng the

0 Foreign country under whose law, the income reported on this return is
C subject to tax

...................

Date incorporated
D The corporation's books are in care of ...
located at,
------Were you at any time during the tax year engaged in a
trade or business in the U.S.?
. . . . . . . . .
At any time during the tax year. did you have a perma.

E

F

...........

F] Yes E) No

year j

.................

Yes

No
I

Name ..........
Yes

No

If "Yes," attach a schedule showing: (a) name, address, and identifying
number. (b) percentage owned, (c) taxable income or (loss) before NOL
anding
special deductions from line 28. page 1. Form 1120, for the tax year
end
with or within your taxyear, (d) highest amount owed by you tothaft
;po ation during the year, and (a) highest amount owed to you by that
co
co po;ation during the year.
Tax from Section I (line 11, page 2) .

. . . . . . .
. .
Tax from Section 11 (line 8, Schedule I-Tax Computation, page 4) .
Branch Pmlitstax_b

If "Yes." has Form 5471 been filed' (Sec. 6035)

PH (Form 1120).) . . . . . . . . . . . .
Are you a controlled foreiRn torpor tion? (Sec. 957)

- L

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

1
2

Branch level interest tax- Total av
. . . . . . . . . . . . . I .

3c
4

:a

Alternative minimum tax (Form 4626) _ 51, Environmental tax
TOTAL tax-Add lines I through 5C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7
Is
c

Credits: a Overpayment from 1986 allowed as a credit . .
1987 estimated tax payments . . . . . . . . . .
Less refund of 1987 estimated tax applied for an Form 4466

ad

Tax deposited with Form 7004

f
8a

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...............

........

Yes

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Total I. . . .

Yes
Yes

No
No

Sid

A, und id US mo,,1,.
paid or ,thheld at the

0
was

13
0
I Interest (see instructions) .

.

2 Dividends .

.

.

.

.

.

.

3 Rents .

.

.

.

.

.

.

4 Royalties .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(D
awalle

.

5 Annuities . . . . . . . . . . .
6 Gains from disposal of timber, coal, or
domestic iril ore with a retained
economic interest (attach statement of
details). . . .. . . . . . . . .

4
0

7 Gains from Sale or exchange of patents,
copyrights, etc.:

9 Gross transportation
instructions) . . . .

In
0

.

income
. .

CO)

(see

4

10 Other fixed or 'determinable annual or
periodic incorri

.

CL
U)
Owes

..........................................

Total (add lines 7a through 7g)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
TAX DUE (subtract line 8 from line 6). See instruction C3 for method of payment . . . . . . . . . . .
9
10
OVERPAYMENT (subtract line 6 from line 8), . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
to
11
Enter amount of line 10 you want: Credited to 1988 estimated tax 11Refunded
1.
Under penalties of pertury. I declare that I ham examined this return-cludmit accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge am
belief. do, true. correct, and complete. Declanit,on of prepare, (other than bi,payer),s based on alihnfomnabo, of which prepare, has any knowledge.
Please

Sign

Paid
Preparer's
Use Only

Amount of ta.

8 Fiduciary distributions (attach a
statement showing the kind of income
and rate)
. . . . . . . .

Credit from regulated investment companies (attach Form 2439)
Federal tax on gasoline and special fuels (attach Form 4136)
. . . . . . . . .
U.S. income tax paid or withheld at the source (add line 12, page 2, and amount from
Form 8288-A (attach Form 8288-A)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Here

Rate of tio (16)

No

K Are you a personal holding company? (See Schedule

Personal holding company tax (attach Schedule PH (Form 1 120)) .

.

...... _ .......

Address .......................... .............
.......
Are you . forelin personal holding company under section 552? El Yes El No

J

4

.

Amount

"highest amount owed'

pr.cedinj tax year? . . . . . . . . . . . D Yes E] No
If you had an agent in the U.S. at any time during the year, enter:
Kiroof.gant ... ......................................

voting stock of a U.S.

corporation? (For rules of attribution, see section 267(c).)

2
3a,

......

0

Net,,* of income

H Have you filed a U.S. income tax return for the

U.S. and a foreign country? . . . . . . . . . .
If 'Yes," name the foreign country.
(1)' Did you at the end of the tax year own, directly or

I

G(2),

includes loans and accounts raceiv,iblelpayable.

section 894(b) and any applicable tax treaty between the

50% or more of the

............

Note: For purposes of G(I) and

nent establishment in the U.S. for purposes of applying

indirectly.

Page 2

Form 112OF(1987)

CIAB No 1545 0126

.................. ---------------------..........................................

0
3
U)

..........................................
...........................................

la Signature of officer

Data
let*

Title
Ch'-lyl
arm'. re

is

Ph,pamrssocial security no,

Pre
F-'s name I. irred)
and
y,urs.t
effampil
address

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see page I of the Instructions.

E. I. No.

110'

Lz,pc..

0-

I I Total-Enter her a and on line 1, page 1 .

.

12 Total-Enter hem and as part of line 7g, pop I
Form 1120F (1987)

.

.
.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

P.g. 3

Par. 4

F- 1120F(1987)

Fom 1120F(1987)

Instructions
SECTION II.-Income Effectively Connected With the Conduct of a Trade or Business In the L I. S.-See
88(d).
IMPORTANT-Fill in all applicable lines and schedule$. if you need more space, see instruction
Its Less returns and allowances$.. ............. Balance P.
I
GrossreceiptsorsaIes$.---.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1EI

'R
V

Cost of goods sold and/or operations (Schedule A)
Gross profit (subtract line 2 from line 1c) . . .
Dividends (Schedule C, line 11)
. . . . .
Interest . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
Gross rents . . . . .
Gross royalties . . . . . . . : . . .
income
(attach
Schedule
D (Form
Capital gain net

.
.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

. . . .
. . . .
Net gain or (loss) from line 18, Part It. Form 4797 (attach Form 4797)
. . . . . .
Other income (see instructions-attach schedule)
TOTAL income-Add lines 3 through 10 .
. .
1120))

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

12 Compensation of officers (Schedule Q. Deduct only amounts connected with U.S. business
13 a SalarieTand wages ..... ............ 13b Lenjobs credit --.... ............... Balance Do
14 Repairs
. . .
15 Bad debts (see instructions) . . . . . . . .
16 Rents . . . . . . . . . .
17 Taxes . . . . . . . .
IS Interest . . . . . .
19 Contributions (see instructionsfor 10%finritation) . . . . . ... . . . . . . .
20
I
20 Depreciation (attach Form 4562) - 21
21 Depreciation claimed in Schedule A and elsewhere on -return
22 Balance (subtract line 21 from line 20) .. . . . .
23 Depletion . . . . . . . . . . .
24 Advertising . . . . . . . .
25 Pension. profit-sharing, etc plans (see instructions) . . . .
26 Employee benefit programs (see instructions) . . . .
27 Other deductions (total from page 5)
28
TOTAL deductions-Add lines 12 through 27 and enter here . . . . . . . .
line 1
29 Taxable income before net operating loss deduction and special deductions (subtract line 28 from
30
30 Less: a Net operating loss deduction (see instructions-attach s hedule)
30b
b Special deductions (Schedule C. line 12) . . . .
31 Taxable income or Voss) (subtract line 30 from line 29)

Ic
2
3
4

I Domestic corporations subject to the section 243(a) deduction
2 Debt-financed stock of domestic and foreign corporations .

A
6
7
8

3 Certain preferred stocks of public utilities

5
6
7
8

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.
.

.
.

.

.
.

.
.

.

.
.

4 Foreign corporations and certain FSCs subject to the section 245(a) deduction
5 Total-Add lines 1 through 4, column (c). See instructions
public ut~ofitie,
' 6 Deduction for dividends paid on certain preferred stocks of.fo"Imitat
(see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. . . . .
7 Other dividends from foreign corporations . . . . . . . . . . .
8 Foreign dividend gross-up (section 78) . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 Taxable dividends from an IC-DISC or former DISC not included in line I
and/or line 2 (section 246l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10 Other dividends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 Total dividends-Add lines I through 10, column (a). Enter here and on
.
line 4. Section 11, page 3 .
. . lines
. 5
. and
. .6, column
. . . (c).
. .Enter
. here
. . and
.
12 Total special deductions-Add
201_SeclionII_...3
E-:Caphriperasation
of
line
S,~ed.,.
on
~plete Schedule E only If your total receipts (line la plus lines 4 through
10 of Section 11, page 3) are $150,000 or more (see Instructions)

9
10
II
12

13c
14
15

16
17
18

19

zz
23
24
25
26
27
28

(a) Navne of offic"

(1,)Stial~:urdy
in

dawiti,cl to
(') ft""n" of "'

QA
rt of
c-m-

S"c"

29
M
31

Total compensation of officers-Enter here and on line 12, Section 11, page 3

Schedule A.-Cost of Goods Sold and/or Operations (see Instructions)
I
2
3
4

Schedule C.-Dividends and Special Deductions (see Instructions).

Inventory at beginning of year . . . .
2
Purchases . . . .
. . .
3
Cost of labor . . .
4a
a Additional section 263A costs (see instructions)
41a
b Other costs (attach schedule) . . . .
5
. . . . . . . .
Total-Add lines 1 through 4 . . .
6
. . . . . . .
Inventory at end of year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
. . . . . .
Cost of goods sold-Subtract line 6 from line 5. Enter here and on line 2. Section 11
a Check all methods used for valuing closing inventory:
(i) n Cost
l F1 Lower of cost or market as described in regulations section 1.471-4 (see instructions)
(iii) C] Writedown of "subnormal" goods as describectin regulations section 1.471-2(c) (see instructions)
(iv) [] Other. (Specify method used and attach explanation.)I~ ........................................................
. . . . . . . . . El
b Check if the LIFO inventory method was adopted this tax year for any goods . . . . . . .
If checked, attach Form 970.
of
closing
this
tax
year.
enter
percentage
(or
amounts)
c It the LIFO inventory method was used for
I Be
inventory computed under LIFO
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
of Do the rules of section 263A (with respect to property produced or acquired for resale) apply to the
E]Yes
corporatiun?
. . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s
ar Was there any change (other than for section 263A purposes) in determining quantities. cost, or valuatio
. . . . . . . . . . . Dyes
between opening and closing inventory? . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
If "Yes," attach explanation.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Schedule J.-Tax Computation (see Instructions)

E]No
Ohica

I Check if you are a member of a controlled group (see sections 1561 and 1563) . . . . . 10' 0
2 If line I is checked and you r tax yea r iincludes June 30, 1987, enter your portion of the $2 5,000 amount in
each tax bracket on Iine a; and the portion of the $50,000 and $2 5,ODO tax bracket on I !me b, If your tax
year begins after June 30, 1987, complete only line b.
a V) $.! ............... 60 $ .................Vii) $ ................. 00 $ .................
la 0) $ ----------------- 00 $ ----------------3

Income tax (see instructions to figure the tax; enter this tax or alternative tax, whichever is less). Check

if alternative tax used ll~ El

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : ,

Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1118) . . . . . . . . . . .
Credit for fuel produced from a nonconventional source. .
Orphan drug credit (attach Form 6765) . . . . . .
General business credit. Enter here and c1i which forms .are
El Form 3800
1:1 Form 3468
El Form 5884
attached:
El Form 6478
0 Form 6765
El Form 8586
5 Total-Add lines 4a through 4d . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 Subtract line 5 from line 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit (attach Form 4255)
8 Total tax-Add lines 6 and 7. Enter here and online 2,page I . . .

4a
4b
4c

4a
la
c
d

4
4d
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Ng. 5
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SECTION Ill.- Branch Profits and Branch-Level Interest Taxes
EM Computation of Branch Profits Tax
I Enter the effectively connected taxable income or (low) from line 31, Section 11
2 Adjustments to arrive at effectively connected earnings and profits. (Make postive adjustments (such
as tax-exempt interest income) and negative adjustments (such as Federal income taxes) required by
section 312. See instructions for certain types of income included in effectively connected taxable
income but not taken into account when computing effectively connected earnings and profits.)
(Attach a schedule to Form 1 120F showing the nature and amount of these adjustments.) . . . .
3 Effectively connected earnings and profits. Combine line I and line 2 . . . . . . . .. . . .
4 Enter U.S. net equity at the end of the current tax year. (See instructions for definition of U.S. net
equity.) . . . . . . . . .
Enter U.S. n I equity at the end of the. prior
. .tax year.
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Increase in U.S. net equity. Subtract line 5 from line 4. Enter zero if the result is less than zero.
(Exception: Corporations with more than one tax year beginning in 1987 may have a decrease in
U.S, net equity and may be required to enter an amount less than zero and should sea instructions.)
7 Dividend equivalent amount. Subtract fine 6 from line 3. Enter zero if less than zero
8 Branch profits tax. Multiply line 7 by 30% or lower treaty rate (if corporation is a qualified resident).
Enter here and on line 3a, page 1. (If treaty rate applies, attach a statement to Form 1120F
explaining why the corporation isaqualified resident.) .
~ Computation of Branch-Level Interest Tax
I Enter the amount of interest allowable as a deduction under regulations section 1.882-5. (Section 11,
line 18) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 Enter the amount of interest paid by the U.S. trade or business of the foreign corporation . , . .
3 Subtract line 2 from line 1. Enter zero if the result is less than zero . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 Branch-level interest tax. Multiply line 3 by 30% or lower treaty rate (if corporation is a qualified
resident). Enter here and on line 31b, page 1. (if treaty rate applies, attach a statement to Form
1 120F explaining why the corporation is a qualified resident.) . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2
3
4
J

7

. 1
_ 2-

.

Other Deductions
E-pu.t-

Amo..,

..................
....... ----..........
------- ..........
--------------------- I --------............. .............. I ....
........... I ...........................
Additional Information Required
AN Business description (we page 12 of im tructions)
(1) Business code number - - -------- -......-_ -----(2) Principal business activity.. . ......
----------------..... - ..............
---------------------------- ---- - --------------------------------------------- - -----------------(3) Principal product or service . . ------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- -------- -.....
---------------------------- _-- ------------------~
----------------------- --------- ---- ----------------------------------------------- ---------------------

Epi-t-

Amo,nt

...... ......... .................. ...
--- I ....... ...... --------------............... .......................

TOTAL-Enter here and on line 27, pagc
N Did you claim a deduction for expensi ,,s connected with
(1) Entertainment facility (ticat, rewit, ranch, etc.)?
(2) Livingacmmmodations(exceptforem:ploymonbusinm)?
(3) Employees attending conventions or meetings outside
the North American area? (See sect,ion 274(h).) .
(4) Employees' families at conventiotisor meetings?
If "Yes," were any of thew comiuntions or meetings
outside the North American area? IS ~ee section 274(h).)
(5) Employ" or family vacations not repcorted on Form W-2?
0 Dun ng the tax year was any part of yoC jr accounting /tax
records maintained on a computerizec I system? . . .
P Check method of accounting: (1) Q Cash (2) El Accrual
(3) E] Other (specify) No
--_--------------------9 Enter amount of tax-exempt interest received or accrued during
the tax year fa~

Pap 6
Schedule L- 3alance Sheets
(b)
(d)
ASSETS
I Cash . . . . . . .
2 Trade notes and accounts receivable
Len allowance for bad debts. .
3 Inventories.
&
. . . . . . . . . .
4 Federal arid state government obligations
5 Other current assets (attach schedule)
6 Loansto stockholders . . . . . . .
7 Mortgage and real estate loans . . . .
Other investments (attach schedule)
Buildings and other fixed depreciable assets
a Law accumulated depreciation
10 Depletable assets . . . . .
a Less accurhulated depletion . . .
I I Land (net of any amortization) . . .
12 Intangible assets (amortizable only)
a Lew accumulated amortization
13 Other assets (attach schedule) . . . .
14 Total assets . . . . . . . . . .
LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
15 Accounts payable . . . . . . . .
16 fillies., calls, limits payable in less than I year
17 Other current liabilities (attach schedule)
18 Loans from stockholders . -. . ., .
.29 MWL, notes, bonds payable in I year or me.
20 Other liabilities (attach schedule) . . .
21 Capitalstock: a Preferredstock
b Common stw.k
22 Paid-in or capital w,plus . . . . . .
23 Retained samingi-Appropriated (attach schedule) 24 Retained earnings-Unappropriated . .
25 Less cost of treasury stock . . . . .
26 Total liabilities and stockholders'equi
ad to complete this
Schedule M-1-Reconcillation of Income Per Books With Income Per Retu
schedule If your total assets (line 14. column (d), above) are less than $25,006.
I
7 Income recorded on books this year
I Nal income on books . . . . . . .
2 Federal income tax . . . . . . . .
not included in this return (itemize)
3 Excess of capital losses over capital pins
a Tax-exempt interest $
4 becorne sublectto tax rat mwrdW an boolothayear
----------------------------------(itemize) -----------------------------a &~'u-c-ti-ons
...
allainst book income this year (itemize)
5 Expenses
-------------------------------------warded on books this year not
deducted in this return (itemize)
a Depreciation . . . $
b Costributipascarryover . $
Depreciation . . . $
: Carthibutionstarryow . $
------------------------:7_~
-------------------------------------lines 7 and 8 . .
6
V.
1.9 TO",
----------------------------------Of
.,line
29, page 3)-4ine I. less. li~e
Schedule 111-2-Analysis of Unappropriated Retained Earninfis Per Books (line 24 above). You are not required to
If
your
total
assets
(line
14,
column
(d), above) are less than $25,000.
complete this schedule
I Balance at beginning of year . . . . .
5 Distributions; a Cash . . . . .
2 Net income on books . . . . . . .
b Stock . . . . .
3 Other increases (itemize) ................
c Property . . . .
6 Other decreases (itemize) ...........
.................................
...................................
......................................
7 Total of lines 5 arid 6 . . . . . .
4 f,;iil of lines 1. 2. d 3 . . . . . .
8 Batainceatendafyes,01neflessfine7)
F- 112OF(1987)
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Deeartment of the Treasur,
n ernal Revenue Sairvic

Instructions for Form 1120F
U.S. Income Tax Return of a Foreign Corporation
(Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code unless otherwise noted.)
Items You Should Note
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 made several
changes to the way corporation, compute
their taxable income and their tax liability.
Many of these chonges are contained in the
instructions. For more information, see
Publication 922, Explanation of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 for Business.
Paperwork Reduction Act Notice
We ask for the information to carry out the
Internal Revenue laws of the United States.
Th. information is used to ensure that
taxpayers are comflying with these laws
andtoallowusto igure and collect the
correct amount of tax. You are required to
give us this information.

General Instructions
A. Purpose of Form
.
Form 1 120F is used to report a foreign
corporation's income, deductions, credits,
and tax to the United States. If a refund is
due, Form 1 120F may be used to claim it.
13. Filing the Return
1. Who Rise Farm 1120F.-Except for
corporations described in instruction B2,
every foreign corporation must file this form
it, during the tax year, it did any of the
is l'adiintom a from any U.S. source.
loil
.E
ad *in a trade or business in the
U.~.Wwtether or not it had income from
that trade or business.
is
Had tax preference items, as described in
section 57, that affect the corporation's
computation of its unrelated business
incom .
0
Overpaid income tax that it wants
refunded.
The foreign corporation must file Form
1120F even if its income is tax exempt
under an income tax treaty or Code section.
The Mexican or Canadian branch of a
US mutual life insurance company must
file ~orrn 1 120F on the same basis as a
foreign corporation if the U.S. company
ejects to exclude the branch's income and
expenses from its own gross income.
.
A
i
tee in
di".
r ban'Inrupiyrmu:t
" * tru file Form
1 12OF it that person he, or holds title to
virtually all of a foreign corporation's
property or business. Form 1120F is due
whether or not the property or business Is
being operated.
An agent in the U.S. must file the return
if the fore.lin corporation has no office or
place of business in the U.S. when due.
Consolidated returns.-A foreign
corporation car.not belong to an affiliated
group of corporations that files a
consolidatt,e return. An exception is made
for some 0.,-.dian and Mexican subsidiaries
maintaint il ~o!ely to own and operate
proi,,`, utoer Canadian or Mexican law.

2. Who Does Not File Form 1120F.-A
foreign
does not need to file
Form 1 12
coTor"tion
F in any of the following cases:
a It did not engage in a trade or business in
the U.S. during the year, and its full U.S. tax
was withheld at the source.
a it is a beneficiary of an estate or trust
eytZ in a trade or business in the U.S.,
d itself otherwise not need to file.
b
a It files Form 1 120L. U.S. Life Insurance
Company Income Tax Return, as a fore'
life insurance company or Form 11209,
U.S. Property and Casualty Insurance
Company Income Tax Return, as a foreign
property and casualty insurance company.
a It has filed Form 8279, Election To Be
Treated as a FSC or as it, Small FSC. These
corporations must file Form I 120-FSC,
U.S. I rucome Tax Retu m of a Foreign Sales
Corporation.
.
3. Income of Foreign Govern moint* and
International Organizations.-Income of

P,2rporatlons that maintain an office or
! of business in the U.S. have until the
15th day of the 3rd monthI after the and of
their tax year to file Form 120F.
These corporations are granted under
regulations section 1,6081-2(a),~,nme
automatic 3-month extension of
to file,
without using Form 7DO4. If a 6-month
extension is anticipated, these corporatio a
should file Form 7004 by the 15th day of
the 3rd month following the class of the tax
year. However, this extension does not
extend the time for payment of tax .
Period covered.-File the 1987 return for
calendar 1year 1987 and
I ears that
began in 987 and end infisce
199. If the
return is lot fi I
111 in the tax y r
a
a
top
isca
of
treafr8rin.
or
r
rill
r"
III
space at
Final return.-If the corporation ceased to
exist during the tax year, write "Final
return" at the top of the form.
6. Address.-The address used on the
return should be the location of the books
and records used in the preparation of the
return. For foreign corporations engaged in
a trade or business in the United States,
this will generally be a U.S. address.
7. Where To File.-File Form 112OF with
the Internal Revenue Service Center,
Philadelphia, PA 19255.
8. Other Forms, Schedules, and
Statements That May Be Required(a) Forms. Foreign corporations may also
he va to file other forms . A partial list includes:
Form 5471 -1 n 1ormation Ra t um with

foreign governments and international
Respect to a Fore$ Corporation. This form
organizations from U.S. investments, stock.
is filed by certain icers, directors, or U.S.
bonds. or other securities, or interest an
of certain foreign corporations.
accounts in the U.S., or financial instr= shareholders
Form 5472-Information Return of a
used in governmental policy are not subject
Foreign
Owned
A
i
to U.S. taxation. However, income from to corporation thatCorporation.
is erWaged
a St in afore
trare or
commercial activities and income from
business in the Unit States and is
controlled commercial entities are subject
controlled by a foreign person may have to
U.S. taxation after June 30, 1986. In
addition, these types of income are subject to file Form 5472.
Form 1042S.-Foreign Person's U.S.
withholding after October 21, 1986.
urce rucome ubjectlot Wit-h 0 kli mg. Thi3
4. Dispositions of U.S. Real Property
Interest by a Foreign Corporation.-A
foreign corporation that disposes of its U.S.
real property interest must treat the gain or
loss as income that is effectively connected
with a U.S. trade or business even if the
corporation is not otherwise engaged in a
U.S. trade or business, This income must be
reported in Section 11 of Form 1 120F and
must be reflected on Schedule 0 (Form
1 120), Capital Gains and Losses.
See Rev. Rut 87-66,1987-29, 1A.B. 6
for the applicability of section 897 to
reorganizations and liquidations.
If you he" had income tax withheld on
Form 8288-A. Statement of Withholding on
Dispositions by Foreign Persons of U.S.
Real Property Interests, include the amount
withheld as part of line 7g. page 1
U.S. met property interest.-Genetally,
U.S. real property interest is an interest in
mat property located in the United States.
See section 897 (o, !urther details.
5. When To Filo.-Corporations that do not
maintain an office or place of business in
the U.S. have until the 15th day of the 6th
month after the end of their tax year to file
Form 1120F. They may use Form 7004.
Application for Automatic Extension of
To File Corporation Income Tax Return,Time
to
request an automal-c 6 month extension of
time to file. However, this extension does
not extend the time for payment of tax.

form is used to report income payments
that are subject to withholding and the
amount of tax withheld.
Form 1042.-Annual Withholdin Tax
Return for U.S. Source Inca
r.;,t
staff
Persons, which is used to
withhoYMng
one n
tax and to transmit Form 1042S.
Form 1096-Annual Summary and
Transmittal of U.S, Information Returns.
Form 1098.-Mortgage Interest Statement,
which is used to report the receipt from any
individual of $600 or mom of mortgage
interest in the mumany
of the cogration.s
trade or business for
colon r year.
Forms 1011111-DIV, INT. MISC, and R.These are some of the information returns
that must be filed to report certain payments,
such as dividends and interest. For more
information, see the instructions for Forms
1098. 1099. 5496, 1096, and W-2G.
Schedule PH (Form 1120).Computation of U.S. Personal Holding
Company Tax. Attach to Form I 12OF if the
foreign corporation is a personal holding
company (section 542) but not a foreign
personal holding company (section 552).
Form 4626, Alternative Minimum TaxCorporations. is used to compute two taxes.
Form 4626 is used to compute the
alternative minimum tax onrl the
environmental tax. See Form 4626 for
computationef the alternative minimum
tax and environmental tax,

Form 5713-International Boycott
for = having operations In or
= to'
trig' countries. In
addition, persons who participate In or
Cooperate with an Intemational =,Ted
do
Schedule
A or
he"
end =C
their
Ion of the of Form 5713 to compute
following items: the foreign
tax credit, the deferral of earnings of a
controlled foreign corporation, and IC-DISC
benefits.
Form 1111264-Applicabon for RegWration

of a Tax Shelter, used by tax shelter
organizers to register tax shelters with the
IRS for the purpose of receiving a tax shelter
registration number.
Form 9271.-Investor Reporting of Tax
Shelter Registration Number, used by
taxpayeris who haveAcquired an interest In
a tax shatter. which Is required to be

Egmft.
attributable to latex shelter is token.
Form $300I.-Report of Cash Payments
Over $10,ODO Received In a Trade or
Business. Generally, this form Is used to
reportthe recelpt at more than $10,000 In
cash or foreign cu
In one transaction
(or In a series of m=1transections).
Howeref, transactions Viet take place
entirely outside the U.S. are not reportable.
form $582. Passive Activity Loss
Limitations. It Is used to figure the amount
of passive activity lose allowed for the
current tax year and the Idea to
on your tax return. Form 8582 applies to'
personal service corponatkms and to closely
hold C corporations who he" losses from
pas" activities.
(b) Statemseft
Tra mhn to corporation carrLas
transits ei-fis person acqu rolled
=.
socuffies of a corporation In exchange for
property, and
Itn Ioss is rempized
under section
beraterea
m.
no
35F
aftech
hartronsforcir and
ft information
required by regulations section 1.351-3.
Stat~ In place of schodules.-If the
corporation his no gross Income for
ft'
th.1p.
year, do not complete the Form
112OF schedules..Instead. artbach a
It th

t

Show[

dint "a

end amounts of Income are excluded from
gross Income. ,
(c) Amended return.
To correct on ormir in a Form 112OF already
filed, file an amended Form 112OF and
write 'Amerided'across the top.
(d) Attach is
Attach Form 4236, Computation of Credit
for Federal Tax on Gasoline and Special
Fuels, after pop 6. Form 1120F. AUKh
schodules In alpholbotical order and other
forms In numerical order after Form 4136.
Plosess complete every applicable entry
space an Form 1120F. Plaose do not attach
statements and write "See attached" in lieu
of cornplaung the entry spaces on Form
1120F.

I'Mis 2

The
If more,r
84c ihsu
needred
pa amosnh=orms of
Form3
corforatlouuotthv,~m
55
ng , ch a schedule to
andshow
ount of Income
schodulas
the sort* Information In the same order as
to be taken Into account as a mutt of the
on the printed forms. Be sure to show
section 481(a) adjustment over a 4-yest,
griod b
,:ginning with the year of change.
t=ls a' tharedh:V
t
" Please use
each ule should also show the basis
that
me fuzz, as the forms
Lead in determining the section 481
and schedules. Attach then separate
shaft after all the schedules and form.
adjustment. See soiction 448 and
Also, put the corporation's employer
regulations sections 1.448-IT(g) and
1.448-IT(h) for more information. Report
Identification number (EIN) an each shoot.
9. Signature.-The return must be Wed the amount of section 481 adjustment on
line 10, pap 3.
and dated by the president, vice president,
treasurer, as3istenttmasurer, chief
(2) For long-term contracts (except certain
real property construction contracts)
accounting officer, or any other corporate
officer (such as tax officer) authorized to sip. entered into after February 26. 1986,
taxpayers must elect either the percentage
A receiver, trustee. or assignee must sign
of completion or the percentage of
antidote ny return required to be filed on
=mpletion-capitalization cost method. See
behalf of : corporation.
ion 460 and Notice 87-61, 1987-38.
If a corporate officer filled In Form
IRB 40 for more information.
1120E. the Paid Preparer's space under th
aIT
.
~= method of computing bad
of officer -should remain blank.
d(3
=nree prepares Form 1 12OF and does
M=sfter IrMeodrfmorota
m
tTyam
amyers.
not charge the corporation, that person
ction for line 15 for details.
should not sip. Certain others who prepare
Change In Accounting Perhad.Form 1120F should not W. For example,
a regular, full-time employee such as a
Genera%
1,befora changi an accounting
period,
Commis3ione,72 approval must
clork, secretary, aft., of the corporation
be obtained (regulations section 1.442-1)
does riot have to sign.
by filing Form 1 128. Application for Change
Genersl~F anyone who Is paid to prefore
III
in Accounting Period. Also see Publication
Form 112
must %T the return and ill In
538.
the other blanks In
Paid Pneparer's Use
Note: For taxyears beginning offer 1986,
Only area of ft return.
personal service corporations, as defined in
The prepoinarrequined to sign ft return
section 44ffiX2), must adopt a calendar tax
MUSTcqmplate Me required properer
year unless ft corporation can astablisir to
information and:
the satisfaction of the Secretary that there
9 Sip It, by hand, in the spaceprovided for
is 8 business, purpose for having 8 different
&,a preparer's signature firiewfurs stamps
wyear.
or labelsare notacciliptablet); and
A corporation that is adoptin
aft a calendar
9 Give a copy ofForm 112OF to the todpoyer year must file a short-podad re um for the
in
addition to the copy filed with IRS
first tax year beginningafter1986. These
be familiar
-M.
Publication
FIL?D'
UNDE'1'dSZ9*
'
77'
0N"WS3HE TAX
ctitioners, for
Tax WU
REFORM ACT OF J986'st the top of Me
mom details.
tax
first pop of the return for the first required
year.
C. Figuring and Paying the Tax
Personalservice corporations that wish to
1. Accounting
establish a business purpose for herrings
Accounting Mollhods.-Taxtable Income
different huryearshouAd sea Rev. Rul. 87.
must be computed using Me method of
57, 1987-28, IRB 7, for =to Information.
Personal service corporations that wish to
accounting
rab =rty used In keeping the
corpo on's
ks and records. In all
retain a non-calendar tax year must file Form
cases, the method adopted must clearly
1128 in accordance with the procedures
reflect taxable Income. (See section 446.)
outlined in Rev. Proc. 87-32, and
Announcement 874Z 1987-37, IRB30,
Unless the low specifically permits
2. Gross Incorns.-For purposes of Form
otherwise. the corporation may change
from the method of accounting it used to
1120F. a foreign corporation that only has
asa Income in earlier years (for
U.S. sourced income that is not effectively
report taxable
whole or for any material Item)
connected with the U.S. is taxed on Its
Income
on u;t
Form
;7 3115,
income. This Income Is entered on alionas
to
list
on
Alst
CjF1nAc
t
The income is taxed at the lower of 30% or
treaty rate. An exception is made for w96.
20hott
'yl&
transportation Income which Is taxed
Accounting Periods and Methods.
Note: The Tax Reform Act of 1986 changed
A forr corporation that has income
several of the rules governing accounting
at lively connected with the U.S. is
methods.
th
taxed
on all income of the foreign
=Ild1
foreign sourced).
(1) For tax years be Inning after 1986,
.0;:13,
c or
Form 1120F, to
corporation (other han qualified personal
report this Income and figure the tax on it.
to
service
corporations) amoirnerally required
use the accrual moth of accounting If
To determine the source of income,
theira
annual gross receipts am
follow sections 861 through 865 and the
$5,00wor =to. Sao section 448(c). A
related
lotions, except as tax treaties
corporation hantp
because
=.
totheaccrual
must camV"ans
method
pro,ridtiot
r t.'rivise.
of this
Form 3115andattach itto Form 1 20F.
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Una 2. Enter dividends on debt-financed
stock acquired after July 18, 1984 that are
received from domestic and foreign
corporationi; subject to income tax and that
would otherwise be subject to the
dividends-received deduction under section
243(aXI) or 245(a).
Una 3. Enter dividends received an the
preferred stock of a public utility that is
subject to income tax and is allowed the
deduction provided in section 247 for
dividends paid.
Una 4. Enter the dividends from foreign
c
Fore
btons and dividends received from
that are attributable to qualified
carrying charges and interest. Do not enter
dividends on this line from any dividends on
debt-financed stock acquired after July 18,
1984.
Una 7. Enter all other dividends received
from foreign corporations that do not qualify
for a dividends-received deduction.
Line B. If the corporation claims
nedthe dToreign
tax credit, the tax that is deem pai un er
section 902(a) (relating to credit for a
corporate stockholder in a foreign
corporation) must be treated as a dividend
received from the foreign corporation. (See
section 906(bX4).)
Una 9. Enter taxable distributions from an
IC-DISC or former DISC that are designated
as not being eligible for the dividendsreceived deduction. See sections 246(d),
995(b). and 996(a)(3).
Una 10. include dividends (other than
capital gain dividends and exempt interest
dividends) received from regulated
investment companies that do not quality
for the section 243(a) deduction: dividends
from tax-exempt organizations; dividends
(other than capital gain dividends) received
from a real estate investment trust that, for
'he tax year of the trust in which the
dividends are paid, qualifies under sections
856-860; dividends not eligible for a
dividends-received deduction berause of
the holding period of the stock or an
obligation to make corresponding payments
with respect to similar stock; an any other
taxable dividend income not properly
reported above (including distributions
under section 936(hX4)).
Una 1, columns (b) and (c)
The dividends-received deduction percentage
for dividends on domestic corporation stock
that is not debt-financed is 80%.
A small business investment company
operating under the Small Business
Investment Act of 1958 may deduct 100%
of dividends received from domestic
corporations subject to income tax, (Section
243(aX2)).
Una 2. columns (b) and (c)
The dividerds-received deduction for
dividends received on debt-financed stock is
explained in section 246A. This section
applies to dividends received from domestic
and foreign corporations afterJuty 18 1984.
The dividends-received deduction for '
dividends received on debt-financed stock is
explained in section 246A.
Dividends-received on debt. financed
stock are not entitled to the full 80%
dividends-received deduction. The 80%
deduction is reduced by a percentage that is
related to the amount of debt incurred to
acquireJhe stock. See section 246A.
Attach a schedule showing how you have
computed the amount of allowable

deduction for each share or block of shares
that were "debt-financed.*
Una 3, columns (b) and (c)
Dividends on certain preferred stock of
public utilities are entitled to a dividendsreceived deduction percent,%a of 55.652%
if they are
Ju 1, 1987. For
thew dividends received after June 30
1987. the dividends-received deductio~
percentage is 47.059%.
Multiply the dividends received in each
period by the proper percentage to determine
the correct dividends-received deduction.
Line 4. columns (b) and (c)
Fortax years beginning after 1986, only
corporations that have at least a 10%
interestinaffor ign corporation may claim a
deduction for Zvidends received from a
foreign corporation. The dividends-received
deduction is only allowed on the U.S.source portion of the post. 1986 earnings.
For more information, we section 245(a).
In addition, only domestic corporations
can claim a dividends-received deduction
for dividends received from a FSC.
Eligible for the 80% dividends-received
deductions is the portion of a FSC's income
that is attributable to qualified carrying
charges and interest.
Column (c)
Exclusion of certain dividends.-In
general, no dividends-received deduction will
be allowed on any share of stock, (a) if the
corporation held it 45 days or less (sea
section 246(c)(1)(A)), or (b) to the extent the
corporation is under an obligation to make
corresponding payments for substantially
identical stock or other securities.
No dividends-received deduction is
allowed under section 243 for a dividend
from an IC-DISC or former DISC to the
extent the dividend is paid out of the
corporation's accumulated DISC income,
previously taxed income, or is a deemed
distribution under section 995(b)(1).
Line 5. Limitation on dividonds-rocohmol
deduction.-Line 5 may not be more than
80% of line 29, page 3. For this purpose
compute line 29, page 3, without regard to
any adjustment under section 1059 and
any capital loss carryback to the tax year
under section 1212(aXl).
In a year in which a net operating loss
occurs, this 80% limit does not apply even if
the low is created by the dividends-received
deduction, (See sections 172(d)and 246(b).)
Line 5. Deduction for dividends paid on
certain preferred stock of public
utilities.-Section 247 allows public
utilties a deduction of 30.435% (for
dividends paid before July 1, 1987) OR
41.176% (for dividends paid after June 30,
1987) of the lesser of:
1. Dividends paid on their preferred stock
during the tax year, or
2, Taxable income computed without regard
to this deduction.
In a year in which a net operating loss
occurs, compute the deduction without
,a
I rd to section 247(a)(1)(B). (See section
f2ld).)
Schedule J-Tax Computation
Foreign corporations should compute their
tax liability on Schedules A and B of the Tax
Computation Worksheet on page 11.
Members of a controlled group, see
instructions for lines I and 2 below bef re
proceeding to page 11. If the corporation is

a dealer in personal property and is using
the installment method in 1987. see
section 81 1(cX7) of the Tax Reform Act of
1986 to figure the ratable portion of its tax
attributable to section 453C to be included
in line 3, Schedule J. Write in the space to
the left of line 3. Schedule J, 'Sec. 453C tax
computation.* Attach a schedule showing
the computation.
Additional Tax
The Tax Computation Worksheet includes
the computation of an additional 5% tax on
the excess of a corporation's taxable
income
war a specified amount. The
.
I ad mo nt" has been changed
$e=ei'l 1"1987f.m$1.000,000to
100,000.
'v uw~ maximum amount of the
additional tax (prev,lousW $20,250) has
bee
0.
Alternative Tax
If the tax year of the corporation begins
before July 1, 1987. and the corporation has
a net capital gain on line 10, Schedule D
(Form 1 120~', the alternative tax computation
may apply. o compute the alternative tax,
complete Schedules A and 8 of the Tax
Computation Worksheet on page I I as
instructed and enter the amount fro. line
34, Sched6le 8 on line 12, Part IV, Schedule
D (Form 1120). Complete the rest of Part IV,
and enter the lesser of the alternative tax or
the tax figured by the re,I,ular method on line
3, Schedule J. Form I I OF.
Lines I and 2-Members of a controlled
group, as defined in section 1563, am
entitled to only the amount in each taxable
income bracket.
When a controlled group adopts or later
amends an apportionment plan, each
member must attach to its tax return a copy
of its consent to this plan. The copy (or an
attached statement) must show the part of
the amount in each taxable income bracket
apportioned to that member. There are other
requirements as %voil. See regulations section
1. 1561.3(b) for these requirements and for
the time and manner of making the consent.
Equal Apportionment Plan. If no
apportionment plan is adopted, the
members of the controlled group must
divide the amount in each taxable income
bracket equally among themselves.
Unequal Apportionment Plan. Members
of a controlled group may elect an unequal
apportionment plan and divide the amount
in each taxable income bracket as they wish.
Any member of the controlled froup may be
entitled to all, some, or none o the amount
in a taxable income bracket. (But the total
amount for all members of the controlled
group cannot be more than the total amount
in any taxable income bracket.)
Una 3.-Enter on line 3 the amount of
taxable income from line 3 1, page 3.
Tax Credits
Una Als. Foreign tax credit.-A foreign
corporation engaged in a trade or business
within the U.S. can take a credit for income,
war profits and excess profits taxes paid,
accrued, o; deemed paid to any foreign
count7 or U.S. possession during the tax
year. his credit applies to income
effectively connected with the conduct of a
trade or business within the U.S. Sao
sections 901, 902,906, and Form I 118.
Computation of Foreign Tax CreditCorporations.
Pop 9

The amount of the Increase of the foreign

=====r!= a
=tion's effectively connected earnlnlp
allowed for the sala'af qualified Nets
fits Is limited to previous increases in
U.S. not equity that decreased effectively
produced from a nonconventional source.
connected earnings and profits, to the extent
Section 29 contains a definition of qualified
not previously taken into account.
fuels, and provisions for fiffuringthecredit.
Attach a separate schedule showingthe
Example 1. -In Car
I 1, a foreign
computation offt credit.
corporetionhas 100ofeffeclivety,
Upoi 4c. Orphan drug cr*ML-.See section connected earnings and profits. The foreign
corporation acquires an additional $40 in
28 and Form, 6765, Credit for Increasing
Research Actilhiftles (or for claiming the
U.S. assets and has no change in its U.S.
orphan drug credit).
liabilities. The foreign corporation had
$1,000 of U.S. net equity at the end of the
Una 4d. General business creft-See
Frior
n r tax year. Its U.S. net equity has
Fame 38M General Business Credit, for
ncreased by $40 to $1040. The foreign
rules lihat apply when claiming this credit,
corporation a dividend equivalent amount Is
which encompasses: the Investment credit,
(Fanin 3469N)obs credit, (Form 5M);
$60, i.e., Its effectively connected earnin
and profits of $100 less the $40 increase n
at" fuel credit, (Form 6478); the credit
U.S. not equity during the year.
for incrisming research activities (Form
6765); and low Income housing credit
Example 2. -in year 2, the foreign
(Form SSW
corporation has $ 100 of effectively
Una 7. Tax from recomputing a prior year connected earnings and profits, sells $70 of
Investment cmdtL-4f property is disposed Its U.S. assets, and has a $10 decrease In
of or Comm to be qualified property before
U.S. liabilities. The foreign corporation's U.S.
not equity at the end of year 2 has decreased
the and of the lifayeam category used In
riling the regular or energy Investment
by $60 to $990 ($1040-$70+$10). The
foreign corporation has a dividend equivalent
there,=be a recepture of the
Investment
. (See Form 4255,
amount of $140, i.e.. its effective
RKIllph" Of Investment Credit.)
connected eamings and profits ofilloo plus
$40 (the decrease of $60 of U.S. not equity
Section III-Branch Prollits Tax
Is limited to $40, i.e., the increase in U.S.
For tax years beginning attar 1986, foreign
net equity during year 1).
corpondkins are subject: to a tax of 30% (or
Example 3-In year 3, the foreign
of
their
lower treaft rate) on the profilts
corporation has $100 of effectively
branches in the U.S. The tax Is im" on
connected earnings and profits. It sells $30
the'dividerrid equivalent amount. The
Its U.S. assets, and its U.S. liabilities
dividend equivalent amount is the effectively of
commic earnings and profits of the foreign increase by $10. The foreign corporation's
corporation subject to adjustment.
Effectively connected sandricnil
U
co
dequ'
d.c
nt is
profits are earnings and profits I are
attributable to Income which Is ~tvely
equity doespot increase the dividend
connected or Is treated as being connected
equivalent amount since the $40 increase
with the aelthis conduct of ortfacle or
U.S. not equity In year I has already been
business in the U.S. Certain types oflncbme In
taken into account in year 2.
are not taken Into account when computing
offectivety connected earnings and profits
Part I
Una 6-if this tax year is not the
for purposes of this tax. The" types of
the
first tax year beginning in 1987
Incorne lire: 1. Income from the operation of ac7ration's
amount on line 6 Is law than zero,
ship or aircraft that Is exempt from taxation
(2);
2.
FSC
enter the amount of decrease in U.S. not
under Section 8BXaX 1) or
equity that does not exceed the amount of
Incioxne and distribution traded as
offectivety, cannec
with the conduct of a
increase in U.S. not ufty in the prior tax
44do or business In the U.S. under section
years
iming in 1917 that decreased
offectim
e connected earnings and profits to
922(d) or 926(b); 3. pin an the dispolifflon
the extent not previously taken Into account.
of an Interest In a U.S. corporation that is a
U.S. real property Interest under section
Definition*
897(c,~IXAXH); and 4. income of a related
not equity is U.S. assets reduced by
which a =r 9U U.S.
S liabilities. U.S. net equity may be less
connected w It
it~a~ zero.
of
a
trade
or
business
In
Me
theconduct
0 U.S. ..
are money and the adjusted
U.S. under section 953(cX3XC).
basis (for computi
I
d
fits) of
AdIsonlonsints
property of the forej
r e.rn=n
co
ionp;%ted as
earnings
and
The effectively connected
being connected wit the conduct of a trade
pictits of the foreign corporation will efther
or business in the U.S.
Do Increased or decreased by decreases or
o U.S. liabilities are liabilities that are
'n,rs---fth,f-miV
pnn poration'sU.S.
treated as being connected with the
nat equity. If the two corporation's U.S.
conduct of a trade or business In the U.S.
not equity hall increased from the end of the Coordination with Withholding Tax
p
utlkx year tothe ond of the current
In rneral,
h
If a foreign corporation is subject
,Ithe offectively connected
nC
to he branch profits tax in a tax year, it w;II
Orld nft of the foreign corporationearn
wit
not also be subject to withholding at source
forth,
the
tsectIons 87 1(a), 88 1(s), 1441, or 1442)
amount of Increase. ff the foreign
corporation', U S not equity has decreased on dividends paid by it during the tax year.
Branch-Lamf Interest Tax
from the add of the Preceding tax
the 00 ofthe current tax year =Imtor. When a branch makes a payment of
taxt profits of this = corporation will
Interest, the payment will be treated as if It
prionally be Increased n the current tax
were paid by a domestic corporation. The
yaw by the amount of decrease.
foreign corporation is required to withhold
Pw 10

on payments made by the branch to foreign

persons and to file Form 1042S with respect
to the payments unless the payments are
exempt from withholding under the Code.
In addition, if the amount of interest paid
br, the branch is less than the deduction
a lowable under regulations section 1.892-5,
the difference Is treated as interest paid to
the foreign corporation by a wholty-owned
domestic corporation. This Interest is subject
to tax of 3096 (or lower treaty rate).
For example, a branch of a foreign
_11i n'imokes
the an interest payment of
$31%
'r d .~roin
tax year and is allowed a
deduction o $500 under regulations
section 1.882-5. The foreign co orationis
required to withhold on the $3 interest
paid unless the payment is exempt from
withholding under a tax treaty or the Code.
In addition, there is a deemed interest
payment of $200 ($5004300) from a
wholty-owned domestic corporation to the
foreign corporation and this payment is
reported on Form 1 120F and is subject to
tax at a 30% or lower treaty rate.
Effect of TaxTrestles
An income tax treaty between the U.S. and
a foreign country will not exempt a fore
corporation from or reduce the rate of, re
branch profits tax unless; (1) the foreign
corporation is a qualified resident of that
country, or (2) the treaty permits
withholding tax on dividends paid 8by the
foreign corporation that are described in
section 861(aX20).
An income tax treaty between the U.S.
and forin
iry will not reduce the
rate8Of the frawnch'Itevel interest tax unless a
foreign corporation is a qualified rwident of
that country. See section 884(eX4).
A foreign corporation is a qualified
resident of a foreign country if: (1) at least
50% of its stock (by value) is owned by
Individuals who are residents of that
country or who are U.S citizens or residents,
and less than 50% of its income is used
(directly or indirectly) to meet liabilities to
persons who are not residents of such
foreign country or the U.S.
Stock owed by a corporation.
partnership, trust, or estate is treated as
proportionately owned by the individual
owners of such entity.
If a foreign corporation is a qualified
resident of a foreign country that has an
Income tax treaty with the U.S. and the
treaty does not prohibit imposition of the
branch nfits tax, the rate of tax will be the
rate on anch profits specified In the treaty.
If the treaty does not specify a rate for
branch profits. the rate shall be the rate on
dividends paid by a wholly-owned domestic
corporation to the foreign corporation.
A corporation which is a resident of a
forein country willfbe considered a
IiI led resident o the foreign country if
tT.1stock of the corporation is primarily and
regularly traded on an established
securities market in the foreign country or if
the foreign corporation is wholly owned
(directly or Indirectly) by another foreign
corporation organized in the same foreign
country whose stock is traded in the some
manner described above.
Additional Information
Item Q. Tax-Exempt Interest.Report any tax-exempt interest received or
accrued in the space provided. Include any
exempt-interest dividends received as a
sharehold r in a mutual fund or other
regulated ~investment company.

a

Corporations with falryears beginning after June 30,1987, should complete Schedule B only.

Codes for Principal Business Activity

Tax Computation for Period Before July 1, 1987.
I Taxable income (line 31, Section 11, Form I 120F). . at . . . . . . . . . . . u .
2 Net capital gain (if the alternative tax applies, enter n capital gain from line 10, Schad Is
If the alternative tax does not apply, enter zero. See instructions.) . . . . . . . .
3 Sutytmct line-2 from line I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 Enter the lesser of line 3 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions) .
5 Subtract line 4 from line 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 Enter the lesser of line 5 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, am instructions) .

.

.

.

.

.

These coda for the Principal Business Activity
:re designed to classify enterprises by the type of
activity in which they am engaged facilitate the
dministration of the Internal Revenue
to Code.
Though similar in formt and structure to the
Standard Industrial Classification Coda (SIC),
they should not be used a SIC coda'
0UsV
c 0tnhumHs'*M'cv,
b
, gnter
spaclfi
on
5, under M,
tn
'Industry group

.

D (Form 1 120).
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. .. . . . .

7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17

Subtract line 6from line 5
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .
Enter the lesser of line 7 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions)
Subtract line 8 from line 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 9 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions)
. . . . . .
Subract line 10 from line 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .
Multiply line 4 times 15% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 6 times 18% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply lift 8 times 3DX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 10tima,40% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line I I times 46% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Additional tax. If line: 3 is more than $1,000,000, enter the lesser of (a) 5% of the excess of line
$ 1,=,= or (b) $20,250 (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . . . . . .
18 Tax liability before credits. Add amounts on lines 12 through 17
. . . . . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
3
.
.

Agricutture, Forestry, and
Fishing
Code

. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
over
. .
. .

from which the largest percentage of "total
receipts" is derived. "Total receipts" mam
gross receipts (lift Is, pap 3) plus all other
income (Ilnes 4 thmugh 10, page 3).
Also on page 5. under M, state the principal
busi;;;j act" and principal pmduct or
service that -nt for the largest percentage
of total receipts. For example, if the principal
business activity Is
mill products,"

Code
M5
lad
2830
230
lose

I.-

Mining
1007100
loss
-

Ouvv
__
-1 rva,

14M

Ov-uv.-

.10
299k

Construction

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$50,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$25,000 (members of a controlled group, sam instructions)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
.

.
.

.
.

. . . . . . . . . . L. . . . .
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
29 Additional tax. If line 21 Is more than $100,000. enter the lesser of: (a) 5% of the
$ 100,000 or (b) $ 11,750 (members of a controlled group. see instructions) . . .

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.01

. .
. .
...
. .
. .
. .

1711
:13l
M

une3i

.

33 - Line, 30 x

Number of days in tax year before July 1, 1987 .
Number of days In tax year
Numberofda
W___
umbwoFdays
__pinijWr after June 30, 1987

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
excess of line 21 over
. . . . . . . .

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

2DIC,
2050
2060
",
lose
rare
loss
2100

.
.

34 Tax liability before cmicift. Add amounts on lines 32 and 313. Enter hem and on line 3. Schedule J. If
alternative tax applies, enter on line 12, Schedule D (Form 1 120) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Instructions for Schedules A and
B, Tax Computation Worksheat
Urses 2 and 20.-In general. the
alternative but is ft sum of, (a) a tax
computed on taxable Income reduced by
pplicable tax
=.P.ddaffp=
n"%`(`b`) a tax of 34%
ot Iffle not capital pin.
For tax yea=nlng after June 30,
1987, the site
tax CDM
not apply. It a
'a but year boons
befte July, 1, 1
nd the corpwati-has
a not capital pin, both com
(the
roplar tax cornpulabon 8=681tornablya
tax computation) should be made to
determine which faults In the low tn.

The ofternathts tax is computed usil
Schedules A and B of the lax m=n
work~ and Part IV of Schedule 0 (Fo
1120)~ If I
n trrya
Is tax computed on taxable I
piplicable tax brackets and
:_S~En the corporation may enter the
alternative tax from Schedule D (F= the
1 120) on line 3, Schedule J; and ,
box for alternative tax.
Lines 4.6,111,10,22 and 24.-Membern;
of a controlled group must enter their
Cl%
on'Weschtf-tc
o'S In
WhadX7
C 1= S
regarding how
don
In SWU
3) nft
"OWSRMXVtL

0-vt-

Pk114wo.h1&a.~,,,*wdftWva
E- -.

Manufacturing
___P_
"Ill
ukma,_
told,
pso, wo~

30 Add lines 26 through 29. (it only Schedule 8 was completed, skip lines 31 through 34. Enter the amount
from line 30 on line 3, Schedule J.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31 Enter amount from line 18, Schedule A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32

Finance, Insurance, and
Real Estate
Codo

irco
41M
IzW
=
sold

R- twssvurow.
--s-wlw

Gold,

T*

GUID
sio
lW

__w_

wa

3310
98

F-.~-.Iv

'go
IN
.990

lc`5
32Q
3210
32911

=Pl=

Wholesole Trade

Tax Computation for Period After June 30, 1987.

Subtract line 20 from line 19
Enter the smaller of line 21 or
Subtract line 22 from line 21
Enter the smaller of line 23 or
Subtract line 24 from line 23
Multiply fina, 22 by 15% . .
Multiply line 24 by 25%.
Multiply line 25 by 34% . .

Transportation and
Public Utilities
Code

=h=.~".

~__.
0--wswunharourI
.uvon:

19 Taxable income (line 31, Section 11, Form 1120F).
. net
. . capital
. . gain
. . from
. .line. 10,
20 Net capital pin (If the alternative tax applies, enter the
. Schedule
. . . . D (Form
1 120). If the alternative tax does not apply, enter zero. See instructions.) . . . . . . . . . . . .
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

the principal product or service my be "Clual
preparations."
If, as Its principal trusinas activity, the
corporation (1) purchases raw nuiterials, (2)
wbcontracts out far labor to make a finished
product from the raw materials, and (3) retains,
title to the goods, thecorporation 13 conaldemd to
be a minufacturer and must enter one of the
coda (2010-3998) under *Manufacturing,

U.
lf
theztotal taxable inclorrie of the controlled
group Is more than $1,0DO.000, real
member of a controlled group should ~
the additional tax an line 17.
Sao the
for ScheduleJ for rules
an allocaling the additional tax smong
members of a coo ti led group.
Lbw 29
Ifthetaboltuablel of ft command
woo Is hear thim SlOOM each Ww
member stiould enter ft Wilton of go
additional traci~ fine 29. Sao section 1561
anocsw
i addillonelltax
=
-- Owftp it

a-fksav-.~.-

snw,"10 1--;
w-q - w-.
,anwasp,.
NIO
n =__-,V
I-1

stao
34M
3IW
3`110

-suic, = a r .
ws

550
33540
50
35M

sea
and
real

*ft nvsft,,*ss
Wkw._,-tos_.

sessir
2625
Jesse
2110
N
2715̀
2M

55150
led
51'0
also
led

onsv_"Wo-

.,a
-P
3
3
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3815
3845
NN
use

In.

...
5110
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01
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.
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016
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1 1
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Department of the Trained
Manuel Revenue

U.S. Life Insurance Company income Tax Return

Life Insurance Company Taxable Income (LICTI) (Section 801(b))

For calendar 1987. w W yea, beginning ....... -------- 1987, and ending ---------------1, Far Paperwork Ranductlon Act Notice. see pap I of the instructlons.
A Employer identification numbe,

Name
C

13 Date incorporated
Number end street
C Chftk box if this is a
consolidated return

Z,
o
as

Cityor town. state. and ZIP code

D check box if nonlife
insurance 111pa I.,
. .
are included .

E Checkapplicable boxes: 10 Final return 2 El Change in address
F Check box if a section 953(c)(3)(C) election has been made le, El

b- El

.

3 0 Amended return

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

2
3

.

4

2
3
4

.
Life insurance company taxable income (LICTI)-(ScheduleA. line 20)
Limitation on noninsurance losses (Schedule P, line 9)
.
. .
.
Amount subtracted from policyholder surplus account (Schedule N, line 3) . .
Total taxable income-Add lines 1, 2, and 3; however, the total may not be less than line 3 .

5

. .
.
1-0
Check if you are a member of a controlled group (see sections 1561 and 1563) .
If checked and your tax year includes June 30, 1987, complete 5a and 5b; otherwise complete only Slb

I

.
.

a Enter your share of the $25.000 amount in each taxable income bracket:
N $ ---- ........... 00 $ ---------------- 010 $ ................ 011) $ ................
b Enter your share of tax bracket amounts for the period after June 30, 1987:
N $ ................ (ii) $ ------ .........
Income tax (we instructions to figure the tax), Ifyou use the alternative tax, check
.
. .
. .
.
thisbox El and enter the tax from your attached schedule . .

6

7a Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1118) .
.
b Other credits (see instructions) ...

.
.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

El Form 8586
. .
. .
. .

7c

.
.

.

.

14a Overpayment from 1986 allowed as a crec it

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

12. 1
2bj

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

20

LICTI (line 18 less line 19), enter here and on page 1. line 1

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

.

.

. I

.
.
.
.

.

.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.

-

, I

I

Life insurance reserves (section 807(c)(1))

2
3

.
Unearned premiums and unpaid losses (section 807(cX2)) .
Supplementary contracts (section 807(c)(3)) .
. .
.
. .
Dividend accumulations and other amounts (section 807(c)(4)) .

.

.

.

Date

. .
.
Advance premiums (section 807(CX5)).
Special contingency reserves (section 807(c)(6))
Total (add lines I through 6 in both columns) . .

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.
.

.

.

(b) End of tax year

.
.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

. . 1
inq,ease (decrease) in reserves (column (b) less column (a)) (see instructions) . . .
Policyholders'share of tax-exempt interest (Schedule C, line 9 times Schedule K, line 26) . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . .
. . . . .
Line 8 less line 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
dule E, I ne 8) . . .
Les : Adjustment to reserves of mutual insurance company per section 809(a)(2) (Schedule
enter
here
and
on
Schedule
A,
line
9.
1 a (decrease),
Netsincrease (decrease) in reserves. (If an increase,
enter here and on Schedule A, line 2.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Gross In estment Income (Section 812(d))

15
16
17
28

11, swax.nealfil

11, Title

pnif eemn,

Firen'sname
yeins. n self Z oewid)
inxi wiftess

.

16
17
18
19

.

.

.

Dividends-received deduction (Schedule G, column (c), line 12-see instructions for
limitation and attach schedule if applicable), enter here and on Schedule M, line 2c
Operations loss deduction (attach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total deductions (add lines 8 through 16) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gain or(loss) from operations (subtract line 17 from line 7), enter here and on Schedule H, line I . .
.
Small life insurance company deduction (Schedule H, line 10) enter here and on Schedule M, line 2b

114f I

Sign
Here

silgred.n. - Ii

.

.

.

15

4a

pleaSe

"I'll"eved 3
Use 004

.

.

.
.

8
9
10
I

19
niter arnount of line 18 you want: Credited to 1988 estimated tax P- $
sched.I. am statements. am to the bes, of nny kn-ledg. and
I declare that I haw, exinn"d the, nn.m, ..IW,ng
.-""A
is .
,.nl.-t-.t Wnch the prepare, hax.ry
under itpenalties
le",
is five. comi
.1 "i compkit.. Decluiet-f9rinear. (othervian leapenearl,

raw

.

.

.
.
.
.
.

6
7

13

1 !1'
4h
. .
.
. . .
.
. .
.
.
Its Other payments (see instructions) .
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
. .
. .
15 Total refundable credits (combine lines 14a through 14h)
2220 is attached.
for
underpayment
of
estimated
tax-Check
ae,
E]
if
Form
16 Enter any PENALTY
. .
17 TAX DUE-if the total of lines 13 and 16 is larger than line 15, enter AMOUNT OWED . .
IS OVERPAYMENT-if line 15 is larger than the total of lines 13 and 16, enter AMOUNT OVERPAID
119

.

.

.

.

. 114d I
.
.

.

,

I
t2
.

.

.

,

5

I

1 1.
.

.

.

Death benefits, etc.
Increase in reserves (Schedule 13. 1 ne I . . . . . . . .
10% of any increase in reserves under section 807(f)(1)(BXi) .
Deductible policyholder dividends (Schedule E, line 7) . . . .
Consideration paid for assumption by another person of liabilities
Dividends reimbursable by taxpayer . . . . . . . . . .
Other deductions (attach schedule-see instructions) . . .

4
I

14b

a Credit from regulated investment companies (attach Form 2439)
.
.
If Federal tax on gasoline and special fuels (attach For. 4:136)
. .
. .
.
.
. .
g U.S. income tax paid or withheld at source

.

Increase or (Decrease) In Reserves (Section 807)

114.1

Is 1987 estimated tax payments
c Less refund of 1987 estimated tax applied for on
.
. .
. .
.
.
Form 4466
.
. .
. .
.
. .
.
.
If Tax deposited with Form 7004 .

.

.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

7

Life insurance company gross income (add lines I through 6)

.

(a) Beginning of
tax year

. .
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
. .
.
Balance of tax (subtract line 8 from line 6) .
Foreign corporations-tax on income not connected with U.S. business (sea Tax Computation Instructions)
.
. .
Increase in tax from refiguring an earlier year investment credit (attach Form 4255) . .
.

I Grow premiums, etc., less return premiums, etc. Enter balance
2 Decrease in reserves (see instructions) . . . . . . . .
3 10% of any decrease in reserves under section 807(fXl)(0)(ii)
4 Investment income (Schedule C, line 8)
5 Net capital gain (line 10, Schedule D (For. 1120)) . . .
6 Other amounts (attach schedule) . . . . . .
. .

.

9

12& Alternative minimum tax (see instructions-attach Form 4626)
.
b Environmental tax (see irstructions-attach Form 4626) . .
. .
.
. . .
.
23 Total tax (add lines 9 through 121b) . .
.
we
I'

.

Total credits (add lines 7a through 7c) .

I I

.

7a
71b

.

El Form 3468

c Ge'ieral business credit. Check if from: El Form 3800
El Form 6478
0 Form 6765
D Form 5884
.

.

.

8

10

Pat,

Form 1120L (19a7

,-1120L, I

P.

'7`77

unty

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
I1

Interest (excluding tax-exempt interest) . . . .
Dividend income (Schedule G. column (a), line 12).
. . . . . . . . . . .
Grossrents.

. .
. .
. '.

.
.
.

.
.

.
.

.
:

.
.

.
.

.

.

12

Gross investment income (line 10 less line 11), enter here and on Schedule K, line I

.

.
.

.
.

Gross royalties
.
Leases, terminations. etc .. . . . .
Excess of net short-term capital gain over net long-term capital loss (line 9, Schedule D (Form
. . . . .
Gross income from trade or business other than insurance (attach schedule)
Investment income (add lines I through 7), enter here and on Schedule A. line 4 . . . .
Tax- xempt interest, enter here and on Schedule K. line 5 and on Schedule M, line 2d
Add elines 8 and 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .
100% quali fying dividends (see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
.

.
.

. . .
1120))
. . .
. . .

.
.
.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.

.
'
.

ZIP Code 0Form I I 20L (1987)
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page 3

e,. 4
- Small Life Insurance Company Deduction (Section 806(a))-if assets (Schedule 0, Part 1) are
$500,000,000 or more, complete lines I through 5, line 9, and enter zero on line 10. (See instructions.)

Form 1120L (1987)

Policyholder Dividends (Section 808)
I
2

Amounts paid or accrued
Excess interest
.
.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3

Premium adjustments

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4

Experience-rated refunds

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

5

Total (add lines I through 4)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

6

Differential earnings amount for mutual company only (Schedule F, line 15)

7

Deductible policyholder dividends (line 5 minus line 6, but not less than zero), enter here and on Schedule A,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
line 1 1 and Schedule K, line 10 .
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

8

Excess of line 6 over line 5: Adjustment to reserves of mutual insurance company, enter here and on Schedu
B lind 11
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9

Deductible percen tage (Iine 7 di video by line 5) .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

.

b Adjustment for equity allocable to. noncontiguous
. ... . .Western
. . Hemisphere
. . . . countries
. . .
other adjustments
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c Combine line Its and line 8b, both columns . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 Total of line 8c, columns (a) and (b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10 Tentative average equity base-Enter 50% of line 9 . . . . . . . . . .
I I Other adjustments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12 Total of lines 10 and 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13 High surplus adjustment (section 809 (i))-attach schedule . . . . . . .
14 Average equity base (line 12 less line 13) .
15 Differential edmings amount (lire 14 times the
. differential
. . . .earnings
. . rate).
. . ente~ here
on Schedule E, line 6.
. . . . . . . . . .

.
.

.

.

b Plus: noninsurance deductions

.

.

.

.

.

(b) End of this
tax year

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

2

Certain debt-financed stock

3

Certain public utility corporations

.

.

.

.

4

Certain foreign' corporations

.

.

.

.

.

5

Certain foreign corporations

.

.

.

.

.

6

Certain affiliated company dividends

.

.

7
8
9

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Grossclividends-received decluction(add lines I through
. ~of column
-(c);
Company share percentage (Schedule K. line 25)
.
.
.
Prorated amount (line 7 times line 8)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

III
12

Affiliated company dividends

.

.

Other corporate dividends

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Total (add lines I through I I in column (a) and lines 9 and 10 in
column (c)). (Reduce the deduction as provided in section
805(a)(4)(D)(n).)-Enter the amount from line 12, column (a), on
Schedule C. line 2, and enter the amount from line 12, column (c),
on Schedule A. line 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

5

Combined tentative LICTI (line 3c plus line 4). if $15,000,000 or more, omit lines 6
through 8, enter zero on line 10, below, and on Schedule A, line 19
. .
.
. .
. .

6

Line 5 times .6, but not more than $1.800,000

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

b Subtract line 7a from line 5, but not less than zero
c Line 7b times .15. but not over $1,800,000 . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

8
9
10

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-6

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

IF/ Z,ZV11
JZffi
11Z11111117~!
1j1,1, 0",

3,000.000
x. 15

Tentative small life insurance company deduction (line 6 less line 7c) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Taxpayer's share (line 3c -but not less than zero- divided by the sum of line 3c and Schedule 1, column (a), line 6)
Allowable small life insurance company deduction (line 9 times line 8). Enter here and on Schedule A, line 19, 1

Controlled Group Information (See instructions.)
Tentat,v
(a) Income

Company
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

year.
. .
.and .
. .
. .
.
.
.

LICTI

(b) (Loss)

,If01-0100/0,

Total-Add lines 1 through 5 in both columns . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter amount from line 6. column (b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net controlled group tentative LICTI (line 6 less line 7). Enter here and on Schedule H, line 4.

0IMT11M Company/Policyholder Share Percentage (Section 812)-Part I (See instructions.)

.
.

me
ME

I
2
3
4
5
76

and'
. . "ee n,tr..,.ns

(b) Deduction rate
1

.80
see instructions
see in.cti.ns
see instructions
1.00
1.00

FAF1117MR,

Dividends not subject to proration
10

.

.

Controlled group tentative LICTI (Schedule 1, line 8) .

.
.
.

(a)Grosstaxable
d,,idends

.

.

4

(c) Deduction (column
(a) times column (b))

8
9

I ' Certain domestic corporations .

.
.

.
.

7a Maximum statutory amount

Dividend Income and Dividends.Received Deduction (See instructions.)
Dividends subject to proration

.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.

b Adjustments (attach schedule)
.
. .
c Tentative LICTI (total of lines 3a and 3b)

-

(a) End of preceding
ta, year
I

Annual statement surplus and capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nonadmitted financial assets (attach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . .
Excess of statutory reserves over tax reserves on section 807(c) items . . . .
Deficiency reserves . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .
Mandatory securities valuation reserve . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other voluntary reserves . . . . . . . . .
50% of the amount of any provision for policyholder diiiidends
. . payable
. . * in .the. next
. tax
.
Subtotal (add lines I through 7)

.

3a Gain or (loss) on insurance operations (line I less line 2a plus line 2b) .

Differential Earnings Amount-Mutual Companies Only (Section 809)

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
Bar

Gain or (loss) from operations (Schedule A, line 18) .

2a Less: noninsurance income.

10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Gross investment income (Schedule C, line 12) . .
Policy interest (Schedule I., line 6) . . . . . .
Line I less line 2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Life insurance company gross income . . . . .
Tax-exempt interest (Schedule C, line 9) . . . .
Add lines 4 and 5 . . . . . . . . . .
.
Increase in reserves (Schedule B, line 8) (If a decrease
Line 6 less line 7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Investment income ratio (line 3 di~lgtq bLrine 8). ,
Deductible policyholder dividends (Schedule E. line 7)

.
.
.
.
.
.
in
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.

. .
. .
. .
. .
. . . .
. . . . .
reserves. enter
. . . . .
_
. . . . .

Deductible excess interest (Schedule L. line 2)
Deductible dividends on employee pension funds . . . .
Deductible dividends on deferred annuities . . . . . .
Deductible premium and mortality charges for contracts paying
Add lines 11 through 14
. . ... . . . . . . . .
Line 10 less line 15 . . . . . I . . . . . . . . .
Investment portion of dividends (line 9 times line 16) . . .
Policy interest (Schedule L, line 6) . . . . . . . . .
Policyholder share amount (add lines 17 and 18)
. .

.
.
.

.

.

.

. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
*0'.)
. .
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.

.

excess interest
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.

.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.

.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.

.

.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.

.

.

.
.
.

Part 11

see instructions
20
21
22
23

Gross investment income (line 1). . .
Net investment inconle (see instructions)
Policyholder share aniount (line 19). .
CompanX share of net investivient incmile

. . . .
. .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
(line. 21 less line 22)

.
.
.
.

.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

24
25
26

Total sharp, percentage . . . , . . ~ . In . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .
Company
percentage (1,- 23 rinnded by ie2l). Enter here.andonSchedulv. G. line 8
Policyholders'sh.- percentage. (W, 24 li,,s line 15) . . .
. . . . . . . . .

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
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Total Assets and Total Insurance Liabilities-Continued

Policy Interest (Section 812(b)(2))

Part 11-Total Insurance Liabilities (Section 13(a)(4)(11)),
I
2
3
4
5

Required interest on reserves under sections 807(c)(1), (3),(4), (5). and (6)-attach schedule. .
Deductible excessinterest (Schedule E, I ine2 times Schedule E, line 9). Enter here and on Schedule
.
Deductible amounts credited to employee pension funds . ... . . . . . . . . .
Deductible amounts credited to deferred annuities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deductible interest on amounts left on deposit (section 812(b)(2)(D)) . . . . . . . . . .

. . .1
K, line 1 .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .

(.) siadI

2
3
4

6 Total policy interest (add lines I through 5). Enter here and on Schedule K, lines 2 and 18

.

5
6

Shareholders' Surplus Account-Stock Companies Only (Section 815(c))
Is Balance at the beginning of the tax year . . . . . . . . .
. . .
Is Transfers under pre. 1984 section 815dXl) and (4) for preceding year
. . . . . . .
c Balance at the beginning of the tax year (add lines Is and 11b)
2a LICTI (page 1, sum of lines 1 and 2. but not less than zero) . . . . . . . . .
b Small life insurance company deduction allowed by section 806(a) (Schedule A, line 19)
c Dividends-received deduction (Schedule A, line 15) . . . . . . . . . . . .
d Tax-exempt interest (Schedule C, line 9) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Total (add lines 1c through 2d)
4 Tax liability without regard to section 815 (figure the tax on line 2a as if line 2a were total
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
line
(do
not
enter
less
than
zero)
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
5 Line 3 less
4
6 Direct of indirect distributions in the tax year (not more than line 5) . . . . . . .

816(cxl)
816(cX2)
807(cX3)
816(cX2)
BMW)
807(cX4)
807(c)(5)
807(cX5)

.

.

.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.

. . . .
.
. . . .
.
. . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
taxable income) .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .

807(cX6)
807(cX3)

.
.
.

807(cX3)
807(c)(3)
816(cX3)

.
.

(c) Wbildin M cleat of
W year

(b) Desonptim of itam
Reserve for life policies and contracts . .
Reserve for accident and health policies .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Premiums and annuity considerations received in advance .
.
. .
. .
. .
.
. .
Less: Discount . .
. .
. .
. .
Liability for premium and other deposit funds .

.

.
.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Supplementary contracts without file contingencies
Policy and contract claims, life .

.

.
. .
. .
.
Policy and contract claims, accident and health
Policyholders'dividend and coupon accumulations

.

.
.

.

.

Miscellaneous insurance liabilities, not included above:
a Special contingency reserves for group life, health and accident insurance .
Is
c
d
is

.

816(cX3)

I

.

.

.

.

Amounts held at interest under insurance, annuity or deposit administration contracts, or
.
. . .
.
.
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
pension trust side funds
. .
. .
. .
Funds held to provide for future conversion of policies or contracts . .
insurance
or
annuity
contracts
Amounts held pending issue of contracts supplementary to
Other insurance liability or adjustments:
(i) Reserves for mortality fluctuations .

. .
.
. .
. . ..
. .
(ii) Liability for insurance or annuity benefits for employees and agents

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Other items (please describe):

..............................................................................................
7

Balanceat the end ofthetax year (line 5 less line 6) .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
..................................................................................... :........

Policyholders' Surplus Account-Stock Companies Only (Section 815(d))

..............................................................................................
I
2a
b
c
d
a
3

Balance at the beginning of the tax year.
Director indirect distributions in excess of the amount on Schedule M, line 5 . . . .
Tax increase on line 2a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Subtractions from account under pre:1984 sections 815(dXl) and (4) (see instructions).
Tax increase on line 2c
Subtraction from account required under pre- 1984 section 815(d)(2) due to termination
Total-Add lines 2a through 2e, but not more than line I . ~ . . . . . . . . .

4

Balance at the end of thetax year (line I less line 3) .

..............................................................................................
........................................ .....................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

10

Total Assets and Total Insurance Liabilities

Total
Limitation on Noninsurance Losses (Section 806(b)(3)(Q)

Part I-Total Assets (Section 806(a)(3)(C))
As of Cime of
Tax Y-

I
2

Real property
Stocks . . .

3
4

Proportionate share of partnership and trust assets .
.
.
. .
. .
.
Other assets (attach schedule)

5

Total assets of controlled groups .

.

.

.

.

.

.

6

Total (add lines 1 through 5)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

~

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

Noninsurance income (attach schedule)

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

Noninsurance deductions (attach schedule) .
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.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

3

Noninsurance operations loss deductions .

.

-

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

4

Addlines2and3 .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

5

Noninsurance Im (line 4 less line 1). If line I is greater than line 4, omit lines 5 through 8, and enter zero on
line 9. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

.

.

.

En r35%ollineS . .

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

. .

.

. .

.

. .

. .

. .

. .

.

.

. .

. .

.

.

. . .

En r 35% of the excess of Schedule A, line 20 over any noninsurance loss included in Schedule A
8 Enterthe lesserof line 6or line 7 .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

9 Limitation an noninsurance losses (line 5 less line %-Enter here and on page 1, line 2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

a
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1~~
@ Additional Information Required (See instructions.)
K

0 Check if you are a:
(1) 0 Legal reserve company-if checked:
Kind of company:
0 Stock
0 Mutual
Principal business:
• Life insurance
• Health and accident insurance
(2) 0 Fraternal or assessment association
(3) D Bu r1a] or other insurance company
H Enter the percentage that the total of your life
insurance reserves (sect
816(b)) plus unearned
premiums and unpaid tolosses (whether or not
its, health or
ascertained)
policies
on noricancellable
not
accident
total included ifil life insuranCe
reserves is to your
reserves (section 816(c))
%
Attach a schedule of your computation.
1

Do you he" any variable annuity contracts
oultstalfifing? . . . . . . . . . .

.

.

Did you claim a deduction for:
(1) Entertainment facility (boat, resort, ranch, etc.).
(2) Living accommodations (except for employees
on business)? . . . . . . . . . . .
(3) Employees attending conventions or meetings
outside the North American area? (See section
274(h).) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(4) Employees' families at conventions or meetings?
If 'Yes," kkere any of these conventions or
meetings outside the North American area?
(See section 274(h).) . . . . . . . . .
(5) Employee or family vacations not reported on
Form W-2? . . . .

L

.

(1) Did you, at the end of the tax year, own, directly
0r indirectly. 50% or more of the voting stock of
a domestic co'poration? (For rules of attribu.
tion, see section 267(c).) . . . . . . . .
ff'Yes,'aftach a schedule showing:
(a) Name, address, and identification number;
(b) Percentage owned; and
(c) Taxable income or (loss) before NOL or
special deductions from line 28, page 1,
IForm 1120 (or line 24, page 1, Form
120-A) of hat corporation for the tax year
ending withfor Within yourtax year.
(2) Did any individual, partnership, corporation,
estate. trust, at the end of the tax year, mn,
directly oror indirectly, 50% or more of your
voting stock? (For rules of attribution. see
section 267(c).)
. . . . . . . . . .
If 'Yes. * attach a schedule showing:
(a) Name, address, and identification number;
(b) Percentage owned: and
(c) If the owner of that voting stock was a person other than a U.S. person (see imitnuc.
tions), check 'Yes' and show owner's
Country. ll~ ....................
Hot*: Ifiqueetion J(2Xc) is Chinked 'Yes, the
corporation may have to file Fom 5472.

M

N

0
P

9

Were you a U.S. shareholder of any controlledd'
foreign corporation? (See sections 951 and 957,
and the instructions.) . . . . . . . . . .
If "Yes," attach Form 5471 for each corporation.
At any time during the tax year, did you have an
interest in or a signature or other authority over a
fin n'ial account in a foreign country (such as a
bana lk account, securities account, or other fine ncial
account)? (See the instructions for exceptions and
filing requirements for Form TO F 90-22. 1.) .
If 'Yes," write the name of the foreign country.
..... ......................................
Were you ever the grantor of or translator to a
foreign trust which existed during the current tax
year, whether or not you have any beneficial
interest in it? (See instructions.) . . . . . . .
11 *Yes,* you may be required to file Forms 926,
3520, or 3520-A.
During the tax year did you maintain any of your
accounting/tax records on a computerized system?
Check method of accounting:
(1)
Accrual
(2)
Other (Specify)
.....................
Enter the amount of tax-exempt interest received
or accrued duringthe tax year $

R

Haw yo elected to use your own payout pattern
for discounting unpaid losses and unpaid loss
adjustment expenses?

S

Do you discount any of the loss reserves shown on
your annual statement?

T

(1) Enter the total unpaid losses shown on your
annual statement:
(a) for the current year:
(b),for the previous year: $
(2) Enter the total unpaid low adjustment
expenses shown on your annual statement
(a) for the current year: $
(b) for the previous year: $

Reconciliation (See instructions.)
Compensation of Officers (See instructions.)

Yes I No
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Instructions for Form 1120L
U.S. Lifeiinsurance Company Income Tax Return
(Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code, unless otherwise noted.)

Changes:You Should Note
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 made several
changes to the way corporations compute
their taxable income and their tax liability,
Many of these changes are contained in t a
instructions. For information on other
changes, see Publicattlon 921, Explanation
of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 for Business.
Paperwork Reduction Act Notice.-We
ask for this information to carry out the
Internal Revenue
it to
laws of the United States.
We need
ensure that taxpayers are
complying with these laws, and to allow us
to figure and collect the right amount of tax
You are required togive us this information.'

General Instructions
Purpose of Form- Form 1 120L is used to
report income,
I Vaips, lossirs, deductions,
and credits 0 li a insurance companies.
Filing Form 1120L
Who Must File-Evez domestic !ife
insurance compapyan everyforeign
=onCaf7hn
within egUonaninsurance
S
tha!fwould
il
quafi%
as a life insurance company i it were a U.
corgration
0
must file a return on Form
This
11 OL.
includes ownizatibris
described in section 50 (m)(1) that provide
commercial-type life insurance.
Toll ality as a life insurance company, a
compauny must meet the statutory
requirements specified in section 816. The
company must be an insurance c
pany
engaged i n the business of issuing m
life
insurance and annuity contracts and must
meet the reserves test specified in section
816(a).
The term"insurance company" meari
company more than half of the business of
which during the taxable year is the issuing
of insurance or annuity contracts or the
reinsuring of risks underwritten by
insurance companies.
The life insurance business of a company
incl des the issuance of life insurance and
annu try contracts either separately or
Combined
U
with health and accident
insurance. or noncancellable contracts of
health and accident insurance. Guaranteed
renewable life, health, and accident
insurance that the company cannot cancel
but under which the company reserves the
right to adjust premium rates by classes,
acco ding to experience under the kind of
Polic'y involved, are treated as noricancellable.
The reserves test requires that the
company's life insurance reserves, as
defined in section 816(b), plus its unearned
premiums and unpaid losses (whether or not
ascertained) on noricancellable lifeiiheafthor accident policies not included in fe
insurance reserves, must make up more

than 50% of its total reserves as defined in
section 816(c). In determining whether a
company meets the reserves test, the
following modifications must be made: (1)
life insurance reserves and total reserves
must each be reduced by an amount equal
to the mean of the aggregates, at the
Deginninj and end of the taxable year, of the
policy loans outstanding with respect to
c ntracts for which life insurance reserve,
ao maintained: (2) amount, set aside and
fire
cold at interest to satisfy obligations under
ntracts which do not contain permanent
guarantees with respect to life, accident. or
health Contingencies shall not be included in
kv
either life insurance reserves (section
816(cX 1)) or other reserves required by III
(section 816(c)(3)); and (3) deficiency
~eserves shall not be included in either life
insu rance reserves or total reserves.
Mutual savings bank conducting life
Insurance busliness.-Mutual savings
banks conducting life insurance Dusiness
and meeting the requirements of section
594 are subject to an alternative tax
consisting of the sum of: (1) a partial tax
computed on Form 1120, U.S. Corporation
Income Tax Return, on the taxable income
of the bank determined without regard to
!ncome or deductions allocable to the life
insurance department, and (2) a partial tax
on the taxable income computed on Form
1 120L of the life insurance department.
Enter the combined tax online 3 of
Schedule J, Form 1120. A achFormi12OL
as a schedule and identify titt as such.
I nsurancat companies other than life
Insurance companies.-Insura nce
pompanie that do not quality as life
insurance Icompanies should file Form
I 120-PC, U.S, Property and Casualty
Insurance Company Income Tax Return A
burial or funeral benefit insurance company
that directly manufactures funeral supplies
or performs funeral services is taxable under
section 831 and should file Form 1120-PC.
When To File
In general, a corporation must file its income
tax retu rn by the I 5th day of the 3rd month
after its tax year ends. A new corporation
filing a short period return must generally
file by the 15th day of the 3rd month after
the short period ends. A corporation t hathas
dissolved must tenerally file by the 15th day
ofthe3rdmont after the date it dissolved.
A foreign corporation that doeot
maintain an office or place of business in
the U.S. has until the 15th day of the 6th
month after the end of its tax year to file.
Extension.-File Form 7004. Application
for Automatic Extension of Time To File
Corporation Income Tax Return to request
an automatic 6-month exdensio~ of time to
file.

1-d.-File the 1987 return for
P-,"V
a d., .:, .
9 7 and fiscal years that
begin in 1987 and8 end in 1988. For a fiscal
year, fill in the tax year space at the top of
the form.
Final Return, Change of Address,
Amended Return.-If this is a final return,
or the corporation's address has changed
ince !he previous return was filed. or you
:re filing an amended return, check the
appropriate box.
Where To File.shh.1-INiAtion'.
III
N~ R
lwainkils.

thatmfoll"i'Bilne-I
fle-W s'"i'o C'No,
"d....

V
N ~J,noy. 14- Y.k (No.
'E'vs,ullol,
a. W."N,in.0
Ne. Yo,k (all,th,r cwnt,in).
C--N: .M.-,
Ma-hu.", Khmao.,
NiN, i-ia.~,,i,
lWanti, V.hhont
IsoloolpP, Su,CO_ha
K-.cl,y, WNsin. ON..
wtv"ll".
flan-L-vana.N..
M-Co. Oklahorm, T-2
Aonka~ A-, C.W.(8C.,,!"
no Co._.
of

-on-ail.

Anita- MA 05501
Atlanta GA 39901
C-nmb. ON 45999
Auolih. TX 73301

Cohhr. C... Del Non..'El
D-oo. Glenn, H-boldt.
taka. l.,aaeh, M.filemaic". moom. NON.
=aZC'=n.
Shasta: s.."o, soalov.
soark, som's suit".
Yolo.nd
,Tuuax
hin Cli"o
'y IN
Mom, Nebraska, Nevada,
North 0.1kiax. Or%on, South
Dakota. Utah. Wi4knitirton.
kry-,

Ori UT 5.201

C.10thni. (All irth. coom,es).
F,-o. CA 93888
Na.."
Ilh-li. lowa. 14-l'
Kansas Oty. AAD 64999
w-h
Avlaorous, Irculha, Nonth
Memprm. TIN 37501
Camlam. Tenneurae. V~qgalw
Dol- of
Col-W.
Plim,lopiNa. PA 19255
pohnsy-ul. qV
-t-iindul mmoukhom

hiazlo.,

Corporations having their principal place
of business outside the United States of
claiming a possessions tax credit (section
936) must file with the Internal Revenue
Service Center, Philadelphia, PA 19255.
The separate income tax returns of a
group of corporations located in several
service center regions may be filed with the
service center for the area in which the
principal office of the managing corporation
that keeps all the books and records is
located.
Signature.-The return must be signed
and dated by the president, vice-president.
treasurer, assistant treasurer, chief
accounting officer, or any other corporate
officer
(such as tax officer) authorized to
a
ign. A recerve,. trustee, or assignee must
sign and date any return requited to be filed
on behalf of a corporation.

I IIf a corporation officer filled in Form
20L. the Paid Preparer's space under
'Signature of officer" should remain blank.
If someone prepares Form 1 120L and does
not c a a t e corporation, t at person
should not si n the return.. ertain others
whoprepare orm 1120L should not sign.
For example, a regular, full-time employee
of the corporation, such as a clerk,
secretary, etc., does not have to sign.
FoGeneralk
rm 112 anyone who is paid to prepare
%n Paid
the return and fill in
the other blanks
must
in t is
Preparer's Use
Only area of the return.
Thyreparer required to sign the return
T complete the required preparer
MU
information
and:
a Sign it, by hand, in the space
provided for
,
the preparer's signature. (S i1nature stamps
or labels are not acceptable.
a Give a copy of Form I 120L to the taxpayer
in addition to the copy filed with IRS.
Tax return preps rers shouId be familla r
with their responsibilities. See Publication
1045, Information for Tax Practitioners, for
more details.
Figuring and Paying the Tax
1. Accounting Methods-You must file
thd return using the accrual method of
accounting or, to the extent permitted
under regulations, a combination of the
accrual method with any other method,
except the cash receipts and disbursements
method.
Unless the law specifically permits, you
cannot change the method of accounting
used to report income in earlier years (for
income as a whole or for any material item)
unless youP,!,irstget IRS consent on Form.
3225,Ap cation for Change in Accounting
Method.
2. Round ng
..u..l_YT
tc Whole-Dollar
may show money items on
the return and accompanying schedules as
.hole-dollar amounts. To do so, drop any
amount less than 50 cents and increase any
amount from 50 cents through 99 cents to
the next higher dollar.
3. Depositary Method of Tax PaymentThe corporation must pay the tax due in full
when the return is filed but no later than 21h
months after the end of the tax year.
Deposit corporation income tax payments
Vnd
i estimated tax pa~ments) with a Federal
Deposit Coupon ( orm 8109). Be sure to
d:rken the '1 120' box on the coupon. Make
I esetaxde
ts with either a financial
institutionq lifiedasa defositary for
federal xesortheFedera ResemeBankor
Branch servicing the gee1raphic area where

the corporation is locat Donotsubmit
deposits directly toan IRS office; otherwise,
the corporation may be subject to a failure to
deposit penalty. Records o deposits will be
sent to IRS for crediting to the corporation's
account. See the instructions contained in
the coupon book (Form 8109) for more
information.
In order for us to better process your
deposits, please write your empl at
identification number, the type 71 ax paid,
:nd the tax period to which the deposit
pplies on your check.
To get more deposit coupons, use the
reorder form (Form 8109A)i provided in the
coupon book.
Page

2

For more information concerni.nf
Ic
deposits, see Publicatic
- i ormation
for Business Taxpayers.
4. Estimated Tax.-A corporation must
make estimated tax payments if it can
expect its estimated tax (income tax minus
credits) to be $40 or more. Use Form
11 20-W, Corporation Estimated Tax, as a
worksheet to compute estimated tax. Use
the payment coupons (Form 8109) in
making deposits of estimated tax.
If the corporation overpaid estimated tax,
it may be able to get a 'quick refund" by
filind
for Form 4466, Corporation Application
ick Refund of Overpayment of
Estimated Tax. The overfayment must be
both: (1) at least 10% o expected
tax liability. and (2) at least $500. To
income
apply,
file Form 4466 within 2 'A months after the
end of the tax year and before the
corporation files its tax return.
5. Timing Change In Deducting
Expenses.-Generally. an accrual
bas
Accrued
taxpayer can deduct accrued expenses~isn
'he tax yearthat all events have occurred
'hat determine the liability, and the amount
of the liability can be determined with
reasonable accuracy.
Generally, however; all the events that
establish liability for the amount are treated
as occurring only when economic
performance takes place, There are
exceptions to this general rule. See section
461(h).

Interest and Penalties
Interest and penalty charges are described
below. If a corporation files late or fails to
pay the tax when due, it will be liable for
penalties unless it can show that failure to
file or pay was due to reasonable cause and
not willful neglect.
Interest.-I nterest is charged on taxes not
paid by the due date. even if an extension of
time to file is granted. Interest is also
charged on penalties imposed for failure to
file, gross valuation overstatements, and
substantial understatements of tax, from
the due date (including extensions) to the
date of payment. The interest charge is
f
ad at a rate determined under section
T27
Late Filing of Raturn.-A corpQrstion that
fails to file its return when due (including
extensions) may be subject to a penalty of
5% a month or fraction of a month, up to a
maximum of 25%, for each month the
return is not filed. The penalty is imposed
on the net amount due. The minimum
penalty for failure to file a tax return within

f the due date for filing (including
20=ns) is the lesser of the
underpayment of tax or $100.

Since Regulations section 1.6012-2(c)
requires that the annual statement
approved the National Association of
Insuranceb=rnissioners (NAIC) be filed as
M of the return, a late filing penalty may
imposed for not includin theannual
statement when the return Is filed.
Late ;~~ of TaL-4enerally, the
penalty not payi,7r when due is %%
,
uptoamaximumof
oftheunpaidamou
25% for each month or fraction of a month
the tax remains unpaid. The penalty is
imposed on the riot amount due.
Underpayment of Estimated TaL-A
corporation that fails to make estimated tax

payments when due may be subject to an
underpayment penalty for the period of
underpayment. To avoid the estimated tax
penalty, the corporation must make
estimated tax payments of at least 90% of
the tax shown on the return. See section
6655.
If the corporation underpaid estimated
tax, attach Form 2220, Underpayment of
Estimated Tax by Corporations, to show
either how the penalty was figured or the
exceptions which apply. Corporations using
the annualization exception me beableto
avoid penalties under section ASS for
installment payments due before July 1,
1987, by using the safe harbor provided in
Regulations section 1.6655-2T. Also, be
sure to check the box on line 16, Form
1120L. If the corporation owes a penalty,
enter the amount of the pEnalty on this line.
Overstated Tax Deposits.-If deposits are
overstated, the corporation may be subject
to a penalty of 25% of the overstated
deposit claim. See section 6656(b).
Other Penalties.-There are also penalties
that can be imposed for neglijence,
substantial understatement o tax, and
fraud. See sections 6653 and 666 1.
Other Forms; Returns,
Schedules, and Statements
That May Be Required
1. Forms.-The corporation may have to
file any of the following:
Forms W-2 and W-3. Wage and Tax
Statement; and Transmittal of Income and
Tax Statements.
Form W-2P. Statement for Recipients of
Annuities, Pensions, Retired Pay, or IRA
Payments.
Form 1096. Annual Summaw and
Transmittal of U.S. Information alums.
Form 1098. Mortgage Interest
Statement. This form is used to report the
receipt from any individual of $600 or more
of mortgage interest in the course of the
corporation's trade or business for any
calendaryear.
Forms 1099-A, 8, DIV, INT, MfSa
DID, PATR, and R. Information returns for
reporting abandonments, acquisitions
through foreclosure, proceeds from brokers
and barter exchange transactions, real
estate transactions, certain dividends and
distributions, interest payments, payments
for certain fishing boat crew members,
medical and dental health care payments,
direct sales of consumer goods for resale,
miscellaneous income payments,
nonemployee compensation, original issue
discount, patronage dividends, and total
distributions from profit-sharing plans,
retirement plans, and individual retirement
arrangements. Also use these returns to
report amounts that were received as a
nominee on behalf of another person.
For more information, see Publication
916, Information Returns.
Note: Every corporation must file
information returns if, in the course of its
trade or business, it makes ~r7ments of
rents, commissions, orother ixed or
determinable income (see section 6041).
totall,inf $600 or more to anyone person
during hecalendaryear.
Form 5452. Corporate Report of
Nontaxable Dividend$.

Form 5498. Individual Retirement
Arrangement Information. Use this form to
report contributions (including rollover
contributions) to an individual retirement
arrangement (IRA) and the valu: of an IRA
or simplified employee pension ccount,
Form 5713. International Boycott
Report, for persons having operations in or
related to "boycotting" countries. In
addition, persons who participate in or
cooperate with an international boycott m
have to complete Schedule A or Schedule
and Schedule C of Form 5713 to compute
their loss of the followini items: the foreign
tax credit, the deferral o earninrofa
controlled foreign
F corporation, I -DISC
benefits, and C benefits.
Form 8264. Application for Refstration
of a Tax 4
y tax
shelter nanizers to register tax shelters
withthel S for the purpose of receiving a
tax shelter registration number.
Form 8271. Investor Reporting of Tax
Shelter Registration Number. This form is
used by taxpayers who have acquired an
interest in a tax shelter, which is required to
be registered. to report the tax shelter's
registration number.
Form 8271 must be attached to any tax
return (includint4an
9)application fortentative
refund (Form 1
or an amended return)
on hich a deduction, credit, loss, or other
tax benefit attributable to a tax shelter is
taken, or any income attributable to a tax
shelter is reported.
Form 8281. Information Return for
Publicly Offered Original Issue Discount
Instruments. This form is generally required
to beinstruments
filed by issuers
offerings of
debt
within
of Public
30 days of the
issuance of the debt instrument,
Form 8300. Report of Cash Payments
Over $10,000 Received in a Trade or
Business. Generally, this form is used to
report the receipt of more than $10,000 in
cash or loreiin currency in one transaction
(oraserieso related transactions).
Form 83.90. Information Return for
Determination of Life Insurance Company
Earnings Rate Under Section 809. This
form is filed by all mutual life insurance
companies and the 50 largest stock life
insurance companies, as cletermined by the
Secretary of the Treasury, to gather
information to compute the "differential
earnings rate,"
2. Returns.
Consolidated Returns.-If an affiliated
group of corporations includes one or more
domestic life insurance companies taxed
under section 801, the common parent may
elect to treat those companies as includible
corporations. The life insurance companies
must have been members of the group for
the 5 tax years immediately preceding the
tax year for which the election is made. See
section 1504(c)(2) and Regulations section
1. 1502-47(dX12).
Note: Ilan election undersection
1504(cX2) is in effect foran affiliated
year,
aretono, items members
account
group
forheare not
insurance
group
'0--n,es
o'"'.
,n
fiunn, thethat
fox
tentativebea"hle
tekeninto
i'lem"'rance
of
company taxable income of those members
that are life insurance companies,

The parent corporation of an affiliated
f rporations must attach Form
1r5ou P ~01f&iztions Sched ule, to the
consolidated return. Forthe first year a
consolidated return is filed, each subsidiary
must attach Form 1122, Authorization and
Consent of Subsidiary Corporation to be
Included in a Consolidated Income Tax
Return.
File supporting statements for each
corporation included in the consolidated
return. Use columns to show the following.
both before and after adjustments:
. Items of gross income and deductions.
• A computation of taxable income.
• Balance sheets as of the beginningand
end of the tax year.
• A reconciliation of retained earnings.
• A reconciliation of income per books
with income per return,
Attach consolidated balance sheets and a
reconciliation of consolidated retained
-nin-

3. Pension, Profit-Sharing, Etc. PlansEmployers who maintain a pension, profit.
shanng~sortct~her
compe
a .
funded deferred
plan, whether or not qualified
under the Internal Revenue Code and
whether or not a deduction is claimed for
the current tax year, generallyare required
tofileone ofthe fotmsdescribed below.
There are penalties for failure to file these
for.so.tim..
In addition there is a new penalty for
overstating the pension plan deduction for
re t urn s file d aft ar 0 cto ber 22 1986 ~ as
new section 6659A.
Form 5500-Complete this form for
each plan with 100 or more participants.
Form 5500-C or 5500-R.-Complete
the applicable form for each plan with fewer
than 100 participants.
Form 5500EZ.-Complete this form for
a one oarticiDant olan.

3. Statements.
NAIC Annual Statement.-Regulations
section 1.6012.2(c) requires that the NAIC
Annual Statement be filed with Form I 120L.
SAftachatw
reldnstareeIrgenctoropooratl
hen reershu I
rmon1s2. OL
if the corporation owned 5% or more in value
of the outstanding stock of a foreign personal
holding company and the corporation was
required to include in its gross income any
undistributed foreign personal holding
company income from a foreign personal
holding company. See section 55 1(c).
A corporation that controls a foreign
corporation, or that is a 10%-or-more
shareholder of a controlled foreign
corporation, or acquires, disposes of or
owns 5% or more ownership in the '
outstanding stock of a foreitn corporation
may haveto file Form 547 Information
Return with Respect to a Foreign
Corporation.
A domestic corporation or a foreign
corporation that is engaged in a trade or
business in the United States and is
controlled b a foreign person may have to
file
i 72, Information Return of a
Foreign Owned Corporation.

Transfers to a corporation controlled by
the transferor.-If a person receives stock
or securities of a corporation in exchange
for property, and no gain or loss is
recognized under section 351, the person
(transferor) and the transferee must attach
to Form 1120L the information required by
Regulations section 1.351-3.
Attachments.-In order to process the
return we ask that you complete every
applicable entry space on Form 1120L.
Please do not attach statcments and write
*See attached" in lieu of completing the
entry spaces on Form 1 120L.
If more space is needed on the forms or
schedules, attach separate sheets
Indic ting at the top of each attachment the
form number or schedule letter of the form
or schedule being continued. Show the
same information called for on the form in
the same order as on the printed forms. Be
sure to show totals on the printed forms.
PI ase use sheets that are the same size as
th: forms and schedules. Attach these

........ --. -- - -. _-. .... ....
forms. Also, put the corporation's name and
employer identification number (EIN) on
each sheet.
Sales and Exchanges of Life
Insurance Company Property
Capital Assets Defined.-Except for those
assets specifically excluded by section
122 1, each asset held by a corporation
its
iness) is a capital asset. Seclion 1221
provides that the term "capital ass0t' does
n I include: (1) inventory or property held
by the taxpayer primarily for sale to
customers in the ordinary course of the
taxpayer's trade or business; (2)
depreciable or real property used in the
taxpayer's trade or business; (3) certain
copyrights, literary, musical or artistic
compositions; (4) accounts or notes
receivable acquired in the ordinary course

.1 . 1. ... -

- -1

or from the sale of property described in
paragraph (1); and (5) certain publications
of the U.S. Government,
For life insurance companies, section
IN)
fpi estthuesaboi vecderf ini Igi oornsain
t8h1a8t Imyproi
y ni
insurance business will be considered as
'depreciable or real property used in the
taxpayer's trade or business." Thus, for
life insurance companies, gains or losses
from the sale or exchange of depreciable
assets of any business other than an
insurance business will be treated asfains
0
or losses from the sale or exchange
capital assets.
Capital Gains and Losses.-Report capital
fi2nsland
I
losses on Schedule 0 (Form
~ Capital Gains and Losses. according
to the,ristructions for that form. Enter on
line 6. Schedule C (Form 1 120L). the
excess of net short-term capital gain over
the net long-term c%tal loss as shown on
line 9, Schedule D ( ( rm 1120). Enter on
line 5, 1,20).
Schedule
gain shown
Attach
A (Form
online
Sche11200. the net
capital
10, Schedule D
(Form
dule D (Form
1120)torormll2OL.
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Sales of assets used In a trade or business
and Involuntary conversions.-Use Form
4797. Gains and Losses From Sales or
,F4cha
,.,mass
nges
a of Assets Used in a Trade or
nd Involunta 7 Conversions, to
report gains and losses am sales or
exchanges of assets used in a trade or
business and from involuntary conversions.
With re (b)(io)
ral I Iffeinwatrice
provides
companies,
section 8
hat, for purposes
of section 123 I(a), the term "prope used
in a trade or business" includes onlyny
1(a). For property acquired before
6/23/84 or after 12/31/87, property used
in carryinlon an insurance business that is
either rea property held for more than 1
year or depreciable property held for more
than 6 months;
(b). For property acquired after
i!i/22/84 and before I/l/88, property used
in carryi nf on an insurance business that is
either rea property held for more than 6
months or depreciable property held for
more than 6 months; and
2. Timber, coal, and domestic iron ore to
which section 631 applies.
For purposes of paragraph 1 above, the
term 'property used in a trade or business~
does not include property includible in
inventory, property held primarily for sale to
customers, or certain copyrights, literary,
musical or artistic compositions, letters,
memoranda and similar property.
. Report ordinary gains and losses from
F orm4797onfine ScheduleA(Form
I I 20L).
Special rules for section 818(c)
property- See section 8 18(c) (relating to
property held on December 31, 1958, and
certain substituted property acquired after
December 31, 1958) and the related
regulations for how to limit the gain from
the sale or exchange of any section 818(c)
property.
Foreign life Insurance companies.-A
foreign
U.S.
'ea Ilperinsurance company that sells a
' operty interest must file Form
1120L and Schedule D (Form 1120) to
report the sale. Gain or loss from the sale of
U.S. real property interest is considered
ffectively connected with the conduct of a
U S. business, even though the foreign life
inLrance company does not carry on any insurance business in the U.S. and is not
otherivise required to file a U,S. income tax
return.

Specific Instructions
Line A
Employer Identification number.-Enter
the corporation's employer identification
number (EIN). A corporation that does not
have an EIN should apply far one on Form
SS-4. Application for Employer
Identification Number. This form may be
obtained from most IRS and Social Security
Administration offices. Send Form SS-4 to
the same Internal Revenue Service Center
to which Form 1120L is mailed. If the EIN
has not been received by the filing time for
the corporation, write "Applied for" in the
space provided for the EIN.
Line E
Check the box provided if the corporation is
foreign corporation and has made the
age 4

election under section 953(cX3)(C) to treat
its related person insurance income as
effectively connected with the conduct of a
trade or business in the United States. A
foreign corporation making this election
should file its return ivith the Internal ,
Raven Service Center, Philadelphia PA
19255.ue
Note; Once made, this election shall apply
to the taxable year for which made and to all
subsequent taxable years unless revoked
with the consent of the Secretary of the
Treasury.
Schedule A - Life Insurance
Company Taxable Income
(LICTI) (Section 801(b))
Income, Lines 1 through 7
Line I-Entergross premiums and other
consideration received on insurance and
annuity contracts less return premiums and
premiums and other consideration paid for
indemnity reinsurance.
Gross premiums and other consideration
includes advance premiums, deposits, fees,
assessments, consideration received for
assuming liabilities under contracts not
issued by the company. and any amount
treated as premiums received under section
808(e) (see Schedule E instructions below).
Return premiums include amounts
rebated or refunded due to policy
cancellations or due to incorrectly
computed premiums. but do not include
amounts returned to policyholders when
such amounts are not fixed in the contract
but instead depend on the company's
experience or the management's discretion,
Line 2. Decrease In reserves.-Iff there is a
decrease in reserves, you cannot complete
line 2 until you do the following (1) pencil in
the amount from line 8. Schedule B, on line
2. Schedule A, to tentatively compute life
insurance company gross income; (2) use
this tentative life insurance company gross
income figure to complete Schedule K,
Company/Policyholder Share Percentage;
and (3) complete Schedule B. After
completing steps 1 through 3, above, erase
the numbers penciled in for step 1 and then
enter on line 2, Schedule A, the net decrease
in reserves shown on line 12, Schedule B,
Llne3 10% of certain decreases In
reservas. -Section 807(fX 1) provides that
if the amount of any item referred to in
section 807(c) decreases as a result of a
change in the basis used to determine such
item, then 10% of the decrease shall be
included in life insurance company gross
income for each of the 10 succeeding
taxable years.
Note: lfa companyceases toqualilyasa life
insurance company, section 807(f)(2)
provides that the balance ofany adjustments
undersection 807(f) shall be taken into
account in the last taxyear the company is
qualified to file Form 1 120L.
Line 6. Other amounts.-Enter the total of
all other income not included on lines I
through 5, if such items are includible in life
insurance company gross income. Also
include all gains reported on Form 4797.
For mutual life companies, if the
recomputed differential earnings amount
(determined under section 809(fX3)) for
the preceding taxable year exceeds the
differential earnings amount (determined

under section 809(a)(3)) for such tax year,
the excess should be included on line 6 as
other income for the current taxable year.
Attach an itemized schedule of all items
included in the entry on line 6.
Deductions, Lines 8 through 14
Line 8. Death benefits, etc.-Ente( all
claims and benefits accrued and losses
incurred (whether or not ascertained) during
the year on insurance and annuity contracts.
The ter. * losses i nc urred (whether or not
asce na ined)" mea ns a reasonable esti mate
both
I losses incurred but not reported and
of lososes that have been reported, where the
amount of the losses cannot be determined
by the end of the taxable year.
Note: Section 807(c), as a. ndedby the
Tax Reform Act of 1.986, Pro,21'. U., the
amount of the unpaid losses (other than
losses on life insurance contracts) shall be
the amount of the discounted unpaid losses
as defined in section 846. See the
instructions on page 6 regarding the new
discounting provisions.
Line 10. 10% of certain increases in
reserves.- Section 807(f)(1) provides
that if the amount of any item referred to in
section 807(c) increases as a result of a
change in the basis used to determine such
item, then 10% of the increase shall be
allowed as a deduction in computing life
insurance company taxable income for each
of the 10 succeeding taxable years,
Note: lfa companyceases to qualifeas a
life insurance company, section 807(f)(2)
provides that the balance ofarry
adjustments under section 807(f) shall be
taken into account in the last year that the
Company is qualified to file Form I 120L.
Line 12. Consideration paid for assumption
by another person of liabilities under
Insurance, etc., contracts.-Enter the total
consideration paid by the company to another
person (other than consideration paid for
indemnity reinsurance) for the assumption by
such person of liabilities under insurance and
annuity contracts (including supplementary
contracts).
Line 13. Dividends reimbursable by
t.xpayer.-Enter the amount of
policyholder dividends paid or accrued by
another insurance company forpolicies the
taxpayer has reinsured and that are
reimbursable by the taxpayer under the
terms of the reinsurance contract,
Line 14. Other deductions.-Enter the
total of all other deductions (including the
amortization of premiums under section
81 IN) not included on lines 8 through 13,
to the extent that such items are deductible
in computing life insurance company
taxable income. Include the total amount of
deductions for a noninsurance business
(defined in section 806(bX3)).
For mutual life companies, if the
differential earnings amount (determined
under section 809(aX3)) for the preceding
taxable year exceeds the recomputed
differential earnings amount (determined
under section 809(f)(3)) for such taxable
year, the excess should be included on line
14 as a deduction in computing life
insurance company taxable income for the
current taxable year.
Attach an itemized schedule of all items
included in the entry on line 14. On the
attached schedule, deductions attributable

to a noninsurance business should be
segregated from all other deductions.
If the corporation claims a deduction for
depreciation or amortization, attach Form
4562, Depreciation and Amortization.
If the corporation claims a deduction for
timber depletion, attach Form T (Timber),
Forest Industries Schedule.
Limitations on Deductions
Charitable contributions.-A deduction is
allowed for charitable contributions or gifts
actually paid within the tax year to or for the
use of charitable and governmental
organizations described in section 170(c),
and for any unused contributions carried
over from prior years.
Corporations on the accrual basis may
elect to deduct contributions paid by the
15th day of the 3rd month after the end of
the tax year if the contributions are
authorized by the board of directors during
the tax year. Attach to the return a
declaration. signed by an officer, stating
that the resolution authorizing the
the
contributions
chrectoradunnii,hiiiaxile.r
copy
of the resolution
was adopted byAlso=
The total deduction allowable in any year
may not exceed 10% of life insurance
company taxable income computed without
regard to:
a the deduction for charitable
contributions;
the deduction for policyholder
*
dividends:
a the deduction for dividends received;
a the small life insurance company
deduction;
* any operations loss carryback to the
taxable year under section 8 10; a nd
a any capital loss carryback
1
to the taxable
year under section 212(aXl).
Charitable contributions in excess of the
10% limitation may not be deducted in the
current taxable year but may be carried Over
to the next 5 taxable years. A contribution
carryover is not allowed, however, to the
extent that it increases a n operations loss
deduction.
I
Special rule for contributions oil certain
Property.-For a charitable contribution Of
you must reduce the contribution
=in of:
1. The ordinary income or short-term
capital gain that would have resulted
if the profberty had been sold at its
fair market Value, and
2. For cehain contributions of long-term
capital gain property made in tax
years beginning after 1986, all of the
long-term capital pin that would
have resulted if the property had
been said at its fair market value.
The reduction for long-term capital gain
applies to:
1. Contributions of tangible personal
property for use by an exempt
organization for a purpose or function
unrelated to the basis for its
exemption; and
2. Contributions of any property (except
stock for which market quotations
are
1 readily available - see section
70(eX5)) to or for the use of certain
private foundations. (See section
1170(e) and Regulations section
.170A-4.)

For special rules for contributions of
inventory and other property to certain
organizations, see section 170(e)(3) and
Regulations section 1. 17OA-4A.
Charitable contributions of scientific
property used for research.-A
corporation (other than a personal holding
company orgersonal service organization)
canreceive arger deduction for
contributing scientific property used for
research to an institution of higher
education. For further information, see
section 170(e).
Documentation required for certain
contributions.-For contributions made in
property other than money, attach a
schedule showing the name of each
organi tion to which such a contribution
was made
za and the amount of the
contribution. Describe the kind of property
contributed and the method used in
determining its fair market value. If you
include a contribution carryover, show the
amount and how it was determined.
If you made a qualified conservation
contribution under section 170(h), include
the fair market value the underlying
of the donation.
property before and after
Describe the conservation purpose
furthered by your donation and the type of
legal interest contributed.
Section 263A uniform capitalization
rules.-Many items that were deductible
under prior law must now be capitalized or
included in inventory under the new
uniform capitalization rules of section
263A. The new rules require corporations to
capitalize or include in inventory certain
costs incurred in connection with the
production of real and personal tangible
property held in inventory or held for sale in
the ordinary course of business. Tangible
personal property produced by a taxpayer
includes a film, sound recording, videotape,
book, or similar property. The rules also
apply to personal proferty (tariij~lible and
intangible) acquired or resale. axpayers
subject to the rules are required to
capitalize not only direct costs but also an
allocable portion of most indirect costs
(includin,I taxes) that benefit the assets
produce or acquired for resale. Interest
expense paid or incurred in the course of
production must be capitalized and is
governed by special rules. The uniform
capitalization rules also apply to the
production of property constructed by
taxpayer for use in its trade or busin:ysaor In
an activity enga
in for profit
Section 263A does not apply to personal
property acquired for resale if the
taxpayer's annual average gross receipts
are $ 0,000.000 or less. It does not apply
to timber or to property produced under a
long-term contract. Special rules apply for
farmers. The rules do not apply to property
which is produced for use by the taxpayer if
substantial construction has occurred
before March 1. 1986.
The uniform capitalization rules are
generally effective for costs and interest
paid or incurred after December 31, 1986.
With respect to inventory, the uniform
capitalization rules apply to tax years
beginning after 1985. Transitional rule'
contained in section 803 of the Tax Reform
are
Act of 1986.
In the case of inventory. some of the
indirect costs which may not have been

capitalized before the Tax Reform Act which
must now be capitalized are administration
expenses, taxes, depreciation, insurance
costs, compensation paid to officers
attributable to services, rework labor, and
contributions to pension. stock tionus. and
certain profit-sharing, annuity, or deterred
compensation plans. Current deductions
maybe claimed for research and
experimental costs under section 174.
intangible drilling costs for oil and gas and
geothermal property, and mining
exploration and development costs.
Regulations section 1.263A- IT specifies
other indirect costs that may be currently
deducted and those that must be
capitalized with respect to production or
resale activities. For more information, see
Regulations section 1.263A- IT.
Meals and entertainment.-For tax years
after 1986, the amount deductible for
business meals and entertainment is
generally limited to 80% of the amount
otherwise allowable. In addition, meals may
not be lavish or extravagant; a bona-fide
business discussion must occur durin
immediately before, or immediately aw-er
the meal; and your employee must be
Present at the meal.
tic~SePtsectioalenmtleertSasinppmtyetntoadcetdivitciteios.nsWfitohr the
exception of certain charitable sporting
events, the deduction for the cost of a ticket
is limited to the face value of the ticket.
A limitation on the amount deductible for
the rental of a luu
bo
11 be phased
in beginning in 1983 'knyd' OZIl`become fully
effective in 1989. If the taxpayer rents a
skybox in the same arena for more than am
event, the deduction is limited to the sum of
the face value on non-luxury box seats for
the seats in the box covered by the lease.
This limitation is fully effective in 1989. In
1987. 'A of the amount that would
otherwise be disallowed under the skybox
rule is disallowed. In the 1988 tax year. % is
disallowed. Both the limitation on tickets to
entertainment activities and the limitation
on sky box rentals is calculated before the
application of the 20% reduction required
secti 274. See Notice 87-23, 1987.9
II.B. 60for more information on meals,
entertairiment, and trawl expense.
Transactions between related taxpaysmGenerally, an accrual basis taxpayer may only
deduct business expenses and interest owed
to a related party in the year the payment is
included in the income of the related party.
See section 267 for limitation on deductions
for unpaid expenses and interest.
Section 291 limitations.-Corporations
may be required to adjust deductions for
depletion of iron ore and coal, intangible
dri fling and exploration and development
costs, bad debt deductions for financial
institutions, and the amortizable basis of
pollution control facilities. See section 291
to determine the amount of the adjustment.
Golden parachute psyments.-A portion
of the payments made by a corporation to
key personnel that exceeds their usual
compensation may not be deductible. This
occurs when the corporation has an
agreement (golden parachute) with these
key emplolees to pal them these excessive
amounts i control a the corporation
changes. Sao section 280G for additional
information.
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Nondeductible Items
Certain Interest expenses.-No deduction
is allowed under section 163 for interest on
the items described in section 807(c).
Addition to reserves for bad debts.-No
deduction is allowed for an addition to
reserves for bad debts. However, a
deduction for specific bad debts is allowable
if the requirements of section 166 are met.
Business startup expenses.-Business
startup expenses are required to be
capitalized unless an election is made to
amortize them over a period of 60 months.
See section 195.
Amortizable bond premIUMS.-No
deduction for an amortizable bond premium
is allowed under section 17 1. However, see
section 81 1(b) for the rules relating to the
treatment of amortizable bond premiums by
life insurance companies.
Not operating Innis deduction.-No net
operating low under section 172 is
allowable for life insurance companies;
810
instead, the provisions of section
relating to the operations loss deductions of
life insurance companies apply. For more
information. see the instructions for line 16,
Schedule A.
Trademark and trade name expense&The cleiduction for amortization of trademark
and trade name expenses has been repealed
for expenses paid or incurred after 1986.
Foreign Intangible drilling costs and
mining and development costs.-Foreign
intangible drilling costs and mining and
development costs must either be added to
the corporation's basis for cost depletion or
be deducted ratably over a 10 year period
For more information, see sections 263(i)~
616, and 617.
Certain travel and entertainment
expenses.-Generally, a corporation
cannot deduct an expense paid or incurred
for a facility (such as a yacht or hunting
lodge) that is used for an activity that is
usually considered entertainment
amusement, or recreation. Howe~er the
corporation may be able to deduct si~jch an
expense it the amount is treated as
compensation and repoorted on Form W-2
foran employee oron Form 1099-MISC for
an independent contractor.
Una 16. Operations loss
deduction.-Enter the amount of any
operations loss deduction allowable under
section 8 10. To determine the loss from
perations for any taxable year. subtract
plurre 7. Schedule A. from the tota I allowable
deductions modified as follows: (1) No
operations loss deduction is allowed; (2)
You must figure the dividends-received
deductions allowed by sections 243, 244,
and 245 without regard to section 246(b),
(as modified by section 805(aX4)). This loss
from operations then becomes an
operations loss deduction to be carried back
or over to another taxable year.
The operations loss deduction for a given
taxable year is the total of the operations
loss carryovers and carrybacks to that
taxable year. Generally, you
tomay carry a
loss from operations back each of the 3
years preceding the year of the loss and
overtoeachafthe 15 years followingthe
year of the loss. Alternatively, you may
make an irrevocable election to forego the
canryback period and carry the toss over to
Page 6
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each of the 15 years following the year of
the loss. If the company is anew company
for the loss year, the loss maybe carried
over, to each of the 18 years following the
yea of the loss.
The amount of the loss that may be
carried to each succeeding year in the
carryback or carryover period is the amount
by which the loss exceeds the sum of the
offsets for each of the earlier tax years to
which the low may be carried. The term
'offset" means, with respect to any taxable
year the increase in the operations loss
ded6ction for the taxable year which
reduces the life insurance company taxable
income (computed without regard to the
small life insurance company deduction) for
the year tozero.
See section B" for specia I loss carryover
rules for an insurance company that has
cha nged its form of organ ization or has had
a change in the nature of its insurance
business.
Note: Section 810 is treated as a continuation of section 812 (as in effect before
the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of
1984)'
Schedule 6 - Increase or
(Decrease ) In Reserves
(Section 807)
Section 807 requires life insurance
compamesto determine whethercertain
Ir:serves decreased or increased forthe
xable year. A net decrease will be treated
as includible in grow income, while a net
increase will be treated ass deduction
allowable in computing life insurance
company taxable income.
The net increase or net decrease in
reserves is figured by comparing the
opening balance for reserves to the closing
balance for reserves reduced by: (1) the
policyholders' share of tax-exempt interest.
and (2) for mutual life companies, the
excess, if aW. (shown on fine 8, Schedule
E)ofthedi erential earnings amount over
deductible policyholder dividends
determined without regard to section 805).
For rules dealing with the method of
computing reserves on contracts where
interest is guaranteed beyond the end of
the tax year, see section 81 1(d).
Una 1. Ule Insurance reserves.-For
rules dealing with the method of co
t,
life insurance reserves, see sectionsmg(O`71(ndl
and (a).
Una 2. Unearned premiums and unpaid
losses.-FOT purposes of sections 807 and
805(aXI) the amount of the unpaid losses
(other than losses on life insurance
contracts) shall be the amount of the
discounted unpaid losses determined under
section 846.
In general, section 846 provides that the
amount of the discounted unpaid losses shall
be computed separately by each line of
business (except that the multiple peril lines
shall be treated as a single line of business)
and by each accident year and shall be equal
to the present value of such losses
determined by using: (1) the a mount of the
undiscounted unpaid losses; (2) the
:pplicable interest rate; and (3) the
pplicable loss payment pattern. Special
rules apply with respect to unpaid losses
related to disability insurance (other than
credit disability insurance), noncancelable

accident and health insurance, cancelable
accident and health insurance, and to the
international and reinsurance lines of
business.
As a rule, the amount of the
undiscounted unpaid losses means the
unpaid losses and unpaid loss adjustment
expenses shown in the annual statement.
However, if the amounts shown in the
annual statement were determined on a
discounted basis and if the extent to which
these losses were discounted can be
determined on the basis of information
disclosed on or with the annual statement,
the amount of the undiscounted unpaid
losses must be recomputed to eliminate any
reduction attributable to such discounting.
In no event can the amount of discounte
unpaid losses determined under section
846 with respect to any line of business for
an accident year exceed the aggregate
a
mount of unpaid losses with respect to any
line of business for an accident year as
reported on the taxpayer's annual
statement.
The applicable interest rate for each
calendar year and the applicable loss
payment pattern for each line of business
are determined by the Secretary of the
Treasury. The applicable interest rate for
1987 and earlier years is 7.20%. The
applicable loss payment patterns have been
published in Revenue Ruling 87-34, 198717 C.B. 4. However, under the provisions of
section 846(e), corporations having
sufficient historical experience to determine
a loss payment pattern, may under certain
circumstances elect to use their own. If
such an election is made, the loss payment
patterns will be based on the most recent
calendar year for which an annual .
statement was filed bef,ore the Jn
bey4 mung9f
the accident year. No e ection un er section
"6(e) shall apply to any international or
reinsurance line of business. If the
corporation elects to use its own loss
payment pattern, be sure to check the
'Yes" column for question R in Schedule Q,
Additional Information Required. For more
information regarding this election. see
section 846(e).
Una 3. Supplementary contracts.-Enter
the amount (discounted at the appropriate
rate of interest) necessary to satisfy tlie
obligations under insurance and annuity
contracts. but only if such obligations do not
involve (at the time with respect to which
the computation is made) life, accident, or
I:,fth
m, contingencies,
,Pr.pria, For purposes of this
the
rate of interest is the
higher of the prevailing State assumed
interest rate as of the time such oblirtion
first did not involve life, accident, or eafth
contingencies or the rate of interest
assumed by the compa ny (as of such time)
in determining the guaranteed benefit. Iin
no case, however, shall the amount sci
determined for any contract be less than
the net surrender value of such contract.
Una 4. Dividend accumulations and other
amounts.-Enter the total dividend
accumulations and other amounts held at
interest in connection with insurance and
a nnuity contracts.
Una 5. Advance premiums.-Enter the
total premiums received in advance and
liabilities for premium deposit funds.
Una 6. special contingency reserves.Enter the total reasonable special

contingency reserves under contracts of
group term life insurance orgroup accident
and health insurance which are established
and maintained for the provision of
insurance on retired lives, for premium
stabilization, or fora combination thereof.
Una B. Increase (decrease) In reserves.In figuring the amount shown on line 8, any
decrease in reserves must be computed
without any reduction of the closing balance
of section 807 reserves by the
policyholders'share of tax-exempt interest.
Seethe instructionsfor line2, ScheduleA.
Note: If the basis for determining the
amount ofany item referred to in section
807(c) (life insurance reserves, etc.) at the
end of the tax year differs from the basis for
the determination at the beginning ofthe
taxyear, see section 8070).
Schedule C - Gross
Investment Income (Section
812(d))
Line 1. Interest.-Enter on line I the
total taxable interest received or accrued
during the tax year, less any amortization of
premium, plus any accrual of discount
he
required under section 81 l(b). T a
appropriate amortization of premium and
accrual of discount attributable to the
taxable year on bonds, notes, debentures,
or other evidence of indebtedness held by a
life insurance company should be
determined: (a) in accordance with the
method regularly employed by the
company, if such method is reasonable, and
(b) in all other cases, in accordance with
regulations prescribed by the Secretary of
the
Treasury. Market discount is not
required to be accrued under the provisions
of section 81 1(b). Attach a statement
showing the method and computation used
Line 3. Gross rents.-Enter the gross
rents received or accrued during the
taxable year. Related expenses, such as
repairs, taxes, and depreciation should be
reported as "Other deductions* on line 14,
Schedule A.
Line 4. Gross royaltle&-Enter the gross
royalties received or accrued during the
taxable year. If you claim a deduction for
depletion, report it on line 14, Schedule A.
Une 5. Leasesit terminations, etc.-Enter
the gross income received from entering into,
altering, or terminatingany lease, mortgage,
or 0-er :ins .rument rom which the company
derives interest rents or royalties,
Line 7. Gross Income from a trade or
business other than Insurance.-Enter
the gross income from any business other
than an insurance business carried on by
the life insurance company. or by a
partnership of which the life insurance
company is a partner. Include on this line
section 1245, section 1250, and other
ordin rygains on assets used in a
nonirasurance business from Form 4797
See the instructions under 'Sale of A&ix
used in a trade or business and involuntary
conversions," above. If you claim expenses
related to any business other than an
insurance business, report them on line 14,
Schedule A.
Una 9. Tax-exempt Interest.-Enter the
total amount of tax-exempt interest income
received or accrued during the taxable year.
Tax-exempt interest does not include
interest received on securities acquisition
loans as defined in section 133(b).

Line 11. 100% qualifying dividendsEnter the total amount of dividends for
which the percentage used to determine
the deduction allowable under sections
243, 244, and 245(b) is 100%. Do not
include dividends to the extent that they are
funded with tax-exempt interest or
dividends that would not qualify as 100%
dividends in the hands of the taxpayer.
Note; Multi-trered corporate arrangements
cannot be used to change the characterof
the tax-exempt interest and dividends
received in an attempt to avoid exclusion.
Schedule E - Policyholder
Dividends (Section 808)
The term "policyholder dividend' is defined
as any dividend or similar distribution to
policyholders in their capacity as such.
Policyholder dividends include all amounts
paid or credited (including an increase in
benefits) where the amount is notfixed in
the contract but depends on the company's
experience or the management's
discretion, plus all excess interest, premium
adjustments, and experience-rated refunds.
Furthermore under the provisions of
section 808(;), any policyholder dividend
which increases either the cash surrender
value of the contract or other benefits
payable under the contract, or which
reduces the premium that otherwise has to
be paid, is treated as having been paid to
the policyholder and returned by the
policyholder to the company as a premium.
When this happens, such amounts must be
reported as income on line 1, Schedule A.
Generally, a company's deduction for
policyholder dividends is the amount
actually paid or accrued during the taxable
year. However, mutual life insurance
companies must reduce this amount by the
differential earnings amount as determined
under section 809. If a mutual life
insurance company's differential earnings
amount exceeds total policyholder
dividends for the tamble year, the company
must reduce its ending reserves by the
amount of the excess.
Schedule F - DIfferential
Earnings Amount (Section 809)
Section 809 requires mutual life insurance
companies to reduce (but not below zero)
their deduction for policyholder dividends
by the differential earnings amount (as
defined in section 809(a)(3)). If a mutual
life insurance company's differential
earnings amount exceeds the total
policyholder dividends for a taxable year,
the excess is treated as a reduction to the
closing reserves balance to' purposes of
subsections (a) and (b) of section 807.
The differential ear
te and the
recomputed different=ngs rate for
each taxable year are determined by the
Secretary of the Treasury on the basis of
informoon submitted by the 50 largest
51OCK inefinsurance companies and all
mutual li a insurance companies. The
Service publishes both tentative and final
differential rates as this information is
developed. For 1986, the tentative
differential earnings rate was 10.837% and
the final differential earnings rate was
10.539%. Both the tentative recomputed
differential earnings rate for 1986 and the
tentative differential earnings rate for 1987
will be published in early 1988.

To compute the differential earnings
amount for 1987, muftiply the average
equity base (line 14, Schedule F) by the
differential earn
rate for 1987. Enter the
result on line I ,Thedule F. When
determining the equity base, no item should
be taken into account more than once.
See section 809 for definitions,
computational information, transitional
rules, and special adjustments that may be
required.
Schedule G - Dividend Income
and Dividends-Received
Deduction
Una 1, column (a).-Enter dividends
(except those received on debt-financed
stock acquired after July 18, 1984) that
were received from domestic corporations
subject to income tax and that qualify for
the deduction allowable under section
243(aXI).
Include on line 1, columne), taxable
distributions fr
or former
DISC that are desi1nated as being eligible
forthesection24 (aXl) deduction and
cent in dividends of Federal Home Loan
BaM (we section 246(aX2)), For
dividends received from a regulated
investment company, see section 854 for
thea*
Somount that qualifies for the deduction.
-called dividends or earnings received
from mutual mvings banks, money market
certificates, etc., are really interest and
should not be treated as dividends.
Una 2. column (a).-Enter dividends on
debt-financed stock (acquired after July 18,
1984) that were received from domestic and
foreign corporations subject to income tax
and that would otherwise be subject to the
dividends-received deduction under section
243(aXl) or 245(a). Generally, debt.
financed stock is stock that the corporation
acquired and. in doing so, incurred a debt
(for example, it borrowed money to buy the
stock).
Line 3, column (a).-Enter dividends
received on the preferred stock of a public
utility that is subject to income tax a nd is
allowed the deduction provided in section
247 for dividends paid.
Una 4, column (a).-Enter dividends that
are received from foreign corporations and
that qualify for the deduction under section
2~50). Also enter an line 4, column (a),
dividends received from a Foreign Sales
orporat:on ( SC) that are attributable to
qualified interest and carrying charges and
that qualify for the deduction provi edin
section 245(cXl)(B).
Line 5. column (a).- Enter dividends
received from holly,owned foretg%
subsidiaries that qua ify for the I
deduction under section 245(b), but only to
the extent that such dividends are
distributed out of tax-exempt interest or out
of dividends which do not qualify as 100%
of the earnings and profits of a foreign
corporation for a tax year during which: (1)
all of its outstanding stock is owned
(directly or indirectly) by the domestic
corporation receiving the dividend. and (2)
all of its grow income from all sources is
ffectively connected with the conduct of a
ter"ade or business within the U.S. Also
Page 7

include on line 5, column (a), all dividends
received from a FSC that are attributable to
export sales income and that quality for the
100% deduction under section 245(c). Do
not include dividends received from a life
insurance company.
Line 6, column (a).-Enter dividends that
quality for the 100%dividends-received
deduction under section 243(aX3) and that
are subject to the elective provisions of
section 243(b), but only to the extent that
such dividends are distributed out of taxexempt interest or out of dividends that do
not quality as 100% dividends. Do not
include dividends received from a life
insurance company,
Une 2. columns (b) and (c).-Dividends
received on debt-financed stock are not
entitled to the full 80% dividends-received
deduction. Instead, the 80% deduction is
reduced under the provisions of section
246A by a percentage that is related to the
mount of debt incurred to acquire the
"I
Stock.
Also we section 245(a) before
making this computation for an additional
limitation which applies to dividends
received from foreign corporations. For
more information, sea section 246A.
Attach a schedule showing how the
dividends-received deduction on debtfinanced stock was computed. .
Une 3, columns (b) and (c).-For
dividends received on certain preferred
stock of public utilities after December 31,
1986, but before July 1. 1987, the
dividends-received deduction percentage is
55.652%. For such dividends received
after June 30, 1987, the dividendsreceived deduction percentage is 47.059%.
Multiply the dividends received in each
period by the proper percentage and enter
the total in line 3, column (c).
Une 4, columns (b) and (c).-The
dividends-reciiived deduction percen
for line 4 are: (1) 80% for dividends from
foreign corporations for which the
deduction is allowed under section 245(a).
and (2) 85% for dividends from certain
FSCs for which the deduction is allowed
under section 245(cX I XB).
cirindlevots
L
11pen
hds~
ng

to 80%.
To qualify for the section 245(a)
deduction, the corporation must own at
least 10% of the stock of the f ign
corporation by vote and value'ore'
The
deduction is computed on the U.S. source
portion of the dividends.
Line 7. column (c).-The total dividends.
received deduction allowed by sections
243(aXl), 244(a), and 245 on line 7,
column (c), may not be more than 80% of
line 2, page 1. plus line 7. Schedule A, less
the total of lines 8 through 14 of Schedule A
(i.e., 80% of life insurance company taxable
income as modified by section BMbX3XC)
gd
fif
ad
low race
ems
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ce
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small
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deduction'hende~
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rn:.0
& Inii~
:O~Oe
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lans
d
n
nd
n
the
ny
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t cl.dand.
rd to'
deductions under sections 243(sX1),
244(a), and 245; and any capital loss
carryback to the current taxable year under
section 1212(aXl)).

mput
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In a year in whichthere isa lossfrom
operations, the 80% limitation does not
apply, even if the low is created by the
dividends-received deduction. For more
information, see sections 810(cX2) and
246(b).
Note: Two situations in which the
dividends-received deduction will not be
allowed on any share ofstock are: (1) ifthe
corporation
the dividends
held the stock with reprof
which
were issued for 45
'to
days
or law; or (2) to the extent that the
corporation is under an obligation to make
relatecipayments forsubstaintiallysimilaror
lateciproperty.
Line 10, column (&).-Enter dividends
thatqualify forthe 100%dividends.
received deduction and that are not
reported on lines 5 or 6 because they were
not distributed out of tax-exempt interest or
out of dividends that do not qualify as 100%
dividends or because they were paid by a
life insu~ince company.
Note: Certain dividends received by a
foreign corporation are not subject to
Proration, Attach a schedule showingyour
computation.
Line 11, column (a).-Enter the total of
other dividends received. Attach a schedule
showing separately:
a , Foreign dividends not reportable on lines
4 5, or 10. Exclude d istributions of
amounts constructively taxed under
Subpart F (sections 951 through 964) in the
current year or in earlier years.
a Income constructively received from
controlled foreign corporations under
Subpart F. This shouId equal the total
amount reported in Schedule J of Form(s)
5471.
a Gross-up ofdividends for taxes considered
paid under sections 902 and 960.
a Dividends (other than capital gain and
exempt-interest dividends) received from
regulated investment companies that do not
quality for the dividends-received
deduction.
a Dividends from tax-exempt organizations.
. Dividends (other than capital pin
dividends) received from a real estate
investment trust that, forthe tax year of the
trust in Which the dividends are paid,
qualifies under sections 856 through 860.
* Dividends not eligible for the dividends.
received deduction because of the stock's
holding period or because of an obligation to
make corresponding payments on similar
stock.
a Any other taxable dividend income not
properly reported above, includin
distributions under section 936(&).
.Schedule H - Small Life
Insurance Company Deduction
(Section 806(a))
Schedule H is used to compute the small
life insurance company deduction under
section 806(a). To qualify for this
deduction, a life insurance cowny must
have both less than $15,000,
of
tentative life insurance company taxable
income (tentative UCTI), and less then
$500,000,000 In as
.
In computing the cleduction,the tentative
LICTI for any year must be determined
without regard to all iterns attributable to
noninsurance businesses. In general, the

term 'noninsura nce busi ness" means any
activity which is not an insurance business.
However, under the provisions of section
806(bX3XB). any activity which is not an
insurance business shall be treated as an
insurance business if: (1) it is of a type
traditionally carried on by life insurance
companies for investment purposes. but only
it the carryi~ on of such activity (other than
in the case 0 real estate) does not constitute
the active conduct of a trade or business, or
(2) it involves the performance of
administrative services in connection with
plans providing life insurance, pension, or
accident and health benefits.
For purposes of the assets test, the
:ssets of all members of a controlled group,
s defined in section 805(cX3), must be
included, regardless of whether or not they
are life insurance companies. For
information regarding the valuation of
assets, see the instructions for Schedule 0,
Part 1.
The deduction for qua=
lni small filhe
insurance companies is
o so muc of
the tentative LICTI for the taxable year as
does not exceed $3,000,000. To the extent
that tentative LICTI exceeds $3,000.000,
the deduction is phased out. The reduction
in the deduction is equal to 15% of so much
of the tentative LICTI for the taxable year as
exceeds $3,000,ODO.
Sch:dule
p I I - Controlled
Gro,
nformation (Section
806(c))
In computingthesmall life insurance
company deduction, all life insurance
company members of the wine controlled
group are treated as one life insurance
company. Any small life insurance company
deduction determined with respect to the
group must be allocated among the life
insurance companies in the group in
proportion to their respective tentative
LICTIs.
Schedule K
Company/Policyholder Share
Percentage (Section 812)
Schedule K is used to compute: (1) the
company's share percentage to be used in
determining the company's share of the
dividends-received deduction under section
805(aX4); and (2) the policyholders'share
percentage to be used in determining the
policyholders' share of tax-exempt interest
for purposes of determining the increase or
decrease in reserves under section 807..
Infiglupin
a I the policyholdets'and
company
are percentages. carry out the
computationsto enough decimal places to
ensure substantial accuracy and to
eliminate any significant error in the
resulting tax.
Una 1-9.-Lines I through 9 are used to
compute the investment income ratio. The
Investment income ratio is the rate that
Cr,.Itnvleifsetment
income less policy interest
.
insurance company gross
income (including tax-exempt interest) Jim
the amount of any increase in reserves. To
complate lines I through 8 and then divide
the amount on line 3 by the amount on fine
8. Enter the result on line 9.
Hatec In computing ft ankountenteredon
line 8, any decrease In reserm must be

computed without any reduction of the
closing balance ofsection 807 reserve
items by the policytrolders'share of taxexemptinterest.~~
Unes 10-19.-Lines 10throu h 19 are
used to compute the policyholleirs' share
amount. Fi mt. Ii nes 10 through 17 are
completed to compute gross investment
income's proportionate share of
policyholder dividends on line 16. Line 16 is
then multiplied by the investment income
ratio. The result is added to the policy
interest to compute the policyholders'share
amount, which is entered on line 19.
Unes 20-26.-Lines 20 through 26 are
used to compute both the company's share
percentage and the policyholders'share
percentage. First, net investment income is
computed by multip ing gross investment
~10% or, in the case of
gross investment income attributable to
assets held in segregated asset accounts
under variable contracts, by 95%. The
policyholder share amount is subtracted
from net investment income to compute the
company's she re of net investment income
on line 23. The company's she re
is computed on line 25 by
a
cl
Zrdfinlt
metghe
company's share of net
investment income (line 23) by net
investment income. The policyholders'
share percentage is figured by subtracting
the company's share of net investment
income from 100%.
Schedule L - Policy Interest
(Section 812(b)(2))
Schedule L is used to compute the policy
interest (as defined in section 812(bX2))
for the taxable year. The policy interest is
needed in order to calculate the company
and policyholder share percentages in
Schedule K.
Schedule M- Shareholders'
Surplus Account (Section
815(c))
Section 815(cXl) provides that each stock
life insurance company (whether domestic
or foreign) that had a policyholders' surplus
account on December 31, 1983. will
continue to maintain a shareholders'
surplus account. Schedule M is
used to
calculate both the addition made to the
shareholders' surplus account and the
account's year-end balance as defined in
sprtionA15(c) Indotormini-th,ft,
liability shown on line 4, propir adjustments
are to be made for am, vear in which the
aftemative minimum tax is imposed .
Enter on line 6 all amounts treated under
section 815 as distributions to
shareholders. Any distribution to
shareholders is treated as having been
made first out of the shareholders'surplus
account, to the extent thereof.
Schedule N
Policyholders'
Surplus Acc unt (Section
815(d))

maintain the account. For tax years
beginningcan
after December 31, 1983, no
additions
be made to this account;

however, the account must be decreased by
the amou nts specified in section 815(dX3).
Further, section 815(f) provides that, in
general, the provisions of subsections (d),
(e), (f), and (g) of section 815 as in effect
before the enactment of the Tax Reform Act
of 1984 continue to,be applicable in respect
of any policyholders surplus account for
which there was a bala nce as of December
31.1983.
Amounts that are subtracted from the
policyholdem'surplus account for a taxable
year are added to a corporation's taxable
income and are subject to the tax imposed
by section 801. Schedule N is used to
compute both the ending balance in the
policyholders' surplus account and the
amount of any increase to taxable income.
Line I.-Enterthe bJrlinning
0
balance in
the p
irp us account. If the
balance at the end of the preceding taxable
year is different from the balance at the
beginning of the current taxabliplear (for
example, due to the provisions section
815(dX5) as in effect priorto the
enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1984).
:ttach a schedule showing what
djustments have been made. Prior to the
enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1984,
section 815(dX5) provided that it any
:ddition !o the policyholders'surplus
mount increases or creates a loss from
operations and part or all of the loss cannot
be used in any other year to reduce the
company's taxable income. then the loss
vall reduce the policyholders's rplus
account at the time that the addition was
made. In such a case, you must adjustthe
beginning balance of the policyholders'
surplus account before any subtractions for
the current taxable year a re made.
Line 2a.-If the total direct and indirect
distributions to shareholders during the
taxable year exceeds the amount on
Schedule M. line 5, enter the excess on
line 2a.
Une 2b.-To compute the tax increase due
to the amount entered on line 2a. you must
do the following: (1) subtract the
corporation's tax rate from 100%; (2) divide
the distributions on line 2a by the result of
step 1, (3) subtract the amount on line 2a
from t;e result of step 2; (4) enter the
result of step 3 on line 2b.
Une 2c.-To compute the amount to be
entered on line 2c, you must do the
following: (1) determine the total amount to
PC 5-ractatt Trom me powynoiciers
surplysAccount under sections 815(dXl)
anu o-kuA~) as iney were in eum prior to
enactment of the Tax Reform Act of
1984 (do this only after you have
subtracted the amounts on lines 2a and 2b
from the beginning balance in the
dms
t
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on line 2c to the shareholdem'surplus
account at the beginningof the next tax
year.
Une 2d.-Subtract the result of step 3. line
2c. from the result of step 1. line 2c. Enter
the result on line 2d.
Una 2a.-Enter the total amount to be
subtracted from the policyhoklers'surplus
account under the provisions of section
815(dX2) as 4 was in effect prior to the

enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1984.
At that time, section 815(dX2) provided
that if, for any taxable year. a taxpayer is
not an insurance company, or if for any two
successive taxable years a taxpayer is not a
life insurance company, then any balance
remaining in the policyholdem'surplus
account as of the end of the last taxable
year that the taxpayer was a life insurance
company shall be included in taxable
income for such taxable year.
Une 3-Enter the total of lines 2a through
2e on line 3: however, this total must be
limited to the amount shown on line 1,
Schedule N. Also enter this total on page 1.
line 3.
Schedule 0 - Total Assets
(Section 806(a)(3)(C)) and
Total Insurance Liabilities
(Section 813(a)(4)(B))
All insurance companies required to file
Form I 120L must complete Pans I and 11 of
Schedule 0.
Note: Foreign insurance companies should
report assets and insurance liabilities for
their U.S. business only.
Part I - Total Assets
For purposes of Schedule 0. the term
'assets" means all assets of the company.
In valuing these assets, use fair market
value for real property and stocks: for
other assets. use the adjusted basis as
determined under section 1011. and
related sections, without regard to section
P 18(c). An interest in a partnership or trust
is not itself treated as an asset of the
company. Instead, the company is treated
asactually
of
it
rtionate share
the a wets
own'
hel7blyst~eroppaortnersIt ip ar
trust; the value of the company's share of
these assets should be listed on line 3 of
Schedule 0.
Part 11 - Total Insurance
Liabilities
urance
.in companies must
= i-a
surplus of U.S. assets
over their U.S. insurance liabilities. The
minimum required surplus is determined by
multiplying their U.S. insurance liabilities by
a percentage determined and
laimed by
the Secretary of the Treasury. ~Z
Secretary determinesthe percentage from
date supplied by domestic insurance
=es in Schedule 0. Part 11. For more
ton, see section 813(a).
For Purposes of Schedule 0. the term
'total insurance liabilities' means the sum
of the following amounts as of the end of
the taxable year: (1) lotsI reserves as
defined in section 816(c); lus(2)theiterrts
referred to in par
phs (3). (4).(5), and
(6) of section 80177,M). to the extent such
amounts are not included in total reserves.
Enter each item on the appropriate line.
Enter on line 91 any other amounts included
in the definition of total insurance liabilities,
but not described on this schedule.
Schedule P - Limitation on
Noninsurance Losses (Section
806(b)(3)(C))
Section 806kbX3XC) provides that, in
computirtRr insurance company taxable
income, any loss from noninsurance
pap 9

business is limited to the lesser of 35% of
the Im or 35% of life insurance company
taxable income (computed by excluding any
noninsurance loss included in Schedule A).
Use Schedule P to compute any excess loss
that must be added back to taxable income
gin page 1. line 2, Form 11 20L. For more
information on either the computation of
the allowable loss deduction or on
1applicable caMback provisions, see section
503(c).

Schedule Q - Additional
Information Required
Be sure to answer questions G through T on
page 7, Form 1 120L. The instructions that
follow am keyed to these questions.
1. Question J(2)(c). U.S. person.-The
term 'U.S. person" means; (1) A citizen or
resident of the United States; (2) A
domestic partnership; (3) A domestic
corporation; or (4) Any estate or trust (other
than a foreign estate or trust within the
meaning
of section 7701(aX31)).
.
Owner's couni for individuals, is the
owner's country of residence. For all others,
it is the country where incorporated,
organized, created, or administered.
2. Question M. Foreign finami
accounts.-Check the 'Yes" box if either a
or b, below, applies to the corporation;
otherwise, check the 'No" box: (a) At any
!ime during the year the corporation had an
interest in or signature or other authority
over a financial account in a I
country
(such as a bank account, se=
:ccount, or other financial account); AND
The combined value of the accounts was
more than $ 10,000 at any time during the
.year; AND
The account was NOT with a U.S. militai
banking facility operated by a U.S. financia
institution.
(b) The corporation cowns, more than 60%
of the stock in any corporation that would
answer "Yes" to item a. above.
Get form TO IF 90-22. 1, Report of
Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts, to
if the corporation is considered to have
sal
in interest in or signature or other authority
= r a financial account in a foreign country
(such as a bank account, securities
account, or other financial account).
If "Yes" is chocked for this
form TO F 90-22. 1 by J u ne 3~ue
l s920fri"wilteh
the Department of the Treasury at the
address shown on the form. Form TO F 9022.1 is not a tax return, so do not file it with
Form 1120L.
Form TO F 90-22.1 may be obtained from
IRS Forms Distribution Centers.
Also, if 'Yes' is checked for this question,
write the name of the foreign country or
countries. Attach a separate sheet if mom
spaceisneeded.
3. Question Q. -Report any tax-exempt
interest received or accrued in the %
provided. Include any exempt-interest
dividends received as a shareholder in a
mutual fund or other regulated invesbrient
company.

Schedule R - Reconciliation
All filers of Form I 120L must attach a
schedule which reconciles their NAIC
Annual Statement to their Form I I 20L
Pop 10

Schedule S - Compensation
of Officers
Attach a schedule for all officers using the
following columns:
1. Name of officer.
2. Social security number.
3. Percentage of time devoted to business.
4. Amount of compensation.
This information must be submitted by
each member of an affiliated group
included in a consolidated return.

Tax Computation
Instructions - Page 1,
lines 5-19
Any corporation that files Form 1120L
should compute its tax using the tax
computation worksheets on page 12.
Members of a controlled group should see
the instructions below for lines 5a and 5b
before proceeding to page 12.
Additional Tax
The viorkshests on ,d
par 12 include the
computation of an ad itional 5% tax on the
excess of a corporation's taxable income
over a specified amount. The specified
amountwascha
I
.&%,
ed000
affmtiveJul
to
1987, rom $1
$100.6.
I The
limitation on the additional tax (previously
$20,250) has been changed to $11.750.
effective July 1, 1987.
Alternative Tax
If the tax year of the corporation begins
before July 1. 1987, and the corporation
has a net caNitalrin on line 10, Schedule
D (Form 11 0). It is afternative tax
computation may apply. To compute the
alternative tax, complete Schedules A and 8
of the tax computation worksheets on page
12, as instructed, and enter the amount
from line 34, Schedule 8, on line 12. Part
IV Schedule D (Form 1120). Comflete the
i;iiof Part IV. Schedule D (Form 120),
and enter the lesser of the alternative tax or
the tax figured by the regular method on
line 6. page 1, of Form 1 120L.
Una 4. Total taxable Income.-Generally,
this is the sum of lines 1. 2, and 3 of pop 1.
However, if there is an amount entered an
line 3, then even if lines I and 2 total less
than zero, the amount entered on line 4
my not be less than the amounton line 3.
Unes So and 5b.-Members of a
controlled group, as defined in section
1563 with tax years that begin before July
1. 191117, are entitled to only one $25,000
amount in each taxable income bracket on
line 5a. Members of a controlled group thad
have tax years that end after June 30,
1987, are entitled to one $50,000 amount
and one $25,000 amount (in that order) in
each taxable income bracket on line 5b.
When a controlled group adopts or later
amends an apportionment plan, each
member must attach to its tax return a copy
of its consent tothis plan. The copy (or an
attached statement) must show the part of
the amount in each taxable income bracket
apportioned to that member. Them are
other requirements as well. See Regulations
.U. 1:1561-3(b) for the
uhroments
and for the time and manne IMJ making the
cornefvt.
Equal Apportionment Plsi no
apportionment plan is ~
memberiscifthecoriltrol =ust

divide the amount in each taxable income
bracket equally among themselves. For
example, controlled group AS consists of
corporation A and corporation 8, both
corporations with tax years which include
July 1, 1987. They do not elect an
rt
tjlan. Therefore, corporation
a
Appanfitl=tno'
2,500 (one-half of
$25,000) in each taxable income bracket
on line 5a. Corporation B is also entitled to
$12.500 in each taxable income bracket.
Each income bracket on line 5b is also
equally divided.
Unequal Apportionment Plan.-Members
of a controlled group may elect an unequal
apportionment plan and divide the taxable
income brackets as they wish. There is no
need for consistency between taxable
income brackets. Any member of the
controlled group may be entitled to all,
some, or none of the taxable income
bracket. (But the total amount for all
members of the controlled group cannot be
more than the total amount in each taxable
income bracket.)
Note. Members ofa controlledgroup of
corporations am treated as one corporation
for purposes o I figuring the applicability of
thiradditional 596 tax. If the additionaltax
applies, each member of the group must
attach to its tax return a schedule that
shows the taxable income of the entire
group, as well as how its portion of the
additional tax was fi~gured.
Line 7a. Foreign tax credtt.-See Form
I 118, Computation of Foreign Tax Credit
-Corporations, for an explanation of when
a corporation can take this credit for
payment of income tax to a foreign country.
Um 7b. Other crodft&Possessions tax cred[L-See Form 5712.
Election To be Treated as a Possess on
Corporation Under Section 936, for rules an
how to elect to claim the possessions tax
credit
dion 936). Compute the credit an
Form v3s, Computation of Possessions
Co
t
Tax Credit Allowed Under Section
93911rnsdiu%nethe credit in the amount shown
on line 7b. On the line to the left of the entry
space. write the amount of the credit and
identify it as a section 936 credit.
Credit fmi fuel produced from a
nonconventlonad source.-A credit is
allowed for the sale of qualified fuels
ced from a nonconventional source.
=.I n 29 contains a definition of qualified
fuels, provisions for figuring the credit, and
other special rules. Attach a separate
schedule to the return showing the
computation of the credit.
Orphan drug credit Seesection28and
Form 6765, Credit for In
rch
S' Resdw
rZ
Activities (or for claiming ==n
credit), for
.winan explanation of when a
corporal
can take this credit as well as
how it is figured.
Una 7c. Gainers! buldness credIL-This
credit is made up of the sum of the
following credits:
1..mb.m. credIL-Theinvestment
credit was generalWimpealed for property
placed in service a
1985. See Form
346ILComputstion at howastnion Credit
forexcepticins.
Jobs credit.-The jobs waft If ebcfad, 19
allowed for hiring members of
Cpsdit tixyew.SaF~MIK
Credit.
defl ditim Special rules,
and find "

Do not take an expense deduction for the
investments that were issued afterJuly 18,
part of the wages or salaries paid or
1984, is no longer subject to the tax.) Sea
section 881. If you have this income, attach
i ncurred which is equaI to the a mount of the
a schedule shoving the kind and amount of
jobs credit determined without regard to the
income, the tax rate (30% or a lower treaty
limitation based on the tax (section 38(c)).
rate), a nd the amount of tax.
Attac h a schedule to Form 1 120L to show
When the surplus a foreign life insurance
how a nd where you red uced the salary and
wage decluctioni Show in inis sched ule the company holds in the U.S. is less the in a
otherwise allowable deduction(s) before the
specified minimum, section 813 requires an
reduction and the net amount actually
adjustment. When this minimum surplus
deducted. Identify the line number, schedule, adjustment applies, the tax imposed by
section 881 is reduced under section
and page number of Form 1120L on which
813(aX5). Attach a statement showinilihow
8
you made a reduction. If the reduction of
salaries and wages is less than the jobs credit you figured the reduction of section
tax. Enter the net tax imposed by section
on Form 5884, explain the difference.
881 on line 10, page 1,
Alcohol fuel credit.-A corporation may be
Une 11. Tax from recomputing prior-year
able to take a credit foralcohol used as fuel.
Investment credit.-If property is disposed
Use Form 6478, Credit for Alcohol Used As
r
Fuel, to figure the credit.
of or ceases to be qualified property
the end of the life-years used in comp in
Credit for Increasing research
Ih: regular or energy investment credit
th
activities.-The credit for increasing
t
research activities is now part of he general
rema be a recapture of the credit.
Form 42Y55, Recapture of Investment
business credit See Form 6765
Credit
Low-income housing credli new lowUna 12s. Alternative minimum taxi
income housingcredit is part of the general
Attach Form 4626, Alternative Minimum
business credit for expenditures made after
Tax - Corporations, I a taxalb e ncome
1986. See section 42 and Form $586.
plus adjustments and tax preference items
Low-income Housing Credit.
of the corporation exceed $40,000. See
Form 3800, General business credit.
Form 4626 for details.
Enteronlin
fro
7
1 theamountofthe
d
Une 12b. Environmental tax.-The
an
checkthe
credit m Formi
3
corporation may be liable for the
boxes indicating which forms are attached
:nvironm mal tax if the modified
to the return. If the corporation is claiming
Iternative minimum taxable income of the
only one of the above credits, it does not
corporation exceeds $2,000,000. Sea Form
have to complete Form 3800. Instead,
4626 for details.
check the appropriate box and attach the
Une 24h. Other payments.-Cfedit for
form for which the credit is being taken.
overpaid crude all windfall profit tai
However, if the corporation has a
corporation that has overpaid its windfall
carryforward or carryloack of any ofthese
profit tax may claim a credit on its income
credits, it must use Form 3800.
tax return. Use Form 6249. Computation of
Line 10. Foreign.corporationi foreign
Overpaid Windfall Profit Tax, to figure the
corporation ca,rying on an insurance
credit. Include the amount of the credit in
business within the U.S. is taxable in the
the total for this line, Write in the margin,
same manner as a domestic insurance
next to the entry on this line, the amount of
company on its income effectively
the credit and identify it as *Overpaid
connected with the conduct of a trade or
Windfall Profit Tax."
U.S.
See
sections
842
business within the
Una 16. Penalty for underpayment of
and 897. Income from sources outside the
estimated tax.-If the corporation
U.S. from U.S. business is treated as
effectively connected with the conduct of a
'underpaid its estimated tax, attach Form
trade or business within the U.S. For a
2220, Underpayment of Estimated Tax by
definition of effectively connected income,
to chock
cillured
0as
the
Corporations
orpomt.-n
'he
t penal
ge".
5ch
how
aftac
isexceptions
corporation
~ "a
r
I Sur.
the
see sections 864(c) and 897.
Generally, any other US. source income
If Form
Form
he to'how
22,0s
nor
line
it
received by a foreign corporation that is not
in
ed
Ii
-a
effectively connected with the conduct of a
corporation owes a penalty enter the
business within the U.S. is taxed at 30% (or
amount of the penalty on Ii;e 16.
at a lower treaty rate). (Note: Interest
received from certain portfolio debt

instructions for Schedules A
and B, Tax Computation
Worksheet (Page 12)
Net Ca3ital Gain and Alternative Tax
(Unes and 20).-In general, the
alternative tax is the sum of: (a) a tax
computed on life insurance company
taxable income (determined as provided in
section 801(aX2XC)) reduced by the net
capital gain using the applicable tax
brackets and tax rates, and (b) a tax of 34%
on the net capital gain.
Generally, for tax years beginning on or
after July 1, 1987. the alternative tax
computation does not apply; If a
corpration's tax year begins before July 1.
and the corporation has a net capital
19
gain, both computations (the regular tax
computation and the alternative tax
computation) should be made to determine
which results in the lower tax.
The alternative tax is computed by using
Schedules A and B of the tax computation
worksheet and Part IV of Schedule D (Form
1 120). If the alternative tax is less than the
regular tax computed on taxable income
using the applicable tax brackets and tax
rates, the corporation may enter the
alternative tax from Schedule D (Form
1120) on line 6. Form I 120L. Check the
block for alternative tax.
Note: Under the provisions ofsection
101 1(d) ofthe Tax Reform Act of 1986,
specified life insurance comenies may
include on lines 2 andlor 2 gain
representing market discount recognared by
such companies on the redemption at
maturity of any bond which was issued
before July 19, 1984, and acquired by the
company on or before September 25, 1985.
Unes 4. 6. a. 10, 22, and 24-Members
of a controlled group must enter their
portion of each taxable income bracket. Sao
the instructions for lines 5a and 5b. page 1,
Form 1120L for rules regarding how
controlled g;6ups (as defined in section
1563) may divide these amounts.
Line 17-It the total taxable income of the
controlled
I corporations is more
than $1.WW, each member should
enter its portion of the additional tax on line
17 as explained in the instructions for lines
Sa and 5b, page 1, Form 1120L.
Line 29-If the total taxable income of the
controlled group of corporations is more
than $100,000, each member should enter
its portion of the additional tax on line 29.
See section 1561 for rules on determining
each member's share of the additional tax.

pap 11

Schedules A and B, Tax Computation Worksheet
Effective July 1, 1987, the tax rates for corporations were reduced. The new rates of tax are:
15% on the first $50,000 of income:
25% on the next $25,000 of income;
34% on any amount over $75,000.
Also, an additional tax of 5% is applied against income in excess of $100,000. The maximum amount of this additional tax is
$11,750.
Corporations with tax years beginning after June 30. 1987, should complete Schedule B only.
Tax Computed for Period Before July 1, 1987
I Taxable income (line 4, page 1. Form 1 1201.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 Net capita I gain (If the alternative tax applies, enter the net capital gain from line 10, Schedule D (Form 1 120).
It the alternative tax does not apply, enter zero. See instructions.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Subtract line 2 from line I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 Enter the lesser of line 3 or $25,ODO (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . . . . . . . .
5 Subtract line 4 from line 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 Enter the lesser of tine 5 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . . . . . . . .
7 Subtract line 6 from line 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8 Enter the lesser of line 7 or $25.000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . . . . . . . .
9 Subtract line 8 from line 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10 Enter the lesser of line 9 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . . . . . . . .
I I Subtract line 10 from line 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12 Multiply line 4 times 15% . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13 Multiply line 6 times 18% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14 Multiply line 8 times 30% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 Multiply line 10 times 40% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16 Multiply line 11 times 46% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17 Additional tax. if line 3 is greater than $1,000,000, enter the lesser of: (a) 5% of the excess of line 3 over
lu

$1,000,000; or (b) $20,250 (members of a controlled group, see instructions)
Add amounts on lines 12 through 17 . . . . . . . . . . . ... .

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

Tax CoT_Luted for Period After June 30, 1987
19 Taxable income (line 4. Page 1, Form 1120L) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20 . Net capital gain (it the alternative tax applies, enter the net capital gain from line 10, Schedule D (Form 1120).
* ' ' If the alternative tax does not apply. enter zero. See instructions.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21 Subtract line 20 from line 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22 Enter the lesser of line 21 or $50,000 Cmembers of a controlled group, see instructions) . . . . . . . .
23 Subtract line 22 from line 21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24 Enter the lesser of line 23 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . . . . . . .
25 Subtract line 24 from line 23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26 Multiply line 22 times 15% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27 Multiply line 24 times 25% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28 Multiply line 25 times 34% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29 Additional tax. If line 21 is more thin $100,000, enter the lesser of: (a) 5% of the excess of line 21 over
$100,000, or(b) $11,750 (members of a controlledgroup, see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . .
30 Add lines 26 through 29. If only Schedule 0 was completed, skip lines 31 through 34 and enter the amount from
line 30 on line 6, page 1, Form I 120L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .
31 Enter amount from line 18, Schedule A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
number of days in tax year before 7.1-87
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
32 Line 31 .
number of days in tax year
number
of
days
In
tax
year
after
6.30-87
.
.
.
.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33 Line 30 x
numberof days in tax year
34 Sch=e
Tax liability0 (Form
before 1,20).
credits. Add amounts on lines 32 and 33,
tax applies, enter here and on line 12,
Otherwise, enter here and on line 6,If alternative
,, 1, Form 1120L . . . . . . . . . .
-
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U.S. Property and Casualty Insurance Company
Income Tax Return

,-1120-PC
Department of the Treasury
Internet Re,- Senrce
-W--.

QMB N,

1~5 1027

Schedule A-Taxable Income

W87

Fo, calendar yea, 1987, or 0, yea, beenninil .. - - - .. - .. 1987, and ending................. 19 ......
W For Papeirwork Reduction Act Notice. see page I of the Instructions. _
Employ., adind"ca'... 'U.Sal

Number and Sow

8 Dale-onwated

City or toi State, and ZIP code

C C1hnk,fth1S1Sa
-hdaled,et.m.

I

I Premiums earned-section 832(bX4) (Schedule E , line 7) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 Dividends-section832(bX2)( heduleC, line 11. cot min 1 . . . . . . . .
. . .
2. Amortization of 3. Balance (Column 1
1. Interest receive
premium
minus column 2)

1-1

E
o
C

0 Check applicable box- (1)n I'mal return (2) F1 Change in address (3) n Amended return
E Check box if a section 953(cX3XC) election has been made li
F Check tb)ox far kind of company: (I)MutualLj (2)Stocl,E]
Taxable Income and Tax~m utation
1
2

Taxable income (Schedule A, line 35). - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Taxable investment income for electing small companies (Schedule 0, line 21) . . . . . . . .
3 Check if you area member of a controlled group (see sections 1561 and 1563) . . . . . . a- El
If checked and your tax year includes June 30, 1987, complete lines 3a and 3b; otherwise, complete
only line 3b.
a Enter your share of the $25,000 in each taxable income bracket for the period before July 1. 1987:
(iv) $ ..................
0 $ ... .... - .......
(ii) $ .................. (iii) $ ..................
b Enter your share of tax bracket amounts for the period after June 30, 1987:
01) $ ..................
(I) $ ..................
Income tax-See instructions to compute the tax. Check box if alternative tax (section 1201) is used
Enter amount of tax that a reciprocal must include . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
6 Total (add lines 4 and 5) . . . . . . . . .
7.
7 Tax credits-a Foreign tax credit (attach Form 11 IS)
7b,
IS Other credits (we instructions) . . . . . . .
Form 3468
c General business credit. Check if from: [] Form 3800
[]Form8586
.
.
.
C]Form5884 E]Form6478 [:]Form6765
d Total credits (add lines 7a, through 7c) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8 Regular income tax (subtract line 7d from line 6) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 Foreign corporations-Tax on income not connected with U.S. business . . . . . . .
4
5

10
11a
IS
12
13
14,

Tax from recomputing prior year investment credit (attach Form 4255) .
Alternative minimum tax (see instructions and attach Form 4626) . .
Environmental tax (see instructions and attach Form 4626) . . . .
Personal holding company tax (attach Schedule PH (Form 1 120)) . .
. . . . .
Total tax-Add lines 8 through 12

Credits and payments
1986 overpayment silo%= a. credit
b 1987 estimated tax pay

14a.
~14b

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

0- El
.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

0

a
.
.

.

c Less: 1987 refund applied for on Form 4466 .114cl(
d Tax deposited with Form 7004 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i4l
a Credit by reciprocal for tax paid by aftomey-in-fact under section 835(d) . 14.
I Other refundable credits and payments . . . . . . . . . . . . 141
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
g Total credits and payments (add lines 14a through 140
15 Enter any PENALTY for underpayment of estimated tax-Checkl, El if Form 2220 is attached .
16 TAX DUE-if the total of lines 13 and 15 is larger than line 14g, enter AMOUNT OWED . . . .
17 OVERPAYMENT-If line 14g is larger than the total of lines 13 and 15, enter AMOUNT OVERPAID
Refunded
_
IS Enter amount of line 17 you want: Credited to 1988 estimated tax 111- S

Please
Sign
Here

1111 Signarture of officer

P*W

Use Only

Farm', ranne, I. yov,;
ifself-plow)
Indeed-

3a Gross itterest-section 832(bX2).
IS Interest exempt under Section 103.
Tabableinterest(tine3a minus line3b)
4c Rents-section 832(b)(2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 Royalties-section 832(b)(lXC) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 Capital gain net income-section 832(bXIXB) (attach separate Schedule D (Form 1120)) . . .
7 Net p in or (loss) from Form 4797 , fine 18 , Part 11 (attach Form 4797)-section 832(bXIXB) . .
8 Certain mutual fire or flood insurance companies-2 percent of premiums earned-section 832(bXlXD).
9 in come on account of special income and deduction accounts-section 832(bXIXE) . . . . .
10 Income from protection against loss account (Schedule K, line 2e) . . . . . . . . . . .
11 Mutual interinsurers or reciprocal underwriters-decrease in subscriberaccounts-section 832(f)(2)
12 Other income-section 832(b)(lXC) (attach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13 Gross income (add lines 1 through 12) . . . . . . . . . . . .
14 Compensation of officers-section 832(c)(1) (Schedule 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*
15a Salaries and wages-section 832(cXl)l ................ b Lessjobscredite ................ Balancel.
16 Worthlessagency balancesand bills receivable-section 832(cX6) . . . . . . . . . . .
17 Rents-sectio'n 832(c)(1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 Taxes-section 832(c)(3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19 Interest-section 832(c)(2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20 Contributions-section 832(cX9) (see instructions for limitation) . . . . . . . . . . .
21 Dep reciation (attach Form 4562)-section 832(cX8) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22 Depletion-section 832(cX8) . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .
23 Pension , profit-sharing , etc ., plans-section 832(c)(10) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24 Employee benefit programs-section 832(cXl) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 Losses incurred-section 832(c)(4) (Schedule F , line 10) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26 Other capital losses-section 832(cX5) (Schedule G, line 12, column 7) . . . . . . . . .
27 Dividends to policyholders-section 832(cX1 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28 Mutual interinsurers or reciprocal underwriters-increase in subscriber accounts-section 832(f)(1)
29 Other deductions-sections 832(cXl) and S32(cX1O) (net of the annual statement change in
unpaid lossadjustment expensesXattach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30 Total deductions (add lines 14 through 29) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31 Subtotal (subtract line 30 from line 13) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32a Special deduction for section 833 organizations-section 833(b)
(Schedule H, line 6) . . . . . . . . .
. . . .account,. . . .
III Deduction an account of special income and deduction
section 832(c)(13) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2b
c Total (add lines 32a and 32b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33 Subtotal (subtract line 32c from line 31) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
34a Dividends-receiveddeduction-section832(cXl2)(Schedu[eC,Iine2l).
. . . . . . .
134b I
IS Net operating loss deduction-section 832(cXIO)
c Total (add lines 34a and 34b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35 Taxable income or (loss) (subtract line 34c from line 33). Enter here and on page 1. line I . .

.

1
2

3c
4
5
6
7
-A9
10
11
12
13
14
15c
-L617
.1819
20
21
2
23
24
25
26
27
29

.

Ii, I IS

tlrdbi~paruiffiaoddpai Idettuffettaitihow-minadithilrehon including-parying.hdWedimidstnit-h rdtoth best.1n,yin,
belief, 0 i'mae, -red. .~iti complete. Datterat-1 Preparel(attlen ihmin taxpayer) abased an all infornotion of arrich pi~panif has :ny knoMedge.

PmpW
Signal-

Prowee

.
.
.
.
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Form 1120-PC (1987)

Data
Data

I.dp and

Preapiann'. soclad _.'"yne.
Check if
self-PI.W11i
E.I. No. I-

zlp~ I.
Form I I 20-PC (1987)

0

Pg. It

I'mr, 1120 PC (1987)

Schedule 0, Part I-Taxable Investment Income or (Loss) of Electing Small Companies-Section 834
(1) 1rtennt .,i.d

0
E
0

(3),%I,a,ce(Co
co umn I
- 2)

(2) AmIrtuaban of
m-um

_h

9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
IS
19
20

-9
10
11

121

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Taxable investment income or (1m) (Subtract fine 20 from line 19). Enter here and on page 1. line 2

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..

-2
3

10
II
12
13
14

Income base (subtract line 16, Schedule 8, Part 1, from the total of
Schedule B. Part 1. plus line 1b, column 3, Schedule 8, Part 1) . .
25 3%% of line 12 (multiply line 12 by.0375) . . . . . . . .
16 Subtract line 15 from line 14 (but do not enter less than zero) . .
17 2 5% of line 16 (multiply line 16 by.25) . . . . . . . . .
18

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

7
8

.
.
.

3
~IL4

.
.

.

1

.

.

Limitation on deduction for investment expenses (add lines 13 and 17)

.

.

4
5

Divideri stock of certain foreign corporations and
certain FSCs-sectlons 245(a) and 245(cXIXB) . . .

6
7

Dividends from affiliated companies-section 243(aX3)
Other dividends fro. foreign corporations not included
in lines 4 and 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8

Income from controlled foreigr corporations under subpart F (attach Forms 5471) . . . . . . . . . .

9

1
Foreign dividend gross-up (section 78)

.

.

.

.

.

4
S
.

.

11

Other dividends-attach schedule . . . . . . . .
Total dividends-add lines 1 through 10. Enter the
amount from column 3 on Schedule A, line 2, or
Schedule B, Part 1, line 2, whichever is applicable . . .

10

11
Dividends-Receiv
(1 ) Not
Wtoecti
Mow)

Deduction
I,Sgr
b.

Deduction
12

80% of line I .

.

.

.

.

12

13

Deduction for line 2-see instructions

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. Ll

14

Deduction for line 3-see instructions

.

.

.

.

.

.

14

15

Deduction for line 4-see instructions

.

.

.

.

.

.

AL

16

100% of line 5 .

.

.

.

.

.

17

Total (add lines 12 through 16) .

.

.

.

.

18
19

100% of line 6 . . . . . . . . .
Total not subject to section 832 (bX5)(B)--add
.. . line
. .17,.
column 1, and line 18, cd umn I . . .

20

.
Total subject to section 832 (b)(5XB~-add line 17, column 2, a nd line
. .18, col.
umn 2. Enter here and on Schedule F, line 7 . . . . . . . .
.
1 20

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

26
17
is
29 1

21 Total deduction-add line 17, column
20, whlc6vers
3 and line 1~. col umn 3 Enter here and
chedule A. line
- 34(a), or Schedule B, Part 1, line
applicable. (See- instructions for limitation
on S
1

.

-

.

.

.

(3) Total dividends.
r-Wed deducron
(column I pfxr column 2)

(2) End of tax year

_U
12

-

Dividends on certain preferred stock of public utilitiessection 244 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

21

IS
161

.

3

A

K11

14

.
.

.

Dividends, on debt-financed stock of domestic and
foreign corporations-section 246A . . . . . . . .

10

16
17
FU

7
-8
9
10

line 8,
. . .

2

(3)TW I ldivd. nd,
nc.- (W..n I pl..
column 2)

15

2
3
4
-5

.
.
.

Dividends: on Stock (other than debt-financed stock) of
domestic corporations-section 243(a) . . . . . .

12

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

1

-4

(1) Beginning oftaxyear

Real estate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mortgage loans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Collateral loans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Policy loans, including premium notes . . . . . . . . . .
Bonds of domestic corporations
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Stock of domestic corporations . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Government obligations, etc
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bank deposits bearing interest . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other interest-bearing assets (attach schedule) . . . . . . .
Total (add lines I through 9)
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Add columns (1) and (2), line 10
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Mean of the invested assets for the tax year (enter one-half of line 11)
V4 of 1 % of line 12 (multiply line 12 by.0025) . . . . . . . .

b to
(1 ) Nor812(b,XSXB)

Dividends '!on stock of wholly owned foreign subsidiaries
and FSCs-Sactions 245(b) and 245(c)(1)(A) . . . .

Schedule B, Part II-Invested Assets Book Values
(Complete only If you claim a deduction for general expenses allocated to investment income.)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DividendsReceived
(2) SAbr
(bXsixB)ct-

SchedufeC-'Dividends and Special Deductions
(See instructions)
Income

la Gross interest-twinsection
832(bX2)
103 1
1
b Interest exempt under
2c Taxable interest (fine la rmousline lb)
Dividends-section 834(bX1 XA) (Schedule C, line 11. column 3)
. . . . . . . . . . .
3 Gross rents-section 834(b)(1)(A) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 Gross royalties-section 834(bXl)(A) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 Gross income from trade or business other than insurance business and from Form 4797-section
. . . . .
834(bX2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 Income from leases described in sections 834(bXl)(8) and 834(b)(lXC) . . . . . . . . .
7 Gain from separate Schedule D (Form 1120)-section 834(b)(1)(0) . . . . . . . . . . .
8 Gross investment income. (Add lines Ic through 7) . . . . . . . . 4 a 4 q a i w w
Real estate taxes-section 834(c)(3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other real estate ex.penses-section 834(cX3) . . . . . . . . . . .
Depreciation (attach Form 4562)-section 834(cX4) . . . . . . . .
Depletion-section 834(c)(9) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Trade or business deductions as provided in section 834(c)(8) (attach schedule)
Interest-section 834(cX5) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other capital losses-section 834(cX6) (Schedule G, line 12, column 7) . .
Total (add lines 9 through 15) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Investment expenses-section 834(cX2) (attach schedule) . . . . . .
Total deductions (add lines 16 and 17) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Subtract line 18 from line 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dividends-received deduction-section 834(c)(7) (Schedule C, line 21) . . .

per, 4
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Net premiums written-section 832(bX4XA) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Plus: Unearned premiums on outstanding business at the end of the precedingtaxable year:
a 100% of life insurance reserves included in unearned premiums (section
832(bX7XA)) and all unearned premiums of section 833 organizations . 2&
Is 90% of unearned premiums attributable to insuring certain
securities-section 832(bX7XB) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2b
c Discounted unearned premiums attributable to title insurance-section
832(b)(8) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2c
d 80% of all other unearned premiums-section 832(bX4XB) . . . . . 2d
* Total (add lines 2a through 2d) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Line 1 plus line 2e .
4 Less: Unearned premiums
. . on. outstanding
. . . . business
. * . at. the. end
. ofthe
. . current
. . . taxable
. * year:
. . . . . . .
* 100% of life insurance reserves included in unearned premiums (section I
I
832(bX7XA)) and all unearned premiums of section 833 organizations . 1-4a
b 90% of unearned premiums attributable to insuring certain
securities-section 832(bX7XB)
4b
c Discounted unearned premiums attributable to title insurance-section
832(bX8) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
d 80% of all other unearned premiums-section 832(bX4XB) . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
* Total (add lines 4a through 4d) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 Line 3 less line 4e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 Transitional adjustment
* (1) Unearned premiums (other than title, life, and those described in
sections 832(bX7XB) and 833) as of 12/31/86-section
832(bX4XC). (Fiscal year filers we instructions.) . . . . . . .
(2) Line 6a(l) times 3V3% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 3%%
Is (1) Unearned premiums attributable to insuring certain securities as of
832(b)(7XB).
(Fiscal
year
filqrs
see
instructions.)
12/31/86-section
(2) Line 6b(l) times 1%% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c Adjustment for companies terminating as insurance company taxable under section 831(a~-section
832(bX7XC) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
d Total-add lines6a(2).6b(2). and 6c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 Premiums earned-line 5 plus line 6d. Enter here and on Schedule A, line I . . . . . . . . .
Schedule F-Losses Incurred

I
2

I
2
a
Is
*
3
4
*
Is
c
5
6
7
8
9
10

Losses paid during the taxable year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Plus:
Unpaid losses on life insurance contracts outstanding at the end of the
current taxable year-section 832(bX5XAXii) . . .
Discounted unpaid Imes outstanding at the end of the. current
. * . taxable
. . .
year-section 832(bX5XAXii) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total-add lines 2a and 21b
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Line 1 plus line 2c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Less:
Unpaid losses on life insurance contracts outstanding at the end of the
preceding taxable year-section 832(bX5XAXii)
. . . . . . . . 4a
Discounted unpaid losses outstanding at the end of the preceding taxable
year-section 832(bX5XAXii) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 4b 1
Total-add lines 4a and 4b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Losses incurred-line 3 less line 4c-section 832(bX5XA). . . . . . . .
Tax-exempt interest subject to section 832(bX5XB) . . . . . . . . 1 6 1
Dividends-received deduction subject to section 832(bX5XS)-Enterthe
amount from Schedule C, Ii ne 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total-line 6 plus line 7
. . . . . . . . .
. 8times
. . . 5%
. . .
Reduction of deduction under section 832(bX5X%-,inao
Losses incurred deductible under section 832(cX4~-subtract line 9 from line 5.
Schedule A. line 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

. .

. . .

.

.
.

. .
. .

.
.

.
.

.
.

. .
. .

. .
. .

. . .
. . .

Page 6
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Schedule G-Other Capital Losses (See Instructions.)
(Capital assets sold or exchanged to meet abnormal Insurance losses and to pay dividends and similar distributions to policyholdem)
1
I Dividends and similar distributions paid to policyholders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
2 Losses paid . . .
3
3 Expenses paid . .
4 Total (add lines 1, 2, and 3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 Interest received-adjusted to cash method if necessary
6 Dividends received-Schedule C, line 11, column 3, adjusted
' ' *to cash
.
method if necessarv . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 Gross rents, gross royalties, lease income, etc., and gross
inc :nuding
come it
trade or business other than an insurance business
incorn
om
from Form 4797 (include gains for invested assets or ly~-acljustecl
. .
to
cash method if necessary . . . . . . . . . . !
8 Net premiums received (adjusted to cash method if necessary) . . . .
9 Total (add lines 5 through 8) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Schedule E-Premiums Earned (See Instructions)

10

Limitation on gross receipts from siales of upital assets (subtract line 9 from line 4. but not less than zero)
10
(2) Date
(3)
(4) Cost or
(5) Expense
(6)(),preciat-fiveed
(20wripborofmal*
asset
acq.trecl
.1.GP..
Wher basis
of .1.
(or.11oneabl.)

11

12

Totals-column (3) must not be me than
:ine 10. (Enter column (7) in Schedule A,
im 26. or Schedule B. line 15, whichever is
applicable) . . . . . . . . .
Schedule H-Special Deduction for Section 833 Orgarilutions
Computation of Deduction

6d

.
.

Enter here and on
. . . . . . . 1 101

I
2
3
4
5
6

Claims incurred during the taxable year~section 833(bXIXAXi) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Expenses incurred during the taxable year in connection with the administration, adjustment, or
settlement of claims-section 033(bXlXAXii) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total-add lines I and 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25% of line 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Beginning adjusted surplus (see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Specialmirc1Vuc1.
CS
. ion;.-r: ine~4jl:~)Iine.% !~ not 1. than zero. Enter here and on Schedule A, line 32(a).
im
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Computation of Ending Adjusted Surplus

Beginning adjusted surplus-enter amount from line 5. Part I . . . . . .
Special deduction (Schedule A. line 32(a)Y-49clion 833(bX3XCXi) . . . .
Net operating loss deduction (Schedule A, line 34(b)y-section Mb)(3XCXii)
Net exempt income-section MbX3XCXiii) (see instructions):
a Adjusted tax-exempt income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Is Adjusted dividends-received deduction . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 Taxable income or (loss)-section 833(bX3XC) (Schedule A, line 35) . . .
7
8
9
10

12

Ending adjusted surplus-add lines 7 through I I . .

.

. .

. .

.

. .

.
.
.

. .
. .
. .

.
.
.

. .
. .
. .

. .
. .
. .

.
.
.

. .
. .
. .

. . .
. . .
. . .

. .
. .
. .

. .

. .

. . .

.

2
3
4
5

10b

(7) Loss (Col. (4) pls
cot. (5) hm the sum cd
-a Maw(fl)

Pare 7
Schedule

Form 1120 PC(1987)
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Schedule L-Balance Sheets

I-Compensation of Officers (See Instructions for Information to be attached.)

Beginningoluoyear
(b)

Assets
Schedule JI-Additional Information Required

I Cash

.

.

.

.

.

.

EMtuoyea,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

F_(d)
REMEMEW

2 Trade notes and accounts receivable
. .
F

(1) Did you at the end of this tax year own, directly or
indirectly, 50% or more of the voting stock of a
domestic corporation (for rules of attribution, see
section 267(c))?
.
.
. .
.
.
. .
. .
.
.

I

If 'Yes.* attach a schedule showing: (a) Name,
ddrem, and identification number; (b) Percentage
aowned; and (c) Taxable income or (ion) before NOL
or special deductions from line 28, page 1, Form
120 (or line 24, page 1, Form 1120-A) of that
1
corporation
for the tax year ending with or within your
tax year.

At any time during the tax year, did you have an
interest in or a signature or other authority over a
financial account in a foreign country (such as a
bank account, securities account, or other financial
account)? (Sea the instructions for exceptions and
. .
.
filing requirements for form TO F 90-22. 1.)
If "Yes," write in the name of the foreign country.
b. ....................... ..................................

J Were you the grantor of, or transferor to, a foreign
trust that existed during the current tax year.
whether or not you have any beneficial interest in it?
(If "Yes," you may be required to file Forms 3520,
3520A, or 926.) .
.
. .
. .
.
. .
.
. .

(2) Did any individual, partnership. corporation,
estate. or trust, at the end of the tax year, own,
directly or indirectly, 50% or more of your voting
stock? (For rules of attribution. see section 267(c).)
If *Yes." attach a schedule showing, (a) Name
address, and identification number; (b) Percentag~
.k
owned; and (c) If the owner of that voting stoc: was a
person other than a U.S. person (we instructions),
check "Yes~ and show owner's country
.
. .
.
.
01 ............................. ; ................................

a Less allowance for bad debts
3 Inventories .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4 Federal and state government obligations .
5 Other current assets (attach schedule) .
6 Loans to stockholders

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

8 Other investments (attach schedule)
9 Buildings and other depreciable assets.
.

.

10"Depletable assets
.
.
. .
a Less accumulated depletion

Less accumulated depreciation
.
.

.
.

.
.

11 Land (net of any amortization)

.

.

.

12 Inta rigible assets (amortizable only) .

.

L Check method of accounting:

13 Other assets (attach schedule)
24 Total assets
. .
.
. .
.

NI Have you elected to use your own payout pattern for
discounting
unpaid
losses
and
unpaid
loss
adjustment expenses?
. .
.
. .
. .
.
. .

Note: If question F(2Xc) is checked 'Yes, " the
corporation mayhave to file Form 5472
Q Were you a U.S. shareholder of any controlled foreign
corporation (see sections 951 and 957)? .
,
. .
.

N (1) Enter the total unpaid losses shown
annual statement:

(if *Yes," attach Form 5471 for each such corporation.)

on your

.

.

K Duringthe tax yeardid you maintain any part of your
accounting/tax records on a computerized system?

(1)[]Cash (2)[]Accrual
(3) El Other (Specify) 0. ..............................

.

.

7 Mortgage and real estate loans

a Less accumulated amortization
.
.

.

.
.
.

.

.
.
.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity
15 Accounts payable

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

16 Mortgages, notes, bonds payable in less than I year
17 Other current liabilities (attach schedule)
19 Loans from stockholders .
.
. .
. .

.

29 Mortgages, notes. bonds payable in I year
.
or more
.

.......
(a) for the current taxable year: $
(b) for the previous taxableyear: $ ....................

20 Other liabilities (attach schedule)

Note: Domestic and foreign corporations in a trade or
business in the U.S. that are controlled by a foreign
person mayhave to file Form 5472.

21 Capitalstock:1 a preferredstock .

.

.

.

.

(2) Enter the total unpaid loss adjustment expenses
shown on yourannual statement:

b common stock .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

N Did you claim a deduction for expenses connected with:

(a) forthe current taxable year: $ ....................

(1) Entertainment facility (boat, resort. ranch, etc.)?

(b) for the previoustaxableyear:$ ....................

(2) Living accommodations (except employees on
business)?
.
. .
.
.
. .
.
. .
. .
.
.

0 Do you discount any of the loss reserves shown on
.
. .
your annual statement? .
.
. .
.
. .

(3) Employees attending conventions or meetings
outside the North American area? (See section
274(h).)
. .
. .
.
.
. .
.
. .
. .
.
.

P Enter the amount of tax-exempt interest received or
accrued during the tax year No
........................

If 'Yes,' were any of those conventions or
meetings outside the North American area? (See
section 274(h).)
.
. .
.
. .
. :
.
. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

c

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

25 Less cost of treasury stock .

.

.

.

.

.

.

26 Total liabilities and stockholders' equity
Schedule M. 1-Reconcillation of Income per Books With Income per Return
You are not required to complete this schedule if the total assets on line 14, column (d), of ScheduleL are less than $25,OOD.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3

deducted in this return (itemize)

a

a Depreciation,

$ ..................
b Contfibutionsearryover$ ..............

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Balance at end of Irear-subtract line 2e from line 1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

against book income this year(iternize)
Depreciation
$ ----------Contribulionscarryover $ --------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------

1 Balance at beginning of year

.

.

.

2 Net income per books

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

------------- 7 ---------------------------

.

.

b

9 Total
---------------------------------of lines 7 and 8 .
. .
. .
.
101nwmrdied*A,Iine33)-4m6lml*u*9.

Schedule M-2-Analysis of Unappropriated Retained Earnings per Books (line 24, Schedule L)
You are not required to complirtethis schedule ifthe total assets on line 14, column (d), of Schedule L are lessthan $25,000

Total-add lines 2a through 2d. Enter hem and on Schedule A, line 10
.

Tax-exempt interest $..............

.....

----------------------------------------a

included in this return (itemize)
a

3 Other increases (itemize) ..................
d Section 824(dXIXE) .

7 Income recorded on booksthis year not

.

6 Total
----------------------------------------oflines Ithrough5

a

.

b Section 824(dXIXC) .

Section 824(dXlXD) .

23 Retained earnings-Appropriated (attach schedule)
24 Retained earnings-Unappropriated .
. .

8 Deductions in this tax return not charged

. .
.
. .
.
. .
.
. .
. .
Subtractions (attach computation of any item in lines 2a through 2d)
.

.

5 Expenses
----------------------------------------recorded on books this year not

Balance at beginning of year .

a Section 824(dXIXB) .

.

this year (itemize) .................

Schedule K-Subtractions From Protection Against Loss Account (See Instructions.)
References am to section 824(d)(2) prior to Its repeal by P.L. ".514.

2

.

.

3 Excess of capital losses over capital gains .
4 Income subject to tax not recorded on books

(5) Employee or family vacations not reported on I
Form W-2?
.
. .
.
. .
.
. .
.
. .
.

I

22 Paid-in or capital surplus

1 Net income per books
2 Federal income tax .

(4) Employees' families at conventions or meetinos?

V/00/00/00/1,

.

.

----------------------------------------4 i;iW~i~l;;s

W~dY ..

...............

5 Distributions:

a Cash

.

.

.

b Stock

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

c Property

.

.

6 Other decreases (itemize) ...........
..................................
............................
7 Total of lines 5 and 6 .
. .
. .
.
8 Balance at end of year(line4 less fine 7J

I ST
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De artment of the Treasury
neernal Revenue Service

Instructions for Form I 120-PC
U.S. Property and Casualty Insurance Company
Income Tax Return
(Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code unless otherwise noted.)

Changes You Should Note
New form 1120-PC, U.S. Property and
Casualty Insurance Company IncomeTax,
Return, has been developed for use by both
mutual and stock insurance companies
(other than life insurance companies) for
lage,aan
19
s=tinogI after December 31,
changes made by the
Tax Reform Act of 1986 ("Act. ). Previously,
nonlife mutual insurance companies were
required to file Form 1120M. U.S. Mutual
Insurance Company Income Tax Return,
which has been obsoleted. Nonlife stock
insurance companies that formerly were
required to file Form 1120. U.S.
Corporation Income Tax Return cr Form
1120-A. U.S. Corporation Shori-Form
Income Tax Return, must now file Form
1120-PC.
The Act made several
compute
other changes to
their taxable
!he way corporations
income and their tax liability. Many of these
changes are contained in the Instructions'
For information on other changes. see
Publication 92 1. Explanation of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 for Business.
Paperwork Reduction Act
Notice
We ask for this information to carry out the
Internal Revenue laws of the United States.
We need it to ensure that taxpayers are
complying with these laws, and to allow us
to figure and collect the right amount of tax.
You are required to give us this information.

General Instructions
A. Purpose of Form
Form 1 120-PC is used to report income,
gains. losses. deduction, and credits of
!nsuranm companies other than life
insurance companies.

B. Filing Form 1120-PC
Who Must File
Every domestic nonlife insurance company
subject to taxation under section 831 and
every foreign corporation carryin
U.Ionan
insurance business within the
. that
would quality as a nonlife insurance
company subject to taxation under section

831 it it were a U.S. corporation must file a
return on Form 1 120- PC. This includes
organizations described in section
501 (mX1) that provide commeircial-type
insurance and organizations described in
section a33.
Excleptiorts.-A nonlife insurance company
that is:

Zcn& I
C03

a Exempt under section 501(cX15) should
file Form 990, Return of Organization
Exempt from Income Tax.
* Subject to taxation under section 83 1.
and that disposes of its insurance business
and reserves, or otherwise ceases to be
taxed under section 83 1. but that contin ues
its corporate existence hile winding up and
liquidati nj its affairs, should file Form
1120,U. Corporation Income Tax Return.
9fir Insurance companies.-Life
insurance companies should file Form
1120L, U. S. Life Insurance Company
Income Tax Return.
When To File
In general, a corporation must file Its
income tax return by the 15th day of the
3rd month after its tax year ends. A new
corporation filing a short period return must
generally file by the 15th day of the 3rd
month after the short period ends. A
corporation that has dissolved must
generally file by the Ism day of the 3rd
month after the date it dissolved. A foreign
that does not maintain an office
corporation
of
or place business in the U.S. has until the
15th day of the 6th month after the end of
its tax year to file.
Extension.-File Form 7004, Application
for Automatic Extension of Time To File
Corporation Income Tax Return,
request
an automatic 6-month extensionto
of time to
file.
Period Covered.-File the 1987 return for
calendar year 1987.
Where To File
4 a. -pill~.

V
hlah~ Jt,ney, hal Yod, ol'roit, City and mhUhs of
Naaaau, Rocill Sutfolk.
and Westd-tor)

Uw the olkarla
limamal R__
Sar.i. cartel
addrial
V

Holthal NY 00501

Naha, Yod, uld onal
oxonals), cat-iod.
huthia matuaictoisal
lviniv~, Nal
Fla.P.N., 1h,ado labor.
vathroon't

Andol Aut 05501

Alailao- noada.
10IMMIM.South=

Arturo, GA 39901

K- L_, .Nii~.' 0huharrit T_
Ken-ky. 'hu'llgan, Ohio,
wall vap11hroo. thaia. miuoun.
w~Ahaaal 1halitatia, Nort1h
canclana. Tahroaaaaa.
virsirm.

Ausbr. TX 73301
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Corporations having their principal place
of business outside the United States or
claiminga possessions tax credit (section
936) must file with the Intemal Revenue
Service Center, Philadelphia, PA 19255.
The separate income tax returns of a
CUP of corporations located in several
rvictit Center regions may be filed with the
Service Center for the area in which the
principal office of the managing corporation
that keeps all the books and records is
located.
Signature
The return must
be signed and dated by the
.
president, vice-president, treasurer,
assistant treasOner, chief amounting
officer. or any other corporate officer (such
as tax officer) authorized to sign. A receiver.
trustee. or assignee must sign and date any
return required to be filed on behalf of a
corporation.
If a corporation officer filled in Form
1120-PC, the Paid Preparer's space under
'Signature of officer'should remain blank.
If someone prepares Form 1120-K and
does not charge the corporation, that
person should not stn the return. Certain
others who prepare Orin 1120-PC should
not sign. For example. a regular, full-time
employee of the corporation. such as a
clerk, secretary, etc., does not have to sign.
Generally, anyone who is paid to prepare
Form 1 120-PC must sign the return and fill
in the other blanks in the Paid Preparer's
Use Only area of the return.
The preparer required to sign the return
MUST complete the required preparer
information and:
e Sign it, by hand, in the space provided for
the preparer's signature. (Signature stamps
or labels am not acceptable.)
* Give a copy of Form 1120-PC to the
taxpayer in addition to the copy filed with
IRS.
Tax return preparers should be familiar
with their responsibilities. See Publicatkin
1045, Information for Tax Practitioners. for
more details.
C. Figuringand Paying the Tax
1. Accounting
Accounting Methods.-Taxable income
mustbecomputed singthemethodof

accounting regularly used in keeping the
corporation's books and records. In all
casts, the method adopted must cles
reflect taxable Income. See section W.

Unless the Ia. specifically permits
otherwise, the corporation may not change
the method of accounting used to report
taxable income in earlier years (for income
as a whole or for any material item) unless it
first secures IRS consent on Form 32 15.
Application for Change in Accounting
Method.
Note: The Tax Reform Act of 1986 changed
several of the rules governing accounting
methods:
For tax years beginning after December
31, 1986, existing Blue Cross or Blue Shield
organizations and certain othe
organizations described in section 501(m)
that provide commercial-type insurance are
taxable under subichapter L. Such
organizations may be required to use tax
accounting methods different from those
Used in the past for reporting their
insuranc;activity. Sea Revenue Procedure
87-51.
87-41 I.R.B. 34, for information
on how to
1 expeditiously obtain the consent
of the Commissioner to change a method of
accounting,
For tax years beginning after 1986
corporations (other than qualified pe;sonal
service corporations) are not permitted to
use the cash method of accounting if their
annual average gross receipts are
$5,000,000 or more. Corporations required
toichange from the cash method because of
this provision must complete and file Form
3115 in accordance with the requirements
in regulations section 1.448-ITrtoand
1.448. IT(h). Attach Form 311
Form
1120-PC. Sea section 448 for more
information.
2. Rounding Off to Whole-Dollar
Amounts
You may show money items on the return
and accompanying schedules as whole
dolla r amounts. To do so, d rop any amount
less than 50 cents ano increase any amount
from 50 cents through 99 cents to the next
higher dollar.
3. Depositary Method of Tax
Payment
The corporation must pay the tax due in full
when the return is filed but no later than
21h months after the end of the tax year.
Deposit corporation income tax payments
(and estimated tax payments) with a
Federal Tax Deposit Coupon (Form 8109).
Be sure to darken the "l 120" box on the
coupon. Make these tax deposits with either
a financial institution qualified as a
depositary for federal taxes or the Federal
Reserve bank or branch servicing the
geographic area where the corporation is
located. Do not submit deposits directly to
an IRS office; otherwise, the corporation
may be subject to a failure to deposit
penalty. Records of deposits will be sent to
IRS for crediting to the corporation's
account. See the instructions contained in
the coupon book (Form 8109) for more
information.
In order for us to better process your
deposits, please, write your employer
identification number, the type of tax paid,
:nd the tax period to which the deposit
pplies on your check.
To get more deposit coupons, uste the
reorder form (Form 8109A) proviled in the
coupon book.
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For more information concerning
deposits, see Publication 583. Information
for Business Taxpayers.
4. Estimated Tax
A corporation must make estimated tax
payments if it can expect its estimated tax
(income tax minus credits) to be $40 or
more. Use Form 1120-W, Corporation
Estimated Tax. as a vairksheet to compute
estimated tax.
If the corporation overpaid estimated tax.
it may be able
4466,
to get
Corporation
a "quick refund' by
fifin6uiorm
for
Application
ck Refund of Overpayment of
Estimated Tax. The overpayment must be
both: (1) at least 10% of expected income
tax liability, and (2) at least $500. To apply,
file Form 4466 within 2% months after the
end of the tax year and before the
corporation files its tax return.
5. Timing Change In Deducting
Accr ad Expenses
Generally, an accrual basis taxpayer can
deduct accrued expenses in the tax yea r
that all events haw occurred that determine the liability, and the amount of the
liability can be determined with reasonable
accuracy.
However, all the events that establish
liability for the amount are treated as
occurring only when economic performance
takes place. There are exception. See
section 461(h).
D. Interest and Penalties
Interest and penalty charges are described
below. If a corporation files late or fails to
pay the tax when due, it wi 11 be liable for
penalties unless it can show that failure to
file or pay was due to reasonable cause and
not willful neglect.
1. Interest.-Interest is charged on taxes
not paid by the due date, even if an
extension of time to file is granted. Interest is
also charged on penalties imposed for failure
to file, =euation overstatements, and
substa
rstatements of tax. Interest
is charged from the due date (including
extensions) to the date of payment. The
interest charge is figured at a rate
determined under section 6621.
2. Late Filing of Return.-A corporation
that fails to file its return when due
(including extensions) may besubjectioa
penalty of 5% a month or traction ofa
month, up to a maximurn of 25%, for each
month the return is not filed. The penalty is
imposed on the net amount due. The
minimum penalty for failure to file a tax
return within 60 days of the due date for
filing (including extensions) is the lesser of
the underpayment of tax or $ 100.
Since regulations section 1.6012-2(c)
requires that the annual statement
approved by the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) be filed as
part of the return, a late filing penalty my
be imposed for not including the annual
statement when the return is filed.
3. Late Payment of Tax.-Generally, the
penalty for not paying tax when due a A%
of the unpaid amount
to a maximum of
25%, for each month or
. upfraction of a month
the tax remains unpaid. The penalty is
imposed on the net amount due.
4. Under
of Estimated Tax.-A
corporal == to make estimated tax

payments when due may be subject to an
underpayrn nt penalty for the period of
underpaym:nt. To avoid the estimated tax
penalty, the corporation must make
estimated tax payments of at least 9DX of
the tax shown on the return. See sections
6655(bXl)and(dX3).
If the corporation underpaid estimated
tax, attach Form 2220, Underpayment of
Estimated Tax by Corporations, to show
either how the penalty was figured or the
exceptions which apply. Corporations using
the annualization exception my be able to
avoid penalties under section 6655 for
installment payments due before July 1.
1987, by using the safe harbor providedin
regulations section 1.6655.2T. Also. be
sure to check the box on line 15, Form
I 120-PC. It the corporation owes a penalty,
enter the amount of the penalty on this line.
5. Overstated Tax Deposits.-If deposits
am Overstated, the corporation may be
subject to a penalty of 25% of the
overstated deposit claim. See section
6656(b).
6. Other Pensitles.-There are also
penalties that can be imposed for
negligence, substantial understatement of
tax, and fraud. See sections 6653 and 6661.
E. Other Forms, Returns,
Schedules, and Statements
That May Be Required
1. Forms
The corporation may he" to file any of the
following:
Form W-2 and W-3. Wage and Tax
Statement: and Transmittal of Income and
Tax Statements.
Form W-2P. Statement for Recipients of
Annuities. Pensions, Retirement Pay. or IRA
Payments.
Farm 1096. Annual Summary and
Transmittal of U.S. Information Returns.
Form 1098. Mortgage Interest Statement.
This to= is used to report the receipt from
any individual of $600 or more of mortgage
interest in the mum of the corporation's
trade or business for any mlendar year.
Forms 1099-A. B, DIV. INT, MISC. BID.
PATR, and R. Information returns for
reporting abandonments, acquisitions
through foreclosure, proceeds from brokers
an
at exc Ita
-lists ctions. maI

estate transactions. certain dividends and
distributions, interest payments, payments
for certain fishing boat crew members,
medical and dental health care payments.
direct sales of consumer goods for resale,
miscellaneous income payments,
nonemployee compensation. original issue
discount, patronage dividends. and total
distributions from profit-sharin plans,
retirement plans, and individual retirement
arrangements. Also use these returns to
report amounts that were received as a
nominee on behalf of another person.
For more information, see Publication
916, Information Returns.
Note: Every corporation must file
information returns, if, in the course of its
tradeor business, it makes Payments of
rents, commissions, or other hired or,
determinable inimme (see section 6D41)
totaling $600" more to any am person
during the calendaryear.
Form 5452. Corporate Report of
Nontaxable Diviclends.

I

Form 5498. Individual Retirement
Arrangement Information. Use this form to
report contributions (including rollover
contributions) to an individual retirement
arrangement (IRA) and the value of an IRA
or simplified employee pension account
For, 5713. International Boycott Report,
for~ipersons having operations in or related
to boycotting" countries. In addition,
persons who participate in or cooperate
with an international boycott may have to
complete Schedule A or Schedule B and
Schedule C of Form 5713 to compute their
loss of the following items: the foreign tax
credit, the deferral of earnings of a
co ntrolledaforeiIn corporation, IC_OISC
benefits, nd F C benefits.
Form 8264. Application for Registration of
Tax Shelter. This form is used by tax
helter organizers to register tax shelters
with the IRS for the purpose of receiving a
tax shelter registration number.
Form 827 1. Investor Reporting of Tax
Shelter Registration Number. This form is
used by taxpayers who have acquired an
interest in a tax shelter. which is required to
be registered, to report the tax Shelter's
registration number.
Form 8271 must be attached to any tax
return (including an
lication for tentative
refund (For. I 139,agIrporation
Application for Tentative Refund) or an
amended return) on which a deduction,
c
re fit, Ion. or other tax benefit attributable
to aI tax shelter is taken or any income .
attributable to a tax shelter reported
Form 8281. Information Return
is
for Publicly
n tinal Issue Discount
This form is generally required
to be filed by issuers of public offerings of'
debt instruments within 30 days of the
issuance of the debt instrument,
Form 8300. Report of Cash Payments Over
$ 10,000 Received in a Trade or Business.
Generally. this form is used to report the
receipt of more than $ 10,000 in cash or
foreign currency in one transaction (or a
series of related transactions).
2. Consolidated Returns
If an affiliated group of corporations
includes one or more domestic life
insurance companiestaxed under section
801, the common parent may elect to treat
those companies as includible corporations.
The life insurance companies must have
been members of the group for the 5 tax
years immediately preceding the tax year
for which the election is me a. See section
1504(c)(2) and regulations section
1.1502-47(dXI2).
The parent corporation of an affiliated
1roup of corporations must attach Form
5 1, Affiliations Schedule, to the
consolidated return. For the first year a
consolidated return is filed, each subsidiary
must attach Form 1 122, Authorization and
Consent of Subsidiary Corporation to be
Included in a Consolidated Income Tax
Return.
File supporting statements for each
corporation included in the consolidated
return. Use columns to show the following,
both before and after adjustments:
Items gross income and deductions.
A computation
of
of taxable income.
Balance sheets as of the beginning and
end of the tax year.
a A reconciliation of retained earnings.

* A reconciliation of income per books with
income per return.
.
Attach consolidated balance sheets and a
reconciliation of consolidated retained
earnings.
3. Pension, Profit-sharing, Etc., Plans
Employers who maintain a pension, profit.
sharing, or other funded deferred
compensation plan. whether or not qualified
under the Internal Revenue Code and
whether or not a deduction is claimed for
the current tax year, generally are required
to file one of the forms described below.
There are penalties for failure to file these
forms on time.
In addition there is a new penalty for
overstating the pension plan deduction for
returns filed after October 22, 1986. See
new section 6659A.
Form 5500-Complete this form for each
plan with 100 or more participants.
Form 5500-C or 5500-R.-Complete the
applicable form for each plan with fewer
than 100 participants.
Form 5500.EZ.-Complete this form for a
one-participant plan.
4. Statements
NAIC Annual Statement.-Regulations
section 1.6012.2(c) requires that the NAIC
annual statement be filed with Form 1120PC.
Stock ownership In foreign
corporations.-Attach the required
statement to Form 1120.PC if the
corporation owned 5% or more in value of
the outstanding stock of a foreign personal
holding company and the corporation was
required to include in its gross income any
undistributed foreign personal holding
company income from a foreign personal
holding company. See section 551(c).
A corporation that controls a foreign
corporation, or that is a 10%-or-more
shareholder of a controlled foreign
corporation, or acquires, disposes of, or
owns 5% or more ownership in the
outstanding stock of a foreign corporation
may have to file Form 5471, Information
Return with Respect to a Foreign
Corporation.
A domestic corporation or a foreign
corporation that is engaged in a trade or
business in the Unite States and is
controlled by a foreign person may have to
file Form 5472, Information Return of a
Foreign-Owned Corporation.
Transfers to a corporation controlled by
the transferor.-If a person receives stock
or securities of a controlled corporation in
exchange for property, and no gain or loss is
recognized under section 35 1, the person
(transferor) and the transferee must attach
to their respective income tax returns the
information required by regulations section
1.351-3.
5. Attachments
In orderto processthe return weask that
you complete every applicableentry space
on Form I 120-PC. Please do not attach
statements and write 'See attached" in lieu
of comeleting the entry spaces on Form
1120-1 C.
If more space is needed on the forms or
schedules, attach separate sheets
indicating at the top of each attachment the
form number or schedule letter of the form

or schedule being continued. Show the
same information called for on the form in
the same order as on the printed forms. Be
sure to show totals on the printed forms.
Please use sheets that are the same size as
the forms and schedules. Attach these
separate sheets after all the schedules and
forms. Also, put the corporation's name and
employer identification number (EIN) on
each sheet.

Specific Instructions
Line A
Employer Identification number.-Enter
the corporation's employer identification
number (EIN). A corporation that does not
have an EIN should apply for one on Form
SS-4 Application for Employer
Identification Number. This form may be
obtained from most IRS and Social Security
Administration offices. Send Form SS-4 to
'he same Internal Revenue Service Center
to which Form 1120-PC is mailed. If the EIN
has not been received by the filing time for
the corporation, virite 'Applied for" in the
space provided for the EIN.
Line D
Final Return, Change of Address,
Amended Return.-If this is a final return,
or the corporation's address has changed
since the previous return was filed, or you
are filing an amended return, check the
appropriate block.
Line E
Check the box provided if the corporation is
a foreign corporation and has made the
election under section 953(c)(3XC) to treat
its related person insurance income as
effectively connected with the conduct of a
trade or business in the United States. A
Sfore , corporation making this election
hou3dn file its return with the Internal
Revenue Service Center, Philadelphia, PA
19255.
Note: Once made, this election shall apply
to the taxable year for which made and to all
subsequent taxable years unless revoked
with the consent of the Secretary of the
Treasury.
Taxable Income and Tax
Computation
Line 1, Taxable Income, and Line 2.
Taxable Investment Income.-If the
corporation is a small com pa ny as defined
in section 83 1 (bX2) a nd me kes the election
under section 83 1 (bx2XAXii) to be taxed
on taxable investment income, complete
Sc had ule B (ignore Sch ed ul a A) and enter
the amount from Schedule B, line 2 1, on
line 2, page 1. All other companies should
complete Schedule A (ignore Schedule B)
and enter on line 1,npalge.l,
a
the amount
from Schedule A, Ii
Note: Pending legislation provides that
once a company elects to be taxed on
taxable investment income, itmust
continue to be so taxed (as long as it
qualifies) unless the Secretary of the
Treasury consents to the revocation ofthe
election.
Lines 3a and 3b.-Members of a
controlled group, as defined in section
1563, with tax years that begin before July
1, 1987, are entitled to only one $25,000
amount in each taxable income bracket on
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Ime3a. Membersofa controlled group that
have tax years that end after June 30,
1987, are entitled to one $50,000 amount
and one $25,000 amount (in that order) in
eachlexable income bracketon line3b.
When a controlled group adopts or later
amends an apportionment plan , each
member ibust attach to its tax return a copy
of its consent to this plan. The copy (or an
attached statement) must show the part of
the amount in each taxable income bracket
apportioned to that member. There are
other requirements as well. See regulations
section 1. 1561.3(b) for the requirements
and for the time and manner of making the
I
consent.
Equal Apportionment Plan. If no
apportionment plan is adopted, the
members of the controlled group must
divide the amount in each taxable income
bracket equally among themselves. For
example, controlled group AB consists of
Corporation A and Corporation B, both
corporations ith tax years which include
July 1, 1987. They do not elect an
apportionment
I n.~00
The refore Corporation
i
A is ent tied to 11112'
(one-h~lfof
$25,000) in each taxable incomebracket
on line 3a. Corporation B is also entitled to
$12,500 in each taxable income bracket.
Each income bracket on line 3b is also
equally divided. I
Unequal Apportionment Plan. Members
of a controlled group may elect an unequal
apportionment plan and divide the taxable
income brackets as they wish. There is no
geed for consistency between taxable
income brackets. Any member of the
controlled group may be entitled to:11,
some, or none of the taxable incom
bracket. However, the total amount for all
members of the controlled group cannot be
more than the total amount in each taxable
income bracket. 1,
Note: Members ore controlledgroup of
corporations are treated as one corporation
for purposes of figuring the applicability of
the additional 5% tax. If the additional tax
applies, each member of the group must
attach to its tax return a schedule that
shows the taxable income of the entire
group as we// as how its portion of the
additional tax was figured.
Tax Computation InstructionsPage 1, lines 4-18
Any corporation that files Form 1 120-PC
should compute its tax using the tax
computation worksheets on page 5.
Members of a controlled group should see
the instructions above for lines 3a and 3b
before proceeding to page 5.
Additional Tax"

I
The worksheets o n page 5 include the
computation of an additional 5% tax on the
excess of a corporation's taxablemcome
over a specified amount. The specified
amountfrom
was$changed effective
1987
JuIQ. The
iimitaiion on the additional tax (previously
$20,250) has been changed to $11,750,
effective July 1, 1987.
Alternative Tax
If the tax year of the corporation begins
before July 1, 1987, and the corporation
hasa net capital gain on line 10, Schedule
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D (Form 1 120), the alternative tax
computation may apply. To compute the
alternative tax, complete Schedules A and 0
of the tax computation worksheets on page
5, as instructed, and enter the amount from
line 34, Worksheet Schedule B, on line 12,
Part IV, Schedule D (Form 1 120). Complete
the rest of Part IV, Schedule D (Form
1 120), and enter the lesser of the
alternative tax or the tax figured by the
regular method on line 4, page 1, of Form
1120.PC.
Line 5. Enter amount of tax that a
reciprocal must Include.-Section 835
provides that a mutual insurance company
that is an interinsurer or reciprocal
underwriter can elect to limit the deduction
for amounts paid or incurred to a qualifying
aftorney-in-fact to the amount of the
deductions of the attorney-in-fact that are
allocable to the income received by the
attorney-in-fact from the reciprocal. If this
election is made, any increase in the taxable
income of a reciprocal that is attributable to
this limitation is taxed at the highest rate of
tax specified in section I 1(b).
If the mutual insurance company's
taxable income before including the section
835(b) amount is $1,000,000 or more (for
taxable years be.8,inning before July 1.
1987)or$100, 00or more (for taxable
years beginning after June 30, 1987), make
no entry on line 5. Otherwise, you must
compute the tax on the section 835(b)
amountatthehi hest rate of tax specified
in section 11(b).If the compahr*staxable
year begins
. before July 1, 198 , this may
invol
31 ve usm4%a%blended tax computation
app'y,nyu
for the period
a
tax rate
before ly 1. 1987,
and a 34% tax rate for
the period after June 30. 1987. If there is
an entry on line 5, attach a statement
showing how you computed the tax.
Reciprocal underwriters makingthe
election under section 835(a) are allowed a
credit on line 14e for the amount of tax rid
by the attorney-in-fact that is attributab a to
'he income received by the attorney-in-fact
from the reciprocal in the taxable year.
See section 835 and the related
!efulatio,ns for special rules and I r
in C rmation regarding the statements that
are required to be attached to the return.
Lino 7a. Foreign tax credit.-See Form
I 118, Computation of Foreign Tax CreditCorporations, for an explanation of when a
corporation can take this credit for payment
of income tax to a foreign country.
Line 7b. Other credits.Possessions tax credit.-See Form
5712, Election To be Treated as a
Possessions Corporation Under Section
936, for rules on how to elect to claim the
possessions tax credit (section 936).
Compute the credit on Form 5735,
Comerufation of Possessions Corporation
Tax edit Allowed Under Section 936.
Include the credit in the amount shown on
line 7b. On the line to the left of the entry
space, write the amount of the credit and
identify it as a section 936 credit.
Credit for fuel produced from a
nonconventional source,-A credit is
allowed for the Sale of qualified fuels
produced from a nonconventional source.
Section 29 contains a definition of qualified
fuels provisions for figuring the credit, and
othe; special rules. Attach a separate
schedule to the return showing the
computation of the credit.

Orphan drug credit. -See section 28 and
Form 6765, Credit for Increasing Research
Activities (or claimingthe oWhan drug
credit), for an explanation when S
corporation can take this credit as well as
how it is figured.
Line 7c. General business credit.-This
credit is made up of the sum of the
following credits:
Investment credit. -The investment
credit rign gerera[W repealed for property
placedinseNicea erl985.SeeForm
3468, Computation of Investment Credit,
for exceptions.
Jobs credit.-The jobs credit, if elected,
is allowed for hiring members of targeted
Iroups durinf the tax year. See Form 5864.
obs Credit, ( r definitions, special rules,
and limitations.
Do not take an expense deduction for the
part of the wages or Salaries paid or
incurred hich is equal to the amount of the
jobs credit determined without regard to the
limitation based on the tax (section 38(c)).
Attach a schedule to Form I I 20-PC to
show how and where you reduced the Salary
and wage deduction(s). Show in this
schedule the otherwise allowable
deduction(s) before the reduction and the
net amount actually deducted.
d
Identilthe,
line number. schedule, an pagenum ro
Form 1120-PC on which you made a
reduction. If the reduction of salaries and
is less than the jobs credit on Form
w
59V
explain the difference.
Alcohol fuel credit. -A corporation may
be able to Is ke a credit for alcohol used as
fuel. Use Form 6478, Credit for Alcohol
Used As Fuel, to figure the credit.
Credit for increasing research
activities.-The credit for increasing
research activities is now part of the general
business credit. See Form 6765.
,
Low-income housirW credit.-A now low.
income housi ng credit is part of the genera I
business credit for expenditures me after
1986. See section 42 and Form 8586.
Low-income Housing Credit.
Form 3800, General Business Credit.Enter on line 7c, page 1, the amount of the
credit from Form 3 00, and check the
boxes indicating which forms are attached
to the return. If the corporation is claiming
only one of the above credits, It does not
have to complete Form 3800. Instead,
check the appropriate box and attach the
form for which the credit is being taken.
However, if the corporation has a
car7fc7aird
cre
its It
or car7back of any of these
must use orm 3800.
Line 9. Foreign corporations.-A
foreign
.
corporatiog carrytng on an insurance
business within the U.S. is taxable in the
same manner as a domestic insurance
company on its income effectively
congected with the conduct of a trade or
business within the U.S. See sections 842
and
897. Income from sources outside the
U.S. from U.S. business is treated as
effectively connected with the conduct of a
trade or business within the U.S. For a
definition of effectively connected income,
see sections 864(c) and 897.
Generally, any other U.S. source income
received by a foreign corporation that is not
effectively connected with the conduct of a
business within the U.S. is taxed at 30% (or
at a lower treaty rate). See section 88 1. If
you have this income, attach a schedule

.0

maximum amount of this additional tax is
. 15% on the first $50,000 of income;
Worksheet Schedules A and B Tax
e 25% on the next $25,000 of income; and $11,750.
Computation
Note:
Corporations ivith tax years beginning
$75,000.
* 34% on any amount over
Effective July 1. 1987, the tax rates for
afterJune 30,1987, should complete
Also, an additional tax of 5% is aPPlied
corporations were reduced. The new rates
Worksheet Schedule B only.
100,000. The
against
income
in
excess
of
$
of tax are~
. - a ,ore - u1 y 1 , 1987
Worksheet Schedule A-Tax Computed for Rare
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15
17
18

Form 1120- PC).
Taxable income or taxable investment income, whichever is applicable (I rie I or 2,
Net capital gain (If the alternative tax applies, enter the net capital gain from line 10, Schedule D
instructions.)
.
. . . . . . .
(Form 1 120). Ifthe alternative tax does not apply, enterzero. See
Subtract line 2 from line 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .
Enter the lesser of line 3 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . .
. . . . . .
Subtract line 4 from line 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
instructions)
.
.
.
. . .
(members
of
a
controlled
group,
see
Enter the lesser of line 5 or $25,000
. . . . . .
Subtract line 6 fro. line 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .
Enter the lesser of line 7 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . .
Subtract line 8 from line 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
see
instructions)
.
.
.
.
. .
$25,000
(members
of
a
controlled
group,
Enter the lesser of line 9 or
Subtract line 10 from line 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 4 times 15%
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 6 times 18%
. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .
Multiply line 8 times 30%
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Multiply line 10 times 40% . . . . . . .
Multiply line I I times 46% . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . .
Additional tax. If line 3 is$20
greater than $1,000,000, enter the lesser of: (a) 5% of the excess of line 3
250 (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . . . . . .
over $ 1,000,000 or (b)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Add amounts on lines

W;ikithia.i
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

2
3

4
5
7
a
9
10
II
12
13
14
15

16
17
18

h;duie 6-Tax Computed for PeFlod After June 30, 1987

Taxable income or taxable investment income, whichever is applicable (line I or line 2, Form 1120-PQ
Net capital gain (if the alternative tax applies, enter the net capital gain from line 10, Schedule 6
(Form 1 120). If the alternative tax does not apply, enter zero. See instructions.) . . . . . .. . .
Subtract line 20 from line 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .
Enter the lesser of line 21 or $50,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Subtract line 22 from line 2 1
. . . . . .. .
Enter the lesser of line 23 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions)
. . .
Subtract line 24 from line 23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 22 times 15% : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26

Multiply line 24 times 25% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ep
Multiply line 25 times 34% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
of line 21 over
29 Additional tax. If line 21 is more than $100,000, enter the lesser of (a) 5% of the excess
_n
$100,000 or (b) $11,750 (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . . . . . . . .
Enter
30 Add lines 26 through 29. If only Worksheet Schedule B was completed, skip lines 31 through 34.
30
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
the amount from line 30 online 4, Form 1120.PC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31
31 Enter amount f;om line 18, Work~heet Schedule A . . . . . . . . .
x
number of days in tax year before 7-1-87 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P~I
32 Line 31
number of days in tax year
33
number of days in tax year after 6-30-87 . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33 Une30x
num .erof-ays 1 n tax year
34 Tax liability before credits. Add amounts on lines 32 and 33. If alternative tax applies, enter here and
341
on line 12, Schedule D (Form 1 120). Otherwise, enter here and on line 4, Form 1120-PC . . . . .
should be made to
controlled groups (as defined in section
Instructions for Worksheet Schedules tax computation)
these amounts.
which
results
in
the
lower
tax.
1563)
may
divide
determine
A and IS
Line 17-If the total taxable income of the
The alternative tax is computed by using
Not Capital Gain and Alternative Tax
corporations is more
A and B and Part IV of controlled
Worksheet
Schedules
(Unes 2 and 20).-In general, the
than $1000,
of each member should
Schedule D (Form 1 120). it the alternative
alternative tax is the sum of (a) a tax
enter its portion of the additional tax on line
tax is less the n the regula r tax computed on
computed on taxable income reduced by
17 as explained in the instructions for lines
taxable income using the applicable tax
the net capital gain using the applicable tax
brackets a nd tax rates, then the corporation
3a and 31b, page 1, Form 1120-PC.
brackets and tax rates, and (b) a tax of 34%
enter the alternative tax from Schedule
Line 29.-If the total taxable income of the
on the net capital gain.
controlled group of corporations is more
D ( orm 1120) online 4, Form 1120-PC,
For tax years beginning on or after July 1,
and check the block for alternative tax.
than $100,000, each member should enter
1987, the alternative tax computation does
its portion of the additional tax on line 29.
Unes4 6. 8, 10, 22. and 24-Members
"ration's tax year begins
not appi If
See section 1561 for rules on determining
a controlled
'
group must enter their
before J.'i, I, co'17
19 , a~d the corporation has ofportion
each member's share of the additional tax.
of
each
taxable
income
bracket.
See
a net capital gain, both computations (the
the instructions for lines 3a and 3b, page 1,
regular tax computation and the alternative
Page 5
Form 1120-PC, for rules regarding how

Line 6. Capital gain not Income.-Enter
the capital gain net income (if any) shown
on line I I of Schedule D (Form 1 120).
Line B. Certain mutual fire or flood
insurance companies.-Under the
provisions of section 832(bX 1)(D). a mutual
fire or flood insurance company whose
principal business is the issuance of policies
(i) for which the premium deposits are
the same (regardless of the length of the
term for which the policies are written), and
nde
pr
uh h he
pos,un b rbedu rtion
red or
or
of
o".11h
losses expenses,
rreturned
w m or
est.b'~shment
no' -,asrv~ to
is
u R 'c d.t cred'led
' sor the
policyholder on cancellation or expiration of
the Policy,
must include in income an amount equal to
2% of the premiums earned on insurance
contracts during the taxable year with
respect to such policies returned or credited
during the same taxable year.
Line 9. Income on account of the special
Income and deduction accountsSection 832(e) requires companies which
write certain kinds of insurance to maintain
special accounts. The following special
accounts must be maintained;
(1) a company which writes mortgage
Schedule A-Taxable Income
guaranty insurance must maintain a
Gross Income-The gross amounts of
mortgage guaranty account;
underwriting income and investment
(2) a company which writes lease
income should be computed on the basis of
gu:,anty insurance must maintain a lease
the underwriting and investment exhibit of
,u ranty account; and
the annual statement approved by the
(3) a company which writes insurance on
National Association of Insurance
obligations the interest on which is
Commissioners,
excludible from gross income under section
Note: In computing the amounts entered on
103 must maintain an account with respect
lines 2, 3, and 4, take all interest,
to insurance on state and local obligations.
dividends, or rents received during the year,
Amounts that are required to be added to
add interest, dividends, or rents due and
these special accounts under the provisions
accrued at the end of the taxableyear. and
of sections 832(e)(4) or 832(e)(6) are
deduct interest, dividends, or rents due and
allowed as a deduction on line 32b of
accrued at the end of the preceding taxable
Schedule A. Amounts that are reqUired to
year. For rules regarding the accrual of
be subtracted from these accounts under
dividends, see regulations section 1.301the provisions of sections 832(eX5) and
1(b).
832(eX6) must be reported as income on
Lin. 3a, column (1). Gross Interestline 9 of Schedule A.
Enter the gross amount of interest income,
Addition* to special accountsincluding all tax-exempt interest.
Generally, section 832(e) allows a deduction
Interest
exempt
Line 3b, column (I).
for additions to reserves for mortgage
under section 103-Section 103(a).
guaranty insurance losses, lease guaranty
provides that interest on state or local
insurance losses, or losses on the insurance
bonds is excludible from grossmcome
1)
private
This
of state and local obligations resulting from
exclusion does not apply to: ( any
adverse economic cycles, The deduction
activity bond which is not a qualified
1
bond
with respect to each of these types of
within the meaning of section 41; (2) any
insurance may not exceed 50% of premiums
arbitrage bond within the meaning of
earned during the taxable year on that type
section 148; or (3) any bond that does not
of insurance. Further, no deduction is
meet the applicable requirements of section
allowed unless the company purchases tax
the
registration
of
tax49 (r%rding
and loss bonds in an amount equal to the tax
1
exempt
onds).
benefit attributable to such deduction.
Lines 3a and 3b, column (2).
These tax and loss bonds must be
Amortization of premium.-Enter on line
purchased on or before the date that any
3a, column (2), the total amortization of
832(a0d)=ned without regard to section
taxes
bond premium. including amortization on
r the taxable year for which
tax-exempt bonds. Enter on line 31b, column
the deduction is allowed are due to be paid.
(2), the amortization of bond premium on
If a company would make payments of
Sales or Exchanges of Capital
tax-exempt bonds only.
estimated tax if section 832(e) did not
Assets
apply, then whether or not such company
Line 4. Rents.-Enter gross rents,
Report sales or exchanges of capital assets
pays estimated tax after the application of
on Schedule D (Form 1 120). You must report computed as indicated in the note above,
section 832(e), such bonds must be
Deduct rental expenses, such as repairs,
every sale or exchange of a capital asset in
purchased on or before the date for paying
detail, even if there is no gain or loss.
interest, taxes, and depreciation on the
such estimated tax in order for them to be
deductions
section
(lines
proper lines in the
considered purchased on or before the date
In general. corporate losses from sales or
14 through 29),
that any taxes due for the taxable year are
exchanges of capital assets are only allowed
gross
royalties.
If
Una
S.
Royalties.-Enter
up to the gains from such sales or
to be paid. If a deduction would be allowed
laim a deduction for depletion, report
but for the fact that tax and low bonds were
you
oncline 22,
it
not timely purchased, such deduction shall
Page 6

showngthe kind and amountof income.
the tax rate (30% or a lower treaty rate),
and the amount of tax.
Note: Interest received from certain portfolio
debt investments that were issuedafterJuly
18, 1984, is no longersubject to the tax.
Line 10. Tax from recomputing prior-year
Investment credit.-If property is disposed
of or ceases to be qualified property before
the end of the life-years used in computing
the regular or energy investment credit,
there may be a recapture of the credit. See
Form 4255, Recapture of Investment
Credit.
Line I Ia. Alternative minimum
tax.Attach Form 4626, Alternative Minimum
Tax-Corporations, if the taxable income
plus adjustments and tax preference items
of the corporation exceed $40,000. See
Form 4626 for details.
Line I I b. Environmental tax.-The
corporation may be liable for the
environmental tax if the modified
alternative minimum taxable income of the
corporation exceeds $2,000,000. See Form
4626 for details,
Line 12. Personal holding company
tax.-A corporation is taxed as a personal
holding company under section 542 if:
* At least 60% of its adjusted ordinary
foross income, defined in section 543(b)(2)
r the tax year is personal holding comparil
income as defined in section 543(a)~, and
At any time during the last half of the
taxable year more than 50% in value of its
outstanding stock is owned, directly or
indirectly, by not more than 5 individuals.
Use Schedule PH (Form 11 20).
Computation of U.S. Personal Holding
Company Tax, to figu re this tax.
Line 14e. Credit by reciprocal for tax paid
by attorney-in-fact under section
83 5(d). -E nter th a a mou nt of tax pa id by
9 n at torney-in-fact that is attribute ble to the
income received by the attorney-in-fact
from the reciprocal during the taxable year.
For additional information see section 835,
the related regulations, and the instructions
for line 5.
Line 14f. Other payments.-Overpaid
crude oil windfall profit tax.-Include on
line 14f any overpayment from Form 6249,
Computation of Overpaid Windfall Profit
Tax. See the instructions for that form for
more information.
In 15. Penalty for underpayment of
L a J
estimated
tax.-If the corporation
underpaid its estimated tax, attach Form
2220, Underpayment of Estimated Tax by
Corporations, to show how the corporation
figured the Penalty or which exceptions the
corporation believes it meets. Also, be sure
to check the box on line 15, par 1, of Form
1120-PCifForm2220isattac ed.Ifthe
corp ration owes a penalty, enter the
amount of the penalty on line 15.

exchanges. However, for companies taxable
under section 83 1. this general rule does
not apply to losses from capital assets sold
or exchanged to get funds needed to meet
abnormal insurance losses and to pay
dividends and similar distributions to
policyholders. The net capital loss forthese
companies is the amount by which losses
for the year,from miss or exchanges of
capital assets are more than the gains from
plus the lesser of:
these sales or exchanges
.
(1) Taxable income (computed without
regard to gains or losses from miss or
exchanges of capital assets); or
(2) Losses from the sale or exchange of
capital assets sold or exchanged to obtain
funds to meet abnormal insurance losses
and to provide forthe payment of dividends
and similar distributions to policyholders.
Subject to the limitations in section
1212(a), a net capital loss can be carried
back 3 years and forward 5 years as a
short-term capital loss.
For more information on gains and losses
from sales or exchanges of property, see the
instructions for Schedule D (Form 1 120)
and Publication 544, Sales and Other
D!spos iti0 na of Assets

be allowed to the extent such purchases are
made within a reasonable time, as
determined by the Secretary, if all
applicable interest and penalties are paid.
Subtractions from special accounts'he following subtractions from the special
income and deduction accounts are
required:
(1) any amount added to an account
must be restored to income at the close of
10 years (20 years in the use of insurance
on section 103 obligations);
(2) any excess of the aggregate amount in
a, ch account over the amount required by
state
law or regulation to be set aside in a
reserve must be restored to income (see
section 832(eX5)(B) for special rules
relating to the determination of such excess
amount);
(3) an amount (it any) equal to the net
operating low for the taxable year
computed without regard to section
832(eX5XC);
(4) any amount improperly subtracted
from the account under subparagraphs (A),
(B). or C) of section 832(eX5) to the extent
that tax and loss bonds were redeemed with
respect to such amount;
(5) if a company liquidates or otherwise
terminates its mortgage guaranty, lease
guaranty, or state and local obligation
insurance business and does not transfer or
distribute such business in an acquisition of
assets referred to in section 381(a), the
entire amount remaining in such account(s)
shall be restored to income in the current
taxable year; and
(6) except in the case whr.re a company
transfers or distributes its mortgage
guaranty insurance, lease guaranty
insurance, or state and local obligation
insurance business in an acquisition of
assets referred to in section,381(a) if the
company is not subject to the tax imposed
'
by section 831 for any taxable year the
entire amount in the account at the' close of
the preceding taxable year shall be
subtracted from the account in such
preceding taxable year.
Una 11. Mutual Interinsurers or
reciprocal undamriters-clecr.ase In
subscriber accounts.-Enter the decrease
for the taxable year in savings credited to
subscriber accounts of a mutual insurance
company that is an interinsurer or
reciprocal underwriter.
See the instructions for line 28 Schedule
A, for a definition of savings crechied to
subscriber accounts,
Line 12. Other Income.--Enter on line 12
the total of all taxable income not reported
on lines I through 11. Attach an itemized
schedule listing the sources of all amounts
included online 12.
Deductions
Una 15a. Salaries and wages.-Ente,
salaries and wages paid or accrued during
the taxable year. Do not include salaries and
wages deducted elsewhere on your return,
such as contributions to a simplified
employee pension plan that are deducted
on line 23 of Schedule A.
ffyou
. ,an
provided 71le
no,
such
personal f.'..'arripicy
auto
Cou'lom
ban.h.
--'
do
'a
d.
a
' as he am09.1her
d7p,V.I=
'allocated
experises
for thaIyou
claimed elsewhere onyou, return.

Line 15b. Less jobs credit.-Enter on line
15b the amount of the jobs credit from
Form 5884, Jobs Credit.
Line 16. Worthless agency balances and
bills receivable.-Enter agency balances
and bills receivable that became worthless
during the taxable year.
Line 17. Rents.-Enter rent paid or
accrued for business property in which the
company has no equity.
Line 18. Taxes.-Enter taxes paid or
accrued during the taxable year. Do not
include the following taxes:
a Federal income tax.
* Foreign income taxes or U.S. possessions
income taxes if you are claiming a foreign or
U.S. possessions tax credit.
a Taxes not imposed upon the corporation
* Taxes, including state or local sales taxes
thatarepaidor incurred in connection with
an acquisition or disposition of property.
Such taxes must be treated as a part the
cost of the acquired property or, in theofcase
of a disposition, as a reduction in the
amount realized on the disposition.
See section 164(d) for the apportionment
of taxes on real estate between a seller and
a purchaser.
If the corporation is liable forthe
environmental tax under section 59A, see
Form 4626, Alternative Minimum
Tax-Corporations, for the computation of
the environmental tax deduction.
Une
. 19. Interest.-Enter interest paid or
accrued during the taxable year, except
interest on indebtedness incurred or
continued in order to purchase or carry
obligations the interest on which is wholly
tax exempt.
Generally, the interest and carrying
charges on straddles cannot be deducted
and must be capitalized or added to
inventory costs. See section 263(g).
Interest paid or incurred after 1986 that
is allocable to certain property produced by
a corporation for its own use or for mle
must be capitalized. In addition, a
corporation must capitalize any interest on
debt that it incurred or continued in
connection with an asset used to produce
the above property. See section 263A for
definitions and for more information.
Una 20. Contributions.-Enter
contributions or gifts actually paid within
the tax yea r to or for the use of cha ritable
and governmenta I organ izations descri bed
in section I 70(c), and for a ny unused
contributions ca med over from prior years,
Corporations on the accrual basis may
elect to deduct contributions paid by the
15th day of the 3rd month after the end of
the tax year if the contributions
directors
ar
authorized by the board of
during
the tax year. Attach to the return a
declaration, signed by an officer, sterling
that the resolution authorizing the
contributions was adopted by the board of
directoirs during the tax year. Also attach a
copy of the resolution.
The total deduction allowable in any year
may not exceed 10% of taxable income (line
35, Schedule A) computed without regard
to:
(1) the deduction for charitable
contributions;
(2) the deduction for dividends received;
(3) the deductions allowed under
sections 249 and 250;

(4) any net operating loss carryback to
the taxable year under section 172; and
(5) any capital loss carryback to the
taxable year under section 1212(aXI).
Charitable contributions in excess of the
10% limitation may not be deducted in the
current taxable year but may be carried over
to the next 5 taxable years. A contribution
carryover is not allowed, however, to the
extent that it increases a net operating low
deduction.
Special rule for contributions of certain
property.-For a charitable contribution of
property, you must reduce the contribution
by the sum of:
1. The ordinary income or short-term
capital gain that would have resulted if the
property had been sold at its fair market
value, and
2. For certain contributions of long-term
capital gain property made in tax years
beginning after 1986, all of the long-term
capital gain that would have resulted if the
property had been sold at its fair market
value.
The reduction for long-term capital gain
applies to~
1. Contributions of tangible personal
property for use by an exempt organization
for a purpose or function unrelated to the
basis for its exemption; and
2. Contributions of any property (except
stock for which market quotations are
readily ivailable-see section 170(e)(5)) to
or for the use of certain private foundations.
(See section 170(e) and regulations section
1.170A.4.)
For special rules for contributions of
inventory and other property to certain
organizations, see section 170(eX3) and
regulations section 1. 17OA-4A.
Charitable contributions of scientific
property used for research.-A
corporation (other than a personal holding
company or a personal service organization)
can receive a larger deduction for
contributing scientific property used for
research to an institution of higher
education. For further information, see
section 170(e).
Documentation required for certain
contribution.-For contributions made in
property other than money, attach a
scheclple~shovvm the name of each
organization to Iich such a contribution
was made and the amount of the
contribution. Describe the kind of property
contributed and the method used in
determining its fair market value. If you
include a contribution carryover, show the
amount and how it was determined.
If you made a qualified conservation
contribution under section 170(h), include
the fair market value of the underlying
property before and after the donation.
Describe the conser~ation purpose
furthered by your donation and the type of
legal interest contributed.
Line 21. Depreciation.-Besides
depreciation, include in line 21 the part of
the cost that the corporation elected to
expense for certain recovery property
placed in service during the taxable year.
For property placed in service after
December 31, 1986, the amount the
taxpayer may expense under section 179
has been raised from $5,000 to $ 10,000.
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i ne deduction for amortization of
trademark and trade name expenses has
been repealed for expenses paid or incurred
after 1986. See the instructions for Form
4562. Depreciation and Amortization, for
more information on changes to the rules
for depr ciation brought about by the Tax
Reform Zt of 1986.
Line 22. Depletion.-See sections 613
and 613A for percentage depletion rates
applicable to natural deposits. Also' see
section 291 for the limitation on the coal
depletion deduction for iron ore and
(including lignite). The reduction
uch in a
corporation's depletion cled
ion for iron
ore or coal (including lignite) has been
increased from 15% to 20% for taxable
years beginning after 1986. (See section
291 )
Foreign
intangible drilling costs and
mining and development costs paid or
incurred after 1986 must either be added
to the corporation's basis for cost depletion
purposes or be deducted ratatil a
10-yearperiod. See secti..s26(i)er6a16,
and 617 for more information.
Attach Form T (Timber), Forest
Inbustries Schedules, if a deduction for
depletion of timber is taken.
Line 23. Pension, profit-sharing. etc.,
plans-Employers who maintain a
pension, profit-sharing, or other funded
deferred compensation plan, whetheror not
qualified under the Internal Revenue Code
and whether or not a deduction is claimed
for the current tax year, generally are
required to file one of the forms described
below. There are penalties for failure to file
these forms on time.
In addition, the. is a new penalty for
overstatingthe pension plan deduction for
returns filed after October 22, 1986. See
new section 6659A.
Form 550O.-Complete this form for
each plan with 100 or more participants.
Form 5500-Cor5500-R.-Complete the
applicable form for each plan with fewer
than 100 participants.
Form 5500EZ.-Complete this form for a
one-participant plan.
Line 24. Employee benefit programsEnter the amount of contributions to
employee benefit programs (for example,
insurance, health and welfare programs)
that are not an incidental part of a pension,
profit-sharing, etc., plan included on line 23.
Line 27. Dividends to policyholders.Enter the total dividends and similar
distributions paid or declared to
policyholders in their capacity as such,
except in the case of a mutual fire insurance
company exclusively issuing perpetual
policies. Whether dividends have been paid
or declared should be determined according
to the method of accounting regularly
employed in keeping the books of the
insurance company,
The term 'dividends and similar
distributions" includes amounts returned or
credited to policyholders on cancellation or
expiration of policies issued by a mutual fire
or flood insurance company-(I) where the
premium deposits for the policy are the
,same (regardless of the length of the term
for which the policies are written), and (2)
under which the unabsorbed portion of such
premium deposits not required for losses,
Page 8

expenses, or establishment of reserves is
returned or credited to the policyholder on
cancellation or expiration of the policy.
Line 28. Mutual Interinsurers or
reciprocal underariters-Increase In
subscriber accounts.-A mutual
insurance company that is an interinsurer
or reciprocal underwriter may deduct the
increase in savings credited to subscriber
accounts for the tax year.
Savin
ans tr credited to subscriber accounts
ma
aofsurplus credited to the individual
accounts subscribers before the 16th day
of th: 3rd month following the close of the
tax y ar. This is true only it the company
would be required to pay this amount
promptly to a subscriber if the subscriber
ended the contract when the company's tax
year ends. The company must notify the
subscriber
. as required by regulations
section I 823-6(cX2Xv). The subscriber
must treat any savings credited to the
subscriber's account as a dividend paid or
declared.
Line 29. Other deductions.-Enter the
total deductions allowable under sections
832(cXI) and 832(cXIO) (net of the
annual statement change in undiscounted
u
npaid loss adjustment expenses) to the
extent that they are not reported on lines 14
through 28. Attach a schedule itemizing the
amounts included on line 29.
Line 32a Special deduction for secti
833 orginizations.-Enter the
Note:
amounin
shown on Schedule H, line 6.
The
amount claimed cannot exceed taxable
income for the taxable year (determined
without regard to this deduction).
Line 32b. Deduction an account of the
special Income and deduction
accounts.-Enter the total of the amounts
required to be added to the special income
and deduction accounts under the
provisions of sections 832~)(4) and
832(e)(6). See section 83 (a) and the
instructions for Schedule A, line 9, for more
information.
Note: The deduction on account ofthe
special incorde and deduction accounts is
limited to taxable income for the taxable
year(computed withoutregard to this
deduction or to any carryback ore net
operatinglass).
Llne 34s. of vidends-recol ved
deductlon.-Enter the amount from
Schedule C, li ne 2 1.
Note: Generally, the dividends-received
deduction allowed by sections 243(aX]),
244(a), and subsections (a) and (b) of
section 245 may not exceed 8096 of taxable
income (or taxable investment income for
electing small companies) computed
without regard to: (1) the deduction allowed
by section 172 (net operating loss); (2) the
deductions allowed by section 243(a)(1),
section 244(a), subsection (a) or (b) of
section 245, andsection 247;~3) any
adjustment undersection 105 ;and(4)
any capital loss carryback to the taxable
year under section 1212(aX]). However,
this limitation does notapply forany taxable
year for which there is a net operating loss
as determined under section 172.
Line 34b. Net operating loss
doductlon.-Enter the a mount of a ny net
operating loss deduction allowable under
section 172. The net operating loss
deduction for a given taxable year is the

total of the net operating loss caMovers
and urrybacks to the taxable year,
Generally, you usi ca
a net operating
loss back to each
m I the'T years pra ceding
the year of the loss and over to each of the
15 years following the year of the loss.
There is, however, an election available
whereby a company can elect to forego the
carryback period and just carry the net
operating low war to each of the 15 years
following the year of the loss. The election
may be made by attaching a statement to a
return that is filed on firneii.ncludingi,
extensions). The election is irrevoca a.
The amount of the loss that may be
carded to each succeeding year in the
carryback or carryover period is the excess.
if any, of the amount of such low over the
sum of the taxable income for each of the
prior taxable years to which such low may
be carried. For this purpose, the taxable
income for any such prior taxable year shall
be computed as provided in section
172(bX2). If there is a carryback of a net
Operating law, net upital low, or an
unused credit, file Form 1139 within 12
months after the close of the tax year for a
'quick refund" of taxes. See section 64 11.
See section 172 for special rules,
limitations, and definitions pertaining to net
operati I
urrybacks and carryovers.
Also seenKbwlication 536, Net Operating
Losses.
See section 844 for special loss carryover
rules for insurance companies.

Schedule B, Part I- Taxable
Investment Income or (Loss) of
Electing Small Companies
Income
Una Is, column (1). Gross InterestEnter the gross amount of interest income
including all tax-exempt interest income.
Une 1b. column (1). Interest exempt
under section 103-Enterthe amount of
interest on state and local bonds that is
exempt from taxation under section 103.
Sao the instructions for Schedule A, line 3b,
column (1). for more information.
Lines la and I b, column (2).
Amortization of premiums.-Enter on line
la, column (2), the total amortization of
bond premiums, including amortization of
premium on tax-exempt bonds. Enter on
line I b, column (2), the amortization of
bond premium on tax-exempt bonds.
Line 3. Gross rents.-Enter the gross rents
received or accrued during the taxable year.
Deduct rental expenses such as repairs.
interest, taxes and depreciation on the
proper lines in the deductions section.
Line 4. Gross royaltlu.-Enter~the ross
royalties received or accrued during t9e
taxable year. If you claim a deduction for
depletion. report it on line 12, below.
Line S. Gross Income from trade or
business other than Insurance business
and from Form 4797.-Enter the gross
income from any business other than an
insurance business carried on by the
insurance company or by a partnership of
which the insurance company is a partner.
Include section 1245, section 1250 (as
modified by section 29 1), and other rins
rom
from Form 4797, Gains and Losses
Sales or Exchanges of Assets Used'in a
Trade or Business and Involuntary
Conversions, on investment assets only.

.a

Une6. Income from leases dmcribed In
sections 834(b)(1)(B) and 834(b)(1)(C).Enter the gross income from entering into (or
changing or ending) any lease, mortgage, or
other instrument or agreement from which
the company earns interest, dividends, rents,
or royalties.
Una 7. Gain from separate Schedule D.Enter the capital gain net income (it any)
shown on line I I of Schedule 1) (Form
1120).
Deductions
Una 9. Real estate taxes-Enter taxes
paid or accrued on real estate owned by the
company and deductible under section 164.
Also we section 834(dX 1) regarding the
limitation of expenses on real estate owned
and Occupied in part or in whole by a mutual
insurance company.
Line 10. Other real "late expenses.Enter all ordinary and necessary real estate
expenses, such as fire insurance, heat, light,
and labor. Also enter the cost of incidental
repairs that keep the property in an ordinary
efficient operating condition but neither
materially add to the property's value nor
appreciably prolong its life. Do not include
any amount paid for new buildings or for
permanent improvements or betterments
made to increase the value of any property
or any amount spent on foreclosed property
before the property is held for rent.
Also see section 834(dX 1) regarding the
limitation of expenses an real estate Owned
and Occupied in part or in whole by a mutual
insurance company.
Una 11. Depreclation-Enter
depreciation on assets only to the extent
triat the assets are used to produce the
income specified in section 83A(b) and
reported on lines 1 through 7 of Schedule B.
Besides depreciation, include on line 11 the
part of the cost you elect to expense for
certain recovery property placed in service
during the taxable year. See the instructions
for Form 4562. Also see section 834(dXl)
regarding the limitation of depreciation and
real estate expenses on real estate owned
and Occupied in part or in whole by a mutual
insurance company.
Una 12. Depiction.-Enter any allowable
depletion on the royalty income reported on
line 4 of Schedule B. See sections 613 and
613A for percentage depletion rates for
natural deposits.
Attach Form T (Timber), Forest
Industries Schedule, if a deduction is
claimed for depletion of timber.
Una 13. Trade or business deductionsEnter total deductions for any business
income included in the insurance
company's gross investment income under
section 834(bX2). Do not include
deductions for any insurance business. Do
not include losses from wles or "charges
of capital assets or property used in the
business, or from the compulsory or
involuntary conversion of property used in
the trade or business.
Una 14. Inteirest-Enter interest paid or
accrued during the taxable year except on
indebtedness incurred or contiwui~ to
purchase or carry obligations on which the
interest income is wholly tax exempt.
See section 267 for the limitation on
deductions for unpaid expenses and.
interest in transactions between related
taxpayers.

cre
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Generally, the interest and carrying
charges on straddles must be capitalized.
See section 263(g).
Line 17. Investment expenin-Enter
expenses that are properly chargeable as
investment expenses. If you allocate
general expenses to investment expenses,
the total deduction cannot be more than the
amount shown on Schedule 8, Part 11, line
18. Attach a schedule showing the kind and
amount of the items and group the minor
items into one amount.
Schedule B, Part 11-invested
Assets Book Values
Schedule B. Part 11, isusedtocompulethe
limitation on investment expenses required
under section 834(c)(2) when any general
expenses are in part assigned to or included
in the investment expenses deducted on
Schedule B. Part 1. line 17. In such cases,
the total deductible investment expen sts
limited to V4 of I%ofthe mean ofthe book
value of the invested assets held at the
beginning and end of the taxable year plus
V. of the amount by which taxable
investment income (computed without
regard to any deduction for: (i) investment
expenses under section 834(cX2), (ii) taxfree interest excludible under section
834(cX 1), or (iii) any dividends-received
deduction allowed by section 834(cX7))
exceeds 3-Y4% of the book val ue of the
mean of the invested assets held at the
beginning and end of the taxable year.
Schedule C-Dividends and
Special Deductions
Unes I through 6. column (1).
subject to section 932(b)(5)(B).-Enter
Not
in column (1) of the appropriate line those
dividends that are not subject to the
provisions of section 832(b)(5XS). This will
include: (i) all dividends received on stock
acquired before August 8, 1986; and (ii)
100% dividends (defined below) on stock
acquired after August 7, 1986, to the extent
that such dividends are not attributable to
prorated amounts.
Lines I through 6, column (2). Subject to
section 832(b)(5)(0).-Enter in column
(2) of the appropriate line those dividends
that are subject to the provisions of section
832(bX5XB). This will include: (i) all
dividends (other than 100%dividends)
received on stock acquired after August 7.
1986; and (ii) 100% dividends received on
stock acquired after August 7, 1986, to the
extent that such dividends are attributable
to prorated amounts.
Definitions.Acquisition date. In the case of
investments acquired by direct purchase
the trade date rather than the settlemeni
date should be used for purposes of
determining the acquisition date. In the
case of investments acquired other than by
direct purchase (such as those acquired
through transfers among affiliatm, tax-free
reorganizations, or the liquidation of a
subsidiary. etc.). the actual acquisition date
should be used regardless of the holding
period determined under section 1223.
In the case of dividends received from
affiliates, a special rule applies in
determining the acquisition date. This rule
providesthat the portion of any 100%
dividend which is attributable to proroted

amounts shall be treated as received with
respect to stock acquired on the later of:
(a) the date the payor acquired the stock
or obligation to which the prorated amounts
are attributable, or
(b) the first day on which the payor and
payee were members of the same affiliated
group as defined in section 243(b)(5). Also.
if the taxpayer is a member of an affiliated
group filing a consolidated return, its
determination of dividends received is
made as if the group were not filing a
consolidated return.
Prorated amounts. The term 'prorated
amounts" means tax-exempt interest and
dividends with respect to which a deduction
is allowable under section 243, 244, or 245
(other than 100% dividends).
100% dividends. The term '100%
dividend" means any dividend if the
percentage used for purposes Of
determining the deduction allowable under
section 243, 244, or 245(b) is 100%. A
special rule applies with regard to certain
dividends received by a foreign corporation.
Una I.-Enter dividends (except those
received on debt-financed stock acquired
after July 18, 1984) that were received
from domestic corporations subject to
income tax and that quality for the
deduction allowable under section
243(aXl).
include on line 1 taxable distributions
from an IC-DISC or former DISC that are
designated as being eligible for the section
243(aXI) deduction and certain dividends
of Federal Home Loan Banks (see section
246(a)(2)). For dividends received from a
regulated investment compan see section
854 for the amount that qwliL; for the
deduction.
So-ulled dividends or earnings received
from mutual savings banks, money market
certificritm, etc., are really interest and
should not be treated as dividends.
Una 2-Enter dividends on debt-firumced
stock (acquired after July 18, 1984) that
were received from domestic corporations
subject to income tax and that would
otherwise be subject to the dividends.
received deduction under section
243(aXI). Generally, debt-financed stock is
stock that the corporation acquired and, in
doing so, incurred a debt (for example, it
borrowed money to buy the stock).
Dividends on any detht-finsinced stock of
foreign corporations that was acquired after
July 18, 1984, are also subject to the rules
of section 246A. For more information. see
section 246A.
Una 3-Enter dividends received on the
preferred stock of a public utility that is
subject to income tax and is allowed the
deduction provided in section 247 for
dividends paid.
Una 4-Enter dividends received from
foreign corporations that qualify for the
deduction under section 245(a) and
dividends received from a foreign sales
corporation (FSQ that are attributable to
qualified interest and canying charges and
that quality for the deduction provided in
section 245(cXlXB).
Una S.-Enter dividends received from
q.,!Zownedfo
who
I=
, subaidia
uct! rim
i that
forthe
tied ion under
section 245(b) and dividends from a FSC
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that quality for the deduction provided in
section 245(cXlXA). In general, the
deduction under section 245(b) applies to
dividends paid out of the earnings and
profits of a foreign corporation for a tax year
du ring which: (1) all of its outstanding stock
is owned (directly or indirectly) by the
domestic corporation receiving the
dividend, and (2) all of its gross income
from all sources is effectively connected
with the conduct of a trade or business
within the U.S. Also include on line 5 all
dividends received from a FSC that are
attributable to export sales income and that
qualify for the IOD% deduction under
section 245(c).
Line 6.-Enter dividends that quality for
the 100% dividends-recerved deduction
under section 243(aX3) and that are
subject to the elective provisions of section
243(b).
Una 7, column (3). Other dividends from
foreign corporations not Included In lines
4 and 5.-Enter dividends from foreign
corporations that are not reportable on lines
4 or 5. Exclude distributions of amounts
constructively taxed under Subpart F
(sections 951 through 964) in the current
year or in earlier years.
Line 8, column (3). Income from
controlled foreign corporations under
Subpart F.- Enter dividends
constructively received from controlled
foreign corporations under Subpart F. The
total reported should equal the total amount
reported in Schedule J of Form(s) 5471.
Information Return with Respect to Foreign
Corporations.
Line 9, column (3). Foreign dividend
grm.up.-Enter the gross-up required by
section 78 of dividends received from certain
foreign corporations for taxes considered
paid under sections 902 and 960.
Line 10, column (3). Other dividends.Enter the total other dividends received
Attach a schedule showing separately:
e Dividends (other than capital gain and
exempt-interest dividends) received from
regulated investment companies that do not
quality for the dividends-received deduction.
• Dividends from tax-exempt organizations.
• Dividends (other than capital gain
d ividends) received from a real estate
investment trust that, for the tax year of the
trusi in which the dividends are paid,
qualifies under sections 856 through 860.
Dividends not eligible for the dividends*
received
deduction because of the stoc is
holding period or because of an obligation to
make corresponding payments on similar
stock.
* Any other taxable dividend income not
properly reported above, including
distributions under section 936(hX4).
Una 13. Deduction for line 2.-Dividends
received on debt-financed stock are not
entitled to the full 80% dividends-received
deduction. Instead. the 80% deduction is
reduced under the provisions of section
246A by a percentage that is
to the
amount of debt incurred to acquire
relatedthe
stock. For more information, see section
246A. Also see section 245(a) hoo. .
making this computation for an additional
limitation which a pplies to dividends
received from foreign corporations.
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A schedule showing how the dividends.
received deduction on debt-financed stock
was computed must be attached to Form
1120-PC.
Una 14. Deduction for line 3-For
dividends received on certain preferred
stock of public utilities after December 3 1,
1986, but before July 1, 1987, the
dividends-received deduction percentage i's
55.652%. For such dividends received after
June 30, 1987. the dividends-received
deduction percentage is 47.059%.
Multiply the dividends received in each
period by the proper percentage and enter
the total in columns (1) and (2).
Una 15. Deduction for line 4---see
instructions'-The dividends-received
deduction percentages for line 4 are: (1)
80% for dividends from foreign
corporations for which a deduction is
allowed under section 245(a); and (2) 85%
for dividends from certain FSCs for which a
deduction is allowed under section
245(cXIXB).
Note: lfpending technical corrections
legislation is passed, the 85% deduction
allowedunder section 245(CXIXB) for
dividends from certain FSCs willbe reduced
to 80%.
Una 22 Total deduction.-The total
dividen~s-received deduction allowed by
sections 243(aXI), 244(a). and
subsections (a) and (b) of section 245 may
not be more than 80% of taxable income or
taxable investment income, whichever is
applicable, computed without regard to:
(1) any net operat
I
tied cti
allowed by section 17'? (Schedule
Oss
u A.ion
line
34b);
(2) any dividends-recitived deduction
allowed by sections 243(aX 1). 244(a),
subsection (a) or (b) of section 245, and
section 247;
(3) any adjustment under section 1059;
and
(4) any capital loss carryback to the
taxable year under section 1212(aXl).
In a year in which there is a loss from
operations, the 80% limitation does not
apply, even if the loss is created by the
dividends-received deduction. For more
information, see section 246(b).
Note: Two situations in which the
dividimos-received deduction will not be
allowed on anyshare ofstock are., (1) if the
corporation held the stock, With
rdt
which the dividends were I-Imnr
or 45 0
days or less; or (2) to the extent that the
ndeg,anu b2alrarr
ag,fogekedr
co"Po hona
,ef.tZpa,hreunis
"n
relatedproperty.
Schedule E-Prentlurns
Earned
Una 1. Not premiums written.-From the
amount of gross premiums written on
insurance contracts during the taxable year,
deduct return premium and premiums
paid for reinsurance. Enter the balance on
line 1
Unes 2a and 4a. 100% of life Insurance
reserinis In,' ided In mearned premium,
and all unearned premiums of section
833 organizations.-Include on lines 2a
and 4a:

(1) all life insurance reserves, as defined
in section 816(b) (but determined as
provided in section 807), pertaining to the
life, burial, or funeral insurance, or annuity
business of an insurance company subject
to the tax imposed by section 831 and not
qualifying as a life insurance company
under section 816; and
(2)all unearned premium of a Blue
Crow or Blue Shield organization to which
section 833 applies.
Unes 2b and 4b. 90% of unearned
premiums attributable to Insuring certain
securitles.-Include on lines 2b and 4b
90% of unearned premiums attributable to
insurance against default in the payment of
principal or interest on securities described
in section 165(gX2XC) (relating to
worthless securities) with maturities of
more than 5 years.
Unes 2c and 4c. Discounted unearned
premiums attributable to title
Insurance.-Include on lines 2c and 4c: the
discounted unearned premiums
attributable to title insurance. The amount
of the discounted unearned premiums as of
the end of any taxable year shall be the
present value of such premiums (as of such
time and separately with respect to
premiums received in each ulendar year)
determined by using:
(1) the amount of the undiscounted
unearned premium at such time;
(2) the applicable interest rate; and
(3) the applicable statutory premium
recognition pattern.
Definition of terms
'Undiscounted unumed prerniums*
means the unearned premiums shown in
the annual statement filed for the year
ending with or within such taxable year.
"Applicable interest rate' means the
annual rate determined under section
846(cX2) for the calendar year in which the
pr!miumsar received.
Applicable statutory premium
recognition pattern" means the statutory
premium recognition pattern which is in
effect for the calendar year in which the
premiums are received. and which is based
on the statutory premium recognition
pattern which applies to premiums received
by the taxpayer in such calendar year. For
purposes of the preceding sentence,
premiums received during any calendar
year shall be treated as received in the
middle of such year.
Unes 2d and 4d. 80% of all other
unearned proodurna.-Inclucle on lines 2d
and 4d 80% of the total of all unearned
premiums not reported on lines 2a through
2c, or 4a through 4c, respectively.
Una 6a(I)i. unearned premiums (other
than title. life, and these described In
sections 832(b)(7)(0) and 833) as of
12/31/8&-Enter all unearned premiums
other than those attributable to:
(1) title insimince:
(2) life insurance;
(3) insurance against default in the
payment of principal or interest on
securities described in section 165(g)(2XC)
(relating to worthless securities) with
maturities of mom than 5 years; and
(4) organizations described in section 833.

Une 6b(l). Unearned premiums
attributable to Insuring certain securities
as of 12/31/86.-Enter unearned
premiums attributable to insurance against
default in the payment of principal or
interest on securities described in section
165(gX2XC) (relating to worthless
securities) with maturities of more than 5
years.
Note: Fiscalyear filers completing lines
6a(V and 660) should enter unearned
premiums an outstanding business as of the
end of the most recent taxableyear
beginning before January 1, 1987.
Une 6c. Adjustment for com panies
terminating as Insurance companies
taxable under section 83 1(s). -Except as
provided in Section 381(cX22) (relating to
urrytivers in certain corporate
readjustments), if, for any taxable year
beginning before January 1, 1993 the
taxpayer ceases to be an inSUranc;
company taxable under section 83 1(a), the
aggregate adjustments which would be
made under section 832(b)(4)(C) in such
taxable year and in subsequent taxable
years but for such cessation shall be made
in the taxable year preceding such cessation
year.
Schedule F-Losses Incurred
Line 1. Losses Incurred.-Enter the result
of the following computation: tolosses paid
on insurance contracts during the taxabie
year, add salvage and reinsurance
recoverable outstanding at the end of the
preceding taxable year and deduct salvage
and reinsurance recoverable outstandingat
the end of the current taxable year.
. .
Unde th
I I
of regulations
s tion . 3 .4(c), Ivage in the course of
liquidation in ludes all pro rty (other than
sh), real or rsonal, tangible or
intangible, except pro
not included by
reason of xpress statutory provisions (or
rules and regulations of an insurance
department) of any state or territory or the
District of Columbia in which the company
does business. Any company which does
not meet the exception provided in the
regulation should attach a Schedule
detailing its computation of losses incurred
during the taxable year. losses on
Lines 2& and 4a. Unpaid
Insurance contracts.-Enter all unpaid
life
losses on life insurance contracts'
Lines 2b and 4b. Discounted unpaid
Owns outstanding.-Enter
is,
all discounted
unpaid Imes defined in Section 846.
In general, section 846 provides that the
amount of the discounted unpaid losses
shall be computed separately by line of
business (except that the multiple peril lines
shall be treated as a single line of business)
and by accident year and shall be equal to
the present value of such Imes determined
by using: (1) the amount of the
undiscounted unpaid losses, (2) the
applicable interest rate, and (3) the
ble
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As a rule, the amount of the
undiscounted unpaid losses means the
unpaid losses and unpaid loss adjustment
expenses shown in the annual statement,
However, if the amounts shown in the
annual statement were determined on a
discounted basis and if the extent to which
these losses were discounted can be
determined on the basis of information
disclosed on or with the annual statement
the amount of the undiscounted unpaid
losses must be recomputed to eliminate any
reduction attributable to such discounting.
In no event can the amount of discounted
unpaid losses determined under section
846 with respect to any line of business for
aan accident year exceed the aggregate
mount of unpaid losses with respect to any
line of business for an accident year as
reported on the taxpayer's annual
statement.
The applicable interest rate for each
calendar year and the applicable loss
payment pattern for each line of business
are determined by the Secretary of the
Treasury. The applicable interest rate for
1987 and earlier years is 7.20%. The
pplicable loss payment patterns have been
published
in Revenue Ruling 87-34, 1987I
17 C.B. 4. However. under the provisions of
section 846(e), corporations havin
sufficient historical experience to determine
a loss payment pattern may, under certain
circumstances, elect to use their own. If
such an election is made, the loss payment
patterns will be based!
~ch the most recent
calendar year for wh onan annual
statement was filed before the beginning of
the accident year. No election under section
846(e) shall apply to any international or
reinsurance line of business If the
corporation elects to use its own low
payment patterns, be sure to check the
"Yes* column for question M in Schedule J.
Additional Information Required. For more
information regarding this election, see
Section 846(e).
Line 6. Tax-exempt Interest subject to
section 832(b)(5)(8).-Enter the amount
of tax-exempt interest received or accrued
during the taxable year on investments
made after August 7, 1986. For additional
information regarding the determination of
the acquisition date of an investment see
the instructions for Schedule C, lines '1
through 6, column (2).
Schedule G-Other Capital
Losses
Capital assets are considered sold or
exchanged to provide funds to meet
abnormal insurance losses and to pay
dividends and make similar distributions to
policyholders to the extent that the grow
receipts from their Sale or exchange are not
more than the amount by which the sum of
dividends and similar distributions paid to
policyholders, losses paid, and expenses
paid for the tax year is more than the total
on line 9, Schedule G.
Total gross receipts Irom sales of capital
assets (line 12, column (3)) must not be
mom than line 10. If necessary, you may
report part of the gross receipts
particular sale of a capital asset in
from
thisa
schedule and the rest on Schedule 0 (Form
1 120). Otherwise, do not show on Schedule
any
D Torm 1 120)
sales reported in this
schedule.

Schedule H-Special
Deduction for Section 833
Organizations
Part I-Computation of Deduction
Line I - C let ms incurred during the taxable
yes r. - Enter the tota I health care cla ims

i ricurred during the taxa ble year.
Line 2. Expenses Incurred during the
taxable year In connection with the
administration, adjustment, or
settlement of cials.-Enter the total
expenses incurred during the taxable year in
connection with the administration,
adjustment, or settlement of health care
claims.
Line 5. Beginning adjusted surphai
adjusted surplus as of the beginning of the
organization's first taxable year beginning
after December 31, 1986, is its surplus as
of such time. For this purpose, the term
"surplus" means the excess of the total
assets over the total liabilities as shown on
the annual statement.
Lino 6. Spatial deduction.-The
deduction determined in Part I for any
taxable year is limited to taxable income for
such taxable year determined without
regard to such deduction.
Note: Under the provisions ofsection
833(bX4), any determination undersection
833(b) shall be made by only taking into
account items attributable to the health.
related business of the taxpayer,
Part II-Computation of Ending
Adjusted Surplus
The adjusted surplus as ofthe beginningof
anytaxable year(otherthan the first taxable
year beginning after December 31, 1986) is
an amount equal to the adjusted surplus as
of the beginning of the preceding taxable
year(1) increased by the amount of any
adjusted taxable income for such preceding
taxable year, or
(2) decreased by the amount of any
adjusted net
taxis
operating loss for such
preceding
ble year.
For purposes of the computation of the
adjusted surplus, the terms ~adjusted
taxable income' and "adjusted net
operating low" mean the taxable income or
the net operating loss: respectively,
determined with the following
modifications:
(1) without regard to the deduction
determined under section 833(bXl);
(2) without regard to any carryforward or
carryback to such taxable year; and
(3) by increasing gross income by an
amount equal to the net exempt income for
the taxable year.
Une 10s. Adjusted tax-exempt Income.Reduce the total tax-exempt interest
received or accrued during the taxable year
by any amount (not otherwise deductible
which would have been allowable as a
deduction for the taxable year if such
interest were not tax exempt. Enter the
.
result on line 10a.
Una 10b. Adjusted dividends-received
deduction.-Reduce the aqgMWte
amount allowed as a deduction under
sections 243, 244. and 245 by the amount
of any decrease in deductions allowable for
Page 11

the taxable year by reason of section
832(bX5)(B) to the extent such decrease is
attributable to deductions under sections
243,244, and 245. Enter the result on line
101h.
j
Line 12. Ending adjusted surplus.-This
amount will also be the beginning adjusted
surplus for the next taxable year.
Schedule I -,Compensation of
Officers
1!
Attach a schedule for all officers usingthe
following columns:
1. Name of officer.
,
2. Social secu rity number.
3, Percentage of time devoted to
business,
4. Amount of ~ompensation.
This information must be submitted by
each member of an affiliated group
included in a consolidated return.
Schedule J -Additional
Information Required
Be sure to answer questions Fthrough Pon
page 7 of Form 1 120-PC. The instructions
that follow are keyed to these questions.
.6Su=!.mMS;:.erson.-The term
~1) A citizen or
resident of the United tates; (2) A
domestic partnership; (3) A domestic
corporation; or (4) Any estate or trust (other
than a foreign estate or trust within the
meaning of section 7701(aX31)).
"Owner's country,* for individuals, is the
owner's country of residence. For all others,
it is the country where incorporated,
organized, created, or administered.
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2. Question 1. Foreign financial
accounts.-Check the 'Yes' box it either
(a) or (b), below, applies to the corporation;
otherwise, check the "No' be.:
(a) At any time during the year the
corporation had an interest in or signature
or other authority over a financial account
in a foreign country (such as a bank
account, securities account, or other
financial account); and
the combined value of the account(s)
was more than $10,000 at any time
during the year; AND
the account was NOT with a U.S
military balking facility operated by a
U.S. financial institution.
(b) The corporation owns more than 50%
of the Stock in any corporation that would
answer 'Yes" to item (a), above.
Get form To Or 90-22. 1, Report of
Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts, to
see if the corporation is considered to have
an interest in or signature or other authority
over a financial account in a foreign country
(such as a bank account, securities
account, or other financial account).
If "Yes" is checked for this question, file
TO F 90-22.1 by June 30, 1988, with
formDepartment of the Treasury at the
the
address shown on the form. Form TD F 9022. 1 is not a tax return, so do not file it with
Form 1120-PC. Form TD F 90-22.1 may be
obtained from IRS Forms Distribution
Centers.
Also, if "Yes* is checked for this question,
write the name of the foreign country or
countries. Attach a separate sheet if more
space is needed.
3. Question P.-Report any tax-exempt
interest received or accrued in the space
provided. Include any exempt-interest
dividends received as a shareholder in a
mutua fund or other regulated investment
company.
I

Schedule K-Subtractions
From Protection Against Loss
Account
Section 1024 of the Tax Reform Act of
1986 repealed Code Section 824 relatingto
the protection against loss account (PAL
account). However, for taxable1986.
years
beginning after December 3 1,
PAL
account balances are includible in income
as though section 824 were still in effect.
Una 2a. Section 824(d)(1)(8).-Enter the
amount (if any) by which the sum of the
investment loss and the statutory
underwriting low for the taxable year
exceeds the sum of the statutory
underwriting income and the taxable
investment income for the taxable year.
Una 2b. Section 824(d)(1)(C).-Enter (in
the order in which the losses occurred)
amounts equal to the unused low
carryciiiers to the taxable year.
Line 2c. Section 824(d)(1)(D).-Enter
any amount remaining in the account which
was added to the account for the fifth
preceding taxable year minus % of the
amount remainint in the account for such
taxableyearwhic wasaddedbyreasonof
section 824(aXIXB).
Line 2d. Section 824(d)(1)(E).-Enter the
amount by which the total amount in the
account exceeds whichever of the following
is the greater:
(i) 10% of premiums earned on insurance
contracts during the taxable year (as
defined in Section 832(bX4)) law dividends
to policyholders (as defined in section
832(cX 11)). or
(ii ) the total amount in the account at the
close of the preceding taxable year.
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Real Estate Investment Trusts
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1-mal R-num Se-
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OM8 No 1545 1004
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Use
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IRS
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Part I-Computation of Real Estate Investment Trust Taxable Income
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For,

Pari1
1

C Employer dendifl,istilim

D Data Fitt

st.Uh,h.

E Totalassets(SeneSpecifionot-h- I
$

Income (EXCLUDING income required to be reported in Part 11 or Part IV)
I Dividends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
3 Gross rents from real property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
4 Other gross rents . . . . . . . . . . . 1.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
4
.
.
5
5 Capital gain net income (attach Schedule D (Form 120))
.
. . . . ... . . . . . I . .
6
6 Net gain (or loss) from Form 4797. Part 11, line 18 (attach Form 4797) . . . . . . . . I .
7 Other income (see instructions-attach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
8 Total income-Add lines 1 through 7 and enter here . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Deductions (EXCLUDING deductions directly connected with income required to be reported in Part 11 or Part IV)
9 Compensation of officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
10a Salaries and wages ......................... b Less jobs credit ... ___ ........... Balance Ill, 10c
11 Repairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . 11
12 Bad debts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
13 Rents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . 13
14 Taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
15 Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
16 Depreciation (attach Form 4562) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
17 Advertising . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
18 Other deductions (attach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . 18
19 Total deductions-Add lines 9 through 18 and enter here . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
20 Taxable income before net operating loss deduction, deduction for dividends paid, and section
857(b)(2)(E) deduction (line 8 less line 19) . . . . . . . . . . . .
20
21 Less; a Net operating loss deduction (see instructions) .,
21al
1
21bl
Is Deduction for dividends paid (Schedule A) .
I
F///////.
c Section 857(b)(2)(E) deduction (Schedule J line
. 3c)
. .. . .* .' 2 Ic I
I
21d
22 Real estate investment trust taxable income (fine 20 less line 2 1d) . . . . . . . . . .
.
2
Tax and Payments
23 TOTAL TAX (Schedule J) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24 Payments: a 1986 overpayment credited to 1987
b 1987 estimated tax payments . . . . . . .
c Less 1987 refund applied for on Form 4466 . . . .
d Tax deposited with Form 7004 . . . . . .
a Credit from regulated investment companies (attacl~ Farm' 2~3~)
I Credit for Federal tax on gasoline and special fuels(attach Form4136) . . .
25 Enter any PENALTY for underpayment of estimated tax-check 0. F] if Form 2220 is attached
26 TAX DUE-if the total of lines 23 and 25 is larger than line 24, enter AMOUNT OWED . . . . . 26
i
27 OVERPAYMENT-if line 24 is larger than the total of lines 23 and 25, enter AMOUNT OVERPAID .
28 Enterant unt of line 27 Youl-wantACrindited to 1988 estimated tax so
I
Refunded 1, 1 28
?Z 1
Under'iti"ma
that I In- examined
o
t
~l
r
d%
a.
of
artury.
I
declare
of
this
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including
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schoduss,
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Psi. 2

Computation of Tax on Net Income From Foreclosure Property
(As defined in Section 856(e)) (Caution: See instructions before completing this part.)
Net gain (or loss) from the sale or other disposition of foreclosure property described in section
1 22 1 ( 1 ) (aftacIf schedu le) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Gross income derived from foreclosure property (attach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .
. . . . . . . . .
Total income from foreclosure property (add lines 1 and 2)
Deductions directly connected with the production of income shown on line 3 (attach schedule) . . .
Net income from foreclosure property-line 3 less line 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tax on net income from foreclosure property (see instructions for Part 11 Tax Computation Worksheet).
Enter here and on Schedule J, line 3b . . . . . .
Part III- Computation of Tax Imposed Under Section 857(b)(5) for Failure To Meet
Certain Source-of-Income Requirements (Caution: See instructions.)
Its Enter total income from Part 1, line 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . to
b Enter total income from foreclosure property from Part 11, line 3 . . . . lb
c Total-add lines la and 1b ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
2 Multiply line Ic by 95% and enter the result here . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Enter the amount of income shown on line Ic that is derived from sources referred to in section
856(c)(2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 Line 2 less line 3. (If less than zero, enter zero.) . . . . . . . . .
5 Multiply line Ic by 75% and enter the result here . . . . . . . . ..
6 Enter the amount of income shown on line 1c that is derived from sources referred to in section
856(c)(3).
. . . . .
7 Line.- less line 6. (if less than zero, enter zero.) . . . . . . . . .
8 Enter the greater of line 4 at line 7. (it this line Is zero. do not complete the rest of Part 111.) . . .
9 Enter the amount shown in Part 1, line 20. . . . . . . . . . . .
10 Enter the net capital gain from Schedule D (Form 11 20), line 10 . . . . . . ... . . . . .
12 Line 9 less line 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12a Enter total income from Part 1. line 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12al
1
Is Enter the net short-term capital gain from Schedule D (Form 1 120), line 4.
(if line 4 is a loss, enter zero.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l2b
a Add lines 12a and 12b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13 Enter capital gain net income from Part 1, line 5 . . . . . . . . .
14 Line 12c less line 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 Divide line 11 by line 14 and enter the result. Carry out your answer to 5 decimal places . . . . .
16 Amount of section 857(b)(5) tax-Multiply line 8 by line 15 and enter the result here and on Schedule J,
line 3c . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Part IV- Computation of Tax on Net Income From Prohibited Transactions
2
3
4
5
6

Gain from the sale or other disposition of property described in section 1221(l) which is not
foreclosure property (Do NOT include sales that meet the requirements of section 857(b)(6XC) or
losses fro. prohibited transactions.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 Deductions directly connected with the production of income shown on line 1 . . . . . . . . .
3 Net income from prohibited transactions-line 1 less line 2. . . . . . . . . .
4 Tax on net income from Prohibited transactions-Enter 100% of line 3 here and on Schedule J. line 3d.
Deduction for Dividends Paid

2
3
4
5

Ic
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11

12c
13
14
15
16

I

Dividends paid other than dividends paid after the end of the tax year (do not include dividends
considered as paid in the preceding tax year under sections 857(bX8) or 858(a), or deficiency
dividends as defined in section 860) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 Dividerdspaidin 12-month period following the close of your tax year which you elect to betreated as
paid during the tax year under section 858(a) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Dividends declared in December deemed paid on December record date under section 857(b)(8) (do
not include any amounts shown on I ines I or 2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 Consent dividends (attach Forms 972 a nd 973) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 Total dividends paid-Add lines 1 through 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 Deduction for dividends paid-if there is net income from foreclosure property (Part 11, line 5), see
instructions for limitation on deductible amount. Otherwise, enter amount from line 5 here and online
21b, page I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2
3

I

1
2
3
4
5

F- 1120-REIT(1987)

Tax Computation (See instructions )
I Check if you are a member of a controlled group (see sections 1561 and 1563) . . . . . . . . e. El
2 If line 1 is checked, see instructions and enter your share of tax bracket amounts. If your tax year includes
June30. 1987. completebothaarolb belo.. Otherwise, complete only It.
a (i) $ .......
(it) $ .................. (iii) $ ................. ov) $ .................
Is (i) $ ..................
------- 01) $ ..................
3a Tax on re:1 estate investment trust taxable income (see instructions to figure
the tax; nter this tax or alternative tax from Schedule D (Form 1120),
whichever is less). Check if from Schedule D (Form 1120) W Ej . . . 3a
to
is Tax from Part 11 (line 6, page 2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c Tax from Part III (line 16, page 2). . . . . . . . . . . . . .
d Tax from Part IV (line 4, page 2) . . . . . . .
. . . . . . ~
3.
3d
/f
/001/1
a Total-Add lines 3a through 3d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s
4ais Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1118) . . . . .
14a
General business credit. Enter here and check v hit:ln
BBAfirrrms ate
attached
Form 3800
Form 3468
Form
E]Form6478 ElFormi El Form 8586 . . . . .
c Total-Add ines4aard4h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4c
Line 3e less: ne 4c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Personal holding company tax (attach Schedule PH (Form 1 120)) . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 Tax from re omputing prior-year investment credit (attach Form 4255) . . . . . . . . . . 8
a
Be Alternative minimum
c
tax (see instructions-attach Form 4626) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
b Environmental
(see instructions-attach Form 4626) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81,
9 Total tax-Addtax
lines 5 throuph 81b. Enter here and on lineF2_ IN page_
(a)1
Additional Information (See instruction F.)
Enter highest amount owed to the REIT by such owner during
G Did the REIT claim a deduction for expenses
theyearW
s connected with:
...................
((1)) A, olerlitionnent facility tonal, resort, ranch, etc.)?
Note: For purposes of H(l) and H(7). "highest amount owed includes
loans and accounts tinceivablelpayable.
2 Living accommodations (except employees on business)?
(3) E ployees attending conventions of meetings outside the North
I Was the REIT a U.S. shareholder of any controlled foreign
American
ch
area? (See section 274b).) . . . . . . .
corporation? (See sections 951 and 957 .) . . . . . . .
(4) Employees'families at conventions or rit"fings? . . . .
It "Yes," attach Form 5471 for each such corporation.
If "Yes," were any of these conventions of meetings outside the
J At any time during the tax yeat, did the REIT have an interest in or
(5) North American area? (See section 274(h),) . . . .
a signature or other authority over a financial account in a foreign
Employee or family vacations not reported on form W-27
country (such as a bank account, securities ac6critirl, or olhe~
financial account)? . . . . . . .
N (1) Did the REIT at the end of the tax year own, directly or
indirnt:y. 50% or more of the voting stock of a domestic
(See instruction F and filing requirements for orm TD F 90 22.1.)
corpora ton? (For rules of attribution, see section 267(c).) .
It "Yes, enter name of foreign country I. ...............
It e "Yes.' attach a schedule showing (a) name. address, and
K Was the REIT the grantor of, or transfefoir to, a foreign trust which
any
id clifying number: (b) Percentage owned, (c) taxable income (or
existed during the current tax year, whether or not the REIT h as
loss) before NOL and special deductions leg, if a Form 1120.
beneficial interest in V
from For 1120, line 28. page 1) of such corporation for the tax
If 'Yes," the REIT inay hv t' fil Fm 3520 , 3520A, o 926.
year rd,r,*R1cx
""
no I. within your tax year: (it) highest amountowed
L During this tax year did the REIT pay dividends (other than stock
by If,
such corporation do ing the treat; and (e) highest
dividends and distributions in exchange for stock) in excess at the
RE
amounlowed to the REIT by such rxi~poration during the year.
IT 5 current and accumulated earnings and profits? (See sections 301
and 316.) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(2) Did any individual,
the
partnership, corporation. estate. or trust at
It "Yes," file form 5452.
the end of '011
tax ye r own, directly or indirectly, 50% or more
of the REIT s
igastock (or beneficial interests)? (for rules
M During this tax year did the REIT maintain any part of its
accounting/tax records on a computerized system? . . . . .
of attribution, see section 267(c).) If 'Yes," complete (a)
,11trough (e) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N Check method of accounting:
(a) Attach a schedule showing name, address, and identifying
(1)
Cash
number.
(2)
Accrual
(b) Enter percentage owned I~ ........ -----(3)
Other (specify) No
(c) Was the owner of such voting stuck (or beneficial
0 Check this box if the REIT issued publicly olfered~ d`ielit' irsftumerts
with original issue discount . . . . . .
interest) a person other thin a U.S. person? (See
instructions,) Note: If 'Yes,' the REIT may have to file
If so, the REIT may have to file Form 8281.
For. 5472.
. ., . . .I . . . . . . .
P Enter the amount of tax-exempt interest received or accrued during
the tax yea, I,
It "Yes," enter owner' country
..............
(it) Enter highest amount mixed *by the REIT to such owner
Q 11 the REIT is a member of a controlled group, enter the amount of
doing the year 1.
taxable income for the entire group 0-

P- 3

jjj4.z.
. .M
. Ili
KIT

r2L
Balance
"I
Sheets
Assets
I Cash . . . . . . . . . . .
2 Trade notes and accounts receivable .
a Less allowance for bad debts . . .
3 Federal and state government obligations
S4 Other current assets (attach schedule) .
Loans to stockholders . . . . . .
6 Mortgage and real estateicians . . .
7 Other investments (attach schedule)
8 Buildings and other depreciable assets.
a Less accumulated depreciation
9 Land (net ofanyamortintion)
10 Intangible assets (amortizable only) .
a Less accumulated amortization
11 T.t.,=ls
if,
Olthe
I'altachchedule)

par 4
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.

EMISSIONS, 01012/2%

rYeW~ No

p

N
1

r
rh4ldll
ME,

01, NO,
ON/,
ON/,

Uabilltlesand Stockholders' Equity
3 Accounts payable . . . . . . . . . .
114 Mortgages, notes, bonds payable in less tha
Other current liabilities (attach schedule,
t Loans from stockholders . . . .
1:
17 Mortgages, notes, bonds payable in 1 year or more
18 Other liabilities (attach schedule) . . . .
19 Capital stock: a Preferred stock
Is Common stock . . . .
20 Paid-in or capital surplus
21 Retai ned earnings-Appropriated (attach schedule)
22 Retained earnings-Unappropriated . . .
23 Less,cost of treasury stock
Tota liabilities and stockholders' equity
Reconciliation of Income per Books With Income per Return
You are not required to complete this schedule if the total assets on line 12, column (d). of Schedule L are less than $25.000.I Net income on books
7 Income recorded an books this year not
2a Federal income tax
included in this return (itemize)
(Schedule J,,Iine 9)
$ ................
a Tax-exempt interest $ ...........
Is Len: Section 857(b)(5) bat $ A ..............
3C Balance . . . ... . . . . . . .
8 Deductions
.. ...........
in this tax
****return
...............
not charged
Excess of capital Idsses over capital gains .
against book income this year (itemize)
4 Income subject to tax not recorded on books
Depreciation
..............
this year (i mize)
Net operating ton deduction
.......... I ..............................
(line 21a, page 1)
$ ............
c Dividends paid deduction
(line Zlb. page 1)
5 Expenses
---------------------recorded on books
* -----------------this year not
$ ..............
deducted in this return (itemize)
Depreciation
$ ..................
income from foreclosure
9 Net
.. .................
* .............
property
.8 Section4981tax
$ ..................
10 Net income.from Prohibited transactions
................ -- .................
I Total of lines 7 through 10 . . . .
I REIT taxable income (line 22, page I)t2
lire6lesslinell . . . . . . .
NUMMITIMM Analysis of Unappropriated Retained Earnings per Books (line 22, Schedule Q
You are not required to complete this schedule if the total assets on line 12. column (d). of Schedule L are less than $25.000.
I Balance at beginning of year . . . . . .
5 Distributions; a Cash . . . . .
2 Net income per books . . . . . . . .
b Stock . . . . .
3 Other increases (itemize)
.......
c Property . . . .
..........................................
6 Other decreases (iternize)........ ...
............ I ........... : ~
7 i o't'a'I'of`Ii n"e's-5' 'a'n'd' 6' .................
1
4 total"o"i I*rn'e""s' 1,., 2". a,n,d, 3" * -.
8 Balance at end of year (line' 4 iess' line 7)
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De artment of the Treasury
Ineernal Revenue Service

Instructions for
Form 1120-REIT
U.S. IncomeTax Return for Real Estate I nvestment Trusts
(Section references are to the InternalReyenue Code unless otherwise noted.)

Paperwork Reduction Act
Notice
We ask forthis information tocarry outthe
Internal Revenue laws ofthe United States.
We need it to ensure that taxpayers are
complying with these laws and to allow
if us to
figu re and collect the right amount o tax.
You are required to give us this information.

General Instructions
Note: In addition to those publications
listed throughout these instructions,
taxpayers may wish toget: Publication
534, Depreciation; Publication 535,
Business Expenses; Publication 54Z Tax
Information on Corporations; and
Publication 921, Explanation of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 for Business.

A. Purpose of Form
Form 1120- REIT is used to report the
income . gains. losses. deductions, and
credits of real estate investment trusts as
defined in section 856.

B. Filing Form I I 20--REIT
1. Who Must File
A corporation. trust. or assoc:iation that
elects to be treated as a real estate
investment trust for the tax year (or has
made such election for a prior tax year and
such election has not been terminated or
revoked) and that meets the requirements
listed below must file Form 1120 REIT. The
election is made by computing taxable
income as a real estate investment trust on
Form 1120 REIT.
An electing real estate investment trust
-rriust be a corporation. trust, or association:
(a) that is managed by one or more trustees
or directors;
(b) the beneficial ownership of which is
evidenced by transferable shares. or by
transferable certificates of beneficial
intere
(c) that
st;would otherwise be taxed as a
domestic corporation;
(d) that is neither a financial institution
referred to in section 582(c)(5). nor an
insurance company to which subf:1hapter L
applies;
(e) the beneficial ownership of which is held
by 100 or more persons (except this rule
does not apply for the first tax year in which
the election is made
trust);
to be taxed as a real
estate investment
(f) that is not closely held. as defined in
section 856(h) (except this rule does not
apply for the first tax year in which the
election is made to be taxed as a real estate
investment trust);

(g) that meets the gross income and
diversification of investment requirements
of section 856(c);
.(h) that was treated as a real estate
I
I trust for all tax years beginning
after February 28. 1986. or as of the end of
mleslmem
the tax year the corporation, trust, or
association had
no accumulated earnings
and profits from any non-REIT year;
(1) that keeps the records required by
Regulations section 1.857-8 to show the
actual ownership of its outstanding stock or
certificates of beneficial interest during the
tax year:
(j) that has a tax year which is a calendar
year, unless such corporation, trust or
association was considered to be a real
estate investment trust for any tax year
beginning on or before October 4, 1976: and
(k) for which the deduction for clikidends
n
paid (excluding any net capital gai
dividends) equals or exceeds:
(1) the sum of:
(1) 95% of its real estate investment trust
taxable income (determined without regard
to the deduction for dividends paid and by
excluding any net capital gain): and
(it) 95% of the excess of its net income
from fo~eclosure property over the tax
imposed on such income by section
857(b)(4)(A);
(2) minus any excess noncash income as
determined under section 857(e).
See sections 856 and 857 for details and
exceptions.
Note: For income tax purposes,
corporation that is a qualified REITa
subsidiary is not treatedas a separate
corporation, See section 856(1) for details,
2. Termination of Election
Once the election to be treated as a real
estate investment trust is made, it stays in
effect for all years until it is terminated or
revoked. The election terminates
automatically for any tax year in which the
corporation, trust. or association is not a
qualified real estate investment trust as
defined in section 856,
The election may also be revoked by the
taxpayer for any tax year after the first year
for which the election is effective by filing a
statement with the Internal Revenue
Service Center where the corporation, trust,
or association files its income tax return.
The statement must be filed on or before
the 90th day after the first day of the tax
year for which the revocation is to be
effective, The statement must be signed by
an official authorized to sign the income tax
,eturn of the taxpayer and must contain the
name, address, and employer identification
number of the taxpayer, specify the, tax year

Application for Change in Accounting
Method. Also we Publication 538,
Accounting Periods and Methods.
Change In accounting perlod.-A real
estate investment trust may not change its
Cahfoania (all other count,n),
accounting period to any accounting period
F-rao,CA
93MB
Himall
other than the calendar year. Generally,
Illinois. lomis
before changing its accounting period, the
'
M-.City.MO64999
Moksoun, 11hipcorism
real estate investment trust must obtain the
Anksmals, hiduarki, North
Commissioner's approval
for
Memphis.
TIN
37501
Carolina. Timmusists. Vinton.
11 28, Application
Change
by "ing
inlcc..nlin,
Form
Period. (See Regulations section 1.442.1
Delandure. Ddi of
and Publication 538.) However,
al
upon
Columbia, Maryland,
Philadelphia, PA 19255
as
a
rea
estate
Isenasylinkma
electing to be taxed
investment trust, a n entity that ha's not
engaged in any active trade or busine
rBy
Real estate investment trusts havi ng thei r
change its accounting period to a calandma
'
principal place of business outside the United yea
c r without the approvalI of the
States must file with the Internal Revenue
commissioner.
Service Center, Philadelphia, PA 19255.
2. Rounding Off to Whole-Dollar
5. Signature
Amounts
The return must be signed and dated by the
The real estate investment trust may show
president, vice president, treasurer,
the money items on the return and
assistant treasurer, chief accounting
accompanying schedules as whole-dollar
officer, or any other corporate officer
.
(such
amounts. To do so, drop any amount less
as tax officer) authorized to sign A receiver,
than 50 cents and increase any amount
trust", or assignee must sign and date any
return required to be filed on behalf of a real from 50 cents through 99 cents to the next
higher dollar.
estate investment trust.
Y.M), Colorado, Idaho.
Islimuds, Nebulous. Niedida.
North Ditionts, One,
"r. South
Obtfusts. Usah. Was mood.
in
Wyoming

for which the election was made, and state
that the taxpayer, pursuant to section
856(g)(2), revokes its election under
section 856(c)(1) to be a real estate
investment trust.
During the 4 years after the first year for
which the termination or revocation is
effective, the corporation, trust, or
association may not make a new election to
be taxed as a real
Bil destate investment trust,
except as proid e in section 856(g)(4).
3. When To File
Generally, a real estate investment trust
must file its income tax return by the 15th
day of the 3rd month after the end of the
tax year. A new real estate investment trust
filing a short-period return must generally
file by the 15th day of the 3rd month after
the short period ends. A real estate
investment trust that has dissolved must
generally file by the 15th day of the 3rd
month after the date it dissolved.
Extension.-File Form 7004, Application
for Automatic Extension of Time To File
Corporation Income Tax Return, to request
flan automatic 6-month extension of time to
le.
Period covered.-File the 1987 return for
calendaryear 1987 and fiscal yearsthat begin
in 1987 and end in 1988. For a fiscal year, fill
in the tax year space at the top of the form.
Final return.-If the real estate investment
trust ceases to exist, check the box for Final
Return in item F at the top of the form.
4. Where To File
Use the preaddressed envelope. 11 you do
not use the envelope. file your return at the
applicable IRS address listed below.
lithe svilindinkindent it ......
Us, the farming
Prd,iP.I
Innimes, itiffhat,
i.... S I,.
la
Cents, add,.,.
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Ma-Mietts. Minnesota,
N ~
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Ainswe, MA 05501
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Sa-inent., San Josm.m.
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i. OH 4 5999
Austni, TX 73301

Ogden. UT 84201

(1dit'navolm, near oa,ie)

Oll UT 84201

If a corporate officer filled in the real estate
investment trust tax return, the Paid
Preparer's space under "Signature of officer"
should remain blank. If someone prepares
the tax return and does not charge the real
estate investment trust, that person should
not sign the return. Certain others who
prepare the tax return should not sign. For
example, a regular, full-time employee of the
real estate investment trust, such as a clerk,
secretary, etc., does not have to sign.
Generally, anyone who is paid to prepare
the tax return must sign it and fill in the
blanks in the Paid Preparer's Use Only area
of the return.
M The preparer rtquired to sign the return
USTcomplete he required preparer
informal ion arld:
e Sign it, by hand, in the space provided
for the preparer's signature. (Signature
stamps or labels are not acceptable.)
9 Givea copyof the tax return tothe
taxpayer in addition to the copy filed with IRS.
Tax return preparers should be familiar
with their responsibilities. See Publication
1045, Information for Tax Practitioners, for
more details.
C. Figuring and Paying the Tax
1. Accounting .
Accounting methods.-Taxable income
must be computed using the method of
accounting regularly used in keeping the
real estate investment trust's books and
records. In all cams. the method adopted
must clearly reflect taxable income. See
section 446.
Generally, real estate investment trusts
with aver
Sx annual grow receipts of more
than $
000 must use the accrual
method of accounting. See section 448 for
definitions and exceptions.
Unless the law specifically permits
othemim. the real estate investment trust
may change the method of accounting used
to report taxable income in earlier years (for
income as a whole or for any material item)
only by first getting consent on Form 3115,
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3. Depositary Method of Tax Payment
The real estate investment trust must pay
the tax due in full when the return is filed
but no later than 21/2 months after the end
of the tax year.
Deposit real estate investment trust
income tax payments (and estimated tax
payments) with Form 8109, Federal Tax
Deposit Coupon. Be sure to darken the
"l 120" box on the coupon. Make these
deposits with either a financial institution
qualified as a depositary for Federal taxes or
the Federal Reserve bank or branch
servicing the geographic area where the real
estate investment trust is located. Do not
submit deposits directly to an IRS office;
otherwise, the real estate investment trust
may be subject to a failure to deposit
penalty. Records of deposits will be sent to
IRS for crediting to the real estate
investment trust's account. See the
instructions contained in the coupon book
(Form 8109) for more information.
In order for us to better process your
deposits, please write on your check your
employer identification number, type of tax
paid, and the tax period to which the
deposit applies,
To get more deposit coupons, use the
reorder form (Form 8109A) provided in the
coupon black.
For more information concerning
deposits, see Publiclotion 583. Information
for Business Taxpayers.
ul. Backup Withholding
If a person receives certain payments and
does not give the payer the correct
employer identification number. the payer
will withhold taxes from those payments.
This type of withholding is called *backup
withholding,* If the real estate investment
trust has had any backup withholding
withheld from payments, it should show this
amount in the blank space in the right-hand
column between lines 23 and 24, page 1,
Form 1120-REIT, and label the amount as
backup withholding, The real estate
investment trust should then include the
amount in the total for line 24.

5. Estimated Tax
A real estate investment trust must make
estimated tax payments if it can expect its
estimated tax to be $40 or more. For
estimated tax purposes. the estimated tax of
th: real estate investment trust is defined
th sum of its aftnathis
I
minimum tedi and
as
environmental A
the credits for
Federal tax on gasoline
(minus
and special fuels and
overpaid windfall profit tax). Use he
Payment Coupons (Forms 8109)Iin making
deposits of estimated
If the real estate investment
ta tax.
trust
o
.~e,,.pajkdreslimated
C e
x.itmaybeabletoget
no" by filing Form 4466.
Corporation Application for Quick Refund of
Overpayment of Estimated Tax. The
overpayment must be both: (1) at least 10%
of expected income tax liability, and (2) at
least $500. To apply, file Form 4466 within
2112 months after the end of the tax year and
before the real estate investment trust files
its tax return.
Caution: Pending legislation would
exempt
real estate investment trusts from
the imposition
of e environmental tax. It
I is provisiontobecomes
th Ia., the
requirement will
make payments of
estimated tax
no
trusts.
longer apply to real
estatq investment
6. Timing Change In Deducting
Accrued Expenses
Generally, an accrual basis taxpayer can
deduct accrued expensesI in the tax year that
all events have Occurred hat determine the
liability, and the amount of the liability can
be figured with reasonable accuracy.
However, all the events that establish liability
for the amount generally are treated as
occurring only when economic performance
takes place. There are exceptions for
recurring items. See section 46 1(h).
7. Rule of 78's Not an Acceptable
Method of Figuring Interest
Taxpayers are reminded that. generally. the
Rule of 78's is not an acceptable method
for computing interest income or expense.
Anyone using the Rule of 78's shotild see
Revenue Procedures 84-27, 84-28, 84-29
and 84 30 (Which are in Cumulative
Bulletin 1984-1) to change their method.
D. Interest and Penalties
1. Interest.-Interest is charged on taxes.
not paid by the due date, even if an
extension of time to file is granted. Interest
is also charged on penalties imposed for
failure to file. gross valuation
overstatements. and substantial
understatements of tax from the due date
(including extensions) to the date of
payment. The interest charge is figured at a
rate deter' ined under section 662 1.
2. Late Filing of Return.-A real estate
investment trust that fails to file its return
when due (including extensions of time for
filing) may be subject to a penalty of 5% a
month or fraction Of a month, up to a
maximum of 25%, for each month the
return is not filed. The penalty is imposed
on the net amount due. The minimum
penalty for failure to file a tax return within
60 days of the due date for filing (including
extensions) is the lesser of the
underpayment of tax or $ 100.
3. Late Payment of Tax.-Generally, the
penalty for not paying tax when due is Ili%
of the unpaid amount. up to a maximum of

.0

25%. for each month or fraction of a month
!he tax remains unpaid. The penalty is
imposed on the net amount due.
4. Underpayment of Estimated Tas.-A
real estate investment trust that fails to pay
estimated tax payments when due may be
subject to an underpayment penalty for the
period of underpayment. To avoid the
estimated tax penalty, the real estate
investment trust must make estimated tax
payments of at least 90% of the sum of its
alternative minimum tax and environmental
tax (minus the credits for Federal tax on
gasoline and special fuels and overpaid
windfall profit tax) as shown on the return.
See sections 6655(b)(1) and (dX3).
If the real estate investment trust
underpaid estimated tax, attach Form
2220. Underpayment of Estimated Tax by
Corporations, to sho. either how the
penalty was figured or the exceptions which
a
Also be sure to check the box on line
25.
polyForm 1 120-REIT. If the real estate
investment trust owes a penalty, enter the
amount of the penalty on this line.
5. Overstated Tax Deposits.-If deposits
are overstated, the real estate investment
trust may be subject to a penalty of 25% of
the overstated deposit claim. See section
6656(b).
6. Other Penalties.-There are also
p nalties that can be imposed for
negligence, substantial understatement of
tax. and fraud. See sections 6653 and 666 1.

E. Other Forms, Returns,
Schedules, and Statements
That May Be Required
2. Forms
The real estate investment trust may have
to file any of the following:
Forms W-2 and Yl Wage and Tax
Statement; and Transmittal of income and
Tax Statements.
Form W-21p. Statement for Recipients of
Annuities, Pensions, Retired Pay, or IRA
Payments.
Form 966. Corporate Dissolution or
Liquidation.
Forms 1042 and 1042S. Annual
Withholding Tax Return for U.S. Source
Income of Foreign Persons; and Foreign
Person's U.S. Source Income Subject to
Withholding, Use these forms to report and
transmit withheld tax on payments or
distributions made to nonresident alien
individuals, foreign partnerships, or foreign
corporations to the extent such payments or
distributions constitute gross income from
sources within the U.S. (see sections 861
through 865). For more information. see
sections 1441 and 1442. and Publication
515, Withholding of Tax on Nonresident
Aliens and Foreign Corporations.
Form 1096. Annual Summary and
Transmittal of U.S. Information Returns.
Form 1098. Mortgage Interest Statement.
This form is used to report the receipt from
any individual of $600 or more of mortgage
interest in the course of the recipient's
trade or business for any calendar year.
Forms 1099-A. B. DIV, INT, MISC. DID.
PATR. and R. Information returns for
reporting abandonments, acquisitions
through foreclosure, proceeds from brokers
and barter exchange transactions, real

estate transactions, certain dividends and
distributions, interest payments, medical
and dental health care payments,
miscellaneous income payments,
nonemployee compensation. original issue
discount, patronage dividends, and total
distributions from profit-sharing plans,
retirement plans. and individual retirement
arrangements. Also use these returns to
report amounts that were received as a
nominee on behalf of another person.
For more information, see Publication
916. Information Returns.
Notc. Every real estate investment trust
must file information returns if, in the
course of its trade or business, it makes
payments of rents, commissions,
(seeor other
fixed or determinable income
section
6041) totalling $600 or more to any one
person during the calendaryear.
Form 5452. Corporate Report of
Nontaxable Dividends.
Form 5498. Individual Retirement
Arrangement Information. Use this form to
report contributions (including rollover
contributions) to an individual retirement
arrangement (IRA) and the value of an IRA
or simplified employee pension account.
Form 5713. International Boycott Report,
for persons having operations in or related
to *boycotting" countries. In addition,
persons who participate in orcooperate
with an international boycott may have to
complete Schedule A or Schedule B and
Schedule C of Form 5713 tocompute their
loss of the following items: the foreign tax
ciedit the deferral of earnings of a
contr~iied foreign corporation. IC DISC
benefits. and FSC benefits,
Form 8281. Information Return for Publicly
Offered Original Issue Discount
Instruments. This form is generally required
to be filed by issuers of public offerings of
debt ristruments within 30 days of the
issuance
i
of the debt instrument,
Forms 8288 and 8288-A. U.S. Withholding
Tax Return for Dispositions by Foreign
Persons of U.S. Real Property Interests: and
Statement of Withholding on Dispositions
by Foreign Persons of U.S. Real Property
Interests. Use these forms to report and
transmit withheld tax on the sale of U.S.
real property by a foreign person. However,
with respect to distributions described in
Temporary Regulations section 1. 1445 8T.
use Forms 1042 and 1042S. See section
1445 and the related regulations for
additional information.
Form 8300. Report of Cash Payments Over
$ 10,000 Received in a Trade or Business.
Generally, this form is used to report the
receipt of more than $10.000 in cash or
foreign currency in one transaction (or a
series of related transactions).
Form 8612. Return of Excise Tax on
Undistributed Income of Real Estate
Investment Trusts. If you are liable for the
4% excise tax on undistributed income
imposed under section 4981, you must file
this return for calendar years beginning
after 1986.
2. Statements
Stock ownership in foreign
corporations.-Attach the required
statement to Form 11 20-REIT it the real
estate investment trust owned 5% or more
in value of the outstanding stock of a
foreign personal holding company and the

real estate investment trust was required to
include in its gross income any
undistributed foreign personal holding
company income. See section 55 1(c).
A real estate investment trust that
controls a foreign corporation, or that is a
10%-or-more shareholder of a controlled
foreign corporation, or acquires, disposes
of, or owns 5% or more ownership in the
outstanding stock of a foreign corporation
may have to file Form 5471, Information
Return with Respect to a Foreign
Corporation.
A real estate investment trust that is
engaged in a trade or business in the United
States and is controlled by a foreign person
may have to file Form 5472, Information
Return of a Foreign Owned Corporation.
Transfers to a corporation controlled by
the transferor.-If a person receives stock
or securities of a corporation in exchange
for property, and no gain or loss is
recognized under section 351, that person
(transteror) and the transferee must attach
to Form 1 120-REIT the information
.required by Regulations section 1.351-3.
3. Amended Return
To correct any error in a previously filed
Form 1120-REIT. file an amended Form
1 120 REIT and check the box for Amended
Return in item F at the top of the form.
4. Attachments
Attach Form 4136, Computation of Credit
for Federal Taxon Gasoline and Special
Fuels, after page4, Form 1120-REIT. Attach
schedules in alphabetical orderand other
forms in numerical order after Form,4136.
In order to process the return, weask that
you complete every applicable entry space
on Form 1120-REIT. Please do not attach
statements and write "See attached" in lieu
of completingthe entry spaces on Form
I 120-REIT.
I more space is needed on the forms or
schedules,
I
attach separate sheets
indicating at the top of each attachment the
form number or schedule letter of the form
or schedule being continued, Also. show the
same information called for on the form in
the same order as on the printed forms. Be
sure to show the totals on the printed forms.
Please use sheets that are the same size as
the forms and schedules. Attach these
separate sheets after all the schedules and
forms Also put the real estate investment
trust's empioyer identification number
(EIN) on each sheet.
F. Additional Information
Be sure to answer questions G through Q on
page 3, Form I 120-REIT, The instructions
that follow are keyed to thew questions.
1. Question H(2)(c)
U.S. person.-The term 'U.S. person"
means
1. A citizen or resident of the United States;
2. A domestic partnership;
3. A domestic corporation;
4. Any estate or trust (other than a foreign
estate or trust within the meaning of section
7701(aX31)),
'Owner's country." for individuals, is the
owner's country of residence. For all others.
it is the country where incorporated.
organized, created, or administered.
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2. Question J i
Foreign financial accounts.-Check the
Yes box if either a or b, below applies to the
real estate investment trust; ~tlhervvise,
check the No box:
a. At anytime during the year the real
estate investment trust had an interest in or
signature or other authority over a financial
account in a foreign country (such as a bank
account, securities account, or other
fi nanc, ia] accou -I);
AND
e The combined value of thea accounts
was more than $10,000 at ny time
during the year; AND
o The account was NOT with a U S
military banking facility operated *~; a
U.S. financial institution.
Is. The real estate investment trust owns
more than 50% of the stock in any
~orporafion that would answer 'Yes' to
Get form TO F 90-22. 1. Report of
Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts, to
we if the real estate investment trust is
considered to have an interest in or
signature or other authority over a financial
account in a foreign country (such as a bank
account, securities account, or other
financial account).
If Yes is checked for this question. file
form TD F 90-22.1 by June 30. 1988, with
the Department of the Treasury at the
address shown on the form. Form TD F 9022.1 is not a tax return. so do not file it with
Form 1120-REIT.
For. TD F 90-22 . 1 may be o bta in - Irom
IRS Forms Distribution Centers.
Also, if Yes is checked for this question.
write the name of the foreign country or
countries. Attach a separate sheet if more
space is needed
3. Question P!
Tax-exempt Interest.-Report any taxexempt interest received or accrued in the
space Provided. Include any exemptinterest dividends received as a shareholder
in a mutual fund or other regulated
investment company.
Specific Ilristructions
Emplojej, Identification number.-if the
employer identification number (EIN) on the
label is wrong or if the real estate investment
tnruus.tbdeirdantotthrentoeip-ofathlaebreel.tuer~nter the correct
A real estate investment trust that does
not have an EIN should apply for one on
Form SS-4, Application for Employer
Identification Number. This form may be
obtained from most IRS and Social Security
Administration
Send Form SS-4 to
the same Internal
offices.
Revenue Service Center to
which Form I 120-REITis mailed. If the EIN
has not been received by the filing time for
the real estate investment trust tax return,
write -Applied for- in the space for the EIN.
For more information concerning an EIN,
see Publication 583.
Date REFT estatillished.-If the real estate
investment trust is a corporation under
state or local law.
incorporated.
if enter the date
a trust or association, inter
the date organized.
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Total Sduietlli.-Enter the total assets of the
real estate investment trust as of the end of
the tax year. If there are no assets at the
end of the tax year, enter the total assets as
of the beginning of the tax year.
Part I
In this partI do not include income or
deduction, attributable to any prohibited
transaction (as defined in section
857(b)(6)) resulting in a gain. In addition
exclude gross income, gains. losses, and
deductions from foreclosure property (as
defined in section 856(e)) if the aggregate
of such amounts results in a positive
amount of net income. To report thew
items of income and deduction. see the
instructions for Parts 11 and IV.

nature on an attached schedule. Examples
of other income are amounts received or
accrued as consideration for entering into
agreements to make real property loans or to
purchase or lease real property; recoveries of
bad debts deducted in prior years under the
specific charge-off method; the amount of
cred it for alcohal used as fuel (determined
without regard to the limitation based on tax)
that was entered on Form 6478. Credit-for
Alcohol Used as Fuel; and refunds of taxes
deducted in prior years to the extent it
reduced income subject to tax in the year
deducted (see section I 11). Do not offset
current year's taxes with tax refunds
If 'other income* consists of only one
item, explain what it is in parentheses on
line 7.

Income
Line I

Deductions
Limitations on deductions.-

Dhrldencls
Enter the total amount of dividends
received during the tax year.
Line 2
Interest
Enter interest on U.S. obligations and on
loans, notes, mortgages, bonds, bank
deposits, corporate bonds. tax refunds, etc.
Do not offset interest expense against
interest income
Line 3
Gross rents from real property
Enter the gross amount received for the
rental of real property, Such term includes
charges for services customarily furni had or
rendered in connection with the rental of real
property and rent attributable to personal
property leased under or in connection willh a
lease of real property (provided the rent
attributable to such personat property does
not exceed 15% of the total rent for the tax
year charged for both the real and personal
property under such lease). See section
856(dX2) for amounts excluded from the
term "rents from real property.'

1. Transactions between related taxpayers.
Generally, an accrual basis taxpayer may
only deduct business expenses and interest
owed to a related party in the year the
payment is included in the income of the
related party. Sea section 267 for limitation
on deductions for unpaid expenses and
interest.
.2. Direct and indirect costs (including
taxes) allocaible to real or tangible personal
property constructed or improved by the
taxpayer. Such costs must be capitalized in
accordance with section 263A.
3. Golden parachute payments. A portion
of the payments made by a corporation to
key personnel that exceeds their usual
compensation may not be deductible. This
occurs when the corporation has an
agreement (golden parachute) with these
key employees to pay them these excessive
amounts if control of the corporation
changes. See section 280G.
4. Business startup expenses are required
to be capitalized unless an election is made
to amortize over a period of 60 months. See
section 195.
Line 10

Line 4
Other gross rents
Enter the gross amount received for the
rental of property not included on fine 3.
Line 5
Capital gain not Income
Every sale or exchange of a capital asset
must be reported in detail on Schedule D
(Form 1120), Capital Gains and Losses.
even though no gain or loss is indicated.
1 If your tax year begins before July 1
987, and the net long-term capital gain
'
exceeds the net short-term capital loss.
compute the alternative tax to sea if it
produces a smaller tax.
Line 6
Not gain (or loss)
Enter the net gain (or Ioss) from Form 4797
Gains and Losses From Sales or Exchanges '
of Assets Used in a Trade or Business arid
Involuntary Conversions, Part II. line 18.
Line 7

Salaries and wages
Enter on line 10a the amount of total
salaries and wages paid or incurred for the
tax year. Do not include salaries and wages
deducted elsewh
to ere on the return. such as
contributions a simplified employee

Other Income
Enter any other taxable income not listed
above. except amounts that must be
reported in Parts 11 or IV. arid explain its

bpeeC
nnsSifoittnso lna:yio.fuyroeumpprolovyidfteds,taxablesfringe
pemonaluse ofa car. do not deduct as
ages the amount allocated for
depreciation and other expenses that you
claimed on lines 16 and 18,
Enter on line 10b the amount of jobs
credit from Form 5894, Jobs Credit.
Line I I
Repalm
Enter the cost of incidental re Pa irs. stichas
labor and supplies, that do not add to the
value of the property or appreciably prolong
its life.
Line 12
Bad debts
Enter the total debts that became worthless
in whole or in pan during the tax year.
The reserve method of computing bad
debts has been repealed for tax years

beginning after 1986. If the real estate
investment trust maintained such a reserve
for its last tax year beginning before 1987.
it must include the balance remaining in the
reserve in income ratably over a 4-year
period. Include the amount reportable as
income in 1987 on line 7, page 1. and
attach a computation.The change from the
reserve method to the specific charge-off
method is treated as a change in accounting
method and shall be considered as
approved by the Commissioner.
Line 14
Taxes
Enter taxes paid or incurred duringthe tax
year. but do not includethe following:
1: Federal income taxes;
2. Frreign or U.S. possession income taxes
if a tax credit is claimed;
3. Taxes. including state or local sales taxes,
that are paid or incurred in connection with
an acquisition or disposition of property
(such taxes must be treated as a part of the
cost of the acquired propert y or in the case
of a disposition. as a reduction ii~ the amount
realized on the disposition);
4. Excise taxes imposed under section
4981 on undistributed real estate
investment trust income; or
5. Taxes not imposed on the real estate
investment trust.
See section 164(d) for apportionment of
taxes on real property between seller and
purchaser.
Line 15
Interest
Do not include interest on indebtedness
incurred or continued to purchase or carry
obligations on which the interest is wholly
exempt from tax.
Generally, a cash basis taxpayer cannot
deduct prepaid interest allocable to years
following the current tax year. For example.
a cash basis calendar yea, taxpayer who in
1987 prepaid interest allocable to any
period after 1987 can deduct only the
amount allocable to 1987.See Publication
545. Interest Expense.
Generally, the interest arid carrying
charges on straddles cannot be deducted
and must be capitalized. See section 263(g).
Line 16
Depreciation
Besides depreciation, includeestate
in line 16 the
part of the cost that the real
investment trust elected I expense for
certain recovery property placed in service
during the tax year.
The rules for depreciation for property
placed in service in 1987 later years he"
been changed. Effective or property placed
in service after 1986. theto'
amount the
taxpayer my expense under section 179
has been raised from $5,000 to $10 000.
See the instructions for Form 4562, '
Depreciation and Amortization, for more
information.
Line 18
Other deductions
Include in this line contributions deductible
under section 170; contributions to pension
and profit-sharing plans, employee benefit
programs, etc.; and amortization of
organization expenses.

If a contribution deductible under section
170 is in property other than money and the
total claimed value of all property
contributed exceeds $500, real estate
investment trusts (except those closely
held) shall attach a schedule describing the
kind of property contributed and the
method used in determining its fair market
value. Closely held real estate investment
trusts must complete Form 8283, Noncash
Charitable Contributions, and attach it to
their returns.
Employers who maintain a pension,
profit-sharing, or other funded deferred
compensation plan, whether or not qualified
under the Internal Revenue Code and
whether or not a deduction is claimed for
the current tax year, generally are required
to file one of the forms described below.
There are penalties for failure to file these
forms on time and for overstating the
pension plan deduction. See sections
6652(e) and 6659A.
Form 5500-Complete this form for each
plan with 100 or more participants.
Form 5500-C or 5500-R.-Complete the
applicable form for each plan with fewer
than 100 participants.
Form 5500EZ.-Complete this form for a
one-participant plan.
Generally, a deduction may not be taken
for the amount of any item or part thereof
allocable to a class of exempt income
Generally, a real estate investment'trust
can deduct only 80% of the amount
otherwise allowable for meals and
entertainment expenses. In addition meals
must not be lavish or extravagant; a &wa
fide business discussion must occur during,
immediately before, or immediately after
the meal; and your employee must be
present at the meal. If a real estate
investment trust claims a deduction for
unallowable meal expenses, it may have to
pay a penalty.
Additional limitations apply to deductions
for skybox rentals, luxury water travel.
convention expenses, and entertainment
Publication
tickets. See section 274 and
463, Travel, Entertainment, and Gift
Expenses, for more details.
All other ordinary and necessary travel
expenses paid or incurred in the trade or
business of the real estate investment trust
are generally fully deductible.
However, expenses paid or incurred for a
facility (such as a yacht or hunting lodge)
that is used for an activity that is usually
considered entertainment, amusement, or
recreation, are not deductible. (Note: The
real estate investment trust may be able to
deduct the expense if the amount is treated
as compensation and reported on Form W,2
for .an employee or on Form 1099-MfSC for
an independent contractor)
Note: Do not deduct penalties imposed on
real estate investment trusts such as those
included in General Instruction D.
Line 20
Taxable Income before not operating loss
deduction. deduction fair dividends paid,
and section 857(b)(2)(E) deduction
"At risk" rudes.-Spetial 'at risk" rules
under section 465 generally apply to closely
held real estate investment trusts engaged
in any activity as a trade or business or for
the production of income. Such taxpayers

may have to adjust the amount on line 20.
However, the "at risk" rules do not apply to:
1. holding real property (other than mineral
property) placed in service by the taxpayer
before 1987; 2. equipment leasing under
sections 465(c)(4), (5). and (6); and 3, any
qualifying business of a qualified corporation
under section 465(c)(7). For more
information, see section 465 and Form
6198. Computation of Deductible Loss From
an Activity Described in Section 465(c).
Passiveactivity limitations.-Section
469generally limits the deduction of
passive activity tosses and passive activity
credits for real estate investment trusts that
are closely held. Such taxpayers may have
toadjustthe amount on line 20 and the
credits claimed on line 41b, Schedule J. See
section 469and Form 8582, Passive
Activity Loss Limitations, for details.

Part 11 Tax Computation Worksherst
(a) Enter the amount from line 5, Part 11, Form 1120-REIT .
(b) Multiply the amount on Iine (a) by 46% . . . . . .
(c) Multiply the amount on Ime (a) by 34% . . . . . .
at days in tax year before 7-1-87
(d) Line (b) x number
.
i~u`m
ber of days in tax year
of days in tax year after 6-30-87
(a) Line (c) x number
.
number of days in tax year
(f) Tax on net income from foreclosure property. Add amounts
on lines(d) and (e). Enter here and online 6, Part 11, Form
1120-REIT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Line 21a
Net operating loss deduction
The "net operating loss deduction" is the
amount of the net operating loss carryovers
that can be deducted in the tax year. See
section 172(a). If this deduction is taken,
explain its computation on an attached
schedule.
If capital gain dividends are paid during
any tax year, the amount of the net capital
gain for such tax year (to the extent of such
capital gain dividends) is excluded in
determining (1) the net operating loss for
the tax year, and (2) the amount of the net
operating loss of any prior tax year that may
be carried through such tax year to any
succeeding tax year.
Generally, a real estate investment trust
may carry a net operating loss over to each
of the 15 years following the year of loss.
Real estate investment trusts are not
permitted to carry back a net operating loss
to :nY year preceding the year of such loss.
in ddition, a net operating loss from a year
that is note REITyear may not becarried
back to any year that is a REIT year.
After applying the net operating loss to
the first tax year to which it may be carried,
the portion of the loss the real estate
investment trust may carry to each of thi
remaining tax years is the excess, if any, of
the loss over the sum of the modified taxable
income for each of the prior tax years to
which the real estate investment trust may
carry the loss. (See section 172(b).)
See section 172 and Publication 535.
Net Operating Losses, for more information,
See section 382 for new limitations on
the amount of net operating loss carryovers
when there has been a change in ownership
or equity for net operating losses incurred
after 1986,
Line 21b
Deduction for dividends paid
Enter the amount from line 6,.Schedule A.
Line 21c
Section 857(b)(2)(E) deduction
Enter the amount from Schedule J. line 3c.

Part 11
Do NOT complete this part unless the
aggregate of the gross income gains
losses, and deductions from f~reclos~ri
property (as defined in section 856(e))
results in a positive amount of net income.
If an overall net loss results, report the gross
income, gains, losses, and deductions from
foreclosure property on the appropriate
lines in Part 1.
Property may be treated as foreclosure
property only if the properly meets the
requirements of section 856(e) and the real
estate investment trust elects to sotreat
such property in the year the property was
acquired. Such election must be made by
the due date for filing Form 1120-REIT
(including extensions) by attaching a
statement indicatingthat the election under
section 856(e) is being made and identifying
the property to which the election applies.
The statement must also set forth the name,
address, and EIN of the real estate
investment trust, the date the property was
acquired, and a brief description of how the
property was acquired (including the name
of the person from who. the
of property was
acquired and a description the lease or
debt with respect to which default occurred
or was imminent). Once made, the election
is irrevocable. See section 856(e) and
Regulations section 1.856-6 for additional
information.

Line 24e
Credit for overpaid windfall profit tax
A real estate investment trust that has
Overpaid its windfall Profit tax may claim a
credit on its income tax return. Use Farm
6249. r-outation of Overpaid Windfall
Page 5

Profit Tax, to figure the credit. Include the
amount of the credit in the total for this line.
Write in the margin, next to the entry on this
line, the amount of the credit and identify it
as 'Overpaid Windfall Profit Tax."

Line 2
Gross Income derived from foreclosure
property
Do NOT include on line 2 amounts
described in sections 856(c)(3)(A), (B), (C),
(D), (E). or (G). Thew amounts must be
reported in Part 1.
Line 4
Deductions
Only those expenses which have a proximate
and iprimary relationship to the earning of
the ncome shown on line 3 may be
deducted to arrive at net income from
foreclosure property. Such deductions
include depreciation on foreclosure
property, interest paid or accrued on debt of
the real estate investment trust that is
attributable to the carrying of such property.
real estate taxes, and fees charged by an
independent contractor to manage such
property. Do not deduct general overhead
and administrative expenses in Part 11.
Page 6

Line 2
Deductions
Only those expenses which have a
proximate and primary relationship to the
earning of the income shown on line 1 may
be deducted to arrive at net income from
prohibited transactions. Do not deduct
general overhead and administrative
expenses in Part IV.

. .
. .
. .
. .
. .

.
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.

Line 6
Tax on not Income from foreclosure
property
Real besta investment trusts whose tax
year egins
te after June 30, 1987, enter 34%
of line 51 on line 6. Part 11.
Real estate investment trusts whose tax
year begins before July 1, 1987, must use
the Part 11 Tax Computation Worksheet
(above) to figure the correct amount of tax
to enter on line 6, Part 11.
Part III
All real estate investment trusts must
complete lines la through 8 of this part. If
line 8 is zero, the tax imposed under section
857(bX5) does not apply and the rest of
Part III should not be completed. If line 8 is
greater than zero, complete all of Part III
and enter the tax from line 16 on Schedule
J, line 3c.
Caution: Ifline 8 is greater than zero, the
real estate investment trust MUST.
(a) attach a schedule to Form I 220-REIT
listing the nature and amount ofeach item
ofitsgross income described in sections
856(cX2)and(3);
(b) not have fraudulently includedany
incorrect information in the schedule
mentioned in (a) above,, and
(c) have reasonable cause for not meeting
the requirements ofsections 8WcX2) and
(3).
Failure to meet these three conditions
will terminate the election to be treated as a
real estate investment trust effective for
this tax yearand for all succeeding tax
years,
Part IV
1Section 857(bX6) imposesa tax equalto
00% of the net income derived from
prohibited transactions. The 100% tax is
imposed to prevent a real estate investment
trust from retaining any profit from ordinary
retailing activities such as mles to
customers of condominium units or
subdivided lots in a development tract.
Line I
Gain from the sale or other disposition of
Property
Include only Fams fmmdlthe sa!ur other
disposition o property escri
in section
122 111) that is not foreclosure property (as
defined in section 856(e)) and that does not
qualify2s an exception under section
857(bX6XC).
Do not net losses from prohibited
transactions against gains in determining
the amount to enter an line 1. Enter tosses
from prohibited transactions on the
appropriate line in Part 1.

Schedule A
Deduction for Dividends Paid
Lines I through 5
The rules in section 561 (taking into
account sections 857(bX8) and 858(a))
determine the deduction for dividends
paid.
Line 6
If for any tax year the real estate investment
trust has net income from foreclosure
property (as defined in section
857(bX4)(B)). the deduction for dividends
paid to lye entered on line 6 (and on line
211b, page 1) is determined by multiplying
the amount on line 5 by the following
fraction:
Real estate investment trust taxable
income (determined without regard to
the deduction for dividends paid)
Real estate investment trust taxable
income (determined without regard to
the deduction for dividends paid) +
(Net income from foreclosure property
minus the tax an net income from
foreclosure property)

Schedule J
Tax Computation
Lines I and 2
Members of a controlled group, as defined
in section 1563, whose tax years begin
before July 1, 1987, are entitled to only one
$25,000 amount in each taxable income
bracket on line 2a.
Members of a controlled group that have
tax years that end after June 30. 1987 are
entitled to only one $50,000 amount and
one $25.000 amount (in that order) in each
taxable income bracket on line 2b.
When a controlled group adopts or later
amends an apportionment plan, each
member must attach to its tax return a copy
of its consent to this plan. The copy (or an
attached statement) must show the part of
the amount in each taxable income bracket
apportioned to that member. There are
other requirements as well. See Regulations
section 1.1561-3(b) for the requirements
and for the time and manner of making the
consent.
Note: Members ofa controltedgroup of
corporations are treated as one
corporation for purposes of figuring the
applicability aI the additional tax imposed
under section I I (b) that must be paid by
corporations with taxable income in excess
ofa specified amount. If the additional tax
applies, each member of the contralcof group will pay that tax based on the portion
of the amount that is used in each taxable
income bracket. (See section 1561(a).)
Each member of the group must attach to
its tax return a schedule that shows the
taxable mcome of the entire group as ivelir
as him its portion of the additional tax was
figured.

.0

Equal apportionment plan. If no
apportionment plan is adopted, the
members of the controlled group must
divide the amount in each taxable income
bracket equally among themselves. For
example, controlled group AB consists of
corporation A and corporation B. They do
not elect an apportionment plan. Therefore,
corporation A is entitled to $12,500 (onehalf of $25.000) in each taxable income
bracket on line 2a. Corporation B is also
entitled to $12,500 in each taxable income
bracket. Each income bracket on line 2b is
Iso equally divided.
unequal apportionment plan. Members of
a controlled group may elect an unequal
apportionment plan and divide the taxable
income brackets as they wish. There is no
need for consistency between taxable
income brackets. Any member of the
controlled group may be entitled to all.
some. or none of the taxable income
brackets. (But the total amount for all
members of the controlled group cannot be
more than the total amount in each taxable
income bracket.)
Line 3a
A real estate investment trust that files
Form 1120-REIT will compute the tax on its
real estate investment trust taxable income
using Schedules A and B Tax Computation
Worksheet, page 8. If the alternative tax
does not apply (see below). enter on line 3a,
Schedule J, the tax figured by the regular
method from line 30 or 34 (as applicable)
Schedule 8, page 8.
Alternative Tax. If the tax year of the real
estate investment trust begins before July
1. 1987, and the trust has a net capital gain
on line 10, Schedule 0 (Form 1 120), the
alternative tax computation may apply. To
compute the alternative tax, complete
Schedules A and 8 Tax Computation
Worksheet, page 8, as instructed and enter
the amount from line 34, Schedule B, on
line 12, Part IV, Schedule D (Form 1120).
On line 13. Part IV, Schedule D (Form
1 1 20), enter the product of: (1) the net
capital gain from line 10. Schedule D (Form
1 120). reduced by the deduction for
dividends paid determined with reference to
capital gain dividends only; and (2) 34%.
Complete line 14, Part IV, Schedule D
(For. 1 120) as instructed and enter the
lesser of the alternative tax or the tax
figured by the regular method on line 3a.
Schedule.l. Form 1120-REIT.
Line 4a
1~elgn
C
in
tax credit. See Form I 118,
utation of Foreign Tax CreditCorporations, for an explanation of when a
real estate investment trust can take credit
for payment of income tax to a foreign
country.
Line 41b
General business credit. This credit is
made up of the sum of the following credits:

Investment credit, The investment credit
was generally repealed for property placed
in service after 1985. See Form 3468,
Computation of Investment Credit, for
exceptions.
Jobs credit. The jobs credit, if elected, is
allowed for hiring members of targeted
groups during the tax year. See Form 5884
Jobs Credit, for definitions, special rules,
and limitations.
Do not take an expense deduction for the
part of the wages or salaries paid or
incurred which is equal to the amount of the
jobs credit (determined without regard to
the limitation based on the tax (section
38(c))).
.
Alcohof fuel credit. A real estate investment
trust may be able to take a credit for alcohol
used as fuel. Use Form 6478, Credit for
Alcohol Used as Fuel, to figure the credit.
Credit for increasing research activities. See
Form 6765, Credit for Increasing Research
Activities, and section 41.
Low-income housing credit. See Form
8586, Low-Income Housin&Credit, and
section 42.
Form 3800, General Business Credit. Enter
the amount of the credit from Form 3800,
and check the boxes indicating which forms
are attached to the return. If the real estate
investment trust is claiming only one of the
above credits you do not have to complete
Form 3800. I;stead, check the appropriate
box and attach the form for which the credit
is being taken. However, if the real estate
investment trust has a carryforivard or
carryback of any of these credits (or a
carryforward of an ESOP credit), it must use
Form 3800.

Line 4c
Credit for fuel produced fro. a
nonconventional source. A credit is
allowed for the sale of qualified fuels
produced from a nonconventional source.
Section 29 contains a definition of qualified
fuels, provisions for figuring the credit, and
other special rules. If the real estate
investment trust qualifies for this credit,
attach a separate schedule to the return
showing the computation of the credit
Include the amount of the credit in the; total
for line 4c, Schedule J. Write next the
entry for fine 4c the amount of theto
credit
and identify it as "section 29 credit.
LIne6
Personal holding company tax. A real
estate investment trust is taxed as a
personal holding company under section
542 if:
. At least
60% of its adjusted ordinary
I
toross i ncome, defined in section 543(bX2),
rthe tax year, is personal holding
company income as defined in section
543(a), and .
a At any time durl% the last half of the tax
=m than 50 in value of its
Ing stock is owned, directly or
indirectly, by not more than 5 individuals.

Use Schedule PH (Form 11 20),
Computation of U.S. Personal Hold,rg
Company Tax, to figure this tax.
Line 7
Tax from recomputing prior-year
investment credit. If property is disposed
of or ceases to be qualified property before
th: end of the life-years used in computing
th regular or energy investment credd.
there may bea recaptureofof the credit. See
Form 4255, Recapture
Investment
Credit.
Line all
Alternative minimum tax. Attach Form
4626, Alternative Minimum TaxCorporations, if the total of real estate
investment trust taxable income. net
income from foreclosure property, and net
income from prohibited transactions, plus
adjustments and tax preference items of
the trust exceeds $40,000, See Form 4626
for details.

Schedules A and B Tax Computation Worksheet
Effective July 1, 1987. the tax rates an real estate Investment trust taxable Income were reduced.
The new rates of tax are:
15% on the first $50,000 of income;
25% on the next $25,000 of income; and
34% on any amount over $75,000,
Also, an additional tax of 5% is applied against income in eilcess of $ 100,000. The maximum amount of this
additional tax is $11,750.
If the laurrar
T, ofthe real estate Investment trust begins after June 30, 1987, only Schedule 8 must be complete
1041EMPH" Tax Cormouted for Period Before July 1, 1987
I

Real estate investment trust taxable income (line 22, Part 1, Form I 120-REIT) (if the alternative tax applies, see
instructions on page 7.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

Net capital gain (If the alternative tax applies, enter net capital gain from line 10, Schedule D (Form 1 120),
reduced by the deduction for dividends paid determined with reference to capital gain dividends only. Otherwise,
enter zero.) . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
Subtract line 2 from line I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 3 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions on page 7)
. . . . .
Subtract line 4 from line 3
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 5 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions on page 7)
. . . . .
Subtract line 6 from line 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 7 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions on page 7)
. . . . .
Subtract line 8 from line 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 9 or $25.000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions on page 7)
. . . . .
Subtract line 10 from line 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter 15% of line 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter 18% of line 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter 30% of line 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ent:
I 40% o0:!in: 10
1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
En a 46%
in
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Additional tax. If line 3 is greater than $1,000,000, enter the lesser of: (a) 5% of the .excess
. . of. line
. 3. ov. r.
$1,000,000 or(b) $20,250 (members of a controlled group, see instructionson page 7)
.
Add lines 12 through 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Line 8b
Environmental tax. The real estate
investment trust may be liable for the
environmental tax if the modified
alte native minimum taxable income of the
real estate investment trust exceeds
$2,000,000. See Form 4626 for details,
Caution: At the time Form 1120-REIT and
these instructions were printed. legislatoon
was pending that would exempt real estate
investment trusts from the imposition of the
environmental tax.

Instructions for Schedules A
and 8 Tax Computation
Worksheet
Lines I and 19-11' the alternative tax
applies, you must modify the computation
of the real estate investment trust taxable
income, for purposes of these lines, by
recomputing the deduction for dividends
paid (line 21b, Part 1, Form 1120-REIT)
without taking into account capital gain
dividends.
Lines 4,6,8, 10, 22. and 24-Members
a controlled group (as defined in section
Of1563) must enter their portion of each
taxable income bracket. See the
instructions for Schedule J for rules
regarding how controlled groups may dtvide
these amounts
Line 17.-If the total taxable income of the
controlled
f corpora tions is more
than
each member should
enter its portion of the additional tax on line
17 as explained in the instructions for
Schedule J
Line 29-If
* the total taxable income of the
controlled group of corporations is more
than $ 100,000, each member should enter
its portion of the additional tax on line 29 as
explained in the instructions for Schedule J.

pap 7
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Tax Computed for Period After June 30, 1987

19

Real estate investment trust taxable income (line 22, Part 1, Form I 120-REIT) (If the alternative tax applies, see
instructions on page 7.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20

Net capital gain (If the alternative tax applies, enter net capital gain from line 10, Schedule D (Form 1 120).
reduced by the deduction for dividends paid determined with reference to capital gain dividends only.
Otherwise, enter zero.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21 Subtract line 20 from line 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22 Enter the lesser of line 21 or $50,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions on page 7) . . . . .
23 Subtract line 22 from line 21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24 Enter the lesser of line 23 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions on page 7) . . . . .
25 Subtract line 24 from line 23
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
: '
26 Enter 15% of line 22 . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27 Enter 25% of line 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28 Enter 34% of line 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . .
29 Additional tax. If line 21 is more than $100,000, enter the lesser of: (a) 5% of the excess of line 21 over
$100,000 or (b) $11,750 (members of a controlled group, see instructionson page 7) . . . . . . . . .
30 Add lines"26 through 29. (If only Schedule B was completed, skip lines 31 through 34. Enter the amount from
line 30 on line 3a, Schedule J, Form 1120-REIT.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31 Enter amount from line 18, Schedule A, above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
number of days in tax, year before 7-1.8
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32 Line 31 x
number of days in tax year
number of days in tax year after 6*30W . . . . *
33 Line 30 x
. I . . . . . . . . . .
number of days in tax year
34 Tax on real estate investment trust taxable income. Add amounts on lines 32 and 33. If the alternative tax
dule J, Form 1120-REIT. . I
- applies, enter on line 12, Schedule D (Form 1120). Otherwise, enteron line 3a. Sche-
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E
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0

4
5
6
7
8

Interest . . . . .
. . . . .
Net foreign currency gain (or
. loss).from
. . . . section
. . 988
. . transactions
. . . . (attach schedule) . .
Payments with respect to securities loans (see instructions) . . . . . . . . . .
Excess of net short-term capital gain over net long-term capital loss from Schedule D
1120), line 9 (attach Schedule D (Form 1120)). . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net gain (or loss) from Form 4797, Part 11, line IS (attach Form 4797) . . . . . .
Other income (see instructions-attach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total Income-Add lines I through 7 and enter here . . . . . . . ... . . .

.
.

Is
c
d
a
If
29
30
31
32
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. . .
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Oeductw for dividends paid-Add lines 1 through 4. Enter here and on line 25, page I
. . . . . 1 5
Information Required With Respect to Income From Tax-Exempt Obligations

Did the fund qualify under section 852(b)(5) to pay exempt-interest dividends for 1987?
If your answer to the above question is "Yes," complete lines I through 4:
I Amount of interest excludible from gross income under section 103(a) . . . . .
2 Amounts disallowed as deductions under sections 265 and 17 1(a)(2) . . . . .
3 Net income from tax exempt obligations-line I less line 2 . . . . . . . . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

Yes

.

4 Amount of line 3 designated as exempt-interest dividends . . . . . .
&T4ffT_
ff1M Compensation of Officers (See instructions for line 9, page 1.)
~ornpreie bcneouie L my IT Toter receipts ar 4,iDv,vvv o mo e.
(a) Name of officer

Percent of corporation
tock owned

(c) Percent of
(b) Social security number timedevotedto
business

f) Amount of compensation

(it) Common (a) Preferred
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
916
%
%
Total comienstatioaofo2ners-Enter
To Com
here and online 9, page I
utation (See instructions.)
1
1

Title
Che k if

.
.
.

Dividends paid other than dividends paid after the end of the tax year (do not include dividends considered as paid in the preceding tax year under sections 852(b)(7) or 855(a), or deficiency dividends as
defined in section 860) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dintidends paid in 12..onth period following the close of your tax year which you elect to be treated as
paid during the tax year under section 855(a) . .
. . . . . . . . . . .
Dividends declared in December deemed paid on December
. . . record
. . date
. . under section 852(bX7) (do not
include any amounts shown on lines I or 2) . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . .
Consent dividends (attach Forms 972 and 973) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3

TOTAL TAX (Schedule J) . . . . . . . .
. .
..
Payments: a 1986 overpayment credited to 19 71 . . . . . . 1 . . .
1987 estimated tax payments . . . . .
1
Less 1987 refund applied for on Form 4466 . . . 1(
Tax deposited with Form 7004 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Credit from other regulated investment companies (attach Form 2439)
Credit for Federal taxongasolineand special fuels (attach Form 4136)
Enter any PENALTY for underpayment of estimated tax-check a, E3 if Form 2220 is attached
TAX DUE-If the total of lines 27 and 29 is larger than line 28, enter AMOU=UNT~V
ED
30
OVERPAYM ENT-if Iine 28 is larger than the total of lines 27 and 29, ente
jR~AID 1 31
Enter amount of line 31 you want: Credited to 1933estimated tax No
32
Under=o1perfury I declare that I hawexamined this rethum. including arixorcarryingXhedulesand statements. and tot" test of iny knowledge and
belief.
otarect. arcl con,plete. Dechwarten of preparer(other than taxpayer) a based! w all finforthatch of which precarer us any knowledge.
11'r Signature of officer

Net capital gain from Schedule D (Form 1120), line 10 (attach Schedule D (Form 1120)) .
Less: Capital gain dividends (do not include any amount reported on Form 2438, line 9b) .
Amount subject to tax-line I less line 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

page 2

4 I
4 Ca ital gains taxTE9ter
, "'t
34% of line 3 here and online 3b. Schedule J . . . . . . . . . . . . r
16*1117
1 T-mrs-.11111
q
Ion for Dividends Paid (Do not include capital gain dividends orexempt-interest dividends.)

D TWe' ass as(Sin,S-0~,
lnstrct, ns.)

9 Compensation of officers (Schedule E)
. __
. . _.
....
10a Salaries ond wages ...... ___
0c
Is Less
. . jobs
. credit
. * . -------------. . . . . .... Balance
. . . I,.
11 Rents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
12 Taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .L2_
13
13 Interest . . . . .
. . . . . . .
14
14 Depreciation (attach Form
. 4562)
. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 Advertising . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I
16 Registration fees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17
17 Insurance
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
is Accounting and legal services. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IS
19
19 Management and investment advisory fees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0
20 Transfer agency, shareholder semicing , and custodian fees and expenses . . . . . . . .
1
21 Reports to shareholders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22 Other deductions (attach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
23 Total deductions-Add lines 9 through 22 and enter here . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.3
24 Taxable income before deduction for dividends paid (line 8 less line 23) . . . . . . . . .
125 Len: Deduction for dividends paid (Schedule A) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125 1
(26 Investment company taxable income (line 24 less line 25) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 26 1
Tax and Payments
27
28

1
2
3

rt E.pknxi , Id-fificritlon ...be,

type.
E Check applicable boxes:
(1) E] Fnalreturn
(2) El Changeinaddress
(3) [3 Amendedreturn
F Check this xh, if the fund isa personal holding company or is not in compliance with Regulations section 1.852-6 for this tax year .
Part I-Computation of Investment Company Taxable Income
1
1 Dividends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
3

F.- 1 120 RIC (1987)
Part II-Computatlon of Tax on Undistributed Net Capital Gain Not Designated Under Section 852(b)(3)(D)

OMB N.. 15s5 10 10

epes, ,

1
2

a
(11) $
(1/0 $
b (I)
$ ...................
0) $
00 $ ...................
3a Tax on investment company taxable income (see instruct!ons to figure the]
tax) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
b
c
As
b

c
5
6
7
Be

sec'My -xin,

inn'. .- (or
Fwa 1120-RIC (isill

(IV) $

Tax from line 4, Part 11 .
I . .
Total-Add lines 3a and 31b . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . .
Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1118) . . . . . . . . . . .
Gnrl binrdit . Et hdhkhih ftthd
El Form 3800
El Form 3468
0 Form 5884

.
.
.

.r3bl
. . . .
.L4a

El Form 6478
L1 Form 6765
0 Form 8586 . .
Total-Add Ii nes Aa a rid 4 b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Line 3c less line 4c, . . . . . . .
Personal holding company tax (attach Sc'hedule
. . PH. (Form
. . 1120))
. .
. .
Taxfrom recomputing prior-year investment credit (attach Fornrl .
Alternative minimum tax (see instructions-attach Form 4626) . . .

.
.

.R4 1b
. . .

.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

b Environmental tax (see instructions-lattach Form 4626) .
9

ZIPod.

Check if you are a member of a controlled group (see sectins 1561 and 1563) . . . . . . . . . P.
If line 1 is checked, see instructions and enter your share of tax bracket amounts. If your tax year includes
June 30, 1987, complete both a and b. Otherwise, complete only b.

.

.

Total tax-Add lines 5 through 8b. Enter here and on line 27, page 1

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

. L6
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. ~Lb

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. 1

9

No

I- 1120,RIC (1987)

Additional Information (See instruction F.)
G Didthefundclaim a deduction for expenses connected with:
(1) An entertainment facility (boat, resort, ranch, etc.)? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(2)
Living accommodations (except employees on business)? . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(3) Employees attending conventions or meetings outside the North American area? (See section 274(h).) . .. . . . . .
(4) Employees'families at conventions or meetings? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(5) If "Yes," were any of these conventions or meetings outside the North American area? (See section 274(h).) . . . . .
Employee or farmly vacations not reported on Form W-2? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N (1) Did the fund at the end of the tax year own, directly or indirectly, 50% or more of the voting stock of a domestic
corporation? (For rules of attribution, see section 267(c).) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
If "Yes,' attach a schedule showing: (a) name, address, and identifying number; (b) percentage owned; (c) taxable
income (or loss) before NOL and special deductions (e.g., if a Form 1 120; from Form 1120, line 28, page 1) of such
corporation for the tax year ending with or within yourtax year; (d) highest amount owed by the fund to such corporation
during the year; and (e) highest amount owed to the fund by such corporation during the year.
(2) Did any individual, partnership, corporation, estate, or trust at the end of the tax year own, directly or indirectly, 50% or
more of the fund's voting stock? (For rules of attribution, see section 267(c).) if *Yes," complete (a)through (e) . . .
(a) Attach a schedule showing name, address, and identifying number.
(b) Enter percentage owned P... ..............................................................................
(c) Was the owner of such voting stock a person other than a U.S. person? (See instructions.) Note: If 'i~;,'_'We-inW
may have to file Form 5472 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
If 'Yes,' enter owner's country 0. ..........................................................................................
(d) Enter highest amount owed by the fund to such owner during the year b. .........................................
(a) Enter highest amount owed to the fund by such owner during the year I. .........................................
Note: Forpurposes of H(1) and H(2), ~highest amount owed"inciudes loans and accounts recei~ablelipayable.
I Was the fund a U.S. shareholder of any controlled foreign corporation? (See sections 951 and 957.) . .
If "Yes," attach Form 5471 for each such corporation.
J At any time during the tax year, did the fund have an interest in or a signature or other authority over a financial account
. . . in. a .
foreign couritry (such as a bank account, securities account, or other financial account)? . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(See instruction F and filing requirements for form TO F 90-22. 1)
If "Yes,' enter name of foreign country a- _.......................................................................................
K Was the fund the grantor of. or transferor to, a foreign trust which existed duringthe current tax year, whetheror not the fund
has any beneficial interest in it? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . .
If 'Yes," the fund may have to file Form 3520, 3520-A. or 926.
L During this tax year, did the fund pay dividends (other than stock dividends and distributions in exchange for stock) in excess
of the fund's current and accumulated earnings and profits? (See sections 301 and 316.) . . . . . . . . . . . .
If 'Yes," file Form 5452.
M During this tax year did the fund maintain any part of its accounting/tax records on a computerized system? . . . . . .
N Check method of accounting:

a) El Cash
(2)
Accrual
0
P
Q
R

S

(3)
Other(specify) P .........................................................................................................
Check this box if the fund issued publicly offered debt instruments with original issue discount . . . . . . . . .
If so, the fund may have to file Form 828 1.
Enter the amount of tax-exempt interest received or accrued during the tax year No .....................
..............
If the fund is a member of a controlled group, enter the amount of taxable income for the entire group I ........................
If this return is being filed for a series fund (as defined in section 851(h)(2)), please complete (1)and (2):
(1) Name of registered investment company within which the fund is a series I,_. ... ...... ____ ............ . . ......
(2) Date such registered investment company was incorporated or organized I ..................................................
Section 853 election-Check this bo if th fdt th rqu irens of sec ion
(a) an eects to pass through the
deduction or credit for foreign taxes it paid to its shareholders. See Regulations section I.SS3.4(a) for additional
requirements . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .

P
3
;T.-.,
WE 7X,

-

Pw 4
ik!"I'alance ~Re
ets
Assets
I Cash
2 Trade notes and
. accounts
. . . receivable
. . . . . .
a Less allowance forbad debts . . . .
3 Federal and state government obligations .
4 Other current assets (attach schedule) . .
5 Loans to stockholders . . . . . . .
6 Mortgage and real estate loans
7 Other investments(aftach schedule)
8 Buildings and other fixed depreciable assets
a Less accumulated depreciation . . .
9 Land (net of any amortization) . . . .
10 Intangible assets (amortizable only) . . .
a Lessaccumulated amortization . . .
11 Other assets,(attach
'
schedule) . . . .
12 Total assets . . .

.
.
.
.
.

.

.

Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity
Accounts pa~abie
Mortgages, notes, bonds. payable
. . .in less
. than
. * 1 year
, ,
Other current liabilities (attach schedule) .
Loans from stockholders . . . . .
Mortgages, notes. bonds payable in 1 year or more NO
Other liabilities (attach schedule) . . . .
Capital stock: a Preferred stock . . .
b Common stock . . . .
20 Paid-in or capital surplus .
21 Retained earnings-Appropriated (attac
'
schedule)
22 Retained eamings-Unappropriated
23 Less cost of treasury stock
cu
24 Total liabilities and stockholdeW
it,
Reconciliation of Income per Books With Income per Return
~! You are not required to complete this schedule if the total assets on line 12, column (d), of Schedule L are less than $25.000.
.
I Net income on books . . . . . . . .
7 Income recordedon books this year not
2 Federal income tax . . . . . . . . ..
included in this return (itemize)
3 Excess of cal5ital losses over capital gains .
a Tax-exempt interest $ ..............
4 Income subject to tax not recorded on books
this year (itemize)
.............
8 Deductions in this tax return not charged
against book income this year (itemize)
........... .............................
a Depreciation $ .................
........... .............................
b Dividends paid deduction (line 25,
5 Expenses recorded on books this year not
page 1)
$ .................
deducted in this return (itemize)
a Depreciation
I.
$ ..................
9 Net capital gain from Schedule D (Form
Expenses allocable to tax-exempt interest
1120), line 10 . . . . . . . .
income
I
s ..................
10 Designated undistributed capital gains
c Section 4982 tax
train
$ ..................
Form 2438. line I I
11 Total of lines 7 through 10. . . . .
.......................... I --------------12 Investment company taxable income
... ....... ----------------------------6 Total of lines'l through 5 . . . . . . .
(line 26. page 1~-fine 6 less line I I
Analysis of Unappropriated Retained Earnings per Books (line 22, Schedule Q
You are not required to complete this schedule if the total assets on line 12, column (d), of Schedule L are less than $25,000
I Balance at begi nning of yea r . . . . . .
5 Distributions: a Cash . . . . .
2 Net income Per books . . . . . . . .
Is Stock . . . . .
3 Other increases (itemize) .................
c Property . . . .
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

.........................................
I
.........................................

6 Other decreases (itemize) ----------..................................

.............................
4 i;iafoi l'ines*l,*2, a-n-d 3.........
- ------------

7
8 Balance at end ofyear (line 4 less line 7)
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(Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code unless otherwise noted.)

Paperwork Reduction Act Notice
We ask for this information to carry out the
Internal Revenue laws of the United States.
We need it to ensure that taxpayers
to allow
are us to
complying with these laws and
figure and collect the right amount of tax
You are required to give us this information.
Pending Legislation May Affect
Form 1120-RIC
At thetime Form 1120-RICand thew
instructions were printed, Congress was
considering toa tax bill make technical
corrections the TaxtoReform Act of 1986
and for other purposes. Among the
proposed changes that may affect Form
1 120 RIC are: a provision requiring
regulated investment companies to include
dividends in income on the ex-dividend date
(rather than on the date received), changes
in the types of income that are included for
purposes of the provision
90% and 30% of gross
income tests; a
to allowing a
corporation electing be treated as a
business development company under the
Investment Company Act of 1940 to be
eligible to elect regulated investment
company status; and. exclusion of regulated
investment companies from the imposition
of the environmental tax.

General Instructions
Note: In addition to those publications
listed throughout these instructions,
taxpayers may ish toget Publication
534, Depreciation; Publication 535,
Business Expenses; Publication 54Z Tax
Information on Corporations; and
Publicallion 921, Explanation of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 for Business.
A. Purpose of Form
Form 120-RIC is used to report the
income.
I gains, losses, deductions, and
credits of regulated investment companies
as defined in section 85 1.
B. Filing Form 1120-RIC
I Who Must File
A'domestic corporation that elects to be
treated as a regulated investment company
for the tax year (or has made such election
for a prior tax year) and that meets the
requirements listed below must file For.
I 120-RIC. The election is maderegulated
by
computing taxable income as a
investment company on Form 1 120-RIC.
An electing regulated investment
company must be a domestic Corporation(a) that is: (1) registered with the
Securities and Exchange Commission
throughout the tax year as a management
company, business development Company,

or unit investment trust under the
Investment Company Act of 1940, or (2) a
common trust fund or similar fund excluded
by section 3(cX3) of such Act from the
definition of "investment company' and is
not included in the definition of 'common
trust fund" under section 584(a);
(b) that derives at least 90% of its gross
income (including tax-exempt interest
income) from dividends, interest, payments
with respect to securities loans (as defined
in section 512(a)(5)), and gains from the
sale or other disposition of stock or
securities (as defined in section 2a)(36) of
the Investment Company Act of 1940) or
foreign currencies, or other income
find uding gains from options. futures, or
forward contracts) derived with respect to
its business of investing in such stock,
securities, or currencies;
(c) that derives less than 30% of its gross
income (including tax-exempt interest
income) from the sale or other disposition of
stock or securities held for less than 3
months;
(d) that meets the diversification of
investment requirements of sections
851(b)(4) and (c);
(a) that was treated as a regulated
investment company for all tax years ending
after November 7, 1983, or as of the end of
the tax year, the corporation had no
accumulated earnings and profits from any
non-RIC year; and
(f) for which the deduction for dividends
paid (excluding capital gain dividends)
equals or exceeds the sum of:
(J) 90% of its investment company
taxable income (determined without regard
to the deduction for dividends paid); and
(2) 90% of its net income from tax
exempt obligations.
See sections 851 and 852 for details and
exceptions.
If a regulated investment company has
more than one fund (as defined below), each
fund is treated as a separate corporation for
purposes of the Internal Revenue Code
(except with respect to the definitional
requirement of paragraph (a) above) For tax
years beginning before October 23, i986,
this statutory provision was not in effect. A
regulated investment company with more
than one fund that had previously been
treated as a single corporation must allocate
the tax attributes of the company among its
funds No gain or I= is recognized by the
corr`~~hy, its funds. or shareholders as a
result of this rule.
2. Definition of Fund
A fund is a separate portfolio of assets, the
beneficial interests in which are owned by

the holders of a class or series of stock that
is preferred over all other classes or series
with respect to that portfolio of assets.
Note: As used in these instructions and
Forrin 112ai the term 'fund"refers to
theabove definition and to any regulated
investment company that does not have
more than one such portfolio of assets.
3. When To File
Generally the fund must file its income tax
return by ihe 1 Sth day of the 3rd month
after the end of the tax year. A new fund
filing a short-period return must generally
file by the 15th day of the 3rd month after
the short period ends. A fund that has
dissolved must generally file by the 15th
day of the 3rd month after the date it
dissolved.
Extension.-File form 7004, Application
for Automatic Extension of Time To File
Corporation Income Tax Return, to request
an automatic 6-month extension of time to
file.
Period covered.-File the 1987 return for
calendar
i
year 1987 and fiscal years that
begin in 1987 and end in 1988. For a fiscal
year.
fill in the tax year space at the top of
the form.
Final return.-If the fund ceases to exist.
check the box for Final Return in item E at
the top of the form.
4. Where To File
Use the preaddressed envelope. If you do
not use the envelope, file your return at the
applicable IRS address listed below.
If fla, fam" w1hadlial
lianinahl irtfim, al ageraty
h laxathad! I

usa Ila, fallaidall,
Intharna lurishim Sal
Caaht. addV

N'..
IC~,- dM7.nIt
'
'7f N-..
suffixa. am
W.tcivert.)

NY 0050

Nita York (all otht, -tics),
Ct,vva,fi .1. All
sla-h-, livi-,
Nahafuhn
-loxale
lativiti. v.=t

MA 0550

Alat,ahra. Florala. =i,
Miumaxappi, S-h
his

Aftanba. GA 3990

K-ky, hfi~ipn, 0i
wantvagiii.

Ci.inuan. ON 45"

Kan- Lowsilina, N10aa- Oklahav- T-

Aintin. U 7334

Alai*a. Ah-a. Ulat(-M- d Alphra. Amrsi.
sunt., CWavarall wass.
c-1. C-,
parsixt.
Glah pat Natl, El
,xv, ,n. H..
,
manocx~irx, litaii- Napa.
Naval iiiiim. K~~.

Call UT IK20

Cede, UT 84201

F,-.. CA 93888
liur- City, NO 64999
Me.ph., TN 37501

Ph,lainipho. PA 19255

5. Signature
The return must be signed and dated by the
president. vice president, treasurer,
assistant treasurer, chief accounting officer,
or any other officer (such as tax officer)
authorized to sign. A receiver, trustee, or
assignee must sign and date any return
required to be filed on behalf of the fund.
Note: If this return is being filed fora series
fund (as defined in section 851(hX2)), the
return maybe sgned byany officer ofthe
registered investment company (within
which the fund is a series) authorized to
sign.
a corporate officer filled in the fund's
taxifreturn, the Paid Preparer's space under
"Signature of officer should remain blank.
If someone prepares the tax return and does
not charge the fund, that person should not
sign the return. Certain others
sign who prepare
the tax return should
employ"
not
Forexample
a regular, full-time
of the fund,
such as a clerk, secretary, etc., does not
have to sign.
Generally, anyone who is paid to prepare
the tax return must sign it and fill in the
blanks in the Paid Preparer's Use Only area
of the return.
The preparer required to sign the return
MUST complete the required preparer
information and:
a Sign it, by hand, in the space provided
for the preparer's signature. (Signature
stamps or labels are not acceptable.)
. Give a copy of the tax return to the
taxpayer in addition to the copy filed with
IRS.
Tax retu m preparens should be familiar
with their responsibilities. See Publication
1045. 1nformation for Tax Practitioners, for
more details.
C. Figuring and Paying the Tax
1. Accounting
Accounting methods.-Taxable income
must be computed using the method of
accounting regularly used in keepingthe
tund'5 books and records. In all Cases, the
method adopted must clearly reflect taxable
income. See section 446,
Generally. funds with average annual
gross receipts of more than $5 000 000
must use the accrual method ~i aii~untirlg.
See section 448 for definitions and
exceptions.
Unless the law specifically permits
otherwise, the fund my change the
method of accounting used to report taxable
income in earlier years (for income as a

Page 2

whole or for any material item) only by first
f,effmg
ha consent on Form 3115, Application
nge in Accounting Method. Also see
Publication 538, Accounting Periods and
Methods.
Change in accounting period.-Generally,
before changing it~ accounting peric~~ the
fund must obtain the ommissioner s
approval by filing Form 1128, Application
for Change in Accounting Period. (See
Regulations section 1.442-1 and
Publication 538.)
2. Rounding Off to Whole-Dollar Amounts
The fund may show money items on the
ret' m and accompanying schedules as
whole-dollar amounts. To do so, drop any
mount less the n 50 cents and increase any
mount from 50 cents through 99 cents to
the next higher dollar.
3

Depositary Method of Tax Payment

The
- fund must pay the tax due in full when
the return is filed but no later than 2112
months after the end of the tax year.
Deposit fund income tax payments (and
estimated tax payments) with Form 8109
Federal Tax Deposit Coupon. Be sure to '
darken the ' 1 120" box on the coupon. Make
these deposits with either a financial
institution qualified as a depositary I~ipr
Federal tax. or the Federal Reserve Bank or
Branch
fu servicing the geographic area where
the
nd is located. Do not submit deposits
directly to an IRS office; cotheral the fund
may be subject to a failure to deposit penalty.
Records of deposits will be sent to IRS for
crediting to the fund's account. See the
instructions contained in the cou pon book
(Form 8109) for more information.
In order for us to better
deposits, please write on your
checkyour
mess
your
employer identification number, type of tax
Paid and the tax period to which the
clei;~~it applies
To get more deposit coupons. use the
reorder form (Form 8109A) provided in the
coupon book.
For more information concerning
deposits, see Publication 593, Information
for Business Taxpayers.
4. Backup Withholding
If a person receives certain payments and
does not give the payer the correct
employer identification number, the payer
will withhold taxes from those payments.
This type of withholding is called "backup
withholding." If the fund has had any
backup withholding withheld from
Payments, it should show this amount in the
blank space in the right-hand column
between lines 27 and 28, page 1, Form
w11
I Cin.gand label the amount as backup
it2hOh-cRJ
The fund should then include
the amount in the total for line 28.
5 Estimated Tax
The
' fund must make estimated tax
payments it it can expect its estimated tax
to be $40 or more. For estimated tax
purposes. the estimated tax of the fund is
defined as the stim of its alternative
minimum tax and thindroinmental tax
(minuoilfhe credits for Federal tax on
gasoline and special tuels and oft-paid
winiffallprofitta
Ugthe
)
ment
Coupons(FoL-I'l
in m7kying deposits
of estimadox! tax.

11 the fieog,
fund overTid
_,.ic
esfirna,1.endp,.
I.
11
may be a
by filing
Form 4466, Corporation Application for
Quick Refund of Overpayment of Estimated
Tax. The overpayment must be both: (1) at
least 10% of expected income tax liability,
and (2) at least $500. To apply, file Form
4466within 21/2 monthsafter the end of the
tax year and before the fund files its tax
ret In.
Caution; Pending legislation would exempt
regulated investment companies from the
imposition of the environmental tax. If this
,vision becomes law, the requirement to
make payments of estimated tax will no
longer apply to regulated investment
companies.
6. Timing Change In Deducting
Accrued Expenses
Generally, an accrual basis taxpayer Can
deduct accrued expenses in the tax year
that altevents have occurred that
determine the liability, and the amount of
the liability Can be figured with reasonable
accuracy. Hoviewir, all the events that
establish liability for the amount generalty
are treated astoccurnce
ontra
tgtionly
likeswhen . There
economic per
place
mceptions for recurring items. See
=icin 461(h).
7. Rule of 78's Not am Acceptable Method
of Figuring Interest
Taxpayers are reminded that. generally. the
Rule of 78's is not an acceptable method
for computing interest income or expense.
Anyone using the Rule of 78's should see
Revenue Procedures 84-27, 84-28. 84-29.
and 84-30 (which am in Cumulative
Bulletin 1984-1) to change their method.
D. Interest and Penattles
2. Interest.-Interest is =on taxes
not paid by the due date,
n
extension of time to file isgranted. Interest
is also charged on penalties imposed for
failure to fille, gross valuation
overstatements, and substantial
understatements of tax from the due date
(including extensions) to the date of
payment. The interest charge is figured at a
rate determined under section 6621.
2. Late Filing of Raturn-A fund that falls
to file its return when due (including
extensions of time for filing) may be subifect
to a penalty of 5% a month or fraction of a
month. up to a maximum of 25%. for each
month the return is not filed. Theperialty is
imposed on the net amount due. The
minimum penalty for failure to file a tax
return -ithin 60 days of the due date for
filih%~~ is the lesser of
the u
$100.
3. Late Payment at T~-Gerandilly. the
penalty
of
~,%
t~ I:C
to adh =
parymilitax
~ _Z~:
us ..2
al
sam

the tax remains unpaid. The
In is
imposed on the ret amount due.
4-tiliximpaysman ollEgUmaidlTax.-A
fund that fails to pay estimated Us
payments; when due May be subiect to an
underpayment Penalty for the period of
u
riderpayment.Tormoidthe
-to
penalty. the fund must
Pavmerftofatbmgmddw~alm
mmmoba I &am No
tax (naw, the agglitforlFftolia"

gasoline and special fuels and overpaid
windfall profit tax) as shown on the return.
See sections 6655(b)(1) and (d)(3).
If the fund underpaid estimated tax
attach Form 2220, UndErpayment of
Estimated Tax by Corporations, to show
either how the penalty was figured or the
exceptions which apply. Also be sure to
check the box on line 29, Form 11 20-RIC. If
the fund owes a penalty, enter the amount
of the penalty on this line.
5. Overstated Tax Deposits.-If deposits
are overstated, the fund may be subject to a
penalty of 25% of the overstated deposit
claim. See section 6656(b).
6. Other Penalties.-There are also
penalties that can be imposed for
negligence. substantial understatement of
tax. and fraud. See sections 6653 and
6661.
E. Other Forms, Returns,
Schedules, and Statements That
May Be Required
*1. Forms
The fund may have to file any of the
following:
Forms W-2 and 1i Wage and Tax
Statement; and Transmittal of Income and
Tax Statements.
For. W-2P. Statement for Recipients of
Annuities, Pensions, Retired Pay, or IRA
Payments.
Form 966. Corporate Dissolution or
Liquidation.
Forms 1042 and 1042S. Annual
WithholdingTax Return for U.S. Source
Income of Foreign Persons; and Foreign
Persom's U.S. Source Income Subject to
Withholding. Use these forms to report and
transmit withheld tax on payments or
distributions made to nonresident alien
individuals. foreign partnerships, or foreign
corporations to the extent such payments or
distributions constitute gross income from
sources within the U.S. (see sections 861
through 865). For more information, see
sections 1441 and 1442, and Publication
515, Withholding of Tax on Nonresident
Aliens and Foreign Corporations.
Form 1096. Annual Summary and
Transmittal of U.S. Information Returns.
Form 1098. Mortgage Interest Statement.
This form is used to report the receipt from
any individual of $600 or more of mortgage
interest in the course of the recipient's
trade or business for any calendar year.
Forms 1099-A. 8, DIV, INT, MISC, DID,
PATFI, and R. Information returns for
reporting abandonments, acquisitions
through foreclosure, proceeds from brokers
and barter exchange transactions, real
estate transactions. certain dwidendsand
distributions. interest payments. medical
and dental health care payments,
miscellaneous income payments,
nonemployee compensation, original issue
discount, patronage dividends, and total
distributions from profit-sharing plans,
retirement plans. and individual retirement
arrangements. Also use these returns to
report amounts that were received as a
nominee on behalf of another person
For more information, see Publication
'
916, Information Returns.

Note: Every fund must file information
returns if, in the course of its trade or
business, it makes payments of rents,
commissions, or other fixed or determinable
income (see section 604 1) totalling $600
or more to any one person during the
calendaryear.
Form 2438. Regulated Investment
Company Undistributed Capital Gains Tax
Return. If you designate undistributed
capital gains under section 852(bX3XD),
you must file this return and pay tax on the
gains so designated within 30 da~i after the
;no of your tax year. In addition, a copy otg
Orin 2438 (with Copy A of all Forms 243
must be attached to the Form I 120-RIC
you file.
Form 2439. Notice to Shareholder of
Undistributed Long-Term Capital Gains. If
you file Form 2438. you must complete this
form for each shareholder for whom you
paid tax on undistributed capital gains
designated under section 852(bX3)(D) and
furnish a copy to each such shareholder
within 60 days after the end of your tax
year.
Form 5452. Corporate Report of
Nontaxable Dwidends.
Form 5498. Individual Retirement
Arrangement Information. Use this form to
report contributions (including rollover
contributions) to an individual retirement
arrangement (IRA) and the value of IRA
or simplified employee pension account.
an
Form 5713. International Boycott
for persons having operations in or related
Report,
to "boycotting* countries. In addition
persons who participate ~n or cooperate
with an international boycott may have to
complete Schedule A or Schedule B and
Schedule C of Form 5713 to compute their
loss of the following items: the foreign tax
credit, the a
controlled
benefits, and FSC benefits.
Form 8281. Information Return for Publicly
Offered Original Issue Discount
Instruments. This form isgenerally required
to be filed by issuersof publicofferings of
debt instruments within 30 days of the
issuance of the debt instrument.
Form 8300. Report of Cash Payments Over
$ 10,000 Received in a Trade or Business.
Generally, this form is used to report the
receipt of more than $10 000 in cash or
foreign currency in one Grisaction (or a
series of related transactions).
Form 8613. Return of Excise Tax on
Undistributed Income of Regulated
Investment Companies. If you are liable for
the 4% excise tax on undistributed income
imposed under section 4982, you must file
this return for calendar years beginning
after 1986.
2 Statements
Stock
,
ownership In foreign
corporations.-Attach the required
statement to Form 1120-RIC if the fund
owned 5% or more in valua of the
outstanding stock of a foreign personal
hold ing company and the fund was required
to include in its gross income any
undistributed foreign personal holding
company income. See section 55 1(c).

A fund that controls a foreign
corporation, or that is a 10%.or-more
shareholder of a controlled foreign
corporation, or acquires, disposes of, or
owns 5% or more of the outstanding stock
of a foreign corporation may have to file
Form 5471, Information Rpturn with
Respect to a Foreign Corporation .
A fund that is engaged in a trade or
business in the United States and is
controlled by a foreign person may have to
file Form 5472, Information Return of a
Foreign Owned Corporation.
Transfers to a corporation controlled by
the transferor.-If a person receives stock
or securities of a corporation in exchange
for property. and no gain or loss is
recognized under section 35 1, the person
(transferor) and the transferee must attach
to Form 1 120-RIC the information required
by Regulations section 1.351-3.
3. Amended Return
To correct any error in a previously filed
Form 1120-RIC, file an amended Form
I 120-RIC and check the box for Amended
Return in item E at the top of the form,
4. Attachments
Attach Form 4136, Computation of Credit
for Federal Tax on Gasoline and Special
Fuels, after page 4, Form I 120-RIC. Attach
schedules in alphabetical order and other
forms in numerical order after Form 4136.
In order to process the return, we ask that
you complete every applicable entry space
on Form 1120-RIC. Please do not attach
statements and write "See attached" in lieu
of completing the entry spaces on Form
1120-RIC.
If more space is needed on the forms or
schedules, attach separate sheets
indicating at the top of each attachment the
nber or schedule letter of the form
or schedule being continued Also sho.the
same information called for on th~ form in
the same order as on the printed forms.
Please use sheets that are the same size as
the forms and schedules, Attach these
separate sheets after all the schedules and
forms. Also, put the fund's employer
identification number (EIN) on each sheet.
F. Additional Information
Be sure to answer questions G through S on
page 3, Form 1120-RIC. The instructions
that follow are keyed to these questions.
1. Question H(2)(c)
U.S. person.-The term *U.S. person"
means:
1. A citizen or resident of the United States;
2. A domestic partnership;
3. A domestic corporation;
4. Any estate or trust (other than a foreign
estate or trust within the meaning of section
77011
"Oviner's country," for indwiduals, is the
owner's country of residence. For all others,
it is the country where incorporated,
organized, created, or administered.
2. Question J
Foreign financial accounts.-Check the
Yes box it either a or Ill. below. applies to the
fund; otherwise, check the No box:
a. At any time during the year the fund had
:n interest in or signature or other
uthority over a financial account in a
page 3

foreign country (such as a bank account,
securities account, or other financial
account):
AND
s The combined value of the accounts
was more than $ 10,000 at any time
during the year; AND
s The account was NOT with a U.S.
military banking facility operated by a
U.S. financial institution.
b. The fund owns
, more than 50% of the
stock in any corporation that would
answer "Yes" to item a above.
Get form TO F 90-22. 1. Report of
Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts, to
see if the fund is considered to have an
interest in or signature or other authority
over a financial account in a foreign country
(such as a bank account, secu rifies
account, or other financial account).
If Yes is checked for this question. file
form TO F 90-22.1 by June 30, 1988, with
the Departmentof theTreasury at the
address shown on the form, Form TO F 9022.1 is not a tax return. so do not file it with
Form 1120-RIC.
Form TO F 90-22.1 may be obtained from
IRS Forms Distribution Centers.
Also. if Yes is checked for this question,
write the name of the foreign country or
countries. Attach a separate sheet if more
space is needed.

Specific Instructions
Date fund was established.-If this return
is being filed for a series fund (as defined in
section 85 I(h)(2)), enter the date the fund
was created. Otherwise. enter the date the
regulated investment company was
incorporated or organized.
Employer Identification number.-If the
employer identification number (EIN) on
the label is wrong or it the fund did not
receivealabel enter the correct number at
the top of the ;eturn.
A fund that does not have an EIN should
apply for one on Form SS-4, Application for
Employer Identification
from Number This form
may be obtained
most IRS and Social
Security Administration offices. Send Form
SS-4 to the same Internal Revenue Service
Center to which Form 1120-RIC is mailed. If
the EIN has riot been received by the filing
time for the fund's tax return, write
'Applied for" in the space for the EIN.
For more information concerning an EIN,
see Publication 583.
Total assets.-Enter the total assets of the
fund as of the end of the tax year. If there
are no assets at the end of the tax year.
enter the total assets as of the beginning of
the tax year.

Part I
Income
Line I
Dividends
Enter the total amount of dividends
received during the tax year.
Line 2
Interest
Enter taxable interest on U.S. obligations
and on loans, notes, mortgages, bonds, bank
deposits, corporate bonds. tax refunds, etc.
Page 4

Do not offset interest expense against
interest income.
Line 3
Net foreign currency gain (or loss) from
section 988 transactions
Enter the net foreign currency gain (or loss)
from section 988 transactions that is
treated as ordinary income or loss under
section 988(aXlXA). Attach a schedule
detailing each separate transaction.
Line 4
Payments with respect to securities loans
aEnter the amount received or accrued from
broker as compensation for securities
loaned by the fund to the broker for use in
completing market transactions. Such
payments must meet the requirements of
section 512(a)(5).
Line 5
Excess of net short-term capital gain over
net long-term capital loss
Enter on this line only the gain shown on line
9, Schedule D (Form 1 120). Capital Gains
no 1Losses. To report the net capital gain on
ne 0, Schedule D (Form 1 120). seethe
instructions for Part If.
Note: Every sale or exchange ofa capital
asset must be reported in detail on
Schedule 0 (Form 1120), even though no
gain or loss is indicated.
Line 6
Net gain (or loss)
Enter the net gain (or loss) from Form 4797,
Gains and Losses From Sales or Exchanges
of Assets Used in a Trade or Business and
Involuntary Conversions, Part 11. fine 18.
Line 7
Other Income
Enter any other taxable income not listed
above, except net capital gain that must be
reported in Part 11. and explain its nature on
an attached schedule. Examples of other
income are gross rents; recoveries of fees or
expenses in settlement
foror litigation:
the amount of credit
alcohol used as fuel
(determined without regard to the limitation
tax)
based on
that was entered on Form
6478. Credit for Alcohol Used as Fuel; and
refunds of taxes deducted in prior years to
the extent it reduced income subject to tax
in the year deducted (see section 111). Do
not offset current year's taxes with tax
refunds.
it If other income' consists of only one
am," explain what it is in parentheses on
line 7.
Deductions
Limitations on deductions.1. Transactions between related taxpayers.
Generally, an accrual basis taxpayer may
only deduct business expenses and interest
owed to a related party in the year the
Payment is included in the income of the
related party. See section 267 for limitation
on deductions for unpaid expenses and
interest.
2. Direct and indirect costs (including taxes)
allocable, to real or tangible personal
property constructed or improved by the
taxpayer. Such costs must be capitalized in
accordance with section 263A.

3. Golden parachute payments. A portion of
the payments made by a corporation to key
personnel that exceeds their usual
,compensation may not be deductible. This
occurs when the corporation has an
agreement (golden parachute) with these
key employees to pay them these excessive
amounts if control of the corporation
changes. See section 280G.
4. Business startup expenses are required
to be capitalized unless an election is made
to amortize over a period of 60 months. See
section 195.
5. Section 265(aX3) limitation. If the fund
paid exempt-interest dividends during the
tax year (including those dividends deemed
paid under section 855), no deduction is
allowed for that portion of otherwise
of
deductible expenses which the amount
tax-exempt interest income bears to total
gross income (including tax-exempt income
but excluding capital gain net income).
6. The net operating loss deduction is not
allowed.
Line 9
Compensation of officers
Besides entering the total
compensation on line 9. Form
officers;O.R,C
11 2
filers must complete Schedule E on page 2
if their total receipts (line 8. Part 1, plus net
capital gain from line 1. Part 11, and line 9a,
Form 2438) are $150.000 or more.
Complete Schedule E, columns (a)
through (f). for all officers. The regulated
investment company determines no is an
officer under the laws of the state where it
is incorporated.
Line 10
Salaries and wages
Enter on line 10a the amount of total
salaries and wages paid or incurred for the
tax year. Do not include salaries and wages
deducted elsewhere on the return, such as
contributions to a simplified employee
pension plan.
Caution: Ifyou provided taxable fringe
benefits to your employees, such as
Personaluse ofa car, do not deduct as
wages the amount allocated for
depreciation and other expenses that you
claimed on lines 14 and 22.
Enter on Ime IOb the amount of jobs
credit from Form 5884. Jobs Credit.
Line 12
Taxes
Enter taxes paid or incurred during the tax
year, but do not include the following:
1. Federal income taxes;
2. Foreign or U.S. possession income taxes
if a tax credit is claimed or the fund made
an election under section 853;
3. Taxes, including state or local sales taxes.
that are paid or incurred in connection with
an acquisition or disposition of property
(such taxes must be treated as a part of the
cost of the acquired property or. in the case
of a disposition. as a reduction in the amount
realized on the disposition);
4. Excise taxes imposed under section 4982
on undistributed regulated investment
company income: or
S. Taxes not imposed on the fund.
See section 164(d) for apportionment of
taxes on real property between seller and
purchaser.

Line 13
Interest
Do not include interest oil indebtedness
incurred of continued to purchase or carry
which the interest is wholly
obligations
cx~
pt Jr.."oiltax
Generally. a cash basis taxpayer cannot
deduct prepaid interest allocable to years
lollowing the current tax year. For example.
a cash basis calendar year taxpayer who In
1987 orepaid interest allocable to any
periodafter 1987 call deduct only tl!e
atuount allocable to 1987. See Publication
545. Interest Expense,
Generally, tire interest and carrying
c~iarges oil straddles cannot be deducted
rjust be capitalized. See sechon
a it
263(g).
Line 14
Depreciation
Be,ums defueriat ..... ..Ida& I e 14 tile
part of tile cost that tire (unit elected to
expense lot certain rec~very property
placed in service during the tax year.
Tile rules for depreciation lot property
placed in service 111 1987 or later years have
beer] changed. Effective for property placed
;r service after 1986, tire amount file
axpayet may expense under section 179
has beell raised from $5.000 to $ 10.000.
See the instructions for Form 4562
'
Depreciation and Allortization, for more
inhounabon.
Line 22
Other deductions
Include in this line contributions deductible
under section 170; contributions to pension
and profit sharing plans. eloployee, benefit
programs
. etc.; and amortization of
organization expenses
If a contribution deductible under section
170 is in property other than money and the
total claimed value of all property
contributed exceeds $500. the fund (except
it closely held) shall attach a schedule
describing the kind of property contributed
nd the method usedur determining its fair
market value. Closely held funds must
conip em Form 8283. Noncash Charitable
Confitutions. and attach.t to their returns.
Employers who maintain a pension.
profit-sharing. of other funded deferred ified
compensation plan whether or not clual
under the nternal 4evenue Code and
whether or not a deduction is claimed for
tire current tax year, generally are required
to Ide one of the forms d[allure
escribed below.
to file these
There are penalties for
u e
the
burns on time and for overstating
pension plan deduction. See sections
6652(e) and 6659A.
Form 5500-Complete this form to, each
plan with 100 or more participants.
Forms 5500-C OF 5500-R.-Complete the
applicable form for each plan with (ewer
than 100 participants.
Form 5500EZ.-Coniplete! this form for a
one-participant plan.
Generally, a deduction may not be taken
for the amount of any itern or part thereof
allocable to a class of exempt income.

Generally, tire fund call deduct only 80%
of tire a mount citheir.,wallmriable for inea Is
andenleirtallulentelifierses In addition,
meals must not be lavish In, extravagant: a
bora Iide busilessch,cuss-on umIt -C-1
,h,tF,ly beha,. or run,edutely
do Ig. on
all,, file ullal: and V-1-1 employee "lost be
present If file
eal. 11 the fund claims a I. it
deduction for unallowaine meal expense
,nay have to pay a penalty.
Addition,31 limitations apply to deductions
for skybox rental$, luxury water travel.
ent
convention expenses, and enterta
tickets. See section 274 and Publication
463. Travel. Entertainment. and G,ft
Expenses. for ,role details.
or
All other ordinary and necessary travel
expenses paid or incurred in the trade
business of the fund are generally fully
deductible. However, expenses paid or
"iruned for a facility (such as a yacht or
hunting lodge) that is used lot ail activity
that is usually considered entertainment.
amusement OF recreation air "at
The fund oray be ableJo
deductible (Note:
'
the
It th"I'llount Is treated
d'oh"t
,a
ls,lbor.pid reported oil Forn; W.2
a,
to, n) e luoyet, or OFF Fo 1 1099 MISC 10,
at) Independent contlactal.)
Note: Do hot deduct penalties "FrOOSed Off
General
tire food 1.11, as those ""Inded
Instruction 0~
Line 24
Taxable income before deduction for
dividends paid

'At risk" rules.-Special "at risk" rules
under section 465 generally apply to closely
held funds engaged in any activity as a
trade or business 0, to, Zhe production of
income. Such taxpayers may have to adjust
t,~ie ~iuourd on line 24. However. the 'at
sk rules do not apply to (1) holding real
property (other than unneral property)
placed in service by file taxpayer before
1987; (2) equipment leasing under section
465(cX4). (5). and (6); and (3) any
qualifying business of a quablied
corporation under section 465(c)(7). For
more munniatum, we section 465 and
Form 6198. Computation of Deductible
Loss From an Activity Described if] Section
465(c).
Passive activity limitations.-Section 469
generally limits the deduction Of passive
activity losses and passive activity credits,
for closely held lunds Such taxpayers ilia
have to adjust the amount oil line 24 and
the credits claimed oil line 4b. Schedule J.
See
secircur 469 and Form 8582, Passive
Activity LOSS Limitations. for details.
Line 25
Deduction for dividends paid
Enter the amount from line 5, Schedule A.
Line 28e
Credit for Overpaid windfall profit tax
A fund that has overpaid its windfall profit
tax may claim a credit on its income tax
return. Use Form 6249, Computation of
Overpaid Windfall Profit Tax, to figure the
credit. Include the amount of the credit in
the total for this line. Write in the margin.
next to the entry on this line, the amount of
the credit and identify it as "Overpaid
Windfall Profit Tax.'

Part 11
Line I
Net "pital gain
1
Enter on this line only(Foril
tire gain
flow" Oil
line 10. Schedule D
120), To report
the excess of net sh-11-tel-11 capital gall'
term
capital
loss.
see
file
over net long
instructions for line 5, Part 1.
Line 2
Capital gain dividends
Enter the deduction for dividends paid
deterinined with reference to capital gall'
dividends only. as designated by tile fund in
accordance with section 852(b)(3)(C). but
do not include any amount reported for the
tax yea, oil Form 2438. line 91b. The rules
section 561 (taking into account Section,
852(b)(7) and 855ja)) deenn e tire
amount that is deductible for the tax year,
To compute the deduction for capital gall'
dividends it may be useful to prepare a
worksheei similar to Schedule A. page 2.
Form 1 120 RIC.

Schedule A

Deduction for Dividends Paid
(Lines I through 5)
Tire rules it) section 561 (taking into
accoui I sections 852(bX7) and 855(a))
detern~me the deduction to, chindends paid.
In computing the amounts to be entered on
lines 1 through 4. do not take into account
capital gain dividends (as defined in section
852(bX3XC)) or exempt-interest dividends
(as delmed in section 852(bX5))
Schedule B
Income from Ta.,EKempt Obligations
If. at the close of each quarter of the tax
ye I, at least 50%of the valueof the fund's
assets
a' consisted of tax exempt obligations
under section 103(a). the fund qualifies
under section 852(bX5) to pay exempt.
interest dividends for the tax year and must
check the Yes box and complete lines I
through 4 in Schedule B. See section
852(b)(5) for the definition of exe-uptinterest dividends and other details.
Schedule J
Tax Computation
Lines I and 2
Members of a controlled group. as defilled
in section 1563. whose tax years beg",
before July 1. 1987. are entitled to only one
$25 000 amount In each taxableill,culle
bra~~et on line 2a.
Members of a controlled group that have
tax years that end alter June 30. 1987. are
entitled to only one $50.000 amount and
one $25,000 amount b. that o,de,),n each
taxable income bracket on line 2b.
When a controlled group adopts or later
amends an apportionment plan. each
member must attach torts tax return a copy
of its consent to this plan. The copy (or an
attached statement) must show the part of
the amount in each axablemcourne bracket
apportioned to that member. There are
other requirements as well. See Regulations
section 1. 1561-3(b) lot the requirements
and for the time and manner of making the
consent.
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Note: Menibers of a controlledgroup of
corporations ate treatedas one corporation
lot put poses of figuring the applicability of
tire,idditional tax imposed under section
I I (b) that it lost be paid by corporations
with ta mble incoare, try excess of a specified
arpount, ff file additiouill tax applies, each
member of the controlledgroup will pay
if,, t ta% based oil the portion of the atuount
th.d I used,n each taxable inconle bracket
'See section 1561 (a).) Each member of the
group must attach to its tax return a
srhedule that shows the taxable income of
the entire group as well as flow Its portion of
th,.0chban,1 tax -, figirred,
Equal apportionment plan. If no
app.,hunnuent plan I adopted, the
members of the controlled group must
divide the amount in each taxable income
bracket Nually among themselves. For
example. controlled group AB consists of
corporation A and corporation B. They do
not elect a-i apportiounnent plan. Therefore,
corporation A,s entitled to $12,500 (oneli,ill of $25.000) in each taxable income
ket oil line 2a. Corporation B is also
e ted to $12.500 in each taxable income
ll,,Icket Each niconm bracket oil line 2b is
also equally divided.
Unequal apportionment plan. Members of
a controlled group may elect all unequal
apportionment plan and divide file taxable
~~icoi ;e brackets as they wish. There is no
e,d I or consistency between taxable
,I iconle brackets. Any member of the
controlled groupolay be entitled to all
wine. or none of the taxable income
brackets. (But the total amount for all
ineribers of the controlled group cannot be
:::ore
file total amount in each taxable
than
come
bracket.)
Line 3a
A fund that is not a personal holding
company and that is in compliance with
Regulations section 1.852 6 regarding
(fisclosure of its actual stock ownership will
conipute tire tax oil dsuivestruent company
taxable income using Tax Computation
WFliksheet 1. page 7.
A (unit that is a personal holefingcouipary,
or is not in compliance with Regulations
sect:on ~,852 6 must compute the tax on
its it ves twill cormany taxable income
using Tax Computation Worksheet 2. page
8, See themstructions for line 6. Schedule
J. to detennine if the fund is treated as a
pe~sonal holding company for income tax
pu On es.
Enter the tax front the applicable
worksheet
,
oil line 3a, Schedule J. Form
120 RIC.
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Line 4a
Foreign tax credit. See For. I 118.
Computation of Foreign Tax CreditCorporations, for an explanation of when
the fund can take credit for payment of
income tax to a foreign country. The fund
may not claim this credit if an election
under section 853 was made for the tax
year.
Line 4b
General business credit. This credit is
made up of the surn of the following credits:
linvestruent credit. The investment credit
was generally repealed for property placed
in service after 1985. See Form 3468.
Computation of Investment Credit, for
exceptions.
Jobs crectiL The jobs credit. if elected. is
allowed for hiring members of targeted
groups during the tax year. See Form SM,
Jobs Credit, for definitions, special rules.
and limitations.
Do not take an expense deduction for the
part of the wages or salaries paid or
incurred which is equal to the amount of the
jobs credit (determined without regard to
the limitation based on the tax (section
38(c))).
Alcohol fuel credit. The fund may be able to
take a credit for alcohol used as fuel. Use
Form 6478, Credit for Alcohol Used as
Fuel, to figure the credit.
Credit for increasing research actilaties. See
Form 6765, Credit for Increasing Research
Activities. and section 4 1.
Low incoare housing credit, See Form
8586, Low-income HousingCrecht, and
section 42.
Form 3800, General Business Credit. Enter
the amount of the credit from Form 3800.
and check the boxes indicating which forms
ate attached to the return lithefundis
clauning only one of the above credits. you
do not have to complete Form 3800.
Instead, check the appropriate box and
attach the form for which the credit is being
taken. However. if the fund has a
carrytorward or carryback of any of these
credits (or a carrylarward of an ESOP
credit) it must use Form 3800.
Line 4c'
Credit for fuel produced from a
nonconventional source. A credit is
allowed for the sale of qualified fuels
produced from a nonconventionall source.
Section 29 contains a definition of qualified
fuels, provisions for figuring the credit. and

other special rules. If the fund qualifies for
'his credit. attach a separate schedule to
'he return showing the computation of the
credit. Include the amount of the credit in
the total for line 4c. Schedule J. Write next
to the entry for line 4c the amount of the
credit and identify it as "section 29 credit."
Line 6
Personal holding company tax. The fund is
taxed as a personal holding company under
section 542 it:
Fir At least 60% of its adjusted ordinary gross
income, defined in section 543(bX2). lot
the tax year. is personal holding company
income as defined in section 543(a). and
* At any time during the last half of the tax
year more than 50% in value of its
outstanding stock is owned, directly or
indirectly, by not more than 5 individuals.
Use Schedule PH (Form 1120).
Computation of U.S. Personal Holding
Company Tax. to figure this tax.
Line 7
Tax from recomputing prior-year
investment credit. If property is distillsed
of or ceases to be qualified property before
the end of the life-years used in computing
the regular or energy investment credit
them may be a recapture of the credit. See
Form 4255, Recapture of Investment
Credit.
Line 8a
Alternative minimum tax. Attach Form
4626. Alternative Minimum TaxCorporations, it the total of investment
company taxable income and retained
capital gains not designated under section
852(bX3XD) plus adjustments and tax
preference items of the fund exceeds
$40.000. See Form 4626 (of details.
Line SIFF
Environmental tax. The fund may be liable
for the environmental tax if the modified
alternative minimum taxable income of the
fund exceeds $2.000.000. See Form 4626
for details.
Caution: At the little Form 1 120-RICand
these instructions were printed. legislation
was pending that would exempt regulated
rnv~trnentcompanies from the unposition
of the environmental tax.

Tax Computation Worksheet I for Funds That Are Not Personal Holding Companies And That Are In Compliance with
Regulations Section 1.852.6 (See instructions for line 3a, Schedule J, Form 1120-RIC.)
Effective July 1, 1987, the tax rates on investment company taxable income were reduced. The new rates of tax are:
15% on the first $50,000 of income;
254. on the next $25.000 of income; and
34% on any amount over $75,000.
Also. an additiona I tax of 5% is applied against income in excess of $100.000. The maximum amount of this additional taxis $1 1.75O~
If the tax year of the fund begins afterJurre 30,1987, only Schedule B must be completed.
imputed for Period Before July 1, 1987
1 Investment company taxable income (line 26. Part 1, Form 1 120 RIC)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 Enter the lesser of line I or $25.000 (members of a controlled group, seemstructions below) . . . . . . .
3 Subtract line 2 from line 1 . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 Enter the lesser of line 3 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions below) . . . . . . .
5 Subtract line 4 fro. line 3
6 Enter the lesser of line 5 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group. see instructions below) . . . . . . .
7 Subtract line 6 from line 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .
8 Enter the lesser of line 7 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions below) . .
.
9 Subtract line 8 from line 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10 Enter 15% of line 2 . . , . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .
I I Enter 18% of line 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12 Enter 30% of line 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
13 Enter 40% of line 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'
14 Enter 46% of line 9 . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 Additional tax. If line is greater than $1.000,000. enter the lesser of: (a) 5% of the excess of line I over.
$1.000,000: or M $20,250 (members ofa controlled group. we instructions below) . . . . . . . . . .
16 Add lines 10through 15 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tax Computed for Period After June 30, 1987
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Tax Computation Worksh"t 2 for Funds That Are Personal Holding Companies Or That Are Not In Compliance with
Regulations Section 1.852.6 (See instructions for line 3a, Schedule J, Form 1120-RIC.)
Funds whose tax year begins after June 30, 1987, enter 34% of the amount on line 26, Part 1. Farm 1120-RIC. on line 3a, Schedule J,
Form 1120-RIC.
Funds whose tax year begins before July 1. 1987. use the worksheet below to figure the correct amount of tax to enter on line 3a,
Schedule J. Form I 120-RIC:
I Enter the amount from line 26, Part 1, Form 11WRIC . . . ... .
2 Multiply the amount on line I by 46% . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Muffilily the amount on line I by 34% . . . . . . . . . . .
number of days in tax year before 7.1-87
4 Line 2
number of days in tax year
.
number of days in tax year after &30,87
5 Line 3
. . . . . .
number of days in tax year
6 Tax on investment company taxable income. Add amounts on lines 4 and
Form 11MRIC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Investment company taxable income (line 26, Part I. Form 1120-RIC) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 17 or $50,000 (members of a controlled group. wie instructions below) . . . . . . .
Subtract line 18 from line 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 19 or $25,000(members of a controlled group, see instructions below) . . . . . . .
Subtract line 20 from line 19 . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter 15% of line 18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter 25% of line 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter 34% of line 21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Additional tax. If line 17 is more than $100,000, enter the lesser of: (a) 5% of the excess of line 17 over
$100.000; or (b) $11.750 (members of a controlled group. see instructions below) . . . . . . . . . . .
Add lines 22 through 25 (if only Schedule 8 was completed, skip lines 27 through 30. Enter the amount from line
26 on line 3a. Schedule J, Form 1120-RIC.) . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter amount from line 16. Schedule A. above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
number
of
days
in
tax
year
before
7-187
.
.
. . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Line 27 .
number of days in tax year
. . . . . . .
Lme26 x number of days in tax year after 6-30-87 . . . . . . .
number of days in tax year

30 Tax on investment company taxable income. Add amounts on lines 28 and 29 and enter the total on line 3a,
Schedule J. Form 1120-R
Instructions for Tax
Computation Worksheet I
Lines 2, 4. 6. 8. 18, and 20. -Members of
a controlled group (as defined in section
1563) must enter their portion of each
taxable income bracket. See the instructions
for Schedule J for rules regarding how
controlled groups may divide these amounts.

Line 15.-If the total taxable income of the
controlled group of corporations is
than $1,000.000, each member should
more
enter its portion of the additional tax on line
15 as explained in the instructions for
Schedule J.

Line 25.-If the total taxable income of the
controlled group of corporations is mote
than $ 100,000, each member should enter
its portion of the additional tax on line 25 as
explained in the instructions for Schedule T
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5.. Enter
.
. on. fine~:
.
1.1~,l 1~
. . lr*.,l

Far. 1120S

Decartme-fth,Tneasul
S
Int,mial Rexemne erv,ce
A Date of Iftt,oh as a,

S Corporator,

8 Businesscase no. (w
slbe~,fic lion-hons)

km

I PP int

addhou)

Number and street (P.O. Box number if mail ty not ushered to
City m t

state,

0 Date incorporated!

ZIPcode

E Total a- (- Swific Instruct mis)
Dollars
Ce nts

or type.

F(Cr~kappbcalblenxxes t)E]hmtxsineh-

(2)E]Fmxx,tum,

$

(3)[](Chimiremadilms, (4)E]Amendedha,nn

G Chn,cli this Writ this is a, S coornabon suxect to the consolidated audit prociounes; of sections 6241 thosual 6245 (wonstructions) .
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
. .
H Was this copoixtum in operation at the end of 1987 (see instnuctions)?
I

OMBN..15450130

7, ending ... __ ... .19 ....
Reduction
Act Notice, see page
I of the Instructions.
For IPaperwork
I.- cabrinhi,Ptanu,
"al .1 has 1-1
off-h-uh --------------IC Ernploser Identification marober
N on.

Use
IRS
label
OniniWIN,

How many montlism 1987 was this co,ponationni moinathon (w instnuctums)?

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

.

.

.

.

T_s
.

.

.

.

.
.
Yes El
.
.

. P' F]
No EJ

.
.

Cost of Goods Sold and/or Operations (See instructions for Schedule A.)
I
2
3
4a
5ly

Inventory at beginning of year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Purchases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cost of labor , . . .
Additional section 263A costs (attach
., .* . . .. .. . . . . ., . .*
* schedule)
*
Other costs (attach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .
Total-Add lines 1 through 41o , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 Inventory at end of year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 Cost of goods sold and/or operations-Subtract line 6 from line S. Enter here and on line
8a Check all methods used for valuing closing inventory:

. is-

Caution: Include only trade or business income and expenses on lines la through 2 1. See the instructions for more information.
Ic
lat Gross receipts or sales ................... to Less returns and allowances . ................. Balance aE

. . . . . . . . . . . . .
C ost of goods sold an d /or opera tions (Sched u le A . line 7) .
3
3 Gross profit (s u btract line 2 from line Ic) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
4 Net gain (or loss) from Form 4797, line 18 (see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . I .
5
5 Other income (see instructions-attach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
here
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
16
TOTAL income (loss)-Combine lines 3, 4 and 5 and enter
c 6
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
7
7 Compensation of officers . . .
8c
Be Salaries and wages __ ---------- _ ---- to Less jobs credit ..... .... . .............. Balance Is,
9
as 9 Repairs. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10 Bad debts (see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . _1911
I I Rents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I .
. 2
0 12 Taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
13 Deductible interest expense not claimed or reported elsewhere on return (see instructions)
.
.
.
14a
14a Depreciation from Form 4562 (attach Form 45B2).

.

.

.

..

.

.*

.,

.*

,.

.,

. . . .
. . . .
2, page I .

.
.
.

1
2
-143
4ty
5

0
0

7

(i)

El cost

(ij)
610
(iv)

El Lower of cost or market as described in Regulations section 1.471.4 (see instructions)
El Writedown of "Subnormal" goods as described in Regulationssection 1,471-2(c) (see instructions)
E] Other (Specify method used and attach explanation) No __ ....................

0

d Dothe rulesofsection 263A(with respect to property produced or acquired for resale) apply to the corporation?

.

.

.

.

. El Yes

a Was there any ciiange (other than for section 263A purposes) in determining quantities. cost. or valuations between
opening and closing inventory? (If "Yes,"attach explanation.)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . El Yes

to Depreciation reported on Schedule A and elsewhere on. return
.
. . Idly
14c
c Subtract line 14b from line 14a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
wc
25
-Z 15 Depletion (Do not deduct oil and gas depletion . See instructions .) . . . . . . . . . .
so
_L6_
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
I
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
U) 16 Advertising . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .17
17 Pension , profit-sharing , etc . plans . . .
. .
18
2 IS Employee benefit programs .
. . . .
19
19 Other deductions (attach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
enter here . . . . . . . . . W _L0_
20
TOTAL deductions-Add lines
7
through
19
and
or
21
0 21 Ordinary income (loss) from trade business activity(ies)-Subtract line 20 from line 6 . . .
22 Tax:
a Excess net passive income tax (attach schedule) . . . . . .
c
to Tax from Schedule D (Form 1120S) . . . . . . . . . . 22b
E
c Add lines 22a and 22b
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22c
0ra. 23 Payments:
a Tax deposited with Form 7004 . . . . . . . . . . . . I 23a I
F23bT
is
to Credit for Federal tax on gasoline and special fuels(attach Form4l36)
Add lines 23a and 23b
. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23c
Its,
24
24c TAX DUE (subtract line 23c from line 22c). See instructions for Payingthe Tax
25 OVERPAYMENT (subtract line 22c from line 23c) . . . . . . . .
25
Und,roenaltuira Penury, I declare that I haw, examined this Wourn, incluchrigaccomp.=
nyi actual and statements, and tothe beat of my kinwrledg-hus
belief ,it is true. correct
of
, and complains, Den:1whithin of pressimer(other train taxpayer) is
on all information of which preparer has any knowledge.
Please
Sign
Here
Sqtvne.fffice,
Data
Title
Its
I pyhawcl,~
ny!in as
at cunty, number
Prepare,'
if
Paid
swunins,
pf
ZiPcde 1Form 1120S (1987)

Additional Information Required
J Did you at the end of the tax year own, directly or indirectly, 50% or more of the voting stock of a domestic corporation?
(For rules of attribution, see section 267(c).)
If "Yes," attach a schedule showing:
(1) Name, address, and employer identification number; (3) Highest amount owed by you to such corporation during the year; and
(2) Percentage owned;
(4) Highest amount owed to you by such corporation during the year,
(Note: For purposes of J(3) and J(4), "highest amount owed" includes loans and accounts receivablelpayable.)
K Refer to the listing of business activity codes at the end of the Instructions for Form I 120S and state your principal:
L

.

.

.
.

(5) Employee or family vacations not reported on Form W.2?
N

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

11
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CL

.
.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

At any time during the tax year, did you have an interest in or a signature
. or* other
'
' authority
' ' over
, * a financial
.
. . account
. .
. in. a .
foreign country (such as a bank account, securities account, or other financial account)? (See instructions for exceptions
.
.
. .
. .
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
If "Yes." enter the name of the foreign country D. . . ~ . ~ . . ~ ................ ............
Were you the grantor of, or translator to, a foreign trust which existed during the current tax* *year,
* * ' -whether
* ...............
or not you
have any beneficial interest in it7 if "Yes." you may have to file Forms 3520, 3520-A, or 926 . .
.
. .
. .
.
. .

P

During this tax year did you maintain any part of your accounting/tax records on a computerized system?

Q

Check method of accounting: (I)EI Cash

R

0 No

(A

and filing requirements for form TD F 90-22.1.) .
0

E) No

IN
FEE",

M Did you claim a deduction for expenses connected with:

(2) Living accommodations (except foremployeeson business)? .
. .
. .
. .
.
. . .
.
. .
. .
(3) Employees attending conventions or meetings outside the North American area,.(See section 274(h).)
. .
(4) Employees' families at conventions or meetings? .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
.
. . .
.
. .
. .
If "Yes,"were any of these conventions or meetings outside the North American area? (See section 274(h),)

.

Yes I No

Business activity a, ................................... ; Product or service a, ................................
Were you a member of a controlled group subject to the provisions of section 1561?
.
.
. .
. .
. .
. .
.
.

(1) Entertainment facilities (boat, resort, ranch, etc.)? .

1%
IN

...................

b Check this box if the LIFO inventory method was adopted this tax year for any goods (if checked, attach Form 970) .
c If the LIFO inventory method was used for this tax year, enter percentage (or amounts) of closing
inventory computed under LIFO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 8c 1

2

0

Furn-strame(or
san.emphyl

Pa. 2

For. 1120S(1987)

I

U.S. Income Tax Return for an S Corporation

.

.

.

.

.

.

(3) 0 Other (specity) ii- ~ ~ ~ ~ ..... ....
. .
Check this box if the S corporation has filed or is required to file Form 8264, Application for Registration oia iax .........

Shelter . . . .

.

(2) El Accrual

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . P, El

S Check this box if the corporation issued publicly offered debt instruments with original issue discount . . . .
f so, the corporation may have to file Form 8281, Information Return for Publicly Offered Original Issue Discount
ristruments.

.

b- El

0
0
U)

T If section 1374 (new built-in gains tax) applies to the corporation, enter the corporation's net unrealized built-in gain as
defined in section 1374(d)(1) (see instructions) No
Designation of Tax Matters Person
The following shareholder is hereby designated asthetax matters person (TMP)forthe taxyearfor whichthistax return is filed:
.
Nameof
L
Identityi
designated TMP F
numbern.fTMP
Address
designated
of TMP

.0

~0 8 7

fj Deeartment of the Treasury
n ernal Revenue Service

I nstructions for Form 11 20S
U.S. Income Tax Return for an S Corporation
(section references are to the Internal Revenue Code, unless otherwise noted.1

Paperwork Reduction Act
Notice
We ask for this information to carry out the
Internal Revenue lam of the United States.
(I allow
areus to
We need it to ensure that ta,ifagers
complying with these laws ar
figure and collect the right amount of tax.
You are required to give us this information.
Voluntary Contributions To
Reduce the Public Debt
Quite
how often, inquiries are received about
voluntary contributions to reduce the
public debt may be made. A corporation
may contribute by enclosing a separate
check, payable to "Bureau of the Public
Debt with the tax return. Please keep the
contribution
'*
to reduce the public debt
separate from any amount payable with the
tax
Tax remittances should be made
payable
return.
to 'Internal Revenue Service.'

Changes You Should Note
Changes to Form 1120S
a Page 1 of Form .1120S is used only to
report income and expenses related to trade
or business activities of the corporation.
Income and expenses of rental activities
and portfolio or investment income and
reported on page
related expenses
one but are new reported
are not on Schedule K.
This change was made to Provide
shareholders with information to comply
with the passive activity limitations of
section 469. See page 3 for more
information.
a Corporations subject to the consolidated
audit procedures of sections 6241 through
6245 may designate a Tax Matters Person
(TMP) on page 2 of Form 1120S.
Tax Reform Act of 1986 (Act)
a For tax years beginning after
~rm 1986, all S
corporations must haw a pe ifted tax
year. See "Permitted Tax Year
Requirecr in the End of Election
instruction for details.
. Minimum Tax.-For tax years
beginning after 1986, the S corporation is
not subject to the minimum tax for capital
gain income.
a Many changes made by the Act are
see For
contained throughout the instructions.
information on other changes of the Tax
Publication 921. Explanatio~
Reform Act of 1986 for Business.
Reminders
Preaddressed Label.-Use the
0"readdressed label and envelope that
comes with the tax package to help speed
up the processing of your return.

_116

-4
fra

.I
S
Registration
S of Tax Shelter.-IfX
corporation i a tax shelter, is invo
in a
tax shelter. is considered to be the vorganizer
of a tax shelter, or the corporation is a passthrough entity of tax shelter benefits, there
are1reporting requirements under section
61 1 for both the corporation and its
shareholders.
See Form 8264. Application for
Registration of a Tax Shelter, and Form
8271, Investor Reporting of Tax Shelter
Registration Number, and their related
instructions for information the corporation
must provide to IRS and to the shareholders
to enable them to comply with tax shelter
reporffng requirements.
The corporation must enter its tax shelter
registration number in item C of Schedule
K. I if applicable. Also, complete item R on
page 2 of Form I 120S.

General Instructions
Purpose of Form
Form 1120S is used if a domestic
corporation has filed Form 2553, Election
by a Small Business Corporation. to be an S
corporation and its election is in effect. Do
not file your first Form I 120S until you her
been notified by the IRS that your election is
accepted and the tax year it will take effect.
Filing Form 1120S
Who Must File
You mustfile Form 1120S if: (a)youelected
by filing Form 2553 to be taxed as an S
corporation, (b) IRS accepted your election,
and (c) the election remains in effect.
End of Election
Once the election is mile. it stays in effect
for all years until it is terminated. During the
5 years after the tax year the election has
been terminated, the corporation can make
another election on Form 2553 only if the
Commissioner consents. See section
1362(g), and related regulations.
The election ends autornatically in any of
the following cases:
& The corporation is no longer a small
business corporation as defined in section
1361(b). The ending of an election in this
manner is effective as of the day on which
the corporation ceases to be a ~mall
business corporation. See sections
1362(dX2) and 1362(e) for more
information.
b. It, for each of three consecutive tax
years. the corporation has bath sultichapter
C earnings and profits, and gross receipts
more than 25% of which are derived from
passive investment income as defined in
section 1362(dX3)(D), the election shall
terminate on the first day of the first tax
year beginning after the third consecutive

1, yea r,,The
each,e
thris
wriponitim must pay a tax for
excess net passive income.
See specific instructions for line 22a for
details on he. to figure the tax.
Permitted Tax Year Required.-For tax
years beginning after 1986, section 1378
requires that all S corporations have a
tax
ye,
Y.
permitted
it
x
tlhe'ra
yurendmDe:e
tax year. A:~mrll!Vran
tax year for which the S corporation
establishes a business purpose. If an S
corporation has a tax year which is not a
permitted tax year it must change to a
permitted tax198,
yea,'for its first tax year
See Revenue Ruling 87.
beginning
dated July 13, 1987, for
57, IRB 1987-28,
in
information on what is a business purpose
and Revenue Procedure 87-32, IRB 198728, dated July 13, 1987. for information on
adopting, retaining, or changing your tax
year. Sea OChange in Accounting Period' for
otherdetails.
Revocations.-The election may be
revoked if shareholders who collectively
own a majority of the stock in the
corporation consent to a revocation. So long
as the specified data is on or after the date
of consent to the revl~;tion, the revocation
is effectivd as of the specified date. It no
date is specified, the revocation is effective
as of the beginningof a tax year if it is made
on or before the 15th day of the 3rd month
of such tax year. If no date is specified and
the revocation is made after the 15th day of
the 3rd month, it is not effective until the
beginning of the following tax year. See
section 1362(dXI) for more information.
When To File
In general, file Form I 120S by the 15th day
of the 3rd month after the end of the tax
year. However, an S corporation that is
required to file a return for a short period
beginning in 1987 in order to comply with
revised section 1378, may file its short
period return on or before the latest of:
(1) the normal due date, (2) October 15.
1987, or (3) 30 days after the date Form
1 128 is approved. See Announcement 87.
82. IRB 1987-37. dated September 14.
1987.
Use Form 7004, Application for
Automatic Extension of Time To File
Corporation Income Tax Return, to request
an automatic 6-month extension of time to
file Form 1120S.
Period To Be Covered
by 1987 Return
File the 1987 return for calendar year 1987
and fiscal years beginning in 1987 and
ending in 1988. If the return is for a fiscal
year. fill in the tax year spaces on the form.
The 1987 to= should also be used for
fiscal year corporations adoptir a calendar
year as required by section 1371.
Nate- The J987 Forin 1120S nuryalso be
used if.* (1) the corporation has a tax yearof
Am than 12 months that begins and ends
in 1988; and (2) the 1988 Fern, I 120S is
not available by the firm the corporation is
required to file its return. However, the
show its 1988 tauryear on
-t- .1981=112OSandmicorporateany
toxlawchangmthatateeffecti~eforto
yearsbeginningafterDecember3l, 1987.
Initial or Final Return
If this is the S corporation's initial return or
final return, check the applicable box in item
F at this top of the form.

Change In Address
If there has year,
been ache
chgkntgheeib"adfdrew from
the previous
OrChargein
Address in item F at the top of Form I 120S.
Amended Return
correct an error in a Form 1120S already
To
filed, filean amended Form 112OSand
check the box for Amended Return in item F
at the top of the form. If the amended
return results in a change to income, ora
change in the distribution of any income of
20S)
other information provided to shareholders,
an amended Schedule K-1 (Form 11
must also be
If with the amended Form
I 120S and given
fil( to each shareholder. Write
"AMENDED" across the top of the
corrected Schedule K- I you give each
shareholder.
Designation of Tax Matters
Person (TMP)
If the S corporation is subject to sections
6241 through 6245 (consolidated
procedures), it may designate:n incliqdual
a" rt
v' for
shareholder as the TMP forth taxyea
which the return is filed by completing the
Designation of Tax Matters Person section
at the bottom of page 2 of Form I 120S.
Temporary Regulations section 301.6241IT provides an exception to the
consolidated provisions for small S
or fewer shareholders
corporations with 5rate
ral pawn or an
each of whom is a
estate. See sections 6241 through 62415
and
for Temporary Regulations 301.624 1- IT
other details.
Where To File
U. the following
"thecoroxatms
1-1 Rrx
xg-y is kicated.n
service card., widV
V
New Jersey. New York (New
York City and counties of
:~dsau
We;Rches
ockitaenrd, Suffolk,
New York (all other counties),
Connecticut. Maine,
Massrichusetts. Minnesota.
New Hampshire, Rhode Island.
Vermont

Andover. MA
05501

Atlanta, GA
Alabama. Florida.
Mississippi, South
39901
Kentucky,fifichigan.0hia.
.
West Virg,nia
45999
Austin, TX
Kansas, Louisiana. New
73301
Maxico, Oklahoma. Texas
Alaska. Astaire. California
(counties of Alpine. Amador.
Butte CaLaivors, Cohna. Contra
Costa~ Del Nte. El Derail..
Glenn, Humboldt, Lake, Lassen.
Marin. Mendocino, Modric, Napa.
Nevada, Placer, Pturras,
Sacramento. San Joaquin, Shasta,
08d84'2UT1
an
Sierra, Stskiyou. Selene, Sonoma.
Sutter, Teharna. Trinity; Yolo. and
Yuba), Colorado, Idaho.
Nebraska, Nevada. NortN"'ah""
Mh!iera.
===
Fresm. CA
California (all allm counties),
Hawaii
93888
Illinois. Iowa, Missouri,
,
Wisconsin
C2493
Arkansas, Indiana. North
TN
Carolina, Tennewee. Viqprda
Marl.
7501
Delaware, District of
phillidel.90
Columbia. Maryland.
Pennsylvania
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Accounting Methods
Figure ordinary income using the method of
uch
accounting 'sregularly used in keepingthe
corporation books and records.
method may include the cash receipts and
disbursements
any
other
method. accrual method or
method permitted by the Internal
Revenue Code. In all cases. the method
adopted must clearly reflect income. (See
section 446.)
Unless the law specifically
otherwise, a corporationZy,
J
states
change
rt the
o repo
method of accounting u
income in earlier years (for income as a
whole or for any material item) only by first
getting consent on Form 32 15, Application
for Change in Accounting Method. Several
changes were made to accounting method
provisions of the Code
beginning after 1986. These
'or taxchanges
'a" are
discussed th roughout the instructions. See
the 1987 unrision of Form 3115 and
Publication 538, Accounting Periods and
Methods, for more information.
Rounding Off to
Whole-Dollar Amounts
You may she. the money items on the
return and accompanying schedules as
whole-dollar amounts. To do so, drop any
amount few than 50 cents, and increase
any amount from 50 cents through 99 cents
to the next higher dollar.
Change In Accounting Period
To change an accounting period, see
Regulations section 1.442-1 and Form
1228. Application for Change in Accounting
PerteAlso see Publication 538. For tax
years ginning after 1986, certain fiscal
year corporations will have to change to the
calendar year. See "Permitted Tax Year
Required" in the End of Election instruction
on page 1 for details.
Generally, an S corporation that received
permission on or after July 1, 1974, to use
a fiscal year that did not result in a 3-month
or law deferral of income to shareholders
Roy retain its approved fiscal tax year
~~;dfalonred
rab
fiscal year). Such a
should type or print at the top
of the Form I 120S filed for their Ist tax
r&,n,n,T,n. a 1986,
~G
IE.ED
aft r FISCAL YEAR" and
attach a copy of the ruling letter that
granted ",a corporation
.
permission to use
present year.
S corporations that adopt. retain.
change to a permitted tax year (otherofthan S
corporations that retain a calendar tax year)
under section 1378, as amended by Act
section 806, should type or print at the top
of Form 1 120S for their 1st tax year
ing: 'FILED
%nn,, iffter.l&thoe
E 11E
FITHVE TAX
REFORM ACT OF 1986.' See section 5.02
of Revenue Procedure 87-32. IRB 1987-28.
July 13. 1987, for other details.
PayingtheTax
The corporation must pay the tax due Oine
24, :dpofI?m full within 21A months after
he tax year.
the
Deposit corporation income taxM
payments
with a Federal Tax Deposit Coupe Form
8109).BesuretDclarkenthiii'll 'box
on the coupon. Make these tax deposits
with either a financial institution qualified
as a depositary for Federal taxes or the

Federal Reserve bank or branch servicing
theit gMraphic area where the corporation
Is oca
. Do
submit deposits directly
loan IRSoffice;
nototherwise, thecorporation
may be subject to a penalty. Records of
deposits will be sent to IRS for crediting to
the corporation's account. See the
instructions contained in the coupon book
(Form 8109) for more information.
To get more deposit forms, use the
reorder form (Form 8109A) provided in the
coupon book.
For additional information concerning
deposits. see Publication 583. Information
for Business Taxpayers.
Penalties
Late Filinged Rtu..-Fp,m 1120S is
required to be filed by sections 6037(a) and
6012. A corporation that does not file its tax
return by the due date, including any
extensions. may haft to pay a penalty of
5% a month. or fraction of a month. upto a
maximum of 25%. for each month the
return is not filed. (The penalty is imposed
on the net amount due. See section
665 l(aXI).) The minimum penalty for not
filing a tax return within 60 days of the due
date for filing (including extensions) is
lesser of the underpayment of tax or $ 100.
the
Late Payment of T&.-A corporation that
does hot pay the tax when due generally
my have to pay a penalty of 'A% a month
or fraction of a month. up to a maximum of
25%, for each month thetax is not paid.
(The penalty is imposed on the net amount
due. See section 6651(aX2).)
Failure To Furnish Informirtim Thraly.Section 6037(b) requires the S corporation
to furnish to each shareholder a copy of
such information shown on Schedule K- I
(Form 11 20S) that is attached to Form
11 20S. The Schedule K. I must be
furnished to each shareholder on or before
=,on
ly. which the Form I I 20S was filed.
Form 1 120S must be filed by the
15th day of the 3rd month after the end of
the S corporation's tax year.
There is a $50 penalty for each failure to
furnish Schedule K-1 by the prescribed
date In addition. if a Schedule K-I don not
incKide all of the information required to be
shown or includes incorrect information, an
additional penalty may be imposed. See
sections 6722,6723. and 6724 for move
information.
These penaffies will not be imposed if the
corporation can show that not fifing, not
paying, or not furnishing information timely
was due to reasonable cause and not willful
neglect.
The penalties are in addition to the
interest charge imposed on unpaid tax at a
rate under section 662 1.
Stock Ownership In Foreign
Corporations
If fthe corporation owned at least 5% in
of the outstanding stock of a foreign
-value
personal holding company. ~ the
statement required by section 55I(c).
A timpayerwho controls a foreign
who is a 10% or mom
O-f a -trolled foreign
may have to file Farm 5471.
=-Raturrilliffthill - 'tDa
Foreign Coilporaltion.

General Information
In addition to the publications listed
throughout these instructions. you may
wish to get: Publication 589. Tax
Information on S Corporations; Publication
334. Tax Guide for Small Business;
Publication 535. Business Expenses;
Publication 550 Investment Income and
Ex nses; and Publication 556
Examination of Returns, Appeal Rights, and
Claims for Refund.
For information on tax law changes you
may also wish to get new Publication 920
Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 198~
for individuals. and new Publication 92 1.
Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1986
for Business.

Met Operating Loss and Other

If your corporate officer fi IIs in Form
1120S. the Paid Preparer's space under
"Signature of Officer" should remain blank.
If someone prepares Form 1120S and does
not charge the corporation, that person
should not sign the return. Certain others
who prepare Form I 120S should not sign.
For example, a regular, Iull-time employee
of the corporation such as a clerk,
. secretary, etc., does not have to sign.
In general, anyone paid to prepare Form
11 20S must sign the return and fill in the
other blanks in the Paid Preparer's Use
Only area of the return.
The preparer required to sign the return
MUST:
a Complete the required preparer

information.

Deductions
An S corporation may not take the deduction
for net operating losses prov cled by section
172 and the special deductions in sections
241 through 250 (except section 248).
Subject to limitations, the corporation's
net operating Ion is allowed as a deduction
from the1shareholders'gross income. (See
section 366.)

is Sign, by hand, in the space provided for
the preparer's signature. (Signature stamps
or labels are not acceptable.'
. 1
* Give a copy of Form 1120S tothe taxpayer
in addition to the copy filed vith IRS,
Tax return preparers should be familiar
with their responsibilities. See Publication
1045. Information for Tax Practitioners, for
more details.

Attachments.
Attach Form 4136, Computation of Credit

Transfers to Corporation
Controlled by Transferor

for Federal Tax on Gasoline and Special
Fuels, after pag~ 4. Form 1120S. Attach
schedules in alphabetic,al order and other
forms in numerical order after Form 4 136.
To assist us in processing the return, we
ask that you complete every applicable
entry space on Form I 120S and Schedule
K-1. Please do not attach statements and
write 'See attached" in lieu at completing
the entry spaces on Form I 120S and
Schedule K. 1.
If you need more space on the forms or
schedules, attach separate sheets and show
the same information in the same order as
on the printed forms. But show your totals
on the printed forms. Please use sheets
that are the same size as the forms and
schedules. Attach these separate sheets
after all the schedules = forms Besureto
Put the taxpayer's name and em~ioyer
identification number (El N) on each sheet.

If a person acquires stock or securities of a
corporation in exchange for property. and no
gain or loss is recognized under section 35 1,
the transferor a no transferee m ust attach
the information required by regulations
section 1.351-3.

Unresolved Tax Problems
IRS has a Problem Resolution Program for
taxpayers who have been unable to resolve
their problems with IRS. If the corporation
has a tax problem it has been unable to
resolve through normal channels, w!ite to
the corporation's local IRS district director
or call the corporation's local IRS office and
ask for Problem Resolution Assistance. This
office will take responsibility for your
problem and ensure that it receives proper
attention. Although the Problem Resolution
Office unnot change the tax law or make
technical decisions, it can frequently clear
up misunderstandings that may have
resulted from previous contacts.
Signature
The return must be signed and dated by the
president. vice president, treasurer, assistant
treasurer, chiefaccounting officer or any
other corporate officer (such as ta; officer)
authorized to sign.
A receiver, trustee, or assignee must sign
~ncf date any return he or she is required to
file on behalf of a corporabon.

Information Returns That May
Be Required
Form 966. Corporate Dissolution or
Liquidation.
Form 1096. Annual Summary and
Transmittal of U.S. Information Returns.
Use this form to summarize and send
information returns to the Internal Revenue
Service
' ~.S.
Center.
Form
Mortgage Interest Statement.
This form is used to report the receipt from
any individual of $600 or more of mortgage
interest in the course of the corporation's
trade or business.
Forms 1099-A. B, DIV. INT, MISC. 0ID,
PATR and R. You may have to file these s
information returns to report abandonment
and acquisitions through foreclosure,
proceeds fro broker and barter exchange
transactionsmand real estate transactions,
certain dividends, interest payments
medical and dental health care pay~ents,
miscellaneous income, original issue
discount, patronage dividends, and total
distributions from profit-sharing platns,
retirement plans, and individual re irement
arrangements. Also use certain of these
returns to report amounts that were received
as a nominee on behalf of another Person'
For more information, see Publication
916, Information Returns.
Use Form 1099-DIV to report actual
dividends paid by the corporation. Only
distributions from accumulated earm
and profits are classified as dividendsTo
not issue Form 1099-DIV for dividends
received by the corporation that are
allocated to shareholders on line 4b of
Schedule K. 1.

Note: Every corporation must file
information returns of it makes payments of
rents, commissions, or other fixed or
determinable income (see section 604 1)
totaling $600 or more to any one person in
the course of its trade or business during
the carlendaryear.
Form 5713. International Boycott Report.
Every corporation that had operations in, or
related to. a boycotting country, company,
or national of a country must file Form
5713. In addition. persons who participate
in or cooperate with an international
boycott may have to complete Schedule A
or Schedule 8 and Schedule C of Form
5713 to compute theirC ion of the follow
items: the foreign tax
edit. the deferra;nol
earnings of a controlled foreign corporation,
IC-DISC benefits, and FSC benefits.
Form 8281. Information Return for Publicly
Offered Original Issue Discount instruments.
This form is used by issuers of publicly
offered debt instruments having OID to
provide the information required by section
1275(c).
Form 8300. Report of Cash Payments Over
$10,000 Received in a Trade or Business.
This form is used to report the receipt of
more than $10,ODO in cash or foreign
currency in one transaction (or a series of
related transactions).
Windfall Profit Tasi Generally, the S
corporation will notify each shareholder of
any income tax deduction for windfall profit
tax on Form 6248, Annual I riformation
Return of Windfall Prolit Tax. Include on line
19 of Schedule K- 1, or on the statement
attached for line 19 of Schedule K- 1. the
shareholder's share of windfall profit tax.
The individual shareholder figures his or her
overpaid windfall profit tax on Form 6249,
Computation of Overpaid Windfall Profit Tax.
Caution: Some S corporations may elect to
be treated as authonized to act on betrall'of
the shareholders. Ifthe corporation makes
this election, the precedingparagraph will
not apply. See the instructions for line 23a.
Form I I 20S, for details on how the cor.
poration claims the overpaid windfall pro fit
tax on Form I 120S.
Passive Activity Limitations
For tax yea rs begi nning after 1986, new
section 469 provides for limitations on
losses and credits from Passive activities.
Generally, a passive activity is any activity of
the S corporation wh ich involves the
conduct of any trade or business in hich a
shareholder does not materially participate
or any rental activity. Certain Portfolio or
investment income and expenses are
excluded from passive activity income or
loss by section 469(e).
The passive activity limitations do not
apply to the S corporation, but to each
shareholder's share of any loss or credit(s)
attributable to a passive activity. Because
the limitations are different for trade or
busi new activities than for rentaf activities,
the corporation must report i ncome or loss
and credits separately for each of the
activities defined below:
1. Trade of business activity.Generally, any activity of the S corporation
involving the conduct of any tradq or
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business is a passive activity for a
shareholder if the sha reholder does not
materially participate in the activity. The
section 469(c)(3) exception for a working
interest in oil and gas properties is not
applicable in the case of an S corporation
because the provisions of sutichapter S of
the Code limits the liability of shareholders of
the S corporation. Accordingly, income or
loss attributable to an activity involving a
working interest in oil or gas properties is
reported on page I of Form 1 120S, and the
material participation rule must be applied to
determine it the activity is a passive activity.
A shareholder is treated as materially
participating only if the shareholder is
involved in the operation of the trade or
business on a regular, continuous, and
substantial basis. See the instructions for
question D on Schedule K-1, section 469(h),
and related regulations for more information.
2. Rental real estate activityGenerally, a rental real estate activity is a
rental activity which involves the rental or
leasing of real estate. However, where
significant services are provided in
connection with the rental of real estate
(such as in the renting of hotel rooms), the
activity is treated as a trade or business and
not a rental real estate activity.
3. Rental activity other than rental real
estate activity.-Generally, this term
means an activity the income from which
consists of payments principally for the use
of tangible property. However, as in the
case of a hotel~ if significant services are
involved. the rental service is treated as a
trade or business and not a rental activity.
4. Investment or portfolio Income or
loss.-Generally, investment income and
certain related expenses of the corporation
(for example, interest, dividend, and royalty
income) are not treated as passive activity
income and must be accounted for
separately. Portfolio income includes
interest. dividends, royalties, and annuity
income not derived in the ordinary course
of a trade or business, and gain or loss on
the disposition of property held for
investment. Portfolio
income also includes
r
income (such a s interest) earned on
working capital. It does not include
amounts derived in the ordinary course of a
trade or business. See Publication 925
Passive Activity and At-Risk Rules and
section 469(e) for more informati;n

Specific Instructions
Its. B. Business Code No.-See "Codes
for Principal Business Activity" at the end
of these instructions.
Item C. Employer Identification Number.
If the employer identification number (EIN)
on the label is wrong or if you did
receive a label, write the correct number
not
at
the top of the return.
A corporation that does not have an EIN
should apply for one on Form SS-4,
Application for Employer Identification
Number. Obtain this form at most IRS or
Social Security Administration offices. Send
Form SS-4 to the same Internal Revenue
Service Center to which Form I 120S is
mailed. If the EIN has not been received by
1he filing time for Form I 120S, write
Applied for' in the space for the EIN See
Publication 583 for additional information.
'
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Item E. Total Assets. Enter the total assets.
as determined by the accounting method
regularly used in maintaining the
corporation's books and records, at the end
of the corporation's tax year. If there are no
assets at the end of the tax year, enter the
total assets as of the beginning of the tax
year.
Item G. Consolidated Audit Procedures.
With certain exceptions, the tax treatment of
S corporation items is determined at the S
corporation level in a consolidated audit
proceeding rather than in separate
proceeding; with individual shareholders.
Check the box for item G if any of the
following apply:
1. The S corporation had more than 5
shareholders at any time during the tax year
(for this purpose a husband and wife. and
their estates, are treated as one
shareholder); or
2 Any shareholder was other than a
nat~ral person or estate; or
3. The small S corporation (5 or less
shareholders) has elected as provided in
Temporary Regulations section 301.624 11T(c)(2Xv) to be subject to the rules for
consolidated proceedings.
For more information on the consolidated
audit procedures for S corporations, see
sections 6241 through 6245, Temporary
Regulations section 301.62~ 1 - IT, and
Publication 556. Examination of Returns,
Appeal Rights, and Claims for Refund.
Questions H and 1. Answer these questions
for the calendar year 1987, even if the
corporation has a fiscal tax year. For
example. enter for Question I the number of
months during the 12 month period from
1/1/87 to 12/31/87, that the corporation
was in operation without regard to when the
corporation's tax year begins or ends.
Gross Income
Caution: Report only trade or business
activity income or loss on lines la through 6.
Do not report rental activity income or
portfolio income or loss on these lines.
Rental activity income and expenses and
portfolio income and expenses are reported
separately on Schedule K. See instructions
for lines 2. 3, and 4 of Schedule K for details.
Note: Do not include any income that is tax
exempt in lines I through 5, or any
nondeductible expenses in lines 7 through
19. However, these income and expense
items are used in figuring the amount for
line 23 or 24 ofSchedule L. Also, see
instructions for line 17 of Schedule K and
line 19ofSchedule K-1.
A corporation that receives any exempt
income other than interest. or holds any
property or engages in an activity that
produces exempt income, must attach to its
return an itemized statem:nt showing the
amount ofeach typeof ex mptincomeand
the expenses allocated to each type.
Line I
Gross receipts
Enter gross receipts or sales from all trade or
business operations except those you report
on lines 4 and 5. For reporting advance
payments. sea Regulations section 1.451-5.
The rules for long-term contracts have been
changed. See section 460 and Notice 87,61.
1987-38. I.R.S. 40, for details.

Changes have also been made to the
installment method. For tax years beginning
after 1986. the installment method is no
longer available for any sale of personal
property under a revolving credit plan.
The use of the installment method is
limited by the proportionate disallowance
rules of new section 453C for sales of real
property held for sale to customers or the
sale of personal property after February 28.
1986, by a dealer. Additional income (in the
case of sales of real property by dealers). or
additional tax (in the case of sates of
Personal property by dealers) generated by
the application of the proportionate
disallowance rules is taken into account or
treated as imposed ratably over a period of
3 years. See sections 8 1 I(cX6) and
81 l(cX7) of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 for
more information. The proportionate
disallowance rules do not apply to certain
sales by manufacturers to dealers. See
section 453C for special rules and other
details.
If the installment method is used, enter on
!me 1 the gross profit on collections from
installment sales (real estate dealers enter
gross profits as modified by section 81 1(c)
(6) of the Act as explained above) and carry
the wine amount to line 3. Attach a schedule
showing the following for the current year
and the 3 preceding years: a. gross satin. b.
cost of goods sold, c. grow profits, d.
percentage of gross profits to gross sales. e.
amount collected, and I. gross profit on
amount collected. Increase the amount
collected by any allowable installment
indebtedness required by sectiori453C.
Line 2
Cor;t of goods sold and/or operations
See the instructions for Schedule A.
Line 4
Net Gain (Loss)
Caution: Include only ordinary gains or
losses from the sale, exchange, or
involuntary conversion of assets used in a
trade or business activity. Ordinary gains or
losses from the sale. exchange, or
involuntary conversions of assets of rental
activities must be reported separately on
Schedule K as part of the net income (loss)
from the rental activity in .1lich the
property was used,
In addition to the ordinary gains or losses
from the corporation's attached Form
4797, Gains and Losses From Sales or
Exchanges of Assets Used in a Trade or
Business and Involuntary Conversions, that
are reported on line 4, a corporation that is
a partner in a partnership must include its
partnership share of ordinary gains (losses)
fro. sales, exchanges, or involuntary or
compulsory conversions (other than
casualties or thefts) of the partnership's
trade or business assets.
Do not include any recapture of expense
.
deduction for recovery property (section
179). Sea the instructions for Schedule K. 1.
line 19, and the instructions for Form 4797
for more information.
Line 5
Other Income
Enter any other taxable trade or business
income not listed above and explainirts

nature on an attached schedule' Examples of
other income are: (1) interest income
derived in the ordinary course of the
corporation's trade or business such as
interest charged on receivable balances; (2)
recoveries of bad debts deducted in earlier
years under the specific charge-off method;
(3) the amount of credit for alcohol used as a
tuel that was figured on Form 6478, Credit
to' Alcohol Used as Fuel; (4) the amount of
the credit for Federal tax on gasoline and
special fuels to the extent that it reduced
your income tax (we Form 4136.
Computation of Credit for Federal Tax on
Gasoline and Special Fuels, for details); (5)
refunds of taxes deducted in earlier years;
and (6) section 481 income adjustments
discussed below. Do not include those items
requiring separate computations by ,
shareholders that must be reported on
Schedule K. (See the instructions for
Schedules K and K- 1.) Do not offset current
year's taxes with tax refunds.
If 'other income" consists of only one
item, identify it by showing the account
Option in parentheses on line 5. A separate
schedule need not be attached to the return
in this case.
Do not net any expense item (such as
interest) with a similar income item. Report
all trade or business expenses on lines 7
through 19.
Several changes made by the Act may
result in changes in methods of accounting
of the corporation (e.g. method of figuring
bad debts or inventory valuation methods)
and require income adjustments under
section 481. Include any section 481
income adjustments on line 5 and attach a
schedule identifying the type and amount of
the adjustments.
Deductions
Caution: Report only trade or business
activity
1
related expenses on lines 7 through
9. Do not report rental activity expenses or
expenses related to portfolio income on
these lines. EXpenses related to rental
activities and portfolio income are reported
directly on Schedule K. See instructions for
lines 2, 3, and 4 of Schedule K for details.
Limitations on deductions
1. Section 263A Uniform Capitalization
Rules.-Many items that were deductible
under prior law must now be capitalized or
included in inventory under the new
u iform capitalization rules of section
263A. The new rules require corporations to
capitalize or include in inventory certain
costs incurred in connection with the
production of real and personal tangible
property held in inventory or held for sate in
the ordinary course of business. Tangible
personal property produced by a taxpayer
includes a film, sound recordin~, vi
tape, book, or similar pr perty. he rules
lw apply to personal property (tangible
nd intangible) acquired for resale.
Taxpayers subject to the rules are required
to capitalize not only direct costs but an
Ilocable portion of most indirect costs
(Ancluding taxes) that benefit the assets
produced or acquired for resale. Interest
expense paid or incurred in the course of
production must be capitalized and is
governed by special rules. The uniform
capitalization rules also apply to the
production of property constructed or
improved by a taxpayer for use in its trade

expense is passed through separately and
or business or,in an activity engaged in for
firred
2 1
at the shareholder level, the section
profit. Section 263A does not apply to
limitations do not apply.
personal property acquired for resale if the
taxpayer's annual average gross receipts
4. Business Start-Up Expensesare $ 10,000,000 or less. It does not apply
Section 195 provides that an election may
to timber or to property produced under a
be made to amortize business start-up
long-term contract. See exception below for
expenses over a period of at least 60
certain corporations engaged in farming.
months.
The rules do not apply to property which is
S. Transactions Between Related
produced for use by the taxpayer if
Taxpayers.-See section 267 for rules an
substantial construction occurred before
treatment of losses expenses, and interest
March 1, 1986. The uniform capitalization
on transactions bet~veen related taxpayers,
rules are generally effective for costs and
Line 7
interest paid or incurred after 1986. With
respect to inventory, the uniform
Compensation of officers
capitalization rules apply to tax years
Enter on line 7 the total compensation of all
beginning after 1986. Transitional rules are
officers.
contained in section 803 of the Tax Reform
Line 8
Act of 1986.
In the case of inventory, some of the
Salaries and wages
indirect costs which may not have been
Enter on line Ba the amount of total salaries
capitalized before 1987, which must now
and wages (other than salaries and wages
be capitalized, are administration expenses,
deducted elsewhere on your return) paid or
taxes. insurance costs, compensation paid
incurred for the tax year.
to officers attributable to services, rework
Enter on line 8b the applicable jobs credit
labor, and contributions to pension, stock
from Form 5884 Jobs Credit. See
bonus, and certain profit-sharing, annuity,
Instructions for F~rrn 5884 for more
or deferred compensation plans. Current
information.
deductions may be claimed for research
If a shareholder or a member of the
and experimental costs under section 174.
family of one or more shareholders of the
Intangible drilling costs for oil and gas and
corporation renders services or furnishes
costs
and
geothermal property, and mining
capital to the corporation for hich
are still
exploration and development
reasonable compensation is not paid, the
separately reported to shareholders for
IRS may make adjustments in the items
purposes of determinations under sections
taken into account by such individuals and
59(e) and 613A(cX 13). Temporary
the value of such services or capital. See
Regulations section 1. 263A-IT specifies
section 1366(e).
other indirect costs that may be currently
deducted and those that must be
Line 9
capitalized with respect to production or
Repairs
resale activities. For more information, see
Enter the cost of incidental repairs related
Temporary Regulations section 1.263A.IT
to any trade or business activity. such as
Exception-Section 263A(d) provides an
labor and supplies, that do not add to the
exception to the section 263A rules for
value of the property or appreciably prolong
certain S corporations engaged in farming.
its life. New buildings, machinery, or
S
corporations
which
are
Shareholders of
permanent improvements that increase the
not required to use the accrual method of
value of the property are not deductible. ,
accounting may elect to deduct currently
They are chargeable to capital accounts and
the preproduction costs of certain plants
may be depreciated or amortized,
and animals that were deductible under
Do not include section 179 expense
prior law. Because the election to deduct
items. See instructions for line 8 of
these expenses is made by the shareholder,
Schedules K and K-1 for details on reporting
the farming corporation should not
these items to shareholders.
capitalize such preproductive expenses but
should, inste~ d
t lyre,ort these
Line 10
expenses on lm~$lerriSecheduleK,and
Bad debts
each shareholder's share on line 19 of
For tax years beginning before 1987, an
Schedule K. 1. See Temporary Regulations
S corporation could treat bad debts in either
section 1.263A- 1T(c) for definitions and
of two ways: (1) as a deduction for specific
other details.
debts that become worthless, in whole or in
2. Meals and Entertainment Expense.part. or (2) as a deduction for a reasonable
For 1987, the amount deductible for
addition to a reserve for bad debts. After
business meals andtoentertainment expense
1986, the S corporation can only use the
is generally limited 80% of the amount
specific charge-off method for figuring its
otherwise allowable. For information on the
bad debt deduction. See section 166.
80% limitation and other limitations and
When changing to the specific charge-off
special rules, see the instructions for line 19
method, the following rules apply:
of page 1, Form I 120S, and line 10, item a,
of Schedule K.
a. The change is treated as a change in
the corporation's accounting method that is
3. Section 291 Umilations.-If the S
corporation was a C corporation for any of
initiated by the corporation,
the 3 immediately
precedirl
D years, the
app
It. The change shall be considered as
.
corporatt onmayberequire toadjust
roved by the Commissioner, and
deductions allowed to the corporation for
c. The net amount of adjustments
depletion of iron ore and coal, intangible
required by section 481 because of the
drilling and exploration costs, and the
change in accounting method must be
amortizable basis of pollution control
reported is income as explained beliaipip.
facilities. See section 291 for figuring the
amount of the adjustment. If an item of
pne 5

The adjustment referred to in item c
above is the amount of the balance of the
corporation's reserve for bad debts at the
close of its 1986 tax year. The balance of
the reserve is reported as income ratably in
each
1
of the first 4 tax years beginning after
986. Report each year's ratable portion of
the income on line 5, page 1, Form I 120S.
For more information, see Act section
805(d)(2).
Line 12
Taxes
Entertaxes paid or incurred on business
property for carryingon a trade or business,
if not reflected in cost ofgoodssold. Federal
import duties and Federal excise and stamp
taxes aredeductible only if paid or incurred
in carrying on thetrade or businessof the
corporation. Taxes incurred in the
production orcollection of income, orforthe
management. conservation, or maintenance
of property held for the production of
income, may be considered to be deductible
only under section 212. These are not
deductible on line 12; they are reported
separately on Schedules K and K-1, line 10.
Do not deduct taxes assessed against
local benefits that increase the value of the
property assessed (such as for paving, etc.);
Federal income taxes; estate, inheritance,
legacy, succession. and gift taxes; or taxes
reported elsewhere, such as in Schedule A.
Do not deduct section 901 foreign taxes.
These taxes are reported separately on line
15 of Schedule K.
Taxes. including state and local sales
taxes, paid or accrued in connection with
th
ie acquisition or disposition of business
property must be added to the cost of the
property, or, in the case of a disposition,
subtracted from the amount realized. See
section 164.
See section 263A(a) for information on
capitalization of allocable, costs (including
taxes) for any property.
Line 13
Interest
Include on line 13 only interestulcurred in
the trade or business activity(tes) of the
corporation that is not claimed elsewhere
on the return.
Caution;
0. Do not include interest expense
incurred to purchase (or to carry) rental
property used in rental activities for which
income or loss is reported on lines 2 and 3
of Schedule K.
b. Do not include interest expense which
is clearly and directly allocable to gross
income that is portfolio or investment
income which is reported separately on line
14a of Schedule K.
Temporary Regulations section 1. 163-8T
gives rules for allocating interest expense
among activities so that the passive activity
limitation. investment interest limitation,
and the personal interest limitation can be
properly figured. Generally, interest
expense is allocated in the same manner as
debts allocated. Debt is allocated by
tracing disbursements of the debt proceeds
to specific expenditures. These regulations
give rules for tracing debt proceeds to
expenditures.
These regulations also provide
transitional rules concerning business or
rental activity debt outstanding on
Page 6

December 31, 1986. One of these
transitional rules provides that interest on
certain business or rental activity debt
outstanding on December 31, 1986, may
be allocated in the same manner as in prior
years if the corporation allocates the debt in
a reasonable and consistent manner. The
corporation may specify how the debt is
allocated by attaching a statement to Form
I 120S for the first tax year beginning after
1986. This statement should be labeled
U
*Transitional Allocation Statement rider
Section 1. 163.8T(n)(3)" and should include
the following: (1) description of the activity,
(2) amount of debt allocated, (3) asset
among which the debt is allocated, (4)
manner in which the debt is allocated and
(5) amount of debt allocated to each asset,
'
Note: The corporation may elect, honrever,
not to use the new debt allocation rules
based on the use of debt proceeds. The
election not to use the transition rule is also
made by attaching a statement to Form
1 1 20S for the corporation's first tax year
beginningafter 1986. This statement
should be identified as "Election Out Under
Section 1. 163-8T(nX3). "
Gene rally, prepaid interest can only be
deducted over the period to hich the
prepayment applies. See section 461 (g) for
details
Also, interest incurred during
construction or improvement of real
property may not be deductible when
incurred. See section 263A(a) for
information on capitalization of allocable
costs for certain property.
Line 14
Depreciation
Enter depreciation expense from Form
4562. Include amortization expense from
Form 4562 online 19.
Do not include any expense deduction for
recovery property (section 179) on this line.
This amount is not deductible
the,
corporation. Instead, it is passed
by through to
the shareholders on line 8 of Schedule K. I (or
on a statement attached to Schedule K- 1).
Line 15
Depletion
Do not report depletion deductions for oil
and gas properties on this line, Each
shareholder figures depletion on these
properties under section 613A(c)(13). See
the instructions for line 17 of Schedule K and
line 19 of Schedule K. 1 for information on oil
and gas depletion that must be supplied to
the shareholders by the corporation.
Line 17
Pension, profit-sharing, irtc., plans
Employerswho maintain a pension:profft
sharing, orotherfuncled deferred
compensation plan, whetherornot qualified
underthe Internal Revenue Code and
whether or not a deduction is claimed for
the current tax year. generally are required
to file one of the forms listed below:
Form 5500, Annual Return/Report of
Employee Benefit Plan (with 100 or more
participants).
Form 5500-C, Return/Report of Employee
Ben efitI Plan (with fewer than 100
part ic pants).
Form 5500-R, R%stration Statement of
EmployeeBenefit lan.Completethe
applicable form for each plan with fewer
'than 100 participants.

Form 5500EZ, Annual Return of OneParticipant (Owners and Their Spouses)
Pension Benefit Plan. Complete this form
for a one participant plan.
There are penalties for failure to file
these forms on time and for overstating the
pension plan deduction.
Line 18
Employee benefit programs
Enter the mount of contributions to
employeea;nefit programs (such as
insurance and health and welfare
programs) that are not an incidental part of
a
pension, profit-sharing, etc., plan
included on, line 17.
Section 372, added by Public La. 97.
354 (Subchapter S Revision Act of 1982
(Act)), provides for partnership-type rules
for fringe benefits. Generally, section Sid)
of the Act provides that, in the case of
existing frm benefits of a corporation
which as ofreptember 28, 1982. was an S
corporation, section 1372 only applies for
tax years beginning after December 3 1,
1987. For this purpose, existing fringe
benefit means any employee fringe benefit
of a type which the corporation provided to
its employees as of September 28, 1982.
Se Act section 6(d) for exceptions to this
rul: and other details.
Also include the corporation's
contributions to a qualified group legal
services plan established for the exclusive
benefit of employees (including
shareholders) or their spouses or
dependents.
Note: Section 120, which provided an
exclusion for employees olicontributions
and legalservices, provided by employers,
does not apply to tax years ending after
December 31, 1987.
Line 19
Other deductions
Enter any other authorized deductions
related to any trade or business activity for
which there is no line on page 1 of the
return. Do not include those items requiring
separate computations which must be
reported separately on Schedules K and K. 1.
Do not include qualified expenditures to
which an election under section 59(e)
applies. See instructions for line 19 of
Schedule K. 1 for details on treatment of
these items.
Include on line 19 the deduction taken
for amortization. See instructions for Form
4562 for more information.
In most eases, you may not take a
ded
to
.
ny part of any item allocable,
uc'=.'em
cla
pt income. (See section
265 for exceptions.) Items directly
attributable to wholly exempt income must
be allocated to that income. Items directly
attributable to any clan of taxable income
must be allocated to that taxable income.
If an item is indirectly attributable both to
taxable income and to exempt income,
allocate a reasonable proportion of the item
to each, based on ail the facts in each case.
Attach a statement showing (1) the
amount of each class of exempt income and
(2) the amount of expense items allocated
to each such class. Show the amount
allocated by apportionment separately.
A new rule applies in the case of S '
corporations engaged in farming that use

a

th cash method of accounting, and whose
pr:paid expenses for feed, seed, fertilizer,
and other farm supplies. and the cost of
poultry are more than 50% of other
deductible farming expenses. Generally,
any excess (amount over 50%) may be
deducted only in the tax year the items are
actually used or consumed. See section
464(f) for more information.
Travel, meal. and entertainment
expenses. Generally, the amount the
corporation is allowed as a deduction for
meal and entertainment expenses is limited
to 80% of the amount that would otherwise
be allowable. The 80% limitation of section
274(n) is applied after determining the
otherwise allowable deduction under
section 162 and other provisions of section
274. Section 162 permits a deduction for
ordinary and necessary expenses of a trade
or business; however, section 274(l) limits
the deduction for certain entertainment
expenses. and section 274(k) does not
allow a deduction for any expense of any
food or beverages to the extent they are
lavish or extravagant.
Because of the phase-in provisions of
section 274(l)(2), skybox rental expenses
will generally have to be separately reported
on line 10 of Schedule K. See the
instructions for item a, line 10 of Schedule
K for more details on skybox expenses.
Tax law provisions that provide for the
deduction of expenses for luxury water
travel, convention expenses. and tickets for
entertainment have also been changed. For
example, no deduction is allowed under
section 212 for fees, travel, and meals and
lodging expenses incurred in connection
with investment seminars or
meetings. See section 274(m)
similar
for
exceptions and other details.
Note: The corporabion cannot deductan
expense paid or incurred for a facility (such
as a yacht or hunting lodge) that is used for
an activity that is usually considered
entertainment, amusement, or recreation.
(The corporation my be able to deduct the
expenses of the amount is treated
compensation and reported on Form
as W-2
for an employee or on Fom 1099-MISC for
Xn independent contractor.,
bilicstion,663, Trawl, Eal~e;iainmrevrf.
and Gift &penws, for mom ofetails.
Una 21
Ordinary Income (loss)
This is nonseparately computed income or
loss as defined in section 1366(aX2)
attributable to trade or business activities of

the corporation, This income or loss is
entered on line I of Schedule K.
Line 21 income is not used in figuring line
22a or 22b tax. See instructions for line 22a
for figuring taxable income for purposes of
line 22a or 221b tax.
Line 22
Line 22a.-If the corporation has always
been an S corporation. the excess net
passive income tax does not apply to the
corporation. If the corporation has
sutichapter C earnings and profits (defined
in section 1362(d)(3)(8)) at the close of its
tax year, has passive investment
that is in excess of 25% of gross receipts
income
and has taxable income at year end, the
corporation must pay a tax on the excess
net passive income. Complete lines I
through 3 and line 9 of the worksheet below
to make this determination. If line 2 is
greater than line 3 and the corporation has
taxable income (see taxable income
instruction below), it must pay the tax.
Complete a separate schedule using the
format of lines 1 through 15 of the
worksheet below to figure the tax. Enter the
tax on line 22a, page 1. Form I 120S and
attach the computation schedule to For.
'
1120S.
Reduce each item of passive income
passed through to shareholdersby its
portion of tax on line 22a. See section
1366(f)(3).
Taxable Income (line 9 of the worksheet)
Line 9 income is defi ned in section 1374(d).
You figui re this income by completi ng lines I
th rough 28 of Form 11 20. U. S, Corporation
I ncome Tax Return. Inchode the Form 1 120
computation with the worksheet
computation you attach to Form 1120S.
You do not have to attach the schedules,
etc., called for on Form 1 120. However. you
may want to complete certain Form 1120
schedules, such as Schedule D (Form
1 120). if you have capital gains or losses.
Line 22b.-If net capital gain, line 10,
Schedule D (Form 1 120S), is $25,000 or
law, the corporation is not liable for capital
ins tax. If the net cap tal in is more than
r2 5,000, we instir.1ti'O'ns lor Part IV of
Schedule D (Form 1 120S) to determine if
the corporation is liable for the Part IV Tax
Imposed on Certain Capital Gooins. If the
corporation made its election to be an S
corporation after December 31, 1986, see
the instructions for Part V of Schedule D to
determine if the corporation is liable for the
Part V Tax Imposed on Certain Built-in
Gains.

Note: For purpose of line 11 of Part Wend
line l8ofPartVofScheduleD, taxable
income is defined in section 1374(dX4) and
is figured in the same manner as taxable
income for line 9 of the ovorksheet for line
22A of Form I I 20S.
Line 22c.-Include in the total for line 22c
the following:
Section 1371(d) provides that an S
corporation is liable for investment credit
recapture attributable to credits allowed for
tax years for which the corporation was not
an S corporation.
Include the corporation's section 47
recapture tax in the total amount to be
entered on line 22c. Write to the left of the
line 22c total the amount of recapture tax
and the words "section 47 tax," and attach
Form 4255, Recapture of Investment
Credit, to Form 1 120S.
Line 23
Line 23a.-Enter total tax deposited with
Form 7004.
If the corporation elects to claim the
overpaid windfall profit tax (overpayment)
for its shareholders, it will complete Form
6249 and include the overpayment from
Part IV of Form 6249 as a part of the total
entered on line 23a. Also. write to the left of
the line 23a total the amount of the
overpayment and 'OWPT."
Line 23c.-ff the S corporation is a
beneficiary of a trust and the trust makes a
section 643(g) election to credit its
estimated tax overpayments to its
beneficiaries, include the corporation's
share of the overpayment (reported to the
corporation on Schedule K- I (Form 104 1))
in the total amount entered in line 23c. Also
write to the left of the line 23c total the
amount of the overpayment and the words
"section 643(g) election*.

Schedule A
Cost of Goods Sold and/or
Operations
Cost of Operations
It the entry on line 2, pop 1, Form 1120S.
is for the cost of operations, complete
Schedule A, even if inventories are not
used.
Valuation methods
Your inventories can be valued at: (a) cost.
(b) cost or market value (whichever is
lower). or (c) any other method approved by

Workshest for Line 22a
1 . Enter gross receipts for ft in
year (- section 1362(d)(3)(C)
for gress; receipts from the sale of
capital assi
. .
.
. . 2. Ent. passive investment 1
a3
defined
in . se,tI.n
"co'"m
1362(d)(3XD)*
3. Enter 25% of line I (if line 2 is
less than line 3, stop here. You
are not liable for this tax.)
.
.
16. w
Excess
Investment inm-= line 3 from line 2 -

5. Enter expenses directly can.
nected with the pmduction of in.
come on line 2 (som section
1375(bX2)) . .
.
. .
. .
6. Net passive inco-Subtract
line 5 f.. line 2 . .
.
. .
7. Divide amount on line 4 by
%
8. amount on line 2 . .
. .
.
Excess net passive incomMultiply line 6 by fine 7 . .
.
9. Enter taxable income (sea in.
structions for taxable income
above) .
. .
. .
. .
. -

11.

Enter 46% of line 10 .

.

.

.

12.

Ent., 34% of lift 10 .

.

.

.

13.

Une I I x =~"
de.Kt%trnumber of does in to
yes,

14,

U.12.

Y

here

181

15. Excess at passive
lax--Add lines 13 and 14. Enter
here arid on line 22. pop I
I- 1120S . .. '.
. : .

IO.Entersmilerolline8w9 .
. olmomeandexpensonarolinal 2 and 5 am then total operations for the tax year This includes applicable Incomearid
fm.
1. Form
I 120S. 83 well as those that are ~~;d separately an Schedule K. See secti-no; 1~62(d)(3)(D#)-(.) far exicarmanoo mp'
,dlq lines 2 =.

the Commissioner. if that method conforms
to the provisions of the applicable
regulations cited below. .
Taxpayers using erroneous valuation
methods must change to a method
permitted for Federal income tax purposes.
To make this change, file Form 3115. For
more information, see Regulations section
1.446. I(e)(3) and Rev. Proc. 84-74, 19842 C.B. 738.
In line Be, check the method(s) used for
valuing inventories. Under "lower of cost or
market," market generally applies to
normal market conditions when there is a
current bid price prevailing at the date the
inventory is valued. When no regular open
market exists or hen quotations are
nominal because of inactive market
conditions, use fair market prices from the
most reliable sales or purchase transactions
that occurred near the date the inventory is
valued. For additional requirements, see
Regulations section 1.471-4.
Inventory may be valued below cost when
the merchandise is unsalable at normal
prices or unusable in the normal way because
the goods are "subnormal" (that is because
of damage, imperfections, shop wear, etc.)
within the meaning of Regulations section
1.471-2(c). Such goods may be valued at a
current bona fide selling price less direct cost
of disposition (but not less than scrap value)
when the taxpayer can establish such a price.
See Regulations section 1.471-2(c) for
additional requirements.
If this is the first year the 'Last-in-First.
out" (LIFO) inveritorv m.thd - ithadopted or extended to invento
ods not
previously valued under the LIF9 gm0ethod,
as provided in section 472, attach Form
970. Application To Use LIFO Inventory
Method, or a statement showin
information required by Form 9570,
thewith
Form I 120S and check the LIFO box in line
81b. In line 8c, enter the amount or percent
(estimates may be used) of total closing
inventories covered under section 472.
If you have changed or extended your
inventory method to LIFO and have had to
'write up" your opening inventory to cost in
the year of election, report the effect of this
writeup as income (line 5, page 1)
proportionately over a 3-year period that
begins in the tax year you made this
election. (See section 472(d).)
Section 263A Uniform CapItalization
Rules.-The uniform capitalization rules of
section 263A are discussed in general in
the instructions for limitations
of on
deductions at the beginning the specific
instructions for lines 7-19. See those
instructions before completing Schedule A.
Corporations subject to section 263A will
be required to make adjustments to the cost
of goods sold computation. To the extent
section 263A costs were not included in
inventory in prior years, corporations must
revalue their beginning inventory.
Corporations may elect one of the
filled
methods of accounting for section 26 A
costs provided in Temporary Regulations
section 1.263A. IT for purpose of both
revaluing their inventory and accounting for
costs in subsequent years. Absent the
election of a simplified method the
corporation is required to alloc~te additional

-
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costs to be included in inventory under
section 263A with the same degree of
specificity as was required of inventoriable
costs under prior law.
Line I.-For tax years beginning after
1986, the beginning inventory must be
revalued as if section 263A rules had been
in effect for all prior tax years, Enter the
revalued beginning inventory on line 1. The
revaluation is considered a change of
accounting and aCCOTdin'g,ly an adjustment
to income is required un ersection481.
The adjustment required by section 481 is
reported in income over a period of not
more than 4 years. Report each year's
portion of the income on line 5. page 1, the
Form I 120S. Attach a schedule of how
income amount was figured. Also, the
corporation must complete Form 3115 to
show their computation of the section
48 I(a) adjustment. Attach Form 3115 to
Form I 120S. Be sure to use the 1987
revision of Form 3115, See Act section
803(d) and regulations under section 263A
for more information on revaluing beginning
inventory.
Line 4a.-An entry is required on this line
only for corporations electing a simplified
method of ncounting. For corporations
:Iecting th simplified production method,
dolitional section 263A costs are generally
those costs, other than interest. that were
not capitalized or included in inventory
costs under the corporation's method of
accounting immediately priorto the
effective date in Temporary Regulations
section 1.263A. IT that are now required to
o- Ld P-1-cl unuer secuon zoiA. ror
corporations electing the simplified resale
method, additional section 263A costs are
generally those costs incurred with respect*
to the following categories: off-site storage
or warehousing: purchasing; handling,
processing, assembly and repackaging; and
general and administrative costs (mixed
service costs). Enter on line 4a the balance
of section 263A costs paid or incurred
,duringthe tax year not included on lines 2
and 3. See Temporary Regulations section
.263A- IT for more information
Line 411 any other inventoriable
'

costs paid or incurred during the tax year
not entered on lines 2 through 4a.
Line 6.-See section 263A and Temporary
Regulations section 1.263A. IT for details
on figuring the amount of additional section
263A costs to be capitalized and added to
ending inventory.

Additional Information
Be sure to answer the questions and provide
other information in items J through T. The
instructions that folio. are keyed to these
items.

Question IN
Foreign financial accounts
Check the Yes box if either 1. or 2. below
applies to you. Otherwise, check the No box.
1. At any time during the year, the
corporation had an interest in or signature
or other authority over a financial account
in a foreign country (such as a bank
account. securities account, or other
financial account). Exception: Check No if
either of the following applies to you:
0 The combined value of the accounts was
$ 10.000 or less during the whole year.

is The accounts were with a U.S. military
banking facility operated by a U.S. financial
institution.
2. The corporation owns more than 50%
of the stock in any corporation that would
answer the question 'Yes" based on Item 1
above.
Get form To F 90-22. 1. Report of
Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts, to
we if the corporation is considered to
have an interest in of signature or other
authority met a financial account in a
foreign country (such as a bank account,
securities account, or other financial
account).
If question N is checked Yes, file form TO
F 90-22.1 by June 30, 1988, with the
Department of the Treasury at the address
shown on the form. Form TO F 90-22.1 is
not a tax return, so do not file it with Form
1120S.
Form TO F 90-22.1 can be obtained from
IRS Forms Distribution Centers.
Also. it question N is checked Yes, write
the name of the foreign country or
countries. Attach a separate sheet if you
need more space.
Item T.-Complete item T if the section
1374 tax on built-in gains applies to the
corporation. Generally, section 1374
applies if the corporation: (1) filed its
election to be an S corporation after
December 31, 1986; (2) was a C
corporation before it elected to be an S
corporation: and (3) has net unrealized
built-in gain as defined in section
1374(dXl).
The corporation is liable for section 1374
tax if (1), (2), and (3) above apply and it
1also has recognized built-in gains (section
374(d)(2)) and taxable income (section
1374(dX4)) for its tax year.
lief from
Act
section
the633(
bonft~IXn8) provides transition
re
for certain
assets. The relief rule to8=o
taxI apply to
assets whose disposition results in ordinary
income; capital assets held 6 months or less
(12 months or less if acquired after
12/31/87); and section 453B gain. See the
instructions for Part V of Schedule D (Form
I I 20S) and Revenue Rulink86-14 1,
1986-2, C.B. 15 1. for more information.
The corporation's net unrealized built-in
gain is figured as of the Ist day of the Ist
year it is an S coWration. See the
instructions for Part V of Schedule D (Form
1120S)fordetailso I u unn
reaCh
Enter in item T the net
)n IIIn
' 'a Cli. in
zed
in as of the Ist day. 11 the corporation has
rI as years beginning in 1987, see section
1374(cX2) for figuring the amount to enter
in item T for the 2nd tax year.

Schedule K and Schedule K-1
Shareholder's Share of income,
Credits, Deductions, etc.
Purpose
Schedule K is a summary schedule of all
the shareholders'share of the
corporation's income, deductions. credits,
etc. Schedule K. I shows each
shareholder's separate share. A copy of
each shareholder's K. I is attached tothe
Form 1 120S filed with the IRS. A copy is

kept as a part of the corporation's records,
and
each shareholder receives his or her
own separate copy.
Be sure to give each shareholder a copy
of the Shareholder's Instructions for
Schedule K.1 (Form I 120S). These
instructions a, a available, separately from
Schedule K- 1, at most I RS offices.
Note: Instructions pertinent
to line
items reported on Schedule K-Ionly
may be
preparedand given to each shareholder in
lieu of the instructions printed by IRS

as it the corporation's tax year consisted of 2
tax years, the first of which ends an the date
of the shareholder's termination. To make
the election, the corporation must file a
statement of election with the return for the
tax year of election and attach a statement
of consent signed by all shareholders. If the
election is made, write "Section 1377(aX2)
Election Made" at the top of each Schedule
K-1. See section 1377(a)(2) and Temporary
Regulations section 18. 1377.1 for details.

General Instructions
The corporation is liable for taxes on lines
22a, b. and c. page 1. Form 11 20S.
Shareholders are liable for income tax on
their share of the corporation's income
(reduced by any taxes paid by the
corporation on income) and must include
their share of the income on their tax return
whether or not it is distributed to them.
Unlike partnership income. S corporation
ircome reported to shareholders on
Schedule K.I is not self-employment income
and is not subject to self-employment tax.
The total distributive share items (column
(b)) of all Schedules K, I should equal the
amount reported on the same line of
Schedule K. Lines I through 16 of Schedule
K correspond to lines 1 through 16 of
Schedule K-1. Other lines do not correspond,
but instructions will explain the differences.

(Schedule K only)
Enter the total distributive amount for each
applicable line item on Schedule K.

Substitute Forms
You do not need IRS approval to use a
substitute Schedule K-1 if it is an exact
facsimile of the IRS schedule, or if it
contains only those lines the taxpayer is
required to use, and the lines have the mine
numbers and titles and are in the same
order as on the comparable IRS Schedule
K-1. In either case. your substitute schedule
must include the OMS number, and either
(1) the Shareholder's Instructions for
Schedule K. I (Form 11 20S) or (2)
instructions crtment only to the items
reported on hedule K-1 (Form 1120S)
may be prepared and given to each
shareholder in lieu of the complete
Instructions for Schedule K. I (Form
1120S).
Other substitute Schedules K-1 require
approval. You may apply for approval of a
substitute form by writing to: Internal
Revenue Service, Attention: TR,R 1111
Constitution Avenue, NW, Wasiii;j~n, DC
20224.
You my be subject to a penalty if you file
a substitute Schedule K-1 that does not
conform to the specifications of Rev. Proc.
85-3. 1985-1 C.B. 459.
Shareholder's Distributive Share Items
Iterns of income, loss, deductions etc are
Ilocated to a shareholder on a d ~ly
:mordingto the number of she 8'ofstock
held by the shareholder on eachres
day during
the tax year of the corporation. See item A
in the Une~lby-Une Instructions.
A transferee shareholder (rather than the
translator) is considered to be the owner of
stock on the day it is transferred.
Special mla-lf a shareholder terminates
his or her interest in a corporation during the
tax year. the corporation. with the
concurrence of all shareholders (including
the one whose interest is terminated), my
elect to allocate Income and expenses, etc.

Specific Instructions

(Schedule K- I only) ,
On each Schedule K-1: complete the date
spaces at the top; enter the names,
addresses, and identifying numbers of the
shareholder and corporation; complete
items A through H : and enter the
shareholder's distributive share of
each
item. Schedu le K. 1 must be prepared
and
given to each shareholder on or before the
day on which Form 11 20S is filed.
Note: Space has been providedbelow line
19 (Supplemental Schedules) ofSchedule
K-1 foryou to provide information
shareholders. This space, i1sufficient,
to
should be used in place ofany applicable
schedules required for lines 6, A 9, 1 0,
lIc, Ild, Ile, 12,13f, 15c, 15d, 151, J5g,
or otheramounts, not shown inlines I
through l8cii'ScheduleK.J. Pleasebesure
to i~enti~
e
0 the applicable line number
to the in ormatkin entered below line 19.
next

Line -by-Line Instructions
Item All) (Schedule K. I only).-If there
was no change in shareholders or in the
relative interest in stock the shareholders
owned during the tax year. enter the
percentage of total stock owned by each
shareholder during the tax year. For
example, if shareholders X and Y each
owned 50% for the entire tax year, enter
50% in item All) for each shareholder.
Each shareholder's distributive sham item
(lines 1-19 of Schedule K-1) am figured by
multiplying the Schedule K amount on the
corresponding line of Schedule K by the
percentage in A(l).
If there was a change in stock ownership
~ring the tax year. each shareholder's
rcentage of ownership is weighted for the
number of days in the tax year that stock
was owned. For example, A and B each held
50% for half the tax year and A, B, and C
held 40% 40%, and 20%, respectively, for
the remaining
*
half of the tax year. The
percentage of ownership for the year for A,
8, and C is figured as follows and is then
entered in item A(l).
%.f=l
stock
50%
40
50
40

A

C

K~

TMI .

. . . . . .

%.fw
M, We
50%
50

0

160fol-hil,
fWa,i,m,
25%
.20
25
20
.15%
45%
10

. . . . . . . . . . 100%

If them was a change In stock ownership

during the tax year, each shareholder's
distributhiksham iterns (lines 1- 19 of
schedule K- I)rAn also be figured on a daily

basis, based on the percentage of stock
held by the shareholder on each day. See
sections 137 7(aX 1) and (2) for details.
Item B (Schedule K-1 only).-Enter the
Internal Revenue Service Center address
where the tax return, to which a copy of this
K-1 was attached, was or will be filed.
Item C (Schedule K-I only).-Enter the
tax shelter registration number assigned to
the corporation by IRS or provided to the
corporation by other pass-through entities.
Special reporting requirements for
passive activities.-Ill items of income,
loss, deduction or credit from more than
one activity are'reported on Schedule K.1.
the corporation must report information
separately for each activity which is a
passive activity for a shareholder. The
information is reported separately in the
Supplemental Schedules space for line 19
oiScheduleK-1 or on an attachment to
Schedule K. I if ~ore space is needed.
Rental activities are passive activities to all
shareholders, and trade or business
activities are passive activities to
shareholders who do not materially
participate in the activity.
The following information must be shown:
1. A statement that the information is a
break down W activity of passive activity
amounts reported on Schedule K.I.
2. The identity of the specific activity and
the type of passive activity (i.e. trade or
business. rental real estate, or other rental).
3. The income, loss, deduction. or credit
from the activity and the line of Schedule
K-1 in which the amount is included.
4 If the statement is for trade or
business activities. and the shareholder
materially participates in some but not all
such activities, the statement must specify
the shareholder's participation for each
activity. See the instructions for question 0
of Schedule K-1.
S. If the statement is for rental real estate
activities and the shareholder actively
Participates in some but not all such
activities, the statement must specify the
shareholder's participation for each actlvlty~
See the instructions for question E of
Schedule K-1.
6. If any activity was started or acquired
by the corporation after 10-22-86, and the
starting date is not shown on Schedule K-1,
the date must be reported. See the
instructions for items F and G of
ScheduleK.I.
7. If applicable. a statement that the
corporation disposed of its interest in the
activity in a fully taxable disposition to on
unrela" E!.nX. See the instruction for
isposition Passive Activittion page 10.
far at-"
activilliss.-If the corporation is I Voll
in
one or more at-risk activities for which a
im as reported on Schedule K. 1, the
corporation must report information
separately for each alt-risk Kfivfty. See
section 465(c) for a definition at &tqM
acthritles. The information is p o
in #in
Supiplermental Schedules spewfor Im It
at Schedule K-1, or an an attachmant to
Schedule Ill I If more space Is nesded.
The following Wormation avid to shave:
1. A statement Vad
breakdownofild-rall We&:~,
smasungs).

2. The identify of of the at-risk activity,
the loss amount for the activity, other
income, deductions, and other information
that relates to the activity.
3. Information relating to qualified
nonrecourse financing for an activity of
hold, g real property. For losses after 1986,
the at-risk rules were extended to cover
losses incurred in the holding of real
property. Section 465(b)(6) provides that
qualified nonrecourse financing is treated
as amounts at-risk in the case of activities
of
holding real property. See Publication
925 and section 465 for more information
on qualified nonrecourse financing.
Items D through H (Schedule K. I only)
Disposition of Passive Activity
In addition to completing items D through
G, if the corporation disposed of its entire
interest in a passive activity, in a fully
taxable disposition to an unrelated party,
the corporation must advise shareholders,
for whom the activity was a passive activity,
of the disposition and identify the activity
that was disposed of. The corporation may
do this in the line 19 Supplemental
Schedules space on page 2 of Schedule K. 1,
or on an attached statement if more space
is needed. This notification is necessary so
that the shareholder can apply the rules of
section 469g) which allow the shareholder
to use passive activity losses not allowed in
prior years. See the instructions for Form
8582 for more information on dispositions.
Item D.-Check the Yes or No box in item
D to indicate that the shareholder (for
which the Schedule K-1 is completed) did or
did not materially participate in the trade or
business activity(ies) for which income or
loss is reported on line 1, or a credit(s)
related to the activity(ies) is reported on line
12 of Schedule K. 1. An activity involving a
working interest in oil or gas properties is a
trade or business activity and income or loss
from the activity is reported on line I of
Schedule K-1.
In general, a taxpayer is treated as
materially participating in an activity only if
the taxpayer is involved in the operations of
the activity on a regular continuous and
substantial basis. See si~ctton 469(~) and
related regulations for other details.
If no income or loss is reported on line 1,
do not complete item D.
If income or loss from more than one
activity is reported on line 1, the corporation
must complete item D for each line 1
activity. It must also provide the dates
requested in item G for each activity. The
determination of what constitutes a
separate activity is intended to be made in a
realistic economic sense. The items D. E.
and G information for each activity must be
shown separately in the Supplemental
Schedules space for line 19, or on an
attached schedule if more space is needed.
Item E.-Check the Yes or No box in item E
to indicate that the shareholder did or did
not actively participate in the rental real
estate activity(ies) for which income or loss
is reported on line 2 or for which a credit(s)
is reported on lines I lb, c, and d. of
Schedule K. 1. If income or loss from more
than one activity is reported on line 2,
complete item E for each isline 2 activity.
Generally, a shareholder not considered
to actively participate in a rental real estate
Page 10

activity if, artanytime during the year (or
shorter relevant period), the interest of the
shareholder and the shareholder's spouse in
the activity is less than 10% (by value) of all
interests in an activity. For purposes of
applying the less than 10% test, separate
buildings are treated as separate rental real
estate activities unless the degree of
integration of the building and other relevant
factors indicate they should be treated as
parts of a larger activity (for example. an
integrated shopping center).
If no income or loss is reported on line 2,
do not complete item E.
If the shareholder owns a 10% or more
interest in the corporation, the shareholder
will be considered to actively participate in
an activity so long as he or she participates,
for example. in the making of management
decisions or arranging for others to provide
services (such as repairs), in a significant
and bona fide sense. The material
participation standards of regular,
continuous, and substantial involvement in
operations are not required.
Active participation in a rental real estate
activity is not required for the shareholder
to take the low-income housing and
rehabilitation investment tax credits. The
low-income housing credit is reported on
line 11 b, and qualified rehabilitation
expenditures are reported on line 1 1c, and
other information relating to the
expenditures is reported on an attachment
for line I Ic of Schedule K- 1.
The limitations on passive activity losses
do not apply to losses of a qualified investor
from a qualified low-income housing project
for any tax year in the relief period. Do not
complete question E or item G for an
activity that is a qualified project with a loss
for shareholders that are qualified investors
in the project. See section 502 of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 for a definition of
qualified investor, qualified low-income
housing project, and the relief period, The
low-income housing credit may not be taken
for any qualified low-income housing project
for which losses are allowed by mason of
the exception provided in Act section 502.
Report these losses on line 6 of Schedules K
and K-1.
Items F and G.-Section 469(l) provides
for a phase-in (1987 to 1990) of the
disallowance of losses and credits for
passive activities. However, the phase-in
provisions only apply to losses and credits
attributable to pre-enactment interests.
Generally, a pre-enactment interest means
stock in the corporation held on October
22, 1986, and at all times thereafter.
However, stock acquired after October 22,
1986, pursuant to a binding written
contract in effect on October 22 1986 is
considered acquired on that dat~.
Except as stated above, ownership
interest attributable to stock acquired after
October 22, 1986, is not pre-enactment
interest. Accordingly, passive activity Imes
and credits attributable to ownership
interest acquired after October 22, 1986,
do not qualify for the phase-in provisions.
Enter in itern F the shareholder's
weighted percentage increase in stock
ownership for the 1987 tax year. Generally,
a shareholder has a percentage increase in
ownership if his or her stock ownership at
any time during the corporation's 1987 tax
year was greater than the percentage of

ownership held by the shareholder on
October 22, 1986, and all times
thereafter. If a shareholder disposes of
stock after October 22, 1986, and the
percentage of ownership immediately after
the disposition is less than that owned on
October 22, 1986, this lesser percentage is
considered to be the percentage owned on
October 22, 1986. For example, in the case
of a calendar year corporation, if
shareholder Z had 40% ownership on
October 22, 1986, and later disposed of
stock on December 1. 1986, which resulted
in a 20% ownership immediately
afterwards, then any additional ownership
in 1987 that is above 20% would result in a
percentage increase for Z for 1987.
Any percentage increase is weighted for
the number of days in 1987 the increased
percentage is held. In the case of Z above, if
the 20% owned after December 1, 1986.
was increased to 50% for the last 6 months
of the corporation's 1987 tax year, the 30%
increase (50% less 20% - 30%) is weighted
by 50% (6 months of tax year - 50%). The
weighted percentage increase for item F
would be 15% (30% x 50% - 15%).
Note: A shareholder does not have to
acquire stock in the corporation's 1.987 tax
year to have a percentage increase for
1987. Forexample, ifstock acquired by
shareholderZin 1986, afterOctober22,
1986, causes Zs percentage ofownership
after the acquisition to be greater than on
October 22, 1986, and Zs increased
ownership is held duringany part of 1987,
then Z willhave a percentage increase for
1987, and item F ofSchedule K- I should be
completed. The percentage increase is
weighted for the number of days in 1987
the stock is held.
If an activity is acquired or started by the
corporation after October 22, 1986. the
phase-in rule generally does not apply
regardless of when the shareholder
acquires his or her stock. However, an
activity starting after October 22, 1986, is
considered as being conducted on October
22, 1986, if the property used in the activity
is acquired pursuant to a binding written
contract in effect on August 16, 1986, or
construction of such property t!pn on or
before that date. See section 4 9(l) for
other details.
Item H.-Check the box for short tax year
in itern H if:
1. The corporation was an S corporation for
a tax year beginning in 1986,
2. The corporation is filing a 1987 short.
year return (less than 12 months), and
3. The short-year is a result of a change in
the corporation's tax year required by
section 1378 that requires S corporations
with tax years beginningafter December
31, 1986, to have a permitted tax year.
Lines I through 26 (Schedules K and K-1
unless otherwise noted)
Una 1. Ordinary Income (Lon) From
Trade or Business Activity(les).-Enter
amount from line 2 1, page 1. Enter the
income or low without reference to (1)
shareholders' basis in the corporation
(section 1366(d)), (2) shareholders' section
465 at-risk limitations, or (3) shareholders'
section 469 passive activity limitations.
If the corporation is involved in more than
one trade or business activity. and one or
more of these activities is a passive activity

to the shareholder, identify in the line 19
Supplemental Schedules space. or on an
attachment. the income or loss from each
passive activity and provide any other
applicable information listed in the
instruction for Special reporting
requirements for passive activities on
page 9. If an at-risk activity loss is reported
on line 1, see the Special reporting
requirements for at-risk activities.
Date Space (line 1, Schedule
l
K-1) -if
question D of Schedule K- is checked No
and item G is checked, enter the date
(month, day, year) specified in item G. If
question D is checked Yes, or is not
completed, leave the date space blank.
Line 2. Income and Expenses of Rental
Real Estate Activities.-Enter on lines 2a
and 2b of Schedule K (line 2 of Schedule
K- 1) the income and expenses of rental
real estate activities of the corporation.
If the corporation has more than one
rental real estate activity reported on line 2,
identify in the line 19 Supplemental
Schedules space, or on an attachment the
income or loss from each activity and '
provide any other applicable information
listed in the instruction for Special
reporting requirements for passive
activities on page 9. It an at-risk activity
loss is reported on line 2, see he Special
reporting requirements for at-risk
it
activities.
Do not report on lines 2a and 2b (for
shareholders that are qualified investors)
the income and expenses of certain
qualified low-income housing projects for
which losses are incurred. These losses are
exempt from the passive activity limitations
under section 502 of the Act. Report such
low(es) on line 6 of Schedule K- I and
attach a statement identifying the loss See
item E above and section 502 the Act for
definitions and other informal .,on
of on
qualified low-income housing projects.
Note: Ifa qualified project has a am
report the income and expenses for iiiegain
an line 2. Also, report income and expenses
for shareholders that are nonqualified
investors online 2. ,
Date Space (lines 2 and 3).-If income or
loss is reported on lines 2 and 3. and the
corporation started an activity after 10-22.
86 for which income or low is reported on
lines 2 and 3, enter the date (month, day,
year) of the start or acquisition in the date
space area. Leave the date space blank if no
activities were started after 10-22-86.
Une 3. Income and Expenses of Other
Rental Activitles.-Enter on lines 3a and
3b of Schedule K (fine 3 of Schedule K-1)
the income and expenses of rental activities
other than the income and expenses
reported on lines 2a and 2b (or line 6 as
explained in the line 2 instructions above).
If the corporation has more than
n one rental
activi
Ii
V reported on line 3, ide tify in the
ne 1 Supplemental Schedules space, or
on an attachment, the income or loss from
each activity and provide any other
applicable information listed in the
instruction for Special reporting
requirements for passive activities on
page 9. If an at-risk activity loss is reported
on line 3, see the Special reporting
requirements for at-risk Activities. See
page 4 of these Instructions for a definition
and other details on other rental activities.
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definition of portfolio income, Do not
reduce portfolio income by expenses
allocated to it. Such expenses (other than
interest expense) are reported on line 9 of
Schedules K and K.I. Interest expense
allocable to portfolio income is generally
investment interest expense and is reported
on line 14 of Schedules K and K.I.
Lines 4a and 4b.-Enter only taxable
interest and dividends that are portfolio
income. Interest income derived in'sthe
ordinary course of the corporation trade
or business, such as interest charged on
receivable thalances, is reported on line 5,
page 1, Form 1120S.
Lines 4d and 4e.-Enter on line 4d the net
short-term capital gain or loss (reduced by
an' =11eJta.,es,Ifrom line 4 of
Sch
20S) that is portfolio
income. Enteron line 4e the net long-term
capital gain or loss (reduced by any
applicable taxes) from line 7 of Schedule D
(Form 11 20S) that is portfolio income. If
any income or low from lines 4 and 7 of
Schedule D is not portfolio income (i.e.
transactions on Schedule D result in income
or loss that is attributable'to the
corporation's normal trade or business), do
not report this income or loss on lines 4d
and 4e. Instead, report it on line 6 of
Schedules K and K.I. If the income or loss
is attributable to a passive activity for a
shareholder, report the income or low
,amount separately in the line 19
Supplemental Schedules space for line 19
of Schedule K-I and identify the passive
activity to which the income or loss relates.
Line 4f.-Enter any other portfolio income
not reported on lines 4a through 4e.
If the corporation holds a residual interest
in a REMIC, report on an attachment for
line 4f (or in the Supplemental Schedules
space for line 19 of Schedule K- 1) each
shareholder's share of taxable income (net
low) from the REMIC (line lb of Schedule Q
(Form 1066)); excess inclusion (line 2c of
Schedule Q (Form 1066)); and section 212
expenses (line 3b of Schedule F (Form
1066)). Because Schedule Q ( orm 1066)
is a quarterly statement, the corporation
must follow the Schedule Q (Form 1066)
Instructions for Residual Holder to figure
am unts to report to shareholders for
In corooration's tax year.
Ih:
Lino S.-Enter gain (loss) under section
1231. Do not include net gains or losses
from involuntary conversions due to
casualties or thefts on this line. Instead,
report them on line 6.
Une 6.-Enter any other item of income or
low not included on lines 1-5, such as:
a. Wagering gains and losses (section
165(d)).
Ii. Recovery of tax benefit items (section
111).
c. Any gain or loss where the corporation
was a trader or dealer in section 1256
contracts or property related to such
contracts. See section 1256(f).
d. Net gain (loss) from involuntary
conversions due to casualty or theft.
a. .Loi fro. qualified low-income
houst ng Projects for shareholders that are
qualified investors.

Line 7.-Enter the amGunt of charitable
contributions paid by the corporation duritig
its tax year. Attach an itemized list that
separately shows the corporation's
charitable contributions subject to the 50-r.
30%, and 20% limitations.
If the corporation contributes property
other than cash and the aggrelgate
00.amount
of the claimed value exce
Form
8283. Noncash Charitable Contributions,
must be completed and attached to Form
11 20S. The corporation must give a copy of
its Form 8283 to every shareholder if the
value of an item or group of similar items of
contributed property exceeds $5,000 even
though the amount allocated to each
shareholder is $5.000 or less. For property
that does not meet the $5,000 filing.
requirement, the corporation does not have
to furnish the shareholders with its Form
8283. However, the corporation must
provide shareholders with their share of fair
market value for property valued between
$500 and $5.000 in order for individual
shareholders to complete their own Form
8283. See the instructions for Form 8283
for more information.
If the corporation made a qualified
conservation contribution under section
170(h). also include the fair market value of
the underlying property before and after the
donation, the type of legal interest
contributed, and describe the conservation
purpose furthered by the donation, Give a
copy of this information to each
shareholder.
Line 8.-An S corporation may elect under
section 179 to expense part of the cost of
recovery property that is section 38
property (defined in section 48(a)) that the
corporation purchased this year for use in
its trade or business or rental activities.
Complete Section A of Part I of Form 4562
to figure the corporation's section 179
expense. The corporation does not deduct
the expense itself but passes the expense
through to its shareholders. Show the total
section 179 expense on line 8 of Schedule K
and attach Form 4562 to Form I 120S.
Report each shareholder's pro rate share
of the total expense on line 8 of Schedule
K- 1 . In addition, show in the Supplemental
Schedules space for line 19 of Schedule K-I
(or on an attached statement if more space
is needed) the following information:
1. Each shareholder's share of each item of
information on lines I through 5 of Section
A, Part 1, of the Form 4562 the corporation
completed. Shareholders use this
information, with information from other
sources, to complete their Form 4562,
2. If the shareholder's section 179 expense
is attributable to a passive activity, or more
than one passive activity, identify the
:ctivity(ies) and any section 179 property
ssociated with the aclivity(ies).
For 1987, the section 179 expense is
limited to $10,000. Certain other limitations
also apply. See the instructions for Form
4562 for more information. If recapture of
the section 179 expense is required, report
the necessary
and
information
of on line 17 of
Schedule K
line 19 Schedule K. I.
Each shareholder makes the section 179
recapture on his or her individual tax return
if the section 179 expense was ctairned in a
,pnoryear.
Pagan

Depreciation, amortization, or investment
credit may not be taken on any amount for
which a deduction is allowed under section
179.
Une 9, Deductions Related to Portfolio
Income.-Enter on line 9 the expenses
allocable to portfolio income other than
interest expense. Generally, these expenses
are section 212 expenses and are subject to
section 212 limitations at the shareholder
level. Generally,~ interest expense related to
portfolio income is investment interest
expense and is reported on line 14a of
Schedules K and K. 1.
Note: Section 274(hX7) provides that no
deduction is allowed under section 212 for
expenses allocable to a convention,
seminar, or similar meeting. Because these
expenses are not deductible by
shareholders, the corporation does not
report these expenses on line 9 or line 10.
The expenses are nondeductible and are
reported as such on a schedule for line 17
of Schedule K and on line 19 of Schedule
K-1 for each shareholder.
Line 10, Other Deductions.-Ente, any
other deductions not included on lines 7, 8,
and 9, such as:
a. Amounts (other than investment
interest required to be reported on line 14a
of Schedules K and K-1) paid by the
corporation that would be item ized
deductions on any of the shareholder's
income tax returns if they were paid directly
by a shpreholder for the same purpose.
Thew amounts include, but are not limited
to, expenses under section 212 for the
production of income other than from the
corporation's trade or business.
Ii. Any penalty an early withdrawal of
savings (other than reported on line 9)
because
its the corporation withdrew funds
from
time savings deposit before its
maturity.
c. Soil and water conservation
expenditures (section 175).
d. Expenditures paid or incurred for the
removal of architectural and transportation
barriers to the elderly and handicapped
which the corporation has elected to treat
as a current expense. Do not deduct these
expenditures on page 1 of Form 1120S. See
section 190.
a. Skybox or other private luxury box seat
rental expenses subject to limitations under
section 274(IX2). If the corporation leases a
skybox or other private luxury box for more
than one event, the rental expenses are
limited under section 274(i)(2)(A) to the
face value of nonluxury seat tickets
generally held for sale to the public,
multiplied by the number of seats in such
box. The amount disallowed under section
274(i)(2)(A) is phased in over a 3-year
period as provided by section 274(l)(2XE).
The 80% limitation of section 274(n) then
applies to the amount allowed after the
limitations of section 274(i)(2XA), and also
to
the phase-in amount allowed under
section 274(l)(2XB). See Notice 87-23, IRB
1987-9 of March 2, 1987.
Because the phase-in rule is controlled by
the shareholder's tax year, rather than the
corporation's tax year, the section 274(IX2)
expenses are separately reported to
shareholders. Unless the corporation knows
the beginning date of a shareholder's tax
year, the attachment for line 10 must show
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each shareholder's share of the deductible
amount under tax law provisions effective
for tax years beginning in 1987 and for tax
years beginning in 1988. If a shareholder's
tax year is known, it is only necessary to
report the deductible amount for the
shareholder's specific tax year.
f. If there was a gain (low) from a
casualty or theft to property not used in a
trade or business or for income producing
purposes, provide each shareholder with
the needed information to complete Form
4684, Casualties and Thefts.

passive activities for which income or loss is
reported on lines I or 3 ofSchedule K- 1,
show these expenditures separately in a
schedule for line 12 of Schedule K. 1; and
(2) If the expenditures relate to norripassive
activities for which income or ion is reported
on line I of Schedule K.1, show the
expenditures with other investment credit
property listed for line 12 of Schedule K.J.
Una I I d.-Sho. on line I I d of Sched ule K,
or list separately on an attached statement if
more the n one credit is involved, al I other
credits (other than credits on lines 1 1 b or
11 c) related to rental real estate activities.
Credits
Show on Iine I I d of Schedule K. 1, or list
Note: If the corporation has credits from
separately in the Supplemental Schedules
more than one passive activity on line I 1b,
space for line 19 of Schedule K. I if more
1 1c, I Id, I le, or 12, it must report
thanone
credit is involved, the
separately in the line 19 Supplemental
shareholder's distributive share of all other
Schedules space for line 19 ofSchedule K.
credits
(other
than credits on lines 11 b or
1, or on an attachment if more space is
I 1c) related to rental real estate activities.
needed, the amount ofeach credit and
These credits may include any type of credit
provide apy other applicable passivepctivity
listed in the line 12 instruction.
information listed in the instruction for
Una I le-Enter any credit related to other
Special reporting requirements for
rental activities for which income or low is
passive activities on page 9.
reported on line 3 of Schedules K and K-1.
Line I Ia.-Enter on line I la of Schedule K
Une 12-Show on line 12 of Schedule K, or
the jobs credit computed by the corporation
that is not attributable to a passive activity. If list separately if more than one credit is
involved, all other credits (other than credits
the corporation has a jobs credit for a
or expenditures shown or listed for lines 1 Ia
nonpassive activity and a passive activity,
separate computations may have to be made through I le of Schedule K) or on Form 3468
attached to Form 11 20S). Show on line 12 of
by each shareholder to determine the credit
Schedule K- 1, or in the Supplemental
for each. Enter on line I Id. I le, or 12 the
Schedules space for line 19 if more than one
jobs credit attributable to passive activities.
credit
is reported, each shareholder's
The jobs credit is figured on Form 5884 and
.
di stributive share of all other credits (other
the form(s) is attached to Form I 120S.
than credits or expenditures shown or listed
Enter each shareholder's share of the
for lines I Ia through I le of Schedule K. 1).
jobs credit on lines I Ia, I Id. I le, or 12 of
See the listing belo. for types of credits or
Schedule K. I.
other information that could be reported,
Une I 1b.-Enter on line I Iti the low.
If both passive activity and nonpassive
income housing credit figured by the
activity credits are reported for line 12 of
corporation. The credit is firred at the
Schedules K and K. 1, list the credits
corporate level on Form 85 6andthefom
separately. Identify the passive activity to
is attached to Form I 120S. The credit is
which any passive activity credit relates.
based on qualified expenditures made after
The following credits are also figured at
12-3186. See Form 8586 for other details
th:corporate
level and then apportioned to
on the credit.
persons who are shareholders of the
The credit is not allowed for any qualified
corporation in accordance with stock
low-income housing projects for which
ownership:
losses are allowed by reason of the
a Credit for alcohol used as fuel. Complete
exception in Act section 502. See section
and attach Form 6478, Credit for Alcohol
502 of the Act and the instructions for Item
Used as Fuel, to Form 1120S.
E of Schedule K- I for more information.
e Credit for riceasin
Line I Ic.-Enter total qualified
attach
earch activities.
Complete and
'
form
re 6765, Credit for
rehabilitation expenditures related to rental
Increasing Research Activities (or for
re estate activities of the corporation and
real
claiming the orphan drug credit), to Form
for line 1 Ic of Schedule K, complete the,
1120S.
applicable lines of Form 3468 that apply to
qualified rehabilitation expenditures for
0 Nonconventional source fuel credit.
property related to rental real estate
a Unused regular investment credit from
cooperatives,
activities of the corporation for which
income or loss is reported on line 2c of
9 Unused energy investment credit from
Schedule K. See Form 3468 for details on
cooperatives.
qualified rehabilitation expenditures. Attach * Credit for backup withholding on
Form 3468 to Form 1120S.
dividends, interest. or patronage dividends.
For line 1 1c of Schedule K-I report the
The nonconventional source fuel credit is
expenditures and show in the Supplemental
figured by the corporation on a separate
Schedules space for line 19 of Schedule K.
schedule prepared by the corporation. This
1, or on an attached statement if more
computation schedule must also be
pace is needed, a listing of the
attached to Form 1 120S. See section 29 for
:hareholder's pro rata share of the
computation provisions and other special
corporation's qualified rehabilitation
rules for figuring this cred it.
expenditures for property related to rental
If the corporation is a member of a
real estate activities for which income or
cooperative that passes an unused regular
loss is reported on line 2 of Schedule K.I.
investment credit or unused energy
Note: Qualified rehabilitation expenditures
investment credit through to its members,
fOrPrOPerty that is not related to rental real
them credits are in turn passed through to
estate activities must be fistedseparatelyas
the corporation's shareholders.
follows: (1) If the expenditures relate to

If the corporation has only one of the
above 6 credits. enter the amount of the
credit in the amount column of line 12 and
identity the type of credit in the space to the
left of the amount. If the corporation has
ore than one credit, enter the total credits
line 12 and list the amounts of the credits
an an attachment for line 12 of Schedule K.
on
List each shareholder's share of each credit
in the Supplemental Schedules space for line
19 of Schedule K- 1, or on an attachment it
more space is needed.
b. Credits which are figured by the
shareholder rather than the S corporation
include:
a Regular and Energy Investment Tax
Credit. Complete the applicable parts of
Form 3468 for property that continues to
quality for the regular investment credit and
the ener
to y mv stment credit. Attach Form
3468
orm 1120S. See Form 3468 and
related instructions for information on
eligible property. Do not include that part of
the cost of property the corporation has
elected to expense under section 179.
Also. the corporation must reduce the
basis of regular and energy credit property by
any credit allowable for the property. See
section 48(q) and Publication 572, General
Business Credit, regarding adjustments to be
made to the basis of investment credit
property as ell as to the shareholders'
adjusted basis in stock of the corporation.
Show in the Supplemental Schedules
space for line 19 of Schedule K- 1. or on an
attached Schedule if more space is needed,
each shareholder's share of the
corporation's investment-in regular
investment cred I
r1dit property.
nclicate the lines11 of
ore
Form
ne "S48 on which
the shareholder should report each
Property. Also, it the property is used or will
be used in a passive activity, identify the
activity and the income or I= reported on
Schedule K. I for the activity.
Tax Preference and
Adjustment Items
Unes 13a through 23f.-Enter items of
income and deductions that are tax
preference or adjustment items. See Form
6251, Alternative Minimum
Ta-Individuals, and Publication 909
Alternative Minimum Tax, to determin; the
amounts to enter and for other information.
Do not include as a tax preference item
any qualified expenditures to which an
election under section 59(e) may apply.
Unes 13a and 13b.-Figure the
n-f...,. it.- W li- VA. nd 1 *Ah
based only on property placed in service
......
Una 13c.-Figure the adjustment item for
line 13c based only on pro party placed in
service after December 31, 1986 (and
property placed in service after 7.31-86 and
before 1- 1-87 for which the corporation
elected to use depreciation methods
applicable to property placed in service
after 1986).
Refigure depreciation as follows: For
property other than real property and
property on which the straight line method
was used, use the 150 percent declining
balance method. switching to straight line
for the 1st tax year when that method gives
a better result. Use the claSS life (instead of

the recovery period) and the same
conventions as you used on Form 4562. For
personal property having no class life, use
12 years. For residential rental and
nonresidential real property. use the
straight line method over 40 years.
Determine the depreciation adjustment by
subtracting the recomputed depreciation
from the depreciation claimed on Form
4562. See the instructions for Form 4562
for more information.
Une 13d.-Do not include any depletion
on oil and gas wells. The shareholders must
compute their depletion deduction
separately under section 613A.
In the case of mines, wells, and other
natural deposits, other than oil and gas wells,
enter the amount by which the deduction for
depletion under section 611 (including
percentage depletion for geothermal
deposits) is more than the adjusted basis Of
such property at the end of the tax year.
Figure the adjusted basis without regard to
the depletion deduction and figure the
excess separately for each property.
Linn 13e(l) and 13e(2).-Generally, the
amounts to be entered on thew lines are
not the total corporation income or
deductions for oil, gas, and geothermal
properties. Generally, they are only the i
income and deductions included on page I
Form I 120S, that are used to figure the
amount on line 2 1, page 1, Form 1 120S.
If there are any items of income or
deductions for oil. gas, and geothermal
properties included in the amounts that are
required to be passed through separately to
the shareholders on Schedule K- 1, give
each shareholder a schedule for the line on
which the income or deduction is included
and which shows the amount of income or
deductions included in the total amount for
that line. Do not include any of thew direct
pass-through amounts on lines 13e(l) of
13e(2). The shareholder is told in the
Shareholder's Instructions for Schedule K-1
(Form 1 120S) to adjust the amounts on
lines 13e(l) and 13e(2) for any other
income or deductions from oil, gas. or
geothermal properties included on lines 2
through 10 and 19 of Schedule K-1 in order
to determine the total income or deductions
from oil, gas, and geothermal properties for
the corporation.
Figure the amount for lines 13e(l) and
13e(2) separately for oil and gas properties
which are not geothermal deposits and for all
properties which are geothermal deposits.
Give the shareholders a schedule that
shows the separate mounts that are
nc;uded in the win utat:on . t Ia amounts
on ines 13e(l) and 13e(2).

Figure excess intangible drilling costs as
follows: From the allowable intangible
drilling and development costs (except for
costs in drilling a nonproductive well),
subtract the amount that would have been
allowable if the corporation had capitalized
these costs and either amortized them over
the 120 months that started when
production began, or treated them
according to any election the corporation
made under section 57(bX2).
See section 57l for more information.
Line 13f.-Show in the Supplemental
Schedules space for line 19 of Schedule K-1,
or on an attached statement if more space is
needed,each shareholder's share of:
a Amortization of certified pollution control
facilities. Enter the amount by which the
amortization deduction the corporation took
for 1987 is more than the depreciation
deduction otherwise allowable.
a Completed contract method of
accounting for long-term contracts.-Use
of the Percentage of completion method is
required for minimum tax purposes. See
Section 56(aX3) and the instructions for
Form 6251 for more information.
a Installment method of accountingApplies to sales of inventory or stock in
trade after 3/1/86 and Sales of business or
rental property where the sales price
exceeds $150 ODO. See section 56(aX6)
and the instruatons for Form 6251 for
more information.
a Charitable contributions of appreciated
property.-Provide shareholders with their
distributive share of the amount of the
difference between the fair market value of
ccapitat gain property donated by the
orporation to a charitable organization,
adnod the corporation's adjusted basis in the
nated property. Sao Section 57(aX6).
a Losses from passive farmingacthritin.No loss from any tax shelter farm activity is
allowed for minimum tax purposes. See
section 58(a) and the instructions for Form
6251 for information on this adjustment
item.
is Passive activity loss.-Provide
shareholders with any needed information (in
addition to the information oven in items D
th
h G and on lines I through 3 of
Zhoe le K-1) to ftfurethi5 adjustment item.
See section 58(b) for more information.
a Any other information needed to
complete Form 6251 not listed above or on
lines 13a through 13e.
Investment Interest
Unes; 14a and 141S
Linn 14a and 14b must be completed

amount of
0
ncome ( ithin the meaning the investment interest Win.
f section 113(a'
rm )) from ai'loll, gas, and
Unit 14a. Investment Interest Expense. Include on this line the interest paid or
geothermal properties received or accrued
accrited on clebt incurred to purchase ot
during the tax year that was included on
carry property held for investment. Property
page 1. Form 1120S.
held for investment.miudn property that
Line 13e(2). - Enter the amount ofany
produces investment income or portfolio
deductions allocable to oil, gas, and
income (interest, dividends, annuitell.
geothermal Properties reduced by the
royalties, etc.).
excess intangible drilling costs that were
included on page 1. Form 1120S, on
Investment interest does not include
Properties for which the corporation made
interest expense allocable to a passive
an election to. expense intangible drilling
achirity. A Passive activity " trade or
business acbvity in which the shisishoida,
costs in tax ye&s beginning before January
does not matedially parbiciplift or a F&IN
1. 1983. Do not include nonproductive well
costs indu
on page 1 .
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Report investment interest expense only
online 14a of Schedules Kand K-1. Do not
report it on any other line of Schedules K
and K-1 or on page I of Form 1120S.
The amount on line 14a will be deducted
by individual shareholders on Form 1040
after applying the investment interest
expense limitations of section 163(d). The
section 163(d) limitations are figured on
Form 4952, lnvestm..,t Interest Expense
Deduction.
Enter the total investmentincome
reported on lines 4a through 4f of Schedule
K on line 14b(l). Enter on line 14b(2) the
total expenses related to investment income
included on line 9 of Schedule K
Shareholders use their share of ihe lines
14b(l) a nd (2) amounts to complete certain
Ii nes on Form A M. See the instructions for
Form 4952 for more information.
Foreign Taxes
Lines 15a throu9h 159. -in addition to
the instructions below, see Forn 1116,
Computation of Foreign Tax Credit-

a Expenses directly allocable to each type
of income listed above
a Pro rats,share of all other deductions not
directly allocable to specific items of income
* Pro rata share of losses from other
separate limitation categories
Line 15e.-Enter in U,S. dollars the total
foreign taxes (described in section 901)
that were accrued by the corporation or
paid to foreign countries or U.S.
possessions. Attach a schedule that shows
the clate(s) the taxes were paid or accrued,
and the amount in both foreign currency
and in U.S. dollars, as follows:
a Taxes withheld at source on dividends
a Taxes withheld at source on rents and
royalties
a Other foreign taxes paid or accrued
Una 15f.-Enter in U.S. dollars the total
reduction in taxes available for credit. Attach
a schedule that shows sePISratel y the:
a Reduction for foreign mineral income
a Reduction for failure to furnish returns

Individual, and the related instrucCons.
Line 15a.-Enter the type of income from
outside the U.S. as follows:
• Passive income
• High withholdingtax interest income
• Financial services income
. "i-ri. i--

a Reduction for taxes attributable to
boycott operations (section 908)
a Reduction for foreign oil and gas
extraction income (section 907(a))
a Reduction for any other items (specify)
Line 15g.-Enter in U.S, dollars any items
not covered in lines 15c, 15d, 15e, and 15f.

li,dwid-1 Fid-i- -N-r-id-t Ali..

a Dividends from an IC-DISC or former DISC

a Distributions from Foreign Sales
Corporation (FSC) or former FSC
a General limitation income (all other income
from sourc
sourc:s outside U.S., including income
from
ithin US. possessions)
If, for the country
sw
or U.S. possession
shaonwonnoentlyinpe lf5ibn,ctohmeecoerpnoterarti'oMnohraedthmaonre
one typ " and attach a schedule for each
type of Income for lines 15b through 15g.
Line 15b.-Enter the name of the foreign
country or U.S. possession. If, for the type
of income shown on line 15a, the
corporation had income from, or paid taxes
to, more the n one foreign cou ntry or U.S.
possession, enter"More than one foreign
country or U.S. possession" and attach a
schedule for 1each country for lines 15a and
15c through 5g.
Line 15c.-Enter in U.S. dollars thetotal
gross income from Sources outside the U.S.
Attach a schedule thatshows each type of
income as follows:
• Passive income
• High withholding tax interest income
• Financi3iservices income
• Shipping income
• Dividends from an IC-DISC or former DISC
• Distributions from Foreign Sales
Corporation (FSC) or former FSC
a General limitation income (all other income
from sources outside US includi-;ncome
from sources within U.S. possessions)
Line 15d.-Enterin U.S. dolla thetotal
applicable deductions and losses
rs
attributable to income on line 15c. Attach a
Schedule that shows each type of deduction
or loss as follows:
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required under section 6038

doistributions made to each shareholder
ther than dividends reported on line 18 of
Schedule K. Noricash distributions of
appreciated property are valued at fair
market value. See Schedules Land M
instructions for ordering rules an
distributions.

dLiivniedeln8d(sSpcahidedtoulsohaKr)e.h-olEdnetresrftrootmaI
accumulated earnings and profits contained
in retained earnings (line 26 of Schedule L).
Report these dividends to shareholders on
Form 1099-DIV. Do not report them on
Schedule K- 1.
Property Subject to Recaptlill
of Investment Credit
Une 18 (Schedule K-1).-Complete line
18 when regular or energy investment
credit property.is disposed of, ceases to be
qualified property, or it there is a decrease
I n the business percentage before the end
of the 'life-yea rs category" or 'recovery
period" assigned, For more information. see
Form 4255, Publication 572, and section
48(q).
The corporation itself is liable for
investment credit recapture in certain
cases. See instructions for line 22c, page 1.
Form I 120S, for details.
Other Items
Une 17 (Schedule K).-Attach a statement
to Schedule K to report the corporation's
total income, expenditures, or other
inorms
I
ti on to r AemsatI roughjoftheliw
19 (Schedule K-1) instruction below.
Une 19 (Schedule K-1).-Enter in the
Supplemental Schedules space for line 19
of Schedule K- 1, or on an attached
schedule if more space is needed, each
shareholder's share of any ioformation

asked foron lines I through 18that is
required to be reported in detail, and items
a through I below. Please identity the
applicable line number next to the
information entered in the Supplemental
Schedules space. Show income or gains as
a positive number. Show losses with the
number in parentheses.
a. Tax-exempt interest income. Include
exempt-interest dividends the Corporation
realized as a shareholder in a mutual fund
orother regulated imiestment company,
b. Nondeductible expenses incurred by
the corporation.
c. Taxes paid on undistributed capital
ins by a regulated investmenticomparry.
a shareho der of a regulated rivestment
company, the corporation will receive notice
on Form 2439, Notice to Shareholder of
Undistributed Long-Term Capital Gains.
that the company paid tax on undistributed
capital ga in s.
all. Gross income and other information
relating to oil and gas well properties that
are repo~a -oshareIn okiers - ci a-1 ow -am
'. ..K.......
rs well properties. See section
13A(cx 13) for details.
The corporation cannot deduct depletion
on oil and gas wells. Each Shareholder must
determine the allowable amount to report
on his or her return. See Publication 535 for
more information.
"eceptuneorsecuon i,ti expense
deduction. For property placed in service

after 1986, the section 179 deduction is
recaptured at any time the business use of
property drops to 50% or less. Enter
amount that was originally passed through
theit
and the corporation's tax year in which
twiasspopsaitsisoendotfhtrougrhe.coTveelirtyhpershparteyhoSider if
he recapture amount was caused by the
d
section 179dX 10) for more information.
Do not include this amount on line 5. page
1. Form 1120S.
I. Total qualified expenditures (and the
period paid or incurred during the tax year)
to which an election under section 59(e)
applies. Do not report these expenditures as
tax preference items on line 13 of
Schedules K and K-1.
g. Intangible drilling costs under section
263(c). See Publication 535 to determine
the amount to pass through to each
shareholder.
In. Deduction and recapture of certain
mining exploration expenditures paid or
incurred (section 617).
1. Any information or statements the
corporation is required to furnish to
shareholders to allow them to comply with
requirements under section 6111
((reugs~t rati on of tax shelters) or 6661
su tantial understatement of tax).
1. Any other information the shareholders
need to prepare their tax returns.
Schedules L and M
The balance sheets should agree with your
books and records. Iriclude certificates of
deposit as cash on line 1 of Schedule L. The
following rules applyin determinm th
balances of lines 23 ~hrough 27 ofVhed.le
'a
L and amounts used in figuring lines 1
through 9 of Schedule M.

If Schedule L, column (c), amounts for
Iines 23, 24, or 25 are not the same as
corresponding amounts on I ine 9 of
Schedule M. attach a schedule explaining
any differences. For example, the balance
of the accumulated adjustments account
(line 23) may differ it Schedule L reflects
straight-line depreciation and some other
method is used for purposes of line 2 of
Schedule M. You may show your
explanation Wow Schedule M if there is
sufficient space.
Note: Schedule M does not provide fore
reconciliation ofbook income to tax return
income. However, you may want to make
your own separate reconciliation of book
income or (loss) to tax return income or
(/oss) Make sum that all items ofinconne,
loss, and deductions reported on page 1,
For, in 1120S, and on Schedule K of Form
J 120S, are used in figuring lines 2, 3, 5, 6,
and 7 of Schedule M.
Line 23-The 'accumulated adjustments
account" (AAA) is to be maintained by all S
corporations. At the end of the tax year, if
the corporation does not have
accumulated earnings and profits (E&P),
the AAA is determined by taking into
account all items of income. loss, and
deductions for the tax year (including
nontaxable income and nondeductible
losses and expenses). See section 1368 for
other details. After the year-end income and
:xpense adjustments are made, the
ccount is reduced by distributions made
during the tax year. See the Distributions
instruction below for distribution rules.
At the end of the tax year, if the
corporation has accumulated E&P. the
AAA is determined by taking into account
the taxable income. deductible losses and
expenses, and nondeductible losses and
expenses for the tax year. Adjustments for
nontaxable income are made to the other
~cljustmerrts account as explained in the
line 24 instruction below. See section 1368.
After the year-end income and expense
adjustments are made, the account is
reduced by distributions made during the
tax year. Seethe Distritrutions
rules. instruction
below for distribution
Note: TheAAA may have a negative
balance atyearend. Seesection 1368(e).
Une 24-The *other adjustments*
account is maintained on trycorporations
that have accumulated EN at year end.
The account is adjusted fortax-exempt
income (and related expenses) of the
corporation. See section 1368. After
adjusting for tax-exempt income, the
account is reduced for any distributions
made d i th
at. Seethe Distributions
instruction
u"U,ow.
eye

Line 25-The 'shareholders'
undistributed taxable income previously
taxed" account, also called previously taxed
income (PTI), is only maintained if the
corporation had a balance in this account at
the start of its 1987 tax year. If there is a
beginning balance for the 1987 tax year, no
adjustments are made to the account
except to reduce the account for
distributions made under section 1375(d)
(as in effect before the enactment of the
Sutchapter S Revision Act of 1982). See
Distributions instruction below for the order
of distributions from the account.
Each shareholder's right to nontaxable
distributions from PTI is personal and
cannot be transferred to another person.
The corporation is required to keep records
of each shareholder's net share of PTI.
Line 26-Enter retained earnings other
than :t reported on lines 23. 24, and 25.
Otherthr tained earnings include the
appropriated and unappropriated retained
earnings accumulated in prior years when
the S corporation was a C corporation
(section 1361(a)(2)) or a small business
corporation prior to 1983 (section 1371 of
prior law). Generally, the S corporation has
a balance on line 26 only it it had ending
balances in appropriated or unappropriated
retained earnings prior to 1987 (lines 23
and 24 of Schedule L of the 1986 Form
1120S or Form 1120).
If the corporation maintained separate
accounts for appropriated and
unappropriated retained earnings, it may
want to continue such accounting for
purposes of preparing its financial balance
sheet. Also, if the corporation converts to C
corporation status in a subsequent year, it
will be required to report its retained
earnings on separate lines of Schedule L of
Form 1120,
It Iine26 hasa beginning balance for 1987,
and the account contains accumulated
earnings and profits (E&P), the only
adjustments made to accumulated E&P are:
1. reductions for dividend distributions,
2. adjustments for redemptions,
liquidation, reorganizations, etc., and
3. reductions for section 47 recapture tax
for which the corporation is liable.
See Distributions instruction below
regarding distributions from retained
earnings and section 1371(c) for other
details.
Check the box below line 26 if the
corporation was a C corporation in a prior
year(s) and has sutichapter C earnings and

profits (E&P) at the close of its 1987 tax
year. For this purpose, 'subchapte, C E&P"
means E&P of any corporation for any tax
year when it was not an S corporation, See
sections 1362(d)(3)(B) and 312 for other
details. If the corporation has subchapter C
E&P, it may be liable for tax imposed on
excess net passive income. See instructions
for line 22a, page 1, of Form I 120S for
details on this tax.
Line 27.-Combine lines 23 through 26,
column (a) and column (c), and enter the
totals in line 27, column (b) and column (d).
In most cases, the totals should equal the
beginningand ending balances of the
corporation's retained earnings shown in its
general ledger. If line 27, column (d) does
not agree with the corporation's books,
attach a Schedule explaining the
differences. Note: The scheduleasked for
at the top OfSchedule M. Form 1120S, will
usually explain any net differences. Ifso. an
additionaischedule is not required.
Distributions
Generally, property distributions (including
cash) are applied to reduce balance sheet
equity accounts in the following order:
a. Reduce AAA. If distributions during the
tax year exceed the AAA at the close of the
tax year, the AAA is allocated pro rate to
each distribution made during the tax year.
See section 1368(c).
b. Reduce shareholders' PTI account for
any section 1375(d) (as in effect before
January 1, 1983) distributions. A distribution
from the PTI account is tax free to the extent
of a shareholder's basis in the account.
.
c. Reduce retained earn, nraccountsto
the extent of the
accumulated E P.
I
d Reduce
other adjustments
account.
,
0, Reduce any remaining shareholders'
equity accounts.
If a section 1368(eX3) election is made,
distributions are made from the retained
earnings account before the AAA. If the
corporation has PTI and wants to make
distributions from retained earnings before
making distributions from PTI it may, if it
elects to do so with the consent of all its
shareholders. The statement of election
must be attached to a timely filed Form
I 120S for which the distributions are made.
The election inust be made separately for
each tax year.
In the case of either election, after all
accumulated earnings and profits in the
retained earnings at distributed, the above
general orderof ist~
ributions applies except
that item c is eliminated.

Codes for, Principal Business Activity
These codes for the Principal Business Activity
are designed to classify enterprises by the type of
activity in which they are engaged tofacilitate the
aministrition of the Internal Revenue Code.
Though similar in format and structure to the
Standard Industrial Classification Codes (SIC).
they should not be used as SIC codes.
Using the list thelow, enter on page 1, under B,
the code numbe, or the specific industry group
from which the largest percentage of *total
Agriculture, Forestry. and
Fishing
Cod.

2~A
25",
2M

lot,
1070

1-

ima
1150

Arc- I—
.v _`_

C,ei -v%

Transportation and
Public Utilities
Code
T,-~,oco
.;;;, .~.
.roo
I=
4500 1,
"WO 4:11=
.7co

Finance, Insurance, and
Real Estate
Cod.
ret-w
GM
sew ev.
MM

so-re.
Wto
6`99

1310

ol Z'P'.P.d=

307c

14X

--chh. n

311.

I..

If, a Its principal business activity. the
corporation (1) purchases raw materials, (2)
subcontracts out for labor to make a finished
Product from the raw materials, and (3) retains
title to the goods, the corporation is considered
to be a manufacturer and must enter one of the
codes (20 M3998) under "Manufacturing."

Ctw-,:
411125
T~. =ph
I
4100
iter.-It I@-

I
lo., .I. -

IM
5- dio.-gime'32tS
G-.3240
3270
3MUT

Wholefeate Trade
sox,
W.0

1170
31

Star
.to
'211

Manufacturing

um

VIN)

sim
1`70

W., v-

2

too

ugo

-`iI

Scep
Sort,

iw.. I==

51to
5

Iletvine,
Into

21V
or.n
into

.1,at.

I-

5
51 50
60
55i to

3W
35M
3351o

Apwet-uixtntp,tto~
2315
23""
2M
20

3725

IM

F~Wft-

2625
21.

ftip,

It-,-

V35
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tovd ~ni.

~ewa_

ne-,

Retail Trade

recall

5=

71112
rise

us. Sow

Ose,
MIS
MQI

ainev~eeii Weetten

Jwo,tft,
=-,eve.
b-mov-14

5515

_-

ewt,t,-WP-o,MIS

5SW

0otv__d-,.

Stop

=_
_

WS

Z=--=
lit-notsHrr
'921
5995

ants

I'm
1310
Im

L~ t-h. e,,J -WV~k.

24%

2710

"tooo".

90

vennuu
sioti
site
3670

Seer
3710

d-

=P

Ch...

35"
22so
2M

2415
2-

popis

Code

Minint.

business activity is'Grain mill products.'the
principal product or service may be *Cmal
preparations."

recepts* is derived. "Total weipts' meani; the
total of: gross receipts on line I&. page 1; all
other income on lines4 and 5, page 1; and
income (receipts only) on lines 2, 3, and 4a
through 4f of Schedule K.
On page 2, under K. state the principal
business activity and principal product or
service that amount for the largest percentage
of total receipts. For example, if the principal

SCHEDULE D
(Form 1120S)

Capital Gains and Losses and Built-in Gains
I, Attach to your tax mtum

De,iadi-t of IN T-ay

lrft~i R- Sti-

ii~ Seix separats Instractionx,

OMB W. 154"130

1087

Short-Term Capital Gains and Losses-Assets Held 6 Months or Less (One year or less If acquired after
12/31/87)
(b) Dine, q.111d
r
c) one sWd)
t.iAhbs.,
G.I. (I-)
d)Grciwiiaiespm
dy
d". V.
P1
.1.
((d) ii,si, 0)

U87
K0

Instructions for
Schedule D (Form 1 120S)
Capital Gains and Losses and Built-in Gains
(Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code unless otherwise noted.)

Changes You Should Note

2
3
4

Short-term capital gain from instal lment sales from Form 6252. line 23 o 31
Unused capital loss carryover (attach computation) . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net short-term capital gain (or loss) (combine lines 1; 2, and 3). Enter here and online 4d
K of Form 1 120S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Long-Terrm Capital Gains and Losses-Assets Held More Than 6 Months
12/31/87)

2
1(
. . . . .
or 6.of Schedule
.
. .
. 4
(More than.one year If acquired after

5

6 Long-term capital gain from installment sal~ from Form 6252, line 23 or 31 . . . . . . . . . .
7 Net long-term capital gain (or loss) (combine lines 5 and 6 and enter here). (Reduce this amount by any
applicable tax on lines 17 and 29 below and enter this amount online 4e or 6 of Sch. Kof Form 1120S.) . 7
8 Enter section 1231 pin from line 9, Form 4797. (See instructions regarding casualties and thefts and the
amount from this line to be entered on Schedule K of Form 1120S.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
9 Net long-term capital gain (or loss) (combine lines 7 and 8) . . . . . . . Summary of Schedule D Gains for Tax Computation Purposes
Note: If the corporation is liable for the excess net passive income tax (firre 22a, page 1, Forim 1120S), see line
1 0 instruction before completing line 1 0.
20 Net capital gian-Enter "can of net long-term capital gain (line 9) over net short-term capital loss (line 4).
It line 10 is more than $Z5,000, ses instructions for Part IV. If line 10 is $25.000 or less, do not complete Part IV. 10 1
Tax Imposed on Certain Capital Gains (See Instructlomil.)
11 Taxable income (sev instructions rid attach computation schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
12 Enter tax on line 11 amount (See nstructions far computation of tax.) . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
13 Net capital gain from line 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
14 Statutory minimum
. . . .
14 S25,000
15 Subtract line 14 from line 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '15
16 Tax-Enter 34% of line 15 . . . . . . . .
16
27 Enter smaller of line 12 or line 16 hereand online 221~, p;p~ 1JIl 1~~
' ' * ' .* . . . . M-1
Hill= Tax Imposed on Certain Built-in Gains (See Instructions.)
18 Taxable income (see instructions and attach computation schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19 Recognized built-in gain (section 1374 (dX2)),(see instructions and attach computation schedule) . . . 19
20 Entersmaller of line 18 or 19 . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
21 Section 1374(bX2) deduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ED
22 Subtract line 21 from line 20. (ifzero or less, enter zero hereand on line 29.) . . . . . . . . . . 22
23 Enter 46% of line 22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
24 Enter 34% of line 22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
number of days in taxear before 7-1-87
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
EE
25 Lin@ 21 x
-Y... - year
n,,.h.r f d.- i. . - ff., ~~7
number of days in tax year
27 Add lines 25 and 26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . EB
28 Business credit carryforwards under section 1374(bX3) from years the corporation was a C corporation
29 Tax-Subtract line 28 from line 27. Enter hem and an line 22b. page 1. Form I 120S . . . . . . .
FwPapom Reduction Act Nodox, sais pop 1 at hadructlonitfor Form 1120L
Ildn"DillianisIUMM

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

& For property acquired after 12/31/87
the holding period for long-term capital '
gains and Ion is more than 1 year.
b Section 1374 provides for a new tax on
b~ilt-in gains for certain corporations
electing to be an S corporation after 1986.
See Part V and the related instructions.
Purpose of Schedule D
a. Schedule D is used by all S corporations
to report and summarize capital gain
transactions attributable to: (1) sale or
Cexchange of capital assets, and (2) gains on
istributions to shareholders of appreciated
swats that are capital assets (hereinafter
b.referred
if
to as distributions).
Sthe corporation filed its election to be
an corporation before 1987. and had net
capital
it
gain (Iine 10) of more than $25,000,
may be liable for a capital gains tax on the
gain in excess of $25,000. The tax is figured
in Part IV of Schedule D.
& Generally, if the corporation: (1) filed its
election to be an S corporation after
December 31, 1986, (2) was a C
corporation at the time it made the election,
(3) has recognized built-in pin as defined in
section 1374(dX2). and (4) has taxable
income as defined in section 1374(dX4), it
is liable for the built-in gains tax. The tax is
figured in Part V of Schedule D.
Note: Sales, exchanges, and distributions of
property other than capital assets, inclual
property used in a trade or business,
involuntary conversions (other than
casualties or thefts), andpin firom the
disposition ofarr interest in oil, gas, or
poth rmalpropertyshouldberepotWon
Form 4797, Gainsand Losses From Sales
or Exchanges ofAssets Usedin a Trade or
Business and Involuntary Conversions.
Parts I and 11
Generally, you should report sales and
exch nges (including like-kind exchanges)
-nathough there
loss, os1nno gain or Ioss- Report
gain, but not
a distribution. In Part 1,
report the sale, exchange. or distribution of
ital assets held 6 months or less (one
~p or less if acquired after I2/31/87). In
year
Part II. report the sale, exchange, or
distribution of capital assets held more than
6 months (more than one year if acquired
after 12/31/87).
For mom information, see Publication
5", Sales and Other Dispositions of
Assets, and Publication 589, Tax
Information on S Corporations.
Exchange of film-kind property.-Reprt
the exchange of lik&kind property on
Schedule D or on Form 4797. whi hever
applies. Report it "an though no gain
c or
loss is recognized when you exhange
business or investment property far

property of like-kind. For exceptions, see
Publication 544.
If you use Schedule D, identify the
property you disposed of in column (a).
Enter the date you acquired it in column (b),
and the date you exchanged it in column
(c). Write 'like-kind exchange" in column
(it)' Enter the cast or other basis in column
(a). Enter zero in column (f).
Special Rules for the Treatment
of Certain Gains and Losses
a Gain on distributions otappreclarted.
Property-Except as stated below, gain is
recognized by an S corporation on a
distribution of appreciated property to
shareholders in the same manner as if the
property had been mid to the shareholder
at its fair market value. Like other capital
gains, it is subject to the capital gain tax
and is passed through to shareholders.
Exception-The above rule does not
apply to distributions in tax-free
reorganizations where gain or loss is not
recognized by the distributee shareholders.
. Gain from Installment sales.-Except
as explained below, if you mid property ata
pin this yearand will receive any payment
in a later tax year, you must use the
installment method to report yourgain. You
must file Farm 6252, Computation of
Installment Sale Income, to report the sale
and gain as payments are received.
Note: The installment me" can no
longer be used forsales ofpubficly traded
property Year-end stocksales that are
made an an established marilant should
the trade date as the date sold, and notuse
the
settlement date. See the Instructions for
Form 6252 for new nites that apply to
installmentsiales ofmalproperly used in a
&me or business or held far theprootuctior?
ofrental income ifthe malproperly was
soldformare than $150.000
If the corporation wants to elect out of the
installment
it must
dotha following
on a timely method.
filed return
(i ocluding
extensions):
(1) Report the full amount of the sale an
Schedule 0 (Form 1120S).
(2) If you received a note or other obligation
and are reporting it at less than face value,
state that factofin the margin and enter the
face amount percentage of valuation.
For additional information. got
Publication 537, Installment Sales.
a Gains and losses an ~ - *, 1256
contracts and straddles.-Use
678 1, Gains and Losses From Section
I- 1256
Contracts and Straddk,x, to report section
1256taim;
7 , and losses. Sea instructions for
Form
for more information.
o Gain or losson an optionto buyorsell
property.-See section 1234 for the rules

that apply to a purchaser or grantor of an
.
*pli,n.
Gairimlossfrom shortsaleof
property.- Report thae gain or loss to the
exten that the property used to CIM the
short tle is considered a capital asset in
the hands of the taxpayer. A loss from a
wash sale of stock o securities or fro
certain transaction"'between related
pawns is not deductible. (See sections
1091 and 267.)
Lou from securities that are caphill
suds that become worthies$ uuring the
year.- Except far securities held by a
bank, treat the Im as a capital loss as of the
last day of the tax year. (See section 582 for
the rules on the treatment of securities held
by a bank.)
How To Determine the Cost or
Other Basis of the Property
In determining gain or loss. the basis of
property will generally be its cost (section
1012). The exceptions to the general rate
are provided in sections contained in
sutichapters C, K, 0, and P of the Code. For
example, if the corporation acquired the
property by dividend, liquidation of another
corporation, transfer from a shareholder,
reorganization, contribution or gift, bequest,
bankruptcy, tax-free exchange Involuntary
conversion, certain assetacqu6tions, or
wash sale of stock, we sections 301 (w
1059), 334, 362 (or 358), 1015, 1014,
372 (or 374), 1031, 1033. 1060. and
1091, respectively. Attach an explanation if
you use a basis other than actual cash cost
of the property.
If you are allowed a charitable
contribution deduction because you mid
property to a charitable organization. figure
the adjusted basis for determining pin from
the sate by dividing the amount realized by
the fair market value and multiplying that
result by the adjusted basis.
Une B.-If the corporation has a gain from
line 9 of Form 4797, enter it on line 8.
If1he line 8 pin is from line 9 of Farm
4797, arid it contain gain from line 2 1.
Section B. of Form 4684 and other gain or
loss under section 1231. enter the pin
from Form 4684 on a schedule for line 6 of
Schedule K uand report the portion that is
gain or loss rider section 1231 (reduced by
anyIicapital rig~ax applicable to the gain)
ne5of
ule K.

Part III-Summary of
Schedule D Gains
If the not long-term capital pin is mom
than the net short-term capital loss. them is
a net ~qpital pin. If this pin exceeds
$25,000. and the corporation elected to be
an S corporation before 1987, the
corporation may be liable for income tax on
the gain. Answer the questions in the
instructions for Part IV, below, to determine
if the corporation is liable for income tax on
its net capital gain.
Une 10-4f the corporation is liable for the
tax m excess net passive income (line 22s,
Page 1, Form I 120S), and capital gain
income was included in the domputation of
the tax. the amount to be entered on line 10
isfiguredwfollows:
1. Reduce the capital gain income
reported m lines 1-2 and 5-8 of Schedulb
0 by the portion of the excess net passive
income attributable to such gain.

2. Refigure lines 4 and 9 of Schedule D
based on the revised amounts from step I
above.
3. Enter on line 10 the net capital gain (if
any) based on revised lines 4 and 9.
See section 1375(cX2) for more
information.

Part IV-Capital Gains Tax
Computation
If the corporation made its election to be an
S corporation before 1987, section 1374
(as in effect before the enactment of the
Tax Reform Act of 1986) continues to
iTpose a tax on certain capital gains of the
S corporation.
By answering the following questions, you
can determine it you are liable for the tax, If
your net capital gain is more than $25,000,
and you are not liable for the tax, you should
:nswer questions A through D below and
ttach the Part IV instructions to Schedule
D as your explanation of why you are not
liable for the tax.
If answers !o questions A, 8, and C or A,
andDare Yes.' the tax applies and you
must complete Part IV of Schedule D.
Otherwise, you are not liable for the tax.
Note; Taxable income referred to in
questions A and 8 below is NOTthe income
=onsl;nac2l~_
in ru ho
1, of Form 1120S.
ho'Taxable income' in
the instructions for lines 22b and 22a, page
1, Form 11 20S.
A. Is taxable income more than
$25.ODO? . . . . . . . El Yes 1:3 No
0. Is net capital pin (line 10,
Schedule D(Form 1120S)) more
than
50% of$25,000, and more than
ramble income? . . . 11 Yes 0 No
Q Have you been other than an
S corporation at any time during
the 3 tax years just berms this
year or since existence. if less
than 41years? . . . .
0 Ya C3 No
D. If the answer to question is
'No. *dman 1. 1
1 1
Tim
I (line 9.
'(F'~rm`
120S)) repril pin from
rperty
described in each of
s
1,2,and3thatfollm? . LJ Yes-0 No
1. Property was acquired during the tax
M! or within 36 months before the
inning of the tax year;
2. Property was acquired, directly or
indirectly, from a corporation that was not
in existence as an S corporation during the
tax year or within 36 months before the tax
year up to the time of the acquisition: and
3. Property has a substituted basis to
pu. (A substituted basis is one determined
reference to its basis in the hands of the
transferor corporation.)
If the answer to question D is 'Yes* and
the tax is applicable, multiply the net capital
gain from property described in question D
(reduced by any excess net passive income
attributable to this gain) by 34%. See
instruction for line 10. 11 this amount is less
than the tax figured on line 12 Part IV
enter this amount on line 17, ~art IV. ~ncl
irite to the right of the amount
!Substituted basis.' Attach the'
computation of the substituted basis
amount to Schedule D. (See section
1374(cX3) as in effect before the
enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.)
Page 2

For purposes of questions C and D above,
a corporation is not considered to be in
existence for any tax year before the first tax
year in which the corporation has
shareholders, acquires assets, or begins
lbusiness~ whichever occurs first.
Line I I.-Line 11 taxable income is
figured in the same manner as the taxable
income used in the computation of tax for
line 22a, page 1, For. 1 120S. See the
in:tt~uction for line 9 of the worksheet in the
in uctions for line 22a. page 1, Form
1 120S for details. Attach Form 1 120 or
other ~orksheets used in figuring taxable
income to Schedule D. Do NOT enter
amount from line 2 1, page 1, Form 1 120S.
Line 12.-Figure a regular corporate
income tax (section 11 tax) based on the
taxable income on line 11 of Schedule D as
if the S corporation were a C corporation
and enter the tax on line 12. Use the
instructions for Schedule J of Form 1 120 in
the 1987 Instructions for Form 1 120 and
I 120A to make your computation.
Disregard all references to alternative tax in
the Schedule J instructions as the
alternative tax is figured on lines 13 through
17 of Schedule D (Form I 120S). Attach
your computation of tax to Schedule D.

Part V- Built-in Gains Tax
Computation
Section 1374 provides for a new tax on
bu ilt-in gains that applies to certain S
corporations for tax years beginning after
December 31, 1986. The tax applies only if
the first tax year for which the corporation is
an S corporation is pursuant to an 1S election
made or filed after December 31, 986
Also, the S corporation must have been a' C
corporation at the time It made the election.
Transitional Relief from Built-in Gains
Tn.-Section 638(d)(8) of the Tax Reform
Act of 1986 (Act) provides special
transitional relief from the built-in gains tax
for qualified corporations. A qualified
corporation is any corporation that: (1) on
A U t 1. 1986, and all times thereafter, is
50 ormoroo.nedbylOorfewer
qualified persons, and (2) has an applicable
value of $10,000.ODO or less. A qualified
person is an individual, an estate. or a trust
that is described in section
1361(cX2XAXii)or(fii).
The Act section 633(dXB) relief rule
applies to qualified corporations that elect
to be S corporations before January 1,
1989. However, the relief rule does not
apply to the sake or distribution of certain
ends and section 453B gain. Sea the

Instructions for line 19 for details.
Una IS.-Enter taxable income as defined
in section 1374(dX4). Une IS taxable
Income is figured in the some manner as
the taxable income used in the computation
of tax for line 22a, page 1, Form 1120S.
See the instruction for line 9 of the
worksheet in the instructions for line, 22a,
page 1. Form 1120S, for details. Attach
Form 1 120 or other worksheets used to
figure taxable income to Schedule D. Do
NOT enter amount from line 2 1, page 1,
Form 1120S.
Une 19-Enter recognized built-incs~)ftal
gain for the tax year. Section 1374(dX

defines this ga in as any ga in recognized
d uring the recogn ition period ( 10 years
after the I st day of the 1 st tax yea r the
corporation elected to be an S corporation)
on the saIs or d istribution (d isposition) of
any asset except to the extent the
corporation establishes that:
1. such asset as not held on the 1 st c1q of
the 1st tax year the corporation was an
corporation, or
2. such gain exceeds the excess (if any) of
the fair market value of the asset on the Ist
day over the adjusted basis of the asset on
such 1st day, or
3 the S corporation is a qualified
C~rporation that qualifies for transitional
relief from the section 1374 tax (discussed
above) and such gain was from the
disposition of an asset covered by the
transitional relief provision. Note: Gain
from the disposition of certain assets, such
as capital assets held 6 months or less (1 2
months or less ifacquiredafter 12131187),
auets which result in ordinary income when
disposed of; and anygain to the extent
section 453B applies, do not qualify for the
reliefeven though the corporation is a
qualified corporation. Accordingly, the
disposition of these types ofassets and
section 453Bgain will always be included in
the computation of the amount to enter on
line 19. See Rev. Rul. 86-141, 1986-2, CB
151 for movilinformation.
A qualified corporation must show on an
attachment to Schedule D its total
recognized built-in gain and also list
separately the gain or loss that is: (1) gain
or loss from capital assets held 6 months or
less (12 months or less if acquired after
12/31/87), (2) gain or loss from assets for
which the disposition results in ordinary
income or loss, and (3) section 453B gain. A
nonqualified corporation must show on an
ttachment its total recognized built-in pin
hill list separately any capital gain or loss
and ordinary gain or I=.
Generally, the gain to be entered an line
19 is limited to the corporation's net
unrealized built-in gain. The corporation's
net unrealized built-in gain is figured as of
the Ist day of the list tax year it is an S
corporation. See the instructions for item T,
2 Form 1120S, and section
Pill
13$64(~Xl)
for details. " the corporation
has 2 tax;ears beginning in 1987, see
section I 74(cX2).
If the corporation is liable for the tax on
excess net passive income (line 22a, page
1, Form 1120S). and any disposition
otherwise subject to the built-in pins tax
was included in the computation ofthe line
22a tax. the disposition Is not subject to the
built-in gains tax.
Una 2 I.-Enter the section 1374(bX2)
deduction. Generally, this is any net
operating loss (NOL) carryformal arising In
tax years for which the corporation was a C
corporation (reduced by any NOL
carryforward used in grio~yaarjl
d
ct on),
to ICe
the section 13174(bX
section 1374(bX2) for more information.
Una 29-ft both Part IV and V tax apply,
combine lines 17 and 29and enter the total
on line 22b. page 1, Form 1120S.
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Did any corporation, individual, partnership, trust or estate at the end of your tax year own, directly or indirectly, 50%
or more of your voting 5tock? (see instructions) . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
If "Yes," complete the foflowing schedule (see instructions).
Iftmitying
n..W

P.C. tale
*1 It's
tw..d

Add-

(

.

Todx1xxw3
C.V~ only)
Y.

No
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SCH E D U ILE A.-Cost of Goods Sold and/or 0 perations (See pages 4 and 5 of I nstructions.)
Reflect ACTUAL purchases from a related supplier at the transfer price determined under the
Intercompany pricing rules of section 994. If used. See separate Schedule P (For. I 120-IC-DISC).
i 1
Inventory at the beginning of the year . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . .
2
Purchases .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cost of labor
. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .I
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Additional section 263A costs(attach schedule) . . . . . .
Other costs (attach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total (add lines I through 4b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Inventory at the end of the year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cost of goods sold and/or operations (subtract line 6 from line 5)-Enter here and on ine 2, page I . . .
Check all methods used for valuing closing inventory:
N D Cost (it) 0 Lower of cost or market as described in regulations section 1.471-4 (see instructions)
(m) El Writedown of "subnormal" goods as described in regulations section 1.471-2(c) (we instructions)
(iv) 0 Other (Specify method used and attach explanation) I- _ _ _ ~ ................................
b Check if the LIFO inventory method was adopted this tax year for any goods. (if checked, attach Form 970.) . . . . . . . . C3
c If the LIFO inventory method as used for this tax year, enter percentage (or amounts) of closing inventory
computed under LIFO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
it Was there any change (other than for section 263A purposes) in determining quantities, costs, or valuations between the
opening and closing inventory? (if "Yes, * attach explanation.) . . . . . .
ElIfes 0 No
a Do the rules of section 263A (with respect to property produced or acquired .tor re~ale) apply i. the' corporation? []yas [] No

I
2
3
48
b
5
6
7
gar

'19

Nam

Pag.

F- 11MIC-USC(1987)

0
0
mill
V
0
milt

0)

SCHEDULE B.-Gross Income (See page 5 of I structions.)
c_._
0) T~ & 1.1koh ,

(2) Enter the following for any corporation listed in F(1) that will report the IC-DISC's income:
Tax year of first corporation
I IRS Service Center where return will be filed
Tax year of second corporation

IRS Service Center where return will be filed

G(I) Check theappropriate box(es) to indicate any intercompany pricing rules that were applied to 25% or more of total receipts (line I below):
0 50-50 combined taxable income method
El 4% gross receipts method D Section 482 method ("arm's length pricing")
(2) Check here El ifthe marginal costing rules under section 994(bX2) were applied in figuringthe combined taxable income foranytransactiorts.

All Computations Must Reflect Intercompany Pricing Rules If Used
(Section 994) (See Separate Schedule P (Form I I20-IC-DISC).)

2

Taxable Income
I
2
3

Enter amount from Schedule B, line 4. column (a) . . .
Cost of goods sold and/or operations (Schedule A. line 7) .
Total income (subtract line 2 from line 1) . . . . . .

4

Enter amount from Schedule E, line 3

5

.
.
.

.
.
.

. .
.
...

.

I
.

.

1
2
3

.

.

.

.

.

4

Taxable income before net operating loss deduction and dividends-received deduction (subtract line 4 from line 3:

5

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.
.

.

.

.

" Net operating IM5 deduction (we instructions-attach schedule)
b Dividends-rKeived deduction from line 6, Schedule C
7c =Zme
andl~ubtaci
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line ~c from line
Refund
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1.
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0.

Other qualified export receipts:
* Leasing or renting of export property .

.

.

.

.

C-.,(Q

(d) Othe,
-.0.

J=
(c) and (d))

(A
_111.
cc
00
4
0
In
0
mill
a

b Services related and subsidiary to a qualified
export sale a leaw . . . . . . . . . .
c Engineering and architectural services . . . .
it Export management services . .
Qualified dividends (line 12, Schedule. C). . . .
I* Interest on producer's loans . . . . . . .
g Other interest (attach schedule) . . . . . .

.

I U.S. tax ongasoline and special fuels (attach Form 4136)(see instructions)

:lease

sign
Here

.
.

(b) G- --ts

I a Qualified export receipts from the sale of export property:
To unrelated purchasers:
(i) Direct foreign sales
(4) Foreign sales through a retated foreign entity
(W) To persons in the U.S. (other than an
unrelated IC-DISC) . . . . . . . . .
(iv) To an unrelated IC-DISC . . . . . . .
b To related purchasers;
(i) Direct foreign sales . . . . . .
(it) TopersonsintheU.S . . . . . . . .
* Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

F- I I 20-IC-DISC (isv)

th Capital gain net income (attach Schedule D
(Form 1120)) . . . . . . . . . . . .
I Net gain (or Ioss) from Part If. Form 4797
(attach Form 4797; we instructions)
I Other (see instructions-aftach schedule)
A Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Nonqualified gross receipts:
Ultimate u in U.S.. . . . . . . . . .
Exports su bsosidized by the U.S. Government (see
. . . .
c instructions)
Certain direct or
. indirect
. . . sales
. . or. leases;
.
for use
by the U.S. Government . . . . . . . . .
d Sales toother IC-DISCs in the same controlled group
e Nonqualified dividends (line 13, Schedule C) .
I Other (see instructions-attach schedule) . . .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 Total-Enter amount in column(e)on line 1, page I

Pill-

0
CA

I- I IMIC-DISC (1987)

Page
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SCHEDULE C.-Dividends and Special Deductions (See page 6 of Instructions.)
(c) SMial 6Wmt-s:
Cm,lbpy (,) . (b))

Domestic corporations subject to section 243(a) deduction (other than debt.
financed stock) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Debt-financed stock of domestic and foreign corporations (section 246A) . . .
Certain preferred stock of public utilities (section 244) . . . . . . . . .
Foreign corporations and certain FSCs subject to section 245 deduction . . . .
Wholly owned foreign subsidiaries subject to 100% deduction (section 245(b)) .

2
3
4
5
6

Total-Add lines I through 5, column (c). See instructions for limitation, Enter
here and on line 6b, page I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other dividends from foreign corporations not included in lines 4 and 5 . . . .
Income from controlled foreign corporations under subpart F (attach Form 5471) .
IC-DISC or former DISC dividends not included in line I and/or 2 (section 246d)) .
Other dividends . . . . . . . . . . .
I I . . . . . . . .
Total dividends (add lines I through 10, column (a)) . . . . . .
. .
Qualified dividends-Enter here and on line 2e, column (d), Schedule B . . . .
Nonqualified dividends (subtract line 12 from line I 1)-Enter here and on line
3e, column (d), Schedule B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7
8
9
10
I I
12
13

FA

SCHEDULE E. -Deductions (Seepage 7 of the Instructions for Limitations on Deductions before completing Sche ueE.)
I
a
b
c
d
a
I
g
h
I
I
It
I
in

2*
*
b
c
d
a
I
g
3
h

4

SCH EDU LE J. -Deemed and Actual Distributions to Shareholders for the Tax Year (See page 8 of I nstructions.)
I.) D~idi,d'
-ivtx)

I

P.,.

Fix. 1 120, IC-DISC (1987)

Export promotion expenses:
Market studies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Advertising . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Depreciation (attach Form 4562) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Salaries and wages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sales commissions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Warehousing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Freight (excluding insurance- see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Compensation of officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Repairs (see instructions) ...
Pension, profit sharing. etc plans
(sea- instructions)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Employee benefit programs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other (list):
..........................
..........................................................
Total (add lines Is through 1m) . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other expenses not deducted on line 1:
Bad debts (we instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Contributions (not over 10% of line 7. page 1, adjusted per instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . .
Freight (we instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Freight insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
Other (list):
..... L_ ... ........................... -- ....................................................
Total (add lines 2a through 2g) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total deductions (add lines I n and 2h)-Enter here and on line 4, page 1 . . . . . . .. -

Part I.-Deemed Distributions Under Section 995(b)(1)
I

Gross interest derived during the tax year from producer's loans (section 995(bX IXA)) . . . . . . . .
2 Gain recognized on the sale or exchange of section 995bXl)(B) properly (attach schedule) . . . . . 1
3 Gain recognized on the sale or exchange of section 995(bXl)(C) property (attach schedule) . . . . . .
4 50% of taxable income attributable
.
to military property (section 995(bXIXD)) (see instructions-attach
.
.
.
.
schedule) . . . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
5 Taxable income from line 7 Part 11 . . .
.
6 Taxable income of the C.DISC (from line 7. page 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 Add lines 1, 2. 3. 4 and 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8 Subtract line 7 from line 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 If you have shareholders that are C corporations, enter one-seventeenth of line 8 (.0588235
times
line
8)
.
lQ International boycott income (we instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 Illegal bribes and other payments (we instructions)

1 2
1 3

LZ
8
9

0
0
mill
V
0
mill

. 12
. _13. 14
.
15

C
It

k
4
6

0)

Note: Separate computations are required for shareholders that are C corporations and shareholders other
than C corporations for lines 12-23. Complete lines 12, 14, 15, 17a, 18, 20, and 22 for shareholders other
than C corporations. Complete lines 13, 14, 16, 1 7b. 19, 2J, and23 forshareholders that are Ccorporations.
12 Total of lines 7, 10, and 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13 Total of lines 7. 9. 10, and I I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14 Earnings and profits for the tax year (we instructions-attach schedule) . . . . . . . .
15 Enter smaller of line 12 or 14 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16 Enter smaller of line 13 or 14 . . . . . .
17 Foreign investment attributable to producer's bans (see instructions-attach schedule):. . .
a Computation of amount for shareholders other than C corporations . . . . . . . . . .
b Computation of amount for shareholders that are C corporations . . . . . . . . . . .
18 Addlines'15andl7a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19 Add lines'16 and 17b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20 Enter percentage of stock owned by shareholders other than C corporations . . . . . . .
. . . . .
21 Enter percentage of stock owned by shareholders that are C corporations . .
22 Multiply line 18 by line 20 (see instructions) . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .
23 Multiply line 19 by line 21 (see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24 Total deemed distributions under section 995(bXl) for all shareholders-Add lines 22 and 23
Part II.-Section 995(b)(1)(E) Computation

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
. . .
. . .
. . .

.
.
.
-

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
WEMM
. 17a
. M
.
18
.
.

.
.
.

. .
. .
. .
- -

.
.
.

. .
. .
. .

*

4
5
6

Enter smaller of: (a) number of days in tax year divided by 365, or (b) I (one) (see instructions) . . . . .
Proration-Line 2 or 3, whichever is applicable, times line 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Excess qualified export receipts-Line I less line 5. (if line 5 exceeds line 1, enter zero here and on line 7
below.) :
Taxable income
- '
attributable
'
'
' line' 6 receipts-Enter
to
'
'
' here'and on
' line' 5 of 'Part
' I we instructions)
* * '
. . .
Part III.-Orremird Distributions Under Section "5(b)(2)

I
,2

I
2

.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Total qualified export receipts (see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . .
Statutory maximum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Controlled group member's portion of the statutory maximum (see instructions) .

I
2
3

.
.
.

.
.
.
. .

I
2
3

7

. . .
. . .
. . .

.
.
.

.
.

-5
6
-7

-2
-3
.
.

.
.

.

.

.

Accumulated IC-DISC income (for periods after 1984) at end of computation year . . . . . .
Distributions-i"xcen-of-income for the tax year following the computation year to which line I applies .

.

3 Deterred DISC income-Subtract line 2 from line I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

$10,000,000

A

.

.

,n
2
-3

Annual installment of distribution attribulableto revocationoll election in an earlier year . . . . .
Annual installment of distribution attributable to not qualifying as a DISC or IC-DISC in an earlier year
Total deemed distributions under section 995(bX2) (add lines I and 2)
. . . . . .
. . .
Part IV.-Actual Distributions
Distributions to meet qualification requirements under section 992(c) (attach computation) . .
Other actual distributi ns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total (add lines I and 2)
. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .
Amount on line 3 treated as distributed from
a Previously taxed income (see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4s
Is Accumulated IC-DISC income (including IC-DISC income of the. current yes,)
c Other earnings and profits . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . 4d
d Other . . . . . . . . . . .
Port V.-Deforred DISC Income Under Section "5(f)(3)

a

CID
4
0

CL
Six
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C
0
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3
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Instructions for
Form 1120-IC-DISC
Interest Charge Domestic International Sales
Corporation Return
(section references are to the Internal Revenue code unless otherwise noted.)

Paperwork Reduction Act
Notice
We as% for this information tocarry out the
Internal Revenue lawsofthe United States
we need it to ensure that taxpayers are
complying with these laws and to allow us to
figure and
c tthe right amount of tax.
You are rcquir:dt
Coll 0 give us this information.
Voluntary Contributions To
Reduce the Public Debt
Quite often, ii~iqjiries are received about
how voluntary contributions to reduce the
public debt may be made. A domestic
international sales corporation may
contribute by enclosing a separate, check
pay' ble to "Bureau of the Public Debt, "
with Form 1120 IC.DISC. These amounts
deductiblea; subject to th a rules and
oesforch itable contributions.
Changes You Should Note
Tax Reform Act of 1986 (Act)
The Act made many changes to the Internal
Revenue Code that affect the IC-D:SC and
its shareholders. Many of them Changes
are contaired in the instructions For
information on other chanies s~e
Publication 92 1. E~plarxatio~ of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 for Business.
General Instructions
A. Purpose of Form
Form 120-IC-DISC is an information
return 1filed by interest chairttdoexesticC.).
5 (IC.D
international sales corpora
former DISCs. and former IC-DISCs.
B. What Is an Ic-DISC
An IC-DISC is a domestic corporation that
has elected to be an IC-DISC and its election
is still in effect. The IC-DISC election is
made by filing Form 4876A, Ele0on To Be
Treated as an Interest Charge DISC. .
Generally, an IC-DISC is not taxed on its
income. Shareholders of an IC-OISC are
t.lied on its income when the income is
actually or deemed distributed. In addition,
section 995(f) imposes an interest charge
on shareholders for their share of DISCrelated deferred tax liability. See F
9404. Computation of Interest Ch:rge
ren on
DISC-Related Deferred Tax Liability, for
details.
To be an IC-DISC, a corporation must be
organued under the laws of a state or the
District of Columbia and meet the following
tests:

a its tax year must conforno to the tax year
of
the principal shareholder who at the
beginning of the tax year has the highest
percentage of voting powler. If two or more
shareholders have the highest percentage
of voting power, the IC-DISC must elect a
tax yE.3r that conforms to that at any one of
the principal shareholders. (See section
44 1 (h) and the regulations 0hereunder for
additional information.)
. Its election to be treated as an IC-DISC is
in effect for the tax year.
a At least 95% of its groses receipts during
the tax year are qualified export receipts.
* At the end of the tax year, the adjusted
basis of its qualified export assets is at '
least 95% of the win of the adjusted basis
of all its assets.
o It has only on class of stock. and its
outstanding stock has a par or stated value
of at least $2,500 on each do If of the tax
year (or. for a new Corporation. on the last
day to elect IC-DISC status for the year and
an each later day).
& On each day of the tax year. it has its
own bank account and keeps separate
books and records,
a It is not a member of any controlled
group of which a foreign sales Corporation
(FSC) is a member.
See section 992 and related regulations
for details and Instruction D for definitions.
Distribution to meet qualification
requiremaintic-An IC,DISC that does not
meet the gross receipts test or qualified
export asset test during the tax year will still
be considered to he" met them if, after the
tax year ends, the IC-DISC makes a pro rate
property distribution to its shareholders and
specifies at the time that this is a
distribution to meet the qualification
requirements.
II the IC-DISC did not meet the grow
receipts test, the distribution equals the
pa rt of its taxable income attributable to
gross receipts that are not qualified export
gross receipts. If it did not meet the
qualified export asset test.-the distribution
equals the fair market value of the assets
that a. not qua Iffied export assets on the
last day of the tax yea r. If the IC-DISC did
not meet either test, the distribution equals
the surn of both amounts. Regulations;
section 1.992.3 explains how to figure the
!~tribution.
Interest" an late distributiori the
IC-DISC makes this distribution afterthe
date Form I 1204C.DISC is due, interest
must =id to the Internal Revenue
Service
to where you filed the form.
The charge is 4'h% of the distribution finnins
the number of tax years that begin after the

tax year to which the distributim I I I until the date the r_DISC made the
distribution.
If you must pay this interest. send that
payment to the service center within 30
days of making the distribution. On the
payment write the IC-DISC's name.
address and employer identification
number;' the tax year Ww~. and a
statement that the pis
interest charge under calla
Section
1.992.31
Ineligible o%antnfform-The followil
organizations am not eh&b for 100111i
status. File the return inallicaleal' - 'of
Form 11204C-DISC:
.
a Tax-exempt orgartmations (section 501)c
File the appropriate return in thill Form 990
series.
e Personalholdinilicampanies(section
542): File Form 1120 and Schedule PH
(Form 1120).
a Financial institutionsaffected by
581 or 593: Fite Fo- 1120.
e Insurancecompanies(sultichaphai
File Form 112OLcr 1120-PC.
a Regulated investment companies
(section 851(a)): File Fonn 1120-RiC.
x, Real estate investment trusts (section
856): File Foirm 1120-RErr.
a S corporations (section 1361(syr. Fda
Form 1120S.
C. Filing Form 1 120-IC-DISC.'
1. Who Files Form 1120-IC-011SIC-Yor
must file Form I 120-IC-OW N your
corporation elected, by filling Form 4376k
to be treated as an 1C,4D1SC.
If the corporation is a former DISC or
former IC-DISC. you most file Form 1120-.
IC-DISC for it, in addition to any other aiturn
A former OfSC is a corporation
.a DISC on or before Decombeir 31.
1984, but failed to qualify as a DtSC
sometime, prior to December.11 t9U or
did not elect to be an IC-DISC ~~ RAZ
and at the beginning of the year, it had
undistributed crilcome that was Previously
taxed or accurnuilided WSCloom ~A
forrinerIC-DISCiselporpolabonilhallwasan
IC,DISCinaneadieryawbtfididndquoft
as an IC-DISC at the end of its 1996 tax
year; and at the beiginning of the year. it find
undistributed income Unit was pmvWu* taxed or accumulailled IC-D= income. (See
section 992 and related reparidoral
A former DISC or forwhaff 1CxDISC need
not complete page I and the Schodolesfor
figuring taxable incomil but must complete
Schedules J. L. and M at Form 11MIG-,
DISC and Schedule K (Form 11204C-DISC).
Write 'Former DISC" or *Former IC4)W
across the top of the return.

2. When To Flike.-F
f Jj;eiie Uotm I I 20-IC -DISC
by th. I S it, day
aft, if to,
tax year ends No extensikorvs a a allowedI
time to file.
Period covered. - I ile we 1987 return
for calendar yell 1987 and fischl years that
beginfill
year
in 1987. If the return is for a fiscal
intheta~ yeaFspilceatthetopol
the form
Amiended,'t.nm - J o correct any error
in a For. 11 20 IC-DISC already filed, file
~n amended For. I I 20-1C. DISC and vait,
Amended" ac,oss the top.
Change. irl!.I% year-To change your tyear. file Farm 11 28. Application for
Change. in Accounting Period.
Final refurn-lf the corporation ceased
to exist during 1986, write "Focal return"
across the top of the form
3. Where To File.It lax, xiia, WillIi,ixxtel in
V

Uxi,tm
W=
V
-.-, Fix WIG'.

~YiA 0
C- x.. MM--,,, M.noi
W.
Rver-1
C_,w.
S.Al r.,N,.

A-. MA 05N) I

--, CA 39901

MI'-f- C,

C11--.0.45M

ca-l. L.-na,
0axI.-

k,- ~ 73302

San.. C,- CC-11 C.W W N-. F,

Ne-^K !.PaS-to, Sai,
S-1. S-,. ~six-:
San.,
I-I.. T-1, 10-ed
vila). C`4`_.
.
mcnUin..
c-i, Dliaita. 0,,W. Slaft,
pliilu,~
w, ..4
.az
E;"

09ise,. UT $4201

I-. CA 93NO

'erits, ~lk Affixeillyn.
A-. ell-, N"
C-_.T___
V"i

claaaacitY.M0649"

Iviel.io,' M 37501

Dex.- Dntiv,t of
P_*_

.

PhAwk,10", PA 19255

If the IC-DISC is one of a group of ICDISCs controlled by a
parent file
with the service centerCommon
two the c;,~mojri
parent files.
A group of corporations in "wal juirrice
center regions my file their separate
returns with the service center for the
principal office of the managing corporation
that keeps all the books and records.
.
4. Sipature.-The return must be signed
and dated by the president,
president.
treasuirer, assistant treasurer.
chief
vice

Page 2

tiffire. or a..v tahex -Poi.t~
.flic., such as tax cil:i~e,) -tnun"a to
sign.
A receiver, trust".. of as%ignee must
sign and date any let n rerjoirod to he filed
0, Lehiilf cif . o,po,alinn.
your corporate officef filled in Form
1 120
11 IC-DISC, the Paid P,epare,'s space
under Signature of Officer should remain
blank If someone prepares Form 1 1 20 IC
DISC and does not charge the corporation.
that person should not sign the return.
Ce,t.iin others who prepare Form 1 1 20 IC
DISC should not sign. For e..plL.
regular. full-time emp:oyee- of the.
rorporationsu hasaclerkorsecretary
doijas hot have to
'r sign. (This list is not all.
ni~lusivej
Go`.raIIy.,.ny-e .1io is paid 1. prep.,.
term 120-IC-DISC must sign the return
and fillI in the other blanks in the Paid
Preparer's Use Only area of the return.
The preparet requirex] to sign the.
MUST:
. Complete the,equr,d wejzeer
information.

a Sign 4. by hand, in the space Provided for
file preparer's signature. (Signature tamps
or labels are not acceptable.)
o Give a copy of Form 1 120 iC DISC to the
taxpayer in addition to the copy filed with
IRS,
Tax return preparers should be, familiar
with their responsibilities See Publication
1045, Information 40, Tax Practitiox,ers. for
more details.
S. Other Returns and Statements That
May Be Required& Financial Stirtalloirritil,
The balance sheeh must ao~- will, yo.a
books and records. Per onc ile anv
differences
Is. Stock In foreign cotporatim.
If. on the last day of your tax yele. you
owned at least 5% in value of a foreign
persceal holding company'5 outstanding
stock and the corporation was required to
include in its gross income any undistributed
foreign personal holding company income,
attach a statement showing the foreign
company's gross income deductions
credits, taxable income. jina undistrigined
foreign personal holding company income.
Sao section 551(c)
If you coritrolled a foreign corporation or
owned at least 10% of the shares in a
controlled foreign corporation. you noy
he.
Form 5471, Iniormlition
Corporation.
Return
With to
Respect
file to a Foreign
c. Forms
The IC-DISC may have to file any of the
following:
Forms W-2 and
Transmittal
W-3, Wage
0, and Tax
Statement; and
Income and
Tax Statements.
Farm W-2P. Statement for Recipients of
Annuities, Pensions, Retired Pay, or IRA
Payments.
Form 966. Corporate Dissolution or
Liquidation.
Form 1096. Annual Summary and
Transmittal of U.S. Information Returns.
Form 1098. Mortgage Interest
Statement. This form is "sod to report the
receipt from any individual of $600 or more
of mortgage interest in the course of the
corippration's trade or business for any
Calendar year.

forms 1099-A, B. DIV. INT, MISC.
DID, PATR, and R. Int-.%Mion returns for
reporting atvindoinments. acquisitions
through toreclostee. proceeds from broken.
bailer exc hange, and real estate
transactions certain dividends and
cztrilbu,ions~ interest Payments. paynionix
!or certain fishing boat CT n members,
nlediCill and dental he.Ilix care payments.
direct sales consumer goods for resale,
miscellaiiews
of income payments,
nonerefiloyea cbmpen~fion, original issue
cl ~~wrvt. patronage dividends, and total
cli, Wbutions from profit-sharing plans,
reiir~meaxt plans. and individual retirement
arrangements, Aim use these returns to
.epoff amounts Ifult were received as a
nominee w behalf of another person.
For inore information. see Publication
916, Information Returns.
Note; Ew.fycolporation must tile
intorrmtion returns if, in the coursoofirs
trade business. it nmPes payments
or or
cents. 01
commissions, cir other fixed
daterminabje income (seli, section 604J)
totaling $600 or more to any me Person
during the calendar y-,.
Farm S452. Corporate Report 61
Nontaxable Dividends.
form 5498. Indreidual Retirement
Arrangenient Information It is to be used to
provide IRS with contribution
'
information
on individual retirement arrangements,
simplified employ" pen5ions. and
deductible voluntary employ"
contributions.
Form 5713. International Boycott
Report. for persons having operations in or
related to 'boycotting" countries. In
addition. persons who participate in or
cooperate with an international boycott my
have to complete Schedule A or Schedule B
and Schedule C of Form 5713 to compute
theme loss of me folloilving items: the foreign
tax credit, the deferral of eamin'to
. oli
'SC
controlled foreign corporation,
beiiefits, and FSC benofits.
Form 8264. Application for Registration
of a Tax Shelter. It is tred by tax shelter
,Xnizers
or
.
to register tax sheltee; with the
lor the purpose of receiving a tax
shefter registration number.
Farm 8271. Investor Reporting of Tax
Shelter Registration Number. It is used by
taxpayers who haw acquired an interest in
a tax shelter, which is required to be
registered. to report the tax shelter's
registration number.
Form 8271 must be attadied to any tax
return (including an application for tentative
refund Form 1139) and an amended Form
1 120-1,S DISC) on which a deduction.
credit. Im. or other tax benefit attributable
to a tax shelter is reported.
Form 8281. Information return far
Publicly Offered Original Issue Discount
Instruments. This form is
Ily
to be filed by issuers of =erj7of
'red
debt instruments within 30 days of the
issuance of the debt instrument.
Farm 8300. Report of Cash Paynients
Over $10.000 Received in a Trade or
Business. Generally, this form is used to
report the rexxiipt of more Own $10.000 In
cash or foreign currency In one transaction
(or a series of related transactions).
Forms 1042 and 1104211I.-File Form
1042, Annual Withholding Tax Return for
U.S. Source Income of Foreign Persons.

A, soc ation a nd that the I C. DISC
a:cu'res, froin. the bank, the
association, or the person who Sold or
bought the goods from which the
obligations arose.
(8) Certain obligations. held by the ICDISC that were issued by a domestic
corporation organized to finance
expon property sales under an
agreement with the Export-import
Bank. by which the corporation makes
export loans that the bank guarantees.
(9) Other deposits in the U.S. used to
acquire qualified export assets within
the time provided by regulations
section 1.993.2(j).
Regulations section 1 993.2 gives more
information.
c. Export property must meet all the
D. Definitions
following terms. It is:
1. The following definitions are based on
(1) Made, grown, or extracted in the U.S.
section 993.
by Someone other than an IC-DISC.
a. Qualified export receipts, in general. are
(2) Neither excluded under section
any of the following:
993(c)(2) nor declared in short supply
(1) Gross receipts from selling exchanging.
under section 993(c)(3).
or otherwise disposing of e;port
(3) Held mainly for Sale or rent in the
property.
ordinary course of trade or business.
(2) Gross receipts from renting export
by or to an IC-DISC for direct use,
property that the leswe,uses outside
consumption, or disposition outside
the U.S.
.
the U.S.
Gross receipts from supporting services
(4) Property not-triore than 50% of the
related to any qualified sale, exchange.
fair market value of which is
rental, or other disposition of export
attributable to articles imported into
property by the corporation.
the U.S.
(4) Gross receipts, if there is a gain, from
(5) Neither sold nor leaSed by or to
selling. exchanging. or otherwise
another IC-DISC that. immediately
disposing of qualified export assets that
before or after the transaction, either
are not export property.
belongs to the Same controlled group
(5) Dividends or amounts includible in
(defined in section 993(aX3)) as your
gross i come -inder section 951
IC-DISC or is related to your IC-DISC in
regarding Stock of a related foreign
a way that would result in losses being
export corporation.
denied under section 267.
(6) interest on any obligation that is a
See regulations section 1.993-3 for details.
qualified export asset.
d. A producer's loan must meet all the
(7) Gross receipts for engineering or
follow ng terms:
architectural services on construction
(1) Satisfy sections 993(d)(2) and (3)
projects outside the U.S.
I'miting loans the IC-DISC makes to
(8) Gross receipts for managerial services
any one borrower.
performed for an unrelated IC-DISC.
(2) Not raise the unpaid balance due the
For more information, see regulations
IC-DISC on all its producer's loan!
section 1.993-1.
above the level of accumulated ICIss. Qualified export asserts are any of the
DISC income it had at the start of t.following:
month in which 4 made the loan.
(1) Export property.
(3) Be indicated by written evidence of
(2) Assets used mainly in performing the
debt, such as a note, that has a stated
eriginearing or architectural Services
maturity date no more than 5 years
listed under qualified export receipts,
after the date of the loan.
Kem (7). or managerial services that
(4) Be made to a person in the U.S. in the
turther the production of qualified
trade or business of making, growing,
export receipts, items (1), (2),(3). and
or extracting export property.
(7) above; or assets used mainly in
(5) Be designated as a producer's loan
assembling. servicing, handling, sellin&
when made.
leasing. packaging, transporting. or
For more information, sea Schedule Q
storing of export property.
(Form I 120-IC-DISC). Borrower's Certificate
(3) Accounts receivable produced by
of Compliance with the Rules for Producer's
transactions listed underqualified export
Loans, and regulations section 1.993-4.
receipts. its= (1)-(4), (7), or (8).
A related foreign export corporation of
(4) Temporary investments. such as money
hy of the following kinds caIt pay dividends .
and bank deposits, in an amount
and interest to the IC-DISC without I= of
reasonsble tomeet the corporation's
IC-DISC status. The lC-DISC's imintment
needs for working capital.
must be related to exports from the U.S.
(5) Obliptionstelated to a producer's loan
(1) A lovissign international Sales
(6) A related foreign export corporation's
corporation is a related foreign export
stock orsecuritiesthat the IC-DISC
corporation if:
holds
(I) The IC-DISC directly owns more
(7) Certainobligatiores Iftat are issued orthan 50% ofthe total voting
Insured by the U.S. Exp(,rt-Impoit Bank
power of the foreign corporstion's
of the Foreign Credit Insurance
stock,

still Form 1042S. Foreign Person's U.S.
Source Income Subiect to Withholding. to
report tax withheld irom amounts paid to
nonresident aliens and foreign
corporations (sections 144 1 through 1443
Ind 1461). In addition, please inform your
Shareholders who are nonresident alien
individuals or foreign corporations trusts
or estates that if they have gains fio.
disposing of stock in the IC-DISC. former
DISC, of former IC-DISC, or distributions
fro. accumulated IC-DISC income,
including deemed distributions, they must
treat these amounts as effectively
connected with the conduct of a trade or
business conducted through a permanent
establishment in the U.S., and derived
from sources within the U.S.

(is) FCr the tax year that ends with
your IC-D:SC's tax year or ends
within it, at least 95% of the
foreign corporation's gross
receipts consists of the qualified
export receipts described in items
(1)-(4) of definition a above and
interest on the qualified export
assets listed in items (3) and (4)
of definition Ir above. and
(m) The adjusted basis of the
qualified export assets that are
listed in items (1)-(4) of b above
and that the foreign corporation
he:d at the end of the tax year is
at
east 95% of the adjusted basis
of all assets it held then.
(2) A real properly holding company is a
elated foreign export corporation if:
(i) The IC DISC directly owns more
than 50% of the total voting
power of the foreign corporation's
stock, and
(it) Applicable foreign law forbids the
IC.DISC to hold title to real
property; the foreign corporation's
sole function is to hold the title;
and only the IC-DISC uses the
property, under lease or otherwise.
(3) An associated foreign corporation is
a related foreign export corporation if:
(i) The IC.DISC or a controlled group
of corporations to which the IC.
DISC belongs owns less than 10%
of the total voting power of the
(foreign corporation's stock
section 1563 defines a
controlled group in this sense,
and sections 1563d) and (a)
define ownership), and
(d) The IC-DISC's ownership of the
foreign corporation's Stock or
securities reasonably furthers
transactions that lead to qualified
export receipts for the IC-DISC,

See regulations section.1.993.5 for more
information about related foreign export
corporations,
f. Grow, receipts are the IC-DISC's total
receipts from (1) selling or renting property
that the corporation holds for sale or rental in
the course of its trade or business arid (2) all
other Sources. For commissions on Selling oir
renting property, include gross receipts from
wiling or renting the property on which the
commissions arose. Regulations section
1.993.6 gives more information.
g. United States. as used in them
instructions, includes Puerto Rico and U.S.
postSessions. as well as the 50 states and
the District of Columbia.
2. Inter-comparly pricing ruin (section
994).-If a related person described in
Section 482 Sells export property to the
IC-DISC, use the inter-comparly pricing rules
to figure taxable income fw the IC-DISC and
the seller. These rules generally do not
permit the related person to price at a low.
Under inter-comparly pricing, the IC-DISC`S
taxable income from thie sale (regardless of
the price actually charged) my not exceed
the greatest of:
(a) 4% of qualified export receipts on the
IC-DISC's Sale of the property plus
10% of the IC.QISC's export
promotion expensn attributable to
the resteiplss~
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(b) 50% of the IC-DISC's and the seller's
combined taxable income from
qualified export receipts on the
property, derived fro. the IC-DISC'S
Sale of the property plus 10% of the
IC-DISC's export promotion expenses
attributable to the receipts. or
(c) taxable income based on the sale
price actually charged, provided that
under section 482 the price actually
charged clearly reflects the taxable
income of the IC DISC and the
related person.
Schedule P (Form 11 20-IG-DISC),
Computation of Inter-Comparly Transfer Price
or Commission, explains the tnter-comPany
pricing rules in more detail.
3. Export promotion expenses (section
994(c)).-These expenses are incurred to
help distribute or sell export property for use
or distribution outside the U.S. These
expenses do not include income tax, but do
include 50% of the cost of shipping the
export property on U S -owned and
-operated aircraft or i~ips if U.S. law or
regul tions do not require that it be shipped
on th:..
E. Penalties
The IC-DISC may have to pay the following
penalties unless it can Show that it had
reasonable Cause for not giving information
or not filing a return:
not
rg
. $ 100
each
required to'
information.
instance
up t.-$A.;80during
of
'"
the calendar year.
ris $ 1,000 for not filing a return'
See section 6686 for other details.

Attachments.-If you need more space,
attach separate sheets to the back of Form
11 20-IC-DISC. Attach Form 4136,
Computation of Credit for Federal Tax on
Gasoline and Special Fuels, after pap 6.
.Form I I 20-IC-DISC. Attach Schadules in
lphabetical order and other forms in
numerical order after the Form 4136. Be
sure to put the IC-DISC's name and
employer identification number (EIN) on
each sheet.
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Employer Identification Number- Enter
the IC-OISC's employer identification
number (EIN). if the IC-DISC does not have
an EIN, it should apply for one an Form
SS-4, Application for Employer
Identification Number. You can get this
form at mmt. IRS or Social Security
Administrab on offices. Send Form SS-4 to
the Same Internal Revenue Service Center
to which you send Form 1 120-IC-DISC. If
you have not received the EIN by the time
for filing Form 1120-IC-DISC. write
"Applied for" in the space for the EIN.
Question E.-Total assets.-Entsir the
total assets of the IC-DISC. If there are no
assets at the end of the tax year, enter the
assets as of the beginning of the tax year h,
Question F.-For rules of stock attributio
*
see Section 267(c). If the owner of the voting
stock of the IC-DISC was an alien individual or
a foreign corporation, pa. rtnership, trust, or
estate, check the "Yes' box in the "Foreign
M 1h.

(2) Second. to any accumulated IC.DISC
income; and
(3) Finally, to previously taxed i.n.come. Do
IC.DISC
and
not apply any deficit in earnings
profits against accumulated
income that, as a result of the
corporation's revoking its election to
be treated as an IC-DISC (or other
disqualification), is cleented
distributed to the shareholders. (See
section 995(bX2XA).)
7. Taxable Incormul you use either the
gross receipts method or combined taxable
income method to compute the IC-DISC's
taxable income attributable to any
transactions involving products or product
lines, aftach Schedule P (Form 11204C.
DISC). Show in detail the IC-DISC's taxable
income attributable to each Such
transaction or group of transactions.
B. Refund of U.S. tax on gasoline and
spelical fuels.-Enter the Credit from Form
4136. Also. if the IC-OISC is a producer of
domestic crude oil and overpaid the windfall
p ofit tax, include the overpayment from
Form 6249, Computation of Overpaid
Windfall Profit Tax, in the total on line 8.
Also enter the overpayment Separately in
the margin beside line 8 and identify it as
"Overpaid windfall8rofit tax.' Attach Form
6249 to Form 1 12 -IC-DISC.
Schedule A.-Cost of Goods
Sold and/or Operations
If you use inter-company pricing rules. reflect

owner's country, in parentheses. in the
address column. "Owner's Country.' for
individuals is their country of residence: for
other foreign entities, it is the country in
which organized or otherwise created, or in
which administered.

.......
related
s uWli;r.Q &Zr;I IQr;~~,on D2
and
the transfer price you compute in
Partuse
11 of Schedule P (Form 1120-IC-DISC).
I the C-DISC acts as another,person's
commisslo
I
I n agent on a sale, do not enter
File a Complete Return
any amount in Schedule A for the Sale. See
To assist us in processing the return, we ask
Lines I through 8
Schedule P (Forml 120-IC-DISC).
complete1 eveZ applicable entry
that
Cost of operations.-If the entry on line 2,
space
you
on Form 1 20.1 _DISC. Pleaw do not An IC-DISC must figure its taxable income
page 1, of Form I 120-IC-DISC is for the
although it does not pay most taxes. Of the
attach statements and write "See attached"
cost of operations, comple a Schedule A
taxes imposed by Sections I through 1564,
in lieu IofI complet"t. the entry space on
I
even if inventories are not used.
an IC-DISC is subject only to the tax
For.
20-IC-DIS
imposed by sections 1491 through 1494 on
Vatuatim methods.-Your inventories can
Accounting methods.-Compute taxable
be valued at: (1) cost; (2) cost or market
certain transfers to avoid tax. An IC-DISC is
income by the accounting method regularly
value (which"er is lower); or (3) any other
exempt from corporate income tax,
used to keep the IC-DISC's books and
and
method that is approved by the
minimum tax on tax preference items,
records, The method used must clearly
Commissioner of Internal Revenue and that .
accumulated earnings tax.
reflect taxable income. See section 446.
conforms to the provisions of the applicable
An IC-DISC and its shareholders am not
A member of a controlled group must
corporation
tax
regulations cited below.
entitled
to
the
possession
avoid using an accounting method that
Taxpayers using erroneous valuation
credit (section 936). Also, an IC-DISC
iwould distort any foup member's income,
cannot claim the investment tax credit, the
methods must change to a method
.Cts
ricludingitsown. or example, an IC-DISC
credit,
research
credit,
alcohol
fuel
permitted
for Federal income tax purposes.
jobs
as a commission agent for property
Such changes
15. F should be made by filing
credit, general business credit. and credit
Sales by a related corporation that uses the
Form 311 . For more information about the
for fuel produced from a noncibriventional
accrual method and pays the IC-DISC its
chanse,
source. In addition. them credits do not
) see Regulations section 1.446commission more than 2 months after the
1(eX and Rev. Proc. 84-74,1984-2 C B.
pass through to shareholders of an IC-DISC.
sale. The IC-DISC. then, should not use the
Cash method of accounting, because it
2. Cost of goods sold and/or 9W&tIbm,._ 738.
In line go, check the method(s) used for
materially distorts the income of the IC-DISC. See Instructions for Schedule A.
I
valuing inventories. Under "lower of cost or
Unless the law specifically permits
6& Hot operating hises deduction.-The
market, " market generatV applies to
otherwise. the IC-DISC may change from the "net operating loss deductZ
in" is the
normal market conditions when there Is a
accounting method it used to report taxable
amount of the not operati loss consfirovers
current bid price pretrailing at the date the
income in earlier years (for income as a
and carrybacks that can be deducted in the
invent* is valued. When no regular open
whole or for any material item) only by first
section 172 and Publicaftl
market exists or ashen quirlistions are
foritting consent on form 3115, Application
tax van
536,
1420"perating Losses, for debits. On
nominal because of inactive market
Change in Accounting Method.
conditions. use fair ritarket prices from the
Rounding off.-You may show the money
theinstructiorrixforScheduleC lines
w purchase transaction
items on the return and accompanying
Column (c) fordetails.
that occlsered nessir the date Use Inventory is
schedules as whole-dollar amounts. To do
A deficit in earnings and profits is
valued. For more requirements, sea
so, drop any amount Ina than 50 cents,
chargeable in the folloteing order:
section
1.471-4.
Regulations
and increase any amount from 50 cents
Cast
(1) First. to any ear
and profits
insiantarymelibi ki
through 99 cents to the next higher dollar.
when Ve awrc*
" bill(l)urnat"al
other than accumulate,TIDISC income or
previously taxed Income;
normal prices, or (2) unusable In Me nonsfulf,

Specific Instructions
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a

way because the goods are -subricirmal"
(that is, tecauw of damage, imperfections.
$nop wear, etc.) within the meaning of
regulations wction 1.47 1-2(c). Such goods
may be valued at a current bona fide selling
price mmus direct cost of disposition (but
not less than wrap value) if you can
establish such a price See regulations
section 1.471-2(c) for' more requirements.
In (iv) of 8a, indicate whether you used a
method of inventory valuation other than
those described in 8a (i) through (iii). Attach
a statement describing the method used.
If this is the first year the "last in firsl- Out-(HFO) inventory method waspither
adopted or extended to inventory goods not
previously valued under the LIFO method,
providi~d in section 472, attach Form 970,
Application To Use LIFO Inventory Method,
or a statement with the information
required by Form 970. Also check the LIFO
box in line 8b. In fine fic, enter the amount
percent of total closing inventories valued
or
using
the LIFO method. Estimates are
acceptable.
if the IC-DISC changed or extended its
inventory method to LIFO and had to write
up its ripening inventory to cost in the year
of election, report the effect of this writeup
as income (line 3f. Schedule B)
proportionately over the 3-year period that
begins in the tax year the corporation made
its LIFO election. (See section 472(d).)
Section 263A Uniform Capitalization
Rules.-The uniform capitalization rules of
section 263A are discussed in general in the
instructions for Limitations on Deductions
in the Schedule E instructions* See those
instructions before completing Schedule A
Corporatiens subject to section 263A will
be reciuiredo make adjustments to the cost
of goocls sold computation on Schedule A.
To the extent section 263A costs were not
included in inventory in prior years,
corporations must revalue their beginning
inventory. Corporations my elect one of
the simplified methods of accounting for
section 263A costs provided in Temporary
Regulations section 1.263A. IT for purposes
of both revaluing their inventory and
iccoutiting for costs in subsequent years.
a C the instruction for line 4a below. Absent
See
the election of a simplified method. the
corporation is required to allocate additional
costs to be included in inventory under
sai 263A with the wine degree of
specificity as was required of inwritoriablei
costs under prior Law
Line
198r'.l.-Fo, tax yea. beginning after
beginning inventory must be
revaluod as if wtion 263A miss had been
in effect for all prior tax years. Enter the
renvalued beginning inventory on line 1. An
adjustment to income isrequired under
sectioit 481(a). This adjustment should be
included in income on line 2j (or 3f if
applicable) of Schedule B, Form I 120-ICDISC. and separately identified on an
attached schedule. The section 481
adjustment is taken into account over a
period not to exceed 4 years. In addition.
S,
complete Fdrm 3115 to shovo ft
compideffion of the section 481(s)
adjustment. Attach Form 3115 to Form
I k204C;1DISC. Be sumto user-the M7
reviskinof Form 3115. See section 903(d)

of the Tax Reform 0 ct of 1986 and
regulations under section 263A for more
information on revaluing beginning
inventory.
Line 4a.-Aii entry is required on this line
only for corporations electing a simplified
method of accounting. For corporations
electing the simplified production method,
additional section 263A costs are generally
those costs. other than interest. that were
not capitalized or included in invehlory
costs under the corporation's method of
accounting immediately prioi to the
effective date in Temporary Regulations
section 1.263A. IT that are low required to
be capitalized under sect;'on 263A. For
corporations electing the simplified resale
method, additional sections 263A costs are
generally those costs incurred with respect
to the following categories: off site storage
or warehousing; purchasmg; handling,
processing, assembly and repackaging; and
general and administrative costs (mixed
service costs). Enter on line 4a the balance
of section 263A costs paid or incurred
during the tax year not mcluded on lines 2
and 3. See Temporary Regulations section
1,263A-lT for more information.
Line 4b.-Enter on line 4b any other
inventoriable costs paid or incurred during
the tax year not entered on lines 2 through
4a.
Line 6.-Sei, section 263A andforTemporary
Reglations section 1.263A.IT
details on
figuring the amount of additional section
263A costs to be capitalized and added to
ending inventory.
Schedule B.-Gross Income
If an income item fails into two or more
categories, report each part on the
applicable line. For example, it interest
income consists of qualified interest from a
foreign international sales corporation and
nonqualified interest from a domestic
obligation, enter the qualified interest ion an
attached schedule for line 2g and the
nonqualified interest on an attached
schedule for line 3f.
For gain from selling qualified export
assets. you will need to attach a separate
schedule in addition to the forms required
for lines 2h and 2i
If you use the installment method of
reporting. attach a schedule showing for the
current and 3 pre,ceding years. (a)
sales, (b) cost of goods sold, (c) gross
gross
profit,
(d) percentage of gross profit to gross salits,
(e) amount collected, and (f) gross profit on
the amount collected
For tax years beginning after 1986,
corporations that sell personal property on a
revolving credit plan am not permitted
account for such win on the installment
to
method.
Also. use of the installment method is
limited by the proportionate disallowance
rules of new section 453C for sale to
customer$ of personal property. See section
453C and section 81 1(cX7) of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 for details.
Commissions: special mle.-4f the ICDISC received commissions on wiling or
treating property or furnishing senlic", list
In column (b) the gross receipts from
sales, rentals. or services on which the
the
commissions arose, and in column (c). list
the Commissions earned. In column (d)
report receipts from noncommissioned

sales or rentals of property or furn,sh;rg of
services, as well as all other receipts.
For purposes of completing line Is and
line I It. related purchasers are members of
the same controlled group (as cl~flned in
section 993(a)(3)) as the IC-DISC. All other
purchasers are unrelated.
A qualified export sale or lease must
meet a use test and a destination test in
order to qualify
The use test applies at the time of the
sale or lease. If the property is used
predominantly outside the U.S.. and the
sale or lease is not for ultimate use in the
US it is a qualified export sale or lease.
Otherwise, if a reasonable person would
Oeheve that the property will be used in the
U.S., the sale or lease is not a qualified
export sale or lease.
For example, if property is sold to a
foreign wholesaler and it is known in trade
circles that the wholesaler, to a substantial
extent. supp:ies the U.S. retail market. the
sale would not be a qualified export sale,
and the receipts would not be qualified
export receipts.
Destination test.-Regardless of where
title or risk of loss shifts from the seller or
lessor, the property must be delivered under
one of the following cofirlitions.
(a) Within the U.S. to a carrier or freight
forwarder for ultimate delivery
outside the U.S. to a buyer or lessee
(b) Within the U.S. to a buyer or lesseie
who, within I year of the sale or
lease, delivers it outside the U.S, or
delivers it to another person for
ultimate delivery outside the US.
(c) Within or outside the U.S. to an tCDISC that is not a member of the
same controlled group (as defined in
section 993(a)(3)) as the IC-DISC that
is making the sale or lease.
(d) Outside the U.S. by means of the
seller's delivery vehicle (ship, plane,
etc.).
(e) Outside the U.S. to a buyer or lessee
at a storage or assembly site if the
property was previo sl shipped I
the U.S. by the IC-DIS~.
'
rom
u
(f) Outside the U.S. to a purchaser or
lessee if the property was previously
shipped by the wiler or lessor from
the U.S. and if the property is located
outside the U.S, pursuant to a prior
lease by the seller or lessor, and
either (a) the prior lease terminated at
the expiration of its term (or by the
action of the prior lesseet acting
alone). (b) the sale Occurred or the
term of the subsequent lease began
after the time at which the term of the
prior lease would haw expired. or (c)
the lessee under the subsequent
lease is not a related person (a '
member of the same controlled group
as defined in saction 993(aX3) or a
relationship that would result in a
disallowance of losses under section
267 or section 707(b)) immediately
before or after the lease with respect
to the lessor and the prior lease was
terminated by the action of the Insor
(acting alone or together with the
Writes).
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Line-by-Line Instructions
Qualified
receipts to be entered in
line I are export
received from the sale of
property, such as inventory, that is
P,~ducecl in the U.S. for direct use
consumption. or disposition outsid~ the
U.S. These sales are qualified export sales.
Iii the IC.DISC's qualified export
receipts from export property sold to
foreign unrelated buyers for delivery
outside'the U.S. Do not include amounts
entered on line I b.
I It. Enter the IC-DISC's qualified export
receipts from export property sold for
delivery outside the U.S. to (i) a related
foreign entity for resale to a foreign,
unrelated buyer or (ii) an unrelated buyer
when a related foreign entity acts as
commission agent.
2a. Enter the gross amount mceived from
leasing or subleasing export property to
unrelated persons for use outside the U.S.
Receipts from leasing export property
may qualify in some years and not in Others,
depending on where the lessee uses the
property. Enter only receipts that qualify
during the tax imar. (Use Schedule E to
deduct expenses such as repairs, interest,
taxes, and depreciation.)
2b. A service connected to a sale or lease is
related to it if the sentice is usually
furnished with that type of sale oir lease in
the trade or business where it took place. A
service is subsidiary it it is less important
than the sale or lease.
2c. Include receipts from engineering or
architectural wivices on foreign
construction projects abroad or proposed
for location abroad. These services include
feasibility studies, design and engineering,
and general superrision of construction. but
do not include services connected with
exploring for minerals.
2d. Include receipts for export IC.DIICS.
mana ement
services provided to unrelated
211. Include interest received on any loan
that qualifies is a producer's loan.
2g. Enter interest on any qualified export
russet other than interest on producer's
loans.
For example, include interest on
accounts receivable from sales in which the
IC-DISC acted as a principal or agent and
interest on certain obligations issued,
guaranteed, w insured by the Export-import
aank or the Foreign Credit Insurance
Association.
2h. On Schedule D (Form 1120) report in
detail every sale or exchange of a capital
asset, even, if there is no gain or loss.
In addition to Schedule D (Form 1 120).
attach a separate schedule computing gain
from the sale of qualified export assets.
21. Entetr the net gain or loss from line 18,
Part 11. Form 4797
In addition to Form 4797. attach a
separate schedule computing pin from the
sale of qualified ftport assets.
21. Enter any other qualified export receipts
for the tax year not reported on lines 2a
through 2i. Such receipts include the ICDl;~'$ alloicable portion of an adjustment to
income required under section 481(a)
because of a change in accounting method.
For example. section 481(a) income must
be reported if the IC-DISC has to revalue its
beginning inventory as a result of the
Page 6

uniform capitalization miss of new section
263A. See the instruction for line I of
Schedule A for details.
3b. Enter receipts it= selling products
subsidized under a U.S. program if they
haw been designated as excluded receipts.
3c. Enter receipts from selling or leasing
property or services for user by any part of
the U.S. Government if law or regulations
require U.S. products or services to be used.
3d. Enter receipts from any IC-DISC that
belongs to the same controlled group (as
defined in Wction 993(aX3)).
311. Include in an attached schedule any
nonqualified gross receipts not reported on
lines 3a through 3e. Do not offset an
income item against a similar expense item.
Schedule C.-Dividends and
Special Deductions
(Numbered to Comespond to JiM nMMbeM
in Schedule C.)

total of amounts reported on Schedule J of
Form 547 1. If a controllod foreign
corporation is a related fore4n
. export
corporation, enter subpan F inclusion, an
line 12 of Schedule C.
9. Enter taxable distributions from an IC.
DISC or former DISC or former IC-DISC that
are not eligible for the dividends-received
deduction. See sections 246(d), 995(b).
and 996(aX3).
No deduction is allowed for dividends
received from another IC-DISC or former
DISC or former IC-DISC if the dividend is
paid from accumulated IC-DISC income or
Previously taxed income or it it is a deemed
distribution under section 995(bX 1).
10. Include: dividends. except capital gain
dividends. from regulated investment
companies that do not quality for the section
243(a) deduction; dividends from tax-exempt
organizations; dividends, except capital gain
dividends. from a real estater investment
tnust that, for the trust's tax year in which the
dividends are paid, qualifies under sections
856 through 860; dividends not eligible for a
dividends-received deduction because of the
holding Period of the stock or an obligation to
make corresponding payments for similar
stock: and other taxable dividend income not
mported abowe.
Two situations in which the dividends.
received deduction will nort be allowed on
any share of stock are:
M If the corpomflon held it 45 days or
less, (sem section 246(cXIXA)). or
(2) To the extent the corporation is under
an obligation to make related payments for
substantially similar related property.
12. Enter qualified dividends
"
from the
IC-DISC's
"Port
corporation
investment in a related foreign
(defined in General
Instruction Dle). Include income from
controlled foreign corporations under
subpart F. Generally, the investment will us
in stock or securities of the IC-DISC's
famish selling subsidiary that qualifies as a
foreign international win corporation

Column (a)
1. Enter dividends received (except those
received on debt-financed stock-see line
2 instruction below) from. domestic
corporations that
~u
to the
deduction under sectwh~
ore
act
43(aXl).
Include taxable distributions; from an ICDISC, former DISC, or former IC-DISC only if
such distributions are eligible for this
deduction. See line 9 instruction below for
distributions not eligible for this deduction.
For dividends from a regulated
ininestment company, see section 854 for
the amount subject to the serction 243(aXl)
deduction.
So-called dividends or earnings from
mutual savings banks, etc.. are really
interest Report them on Schedule 8, not ch
Schedui~C.
2. Enter dividends an debt-fineoced stock
(acquired after July 18, 1984) that are
received Imm domestic corporations
subject to income tax and that would
othemise be subject to the dividends.
received deduction under section
Columns (b) and (c)'
243(aX 1). Adso enter dividends on debtI. The dividends-received deduction
financed stock of foreign corporations
Percentage for dividends recoved affair
acquired after July 18, 1984.
December 31. 1986. is 80%.
clebt-financed stock is stock that
Generally.
the
2. The ifinklends-mceived deduction for
corporation acquired, and in doing so,
dividends received on debt-financed stock is
incurred a debt (for example, it borrowed
explained in section 246A. This section
money to buy the stock).
applies to dividends received an debt.
Sao section 246A for more informartion~.
financediportfolio stock acquired after July
3. Enter dividends received on the preferred
18,1984.
stock of a public utility that rs subject~o
Dividends received on clebt-financed
income tax and is allowed the deduction
stock are not entitled to the full 80%
provided in section 247 for dividends paid.
dividends-received deduction. The 8D%
4. Enter dividends received from foreign
dedwition is reduced by a percentage that is
corporations and certain FSCs that quality
related to the amount of debt imurred to
for the deduction under section 24li~(&). and
acquires the stock. See section 246A. Also
dividends received from certain FSCs that
section 245(a) before making this
quality for the deduction under section
io_~putistonforanadditionallimit offdo
245(c).
which applies to chirkJands received from
5. Enter dividends you can deduct that you
foreign corporations, A Schedule showing
received from wholly owned foreign
how the anvient on, fine 2, column (c) was
subsidiaries. See section 245(b).
figured must be attached fO Form I 1204C.
7. Enter foreign dividends that am not
DISC.
.
reportable on lines 4 and 5. Exclude
3. For dividends on carlain preferred stock
distributions of amounts constructivety
Of Public ultifities received attar December
taxed under subpart IF foryour 1986 tax
31. -1986. bid before Julty 1, 1987. the.
yearorineatfieryears. .
dividends4opshard deduction pamenbage I,
& Enter amount required to be initialled in
55.652%. For dividends racennaij afts, June
gross income train contmiled foreign
.30, 1987. the fividiands4acelved deduction
corporations under sudipart F (sections,
Percentage, is 47.05996.
951-964). This amount should squat the

Multiply the dividends received 'in each
period by the proper percentage to
determine the correct dividends-received
deduction.
4. The dividends-received deduction
perceritage(s) for line 4 is: (1) 80% for
dividends from foreign corporations for
which the deduction is allowed under
section 245(a), and (2) 85% for dividends
!rom certain FSCs for which the deduction
is allowed under section 245(cXIXB).
Note: The 85% will be reduced to 80% if
pending technical corrections legislation is
enacted.
6. Line 6 of Schedule C may not exceed
80% of line 5. page 1. For this purpose.
figure line 5 page I without any net
perating lo~; dedu~tion under section 172
and
0 without any dividends-received
deductions. without regard to any
adjustment under section 1059 andtoany
under
capital loss carryover to the tax year
'
section 1212(aXl).
Inayearwhenanetoperatingloss
occurs, this 80% limit does not apply even it
the dividends-received deduction creates
the loss.
Schedule E.-Deductions
(Numbered to correspond! to line numbers
in Schedule E.)
Limitations on deductlont;
A, Section 263A Uniform Capitalization
Rules.-Many items that were deductible
under prim law must now be capitalized Or
included in inventory under the new
uniform capitalization rules of section
263A. The new rules require corporations to
capitalize or include in inventory certain
Costs incurred in connection with the
production of real and personal tangible
property held in inventory or held for sale in
the ordinary course of business. Tangible
personal property produced by a taxpayer
includes a film, sound recordin& video.
tape, book, or similar property. The rules
also apply to personal property (tangible
and intangible) acquired for resale.
Taxpayers subject to the miss are required
to capitalize not only direct costs but an
allocable portion of most indirect costs
(including taxes) that benefit the assets
produced or acquired for resale. Interest
expense paid or incurred in the course of
production most be capitalized and is
governed by special miss. The uniform
capitalization rules also apply to the
;
. propenir construcled - a
w6ouctono
taxpayer for use in its trade or business win
anact tylengaged I or
fit
Section 263A does not apply
pro 'to personal
uired for resale if the

taxpayers Annual average gross receipts
A. $10,ODO,000 or law. It does not apply
to timber or to property Produced under a
ding-term contract. The miss do not apply
to property which is produced for use by the
taxpayer if substantial construction
occurred ballons March 1. 1986.
The uniform capitalization min are
go

803olitheTaxibi AC1411986.
in Me win of lanientery. sameof the
Indirect comb all
may not him been

capitalized before 1987. which must now
be capitalized. are administration expenses.
taxes, insurance costs, compensation paid
to officers attributable to services, rework
labor, and contributions to pension, stock
bonus, and certain profit-sharing. annuity.
or deferred compensation plans,
Current deductions may be claimed for
research and experimental costs under
section 174. Intangible drilling costs for oil
and gas and geothermal property, and
mining and exploration and development
costs are still separately reported to
shareholders for purpose of determinations
under sections 59(e) and 613A(cX 13).
Temporary Regulations section 1,263A- IT
specifies other indirect costs that me
currently deducted and those that my bebe
capitalized with respect to productionust
Or
resale activities. For more information, see
the instructions for Schedule A on pages 4
and 5 nd Temporary Regulations section
1.263A
a IT.
b. Meals and Entertainment ExpenseFor tax years beginning after 1986, the
amount deductible for business meals and
entertainment expense is generally limited
to 80% of the amount otherwise allowable.
For more information on the 80% limitation
and other limitations, see section 274.
c. Transactions between related
taxpayers.-Generally. an accrual basis
taxpayer may only deduct business
expenses and interest owed to a related
party in the year the payment is included in
the income of the related party. Sea section
267 for limitations on deductions for unpaid
expenses and interest.
Une-by-Une Instructions
1. Enter export promotion expenses on lines
Is through Im. Export promotion expenses
are an IC-DISC's ordinary and rinnury
expenses paid or incurred to obtain
qualified export receipts. Do not include
income taxes. Any part of an expense not
incurred to obtain qualified export receipts
should be entered on lines 2a through Zg.
Ic. Attach Form 4562. Depreciation. if you
deduct depreciation. Enter on line 1c the
depreciation not claimed on Schedule A or
elsewhere on the return.
Besides depreciation. include in line Ic
the part of the cost that the corporation
elected to expense for certain recovery
Property placed in service during the 1987
tax year. Generally. for property placed in
service after December 31, 1986. the
amount the IC-DISC may expense under
section 179 has been raised from $5'ODO to
$ 10.000. Sea the instructions for Form
4562 foir other limitations.

1h. Enter half the freight expenses (except
insurance) for shipping export property
aboard U.S. fingships and U S -Owned and
~perated aircraft. unless by'~i~ or
regulations you am required to use U.S.
ships or aircraft.
11. Attach a schedule showing the name.
social security number. and amount of
compensation paid to all officem.
An officer is a person, such as a regular
officer or chairman of the board, who is
ekicted or Appointed to office of is
designated as an officer in the corporation's
chartaxortrytaws.

1J. Enter the cost of incidental repairs, such
as labor and supplies. that do not add to the
property's value or appreciably prolong its
life.
1k. If the IC-DISC has any kind of funded
deferred compensation plan, such as a
pension or profit-sharing plan. file one of
the forms described below.
There are penalties for failure to file
these forms on time.
Form 5500-Complete this form for each
plan with 100 or more participants.
Form 5500-C or 550O.R.-Complete the
applicable form for each plan with fewer
than 100 participants.
Form 5500EZ.-Complete this form for a
one participant plan.
1. Enter your contributions to employee
benefit
programs, such as insurance or
1
health and welfare programs, that are not
an incidental part of a plan included on line
Ilk. Also include contributions to a qualified
group legal services plan. Section 120 gives
certain rules that the IC-DISC must follow
for its employees (including spouses and
dependents) to be able to exclude from
their income the IC.DISC's contributions to
the legal services plan.
Inn Enter any other deduction not claimed
a;~ve. Include amortization expense from
Form 4562.
Note: The deductian foramortization of
trademark and trade name expenses has
been repealed for expenses paid or incurred
affair 1986.
2a You may take a deduction for specific
clei~ts that become worthless, in whole or in
part, (See section 166.)
For tax years beginning before 1987. an
IC-DISC could treat bad debts in either of
two ways: (1) as a deduction for specific
debts that become worthless. in whole or in
part. or (2) as a deduction for a reasonable
addition to a resirrve tor bad debts. For tax
years beginning after 1986. the IC-DISC can
only use the specific charge off method for
f ring its bad-debt deduction. See section
1'r
When
6.
changing to the specific charge off
method, the following rules apply:
a. The
he JC~a
c ofg~x
n
s treated as a change in
ti method that
t
is initiated by the
accoun
IC-DI
Is. The change shall be considered as
approved by the Cornmissiorier: and
c. The net amount of adjustments required by section 481 because of the
change in accounting method must be
reported as income As explained
below.
The amount of the adjustment referred to
in item c above is the balance of the baddebt reserve at the close of the IC-DISC's
1986 tax year (column a). Schedule F,
page 3. Form 1120-IC- EQ.The
adjustment is reported as income ratably in
each of the first 4 tax years beginning after
1986. Report each year's ratable portion of
the incomie on fine 2j. Schedule B. Farm
I I 20-IC-DtSC it the amount reported
related to a class of receivables that are
qualified export asset; otherwise report the
amount an One 3f of Schedule B. For "we
information, see section 805(dX2) ofthe
Tax Reform Act of 1986.
2b. Enter taxes paid or accrued dunrg the
tax year.

Pop 7

9. Line 9 provides for the computation of
2. Contributions of any property (except
Do not include state or local sales taxes
the one-seventeenth deemed distribution of
stock for which market quotations are
that are paid or incurred in connection with
section 995(bX1XFXi). Line 9 only applies
readily available-see section 170(e)(5)) to
an acquisition or disposition of property.
of
certain
private
foundations.
to shareholders of the IC-DISC that are C
as
a
part
of
the
or
for
the
use
Such taxes must be treated
corporations. It does not apply to
(See section 170(e) and Regulations
cost of the acquired property or, in the case
shareholders of the IC-DISC that are other
section 1.170A-4.)
of a disposition, as a reduction in the
than C corporations.
amount realized on the disposition.
For special rules for contributions of
inventory and other property to certain
10. An IC-DISC is deemed to distribute any
See section 164(d) for apportionment of
income that resulted from cooperating with
organizations, see section 170(eX3) and
taxes on real property between seller and
1.
170A-4A.
an international boycott (section
Regulations
section
purchaser.
995(b)(1)(FXii)). See Form 5713,
2e. Enter the freight expense not deducted
Do not deduct interest on debts
International Boycott Report, to compute
on line I h as an export promotion expense.
2c'
incurred
or continued to buy or carry
this deemed distribution and for reporting
wholly
any
amount
allocable
to
obligations on which the interest is
2g. Do not deduct
requirements for any IC-DISC with
exempt from income tax. (See section 265.)
exempt income. Items directly aftibutable to
operations related to a boycOttingcoun".
wholly exempt income must be allocated to
Section 267 limits deductions for unpaid
directly
attributable
11. An IC-DISC is deemed to distribute the
that
income,
and
items
expenses and interest in tranuictions
amount of any illegal payments, such as
bet
een related taxpayers. Section 461(g)
to any class of taxable income must be
I,
bribes or kickbacks, that it pays, directly of
allocated to that income. It an item is
mits a cash basis taxpayer's deduction for
indirectly, to government officials,
indirectly attributable to both taxable and
prepaid interest.
employees,
or agents (section
allocate
a
reasonable
exempt income,
2d. Enter contributions or gifts paid within
995(bX1XF)(Hi)).
proportion to each.
the tax year to or for the use of charitable
14. Attach a computation showing the
.
(1)
the
amount
organizations
described
Attach
a
statement
showing:
and governmental
earnings and profits for the tax year.
of each clan of exempt income, and (2) the
in section 170(c).
Generally, the allowance for
amount of expense items allocated to each
The IC-DISC may claim up to 10% of
Show
apportioned
amounts
separately.
depreciation (and any amortization) is the
class.
modified adjusted taxable income as
amount that would be allowable if the ICcontributions. The limit is 10% of the
J.-Parts
I
Through
V
Schedule
DISC had used the straight-line method of
amount on line 7. page 1, figured without
depreciation for each tax year. See section
(Numbered to correspond to line numbers
the deduction for contributions, and before
312(kX2) for exceptions,
in Schedule J.)
'takin the dividends-reFeived deduction
See section 312(n) for certain
(line 11b, page 1). premiums paid on bond
a djustments to earnings and profits that are
Part I.-Deemed Distributions Under
repurchases (section 249), or payments
Section 995(b)(1)
required to be made to more accurately
made to the National Railroad Passenger
reflect economic income and loss (including
1. Enter gross interest derived during the
Corporation (section 250); and before
adjustments for construction period
tax year from producer's loans (section
figuring carrybacks to the 1987 tax year for
carrying charges, organizational
172)
or
capital
995(bXl)(A)).
net operating low (section
expenditures, LIFO inventories. installment
loss (section 1212(aX 1)). Do not deduct
2 Ent
'
cDgnized during the tax year
sales, and the completed contract
cheritable contributions above the 10%
o; the'saIreorrexi:
n a 'hange of property which in
accounting method).
limit for the 1987 tax year. The amount of
the hands ofthe IC-DISC was note qualified
contributions made in the 1987 tax year in
Una 17a. To figure the amount for line 17s,
export asset and which was previously
excess of the 10% limitation, however, may
attach a computation showing: (1) the
han,f rred to the IC-DISC in a transaction
be carried over in order of time to the next 5
IC-DISC's foreign investment in producer's
in which the transferor realized gain but did
succeeding tax years until deducted against
loans during the tax year; (2) accumulated
I rec
in the gain in whole or part.
Sea
earnings and profits (including earnings and
the 10% limitation of one of the 5
.
=ion"Nn5(bXlXB). She. the
succeeding tax years.
profits for the 1987 tax year) less the
a separate
computation of the gain onof
amount on line 15, Part 1; and (3)
corporation
on
the
accrual
basis
may
Include
more
the
IC-DISC's
A
schedule.
no
elect to deduct contributions paid by the
accumulated IC-DISC income. Enter the
gain than the amount of gain the transferor
least of these amounts (trut not less than
151h day of the 3rd month after the tax year
did not recognize on the earlier transfer.
zero) on line 17a.
ends if the board of directors authorized the
3. Enter gain recognized on the sale or
contributions during the tax year. Attach
Una 17b. To figure the amount for line 17b.
exchue of property described in section
both of the following to the return: a
attach a computation showing; (1) the
995(b 1XC). Show the computation of the
declaration, signed by an officer, stating
IC-DISC's foreign investment in producer's
gain. Do not include any gain included in
of
directors
adopted
the
that the board
loans during the year; (2) accumulated
the computation of line 2. Include only the
resolution authorizing the contributions
earnings and profits (including earnings and
amount of the IC-DISC's gain that the
during the tax year, and a copy of the
the
earlier
PrOfit5 for the 1987 tax year) less the
transferor did not recognize on
resolution.
on line 16, Part 1; and (3)
transfer and that would have been treated
amount
accumulated
IC-DISC income. Enter the
If a contribution is made in property
as ordinary income if the property had 6een
least
of
these amounts (but not less than
other than money, attach a schedule
rather
than
transferred
to
sold or exchanged
describing the kind contributed and what
zem) on lim 171b.
the IC-DISC. Do not include gain on sets or
method was used to determine the fair
exchange of the IC-DISC's stock in trade or
For purposes of lines 17a and 17b.
market value.
other prope that either would be included
foreign investment In producer's loam Is
the
Special ruin for contributions of certain
least of:
in inventory"Won hand at the end of the tax
property.-For a charitable contribution of
year or is held primarily for sale in the
by
(1) The not increase in foreign as
property, the corporation must reduce the
normal course of business.
members of thili controlled
a Toup
contribution by the sum ol:
4. Enter 50 percent of taxable Income
(defined In section 993( X )) to
1. The ordinary income, short-term capital
attributable to military property (section
which the IC-DISC beWV.
gain that would have resulted if the p
995(bXIXD)). Show the computation of
(2) The actual foreign Investryient by the
were sold at its fair market value; anr"
this income. To figure taxable income
group's domestic members.
use the
2. For contributions made in tax years
attributable to military property.
to
(3) The IC-DISC's outstanding producer's
beginning after 1986, all of the long-term
grow income attributable military
loans to members of the controlled
resulted
If
the
deductions
capital gain that would have
property for the year and the
group.
property were sold at its fair market value.
property allocated to that Income. See
" and
"Nat liscrenein foreign as
P fir7,.
_:pl,l*n'
Ex,
.
fitim", Security
'onof
in1
The reduction for the IoVterm capital pin And
"actual
foreign immatment" are defined In,
cl~fimhd
fraguish.
Act
of
A
~.
'r
I)~
applies to:
Con_
(gUSC
GF.
M
a
sectons 995(d)(2) And (3).
1. Contributions of tangible personal
:
~97.
995-6
(.
section 1.995-5 for
property for use by an exempt organization
Information on cornputinq foreign
additional
See Flegula""
for a purpose or function unrelated to the
3 loam
knestm&rA attributable to producer
basis for its exemption; and
6. Enter the taxable income from One 7,
.
20 uW 21, The
Manas on, ones 20
per 1. of Form 1120-IC-DISC.
percent.
and
21
must
add
up
to
100
Page 8

22 and 23. Mocate the line 22 amount to
Shareholders that are cl-d.als.
partnerships, S corporations. trusts. and
estates. All-te the line 23 amount to
shareholders that are C corporations.
Part II.-Deemed Distribution Under
Section 995(b)(1)(E)
Genorallv, any taxable Incomeexpert
of the C
DISC attroutaWc to quaMied
receipts that exceed $ 10 million will be
deemed distributed.
1. If there were no commission sales.
leases, rentals or services for tax year enter
on line 1. Part it, the total of lines tic and
2k. columa (e). Schedule 8
2. If there were commissue sales. leases,
rentals or services to, the tax year. the total
qualified export receipts to be entered on
line 1. Part fl, is figured as follows (section
9931 f)):
I . Enter total of lines Ic
and 2k. column (b).
Schedule B
2. Enter ktotal of lines I c
and 2 , column (d).
Schedule 8
3 Add lines 1 and 2. Enter
on line 1. Part 11.
Schedule 1
3. If the IC-DISC is a member of a controlled
group (as defined in section 993(a)(3)) that
$includes more than one IC DISC. only one
million limit is allowed to the group If
allecation is required, a statement
an10
shoo ing each member's portion of the $10
,million
,
limit must be attached to Form
20 IC-DISC. See proposed Regulations
section 1.995.8(f) for details
4 and 5. The $10 million limit (or the
controlled group member's share) is
prorated on a daily basis, Thus. for example
if for its 1987 tax year an IC DISC has a
short tax year of 73 days, the limit that
wou d be entered on line 5 of Part 11 Is $2
mflli~m (73/365 times $10 million).
Note: Use 366 days instead of 365 days as
the denomina for if the [C-DISC's a x year
includes February m~9. 1988. and it is filing
far a 12 month tax yea,
7. Enter the taxable income attributable to
line G qualified export receipts. The IC DISC
may select the qualified export receipts to
whiclit the line 5 limitation is al!czated
See Proposed Regulations section
1.995.8 for details on date. mining the IC
DISC's taxable income attributable to
qualified export receipts in excess of the
$ 10 million amount. Special rules are
provided in Proposed Regulations section
1.995-8 for Mocating the taxable income
attrit~utable to any related :nd subsidiary
services. and for the ratabl allocation of
the taxable income attributable to the first
transaction selected by the IC-DISC which
exceeds the $ 10 million amount.
Deductions must be allocated and
apportioned according to the rules of
Regulations section 1.861-8. The selection
of the excess receipts by the IC-DISC is
intended to permit the IC-DISC to allocate
the $ 10 million limitation to the qualified
export receipts of fhow transactions
occurring during the of
tax year which permit
the greatest amount taxable income to be
allocated to the IC-DISC
ofunder the intercompany pricing rules section 994.
To avoid double counting of the deemed
distribution. if an amount of taxable income

for the tax year attrib.0able to e,-,rss
qualified export rece,pts S also deemed
distributed under either ~oe 1. 2. 3, or 4 of
Part 1. such ahlo-I of taxable income IS
only induclab-I, or. t!%.-,I :.,ie of P,nt 1, and
c;u t be subt-!cd
o
Ithe -icuit
IIervv5o
I
ii,pornIble on : ne 7 of Par,. 11 and
carried to line 5 of Par! 1, See Proposed
R,jf~l.tiore.
I 995.8(d).
After Win-, the IC-OISC s 1987 tax
return. the allocation of the $ 10 million
h,niation and the computat.- of the line 7,
Par! 11 deemed distribution may
1 12CbeICchanged
by filing an athenclec Form
DISC
,et,im only uidl,i tlercritat-sspec-fed in
Regulat,ii- Section 1,~195
Part Ill.-Deemed Distributions
Under Section 995(b)(2)
f the co,pt)ra:,Gll IS a former CISC
ormerC
IC DISC th.,.t revoked IC DISC status
or lost
DISC status to, failure to Satisfy
one of more of the -chitions spectfied in
~ ction 992(al(l) for 1987. eacti
shareholder is di~iamnd to have received a
C,St,,but on la,,aWe as a dividend on the last
day of the 1987 tax year The deemed
distribution equals the shareholder's
prora-ed share of the DISC S or C-DISC S
In-me ittiturnUldled during the years just
before DISC or C DISC Status ended The
sha
,
holder will be cleeme.d to receive the
III strIbution in equal parts on the, last day of
each of the 10 to, years of the corporation
f.ll.,-g the year of the tornitnation or
disqualification of the IC DISC (but in no
cose over more thur twice the nonither of
years the corptnahot was a DISC or IC
DISC)
Part IV.-Actual Distributions
1. if the Corporation i, required
.Merest under Section 992(c)(2)(8)
To pay
on the
amount of a distribution to meet the
qualification requirements of section
992(c). report this interest on line 2c.
Schedu!e E. Alsomclude the amount on line
1, Part IV of Schedule J and show the
computation of the interest on an attached
schedule.
4a. Include in line 4a any dist, butions of
pre 1985 accumulated DISC income that is
nontaxable. Also. in the space to the left of
the line 4a amount. enter the dollar amount
of the distribution and identify it as
"nontaxable pre-1985 DISC income.' Do
not include distributionsof pre-1985 DISC
income that are made under section
995(b)(2) because of prior year revocations
or disqualifications.
Part V.-Deferred DISC Income
In general, deferred DISC income is:
(1) Accumulated IC-DISC income (for
periods after 1984) of the IC-OISC asof the
close of the computation year. over
(2) The amount of distributions in excess
of income for the tax year of the IC-DISC
following the computation year.
Generally. the computation year is the
IC-DISC's last tax year beginning in 1985.
For purposes of item (2) above,
distributions in excess of income means the
excess (it any) of*
(1) Actual distributions to shareholders
out of accumulated IC-DISC income. over
(2) The amount of IC-DISC income (as
defined in Section 996(fXl)) for the tax year
following the computation year.

S- ection 995(t) and Proposed
Pa-:allon section I ~995(f). I for more
information on figuring deferred DISC
income.
The iinn.urt on line 3. Part V. is
allocazed to each shareholder on line 2. Part
Ill. of Schedule K (Form 1 120-IC DISC)
Separate Schedule K.Shareholder's Statement of
IC-DISC Distributions
Attach asepaulte CopyA, Schedule K
(Form 1120 IC-DISC). to Form 1120 C
DISC for ea& shareholder ho had an
actual of deemed distribution of to whom
jou C
reported deferred DISC income during
file I DISC*s tax year,
Schedule N.-Export Gross
Receipts of the IC-DISC and
Related U.S. Persons
1. Product Code and Percentage. -Eriter
in to the code number and percentage of
total receipts for the product or service that
acce-ts for the largest portion of !he IC
DISC's gross receipts. The product codes
are located on page 12 of these
,nStructions, On line 1b enter the same
formation for the IC DISC's next largest
product or service.
Example: An IC-DISC has export g,oss
receipts of $ 10 m-!' o9: selling agricultural
1h.mic,t!S -11"
.. for $4.5 million (45%)
of that arroun!. which is the IC-DISC S
largest product or service. The IC DISC
should enter -287 (the product code for
ag~;cuttural chemicals) and '45~," in line
la
Selling indlestrial chenicals accii for
total).
$2 .,,It,.n (20% of the $ 10
and Is the IC UISCis second :,.IrEest Product
or service. The C-DISC should enter '28 1"
(the product code for,ndust-i chwicals)
and '204.' in line 11b.

I c) A co,porat:on controlled by the same
p, rsoh o, persons who control the C.
DISC.
'Control' means direct or indirect
ownership of more than 50% of the total
voting power'ol all classes of stock entitled
to vote. (See section 993(a)(3).)
U.S. Person.-A 'U.S person' is:
(a) A citizen or resadent of the U.S.,
(b) on
A domestic corporation or partnership,
Ic) An estate or trust (other than a foreign
estate ot trust as defined in section
7701(a)(3 1)).
U.S.-U.S. includes the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico and possessions of the U.S.
(See section 993(g).)
Export Gross Receipts for 1987
Column (a).-All IC-DISCs should complete
column (a) in item 2. If two of more ICDISCS are related persons. only the IC-DISC
with the Largest export gross receipts should
complete columns (b) and (c). If an IC-DISC
acts as a commission agent for a related
person. attribute the total amount of the
transaction to the IC-DISC.
Complete column (a) to report the IC.
DISC's export gross receipts from all
Sources (including the U.S.) for the 1987
tax year.
Column (b).-Expon gross receipts of
related IC-DISCs.-Complete column (b)
to report related IC-DISCs' export gross
receipts from all sources (including the
U.&).
Column (c).-Export gross recelpitsoll all
other related U.S persons.-Complete
column (c) to repo~ other related U S
persons' export gross receipts from ali
scurc~ except the U.S.

2. Columns (a), (b), and (C)
Export Gross Receipts.-These are
receipts from any of the follo-ni;
(a) Selling for direct use. consumption, or
d1spos,tion outside the U.S, property
(such as inventory) produced in the U S.,
(b) Renting this property to unrelated
persons for use outside the U.S..
(c) Providing services involved in such a sale
or rental,
frill Providing engineering or architectural
services for construction projects located
outside the U.S.. and
(e) Providing eAport management services.
For commission sales."export gross
receipts- include the total receipts an which
the IC-DISC earned the commission.
For purposes of item 2. Schedule N only.
no reduction is to be made for receipts
attributable to military property. Therefore,
an C-DISC's 'export gross receipts" for
purposes of item 2 is the total of the
amounts from page 2, Schedule B, columns
(b) and (d), lines 1c. 2a. 21h, 2c. and 2d.
Related Persans.-The following are
"related persons":
(a) An individual. partnership, trust, or
estate that controls the IC-DISC,
(b) A corporation that controls the IC-DISC
or is controlled by it, and
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3. Related U.S. Persons.-Report the
:-e. address, and identifying number of
related U.S. persons in your controlled
group.
If items 2(b) and 2(c) are completed
show first in item 3(b) the name adi
and identifying number of the I&-DiSC ti~t
completed 2(b) and 2(c).
Additional Information
Question P.-ChKk the -Yes- box if either
(1) or (2) below applies to you; otherwise
check the 'No' box:
(1) At any time during the year you had
an interest in or signature or other aut"
over a financial account in a foreign country
(such as a bank account. securities
account, or other financial account); AND
ar The offibined value of the accounts was
more than $10,000 at any time during the
year; AND
e The account was NOT with a U.S. military
banking facility operated by a U.S. financial
institution.
(2) The ICDISC owns more than 50% of
the stock in any corporation that would
answer the question "Yes' based on itern
(1) above.
Get form To F 90-22. 1, Report of
Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts, to
we if you are considered to he" an interest
in or signature or other authority over a
bank account, securities account, or other
financial account in a foreign country.
question P, is checked 'Yes," file form
To ItF 90-22.1 by June 30. 1987, with the
Department of the Treasury at the address
shown on the form. Form To IF 90-22.1 Is
not a tax return, w do lot file It with the
IRS.
You can get for. To F 90-22. 1 few
many IRS offices.
Also. if question P is checked "Yel
enter the name of the foreign country or
countries. Attach a separate sheet it you
need more space.

Question S.-File Form 5713 if the IC.
DISC or any meenter of its con"olled group
(defined in section 993(a)) has operations
in or related to a boycotting country (or with
the government a company, or a national of
that country). Aitf IC-DISC that cooperates,
with an international boycott is also deemed
to distribute part of its income. See Form
5713 for more information.
Question T.-Report any tax-exempt
interest received or accrued in the space
provided. Include any :xempt-imerest
dividends received as shareholder in a
rehutUal fund M other regulated investment
company.
Schedule L-Balance Sheets
12. If the corporation was a qualified DISC
as, of December 31. 1984, the accumulated
pre- 1985 DISC incom will generally be
treated as previously taxed income (exempt
from tax) when distributed to DISC
shareholders after December 31. 1984.
Exception: The exemption does not apply to
distributions of accumulated pre-1985 DISC
income of an IC. DISC or former DISC that
was made taxable under section 995(b
DIIA,2)
because of a prior renrocatiort of the
election or disqualification of the DISC, For
ir.ore details on these distributions, see
Regulations section 1.921-ITI
13. Accumulated IC-DISC im- (for
periods after 1984) is accounted for on line
13 of Schedule L. The balance of this
account is used in fi i If tarred DISC
income in Pan V ofrMleeJ.
Separate Schedule P.Computation Of Inter-company
Transfer Price or Commission
Complete and attach a separate Schedule P
(Form 11204C.DISC)f0reachtramseriction
or group of transacti" to vvfticl~jou apply
the inter-company Pricing rules section
994(aX 1) and (2). (Please see General
Instruction D2.)

Schedule N Product Code System
Codes for Principal Business Activity
These codes for The Principal Business Activity are clesoigned In
classify enterprises by the type of activity in which they are
engaged to facilitate the administration of the Internal Revenue
Code. Though similar in formal and structure to the Standard
industrial Classification Codes (SIC), they should not be used to,
SIC codes. Also. certain activvithas Such as manufacturing do slarst
apply to an IC-OISC.

U,~;n& the list Delm. "ter Oil pdgb 1, unals 8, the code
number for the specific industry group from which the 18%elit
porcentage of "total receipts" is derived. "Total receipts' means
all inconso (line 1. page 1). On page 5, under question 1. state the
principal business activity and Principal Product or service that
account for the largest perLentage of total receipts. For example.
if the Windlial business activity is "Wholesale trade: Machinery.
equipcheirt and supplies," the principal prodthrl 0, service MY be
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(These codes are to be used only with Schedule N, page 5, Form I 120-IC-D ISC.)
Using the list below. enter on line I of Schedule N the product code number and percent of
export gross receipts as explained in the Specific Instructions.
This product code system is divided into two categories--(l) non manufactured product
groups and services, and (2) manufactured product groups.
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C3MM Cost ofGoods Sold and/or Operatlons Relating to Foreign Trading Gross Receipts (See Instructions.)
I
2
3
4a
b
5
6

Inventory at the beginning of the year . . .
Purchases . . . . . . ... . . . .
Cxist of labor . . . . . . . . . . .
Additional section 263A costs (see instructions)
Other costs (attach Schedule) . . . . . .
Total (add lines 1 through 4b) . . . . . .
Inventory at the end of the year . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.

.

.
.

.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.

7

G EMI, heal asser, froin, bra, 14. 1,4111 (d), Sclashile L (w

ff. hirtinchons) .

.

.

.

.

.

Cost of goods sold and/or operations-Line 5 less line 6. (Enter here
and on line 7 of Schedule B. Small FSC, See instructions.)
go Check all methods used for valuing closing inventory:

$

.

0 (i) cost

H C-Plim, 1.
his this shareholder, (ind-iial, coniontion. ban-T. mist. or Ut.) ishe sa the begin 110 the FSC Us wall - 1. ph.xial
or hishe shareholders banial equaI .-nt,If st.k. inder the infornsition 1. the shaireholos that has the mine M MU as the W war of the corporation.
(1) ribaria

E3 (u) Lower of cost or market as described in Regulations section 1.471-4 (see instructions)
(iii) Writedown of "subnormal" goods as described in Regulations section 1.4 7 1-2(c) (see instructions)

1 (2) Wandering assebra

(iv) Other (specify method used and attach explanation) 0
(4) Toul soure, (ossperriborri only)

(3) W(6) T. M, ands(-h)

(5) P.-Ifte, 0 -lm VU:k -nad

(7) Foreign vans,

Ely. El W

(2) Identifying rIonber

...........

................................................
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

0

d Do the rules of section 263A (with respect to property produced or acquired for resale) apply to the corporation? .
.
. . [] Yes [] NO
a Was there any change (other than for Section 263A purposes) in determining quantities. cost, cir valuations between opening
inventory? If "Yes." attach explanation.
ffy'-:718 No

Us ,dr,ri infeninabon is gaosidedo, PX 1) l1niulth
halls: it the FSC as a nannew, 0 , controiled vmp of conasiffierrs as dafined in assixor, 927(d)(4) and the
K7) abore M M Use
phim of the VeU,, issoplare We), (9). and(10) belois for the conoon Plant of the gimp. (SM irst~-)

(a) I- of - porant

....

Is Check if the LI FO inventory method was adopted this tax year for any goods (if checked, attach Foirnn 970.) .
c If the LIFO inventory method was used for this tax year, enter percentage (or amounts) of closing
inventory computed under LIFO .
.
. .
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
. .
.
. I . I

Additional Information Required

7~1 assets (osisakistad if ismax,M)

J
(2) El 23% 0 coontaned hostile incorne

(1) Cl

(3) E] Marginal -UN.f 23% harned is i,sed

(4)E] S~~492-~

Computation of Tax Due and Tax Overpayment
I Total tax from Schedule J, line 8
. . . . . . . . . .
2 Payments:
a Overpayment from 1986 allowed as a credit . . .
: : :i
Is 1987 estimated tax payments . . . . .
c Less refund of 1987 estimated tax applied for on Form 4466 k
d TO (deposited with Form 7034

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

(1) Did all formally convened meetings of the board of directors of the corporation and all formally convened meetings Of
the shareholders of the corporation take piece outside the United States? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

.
.

a Federal tax on gasoline and special fuels (attach Form 4136) .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

I U.S. income tax paid or withheld at the Source (attach Form 1042S)
3 Total-add lines 2c through 2f .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4 Tax Due-Line I less line 3 . (See General Instruction E. )
5 Overpayment-Line 3 less line 1 .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. -2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4

.

.

.

.

.

.

b Refunded la,

6

.

&Credited o19881a.
belief. 4 is true.

POW

sawturna 0
_'

ar'sestimatedtais-

.

.and cornpiete. Declaration of prepare, (other than taperer) is based ch all informatan of, h In press
T.

swunurealisficer

I

Z tol pf' -7-7
E.I. No. 0

and addhiss

For ft"mark Ittalkiflon Ad Notice. see page I of 0. Lstruclessa.

M

M

(2) Did the corporation maintain its principal bank account in a country that satisfies the excherW of information
requirements of section 927(eX3) or in a U.S. possession as defined in section 927(dX5) at oil thries during the tax
year from which all dividerads.-legal and accountirV fees. sataries o.f officers. and Salaries or fees of members of the
board of directors were disbursed? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
na
Mrsurn ris
0 Refer to page I I of the instructions and enter the min:
Business activity P ...... ......................... Productiorservicek ............................... . . .
P Did you ham any preferred stock issued and outstanding at any time during the tax ym? . . . . . . . .
9 Were you at any time during the tax year engaged in a tradles oir business in the U.S.?
. . . . . . . . . . . .
R Are you a foreign personal holding company or a personal holding company? (See isistructiorm) . . . . . . . . .
Enter the amount of tax-exempt interest income hiceived oar accrued during the tax year.
T If you area member of a controlled group, enter thearrount of taxable incorne for the entiregroup
U Foreign Economic Process Requirements (these requirememstio not apply tosmall FSCs):
Check th box or boxes below to indicate that the FSC (or any person acting under contract with the FSC) met the requirements of
section 9;4(d) for all transactions relating to foreign trachig gross receipts reported on lines I through 5 at Schedule 13.
(I)o The FSC (or any person acting under contract with the FSC) met the SM test of section 924(d)(1) for transactions mwftto
foreign traidinggrossreceipts; reported on lines 1 through 5 of Scheduie B.
(2)[1 The FSC (or any person acting under contract wft the FSC) met the afterniffive 85% test of section 924(dX2) for
transactions relabrig to foreign trading gross receipts reported cat fines I through 5 of Schedule B.
If the section 924(dXl) oir (dX2) requirements am not met for any transectionl[s). 11 1 a
schedule showing Ve
and
expenses relabrig to the thursactiorKs). Reportthe Income as nonforeign tracle i scitana on lirw 15 of Schedule F. Enter mial experaxia
V an line 18 of Schedule F.

5

6 Enter amount of line 5 you want:

pleafte
Sign
Hefe

Highest number of shareholders in the corporation at anytime during the tax year 0, ~ ... __._ ... .................
K Do you maintain an office outside the U.S. in a 'designated" country or U.S. possession in which a complete set of books
and rLcords (including invoices) for the corporation is maintained?
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L Do you have at least one rion-U.S. resident on your board of directors? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
as During this tax year, did you maintain any part of your accounting/tax records on a computerized systent? . . . . . .
N Foreign management tests (these questions do not apply to Small FSCs):

,

hiseraw.

Farm 1120-FSC (ign

Check here to show that the FSC and related suplifier(s) mal the election ofdo Temporary Rigulations
in broker thin On requirements of section 925(c)amdoemaid to heve, been met (see inshructions)
. . .

I
.

.

1-425W-ITMM
. . .
(3
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PART I-Incorne Attributable to Foreign Trade Income
0)
ft-W Rvix,

Type of Receipt (see instructions)

Sale, exchange, or other disposition of export property. (include only 50% of military
property sales. Include the other 50% on line 1. Schedule F.) . . . . . . . . . .
Lease or rental of export property for use outside the U.S. . . . . . . . . . . .

I
2

Services related and subsidiary to:
a Sale, exchange, or other disposition of export proMrty. (Include only 50% of wivices
relating to the sale or other disposition of military property. Include the other 50% por
line 1. Schedule F.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
b Lease or rental of export property . . . . . . . .
4 Enginmring or architectural services for construction Projects
.
. outside
. . . the
. . U.S.
. . . . .
5 Managerial services for an unrelated FSC or IC-DISC. (See instructionsfor determination
of qualifying amount.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I
2

Percentage (express as decima Ito 5 places) of voting stock owned by shareholders that are C corporations
Exemption for foreign trade income determined without regard to administrative pricing rules
a Difference between section 923(aX2) a nd section 29 1 (aX4) percentage. . . . . . . . . . .
b Section 923(aX2) percentage

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

.

b Section 923(aX3) fraction (16/23)expressed as a decimal .
c Line 3a times line I .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.02000

.

c Line 2a times line 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
d Exemption percentage-Line 2b less line 2c. (Enter here and on line 9b. Schedule B; and line 161h,
Schedule G.) . .
I . .
3 Exemption percentage for
- foreign trade
- -income
- determined
under
. . administrative
pricing
rules:
a Difference between section 923(aX3) fraction and section 291(aX4) fraction (16/23 - 15/23.
1/23) expressed as a decimal
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total Foreign Trading Gross Receipts:
a All FSCs-Add lines 1 through 5. (FSCs that are not small FSCs. skip lines 6b through
6h and go to line 7. Small FSCs, complete lines 6b through 6h to determine their
foreign trading gross receipts.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$5,000,000
b Small FSC limitation (section 924(bX2XB)) . . . . .
c Controlled group member's share of line 6b (see instructions)
d Enter smaller of (a) number of days in tax year divided by 365
or (b)* I (one) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
e Proration of limitation-Line 6b or line 6c (whichever applies)
times line 6d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Percentages (expressed as decimals to 5 places) To Be Used In Figuring Exempt Foreign Trade
Income-Sections 923(a)(2) and (3) and 291(a)(4)

Note: hall shareholders are Ccorporations, enter.30000on line 2dand.65217on line 3dandskipallother lines.
Of all shareholders are other than Ccorporations. enter.32000on line2dand.69565 online 3dand skip all other lines.

3
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jjj~

Taxable income

2b
.

2c

.

M

.

3a

.04348
.69565

.

.

.

.

3b

.

.

.

.

3c

d Exemption percentage-Lin e 3b less line 3c. (Enter here and in line 9a, Schedule B; and line 16a,
Schedule G.) . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3d
Nonexempt Foreign Trade Income (Excluded from section 923) and Nonforeign Trade Income
Part I-Nonexempt Foreign Trade Income (excluded from section 923) __ _
(.)V%xWAdmiR.ig 11.1,,,

I Enter total of columns (a) and (b). line 6a (it commission
income is included in line 6a, see special computation rule in
line 6f instruction.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
It Small FSC foreign trading gross receipts:
Enter smaller of line 6e or 6f . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Note: If line 6f exceeds line 6e. enter the excess on line 7 of
Schedule F. See line 6h instruction if commission income is
involved.

Enter 50% of total receipts attributable to the sale. exchange. or other disposition of
military property and related wroces (we instructions for line 1 of Schedule III . . .
2 International boycott income (see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Illegal bribes and other payments (sei, instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 Add lines 1, 2. and 3 . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
5 Enter cost of goods sold and otherexpenses related to above income . . . . . . .
6 Nonexempt foreign trade income-Line 4 less line 5. (Enter here and on line 12,
columns (a) and (b). Schedule B.) . . . . . . o . . . . . . . . . . .
Part II-Nonforeign Trade Income

h Allocate the amount from line 6g to columns (a) and (b) but do not enter in either
column more than that shown for the column on line 6a above (see instructions)

7 Small FSCs-lf line 6f of Schedule 8 exceeds line 6e of Schedule 8, enter the excess. (include the
deduction for cost of goods sold attributable to the excess on line 18 below.) . . . . . . . . .

Cost of goods sold (Schedule A) (Small FSCs, enter only that portion of cost of goods
sold that is attributable to the receipts on line 6h above.) (See Schedule A instructions.)
8 Foreign trade income-Line 6a or 6h (whichever applies) less line 7 . . . . . . .
9a Exemption percentage from line 3d, Schedule E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
b Exemption percentage from line 2d, Schedule E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,
10 Exempt foreign trade income-Multiply line 8 by lines 9a and 9b . . . . . . . . .
I I Nonexempt foreign trade income-Line 8 less line 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12 Enter nonexempt foreign trade income from line 6, Schedule F . . . . . . . . .
13 Add lines I I and 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14 Allowable deductions from line 18, Schedule G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 Net income attributable to nonexemprt foreign trade income-Line 13 less line 14 . .
PART 11-Total Taxable Income

I

7

7

16
17
18
19

20

Taxable income attributable to foreign trade incom-Enter total of columns (a) and (b), line 15, reduced by
any nontaxable income included in column (b). (See instructions.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tamble income from line 19, Schedule F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Taxable income (or loss) before net operating loss deduction and special deductions- Add lines 16 and 17
Less: a Net operating loss deduction (we instruIctions-attach schedule) . . . . .
b Special deductions--(~ instrtictions-attach schedule) . . . . . . . .
c Add lines 19a and 19b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Taxable income (or loss~-Une 18 less line 19c (Enter here and see instructions for Schedule J for figuring
the tax on this income.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.32000

8

Interest income .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

9

Dividend income (attach schedule-we instructions) .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

9

.

IE

.

.

.

.

11

12
13

Other investment income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Receipts excluded under section 924(f) on basis of use, subsidized receipts and receipts from related
parties . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12

14
15
1

Income from excluded property under sections 927(aX2) and (3) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Income from transactions that did not qualify as foreign trade income because the foreign economic
process test of section 924(d) was not met . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Royalties

.

.

.

Carrying charges .
.

.

.

II

.

.

.

10

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

13

.

.

.

15
1
6

17 Total-Add lines 7 through 16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 Enter deductions allocated or apportioned to line 17 income (attach schedule-we instructions)

.

.

17

6

Other income

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

19 Taxable nonforeign trade income-Line 17 less line 18. (Enter here and on line 17, Schedule E.)

18
19

dMZ,=A:R
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Deductions Allocated or Apportioned to Foreign Trade Income (Sea instructions for limitations on
deductinni bfnr, -anni,tin, If ... I #h--h I A %

(a) Using M.-I'ativ,
Ni,,ngfties,
I

Fomigridirect-ts:
a Sect ion 924(eXI) (advertising, etc.) . . . .
ta Sect ion 924(eX2) (processing, etc.) . . . .
c Sect ion 924(e) (3) (tra risportation. etc.) . . .
Sectio 924(:X4)(transmitta. is
e,1c.) . . . .
Sect ion~ 924( X5) (assumption credit risk) .
I Total of lines Is through line le
Ente,r all other applicable costs on lines 2 through
more than one line.

2
3
4

7

10
11
12
13
14

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Is
I Is
Ic
Id

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Is

14 below. Do not enter a cost on

Ad-tising .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Depreciation from Form 4562 (fen depreciation claimed elsewhere on this
return)( ttach Form 4562) . . . ... . . . . . . .
. . .
Salaries :no wages . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rents
Sales commissions
. . .
. .' .' . .* . .. .. .. . .
.. .. .. .. . . .. .. ..
Warehousing . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .
Freight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Compensation of officers
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Bad debts (see instructions). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pension, profit-sharing, etc., plans (we instructions) ~ . . . . . . . . .
Employee benelit programs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other (list): I. ................................. ...................................

3
4

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

17
18

...
. .
. .

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

. ~~IL5
1
.

.
.

I

Cash .

.

ASSETS
. . . . .

EndOw

(a).

.

.

.

(b)

.

Paid-in or capital surplus
Retaineduming~APPMWiaW(attxhsd*d~le).
Retained earnings-Unappropriated .
Less cost of treasury stock . . . . .
Total liabilities and stockholders'equity.
Reconciliation of Income per Books With Income per Return

I
2
3
4

Check if you area member of a controlled group (see section 927(dX4)) . . . . . .
If line 1 is checked. see instructions. If your tax year includes June.30, 1987, complete both a and Is
below. Otherwise, complete only b.

Net income on books . . . . . . .
Federal income tax . . . . . . .
Excess of capital losses over capital gains
Incomsubirdtotax not recorded on boxiotheyear
(itemize): ................. ..........

7 Income recorded on books this year
not included in this return (itemize):
a Tax-exempt interest. . $
b Exempt foreign trade
income . . . . .

N $ ...................... 01) $...................... (in) $ ...................... air) $.....................
5
3

4

N $ ...................... 60 $......................
Income tax (we instructions to figure the tax; enter this tax or afternativis, tax from Schedule 0 (Form
1 120). whichever is less). Check if from Schedule D a, El . . . . . . . . . . . ... .
Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1118) (see instructions)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Line 3 less line 4 .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

~nd environmental tax (we instructions-attach Form 4626) .
7 Isuarlonal holding company tax (attach Schedule PH (Form 1120)) .

.

.

.

.

.

.

(c)

2a Trade notes. and accounts receivable .
b Commissions receivable . . . .
c Less allowance forbad debts , .
3 Inventories . . . . . . . . . .
4 Federal and state government obligat:ens
hed.
5 Other current assets (attach sc
6 Loans to stockholders
7 Mortgage and real estate loans
8 Otherinve Tents (attach schedule),
9 Buildings
accuand other fi.ed depreciable assets
.
a Less
led depreciation .
.
10 Depletablemulan
assets . . . . . . . .
a Less accumulated depletion . . . .
11 Land (net of any amortization). . .
12a Intangible assets (amortizable only)
Less accumulated amortization
13 Other assets (attach schedule).
14 Total assets . . .

23
24
25
26
27

. . l6b
Deductions relating to exempt foreign trade income-Line 15 (column (a)) times .
fine 16a and line 15 (column (b)) times line l6b . . . . . . . . . . .
17
Total deductions retating to nonexempt foreign trade income-Line 15 less lift
17. (Enter here and on line 14, columns (a) and (b), Schedule B.) . . . . .
Tax Computation (See Instructions.)

.1
2

M

Mm!%!

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOUDERVE
15 Accounts payable . . . . . .
16 Wiles.. notes, bonds payable in less than
17 Transfer prices payable . . . .
18 Other current liabilities (attach sch
19 Loans from stockholders. . . .
20 hi notes, bonds payable in I year or more
21 Other liabilities (attach schedule) . . .
22 Capital stock . . . . . . . . .

........................ ..............................................................

5 Total (add lines If through 14) . . . . . .
1.69 Exemption percentage from line 3d, Schedule E
b Exemption percentage from line 2d, Schedule E

(b) NW Uunit- -hatN-g Rule,

.

.

------------------------------------Expenses 'recorded on books this year
not deducted in this return (itemize):
a Depreciation . . . $
b Deductions attributable to
exerript foreign trade uncona, $

.

.....................................
.............................
6
jjotal
.M,,.
ofIs11nes I theousm 5 . . . .
Analysis of Unappropir
I
2
3

Balance at beginning of year . . .
Net income on books, . . . . . .
Other increases (itemize): ... _ ........
............. I ......................
........................

Enter hem and on line 1. page I
4

-U.S.CQVEROKOT 011071.9 GfflCE,jqS?.,S3.jqaS

.$

...................................
...................................
8

Deductions in this tax return not charged
spirat book income this year (itemize):
a Depreciation . . . . $ _

...................................
..................
9 Total of lines 7 and j-.- ---------0
. . . .
Taxableircome-li fileialmili
led Retained Earn ngs per Books (line 25 above)
5 Distributions: a Cash . . . .
Is Stock . . . . . .
Property . . . . .
6 Other decreases
c (itemize): ...........
.
.................. .................
7 Total of lines 5a, b. C. and 6 . . . .
8 Balar0satenclafliezurVineflevifine1r)

De artment of the
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U87
Instructions for Form 1 120-FSC

U.S. Income Tax Return of a Foreign Sales Corporation
(Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code unless otherwise noted.)
Paperwork Reduction Act Notice
We ask for this information to carry out the
Internal Revenue laws of the United States.
Th.
informt ion is used to ensure that
taxpayers are complying with them laws
and to allow us to figure and collect the
right amount of tax. You are required to give
us this information.
Changes You Should Note
The TaK Reform Act of 1986 (Act) made
several changes to the way foreign sales
corporations figure their taxable income and
their tax liability. Many of thew changes a.
contained in these instructions. For
information on other changes. see
Publication 921, Explanation of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 for Business.

General, Instructions
A. Purpose of Form
Form I 120-FSC is used to report a foreign
sales corporation's (FSC) income.
deductions, credits, and to),. If a iefund is
due, Form 1120-FSCmay be used to claim it.
B. What Is a FSC?
A FSC is a for:ir corporation that has
elected to be
SC or small FSC and its
election is still in effect. The FSC election 'is
made by fifing Form 8279. Election To Be
Treated as a FSC or as a Small FSC.
To be a FSC (or small FSC), a corporation
must meet all of the folloMng tab:
1. It must be a corporation created or
gn
nr
thar",
couu

2. It my not have More than 25
shareholders.
3. If may not have preferred stock.
4. it must maintain an office In aAuslifying
foreign country or US
thanPueft Rico) andMnt- 'On(.=T
it must also maintain at # location In the
U.S. such books and records @a are
sufficient under section 60DI to establish
the amount of gross income. deductions,
credits or other matters required to. be
an Its tax ratum.
oda ifirocticir who is
5-hm
Itmayawittem owndaw offigoldnifild
group of which an 1= berval change DISC Is a

.&I U., Y's
7.asisattinkfatI
who *at"

highest percentage Of voting power. If two or
more shareholders he" the highest must
percentage of voting power, the FSC
elect a tax year that conforms to that of any
one of the shareholders. See section 44 I(h),
8. A FSC, other than a small FSC, must also
meet certain foreign management and
foreign economic process requirements. Sao
general instructions F2 and F3 for details.
C Filing Form 1120.FSC
1.' Who Files.-You must file Form 1120.
FSC if12o7ugr corporatonelected
Farm
,
. b(filing
i
,to betreated ass FSCOrsmII
FSC and the election is still in effect.
2. When To Rio.-File Form 1120-FSC by
the 15th day of the 3rd month after the end
of the tax year.
Extenaltims.-File Farm 7004, Application
for Automatic Extension of Tim To File
Corporation Income Tax Return, to request
an automatic 15-month extension of time to
file Form 1 120-FSC.
Period covered.-File the 1987 return for
calendar year 1987 and fiscal years that
begin in 1987. If the return is for a fiscal
year, fill in the tax year space at the top of
the form.
Amended return.-To correct any error in
a Form I I 20-FSC already filed, file a
wised Form I I20-FSC and wife
"Amended" across the top.
Chan1a in tax yaw.-To char: grur tax
]a
year
Form 1128, Applicat
Cha;gii in Accounting Period.
to
Flood return.-If the corporation ce,
exist during the tax year, write 'Final
Return* at the top of the form.
3. Where To File.-File Form 1120-FSC
with the Internal Revenue Service Center.
Philadelphia, PA 19255.
4.15
it =us.-The
b,,
return must be
ad
and
by the president. vice
treasurer, assistant treasurer, chief
accounting officer,
&a tax Or any COW Corporate
officer (such
officer) authorized to
sign. A receiver, trustee. or assignee must
so and dab any return required to be filed
on behalf of a corporation.
1,r
If F;Co,=aP:,d
to offloer
Propfilled In Form
Mr's
Signature of Officer should .
VVb
-=11'
someone prepares form 1120-FSC and
does = the corporation. that
person
On
return.
Certain
roillso
othurs wi Form I 120-FW should
'lot
or. F
a ropher, full-tims,
L--^
-!=
,sa '"".

The preparer required to sign the return
MUR
a Complete the required preparer
information.
a Sign it, by hand, in the space provided for
the preparer's signature. (Signature stamps
or labels are not acceptable.)
a Give a copy of Form I 120TSC to the
taxpayer in addition to the copy filed
with IRS.
Tax return preparers should be familiar
with their responsibilities See Publication
1045, Information for Tax Practitioners. for
more details,
D. Other Returns and Statements
That May Be Required
1. Financial statements.-The balance
sheets must agree with your books and
records. Reconcile any differences.
2. Fromns.-The FSC may also have to file
other forms. A partial list includes:
Farm $471, Information Return With
Respect to a Foreign Corporation.Shareholders, directors, or officers of a FSC
do not haw to file Form 5471 when the FSC
is organizid. However. Form 5471 will be
required with respect to subsequent
changes in Ownership as required under
section 6046 and related regulations.
Provided Met a Form 1120.FSC is filed, a
Form 5471 need not be filed to satisfy the
requirements of section 6038. See
temporary regulations section 1.921-IT(b),
~Question 3, for more information. However.
if the FSC is involved in other then FSC
activities, Form 5471 and applicable
schedules may have to be filed.
Form 1096. Annual Summary and
Transmittal of U.S. Information ReturnsUsed to transmit certain information
returns.
Form 1098, Mortgage Interest
Statement.-This form Is used to report the
receipt from any individual of $600 or moos
of mortgage interest in the course of the
corporation's bade or business for any
calend"year.
Form IOWDIV, INT. kltilc~ *M R.These are sorne at the Information returns
that must be filed to report certain
payments, such as dividends and intamed.
For more Information, a" Form 1096 and
Its Instructioris. and Pullinced" 916.
Information Returns.
Flows $713. International
Und by persons havir
In or
related to
cou hies. In
addition,
who~~Inor
tom

Wum and
FG.11
08=:%ast
.
a W
III, III* Paid POPEWS
ussonifavesafthessaim,

ilhimp~~Aorfia~w

their loss of the followii
0 items: the foreign
tax credit, the deferral o earnings of a
controlled foreign corporation, IC-DISC
benefits, and F C benefits.
aForm 8264, Application for Registration of
Tax Shelter.-Used by tax shelter
orrnizers
IR
,
to register tax shlifters with the
for the purpose of recen" ng a tax
shelter registration number.
Form 827 1, Investor Reporting of Tax
Shelter Registration Number.-Used by
taxpayers who have acquired an interest in
a tax shelter, which is required to be
he
shelter
e ar ad
a
tax
g~~
I a
numPb'it Form
any
(m."'din!
atibich
regs'
st to
B7
tax I
rI
application
to
tentativereturn)
refund
for
on
and
" an
to amended
erreturn
on
' mustr
h,.h
Orm
- .
deduction. credit, loss, or other tax benefit
attributable to a tax shaker is taken prany
income attributable to a tax shelter is
reported.
Form 8300, Report of Cash Payments Over
$10,000 Received in a Trade or Business'Generally, this form is used to report the
receipt of more than $10,000 in cash or
foreign currency in one transaction (or in a
series of related transactions). However,
transactions that take place entirely outside
the U.S. do not he" to be reported.
1:.. Paying the Tax
1. FSCs with no office or place of business
in the U.S. must pay the tax due in full when
they file their tax return, but not later than
the 15th day of the 6th month after the end
of the tax year.
The tax may be paid by check or money
order, payable to the Internal Revenue
Service Center, Philadelphia, PA 19255. In
order for us to better process your deposits.
please rite
. your1121F
am lorr.
C ,dent'fication
number,w Form
and the period
to which the deposit applies on your check.
2. FSCs with an office or place of business
in the U.S. must pay the tax due In full when
they file their tax return, but not later than
the 15th day of the 3rd month after the end
of
the tax yeAr.
,
FSCs with an office or place of business in
the U.S. must deposit their income tax (and
estimated tax payments) with a Federal Tax
Deposit Payment Coupon (Form 8109). Be
sure to darken the " 1 120" box on the
coupon.
Make them tax deposits with a financial
institution qualified as a depository for
Federal taxes or the Federal Reserve Bank
area of
or Branch serving the rTphic
K
where the corporation s o ice or place
business in the U.S. is located. Do not
submit deposits directly to an IRS office.
othemise the corporation may be subject to
a failure to deposit penalty. Records of
deposits Will be sent to the IRS for crediting
ta the corporatim's account. In order for us
to better process your deposits, please write
ruroe.Fmr
,2
~er-identification number, 'Form
and the period to which the
deposit applies on your check.
To get more deposit coupons, use the
reorder form (Form 8109A) provided in the
does not
"=7,tTX
0Idoncontect an
IRS district office.

Palo- 2

a meeting
not all physically present in
the location of the
the same location,
are
meeting is determined by the location of the
person exercising
icl
a majority of the voting
power part cipating in the meeting. In
addition, all such meetings must comply
with the local lam of the fore&,.
S ountry
as or
U.S. possession in which the
created or organized. The local laws
determine=pr a meeting must be hold.
wheriand ere it must be held; who must
be pre
prodes
requirements, use of
7and'nnm
nt,
Principal bank accotinfla).-The bank
accounts) that is
:,dh:s the principal
bank account of arFTC
bank account
from which disbursement of cash, dividends,
d accounting finis, ralaries of
, and salaries or fees of directors are
made. The bank account(s) regarded as the
principal bank account must be maintained
in a country which satisfies the exchange of
information requirements of section
927(eX3), or in any possession of the U.S.
as defined in section 927(dX5) and it
F. Definitions, etc.
generally must be so maintained for each
1. Small FSC.-A corporation must haw
day of the tax year. The principal bank
filed Form 8279 end elected to be a small
account(s) must be miintained in an
FSC. The small FSC cannot be a member of a institution that is engaged in the conduct of
controlled
Nchin udesanotherFSC banking, financing, or similar business.
unless sucrotuhp:FIC is calm a sniall FSC.
The principal bank account(s) must be
A small FSC istreited as a FSC on the
designated on Form 1120.FSC.
first $5,000,000 of its fore tra ing
For more details, we regulations under
receipts without meeting the foreign
section 1.924(cyl(c).
management arid I * eco
Ic process
oreiV,000 Iimit is
3. Economic Processes Requirementsrequirements. The $5,
A FSC (other than a small FSQ has foreign
reduced if the small FSC has a short tax
trading gross receipts from any transaction
ayear, or my be reduced If the small FSC is
member of a controlled group that
only if economic processes for such
contains other small FSCs. Any gross
transaction takes place outside Me U.S. The
receipts in excess of the limitation are
regulations set forth the rules for
treated as nonforeign trading gross receipts. determining whether a sufficient amouat of
the economic processes of a transaction
See regulation section 1.921-2(b) for
takes place outside the U.S. Generally, a
information.
transaction will quality If the FSC satisfies
more Although a small FSC does not haw
Note:
two different requirements: participation
to satisfy the foreign management
outside the U.S. in the sales portion of the
requirements below, it has to meet the
thansaction, arid satisfaction of either the
requiremen is of section 925(c) in order to
50% or the 85% foreign direct cost test.
administrative
les
See
use the
The activities comprising these economic
item V, pop 2, of F
I I AM"aTwprocesses may be Worried by the FSC or
Regulations section 1.92*)-l Tft2ffir)
by any other person acting unde'r contract
for details an section 925(c) requirements
with the FSC.
for the FSC andits related supplier.
The FSC (or otheiparson) may act upon
,2.
, Foreign Management Retirements- standing instrix~ons from another person
FSC (other than a small FS ) is heated as
In the performance of any at". whether
having foreign trading gross receipts for the
a sales ifcthiityfo~ an ac" relating to the
tax year only if the management of the FSC
disposir
propefty.
during the year takes place outside the
United States. These management activities Participation &Add* the U.S. in the sales
,portion of the binsactlwL-The
include:
reF%UC
Iremantd;
ded" met for this gross receipts of
4L Meeting of the board of directors and of
do
from
a
. =nwichon If the
shareholders.
F$C(Orotherpe
rtild
b. Disbursement of cash, divildonds,legal
.laid* the Uh1t= 1P.82 =,
and accountingfew, salaries of officers,
sales activitiali feeling § such transaction.
and salaries or fees of directors out of the
& Solicitation(Weir-th" advertising).
principal bank iccourd.
Ill. Nallitifixtion:aAd
a. Maintaining the principal bank account at
c. Makingottiiiiii ciroloct!
all times during &.9 tax year.
If any sales actlifty, Occurs with respect to
'Meetings of directors and of
a single contract for mord than
or*
transaction WfWAWMVWpod

For more information concerning
deposits, see Putillication 593, Information
for Business Taxpayers.
3. Estimated Tax.-A FSC with an office or
place of business in the U.S. must make
estimatedtax payments if it can expect its
estimated to. (income tax minus credits) to
be $40 or more.
Use Form 1126-W (WORKSHEET),
Corporation Estimated Tax. as a "orksheet
to compute estimated tax. Use the FTD
payment coupons in making deposits of
estimated tax.
If the corporation Overpaid estimated tax,
it may be able to get a 'quick rotund' by
nIF
4 TheowrPsym
6
tion,
Est
RTo.
ntol
ppficst:
must
fo
tited
ck :
Onm
Co0= :
nt
both: (1) at least 10% of expected income
tax liability, and (2) at least $500. To apply.
file Form 4466 within 21A months after the
end of the tax year and before Form
1120-FSC is filed.

during the taxyar
or
must take place outside
the United Ststa. Only 0
formsIIty, cainven0 W amfl OU701 th. b*o'o rd
of directors 411shoral 11downewflags
aretakw
aniabo-ocavolit.11thel I I - In
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Line 4. Enter dividends that are received
from foreign corporations and that qualify
for the deduction provided in section
245(n). Also enter dividends received from
other FSCs that are attributable to qualified
interest and carrying charges and that
quality for the deduction provided in seclion
245(, X 1 XB).
Line 6. Enter all other dividends received
from foreign corporations that do not quality
for a dividends-received deduction.
Line 7. If the FSC claims the foreign tax
credit, the tax that is deemed paid under
section 902(a) (relating to credit for a
corporate stockholder in a foreign
corporation) must be treated as a dividend
received from the foreign corporation. (See
section 906ft,l).)
Line 8. Include dividends (other than capital
gain dividends and exempt interest
dividends) received from regulated
investment companies that do not qu~ilily for
the dividend-received deduction; dividends
(othei than capital gain dividends) recelved
from a real estate investment trust that. for
the tax year of the trust in which the
dividends are paid. qualifies under sections
856-860: dividends not eligible for a
dividends-received deduction because of the
holding period of the stock or an obligation
to.make.corresponding payments with
respect to similar stock; and any other
taxable di0dend income not properly
reported above (including distributions
under section 936(hX4)).
Line 1, Columns (b) and (c)
The dividends-received deduction
percentage for dividends received after
December 31. 1986, is 80%. Multiply the
dividends received by 8D% to determine the
divi4ends-received deduction.
A small businns investment company
operating under the Small Business
Investment Act of 1958 may deduct 100%
of dividends received from domestic
corporations subject to income tax. (Section
'
M(aX2)
)

Line 2. Columns (b) and (c)
The dividends-received deduction for
dividends received on debt-financed stock is
explained in section 246A. This section
applies both to dividends received from
debt-financed stock of domestic and foreign
corporations acquired after July 18, 1984.
Dividends received on debt-financed
stock are not entitled to the full 80%
dividends-received deduction. The 80%
deduction is reduced by a percentage that is
related to the amount of debt incurred to
acquire the stock. See section 246A. Also
see section 245(a) before making the
computation for an additional limitation
which applies to dwidends received from
foreign corporations. A schedule showing
line
the computation of the amount on
2,
column (c), of the worksheet must be
attached to Form 1 12O-FSC along with the
dividend worksheet.
Line 3, Columns (b) and (c)
For dividends on certain preferred stock of
public utilities received after December 31,
1986. but before July 1, 1987, the
dividends-received deduction percentage is
55 652% For thew dividends received
a&rJune'30, 1987, the dividends-received
deduction percentage is 47.059%.
the dividends received in each
period
Multiply
by the proper percentage to
determine the correct dwidends-recewed
deduction.
Line 4, Columns (b) and (c)
The dividends-received deduction
percentage for dividends received from
foreign corporations entitled to the
dividends-received deduction under section
245(a) is 80% for dividends received after
December 31. 1986. The corporation
have at least a 10% interest in the foreign
must
corporation.
Column (c) Instructions
Exclusion of certain dividends.-In
general, no dividends-received deduction
will be allowed on any sham of stock (a) if
the corporation held the stock 45 days or
less (see section 246(cXlXA)) or (b) to the
extent the corporation is under an obligation

1. Domestic corporations subject to the section 243(a) deduction

.

2. Debt-financed stock of domestic and foreign corporations (246A)
.

.

Schedule G-Deductions
Relating to Foreign Trade Income
Changes for Tax Years Beginning
after 1986
a. Section i63A Uniform Capitalization
Rules.-Many items that were deductible
under prior law must now be capitalized or
included in inventory under the new
uniform capitalization rules of section
263A. The new rules require FSCS to
capitalize or include in inventory certain
costs incurred in connection with the
production of real and personal tangible
prop" held in inventory or held for sale in
the ordinary course of business. Tangible
personal property produced by a taxpayer
includes a film..wynd recording. video.
tape, book, or similar property. The rules
also apply to personal property (tangible
d intangible) acquired for resale.
a
T:xpayers
subject to the rules are required
to capitalize not only direct costs but an
allocable portion of most indirect costs
(including tans) that benefit the assets
produced or acquired for resale. Interest
expense paid or incurred in the course of
production must be capitalized and is

I.) Diviftivis
i-ixI

Dividend Worksheet

3. Certain preferred stock of public utilities.

to make comesponding payments with
respect to substantially identical stock or
other securities.
Line S. Limitation on dividends-racelved
deduction.-Line 5 may not be more than
80% of line 18, Schedule B. For this
purpose compute line 18, Schedule B.
without regard to any adjustment under
section 1059 and any capital loss carryback
to the tax year under section 1212(aX 1).
In a year in which a net operating loss
occurs, this 80% limit does not apply even if
the loss is created by the dividends-received
deduction. (See sections 172(d) and
246(b).)
Line 18-Enter on line IS of.Schedule F
the deductions allocated or apportioned to
income on lines 7 through 16. Make a
separate computation for any cost of goods
sold deduction included in the line 18
amount. Attach the computation to Form
1120.FSC.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4. Foreign corporations subject to the section 245 deduction . . . .
S. Total dividends-received deduction-Add lines I through 4, Column (c).
Enter here and on line-19b. Schedule 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. Other diiridends from foreign corporations .

.

.

.

. .

7. Foreign dividend grossi (section 78) .

.

.

.

. .

.

S. Other dividends. . . . . . . . . . . .
.
9. Total dividtinch-Add amounts on lines I through
. 8
limeandon Iine9, Schedule F . . . . . . . . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .
1

.

.

governed by special rules. The uniform
capitalization rules also apply to the
production of property constructed by a
taxpayer for use in trade or business or in an
activity engaged in for profit.
Section 263A does not apply to personal
property acquired for rmle if the
taxpayer's annual average gross receipts
are $10.000,000 or less. It does ricrt apply
to timber or to property produced under a
long-term contract. Special rules apply for
farmers. The rules do not apply to property
which is produced for use by the taxpayer if
substantial construction occurred before
March 1, 1986.,
The uniform capitalization rules are
generally effective for costs and interest
paid or incurred after December 31, 1986.
The uniform capitalization rules relating to
inventory apply to tax years beginning after
1986. Transitional rules are contained in
section 803 of the Tax Reform
1986.
In the caw of inventory.
Act of
the
wine
indirect costs which my not
haveofbeen
capitalized before 1987 which now must be
capitalized are: administration expenses,
taxes. depreciation, insurance costs,
compensation paid to officers attributable
to semices. rework labor, and contributions
pension, stock bonus, and certain profitsharing, annuity, or deferred compensation
plans.
Current deductions may still be claimed
for research and experimental costs under
section 174, and mining and exploration
and
I development costs. Regulations section
263A- IT specifies other indirect costs
that
, may be currently deducted
those
that must be capitalized with respect
and to
Production or resale activities. For more
information, see section 263A, Uniform
Capitalization Rules in the instruction for
Schedule A: and Regulations section
1.263A-IT.
b- Deduction for Said Debts.-Before
1987, the FSC could treat bad debts in
either of two ways: (1) as a deduction for
specific debts that become *orthless in
whole or in part, or (2) as a deduction for a
reasonable addition t6 a reserve for bad
debts. For 1987, the FSC can only use the
specific charge off method of figuring its
bad debt deduction. It the reserve method
we used in prior years, see the instruction
for line 11 of Schedule G for rules on
changing to the specific charge-off method.
c. Meals and entertainment "Zinses.For tax years beginning after 19
the
amount a FSC is allowed as a deduction for
food and entertainment expenses is limited
to 8D% of the amount that would otherwise
be allowable. The 80% limitation of section
274(n) is applied after determining the
otherwise allowable deduction under
section 162 and other provisions, of section
274. Section 162 permits a deduction for
ordinary and necessary expenses of a trade
or business: however, section 274(l) limits
the deduction for certain entertairminet
expenses. and section 274(k) does not
allow a deduction for any expenses of any
foqd or beverages to the extent th?., are
lavish orexthavagant. Sea section 74for
more information.

E

Pap 7

Page 8

Line Instructions ,
Line 1. Only enter foreign direct costs in
linesa,rIs
Costs
le)
.
a See
X
924(e)
"Z_ty
I and
Ia.
yo
it._
. a, at,%
, 7 or
n.
2II
Is at
ad.ct
thro
n, ons
I to
bon
IT
a- t
r:dem
.
on
a
k
d*
0n11 bad
me' 7
and you use the reserve method to figure
the deduction, attach a schedule as
explained in the line I I instruction below.
Line 4-Besides depreciation. include in
line 4 the Part of the cost that the FSC
elects to expense under section 179. See
the instructiqns; for Form 4562. For
property placed in service after 1986, the
section 179 expense is limited to $10.000.
Una 11. Bad debts.-Generally, for tax
years beginning after 1986. the FSC can
only use the specific charge-off method of
figuring its bad debt deduction. See section
166 for more information.
When changing to the specific charge off
method for 1987, the following rules apply:
in
I erba.
ISC! c:~
I
I
in
-.s"-t=.
rFSCg
-`
"~'T
he
b. The change shall be considered as
approved by the Commissilkwixer, and
c. The net amount of adjustments
required by section 481 because of the
po ~n J=
nttng=
JrZust be
change
re
rte as
ac
a
below.
The adjustment referred to in its. c
above is the amount of the balance of the
FSC's reserve for bad debts at the close of
its 1986 tax year. The balance of the
reserve is reported ratably in each of the
first 4 tax years beginningafter 1986.
Report each year's ratable irtion
income in Schedule 8 and CtMuloefl`the
based on the percentage of each type of
win income to total sales
for the
tax years the reserve was established.
inco""'
For
more information see section SD5(dX2) of
the Tax Reform Act of 1996.
Schedule JI-Tax Computation
Linn I and 2
Members of a controlled grouip, as defined
in section 927(dX4), with tax years that
began before
1. 1987, am entitled to
ontyorie$4 mamountineachumble
incomis bracket on line 2a. Members of a
controlled gmup that he" tax years that
end afterJune 30, 1987, are enfilled to
$50,000 amount and one $25,001) amount
one
(in that order) in each taxable income
bracket on line 2b.
When a controlled group adopts or later
amends an apportionment plan, each
member must attach to its tax return a copy
of its consent to this plan. The copy (or an
attached statement) must show the part of
the amount in each taxable income bracket
apportioned to that member. Them am
other requirements as well. Sea regulations
section 1. 1561-3(b) for these
and for the time and manner ofrequirements
making the
consent.
EqualApportlar, as fibia.-ano
apportionment plan is adopted, the
members of the controlled group must
divide the amount in each taxable income
bracket equally among themselves. For
example. cor"led group AS consists

of corporation A and corporation B. both
corporations with tax years which include
July 1. 1987. They do not elect an unequal
apportionmentlian.
1
Therefore, corporation
A is entitled
2.500 (ore-half of
$25.000) into
each taxable income bracket
on line 2a. Corporation 8 is also entitled to
$12,500 in each taxable income bracket.
Each income bracket on line 2b of Schedule
J is also equally divided.
Unequal Apportionment Plan.-Members
of a controlled group may elect an unequal
apportionment plan and divide the amount
in each taxable income bracket as they
wish. There is no need for consistancy
among taxable income brackets. Any
member of the controlled group may be
entitled to all, some. or none of the amount
in a taxable income bracket. (However. the
total amount for all members of the
controlled group cannot be more than the
total amount in each taxable income
bracket.) Each member of a commilled
froup
orm must complete itern T on page 2 of
1120-FSC.
Nutc Members of a controlled group of
corporations am treated as one corporation
for Purposes of figuring the appikability of
the additional 5% tax. N the additionat tax
applies. each member of thegroup must
attach to its tax return a schedule that
shows the taxable income ofthe entire
9=P ft welf as hoiv its portion of the
ackirtanal to. was figured.

Tax Computation
Line 3-The FSC figures the tax on its
taxable income by using Schedules A and 8
of the Tax Computation Worksheet on page
10 of the instructions. Members of a
controlled
for
1,. 1 and
". I lhemstruction, belo.
of Schedule J before
r
PaZini to page 10. If the FSC is a dealer
property and is using the
installment method for 1987, it should see
section 8 1 I(cX7) of the Tax Reform Act of
1986 to figure the ratable portion of the tax
attributable to section 453C to be included
in line 3 of Schedule J. Write in the space to
the left of line 3 'Sec. 453C tax
computation.' Attach your schedule
M% the computation to Form
I I X.
Additional Tax.-The Tax Computation
Worksheet includes the computation for an
additional 5% tax on the excess of the FSC's
taxable income over a specified amount.
The 'specified amount' was cha
effoctim JuW1, 1987. from S I.W600 to
$100.000.
maximum amount of the
additional tax (
20.250) has
been c hangedt.DSI11,7
I'my"n"'Llieffective July 1,

1987.

Alternative Tsx.-If the te;.rarr
7. of the
FSC begins before July 1, 1
and the
corporation has a net capital pin on line
0. Schedule D (Form 1120). the
Remative tax computation may apply. To.
computer the aftemative tax. complirter
Schedules A and 8 of the Tax Computation
Worksheet on Pap 10 as instructed and
enter the amount from line 34 of the
Orksheat on lift 12. Part P4, Schedule D
F
1120). complete thill rest Of Part IV.
Mule D (Form 1120). and enter the
lesser of the lifterriative tax or the tax

figuned by the regular method on Ime 3.
Schedule J. form 1120-FSC.

Una 4. Foreign tax credit.-Generalty,
neither a FSC nor its Shareholders may
claim a foreign tax credit. The FSC may,
however. claim a foreign tax credit for any
foreign taxes imposed on foreign source
nonloreign trade income that is effectively
connected with a U.S. trade or business.
This income is subject to a separate
limitation when computing the foreign tax
credit.
A shareholder of a FSC may be entitled to
a foreign tax credit on certain distributions
from a FSC. Them distributions are from
foreign-sourced foreign trade income that
was determined without using
administrative pricing, See Regulations
section 1.921-3T(d).

Una 6. Alternative minimum tax (and
environmental tax).-Attach Form 4626,
Alternative Minimum Ta-Corporations, if
the taxable income plus ad7ustments and
the tax preference items o the FSC exceeds
$40,0130. Sea For. 4626 for more
information. Attach Form 4626 to Form
1120-FSC.
Also, if the FSC is liable for the section
59A environmental tax figured on Form
4626, enter this tax on line 6. Write to the
left of line 6 'Sec. 59A tax* and the amount
of the tax. See Form 4626 for mom
information. Attach Form 4626 to Form
1120-FSC.

Unix 7. Personal holding company It"
the FSC is a personal holding company-If
described in section 542 but not a foreign
personal holding company described in
section 552, it may be liable for the
personal h Idi compan to Use
Schedule 0PH try,,
y 11Computation
( - an 1 12ft
of U.S. Personal Holding Company Tax, to
figure this tax. Enter the tax on line 7 and
attach Schedule PH (Form 1120) to Form
1120-FSC.
Schedule P (Farm I 120-FSC).Complete and attach a separate Schedule P
(Form 1120.FSC) for each transaction or
group of transactions to which you apply
the transfer pricing ruin of section 925.
See Schedule P (Form 1120.FSC) far
details on completing the schedule.

Schedules A and B-Tax Computation Worksheet
Effective July 1, 1987, the tax rates for corporations were reduced. The now rates of tax are:
15% ori the first $50,000 of income;
25% on the next $25.000 of income; and
34% on any amount over $75,000.
Also, an additional tax of 5% is applied against income in excess of $100,000. The maximum amount of this additional tax is
$'i 1,7 50.

Corporations with tax years beginning after June 30, 1987, should complete Schedule B (below) only.
Tax Computed for Period Before July 1, 1987
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
is

Taxable income (line 20. Schedule B, page 3, Form 1120-FSC). . . . . . . .
if
Net capital gain (if the alternative tax applies. enter net capital gain from line 10, Schedule D (Form 1120). the
alternative tax does not apply, enter zero. See instructions.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Subtract line 2 from line 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 3 or $25,000 mimbers of a controlled group, see instructions) . . . . . . . . .
Subtract line 4 fro. line 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 5 or $25,000 (members of a controlled
. group,
. . see instructions) . . . . . . . . .
Subtract line 6 from line 5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 7 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . . . . . . . .
Subtract line 8 from line 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of line 9 or $25,000(members of a controlled group, we instructions)
Subtract line 10 from line 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 4 times 15% . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 6 times 18% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 8 times 30% . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 10 times 40% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line I I times 46%
11 line 3 is more than $1.000,000. enter the lesser of: (a) 5% of the excess of line 3 over $1.000,000 or (b)
$20.M (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Add amounts on lines 12 through 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tax Computed for Period After June 30, 1987
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31
K
33
34

ftpg

... . . . .
r*nter amount from line 3, Schedule A, above . . . . . . . .
Net capital gain (if the alternative tax applies. enter net capital gain from line 10, Schedule D (Form 1 120). If
the alternative tax does not apply, enter zero. See instructions.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Subtract line 20irom line 19.
Enter the lesser of line 2.1 or $50,000 (members of a Controlled group, wie instructions) . . . . . . . .
Subtract line 22 from line 21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter the lesser of find 23 or $25,000 (members of a controlled group, see instructions) . . . . . . . . .
Subtract line 24 from line 23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 22 times 15% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 24 times 25% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply line 25 times 34% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Additional tax. if line 21 is more than $100,000, enter the lesser of: (a) 5% of the excess of line 21 over
$100,000or(b)$11.750(membamofawntmiledgmup,~instructiom) . ~ . . . . . . . . . .
Add lines 26 through 29 (If only Schedule 8 was completed, skip lines 31 through 34. Enter the amount from
line 30 on line 3. Schedule J. Form 1 120-FSC.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enter amount from line 18, Schedule A, above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
number of days in tax year before 7. 1.8
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Line 31 x
number of days in tax year
number of days in tax year after 6.30-87
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Line 30 x
number of days in tax year
Tax liability befcv&cni Add amounts on lines 32 and 33. Enter here and on line 3, Schedule J, Form 1120.
FSC. It the alternative tax applies, enter online 12, Schedule D (Form 1120)

Page 10

- Codes for Principal Business Activity
Them codes for the Principal Business Activity
am designed to classify enterprises by the type of
acti aty in which they are
to facilitate the
engaged
administration of the Internal
Revenue Code.
Though similar in format and structure tothe
Standard industrial Classification Cod. (SIC).
they Should not be used as SIC cod.
AVl1bulture, Forestry, and
Fishing
Com,
pM`

=1.
-wa. - "mwe,

Mining
sloax,-W
told
Him
I=
IW Dawxwxx~
C,W-

Using the list balm. enter im page 1, under D.
the coda number for the specific indu~!ry group
from which the largesl percentage of total
receipts" is derived. "Total receipts" means the
Mal of receipts on line 6a, Schedule B. and lines
4 and 17 of Schedule F.

Code
---w201, -1 --ix.
-w-,
'830 =
Swe
ex,x,v,
29M A-- pwi-

On page 2, under 0. state the p-cipai
business activity and princspal p,oduct or
seracerthat accounts for the largest
percentage of total receipts. For example. 0
the principal business acti,,ty,s 'Wholesale
trade: Machinery, equipment. and supplies,"
the principal product or service may be
'Engim and turbines.*

Transportation and
Public utilities
cod,
T-p--- -WI.1100

1500
.600

1-

.0
~

p"

Construction
ne
1510
.1

~xllxxxwq0--

305D
"

4o

R-wPQ-pxw.
1-es.
.- 0.- w-

4910
41.
4M

El--~--d6355

Wholesale Trade
=p-,

'--- iwi--w:

Most
.to
So.
.sQ
So,

OW
luln

or.--

ex-

"It

4we
~%-

step

.30
.

-.n,:"--,
~ - `-N.-~.- - d--

- .
-10 had--

2020
206C'
MW

&4www-,wix`wx`

Mal
Mas

xxxivae-nex, -apa-ew.
--wwft~

3=
33,-

1-now,
E=--

at,

5,90

Teelaxwellw2ZZS
w~-exxixxoxw-m,
Z29(i
.P
"M
H
M5
2390

owwee---"-

Sam

mada,-~U15
Liqlam-ewowwainea.

OWS

Ox,,e

-0

C-w, h1d,",

ft.d.-:T
13

Zda

Dw,~

CM
61"

arse
1370

6050
War,

--ern-')
ox.--ww-,,-n.
4M

IM

Finance, Insurance, and
Real Estate
cod.

osaiieedpeows, 1"idi'dweed
-W"-

P.#M~PWAd.g
2110

Rattall Tra"
llwaaea~.-

731G
7319

-w,.
Oxwww-

7500
711M

---

am

Vic

asew-.0,-

313D
SAW

ou'w

MIS

kwon,,mow~wbwe

-leaer.I..

sexxxew-ix~mseds,

sonvicers
7000

eex"niM
iwxw~-

akxiw~~rxxxxvx-

mus
mW
A-W.dailwxeadxw~-

MIS

55.5
5541
MW
No
a-

am
Mai)
SON,
=I
am
W.,

use

Mrs
ma
San

alkax-eG~-0uw--.
#.-We--

exsaax~ddrhoaalloauix

0-00--l-re

ouw-

"b"
1130D
Saw
all

Swnlexine
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--em.

mm

==(-kdft-)
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Computation of Investment Credit

OMB No. 1545-0155

P Schedule 8 (Business Energy Investment Credit) on back.

Attachment
sequent.N. 24
dentifying inuarbar,

N,-(s) as shown on return

A

Schedule B.-Business Energy Investment Credit
-

(2)
(3)
(4)
(1)
Apol..
=m'sument
Cie.
Cot or Onwr Basis
Percentbag'ea
.[.mn3)
ProseO'fy
3- ear
60
New
(a)
Property
(b)
Other
100
Regular
Percentage
3-yes,
60
Used
(c)
I
(d) 1_ _01W
.....................1 1 00
`-~-Y
2
2 Nonrecovery property-Enter totai qualified investment (See instructions for line 2) . . . . . .
3 Total qualified investment in 10% property-Add lines Ila) through 1(d). column (4). and line 2
.
.
3
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
(See instructions for special limits) .
4 Regular credit-(See instructions for line 4 for amount to enter) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 Qualified rehabilitation expenditures (enter qualified investmentand multiply by percentage sho.n)*
a Transition Property and Certain Prolectriplaced In serviceafter 12-31-86:
X 10% SAN
(i) 30-year-old buildings
. 13% 110
(u) 40-year-old buildings
x 25% J!E2
(ni) Certified historic structures (attach NPS certificate) . . . . .
b Rehabilitation Property (not shown above) placed in service after 12-31-86:
F!jm
x 10% 5b(i)
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
N Pre. 1936 buildings . . .
(d) Certified historic structures (attach NPS certificate) . . . . . - x 20% 5blu)
6 Credit from cooperatives-Enter regular investment credit from cooperatives . . . . . . . . 6
7 Business energy investment credit-From line 6 of Schedule B (see back of this form) . . . . . 7
8 Current year investment credit-Add line 4 through line 7. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a
chi (Form 6765), or low-incourne houtow credit (Forrm
hi If you M. . 1987 jolis credit (For. 5884), c,sd,t for alcohol used as fuel (Fourint 6478), research
go to 1- 3800,
8585)m addition to you, 1987-stmemit credit. or ifyou haw a carryback or carrytonvard ofanygeneral business credit, stop herne andemiV
General
investment
credit), Business Cneda to claim your 1987 investment credit, If Your have only a 1987 investment credit (which may include business
you may contmu~ with Innes 9 though 16 to claim your cmdt.
Tax Liability Limitations
9a Individuals-From Form 1040. enter amount from line 43
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Is Corporations-From Form 1 120. Schedule J, enter tax from line 3 (or Form 1 120.A, Part I line 1)
9
from
c Other filers-Enter income tax before credits
return . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10a Individuais-From Form 1040, enter credit from line 44, plus any orphan drug and
nonconventional source fuel credits included on line 46 . . . . . . . .
.
4(d) (Form
Is Corporations-From Form 1 120. Schedule J. enter credits from lines 4(a) through
1 120-A filers, enter zero) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .
io
c Other filers-See instructions for line 10c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
I I Income tax liability as adjusted (subtract line 10 from line 9) . . . . . .
22a Tenta ive minimum taxIndividuals-From Form 6251, enter amount from line 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .
b Corporations-From Form 4626, enter amount from line 19
12
c, Estates and Trusts-From Form 8656, enter amount from line 20 . . . . . . . . . . .
line
12 from line I I . . . . L3
of
income
tax
liability
over
tentative
minimum
tax-Subtract
13 Excess
14a Enter smaller of line I I or $25,000 (See instructions for line 14) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142
M
Is If line I I is more than $25.000-Enter 75% of the excess . . . . . . . . . . I . . .
15
15 Add lines 14a and 14b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16 Total allowed credit-Enter the smallest of line 8, line 13, or line 15 (corporations, see
instructions)-This is your General Business Credit for 1987. Enter here and on Form 1040. line
16
45: Form 1 120, Schedule J, line 4(e); Form 1 120-A, Part 1, line 2; or the proper line of other returns
Line

OEM

For Paperneark Reduction Act Notice. see separate Instructions.
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1- 3468 (i9a7)

t qualified investment in business energy property.
3)

------ -Trot, of Progeny

Elections (Check the box(es) below that apply to you (See Instruction D).)
I elect to increase my qualified investment by all qualified progress expenclitures (QPE) made this and all later tax years . . . . . LJ
.............................
Entert tal qualified progress expenditures included in column (4), Part 11 le, .................
1 claimo
I Recovery Proverty

pass 2

Form 3468 (1987)

1087

0- Attach to your tax return.

a
b
c
4
Isa
5
6

ra of(1)
Nopeny
Life Y-

)
'in
,,s,(*1..tx1
'
Catrz.

lklurm
- '-V3'

.Nmn 4)

60
3-year
00
Other
3 ;6
3 or more but less
6 2A
Nonrecovery
5 or more but law
1
1
W
(it)
7 ormore
2)
(0)
2
I(a)through
I(e),
column
(5)
.
.
.
.
.
Total qualified investment-Add lines
Multiply the portion of the line 2 amount attributable to the following types of property by the
applicable percentages:
Solar energy property (1 2%) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Biomass and geothermal property (10%) . . . .
Ocean thermal property (15%) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _!c_
Certain other property (See instructions below for special limits):
&
Certain long-term section 46(b)( 2 XA)( i) projec t s u ndentray b y 12-31-82 (10%) . . . . . . . .
Hydroreectric generating property placed in service during the year (if docketed with the Federal
b
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
ory
Commission
b
y
12-31-85)(11%)
.
.
.
Energy R egu lat
5
Cooperative credit-Enter business energy investment credit from cooperatives
Tentative business energy investment credit-Add lines 3a through 5. Enter here and on line 7 of . 6
.... I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .
Recovery

-i
3

U.

(a)
(b)
(c)

Instructions for Schedule B
(Form 3468)
Energy property must meet the same
req uirements as regular investment credit
property, except that the provisions of
sections 48(aX 1) and 48(aX3) do not apply.
See the separate Instructions for Form
3468 for definitions and rules regarding
regular investment credit property.
Energy property must be acquired new.
See sections 46(bX2) and 48(IX1) through
(17) for details.
. See section 48(IX 17) for special rules on
48QX1 1)
I)ublic utility property, and section
(as amended by the Crude Oil Windfall
Prolit Tax Act of 1980) for special rules on
property financed by Industrial
Development Bonds.
Specific Instructions
One Credit Only.-If property qualifies as
more than one kind of energy property. you
may take only one credit for the property.
Line I"Type of Property- For
definition of recovery and nonrecovery
property, am the separate Instructions for
Form 3468.
Line 1-Column (2).-Use the code
letters from the followinVist to indicate the
kind of property for whic youa re la!mln* .1
a credit. If you enter more than once kind
property on a line, enter the code letter for
each kind of property in column (2) and the

code letter and dollar amount of each kind
of property in the right hand margin.
The code letters are:
a. Biomass prop"
b. Hydroelectric generating property
& Solar equipment (but not passive
solar equipment)
ad. Ocean thermal equipment
. Geothermal equipment
Sede sections 48(IX4) and 4BjX3XAXviH)
an
fix) for definitions and special rules that
apply to them kinds property,
Line 4-The sectionof48(qX4) election to
take a reduced credit instead of on
adjusting
the basis of the energy property line 4 is
not available for property placed in seivic
after 1985, and you must reduce the basis
for depreciation by the full amount of the
credit claimed.
If the installed capacity of hydroelectric
generating property is more than 25
megawatts, the 11% energy credit is
allowed for only part of the qualified
investment. See section 48(IX13XC).
On the dotted line for line 4b, enter the
megawatt capacity of the generator as
shown on the nameplate of the generator.
Iffichartax ear
87. begins before and ends
after July 1, 1~
the energy credit(s) on
lines As and 4b must be reduced by a
percentage figured from the following
formula:

number of months in your
tax year after June 1987
as total number of months
in your tax year
Enter the reduced credit on lines 4a and
4b Although this reduction my not be used
in ihe current year or carried back to a prior
year it may be carried forward to your next
tax ;ear under the following rules.
If you are able to u ' 11 of the reduced
credit in the currentye8r.
sea then none of the
reduction my be carried to any other year.
If you are able to use only a portion of
the reduced credit in the current year
because you are limited by the tax liability
limitations. then you may carZ, forward to
your next year the unused po ion of the
reduced credit and a corresponding portion
of the reduction. If. for example. you are
able to use half of the reduced credit in
1987. then you may carry forward the other
half of the reduced credit and half of the
reduction.
If you are not able to use any of the
reduced credit because of the tax liability
limitations, then you may carry forward to
your next yea the entire credit (both the
reduced creadirt and the reduction).
For tax years beginning after June 30.
1987, you must reduce the energy credit(s)
on lines 4a and 4b by the full 35%. Enter
the reduced credit. (This reduction my not
be carried to any other year.)
35%

TO87

De artment of the Treasury
n ?e rnal Revenue Service

Specific Instructions

I

Instructions for Form 3468
Computation of Investment Credit
(Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code unless otherwise noted.)
Paperwork Reduction Act Notice.-We
ask for this information to carry out the
Internal Revenue laws of the United States.
Weneed it to ensure that taxpayers are
com plying with these laws and to allow us to
figule and collect the right amount of tax.
you
are required to give usthis information.

Items You Should Note
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 repealed the
investment
for credit for most taxpayers. In
ge-ral,
properly
I,
placed in service after
December 3 1985, you cannot claim any
investm nt credit unless the property
is:
a Ti ansition
e
property, as defined in the
Specific Instructions for lines 1(a)- 1(cl
a Qualified progress expenditure property,
as defined in General Inst
D(1)
under * Elections. - and
I (a)
th e'ltiO
pecisfc
Insti uctions for lines
(d);
a Qualified timber prope - I
a Cortain rehabilitation
property
property; or
re Business energy
i
For most taxpayers, th means you may no
longer claim a ny invest s ent cred it tor
property such as auto m biles,delivery
trucks, office equipm ot, farm equipment,
etc.. unless it was transition property on
December 31, 1985
falls into one of
the other categories above.
or it
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 changed the
alternative
ri,
minimum tax rules for the
ge ral business credits. This will require an
addi i unal tax liability limitation
com
p tation on lines 12 and 13.
If you have credits from passive activities,
S e Form 8582-CR. Passive Activity Credit
Limitations, before completing Form 3468.
General Business Credit.-The general
business credit consists of the investment
credit (Form 3468). jobs credit (Form
5884), credit for alcohol u ed as fuel (For
64711), research credit (Form 6765) and In
low-income housing credit (For. 85~6). If
y u have more than one of these credits for
l987.
o
or a carryback or carryforviard of any
of these credits, you must summarize them
on Form 3 00, General B siness Credit. If
you haveoronly
8 a 1987 inve stment
u
credit,
you do n have to file Form 3800 this year.

General Instructions
A. Purpose of Form.-Use Form 3468 to
claim a regular, rehabilitation, or business
i investment credit or to make certain
ele tions.
Caution:
c
You may have to refigure the
credit and recapture all or a portion of it if.,
a you dispose of the property before the
end of the property class life or life years;
a you change the use of the property;
a the business use of the property
decreases so that it no longer qualifies (in
whole or in part) as investment credit
property;

a you reduce your proportionate interest in
a partnership or other 'pass-througV entity
that had claimed a credit; or
6 you returned leased property (on which
you had taken a credit) to the lessor before
the end of the recapture period or useful life.
For more information, see Form 4255,
Recapture of Investment Credit.
CO A rtnership or S corporation should
eriplete
pa only the following lines, to figure
the cost or basis of property to pass through
to the individual partners or shareholders:
the Part I elections,
a columns (2) of line I and the line 2
a
worlsle
the q ified investment on line I and
re columns (2) and (3) for line 1. Sctiedule B
(you should also tell the partner, etc how
much of the column (3) basis to enter on
lines 3 or 4).
Attach the completed form to the
partnership or S corporation return to how
the total cost or basis that is passed
through.
If you area partner, beneficiary,
shareholder in an S corporation, or lessee
use Form 3468 to figure the credit based 6n
your share of the investment bypthe
partnership, estate, trust, S cor oration, or
less.,.
For more details on investment credit,
see Publication 572, General Business
Credit. and regulations under sections 46
and 48.
B. Now to Figure the Credit.-For
recovery property, the class of property
determines the percentage qualifying for
investment credit. For nome-ery
property, the useNI life of the property for
investment credit must be the same as the
useful life for depreciation or amortization
See section 48 for special rules on movie
and television films, sound recordings, and
.
sale-leasetbacks.
See section 46(e) for limitations on the
investment credit for mutual savings
institutions, regulated investment
companies, and real estate investment
trusts.
Generally, you may only take half of the
reg lar credit for certain vessels. See
sections 46(g)(1) through (6). If you claim
the full credit, check box 8 in Part I of Form
3468.
C. Investment Credit Property.-You may
take investment credit for property placed
in service only if it qualifies as one of the
items listed above under "Items You Should
Note."
The property must be used in a trade or
business and be either recovery property or
other depreciable property with a life of 3
years or more. Enter only the business part
if property is for both business and
personal use.

Exceptions.-Investment credit generally
does not apply to property that is:
(1) Used mainly outside the U.S.
(2) Used by a tax-exempt organization
(other than a section 521 farmers'
cooperative) unless the property is used
mainly in an unrelated trade or business.
(3) Used by governmental units and
foreign persons and entities.
(4) Used for lodging or for furnishing the
lodging (see section 48(a)(3) for exceptions,
i.e., hotel or motel furnishings).
(5) Amortized or depreciated under
section 167(k), 184, or 188,
(6) Acquired or constructed with
"excluded cost-sharing payments" from
grants under any program listed in section
126(a) or by grants under the Energy
Security Act.
D. Elections(1) Qualified Progress Expenditures, -You
may elect under section 46(d) to increase
your qualified investment for the year by
qualified progress expenditures. This
permits you to claim investment credit on a
long-term construction project before it is
completed and placed in service. Check box
A in Part 1. The election applies to all
Progress expenditure
property for the tax
a
yearitismade nd all later tax years,
In gen!ral. "progress expenditure
Property means property which is being
constructed by or for you and (1)
construction began before 1986 (or you had
binding contract on 12-31-85 to begin
'Construction), (2) the property has a normal
construction period of two years or more,
and (3) it is reasonable to believe that it will
be new section 38 property when it is placed
in service.
(2) Election for Leased Property.-If you
lease property to someone else, you may
a ect to treat all or part of your
investment in new property as if it were
made by the person who is leasing it from
you, Lessors and lessees should see
section 48(d) and regulations for rules on
makingthis election. For limitations, see
sections 46(e)(3) and 48d)(6).
E. At-Risk Limitation for Individuals and
Closely Held Corporations.-The cost or
basis of property for investment credit
purposes may be limited if you borrowed
against the property and are protected
a
gainst loss. or if you borrowed money from a
person who is related or who has other than
a creditor interest in the business activity.
The cost or basis must be reduced by the
amount of this *nonqualified nonrecourse
financing" related to the property as of the
close of the tax year in which it is placed in
service. See Publication 572 and sections
46(c)(8) and 465 for details. If there is an
increase during a later year of this
nonqualified nonrecourse financing, you may
have to refigure the credit on Form 4255.

Part II-Quallfled Investment
Lines 1(a)-1(d). Recovery Property.-In
general, the Tax Reform Act of 1986
repeals the regular investment ta credit for
property placed in service after D~ecember
lygplraorpcerretideist
1h)ich you
can, 122c.laihme onr e
faorrew(
transition property, (2) qualified progress
expenditure (QPE) property, and (3)
qualified timber property.
Transition Property.-There are several
types of transition property that may be
placed in service after 1985 and still be
eligible for the regular credit in that year:
a Binding contract on 12-31-85: Property
tahcaqtuiistecdonusntdruec
rtaedw,rirtetceonncsotrnutrcatectd.thoart was
binding on December 31, 1985.
a Construction in progress on 12-3185:
Property that is constructed or
reconstructed if at least 5% of the cost. or
$1 million. had been incurred or committed
by December 31, 1985,
Equipped buildinjor plant facility in
a
progress
on 12131- 5: If construction had
begun pursuant to a written specific plan
and more than one-half the cost had been
incurred or committed by December 31,
1985.
Specific projects listed in the Act.
Transition property must be placed in
service before the date shown in the
following table.' Othemise, no credit will be
allowed:
Must be placed
Property clan Ifte (years)
in service before
3 or more but less than 5 .
. . . July 1. 1986
January 1, 1987
5 or more but less than 7 .
January 1 1989
7 or more but less than 20
20or more
. . . . . . . January 1: 1991
The section 48(c)(4) election to take a
reduced credit instead of adjusting the basis
of property is not available for transition
property. You must reduce the basis for
depreciation by the full amount of the credit
claimed.
QPE Property.-The regular credit may be
claimed on QPEs so long aswill
it is reasonable
to expect that the property
a transition
to
property when placed in servicebb a re the
date shown in the table above. For any year
that the reasonable expectations change, or
if the property is not placed in service
before the date shown, all post-1985 QPEs
must be recaptured.
The election to take a reduced credit
instead of adjusting the basis of QPE
property is no longer available. Although you
do not have to amend prior years,lcor
periods after 1985 you must redu a the
Line 2 flon-overy
P PertyWorkshect
Now

Used

depreciable basis of QPE property by the
full amount ofthe credit claimed, even it
you made a se tion 48(IX4) election in a
prior year.
Qualified Timber Property.-The regular
cred I may be claimed in 1987 for the
portion of the adjusted basis of qualified
rtipronpertrystecttois t4re8ate)(d1aXsl`sect oio n 38
tpirno be
timber property you must reduce the
amortizable basis by one-half of the credit
taken.
Enter the basis of recovery property in
column (2). This is generally the cost of the
property reduced by any personal-use factor
and by any portion that was expensed under
section 179. It includes all items Properly
in
tahneddfreepirgKhtiabolsetsbaRsiesc,osvuecrhy as
ncstluldietdioin
property is tangible persona! property used
in a trade or business or held for the
production of income. and depreciated
under the Accelerated Cost Recovery
System (ACRS). See sections 46(c)(7), 168
and 280F.
Lino 2. Nonrecovery Property.-Compute
your qualified investment using the
worksheet format at the bottom of this page.
Nonrecovery property includes:
a Properly you elect to depreciate using a
method not expressed in terms of years:
a property you elect to amortize (e.g.,
leasehold improvements);
a property transferred or acquired merely
to bring the property under ACRS:
a property acquired in certain
nonrecognition transactions;
a certain property used outside the U.S .1- h
a public utility property if you do not use I a
normalization method of accounting.
See section 168(e) for further details.
Enter the amortizable basis in
forestation and reforestation expenditures
on line 2(c) of the worksheet. See section
48(aX 1)(F). See section 46(c)(5) for rules
for certain pollution control facilities.
Lines 1(a) and 1(b) of form; lines 2(s),
2(b), and 2(c) of worksheart. Qualified
Progress Expenditures.-Enter on the
progress
p xropendt itinerash emaam
i
deo i rmthoef queyflefied
Do not take any qualified progress
expenditures for the year the property is
placed in service or for the year for which
recapture is required for the property. The
credit allowed for the year the property is
placed in service is based on the entire
qualified investment reduced by the
progress expenditures included as qualified
investment in earlier years. See section
41 for more information.

ne
L~)
(b)
(c)
(it)
(a)
(0

3ormore/lessthan5
5 or more/less than 7
7 or more
3 or more/less than 5
5 or morelten than 7
7 or more

Total-Add lines (a) through (f) and enter online 2 of Form 3468.
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)
3)
Amicable
IfV
Fierorrm
33-A _
66%
100
33-A
66%
100
Ll

Lines 1(c) and I(d) of form; lines 2(d).
21 and 2(f) of worksheet. Used
Property Dollar Limitation.-In general,
you may not take into account more than
$125.000 of the cost of used property in
any one year. This does not include the
basis of any property traded in unless the
torladne iinnvcastumseedntthcererdeitaaplftouwreedofeiaklrllioerrpoarrta
a
reduction in an investment credit carryback
or carryforward. Determine the $125.000
amount before applying the percentages
based on the class of property or useful life.
Enter the cost (subject to the dollar
limitation) of used property placed in
service during the year. Property inherited.
received as a gift, or acquired from certain
related Persons does not qualify for the
in fsathuesntatnedin
le
titl wife file separate
returns, each may claim up to $62,500. 11
one of them has no qua1tOfy$,n.,2u,.ed
5000
property,
the other may claim up
The $125,000 limitation applies to a
partnership. S corporation, estate, or trust
The $125.000 must be divided among the
estate or trust and its beneficiaries based on
the income of the estate or trust allocable to
each. A $125.000 limitation also applies to
each partner. shareholder, or beneficiary.
Controlled corporate groups must divide the
limitation among all component members.
See section 48(c) and related regulations.
Lpirnepaltz e
it Ifior qu aI ifi ed I imbe r
nTchl udcerdedi n a 3 is 10%. The
credit
transition property and QPE
property included in line 3 depends on your
tax year. It our tagear begins before and
endsafter 1,ulyl, I 87.1heregular 10%
credit for transition and QPE property must
be reduced by a percentage figured from
the following formula:
number of months in your
3596 ~ tax year after June 1987
total number of.months in
your tax year
Example.'Your 1987calendaf tax year
shows a qualified investment in transition or
QPE property on line 3 of $ 100,000. Since
si9x8m7onytohus o
mfutshtertwdelcveey(oGuAr2)reagrelaarftcerreJditne
of$10.000(10%xS100.000)by17.S%
(35% x Il The credit reduction is $1,750
($ 10,000 x. 175), and the reduced credit of
$8.250 ($10.000 - $1,750) would be
entered on line 4.
Although this reduction ($1.750 in the
example) may not be used in the current
year or carried back to a prior year it may be
carried forward to your next tax ye~f under
the following rules.
If you are able to use all of the re duced
credit ($8.250 in the example) in the
current year, then none of the $1,750
reduction may be carried to any other year
If youareable to useonlya portion of
the reduced credit in the current year
because you are limited by the tax liability
limitations. then you may carry forward to
your next year the unused Portion of the
reduced credit and a corresponding portion
of the reduction. If, under the example. you
care ab a to use hall of tha $8.250 reduced
redit!n 1987, then you may carry forward
the other half of the reduced credit arid half
of the $1,750 reduction.

If you are not able to use any of the
reduced credit because of the tax liability
limitations, then you may carry forward to
your next year the entire credit (both the
reduced credit and the reduction).
For tax years beginning after June 30,
1987. you must reduce the regular 10%
credit for transition and QPE property (but
not for qualified timber property) by the full
35% Enter the reduced credit on line 4.
(This 'reduction may not be carried to any
other year.)
Lines 5a and 5b. Rehabilitation
Expenditures.-The Tax Reform Act of
1986 generally changed the rules for
claiming the rehabilitation portion of the
investment credit for property placed in
service after December 31, 1986, in tax
years ending after that date.
You may take a credit for certain capital
costs incurred for additions or improvements
to qualified existing buildings and for
rehabilitat~oin certified historic structures.
The expend tures
of must be added to the basis
of the building and depreciated by the
straight-line method and must be incurred in
connection with the rehabilitation of a
qualified rehabilitated building. The
applicable percentage for qualified
rehabilitation expenditures is 100%.
The increase in depreciable basis
resulting from the expenditures must be
decreased by the allowed credit.
For filers placing property in service in
1987, the expenditures must be for either:
(1) nonresidential real property
(2) residential rental property, ~r
(3) real property that has a class life of
more than 12V2 years.

See section 48(g) for other details and
section 25 lid) of the Act for transitional
rules applicable to line 5a.
If you are claiming a credit for a certified
historic structure. you must attach a copy of
your request for final certification from the
National Park Service (NPS Form 10-168c).
(Do not do this if the credit is a flow.through
from a partnership, S corporation, estate or
trust because that entity will attach a copy
to its return. Instead, write -$ FROM PARTNERSHIP" (or "S CORP.,"
etc.) on the dotted line to the left of the
entry column.)
Lines 3, 5, and 14a Limitations.-Mutual
savings institutions, regulated investment
companies, and real estate investmen!fo,
trusts are subject to special limitations
the amounts to be entered on lines 3, 5, and
14a. See regulations section 1.46-4.
Line 6. Credit from Cooperative.Section 1381(a) cooperative organizations
may claim investment credit It the
cooperative cannot use any of the credit
because of the tax liability limitation, the
unused credit must be allocated to the
patrons of the cooperative. The recapture
provisions of section 47 apply as if the
cooperative had kept the credit and not
allocated it. Patrons should enter their
regular investment credit from a cooperative
on line 6.
Carryback and Carryforward of Unused
Credits.-If you cannot use part of the
credit because of the tax liability limitations
or the operation of the alternative minimum
tax. you may carry it back 3 years, then
forward 15 years. Use Form 3800.

Line 10c. Other I'llers.-Before you can
claim the investment credit against your
income tax liability, you must reduce this tax
liability by the credits listed below:
* Personal credits (child and clatenclent.
care credit, credit for elderly or isabled
resident:alfenergy credit carryforward, and
the
cred t or interest on certain home
mortgages)
e Foreign tax credit
rx Possessions corporation tax credit
. Orphan drug credit
v Nonconventional source fuel credit
Line 14. Limitation.-If the tax liability on
line 11 is $25,000or less, yourinvestment
creditislimited to that tax liability. ifthetax
liability is more than $25,000, your credit is
limited to $25 000 plus 75% of the excess.
If a hustoan~ and wife file separate
returns, each must use $12,500 instead of
$25.000. But if one of them has no
investment credit. then the other may use
the entire $25.000.
Controlled corporate groups must divide
the $25.000 among all component
members.
Estates and trusts must determine the
percentage of total income allocable to the
estate or trust itself. and apply the
percentage to the $25,000 limit on line 14a.
Line 16-If you are a "C" corporation with
regular investment credit on line 4. your total
allowed credit to be entered on line 16 will be
figured differently than the instructions on
the form direct See Publication 572 for the
amount to enter. If you figure your credit
under this limitation. write "SEC 38(cX3)" in
the margin next to your entry on line 16.
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investment credit (For. 3468, line 8) .
. .
Jobs credit (Form 5884. line 7) .
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3
4

.
. .
Credit for alcohol used as fuel (Form 6478, line 11)
Credit for increasi ng research activities (Form 6765 , line 25)

5

Low-income housing credit (Form 8586, line 8)

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

7

Carryback of general business credit to 1987.
Tentative ."at",
eneal business credit-Add lines 6, 7 and 8

8
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.
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.
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6

jobs, alcohol fuel,
. .
. .
.
. .

7

.

.

. . .
.
. .
. .
.
. .
.
. .
Current year general b usiness credit-Add lines 1 through 5 .
Carryforward of general business credit (or investment (see instructions), WIN,
. .
. .
. .
.
. .
research , ESOP , or low-income housing credits) .

6

1087

General Business Credit

.

.

.

4

. . . LP -F
I

.

itv Limitations
too
b
c
Ila
b

Individuals-From Form 1040. enter amount from line 43
Corporations -From Form 1120, Schedule J, enter tax from
. .
. .
.
line 1) . .
.
. .
. .
.
. .
.
. .
.
Other filers-Enter income tax before credits from return

.

.

.

.

0

.

Individuals-From Form 1040, enter credit from line 44,
nonconwntional source fuel credits included on line 46 .
. .
Corporations-From Form 1120, Schedule J, enter credits from
.
.
I 120-A filers, enter zero) . .
. .
.
. .
.
. . .

plus any or. : han
gh
(~:rm
nd
.
.
. .
drug
lines 4(a) thin
4(d)
.
. .
.
. .
. .
. .
.

Other filers-See instructions for line 1 1c

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
Individuals-From Form 6251, enter amount from line 17
.
.
b Corporations-From Form 4626. enter amount from line 19
t
s
-From
Form
8656
,
enter
amount
from
line
20
.
c Es ta t es and T rus

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Income tax liability as adjusted-Subtract line 11 from line 10 .

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

m5b

.

14
Ise
b

.
.

.
. .
.
Excess of income tax liability over tentative minimum tax-Subtract line 13 from li'ne 12
.
. .
. .
.
E n ter smaller of I ine 12 or $25.000 (see instructions for line 15)
. .
.
. . .
.
If line 12 is more than $25,000-Enter 75% of the excess .
. .

.
. .
. .
. .
. .
.
.
. .
.
. .
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
General business credit-Enter smallest of line 9, line 14, or line 16 (corporations, see instructions)
Schedule
J,
line
4(e);
Form
1120-A,
Part
1,
line
2:
or
here and on Form 1040, line 45; Form 1120,
.
. .
.
. .
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
. .
. .
.
. .
the proper line on other returns .
Add li nes 15a a nd 15b .

General Instructions
(ecton reerences are to the Interna l

Purpose of Form.-The general
business credit consists of the

12

Note: Carryforwardofregular
investment credit for filers with tax
years beginning before and ending after
July 1, 1987. ~Uncler section 49(c)
you must reduce the portion of the
business credit carryforward
attributable to the section 46(aXl)
regular investment credit (other than
for qualified timber property) by a
percentage figured from the following
i
formula:

6

17

Publication 57 2, General Business
Credit.

investment credit (Form 3468). jobs

For more information on the jobs
credit, see Form 58M, Jobs Credit, or
rdpc,wu,,
- ..-6478), research credit (Form
(Form
Publication
572.
out
We........I
ask for this
information to carry
--- 1~ ~ - - 1 1-.4 6765), and low-income housing credit
For more information on the alcohol
fuel credit. see Form 6478, Credit for
States. We need it to ensure that
' -th-es`e/c-r;dyit-s,'or'a` carW~;; ~r
Alcohol Used as Fuel.
taxpayers are compyng wteseaws -ko'n`e'o'ffrward
of any of these credits ,
and to allow us to figure and collect the -y
F inore information on the research
must
attach
the
aroriate
credit
y
o
q ird to forms and summarize them here on
credit,
0 see Form 6765, Credit for
righ amou t of t . Y
Increasing
Research Activities (or for
give us this information.
Form 3800. Ifyou198
have only one of
orphan drug credit). or
Changes You Should Note.-The Tax
these credits for
7, you do nothave claiming the572.
Reform Act of 1986 changed the
Publication
to file Form 3800. Instead, use
alternative minimum ta
les for the
For more information on the lowcredit.
that particular form to claim theonly
T will
general business credits.x 'uhis
income housing credit, see Form 8586,
For example. if you have only a 1987
require an additionalion
tax liability
Low .Income Housing Credit, or
investment credit, you may use Form
limitation computat
on lines 13 and
Publication 572.
3468 to claim your credit. You do not
14. The Act also repealed the Employee
to file Form 3800 in this case.
Carryback and Carryforward of
Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP) credit as have do not have to take the jobs or
Unused Credit.-If you cannot use
You
of 12-31-86.
part or all of the credit on fine 6
.
alcohol
fuel
credits
if
you
do
not
wish
to.
If you have credits from passive
because of the tax liability limitations,
For more information on the
activities. see Form 8582-CR, Passive
you may carry any excess back to each
see
Form
3468,
investment
credit,
Activity Credit Limitations, before
Investment
Credit,
or
Computation of
(Continued on back)
completing Form 3800.
evenueoe.)

Although the investment, jobs,
alcohol fuel, research. and low-income
housing credits are aggregated as the
general business credit, you may want
to keep separate records of these
credits to ensure that no credits or
deductions are lost.

Una 7-All carryforwards of unused
investment, jobs. WIN, alcohol fuel,
research, ESOP. and low-income
housing credits are added together and
become a business credit carryforward
to 1987.

3

1

ol~the 3 precedingtax years, beginning
with the earliest. If you have an unused
credit after carryback, it may be carried
forward to each of the 15 years after
the year of the credit. In general.
credits unused after 15 years may be
deducted in the 16th year (or earlier if
the taxpayer dies or goes out of
business). Unused ESOP credits are
deductible in the 15th year if unused by
that time. Note: Generally, only half
the unused investment credit is
deductible. Ifyou had originally made a
section 48(q)(4) election to take a
reduced credit instead ofadjusting the
basis of the property, then none is
deductible.

Specific Instructions

Tentative minimum taxa

17

.
. .
.
line 3 (or Form. I ;2~A, *Pad 1.
. .
. .
.

.

c
12
13

16

.

Fix. 3800 (1987)

.Air tr- rQRA1 M-h'i f."I "'dit

Fore, 3800 (1987)

35% X

number of months in your
tax year after June 1987
total number of months

in your tax year

Pg. 2
Enterthe reduced credit on line 7.
Although this reduction may not be
used in the current year or carried back
to a prior year, it may be carried
forward to your next tax year under the
following rules.

a Personal credits (child and
dependent care credit. credit for
elderly or disabled, residential energy
credit carryforward, and the credit
for interest on certain home
mortgages)

If you are able to use all of the
reduced credit in the current year, then
none of the reduction may be carried to
ny th r yar.

a Foreign tax credit

If you are able to use only a portion of
the reduced credit in the current year
because you are limited by the tax
liability limitations. then you may carry
forward to your next year the unused
portion of the reduced credit and a
corresponding portion of the reduction.
It. for example, you are able to use half
of the reduced credit in 1987, then you
may carry forward the other half of the
reduced credit and half of the reduction.
If you are not able to use any of the
reduced credit because of the tax
liability limitations. then you may carry
forward to your next year the entire
credit (both the reduced credit and the
reduction).
Carryforward ofregular investment
credit for filers with years beginning
afterJune 30,1987-You must
reduce the portion of the business
credit carryforward attributable to the
section 46(aXI) regular investment
credit (other than for qualified timber
property) by the full 35%. Enter the
reduced credit on line 7. (This
reduction may not be carried to any
otheryear.)
Line S.-Leave blank in 1987. Use
only in subsequent years to carry back
unused credits arising in those later
years.
Una I Ic-0ther filem-Before you
can claim the general business credit
against your income tax liability. you
must reduce this tax liability by the
following credits:

e Possessions corporation tax credit
.
Orphan drug credit
e Nonconventional sorce flrdit
Line 15-If your adjusted tax liability
(line 12) is $25.000 Or less, your
general business credit is limited to
that liability. If the tax liability is more
than $25,000, your credit is limited to
$25,000 plus
the excess.

75% of

If a husband and wife file separate
returns, each must use $12,500 instead
of $25,000. But if one of them has no
credit. then the other may use the entire
$25,000.
Controlled corporate groups must
divide the $25,000 among all
component members. See section
38(cX4XB).
Estates and trusts must first
determine what percentage of the total
income is allocable to the estate or
trust itself, then apply that same
percentage to the $25,ODO amount on
line l5a.
See section 38(cX4XC) for limitations
on the credit for mutual savings
institutions, regulated investment
companies, and real estate investment
trusts.
Una I 7.-If you are a "C " corporation
with regular investment credit included
in line 1. your total allowed credit to be
entered on line 17 will be figured
differently than the instructions on the
form direct. See Publication 572 for the
amount to enter. If you figure your credit
under this limitation, write

38(cX3)* in the margin next to your
entry on line 17.
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Depreciation and Amortization

A tomoblies, Certain Other Vehicles, Computers, and Property Used for Entertainment. Recreation, or
Amusement
ul
(Listed Property).
Ifyou are using the standard mileage rate at deducting vehicle lease expense, complete columns (a) through (d) of Section A. all of
andSection
Cifapplicable.
Section B,
are used 50% or
other listed property placed in service after June 18, 1984,
Section A.-Depreciation (if automobiles andbusiness,
the Section 179 deduction is not allowed and depreciation must be
less in a trade or
taken using the straight line method over 5 years. For other limitations. see instructions.)
Yes LJ No
Yes
No If yes, is the evidence written?
evidence to support the business use claimed?
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lll~ See separate instructions.
Depart- M the T easuq
Int-1 Re-ir Se-e

10- Attach this form to your return.

si,,-ce,.
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en'
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Tiormirlys",

N-e(s)-th-r-etBusiness, ., .-t, to ~h,ch IN, f- ,late,

Depreciation (Do not use this part for automobiles, certain other vehicles, computers, and property used for
entertainment, recreation, or amusement. Instead, use Part 111.)
Section A.-Elect[ T Expense Deprec.abl Assets Placed in Service Durin Th a as ear See on 179)
fa) Description of property

(c) cost

~b) D.l. PMC. I

Pege 2

F.- 4562 (1987)

a) Ty,,e of property
f 3
("'t veh'de, mt

(b) Date
placservice

(it) Exl~ense deduction

wa,--

(.)(1asofordeprecialor,
(6-nev,t
In, IZ'Z)

C-11%
r for
the'
ox re
"11.11c
less,
("'
ts"Perty)

ercentage
M

M Depreciation
inhod anol
recii.,y period

uo Depreciation
detlixisr,

bon
(h)
179..,ense

.
2 Listed property-Enter Intal from Pa it 111, Section A, col um n (h) .
3 T
(a dd li nes I and 2 . but do not enter more than $ 10 ,000) .
4 EIr
o
the arinount, it a ny, by wh ich the cost of all section 179 property
.
.
.
.
.
more than $200.000 .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
placed in service during this tax Year
. is .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
5 Subtract line 4 from line 3. If result is less than zero. enter zero. (See instructions for other Iimitations)
Section B.-Depreciation
(,)6 .. f0ldepr-at(Buu,n:x u.:"-,.
st,w re)

(Q class of pmmfty

hod
o
figurf,ng
deor-aton
(1) m

(it) Rec.."
o,w
~

in

cron

Total (Enter here and on line 2. page 1.)

ONLY
6 Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS) (see instructions): For assets placed in service

.

.

.

.

.

.

during tax year beginning in 1987

T,t,l IFntpr here and online 7. base, 1.)
a

3-year property

b

5-year property

c

7-year property

d

10-year property

a

15-year property

Section B.-Information Regarding Use of Vehicles
Complete this section as follows, ifyour deduct expenses for vehicles:
Always complete this section for vehicles used by a sole proprietor, partner, or other more than 5% owner or related person.
section
Ifyou provided vehicles to employees, first answer the questions in Section C to see ifyou meet an exception to completing this
for those items.
vend, I

1 Total in iles driven d uring the yea r .

If

20-year property

is

Residential rental property

th

Nonresidential real pEoperty

if.h.d. 3

Whwli,41

-

Vehicle 5

Vehicle 6

.

2 Total business miles driven du ring the year
3 Total commuting miles driven during the
year . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 Total other personal (noncommuting)
miles driven . .. . . . . . . . .
.Ws -No r Yes

n rt ~11 IiZcfoor~t,0A.
'r
co I. mn (g) . . . . . . .
7 = =yontoEn.ter tolzil,= Pa
.
a
ssets
1987LSLe_!1ns
Sectio~C-Otherk
t'.cf' ~rleci~fl;n
'
Property
Other
deprec
subj= Csse~
ction
list1r6u~tZIS)) ele.ction (see ~nstructions)
. . . . . .

9

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(nAmontsurtion
fluthoy",

.

.

.

.

.

concerning the use of the veh cles .

.
.

.

Yes

No

Yes

No

8 Do you maintain a written policy statement that prohibits all personal use of vehicles, including commuting, by your
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
emp Ioyees7
personal use of vehicles, except commuting, by your FAF~ MF,
10 maintain
* . .statement
. . . that
. * prohibits
'
9 Do you
' * ' a . written policy
em P Y ees? (See instructions for vehicles used by corporate officers, directors, or Mormoreowners.) . . . . . . __
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20 D0 you treat all use of vehicles by employees as personal use?
I Do you provide more than live vehicles to your employees and retain the information received from your employees
pit

3 Total. Enter here and on Other Deductions or Other Expenses line of your return .
Sea Paperwork Reduction Act Notices ces on- I at the sespareds,

No

FEME/1'

f.) Ammuse.
period .
percentage

I Amortization for property placed in Twice only during tax year beginning in 1987

2 Amortization for property placed in service prior to 1987 .

Yes

_ _+
Section C-Quehitions for Employers Who Provide Vehicles for Use by Employees.
(Answer these questions to determine if you meet an exception to completing Section B. Note: Section 8 must atways be
completed for vehicles u
by sole proj
tOm, Partners, orother more than 5% owners or related persons,
Yes
EM

11 Total (add deductions on lines 5 through 10). Enter here and on the Depreciation line of your return (Partnerships and co,porations-Do NOT include any amounts entered on line 5.) . . . . . . . . . .
12 For assets above
S
placed in service during the current year, enter the portion of the basis
aft"bulAm
~blelo I.
Lddt,1,Lon, I section 263A costs. (See instructions for who must use.)
on
)C~
(Z
.

No

7 Is another vehicle available
personal
- use? . . . . . . . . to'
. . . . .

Section D.-Sumnsary

11)Date.wiled

Yes

No

5 Was the vehicle available for personal use
duringoif-durty hours? . . . . . . .
6 Was the vehicle used primarily by a more
than 5% owner or related person? .

10

0s) Descme-irl prolossir
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De P artment of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

Instructions for Form 4562
Depreciation and Amortization
(Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code, unless otherwise noted.)

Paperwork Reduction Act
Nti e
We ask,fDr tis informaton to carry out the
Interne Revenue laws of the United States.
We need it to ensure that taxpayers are
complying with these laws and to allow us to
figurean collect the right amount of tax.
You are required to give usthis information.

Items You Should Note
Recent legislation changed the way you
gore yo ur deduction for depreciation and
the section 179 deduction for property
placed in service after 12/31/86. Figure
your allowable deduction in Part 1, Sections
d B.
aSItate and loca I sales taxes pa id on the
purchase of an asset are no longer
deductible but can be added to the basis of
.the asset and depreciated:
M y oth it
tht
ddtil
under pror law must now be caitalized or
inldd in invt y ot . S the
instrtis for line 12 .
All ta y er clii g any typ f
deduction for any listed property (such a
a utoMobiles
computers, and property use
s d
to
P
r urosesof entertainment , recreation
and amusement) are reuired to comlete
pa
P rt Ill onae 2 , re gardless of when such
.roperty was placed in service.
As an alternative to depreciating a
I
hil e, se lf
p l ye d idiid uals my e ec
to use the standard mileage allowance if
tw
o rhil s art used at the
ti e. F
infti n. s
P ub caton 97 , usinessse o aar.
All details of depreciation should be
retained as part of your permanent books
a d ecors. See Pu ica tion 53 ,
Depreciation, for example of how to keep
d p iids.

Purpose of Form
Use Form 4562 to claim your deduction for
depreciation and amortization, to make the
plti topse recy prope ty, a n o o
rid ifoti
o
i g the Pb uiness
i
use o automobiles and other Iisted roperty.
In using this form, a taxpayer should
or epare and submita separate Form 4562
ftl
r each business of activity in the return.
theFor
a more Information about depreciation,
lection to expense newly acquired
recovery oroperty, and leased listed property,
see Publication 534 and Publication 917. For
more information abt amottn
(including depreciation/amortization of
leaseholdx pen
,
Pblitio 535,
Business Expenses.

Line-by-Line Instructions
Part I.-Depreciation
Depreciation isan amount you can deduct
each year for assets, except land, you acquire

!o use in your business or hold to produce

income. (Land is never depreciable.)

Depreciation istarts when you first start using
the property n your business It ends when
you
take the property out of service, deduct
all of your depreciable pst,ornolongeruse
the property in your bus,ness
.
c
Comlete Section A of Part Ill on pae 2
instead of Part 1, for depreciation of all list;d

property, regardless of when such property

was placed in service.
If any "listed property" placed in service
afterJune 18, 1984, was used more than
50% in a trade or business in the year it was
placed in service, and used 50% or lesstin a
later year, part of the depreciation, sec on
179 ded uction. and i rivestment c red it may
have to be recaptured in the later year.
Figure the amount of depreciation and
se ction 179 ded uction to be reca pt u red on
Form 4797, Gains a no Losses From Sa les
or Exchanges of Assets Used in a Trade or
Business and Involuntary conversions.
Figure the amount of investment credit to
be receptor A on Form 4255. Recapture of
Investment Credit.
Secon.-ecton toxpense
Depreciable Assets.-You may choose to
expense part of the cost of depreciable
persona propery usen your trade or
usi ness an ceran other property
described in Publication 534 . To do , y o
must have purchased (as defined in section
179(d)(2)) theroperty nd plad it in
service during the 1987 tax year. If you take
t is dedtin, the a unt ohih y
2
ig re your depreciation or amortization
deduction
must be reduced by the section
1 u
79 expense .
Note: The following do not qualify as
secto 179 p op y:
t 1) pprty ha t is
used 5096 or less in your trade or business;
and (2) Property held for the production of

income (section 212 property).

An ett or trt
y tlt t o
exense proerty. A patnership S
corporation may choose to expense and
pass through to its partners or shareholders
a m ximumof$10.000.Partnemor
s
hareholders
a'
add their share of the
partnership or S corporation amount to their
own section 179 expense they choose to
take and deduct the combined amount up
to thie limit. See Publication 534 for more
information.
Line 1. Column (a).-Enter the class of property
(that is, 3-year, 5-year, etc.) for which you
make the election and a brief description Of
the item.
Column (.-Ener te mont and year,
you placed the property in service.
Col
.- E t th pprty 'ss.
omit any undepreciated basis on assets you
traded in. For information about basis, see
Publication 551, Basis of Assets.

Column (d).-Enter the part of the cost
you choose to expense. You ca n choose to
expense part of the cost of an asset and
depreciate the rest of d.
Line 2.-If you choose to claim a section
179expens deduction for automobiles and
other listed eproperty,
"
complete: Section A,
Part 111. See Limitations for automobiles"
underSection
_I A, Part Ill.
Line 5.
1 you are married filing
separately. each spouse is limited to one.
half of the allowable amount unless you
:Iect to allocate the section 179 expense in
different manner.
The amount on line 5 is further limited to
the total taxable income from your trade or
business (an amount disallowed under this
rule is treated as cost of section 179
property next year).
Section B.-Depreciation.Note: Lines 6a through 6h should be
completed for assets, other than
automobilesand other listed property.
placed in service ly during the tax year
beginning in 198707
Column (a). Types of Property.-Property is classified
as follows:
3-Year Property.-This is property with a
class life of 4 years or less. It includes a race
horse which is more than 2 years old at the
time it is placed in service, and any other
horse whic h is more the n 12 years old at the
time it is placed in service.
5-Year Property.-This is property with a
class life of more than 4, but less than
10 years. It includes an autom bile or light
general purpose truck; semiconductor
0
manufacturing equipment; computer based
telephone central office switching
equ!pment; qualified technological
equipment; property used in connection
with research and experimentation; and
certain energy property specified in section
168(e)(3)(B)NO
7-Yearf Property.-This is property with a
class Ii a of 10 years or more, but less than
16 years. It includes railroad track: a single
purpose agricultural or horticultural
structure; and any property not having a
class life and not otherwise classified.
10-Year Property.-This is property with a
class life of 16 years or more, but less than
20 yea rs.
15-Year Property. -Th is is property with a
class life of 20 yea rs or more, but less than
25 years. It includes a Municipal wastewater
treatment plant and any telephone
distribution plant and comparable
aequipment used for 2-way exchange of voice
nd data communications of information.
20-Year Property.-This is property with a
class life of 25 or more years. It includes
municipal sewers.
Residential Rental Property.-This is a
building in which 80 percent or more of the
total rent is from dwelling units.
Nonresidential Real Propeirty.-This is
real property, other than residential rental
property, which has a class life of at least
27.5 years.
See Publication 534, Depreciation, for
more information on class lives.
Column (b). ~For lines 6g and 6h, enter
the month and year you placed the property
in service.
Column (c).-Enter the basis for
depreciation of the assets you placed in

service in the current tax year, To find the
basis for depreciation, multiply the cost or
other basis of the property by the percent of
business use, From that result, subtract any
:ecti n le? expense deduction and avy
pplio
Ccabl investment credit.
ertainta~payersarenotiubjecttothe
new depreciation rules for property placed
in service after 12-31-86. Seethe note in
the instructions for line 8 below.
Column (d)-Enter your recovery
period. This is usually the number of years
that corresponds to the class of property in
column (a). For example, for 3-year
property the recovery period is 3 years; for
5-year property the recovery period is 5
years, etc. For residential rental property,
your recovery period is 271/2 years and
nonresidential real property, 31 'A years.
If you use the alternati deprecialtion
system, enter your recove'rye period or class
life (for real property, enter 40).
Column (e). -Enter you r method of
figuring depreciation and convention by
writing "DO B," " 150% DB," or "SL,* for
depreciation method, and "112," '3/,, " or
"V.," for half-year, mid-month, or mi~quarter conventions, respectively,
Column (f).-Figure your depre
uctca tion
deduction according to the instr ions
given below.

How To Figure Depreciation
The following instructions apply to figuring
depreciation for line 6. column (f) Also read
the instructions beloW under Mid-Quarter
Convention for information on when that
convention must be used.
3-year property, 5 year property, 7-year
property and 10-year
-For this
property.'use the 200%= balance
method, switching to straight-line for the
first year in which that Method would resu
inahi h r deduction. You may use optional
it
TableS(a) on page 4 to figure your
depreciation. Apply the percentage shown
in the table to the original basis each year.
The table reflect he switch to the straightline method. Alss stee "Mid-Quarter
Convention" bel0
ow for special rule.
See Publication 534 for a more detailed
method for computing depreciation.
15-year property and 20-year
property- Use the 150% declining
bale nce method, switching to straight-line
for the first yea r i n which that method
results in a higher deduction. You may use
optional Table 2(a) on page 4 to figure your
depreciation. Apply the percentage shown
in the table to the original basis each year.
The table reflects the switch to the straightline method. Also see "Mid -Quarter
Convention" below for special rule.
See Publication 534 for a more detailed
method for computing depreciation.
Nonresidential Real Property and
Residential Rental Prop".-For this
property you must use the stra ht-line
method and apply the mid-mons
,
convention. You may use optional Tables
2(b) or 2(c) on page 4 to figure your
basis eachshown
depreciation. Apo y the percentage
in the tableto the original
year.
See Publication 534 fora more detailed
method for computing depreciation.
Mid-Quarter Convention-11 more than
40% of the total cost or other basis of all
Page 2

property placed in service during theta
year was placed in service during theheIa:t 3
months of that year, you must use t
"mid quarter convention" for all property
placed in service during the year (lines
6a-6f). This rule does not apply to
nonresidential real property and residential
rental property (lines 6gand 6h). The mid.
q uarter, convention treats property which is
placed in service or disposed of duringa
quarter as being placed in service or
disposed of during the middle of the
quarter.
To use the micl-quarter convention, fyure
depreciation for each asset using Table (a)
on blpaei~e(4. Multiply that result by 2 (because
To
a) is based on the half-year
convention) and then multiply by the number
of full quarters that the property was in
service, plus one-half a quarter for the
quarter in which the property was placed in
service. Then divide that result by 4.
Filers with 2nd year depreciation of
property placed in service after 12/31/86
should take a fu It yea r's depreciation as
shown in the table. For additional
information see Publication 534.
Depreciation.
Alternative Depreciation SystemInstead of the methods discussed above,
you may elect to use the straight-line
Method of figuring depreciation for one or
more classes of property. If elected. this
method must be used for all property in the
same class that is placed in service during
the tax year. However. the election for '
nonresidential real property and residential
rental property may be made separately for
each property.
To figure depreciation under this
Method, divide the basis for
same
depreclat
the class life, and use the
conve=
as explained above. If personal property
lif
use
does not have a class a,
12 years, For
certain exceptions, see section
168(g)(3)(B). For nonresidential real
property and residential rental property,
divide the basis for depreciation by 40, and
use the mid-month convention.
The alternative depreciation system
must be used for the following: any
ble
proPerty used mostly outside the U nitLgi
to
States: any tax-exempt use property; any
tax-exempt bond financed prope?; and any
rted he
pr%rty covered by an 'ecutive
order
M
of I
resident of the United States.
You may also elect to use the straight.
line method over the recovery period
(I
nstead of the clan life), using the same
conventions as discussed above. If elected,
this method must also be used for all
in the same class that is placed in
=uring the tax year.
Caution: Pending legislation
allow
would DBOr
you to use 15096 DBinsteadol'20096
straight line depreciation over the class life
of the property for property other than
residential rentalor nonresidential real
property
Une B.-ACRS deduction for assets
placed In service prior to 1987.-Unless
you use anfafternate percentage, multiply
your basis or depreciation by the applicable
percentage as follows:
3-year property-Ist year (25%), 2nd year
(38%),3rd year (37%);
5-year property. 1st year (15
2nd year
(22%).3rd through 5th year%
M1%);

O-year propeorty-Ist year (8%), 2nd gear
1'I 4%). 3rd year ( 1 2%). 4th I through th
year (10%), 7th through 10th year (9%);
15-year public utility property. Ist year
IS%), 2nd year (10%). 3rd year (9%). 4th
year (8%), Sth and 6th year (7%), 7th
through 15th year (6%);
Low-income housing, 15-year, 18-year, and
19-year real property-Use the tables on
Pape
Year
4 o ~etahe instructions for 15., 18-. and
property, and the table in
Publication 534
I
for low-income housing,
If you elected an alternate percentage
for any property listed above, use the
straight-line method over the recovery
perbiod
Pu
licaytoiou.c.ho e in the prior year. See
3s4 for more information.
The basis and amounts claimed for
depreciation in prior years should be part of
your permanent books and records. No
attachment is necessary.
Note: Certain taripayers placing property in
service in the current year are covered by
transitional rules and should figure their
depreciation using the rules for assets
placed in service before 111187. This
includes property undera binding contract
or under construction on March 1, 1986,
and certain other transition property. These
taxpayers must reduce their P~sis by the full
investment credit. Use line 6, Part 1.
modifying the column (a) headings if
necessary. See sections 203 and 204 of the
Tax Reform Act of 1986, and Publication
534 for more information.
Section C -Other Depreciation.-Use
Section C ior property. other than
I
automobiles and other listed prope
do not amortize, expense. or use A~IVIOOU
depreciate. This
. includes:
a . Pro rty ofaced in service before January
I 19PI,
e 0Certain public utility property, which does
n I meet certain normalization
requirements;
. Certain property acquired from related
persons:
a Property acquired in certain
nonrecognition transactions; and
is~ Certain sound recordings, movies. and
videotapes.
Line 9-Report operty that you elect
under section 16gIf)(1), to depreciate 6~
the units-of-production method or any other
Method not based an a term of years (other
than the retirement-replacement.
betterment method).
On a separite sheet, attach: (1) a
description of the property and what
depreciation method you elect that
excludes the property from ACRS; and (2)
the depreciable basis (cost or other basis
reduced. if applicable, by salvage value
investment credit, and the section 179
expense).
Enter the depreciation deduction in
column (f).
Line 1O.-Enter the total amount of
depreciation attributable to assets, other
than automobiles and other listed property,
acquired before January 1, 1981 (pre.
ACRS), or property that cannot otherwise
be depreciated under ACRS. This amount
should be calculated from your permanent
books and records. No attachment Is
For a sample workshast, me
"Pub=ff"
ac
o~ 534.

Include any amounts attributable to the
Class Life Asset Depreciation Range
(CLADR) system. If you previously elected
the CLADR system, you must continue to
use it to depreciate assets left in your
vintage accounts. You must continue to
meet recodkeeping requirements.
if you elect CLAOR for assets that do not
qualify for ACRS. attach a statement that
specifies the items that still apply to those
listed in Regulations section 1. 167(a)1 1(f)(2).
Line 12-Ne. Section 263A Uniform
Capitalization Rules.-Under the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 many items that were
deductible under prior law must now be
Falpitalized. If you produce property for use
in your business then you Should fill in line
12. Otherwise leave it blank.
Part I I.-Amortization
Each year you may elect to deduct part of
certain capital expenses over a fixed period.
It you amortize property. the
ortize does not qualify for the
partelection
you
to
recovery property or depreciation.
:
elpense
Lin. .-Complete line 1 only for property
placed in service during your tax year
beginning in 1987.
Column (a),-Describe the property you
are amortizing, Amortizable property
includesPollution control facilities (section 169.
alimited by section 291 for corporations).
Bond premiums (section 171).
Amounts paid for research or
experiments (section 174).
Business start-up expenditures (section
*
195).
Qualified forestation and reforestation
(section 194).
a
costs
Organizational expenses for a corporation
(section
248) or partnership (section 709).
a
Optional write-off of certain tax
preferences
over the period specified in
I
section 59(e).
Note: Generallyyou may no longeramortize
trademark or trade name expenditures or
railroadgradingand
made ~fter
tunnel bore
expenditures
December3l,
1986.
Column (b).-Enter the date you
acquired or completed the property or spent
the amount you are amortizing.
Column (c). -Enter the total amount you
are amortizing. See the applicable Code
section for limits on the amortizable amount.
Column (d).-Enter the Code section
under which you amortize the property
Attach any other information the Code
and Regulations may require in order to
make a valid election. For additional
information, see Publication 535.
Line 2.-Enter the amount of amortization
attributable to property placed in service
before 1987.
Part Ill.- Automobiles and
Other Listed Property
All taxpayers claiming any type of deduction
for automobiles and other listed property,
regardless of th: tax year such property was
placedinservic mustprovidethe
information requested in Part Ill. Listed
0property includes. but is not limited to:
Passenger automobiles weighing 6,000
pounds or less.

is Any other property used as a means of
transportation if the nature of the property
lends itself to personal use, such as
motorcycles, PiCk-Up trucks, etc.
* Any property of a type generally used for
purposes of entertainment, recreation, or
amusement (such as photographic.
phonographic, communication, and video
recording equipment).
alComputers or peripheral equipment.
Listed property does not include
photographic, phonographic.
communication. or video equipment used
exclusively in a taxpayer's trade or business
or regular business establishment. It does
not include any computer or peripheral
equipment used exclusively at a regular
business establishment and owned or
leased by the person operating such
establishment.
Listed property does not include an
ambulance, hearse, or a vehicle used for
transporting persons or property for hire.
Section A.-Depreciation
Column (a),-List on a property-by.
property basis all of your listed propertym
the following order:
(1) Automobiles and other vehicles;
(2) Other listed property (computers and
peripheral equipment, etc,):
In column (a), list the make and model
of automobiles. and give a general
description of listed property.
It you have more than five vehicles used
100% in your trade or business, you may
group them by tax year. Otherwise, list all
vehicles separately.
Column (b). - Enter the date the
prope rty was placed in service. Th is is the
date you first start using the property for
any purpose, whether personal or business.
Column (c).-Enter the percentage of
business use. For automobiles and other
'vehicles," this is determined by dividing
the number of miles the vehicle is driven for
purposes of a trade or business during the
year by the total number of miles the
vehicle is driven for any purpose. Treat
vehicles used by employees (who are not
more than 5% owners) as being used 100%
in your trade or business if the value of
personal use is included in the employees'
gross income or the employees reimburse
he employer for the personal use.
If the employer reports the amount of
personal use of the vehicle in the
temployee's gross income. and withholds
he appropriate taxes, for purposes of this
tform the employer is to enter "100%" for
he percentage of business use. For more
information see Publication 917. For listed
property (such as computers or video
_
equipment),
the
most Pprop=t.hnt
allo
e use on a basis of
of time the
property is actually used. See Temp. Regs.
1.280F-6T.
If you have property that is used solely for
personal use that is converted to business
use during the tax year, figure the percent
of business use only for the number of
months the property is used in your
business. Multiply that percentage by the
number of months the property is usect in
your business, and divide the result by 12.
Column (d).-Enter the property's actual
cost. For leased property, enter the lease
payment for the year.

Column (e)- Multiply column (d) by the
percentage in column (c). From that result,
subtract any section 179 expense and onehalf of investment credit taken before 1986
(unless you took the reduced credit). For
automobiles and other listed property
placed in service after 1985 0-.
"transition property") reduce the
depreciable
it
basis by the entire investment
cred .
Column (().-Enter the method of
figuring your depreciation deduction, If you
are using the prescribed method explained
on page 2, enter "PRE." If you elect an
alternate percentage, or it the business
percentage is5O%or less, enter "S/L,"
Also, enter your recovery period. See the
instructions to Part 1, Section B. Column (it)
for property used more than 50% in your
trade or business. For listed property placed
in service after 12/31/86, and used 50% or
less in your trade or business, you must use
the alternative depreciation system. Enter 5
years for automobiles and computers. If
placed in service before 1/1/87, enter 5
yea is for a utomobi les a no 1 2 yea is to r
computers.
Column (g). - If col um n (c) shows inore
than 50% use in a trade or business.
multiply column (e) by the applicable
percentages given in the instructions for
Section 8, Part 1, line 8 for property placed
in service before 1/l/87 or from Table 2(a)
on page 4 for property placed in service
after 12/31/86. Treat automobiles as 5year property ( 3-year property if placed in
service before 1/1/87) and computers as
5-year property.
If column (c) shows 50% or less use in a
trade or business, and the property was
placed in service after 12/31/86, figure
column (g) by dividing column (e) by column
(f) and using the same half-year or midquarter conventions as discussed on page 2
of the instructions. If placed in service
before 1/1/87 and after June 18, 1994,
multiply column (a) by 20% for automobiles
and 9% for computers.
For property used 50% or less in a
qualified trade or business, no section 179
expense deduction is allowed.
Enter zero if the properly placed in
service before 1/ 1/87 was disposed of
during the year.
Limitations for automobiles.-When
calculating your depreciation plus section
179 expense deduction for automobiles for
the first tax year in the recovery period, your
deduction is limited to $2.560.
For succeeding tax years in the recovery
period the deduction is limited to $6.000 if
placed in service after June 18, 1984, but
before January 1. 1985: $6,200 it placed in
service
after December 31. 1984. and
before April 3. 1985; $4.800 if placed in
service after April 2, 1985, and before
January 1, 1987: and $4, 100 for the
second tax year in the recove ry period if
placed in service after December 31, 1986.
Note: These limitations are further reduced
when the percentage of business use
(column (c)) is less than 200%. ror
example, ifan automobile is placed in
service in 1987 and is used 60 percent for
business, then the first year depreciation
plus section 179 expense deduction is
limited to 60 percent of $2,560, ishich is
$1,536.
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For leased automobiles, see Publication
917 and Temporary Regulations 1.280F5T, for amounts to be included in gross
income.
Column (h).-Enter the amount you
choose to expense for property used more
than 50% in a qualified business use
(subject to limitations noted above).
Section B.-Information Regarding Use
of Vehicles
The information requested in Questions I
through 7 is to be completed for each
vehicle identified in Section A.
Employees are to provide their employers
with the information requested in Questions
1 through 7 for each automobile or vehicle
provided for his or her use.
Employers providing more than five
vehicles to their employees, who are not
more than 5% owners or related persons,
are not required to complete Questions 1
through 7 for such vehicles. Instead they
are to obtain this information from ti~ei,
employees, check 'Yes" to Question 11.
and retain the information received as part
of their permanent records.
Section C.-Questions For Employers
Who Provide Vehicles For Use By
Employees
For employers providing vehicles to their
employees, a written policy statement
regarding the use of such vehicles, if
initiated and kept by the employer, will
relieve the employee of keeping a separate
set of records for substantiation
requirements.

There are two types of written policy
statements that will satisfy the employer's
substantiation requirements under section
274(d). The first type which prohibits
personal use, including commuting, must
meet the following conditions:
it The vehicle is owned or leased by the
employer and is provided to one or more
:mployees for use in connection with the
mp oyer's trade or business;
a When the vehicle is not used in the
employer's trade or business, it is kept on
the employer's business premises, unless it
is temporarily located elsewhere, for
example, for maintenance or because of a
mechanical failure;
is No employee using the vehicle lives at
the employer's business premises;
is No employee may use the vehicle for
personal purposes, other than de minimis
personal use (such as a stop for lunch
between two business deliveries); and
a The employer reasonably believes that,
other than de minimis use, no employee
uses the vehicle for any personal purpose.
The second type prohibits personal use,
except for commuting, This is NOT
available if the employee using the vehicle
for commuting is an officer, director, or 1%
or more owner. This type of written policy
statement must meet the following
conditions:
is The vehicle is owned or leased by the
employer and is provided to one or more
employees for use in connection with the
employer's trade or business and is used in
the employer's trade or business;

Table I.-Pioperly placed In Service Befores 1.1-87(mid-manthconnntlon)
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9 For bona fide noncompensatory business
reasons, the employer requires the
employee to commute to and/or from work
in the vehicle;
* The employer establishes a written policy
under which the employee may not use the
vehicle for personal purposes, other than
commuting or de minimis personal use (such
as a stop for a personal errand between a
business delivery and the employee's home),
is The employer reasonably believes that,
except for de minimis use, the employee
does not use the vehicle for any personal
purpose other than commuting; and
is The employer accounts for the commuting
use by including an appropriate amount in
the employee's gross income.
For both written policy statements there
must be evidence that would enable the IRS
to determine whether the use of the vehicle
meets the conditions stated above.
An automobile is considered to have
qualified demonstration use if the employer
maintains a written policy statement
prohibiting its use by individuals other than
full-time automobile salesmen, prohibiting
its use for personal vacation trips,
prohibiting storage of personal possessions
in the automobile, and limiting the total
mileage outside the salesmen's normal
working hours.
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Alternative Minimum Tax-Corporations
(including environmental tax)

Depantri of ft T1-111--Se-

T087

Sea separate Instructions.
ch to Forms 120, 120-A. etc.

P- A

lerop", l"Oflub- worse,

N_ . V,o_ - .. 1.

I
2

Taxable income before net operating loss deduction . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
Adjustments: (see instructions)
a Depreciation of property placed in service after 1986 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mining exploration and development costs paid or incurred after 1986 . . . . . . 2b
c Lonig-t rm contracts entered into after 2/28/86 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Polluti:n control facilities placed in service after 1986 . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . 2e
a Installment sales of certain property . . . .
t Circulation expenses (personal holding companies only)
. . . . . . . . . ...Lf
Merchant marine ca-ital construction funds . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 2
9 Secl ion 833(b) deduction (Blue Cross, Blue Shield, and similar type organizations* only)
11
I Basis adjustment ..................
..

Certain low lir(*ations . . . . . . . . . . .
isI Tax shelter farm loss (personal service corporations only)

. .
. .

. . . . .
. . . . .

. .
. .

.

.

.

.

F/I

_L1_
. .

.

3

8

Alternative minimum taxable income (subtract line 9 from line 8) .

.

11
12
13
24
25
16
17
18
19
20
21

Enter $40,000 (Controlled corporations, sea instructions.) . . .
Enter $150,000 (Controlled corporations, see instructions.) . .
Subtract line 12 from line 10 . lfzero or less, enter zero . . . .
Multiply line 13 by 25%(.25) . . . . . . . . . . . .
Exemption. Subtract line.14 from line 11. If zero or law, enter zero
Subtract line 15 from line 10. Ifzenp or less, enter zero . . . .
Multiply line 16 by 20% (.2)
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Aftei native minimum tax foreign tax credit . . . . . . . .
Tentative minimum tax (subtract line 18 from line 17) . . . .
Income tax before credits minus foreign tax credit . . . . . .
Alternative minimum tax (subtract line 20 from line 19). Enter an

.
.
.
.
.

alternative minimum tax . .
22

36
-if
3a I
3h

.
.

.
.

.

.
.H6
. .

.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

. .

.

. .

Add line 4 and line 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alternative taxnet operating Ion deduction. (Do not enter more than 90% of line 8.)

10

. .

.

. .

. .

.

. .

. .

. .
.

.
.
.
.
. .
. .
. .
. .
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. .. . . . .
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. . . . . .
return on the line
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. . . . .
identified as

. .

Environmental tax (subtract $2,000,000 from line 8, and multiply the result, If any.
%(0012))
on nur tax return on the line identified as environmental tax (Controlled corporations, seeCi
Fair Paperwork Reduction Act. are separate Instruckorns,

. .

Instructions for Form 4626
Alternative Minimum Tax-Corporations
(Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code.)

.

. 21
. _1k

I Pa&,.ive activity Ion (closely held corporations and personal service corporations only)
In Total adjustments (combine lines 2(a) through 2(l)) . . . . . . . . . . .
Tax pretere ce Items;
Accelerated depreciation of real property placed in service before 1987
b Accelerated depreciation of leased personal property placed in service before 1987
(personal holding companies only) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ic Amortization o.certified pollution control facilities placed in service before 1987 . .
d Appreciated property charitable deduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tax-exempt interest from private activity bonds issued after August 7. 1986 . . .
1 Intailgibledrillingicosts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 p!etion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.19 RZrves for losses on bad debts of financial institutions . . . . . . . . .
I Total tax preference items (add lines 3(a) through 3(h)) . . . . . . . . . .
4 Combine lines 1, 2(m). and 3(i). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 Adjusted net book income of corporation
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 If line 5 is more than line 4, enter difference; otherwise enter zero . . . . . .
.
.
.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 Multiply line 6 by 50% (.5) . .

~ @87

of the Treasury
rNI'KI-1 Department
Internal Revenue Service

. 1 21
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Papemo!k,Reduction Act Notice.-We
ask for this nformatiorf to carry out the
Internal Revenue laws of the United States.
We need it to ensure that taxpayers are
complying with these laws and to allow us to
figure and collect the right amount of tax.
You are required togive us this information.
Cha nges You Should Note.-The Tax
Reform Act of 1986 created an alternative
minimum tax for corporations, similar to the
one for individuals. This alternative
minimum. tax replaces the minimum tax.
Who Must File.-File this form if your
taxable income plus your adjustments and
tax preference items total more than
$40,000. For mom information, see
Publication 542, Tax Information on
Corporations.
Environmental Tax.-Figure your
environmental tax as follows:
Step 1: Complete your tax return without
the environmental tax ded
rough
Taxa ble income before NOL
ded thbon
uction,,
(Form 1120, line 28 minus line 291b)
1
Smp2: Usingthe result in step ,
complete Form4626 through line 8, skip
lines9 through 21, and figure your
environmental tax on line22.
Step3: Using the result in step?,
complete your tax return through Jaxable
income before NOL deduction. Then figure
your alternative minimum tax on Form
4626, by completing lines I through 2 1.
Short Period Return.-If this isa short
period return, use the formula in section
443d) todetermine youralternative
minimum taxable income and alternative
minimum tax.
Puerto Rico and Possession Tax
I
Credit.-If the corporation is a lowed a
credit
imurn
under section 936. alternative
min
taxable income does not include
taxable income from sources outside the
United States from an active trade or
business in a possession of the U.S. and
qualified possession source in'estm~nt
income referred to in section 936
Regulated Investment companies.
'
real
est te investment trusts, and common
trust funds, see section 69(d).
Berref ciaries of estates and trusts
t~'thif
the co~jporatfon is a beneficiary. eni r a
difference between the distribution
included in income for purposes of the
regular tax and the amount included on
Schedule K-1 (Form 1041), line 7. Include
in the total on Form 4626, line 2(m).

Line-by-Line Instructions
Line I.-Enter your taxable income before
net operating loss deduction. For example.
Form 1 120 filers, this is line 28 minus line
29b).

Line 211-Depreclation of property placed
in service after 1986, or after 7/31/86 If
election was made.-Refigure your
depreciation as follows: For property other
than real property and property on which
the straight line method was used. use the
150% declining balance method, switching
to straight line for the 1st tax year when
that method gives a better result. Use the
class life (instead of the recovery period)
and the same conventions as you used on
Form 4562. See Publication 534.
Depreciation. for class lives. For personal
property having no class life, use 12 years.
For residential rental and nonresidential
real property. use the straight line method
over 40 years. Determine your depreciation
adjustment by subtracting your recomputed
depreciation from the depreciation you took
on Form 4562. Enter the difference on line
2(a).
Note: Ifoepreciation is included in your
inventory, refaure the inventory based on
the depreciation adjustment discussed
above.
Line 2b-M Ining exploration and
development costs paid or incurred after
1986.-W ith respect to each mine or other
natural deposit (other than an oil. gas, or
geothermal well) refigure your expenses
(before the 30% reduction under section
291(b)) by amortizing them over ten years
beginning with the year in which the
expenses were made. Figure your
adjustment by subtracting the refigured
amount from the deduction you took under
section 616(a) or 617(a) after the 30%
reduction. If you had a loss with respect to
those expenses, see section 56(a)(2XB).
Line 2c.-If you entered into a long-term
contract after 2/28/86, determine your
taxable income from such contract under
the percentage of completion method of
:ccounting as modified by section 460(b),
nd using your alternative minimum tax
adjustments and tax preference items.
Determine the difference between that
result and the result you got on the contract
when figu ring your regular tax, and enter
the difference on this line. If the refigured
taxable income is less than the result when
determining your regular tax. enter the
difference as a negative amount.
Line 2d.-For any certified pollution
control facility placed in service after 1986,
figure your entry for this line in the same
manner you figured line 2(a) without
reducing your basis by 20% under section
291(a)(5), but use the straight line method
of depreciation instead of 150% declining
balance..
Line 2e-installment min of certain
property.-In the case of any disposition
after 3/1/86 of property which is inventory

or stock in trade, or other disposition it an
obligation arising from such disposition
would be an applica ble insta Ilment
obligation under section 453C, determi ne
the income from such disposition without
using the installment method. Include a
sale of rental property after 8/16/86 with a
combined wles price of more than
$150.000 from one safe. Your adjustment
will be the difference between this result
and the result you obtained when figuring
your regular tax. If this resu it is Q than the
r:,suull ryouxoIntnatienetchwhe"
ta , e
. diftefiieguring your
r
ce as a
negative amount. This adjustment does not
apply to property for which you made an
election under section 453C(eX4).
Line 2f-Personal holding companies
only. -For circulation expenses paid or
incurred after 1986. refigure your
deduction by amortizing such expenses over.
three years beginning with the year the
expenses were made. Figure your
adjustment by subtracting this refigured
amount from the deduction you took under
section 173. Enter the difference on line
2(f). If you had a low with respect to those
expenses, see section 56(bX2XB).
Une 2g.-In the caw of a capital
construction fund established under section
607 of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936,
section 7518(c)(IXA). (8), and (C) will not
apply to any amount deposited in such fund
after 1986 or any earnings on amounts in
such fund after 1986. In addition. no
reduction in basis should be made under
section 7518(f) with respect to the
withdrawal from the fund of any amount
described in the preceding sentence.
Line 2h.-The section 833(b) deduction is
not allowed.
Line 21.-Basis adjustment.-If you
disposed of property during the year,
refigure your gain or loss from such safe
taking into consideration your alternative
minimum tax adjustments on lines 2(a). (b).
(d). and (f). Enter the difference between
the gain or loss the
reported on your tax return
for purposes of
regular tax and your
recomputed gain or low. If the recomputed
gain is less, or the loss is more, enter the
difference as a negative amount.
Line 21-Cenain loss limitationsRefigure your allowable losses from at-risk
activities and basis limitations applicable to
partnerships, taking into account your
alternative minimum tax adjustments and
tax preference items, See sections 59(h),
465, and 704(d). Enter the difference
between the loss reported on your tax
return for purposes of the regular tax and
your recomputed loss, as a negative amount
on line 26) if the recomputed loss is more
than the loss reported for purposes of the
regular tax.

a

a

Line 2k.-Personafsemice corporations
only, figure the amount of any disallowed
loss from a tax shelter farm activity as
defined in section 464(c) and any other
farm activity which is a passive activity
under section 469(d). Enter on this line the
difference between the amount of such
disallowed
from
losses and the amount of losses
these activities which are disallowed
for regular tax purposes, such
I as under the
passive activity lam rules. n figuring the
amount of the loss, take into consideration
your alternative minimum tax adjustments
and tax preference items. Any lam entered
on this line shall be treated as a deduction
allocable to such activity in the first
succeeding year.
Una 21-Closely held corporations and
personal service corporations only, refigure
your allowable passive activity lam taking
into consideration your alternative
minimum tax adjustments and your tax
preference items fro. passive activities.
Refigure this lam on Form 8582. but do not
complete lines 10 through 15, relatingto
the phase in of the disallowance. Enter on
line 2(l) the difference between your
recomputed loss and the lam obtained
when figuring your regular tax If the
recomputed allowable lam is more than the
allowable lam for purposes of the regular
tax, enter as a negative amount. For
purposes of this line, do not take into
consideration any losses from tax shelter
farm activities.
Note: Ifyou are insolvent at the end of the
tax year, reduce (but not
lines
2(k) and 2()) by that amount.
below
zen')
Insolvent
means the excess of liabilities over fair
market 'fueofassets.
Una 3a-Accelefated depreciation of
real property placed In service before
1987- Enter on this Itrie (never less than
zero) the difference between the
depreciation taken for this property in
determining the regular tax and
depreciation as refigured using the straight
line method. Figure this amount separately
for each property. For 15. 18 or 19-year
real property, or low income ~ousmg, use
the straight line method over 15 18 or 19
years, using the hali-year convention
' and no
salvage value.
Line 3b-Accelerated depreciation of
leased personal property placed In
service before 1987 (or before 8/1/86 If
election was made).-Personal holding
companies only, for leased personal
property, other than recovery property,
enter the difference (never lam than zero)
between the depreciation taken for this
property in determining your regular tax and
depreciation as refigured using the straight
line method Figure this amount separately
for each property.
'
For leased recovery property, other than
15. 18, or 19-year real property, or low
income housing, enter the amount by which
your depreciation deduction determined for
your regular tax is more than the deduction
allowable using the straight line method
with a half-year convention, no selvage
value, and the following recovery period: 3.
year property IS years), 5-year property III
years), 10-year property (15 years), and
15-year public utility property (22 years).
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Note: If the recovery period actually used is
longer than the recovery period in 3(a) or
3(b), do not complete those lines with
respect to that recovery property.
Una 3c.-For any certified pollution
control facility placed in service before
1987 (or before 8/1/86 if election was
made), enter the amount by which the
amortization allowable under section 169 is
more than the depreciation deduction
otherwise allowable, Before figuring this tax
preference item, reduce the amortizable
basis by 20%. Include only 59 '/. % (71,6%
if placed in service in 1983 or 1984; 100%
before 1983) as a tax preference item.
Una 3d-Appreciated property
charitable deduction. -Enter the amount
by which your contribution deduction for
capital gain and section 1231 property
would be reduced if such property was
token into account at its cost or other basis,
rather than fair market value, Do not
include property for which you made an
election under section 170(bXlXcXiii).
Line 3e-Tax-exempt Interest.-Enter
your interest on private activity bonds
issued after August 7, 1986, reduced by
any deduction attributable to it. Private
activity bonds are bonds where more than
10% of the proceeds are to be used for any
private business use and the private
security or payment test of section
14 l(bX2) is met. A bond is also considered
a private activity bond if it meets the private
loan financing test of section 14 1(c), See
section 57(aX5) for more information.
Una 3f-inthngible drilling costs.-Enter
the amount by which your excess intangible
drilling costs are~ more than 65% at your net
income from oil, gas. and geothermal
properties.
Figure excess intangible drilling costs as
follows: From the intangible drilling and
development costs allowable under section
263(c) or 291(b) (except costs in drilling a
nonproductive well), subtract the
that would have been allowable if you
amount
had
capitalized these costs and either amortized
them over the 120 months that started
when production began, or treated them
according to any election you made under
section
57(bX2).
Your net income from oil, gas, and
freothermal
am
properties is your gross income
them, minus the deductions allocable
to them, except for excess intangible drilling
costs and nonproductive well costs.
Figure the line 31 amount separately far
oil and gas properties which are not
geothermal deposits and for oil and gas
properties which are geothermal deposits.
Una 311-Deplethan.-In the case of
mines, wells, a nd other natural deposits,
enter the amount by which your deduction
for depletion under section 6 11 is more
than the adjusted basis of the property at
the end at your tax year. Figure the adjusted
basis without regard the depletion
deduction a nd figureto
the excess separately
for each property. Sea section 29 1 (aX2) for
reduction in amount al loviable as a
deduction in the case of iron ore and coal.

Una 3h-Reserves for loss" an bad
debts of financial Institutions.-In the
case of a financial institution, enter the
excess of the deduction allowable (after
reducing by 2D% under section 29 l(aX3))
far a reasonable
addition to a reserve for
bad debts over the amount that would have
been allowable had the institution
maintained its bad debt reserve for all tax
years based on actual experience.
Line 5-Adjusted net book Income of
oorporation.-This is the net income or
loss of the corporation as set forth on the
applicatite financial statement as defined in
section 56(fX3). disregarding any Federal
income taxes, and foreign income taxes if a
foreign tax credit is claimed. See section
56(f)(2) for adjustments for related
corporations, statements covering different
periods, cooperatives, dividends from 936
corporations. Alaska native corporations.
and omission or duplication of any item.
This line does not appty to an S corporation,
regulated investment company. real estate
investment trust. or REMIC. See regulation
section 1.56- IT for more information.
Line 9-Alternative tax not operating
loss deduction.-For 1987, this will be
your net operating lam deduction. However,
if the minimum tax was deferred in a prior
year, reduce your net operating lam
carryovers to this year by your tax
preference items for the year the tax was
deferred.
Lines I I and 12-Controlled corporations
should see section 1561 for a limitation on
the alternative minimum tax exemption.
Line 18-Alternative minimum tax
foreign tax credil.-This is your foreign tax
credit with the following adjustments:
(a) Using Form 1118, substitute
alternative minimum taxable income from
sources outside the United States for
taxable income from sources outside the
United States,
In figuring alternative minimum taxable
income from sources outside the United
States. use your taxable income,
adjustments, and tax preference items from
those sources.
(b) Your alternative minimum tax foreign
tax credittannot be more than the amount
on Form 4626, line 17 less 10% of the
amount that would be on that line if Form
4626 was refigured using zero on line 9.
Una 19-If the corporation has an
investment credit attributable to the regular
percentage under section 46(aX 1), we
section 38(cX3) for limitation on the credit
allowed against the tentative minimum tax.
Una 20-Form 1 120 filers, Schedule J
(Form 1120). line 3 lam line 4(a). Do not
include any section 667(b) tax (Form 4970)
on line 20.
Una 22-Cantrolled corporations should
see section 1561 for a limitation on the
environmental tax exemption.
Note; At the time this forn; ivas developK
Congress was considering legislation to
allow the Possessions Tax Credit to be
subtracted fro. risgular tax in determining
the alternative minimum tax
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Jobs Credit

Dep mentofti,aTreasim,
Intemal R-ex S_.

J@) 87

10, Attach to your tax return.

Attachment
Sequence No 77
Iderflifyi.9 iturnber

Imle(s)as shown on Mt

11im
I

Jobs Credit

c
or incurred during the tax year (up to
Enter the number of employees and total jualified wages Faid
0agiga
e certwified
$6,000 for each employ!e for eacNh of the imt two years) or temices of employees who,ployees
as members of a targeted group. ote: Second-year wages apply only to employees W
ork
before January 1, 1986. See instructions for spesialrruW alified summer youth em
Ti,41q. .
I

First year
~cCond
year i Don of in de summe, youthC Iemployees
u
I
Qualified summer youth employees

11

b
d

c

10/1

a
If
2
Enter 40% of line 16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Enter 25% ol:ine IId (for employees Who began work before 1-1-86) . . . . . . . . . . . .
of
4
Enter 85%
me I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . .
Current year jobs credit-Add lines 2. 3. and 4. Enter here and include on Schedule C (Form 1040),
line 281b; Form 1120. line 13(b), page 1; or the corresponding line on other returns. (Members of a
groupot tradesor businesses under common control, see Specific Instructions.) . . . . . . . .
5
I rare .1. year al
lifeline. oftesSherehistil" : : I ScheduleK I(Foh,1120s),hreill.,12.
6 Flow-through jobs credits
c ftdlll .
ScbeduaK-j(FonnlJin)'k_j2d l2e. e, li
from other entities
Be,fidar,
Sclysdv1eK-I(Fo-lo4i).kne9
(ses'neshiCrionsfix
P.- .
hne6d) . : : 1 : I . . . .
7
d 6 (S corporations, partnerships, e ates it st a If
: 4 ~ , . 1 7 1
cooperativ.
es see Instructions for line 7.)_. w
.
W . . . . . . d
Note: Ifyou have a 1987 investment credit (Form, 3468), credit for alcohol used as fuel (Form 6478), research credit (Form 6765), or
low-income housing credit (Form 8586) in addition to your 1987jobs credit or ifyou have a carryback or carryfonivardofany of these
credits. stop here andgo to Form 3800, General Businew Credit, to claim your 1987jobs credit. Ifyou have only a J987jobs credit,
you may continue with lines 8 through 15 to claim your credit.
2
3
4
5

a
9

Tax Liability Limitation
ividuals-From Form 1040, enter amount from line 43 . . . . . . . . . . . ..
ato ICorporationshd
From Form 1 120, Schedule J, enter tax from line 3 (or Form I 120-A Part I line
* Other filem-Enter income tax before credits from return . . . . . . . . ' . . .' . .

8

* Iridividuals-From Form 1040, enter credit from line 44, plus any orphan drug and nonconventionall
wurce fuel credits included on line 46 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
b Corporations-From Form 1120, Schedule 1, enter credits from lines 4a) through 4(d) (Form
1 120-A filers, enter zero) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c Other filers-See instructions for line 9c

20
,
I

Income tax liability as adjusted (subtract line 9 from line 8)
Tentative minimum tax-

.

.

Individuals-From Form 6251, enter amount from line 17 .
b Corporations-From Form 4626, enter amount from line 19

.
.
.

.

.

.
.

.
.

c Estates and trusts-From Form 8656. enter amount from line 20 .

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.
.

.

.

.

9
10

II

.

.

.

22

Excess of income tax liability over tentative minimum tax-Subtract line 11 from line 10

.

.

.

.

.

12

13

a Enter smaller of line 10 or $25.ODO (Sea instructions for line 13) .
b

14

Add ines 13a and 13b

25

Total allowed jobs credit-Enter the smallest of line 7, line 12, or line. 14.
.
. . is. your
This
.
. General
.
.
.
Business Credit for 1987. Enter here and on Form 1040, line 45; Form 1 120, Schedule J. line 4(e);
Form I 120-A. Part 1. line 2; or the proper line of other returns .
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
.
. .
.

If ~ine 10 is more than $25,OOD-Enter 75% of the excess .
.

.

.

.

.

Instructions
(Sect- references are to the internal Revenue
Code)
to carryAct
ou Nofica-Wer ask for
f~=uctlon
A the Internet Revenue
laws of the United States We need it to ensure
thattaxisayen
to
id'dw us us fiu
are
C.,
and
reand
C.""'Iflin"'th
lect the"r;~t'a`hhount
oftax.
are required togive us this
you
information.
. Y- Should Net..- The Tax Reform
Ch
Act7l 1986 changed the alternative minimum tax
rules fix the general business credits. This will

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

13a

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

13b
14

require an additional tax liability limitation
Computation on lines 11 and 12.
If you ham credits f rompassimacti vities, see
Form 8582-CR, PanIveActivity CredII
Limitations. before completing Form 58114.
General Business Credit.-The general businests
credit Consists of the investment Credit. jobs
c edit, credit fix alcohol used as fuel. research
c;editi and Im-i"'City, housing credit If you he.
more hanoneofthesecreditsfori9i7ora
carryloack or carryforward of any of these credits.
you musid: attach the app
r
farms and
so inmente them din F~=,CG:hera
I

For more information. see Publication 572.
Genera' Business Credit.
Now to Figure the Credit.-In general. figure
your jobs Credit based an the employe,* wages
subject to the Federal Unemployment Tax
I Act
(FUTA), Jobs credit wages. ho~ever. are limited
to $6.000 for each employee ($3.000 for each
quisj,fied hsemmer youth employee). Special rules
.ppyint
follo-g-es:
(1) You can take a jobs credit (or ag,cultral
employ 5 no meet the other tests,f lhe,~
services qualify under FUTA as agricult- labor
during more (han half of any pay period, Base
your credit or each employee on the first $6,000
in
x
wages subject to social security (FICA) ta you
paid or accrued for that pe-n during (he year.
(2) You can take a credit for railroad
employees who meet the other testsd their
wages qua Isfy under ;he Raflydau drcUrnemploy",
edit
Insurance Act (RUIA . Base
-phiyee
for each
accr
on the first $500 a monthyear
youinpaid
wages
or
Sub,ect
Led for that mrsum during the
to RUIA tax.
(3) Wages for youths in a
education program are not subject
-Mah"
to FUTA. b t
include their
u, wages in the amount you use
figure yo jobs credit. Base your jobs c 11for
each youth on the first $6.000 in wag'sred
0,
youI paid
accrued for that person during the yea,.
Your credit is based on a percentage of the
wages for each employee in the following
targeted groups:
aa Referrals by a vocational rehabilitation
rogra .
Econo
Ily disadvantaged thetrum era
veterans.
"
as Economically disadvantaged youths.
9 Supplemental SeCutity Income (SSI)
recipients.
is General anistanCe recipients,
• Youths in a cooperative education program.
who belong to an economically
• disadvantaged family.
Economically disadvantaged -Convicts.
a Eligible work incentive employees.
as Qualified summer youth employees. age 16
or 17 who first worked for you between
May i and September 15, 1987.
In addition, to claim a jobs credit on an
employee's wages:
(1) more than half the wages received from you
must be lor working in your trade or business;
(2) the employed must be certified, as
explained below, as belonging to a targeted
group;
(3) you may not claim a credit on ages th t
were repaid by a Federally funded on'the.job
training program. or for which you received
supp! ementat ion payments under the S. .1work
Security Act;
(4) the employee cannot
5 be your relative or
dependent (see section 1(i)):
emphryee.f
(5) the employ"
he 0, shecannot
was no,
beifyour rehired

25
Business Credit. If you have only a 1987 jobs se,
credit. you do not ham to file Form 38M this y.
Purpose of Foryn- Use Form 5884 it you had
jobs credit employees and take an income tax
credit for wages you paid or accrued for them
during the tax year.
Mutual savings institutions. regulated
mmstm
m:nl comptsthes. and real estate
in
nt tr 'StsCan take a limited Credit. See
section
mt 52(e) "and the related elpilatiords.
You Can take or literals thejobs credit any ime
within 3 years
'd, from the due date of your return.
Takethecy, dertheronyourceiginalreturnor
on an amended return.

Form 58" (1987)
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member when employed earlier;targeted
and
group
(6) the employee must have worked for you for
at least 943 days (14 days for a summ
employee) or completed at least 120=01f
services (20 hours for a summer youth
employ").
Certification is time try
C2erallyan officeof the State
a"'Cl2e
E ol;~em
.rity Agency (Jobs Service), The 'gencilgives;
the employe, a form certifying that the employ"
isinatis
plet;9iffeuseem
fried group,The certification must be
Com
mg.
nificiftionfornithecert.;ih.
I='77"'1 -'.in
agency
;,the date theemployee begins work (or within

5days iftheemployef has received a written
preliminary determination that theemployee is
in a targeted group),
Cert,hcatio,,ota Youth in a Ccopeahre
Education Program -The Cerificat 0completed by the school administering the
cooperative program, The school gives the
employer
h Pa
a completed Form 6199. Certification
of
Your
nic,pat . in a Qualified Cooperative
Education Program'ng

Specific Instructions
Part I
On `nes I through 5 figure your credit
wag,
from
you paid or accrued. If you have creditsto'
only
sources that shared a jobs credit IS corporations,
partnerships. estates. trusts, ce coopenstims).
skip lines I through 5.
Whet er or not you complete lines I through
5, enterhion line 6 anycredits you rme-1 from
sources that share Ihe credit. Complete the rest
of the form to figure the credit to enter on your
income tax return.
Controlledg-ps T
Prop~rti.natelycont~ibhtin',','Iu~p.=bl'.I.,a,
r
wages (or wcond-yea,
wages
'heit group
no Insl*year
credit in
figures
,ages arenwolved)
Part Iand skips Part 11.
On separate Forms 5984, that member and
every other member of the group skips fine, I
t through 4 and enters its share of the group credit
on line 5. Each member then compleles lines 6
through 15 0, ds separate form, Each group
member attaches to its Form
a schedule
showing how the group credit was
all
5884
share
divided among
m the members, The members
the same proportion that they c-.Ir!buICL
he edit
qualdiong wages
L.n....-Ente,thenumbe,of~mpi.y-to,
whom you have first-yes, wages.
Line lb., Enter the first-year wag% They are
limited to 6.000 of each employ
first-year
wages. If you paid first-year wilign to any of
employ- last year, subtract those wagn from
these
the $6.000 limit.
Line I-Enter the number of emplpyees who
beg It work before January 1. 1986. for whom
you %ve second-year wages.
Line Id.-Ente, the sacwd-year wages They
are limited to $6,000 for each employee. 11 you
paid second-yeaf wages to any of these
employees last year,
f ~Ibtract
s
those wages from
the $6.000 limit or t I employee.
w F exam pie. if a =SCVS4,em
diking
or in your bus
of
and you are a calendar year taxpayer. you would
ham figured you, 1985 jobs credit based on the
first-year wages you paid between September I
and December 31. 1985. You would ham
figured your 1986 credit on the rest of the first.
year wain
August
1, you paid between January I and
1986; and on Ithejj,~decC:V.mt:rw;
ye
1,ges
paid between Septe ber
1986. Figure your 1987 credit on the rest of the
second-year wages you paid between January I
and August 31, 1987.
Une If.-For each qualified summer youth
=. wages are limited to those paid for an~,
up to
Z between May I and September I
U7 . You Cannot claim a credit fix an
employee who was your employee in any
Period. Also, the summer youth employ"prest
trust
ham worked for you
14 days. or
least of services.
completed at least 20athours

f7t.-.f-iy...

~3~o
Lim S.-In general, you must subtract your
current yearjobs credit an lim 5 from, the
deduction on your return fix salaries and wages

you paid 0, 0., for 1987. Th- 1,ue e- .1
c nnot ta e the full credit this yea, and m,s:
c:,,y pank.fd back or forward.
An eiceptnin is a c~.edot based on salaries a-0
-gn
cap-lafire
deprec~at-pn.Ify.,.1a,e
you
red-thearno,mon1hch,o~
suchacre"'I
figuredelpfe-tion by the part of the curre,l
year jabs credit on line 5 that apphes to me,oos
credit wages you capaille.
Another e.ception-olms the f,11 abso,citmethod of inventory coniting. See the tegutat-s
under section 28DC to reduce you, passn
inventory for the jobs credit.
si e0e; exception
appfin to you. attach a
to
,enter
your return toe,plam hy the
amount
on line 5 differs from the amount you
subtract from your salary and wage deduction.
See
Publication 572 fix details
Lim 6-11 you have flow-through credits from
more
or type of entity. add them
up and"an
enter
one
theen`2
1. at on fine 6.
Lim 6d.-If you belong to a cooperative that has
an excess jobs credit, the Cooperahve should have
given
you a statement
lineshowing your share of the
excess.
Include on
6 your total excess jobs
CL~ecfit
he from all Coopenstims to which you belong
7-1 and trusts: The jobs credit on
line 7 is shared between the estate or trust itself
:no the beneficia,inoi Proportion to Ihemcome
Ilocable to each. On the dotted line to the left of
the amount on line 7: the estate Itrustshould
ent-ts own part of the total jobs credit, Please
label it -1041 PORTION 'and use thdamouMm
Pan 111 to figure the jobs credit to take on Farm
104 .
SCorporations and partnerships: Protest e the
jobs credit on line 7 amo
he sh-holdets or
Partnem. Attach Form 5Z to the return and on
Schedule K-I show the credit for each
shareholder or panne,.
Cooperatives: Most I-exempt organuahons
Cannot take the jobs cnedht~ but a cooperative
described in section 1381(a) takes the jobs
credit to the extent it has tax liability, Any excess
is shared among its patrons.
us~
In, and
,ryf-.,d,: It you cannot
credit
because
Ats.03yeals
of the tax '!to""'
hen
forward 15 years,
You in Use
Y Carry
Form 3800.
Part 11
junal 9C. Other'iCh
III*vr";~"
efle"he",
you Can
girturess
Claim the
job, credit felt
credit for 1987) aginst Tbrincome tax liability.
you must reduce t is tax us hit by the credits
fided below:
0 Personal Credits (child and dependent care
credit. credit for elderly or disabled. residential
inteMCred, carrylorward. and the credit for
ene
t on certain
t
home mortMes)
as Foreign tax credit
e Poluiessionscorpotatmia,credej
• Orphan drug credit
• Noncoarverdrolul scurce fuel credit
Unis 13. U.Itaitice.-If the tax liability on fine
10 is $25.000 ce Ins. your jobs credit is limited
to that tax liatmilty. It the tax halshlym more than
S25.000. your credit is limited to $25.000 plus
75% of the excess.
It a husband and wife file separate returns,
each must use $12,500 instead of $25.000 But
if ishe Of them has no credit, than the other may
use the entire $25.000.
COntfOlled Corporate groups
cliville the
$25.000am.% .11 compoinamit must
membehi. See
section 38(c)(4)(B).
Estartaxand trusts. see fiection 38(c)(4)(0)

For.
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Ceean-1 .1 ffi. T-.,
tme-1 R-ue S-ce
N-Cs)-rowro-t-

Credit for Increasing Research Activities
(or for claiming the orphan drug credit)
No Attach to your tax return

26
27
28a
b
29
30
31

1087

lifttifirlm, num

Orphan Drug Credit
I Qualified clinical testing expenses (do not include any amounts claimed as
current year research expenses in 15(a) below) . . . .
2 Enter 50% of line 1 (see instructions) . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
3 Flow-through orphan drug credits) from a partnership, S corporation, estate or trust . . . . . . .
. .
4
4 Total-Add lines 2 and 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tax Liability Limitation-For Figuring rphan Drug and Research Credits
5ato Individuals-From Form 1040, enter amount from line 43 . . . . . . . . . . . i. .
Cor orations-From Form 11 20, Schedule J, enter tax from line 3 (Form I I 20-A filers claim ng
P arch credit, enter amount from Form 1120-A, Part 1, line 1) . . . . . . . . . .
the re
c Other 'Zilers-Enter income tax before credits from return . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6ab Individuals-Fr.m Form 1040, enter any foreign tax credit from line 44
6
Corporations-Frosin Form 1120. Schedule J, enterany credits from lines 4(a) and 4(b) (Form I i2~A fi~ers,'enter zero) '
c Other filers-Enter any personal credits, foreign tax credit, and possessions tax credit . . . .
7
7 Income tax liability as adjusted (subtract line 6 from line 5) . . . . . . . .
. . . .
8 Tentative minimum taxa Individuals-From Form 625 1. enter a You nt from Ii ne 17 . . . . . . .
b Corporations-From Form 4626, enter amou nt from line 19 . . . . . .
c Estates and Trusts-From Form 8656, enter amount from line 20 . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .
9 Excess of income tax liability over tentative minimum tax-Subtract line 8 from 7
91TIM Allowed Orphan Drug Credit
b?,&rha=it_Enter
r
here and on the appropriate line of your return the smaller of line 4 or line 9. 1 12
(a) C,nent tax year
Credit
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

OMB No, 15450619

(b) Be. oinnodl

Wages for qualified services (do not include wages used in figuring thejobs credit)
Cost of supplies used in conducting qualified research . . . . . . . . .
Rental or lease costs of computers used in conducting qualified research . . .
65% of contract expenses for qualified research (but see tine 20 below) . . .
Total qualified research exp anses (add lines I I through 14 in columns (a) and (b))
Subtract line 15 column (b)fro. line 15column (a) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Limitation-Enter 50% of line 15 column (a) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
is
Enter the smaller of line 16 or line 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
University basic research payments paid in cash Curt ng year (corporations only) . . . . . . . . 19
Base period amount (see instructions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . FE
Subtract line 20 from line 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . 21
22
Add line 18 and line 21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tentative credit-Enter 20% of line 22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
rlow-through research credit(s) from a partnership, S corporation, estate or trust . . . . . . . . 24
Total allowable research credit-Add lines 23 and 24 .
25
Note: If you have a 1987 investment credit (Fom 3468), jobs credit (Form 5884), credit for alcohol used as fuel (Form 6478), or
low-income housing credit (Form 8586) in addition to your J 987 research credit, or ifyou have a carryback or carryforuvard of any
generafbusiness credit, stop herearidgir to Form 3800, General Business Credit, to claimyour J987research credit. Ifyou have only
a 1987 research credit, you may continue with lines 26 through 3J to claim your credit.
Allowed Research Credit
Income tax liability as adjusted for the research credit (from line 7 above, subtract any orphan drug
credit shown on line 10 and any nonconventional source fuel credit shown on your return) . . . . . Kd
Excess of income tax liability over tentative minim um tax-Su btract line 8 from line 26 . . . . . . 27
Enter the sma Iler of line 26 or $25,000 (see I nstructions for Ihe 28) . . . . . . . . . . . . HT
If Iine 26 is more than $2 5,000-Enter 7 5% ofthe excess . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HE
Add lines 28a and 28b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . FE
Cor rations-Enter here and on the appropriate line of your return the smallest of line 25, line 27, or
linePC29. This is you r General Business Credit for 1987 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . RE
Individuals, estates and trusts-Enter here and on the appropriate line of your return the smallest of
line 25. line 27, or the amount from the formula in the instructions for line 31 (but do not enter more
than line 29). This is your General Business Credit for 1987 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 1

lost. 2

Form 6765 (1987)

Changes You Should Note
The Tax Reform Act of 1986changed the
alternative minimum tax rules for the general
business credits. This will require an additional
tax liability limitation computation on lines 8,
9, and 27.
The Act also added a new university basic
research credit in place of 65% of a
corporation's expenditures for basic re~earch.
T e new credit is figured an lines 19through
2hl and becomes part of the tentative credit on
line 23.
11 you have credits from a ive activities
see Form 8582-CR, PassivePActivity
"
Credit '
Limration~, before completing Form 6765
Papenvork Reduction Act Notice.-We ask
for this information to carry out the Internal it
Rev nue laws of the United States, We need
to e~nsurelhat taxpayers are complying with
these laws and to allow us to figure and collect
the right amount of tax. You are required to
give us this information.
Instructions
(Section references are to the Internal
Revenup Code as amended by the Tax Reform
Actof 986, unless otherwise noted.)
General
1 Business Credit.-The general
business credit consists of the investment
Cre':t. jobs cred it, credit for alcohol used as
=1, credit for increasing research activities,
fue
ow-ricame housing credit, If you have
more than one of these credits for 1987 or a
carryback or carryforward of any of these
credits, you must attach the appropriate credit
forms and summarize them on Form 3800.
Genera I Business Credit. If you have only a
1987 research credit, you do not have to file
Form 3800 this year.
Purpose of Fomn.-Use Form 6765 to figure
and claim the general business.credit for
increasingthe research activities 'if a trade or
business and to claim the orphan drug credit.
CompletePartsil IV andVtofigureath
fresearch credit. eci Parts 1, 11, necl III to
igure the orphan drug credit.
The research credit appliesonlyto
research expenditures incurred in carrying on
aittrade or business you are already engaged in.
does not apply to those incurred before
beginning a trade or business. Generally, the
research credit is 20% of the increase in
qualified research expenses paid or incurred in
the current tax year over base period research
expenses, plus 20% of the university basic
research payments of certain corporations.
If you incur qualified clinical testing
expenses relating to drugs for certain rare
diseases, you may elect to claim a 50% credit
on these expenses instead of taking the
research credit.
Even though you Cannot use the
expenses to claim both the research 'Cradeit and
the orphan drug credit, any expenses used in
computing the orphan drug credit must be
included1in any research credit "base period"
computer ions in future years.
Who Must File.-An individual, estate, trust,
organization or corporation claiming a credit
for increasing rates rch activities or for orphan
drug expenses,
Mh
or any S corporation,
partne it, estate or trust that shares the
credit(s) among its shareholders. partners, or
beneficiaries should attach this form to its
Income tax return.
S corporations, partnerships, estates and
trusts that share the credit(s) on lines 4 ind 25
=air shareholders partners or
nes must show ~4 Scheduie K-1, or
on a n attach ment to Schedule K-1, the credit
for each shareholder, partner, or beneficiary.

Special Rules
See section 41f) for special ruleson:
(1) Controlled groups of corporations and
businesses under common control:
(2) Allocation of the credit by partnerships,
estates and trusts;
(3) Adjustments if a major portion of a
business is acquired or disposed of;
(4) Short tax years,
Carrybacks and Carryforeards.-If you
cannot use the research credit because of the
~,x liability I;m,tations you may carry it back 3
years then r.ard 1~ years. Use Form 3800,
(There are no carryback or carryovet
provisions for the orphan drug credit,
For more information, get Publication
572, General Business Credit.
Specific Instructions
Note: Ifyou are . shareholder, partner, or
beneficiary with a credit from two sources,
such as from a sole proprietorship anda
partnership, figure the credit of the *
proprietorship an lines I and 2 of Form 6765
or lines I I through 23 ifyou are claiming the
re
Csearch credit. Then enter the flo.-through
redit on line 3 or line 24 and complete the
res t of the form to determine the credit to be
entered on your tax return.
Qualified research is Iimited to scientific
experimentation oren hearing activities
designed to aid in the development of a new or
improved product, process. technique,
formula, invention, or computer software
program held for sale, lease, or license. or
used by you in a trade or business.
The research credit is generally not allowed
for the following types of activities:
is Res ar, h conducted after the beginning of
C.mm:rcical production;
* Research adapting an existing product or
process to a particular customer's need:
as Duplication of an existing product or
p ocess;
ar Surveys or studies:
9 Research relating to certain internal-use
computer software;
is Research conducted outside the U.S
9 Research in the social sciences, arts, or
humanities; or
a Research funded by another person (or
governmental entity).
see section 41 for more details and rules.
Part I -Orphan Drug Credit
~ it. as of qualified clinical testing
The
x def
nslemctjon.fy
piirallelstjee definitional
a pe
qualifiedsresearch expenses. except that
clinical testing expenses are not limited to
65% of any contract research expenses. See
section 28.
Caution: In order to claim the credit, the
expenses must be for a drugthat has been
desVat,0.dFasdaheraorFp=, drug undersection
Drug, and Cosmetic
526 f
Act, and related regula tions.
Line 2-You must reduce the deduction for
qualified clinical testing expenses otherwise
allowable on your income tax return by the
amount of the credit shown on 1 ne 2. See
section 28OC(b) for special rules.
Une 10-Include the orphan drugcredit on
the appropriate line of your 1987 tax return. If
listed separately on the return, include
it is not
the
credit on the "Other Credits" or "totall
credits" line; then write "ORPHAN DRUG
CREDIT"and the amount on the dotted line to
the left of the entry amount.

Part IV.-Research Credit
Lines 11 through 14, column b.-Base
period
an,r.esearch,,expenses are the average of
the
at ual ed research expenses for the
3 years immediately before the current tax
year, Ne,ly organized businesses are treated
as having been in business with no qualified
research expenses duringthe base period
before the business began.
Line 13-See section 41(b)(2)(A) for rules
on leased property it you receive payments
from anyone for the rental or lease of
substantially identical property.
Line 14-Include 65% of any amount paid or
incurred for qualified research performed on
your behalf. Prepaid contract research
expenses are considered paid in the year the
research is actually done. (See line 20.)
Line 17.-Base enriod research expenses
cannot be less thpa 50%of current year
research expenses. This rule applies both to
existin and newly organized businesses.
Line It.-Corporations (other than S
corporations, personal holding companies, and
service
izations). -You may be eligible
"basic research" credit if your 1987
for a newo'ga
payments in cash to a qualified university or
scientific research organization (pursuant to a
written contract) exceed a base period amount
(based on your gene ra I university giving a no
certain other mainteriance-of-effort levels for
the 3 preceding years). Enter your 1987
payments on line 19. See section 4 Ile) for
details.
Line 20-Enter the base period amount as
defined in section 41(e). The amount on line
20 (but not more than the arnount on Ime 19),
although not eligible for the 1987 university
research credit, can be treated as 1987
contract research expenses on line 14(a)
above (and subject to the 65% limitation).
Lines 3 and 24-The credit(s) figured on lines
I through 4 and on lines 11 through 25 by an S
corporation, partnership, estate, or trust are
apportioned tothe individual shareholders.
partners, or beneficiaries. respectively. This
apportioned credit (and any unused credit
of
these entities) is entered an line 3 or line 24from
Ca separate Form 6765 to determine the allowed
redit(s) to be entered on their tax returns.
Line 25. Estates or trusts.- Complete lines
I I through 25 and apportion the credit on line
25 between the estate or trust and the
beneficiaries on the basis of the income of the
estate or trust allocable to each. The estate or
tru t then enters its share of the credit on line
25sf separate Form 6765 and completes
theoreat of the form, as applicable, to
determine its allowed credit.
Line 28. Limillortions.-See section 38(cX4)
for special rules for married couples filing
separate returns. for Controlled corporate
groups, and for estates and trusts.
Line 31. Limits.-If you are an individual,
estate, or trust. the credit(s) on lines 23 or 24 is
limited to the amount on line 29 attributable to
rurrinterest in the proprietorship, partnership,
co poration, estate or trust generating the
credit. Figure separately for each business
enterpri" by usingthe following formula:
Trouble insenne shirMatle
to your interest in the unnoor
I I;Msted
Un929 X amium, 1065.104 1. or, I I thin,
Taxable mcome fix the Your [11040.
N- 36)
When usinop the formula, the result is limited
to 100% o the line 29 amount.
If in the current tax year you had no taxable
Income attributable to a particular business
interest, you Cannot claim spy research credit
this year related to that business.
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,_8586

Low-income Housing Credit

Def,ann MdOeTraeaury
lm-l=..S-.

be Attach to your tax return

0148 NO, 1545-0994

Fom8586(1987)

.11P7

Claution.: You cannot claim the credit on any
project ft~ir which any person was allowed
relief from the passive loss rules under
section 502 of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

Seff-ce No. 78

K.rNu).,iofxwron,ei

Identifying nloonew

Low-income Housing Credit

Building
Total (A + B)

1

Date building was placed in service (MO-YR) .

2
3

Eligible basis of building-See instructions
Low-income Portion (lesser of unit percentage or fl.or-space
. .
.
. .
percentage-see instructions) .

4

Qualified basis of low-income building (multiply line. 2 .by fine- 3;

5

Credit percentage-See instructions
.
Multiply line 4 by line 5 .
. .
.

6

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.
.

.

.
.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

r3

5
6

.

It Mo..-

The, enter total of currentyea, 1-sirt, cred,t(s) fa Straefillice,
Scheolule K I ffo '
, 1120S 1- 111,
.
hir;Column)
,it P 'r.,.
ar~ =,.
, -i...
ii-onrl -,,
. . are
. v. . . . .
. .
J
8
Current year credit-Add line 6 (t
line 7 .
. .
. .
.
. .
.
. .
8
Rate: Ifyou have a 1987 in vestment credit (Form 3468), jobs credit (Form 5884), credit for alcohol used as fuel (Form 6478), or reselfrCh credit
(Form 6765) in addition toi ur 1987 low-income housing credit, or ifyou have a carryback or carryforward of any general business credit,
stop here and go to Form 18L, Gimairsi
thlinesBual
gh
t .
ne;hCredit, to claim your 1987 lowincome housing credit. If you have only a low-income
noustM credit, 12u maK Conti
w
16 to claim your credit.
7

Flow-through housing credits
th.,

9&

firdividtials-From Form 1040, enter amount from line 43

tations
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

la Corporations-From Form 1 120, Schedule J. enter tax from line 3 (or Form I 120-A, Part 1, line 1)
c Other filers-Enter income tax before credits from return

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

10&

Individ Is-From Farm 1040, enter credit from line 44, plus any orphan drug and nonconventional
wurceua
fuel credits included on line 46 .
. .
.
. .
.
. .
. .
. .
.

la

Corporations-From Form 1120. Schedule J, enter credits from lines 4(a) through
.
.
Aid) (Form
1 120-A filers, enter zero) .
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
. .
.
. .
. .
.
. .

c

Other filers-See instructions for line 10c

11

.
. .
.
.
Income tax liability as adjusted (subtract line 10 from line 9)

12

rentative minimum taxa
b
c

13
14a
b

.

FE

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Individuals-From Form 6251, enter amount from line 17 .
.
.
Corporations-From Form 4626, enter amount from line 19
.
.
Estates and Trusts-From Form 9956 enter amount frmn lina 20

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

Excess of income tax liability over tentative minimum tax-Subtract line 12 from line I I
Enter smaller of line 11 or $25,000 (see Instructions for line 14)
. .
. ... .
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

13

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

H~r
lab

If line I I is mom than $25.000-Enter 75% of the excess
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

is

Add lines 14a and lab .

.

16

Total allowed credit-Enter smallest of line 8, line
.
.13,. or. line
. 15.
.
.
This
is your General
. .
. .
Business
.
.Credit
.
.
for 1987. Enter hereand on Form 1040. line 45; Form 1120, Schedule.), line 4(e); Form 1120-A, Part 1,
line 2; or the proper line of other returns .
. .
. .
.
. .
. ... .
. .
.
. .
. .
.
.
(I)pnithibit carryback of the credit toyears;
ending before 1.1-87;
(2) clarify when a building in a multiple
building
thiconsideredtobepartol'a
qualifiecipher, ncomehousingpiriect;
permitsome of me oasis of housing
units whose cost is disproportionate to that
of the low-income units to be included in
eligible basis;
(4) permit an owner to obtain an ad
binding commitment fora credit allocation
"ance
foralateryear.

General Instructions
(Section references am to the Internal
Revenue Code, unless otherwise noted
General Business Credit.-The general ,
business credit consists of the investment
credit, jobs credit, credit for alcohol used as

11

12

15

Paperwork Reduction Act Notice.-We
ask for this information to carry out the
Internal Revenue laws of the United States.
We need it to ensure that taxpayers are
complying with thew laws and to allow us to
Xre and collect the right amount of tax.
ou are required to give us this information.
Changes You Should Note.-The Tax
Reform Act of 1986 changed the alternative
minimum tax rules for the general business
credits. This will require an additional
computation on lines 12 and 13.
If you have credits from passive activities,
see Form 8582-CR. Passive Activity Credit
Limitations, before completing For. 8586.
Caution: Legislation pending at the time
this 1cm was printed would affect several
areas of the housing credit. It includes
provisions that.,

.

.
.

L16

fuel, research Credit, and low-income
housing credit. If you he" more than one of
these credits for 1987 or a urryback or
carryforward of any of these credits, attach
the appropriate credit forms and summarize
Credit. If you have only a 1987 low-income
he
Fredit, you do not have to file Form
38
is year.
partite
nzjjbs.2!s. S corporations. estates and
mplete Part I to figure the credit
to
ass
r.
.
to the partners,
shep
fihmu
Idea
beneficiaries. Attach the
Form 8586 to the
' income tax return.
Purpose of Form-,Offners of residential
rental projects providing low-income
housing should use Form 8586 to claim the
low-income homing credit.

rami 8586 Cigar)

Introduction
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 provides a
c edit of 70% of the qualified basis of each
.
new low-income building placed
of C in wtv, ce
after 1986 (30% in the case
rtai
Federally subsidized new buildinges or
certain existing buildings purchased and
placed in service). This credit is taken over a
10-year period so that the present value of
the,10 annual credit amounts at the
beg nning of the credit period equals 70%
(or 30%) of the qualified basis.
.
You may
t elect to begin the 10-year credit
period in he tax year after the year the
buildi
was placed in service. Use Form
8609,ngLo-Income Housing Credit Allocation
Certification, to make this election.
Qualified low-income housing projectThe ow-income housing credit can only be
claimed for residential rental projects that
meet thee treequirements of one of the
followin
sts:
(A) 20 50 Test: 20 percent or more of the
residential units in the project must be
both rent restricted and occupied by
individuals whose income is 50 percent
or less of the area median gross
(B) Iincome, or
40-60 Tes : 40 percent or More of the
residential tunits in the project must be
both rent restricted and occupied by
individuals whose income is 60 percent
or less of the area median gross income.
A unit is "rent restricted" if theciftroSS
he
fent does not exceed 30 percent
income limitation in (A) or (B) above for the
individuals occupying the unit. You may
choose to meet either test for the project.
but once made, the election is inevoc ble.
Use Form 8609 to make this electionaSee
section 42(g) for more details.
obtain a completed Form
8609
Youfrom
mustthe state or local credit agency
for each building to cover the amount of the
credit you wish to claim. A copy of For
8609 must be attached to your retu rn for
each building for each year. For Calendaryear 1987 filers the allocation must be
made by December 3
1987.ForFY
1987-88 filers the alk~afion must be made
by the earlier of: (1 ) 60 days after the
close
ofyou, tax year, or (2) December 31, 1988.
You may not take a low-income housing
credit on a building if it has not received an
allocation. Similarly, no credit will be
allowed in excess of the amount allocated to
the building by the housing credit agency.
S:: section 42(h). An allocation is not
n ded to the extent that a building
financed with certain tax-exempt bonds.
is
If
70% or more of a building is financed with
tax-exempt bonds, no allocation is needed
from the agency (but you . ust sti
complete the appropriate parts f 11Form
8609 and attach it to your return).
0
Certification of fiat-year credit, You
must certify certain first-year information to
the IRS on Form 8609. If you fail to file this
certification, you may not claim a credit for
that building for any year ending before the
certification is made.
Recapture of credit. There is a 15-year
compliance period duringwhich the rental

page 2
project Must Continue to Meet certain
requirements. If, as of the close of an tax
year in this period, there is a reductloyn of
the qualified basis from the previous year,
you may have to recapture a 11 or a Fie rt of
the credit you have taken. Use Form 862 1.
Recapture of Low-income Housing Credit.
See section 420).

Specific Instructions
Lines I through 6.-If you have more than
two buildings, attach a schedule and enter
the totals in the third column.
Line I.-Please make sure this data agrees
with the date shown on the attached Form
8609 for that building.
Line 2. Eligible Basis.-Generally. the
eligible basis of a building for its entire 15year compliance period is figured as of the
date it is placed in service For homing
projects consisting of two,or more buildings
figure the credit separate y for each buildini,
For new buildings the eligible basis is
generally the cost of construction.
For existing buildings the eligible basis is
the cost of acquisition plus any rehabilitation
expenditures incurred before the close of the
.
first tax year of the credit period. The
building must have been acquired by
purchase from an unrelated person and
th:re must have been at least 10 years since
th building was last placed in service or
substantially improved.
Rehabilitation expenditures that are not
Federally subsidized may be treated as a
separate new building eligible for the 9%
credit if the expenditures incurred during
any 24-month period average $2,000 or
more per low-income unit in a building. If
such rehabilitation expenditures are
Federally subsidized they may be treated as
a separate new building eligible for the 4%
credit. The expenditures will be treated as
placed in service at the close of the 24.
month period. See section 42(e).
When figufing the eligible basis of a new
or existing building, do not include the cost
of land. Furthermore, you must reduce the
basis by the amou im of any Federal grants
received and by any basis allocable to non.
low-income units that are above the average
quality standard of the low,income units in
the building.
Residential rental property may quality
for the cmdit even though part of the
building in which the residential units are
located is used for commercial use. To
figure the eligible basis of such property, do
not include the cost of the nonresidential
rental property. You may generally include
the basis of common areas or tenant
facilities, such as swimming pools or
parking areas. See section 42(d),
Line 3. Low-income Portion.-Only the
portion of the basis on line 2 attributable to
the low-income rental units qualifies for the
cred it. Th is is the lesser of: (1) the
Percentage of low-income units to all
residential rental units (the 'unit
percentage"), or (2) the percenta ge of floor
space of the low-income units tot efloor
space of all residential rental units (the
'floor-space percentage*). Low-income
units are those units presently occupied by
qualifying tenants, while residential rental
units are all units, whether or not occupied.
For the fiat year of the credit period you
must use a modified percentage on line 3 to

reflect the average portion of a 12-month
period that the units in a building were
occupied by lovi-income individuals. Find the
low-income portion of each building (the
lesser of the unit percentage or the floor.
space percenta e) as of the end of each full
month that the tuilding was in service during
the year. Add thew percentages together and
divide by 12, Enter the result on line 3. For
example, if a building was in service for the
last three months of your tax year, and was
half occupied as of the end of each of those
three months, then you would enter .1 25
((.5 + .5 + .5] + 12) on line 3. This first ye r
adjustment does not affect the amount of
qualified basis on which the credit is claimed
in the remaining nine years of the credit
period. and the amount of the reduction may
be claimed in the eleventh year.
Line 4. Qualified Basis of Low-income
Building.-This is the portion of the
qualified low-income building attributable to
the ow-income rental units.
At-risk limitation for individuals and
closely held corporations. The basis of
property may be limited if you borrowed
again.stt the property and are protected
again loss,or if you borrowed money from
a person who has other than a creditor
interest in the property. See section 42(k).
Line 5. Credit Percentage.-This is
generally 9% (.09) or 4% (.04) for buildings
placed in service during 1987. However, this
percentage May be limited if you did not
receive an allocation from the housing credit
agency for the full amount of the credit.
If the
d
Ilociffion on
he.
Form 80,
- anecnytar
onTIanel5aol
n -Form 8586
the cre it percentage shown on Form(s)
8609, Part 1. line 3.
If an allocation is not required to be
made by an agency, enter on line 5 of Forar
8586 the applicable percentage as follows:
Newly constructed buildings
not Federally subsidized .
.
. .
. 9%
Rehabilitation expenditures treated
as separate new building
.
. .
. 9%
Newly constructed buildings that
are Federally subsidized .
.
. .
. 4%
Existing buildings .
.
. .
.
. .
. 4%
For buildings placed in service after
12/31/87 the credit Percentage will be
adjusted monthly to reflect the present
value at the time the building is placed in
service. See the revenue ruling published
monthly by the IRS that deals with
applicable Federal interest rates.
Line 7.-If you have flow-through credifis)
from a partnership, S corporation,
cooperative, estate, or trust, add them up
and enter the total on line 7.
Line 10c. Other Filers.-Before you can
claim the low-income housing credit against
your tax liability, you must first reduce this
tax liability by the following credits:
a Personal credits.
a Foreign tax credit.
a Possessions corporation tax credit.
a Orphan drug credit.
a Nonconventionalsource fuel credit.
Line 14. U.Itation.-See section 38(cX4)
for special rules for married couples filing
separate returns, for controlled corporate
groups, and for estates and trusts.
Caurrybacks and carrytonvards.-If you
cannot use part or all of the credit because
of the tax liability limitations you me ce
the excess to other years. & Form 3899y
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